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INTRODUCTION
On the 96 rolls of this microfilm publication are reproduced
the records from the decimal file of the Department of State,
1930-44, that relate to political relations between China and
Japan. The records are mostly instructions to and despatches
from diplomatic and consular officials; the despatches are often
accompanied by enclosures. Also included in these records are
notes between the Department of State and foreign diplomatic
representatives in the United States, memorandums prepared by
officials of the Department, and correspondence with officials
of other Government departments and with private firms and
persons.
The State Department divided the decimal file into
chronological segments to retire inactive records. This
division has been maintained in this microfilm publication. The
records for the period 1930-39 are filmed on rolls 1-88 and
those for 1940-44 on rolls 89-96.
The Lists of Documents or ’’purport lists” filmed on rolls
345 and 346 (1930-39), roll 532 (1940-June 1944), and roll 628
(July-Dec. 1944) of M973 give brief abstracts of the documents
reproduced in this microfilm publication and serve as a finding
aid to the documents themselves. The arrangement of the entries
on these lists generally corresponds to the arrangement of the
documents in the file.
From 1910 to 1963 the State Department used a decimal
system for its central files, assembling and arranging individual
documents according to subject and assigning decimal file numbers.
The decimal file consists of nine primary classes numbered 0
through 8, each covering a broad subject area. The records
reproduced in this microfilm publication are in Class 7,
political relations of states.
Each country had been assigned
a two-digit number. The country numbers assigned to China and
to Japan, for example, are 93 and 94, respectively. Thus,
documents bearing the file number 793.94 concern political
relations between China and Japan.

When one or more digits follow the second country number,
they represent a specific subject. This number, in turn, may
be followed by a slant mark (/).
In such cases the numbers
after the slant mark were assigned to individual documents as
they were accumulated on a specific subject.
For example, a
decimal file number taken from a document reproduced in this
microfilm publication is 793.943/5. The number 3 following
the country number for Japan (94) signifies that the subject
is extraterritoriality, and the number after the slant mark
indicates the number of documents on this subject.
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The documents under one subject classification are generally
in chronological order, coinciding with the assigned document
number, which follows the slant mark. There are instances,
however, when a document file number was not assigned until a
date considerably later than the one on which the document was
received.
In July 1944 the number after the slant mark began to
reflect the date of the document instead of the number of
documents; for example, a document dated November 20, 1944,
would be numbered /11-2044. Documents dated as early as 1939
but not indexed until after July 1, 1944, also have been assigned
date numbers.
Cross-reference sheets referring to related records under
other subject classifications in the decimal file have been
reproduced as they occur, and appropriate cross-reference
notations appear in the Lists of Documents.

The file contains documents that were security classified
by the State Department, as well as those received from and
classified by foreign governments and other Federal agencies.
Documents that have not been declassified are not available as
part of this microfilm publication. The National Archives and
Records Service (NARS) does not have authority to make repro
ductions of such documents available to searchers. Documents
that remain classified have been removed from the file and
replaced by a withdrawal notice that identifies the document
and indicates the reason for its removal.
The records reproduced in this microfilm publication are
part of General Records of the Department of State, Record Group
59, and are a continuation of the records concerning political
relations between China and other states, 1910-29, which have
been microfilmed as NARS M341.
In the same record group are several diplomatic correspondence
series containing documents on relations between China anà
the United States. They are copies of instructions from the
State Department to U.S. Ministers to China, 1843-1906 (rolls
38-43 of M77) ; notes to the Chinese Legation in the United States
from the Department, 1868-1906 (rolls 13 and 14 of M99);
despatches from U.S. Ministers to China to the Department, 18431906 (M92); and notes from the Chinese Legation in the United
States to the Department, 1868-1906 (M98). Also related to
matters concerning China are communications to special agents
of the United States from the Department, 1852-86 (roll 154 of
M77) .

Several series of volumes contain material on relations
between Japan and the United States.
There are copies of
instructions from the State Department to U.S. Ministers to
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Japan, 1855-1906 (rolls 104-108 of M77) ; despatches from U.S.
Ministers to Japan to the Department, 1855-1906 (M133); notes to
the Japanese Legation in the United States from the Department,
1860-1906 (rolls 66 and 67 of M99) ; and notes from the Japanese
Legation in the United States to the Department, 1858-1906
(M163).
Also related to matters concerning Japan are communica
tions to special agents of the United States from the Department,
1823-86 (rolls 152 and 154 of M77) ; and despatches from special
agents to the Department, 1794-1837 (roll 10 of M37).

Despatches from U.S. consular officials in China and Japan
before 1906 are available as separate microfilm publications for
each post.
Complementary to the despatches from consuls are
instructions to consuls.
The method of arranging the diplomatic and consular series
cited above was discontinued in 1906, when the State Department
adopted the practice of filing incoming and outgoing correspondence,
memorandums, and other documents by subject in a single numerical
series.
Information on documents relating to China and Japan
for the 1906-10 period may be found through the use of card
indexes and Lists of Documents in the National Archives of the
United States.
The Numerical File is available as microfilm
publication M862.
Several series in the State Department decimal file, 1910-29,
that relate to Chinese and Japanese affairs are available as
microfilm publications.
In Class 7 there are two series regarding
Chinese affairs:
one concerning political relations between
the United States and China (M339) and the other concerning
political relations between China and other states (including
Japan) (M341); and two series regarding Japanese affairs:
one
concerning political relations between the United States and
Japan (M423) and the other concerning political relations
between Japan and other states (M424). Class 8, internal affairs
of states, has records concerning internal affairs of China
(M329) and internal affairs of Japan (M422).
Additional
documents are in the remaining classes of the State Department
decimal file:

Class 0.
Class 1.
Class
Class
Class
Class

2.
3.
4.
5.

Class 6.

General.
Miscellaneous.
Administration, Government of the United
States.
Extradition.
Protection of Interests.
Claims.
International Congresses and Conferences
Multi-lateral Treaties.
League of
Nations.
Commerce.
Customs Administration.
Com
mercial Relations, Treaties and Con
ventions.
Commercial and Trade Agree
ments .
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In Records of Boundary and Claims Commissions and Arbitrations
Record Group 76, there are records relating to the Claims Com
missions of 1858 and 1901 between the United States and China.
In Records of International Conferences, Commissions, and
Expositions, Record Group 43, are records of several conferences
in which the United States and Japan participated. There are
records of the Washington Conference on Limitation of Armament,
1921-22, which met to consider the limitation of armaments and
certain questions relating to Pacific and Far Eastern problems.
There are also records of the Commission To Represent the United
States at the Grand Exhibition of Japan, 1917. The exhibition
was planned for 1912 but had been postponed, and the records
relate mainly to the visit of U.S. Commissioners to Japan in
1908 and to their conferences with Japanese officials. Other
relevant records in Record Group 43 are those concerning the
Sino-Japanese Dispute, 1930-32 (documents gathered by Gen. Frank
McCoy, U.S. representative on the Lytton Commission), those of
the U.S. Element, Allied Council for Japan, 1946-52, and those
of the Far Eastern Commission, 1945-51.

In Records of the Foreign Service Posts of the Department
of State, Record Group 84, are records originally kept at U.S.
diplomatic and consular posts. Among these are records of the
U.S. Legation (later Embassy) in China, 1843-1945, and of the
U.S. Legation (later Embassy) in Japan, 1855-1936, as well as
those of various consular posts in those countries.
The records reproduced in this microfilm publication were
prepared for filming by Ralph E. Huss, who also wrote these
introductory remarks.
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CONTENTS
The decimal file number span, the approximate date span,
and a brief description of the subject content of the documents
reproduced in this microfilm publication are indicated below.
Roll

File Number and Description

Inclusive Dates

1930-39

GENERAL
The documents reproduced on rolls
1-63 relate to the general topic of
political relations between China and
Japan, including the Japanese occupa
tion of Manchuria, beginning with the
Mukden incident, in 1931; military
action at Shanghai in 1932; further
Japanese political and economic
penetration into China, 1935-36; and
the course of the undeclared war be
tween Japan and China, 1937-39.
In
some cases, documents of a recurring
type or relating to special subjects
have been placed in subcategories
denoted by the use of a keyword; these
files are reproduced on roll 64
through the first part of roll 83.

1

793.94/1775-2120

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

793.94/2121-2340
793.94/2341-2560
793.94/2561-2770
793.94/2771-2940
793.94/2941-3080
793.94/3081-3250
793.94/3251-3410

9

793.94/3411-3609

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

793.94/3610-3900
793.94/3901-4080
793.94/4081-4270
793.94/4271-4450
793.94/4451-4621
793.94/4622-4830
793.94/4831-4870
793.94/4871-5020
793.94/5021-5175
793.94/5176-5310
793.94/5311-5500

Jan. 1930Oct. 1931
Oct. 1931
Oct.-Nov. 1931
Oct.-Nov. 1931
Oct.-Nov. 1931
Nov.-Dec. 1931
Nov.-Dec. 1931
Nov. 1931Jan. 1932
Dec. 1931Jan. 1932
Jan.-Feb. 1932
Jan.-Feb. 1932
Jan.-Feb. 1932
Feb. 1932
Feb.-Mar. 1932
Feb.-Mar. 1932
Mar. 1932
Mar.-Apr. 1932
Mar.-May 1932
Apr.-June 1932
May-Aug. 1932
5
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Roll

File Number and Description

Inclusive Dates

21
22

793.94/5501-5600
793.94/5601-5800

23
24
25
26

793.94/5801-6100
793.94/6101-6350
793.94/6351-6520
793.94/6521-6680

27

793.94/6681-6840

28
29
30
31

793.94/6841-7050
793.94/7051-7255
793.94/7256-7515
793.94/7516-7780

32
33
34

793.94/7781-8000
793.94/8001-8280
793.94/8281-8500

35

793.94/8501-8757

36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48

793.94/8758-9140
793.94/9141-9490
793.94/9491-9815
793.94/9816-10130
793.94/10131-10430
793.94/10431-10650
793.94/10651-10850
793.94/10851-11030
793.94/11031-11129
793.94/11130-11350
793.94/11351-11670
793.94/11671-11850
793.94/11851-12140

49

793.94/12141-12326

50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59

793.94/12327-12480
793.94/12481-12690
793.94/12691-12940
793.94/12941-13070
793.94/13071-13450
793.94/13451-13740
793.94/13741-14000
793.94/14001-14250
793.94/14251-14500
793.94/14501-14710

60
61

793.94/14711-14924
793.94/14925-15160

July-Oct. 1932
Oct. 1932Jan. 1933
Jan.-Mar. 1933
Mar.-May 1933
May-Nov. 1933
Nov. 1933May 1934
Apr. 1934Jan. 1935
Jan.-June 1935
June-Aug. 1935
Aug.-Dec. 1935
Nov. 1935Mar. 1936
Feb.-June 1936
June-Oct. 1936
Oct. 1936Jan. 1937
Dec. 1936July 1937
July-Aug. 1937
Aug. 1937
Aug. 1937
Aug.-Sept. 1937
Sept.-Oct. 1937
Oct. 1937
Oct. 1937
Oct. 1937
Oct.-Nov. 1937
Oct.-Nov. 1937
Nov.-Dec. 1937
Nov.-Dec. 1937
Dec. 1937Jan. 1938
Dec. 1937Feb. 1938
Jan.-Feb. 1938
Feb.-Mar. 1938
Feb.-Apr. 1938
Apr.-May 1938
Apr.-July 1938
June-Aug. 1938
July-Oct. 1938
Sept.-Oct. 1938
Oct.-Dec. 1938
Nov. 1938Feb. 1939
Jan.-Apr. 1939
Mar.-July 1939
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File Number and Description

Inclusive Dates

62
63

793.94/15161-15350
793.94/15351-15561

June-Sept. 1939
Aug.-Dec. 1939

64

Feb. 1933793.94 Advisory Committee/1-173
Nov. 1939
An advisory committee was
appointed by the Special Assembly
of the League of Nations on Feb. 24,
1933, to follow the situation in
the Far East.
Records relate to
the establishment and work of the
committee, export of arms, American
cooperation, withdrawal of Japan
from the League, and recognition of
Manchukuo. Also included are reports
and resolutions of the committee.

65(pt.)

793.94 Bulletin/1-11
News reports, prepared by diplomatic and military personnel in
China, regarding movements of
Americans in Pieping, Tientsin, and
the zone of military operations.

65(pt.)

793.94 Commission/1-220
Dec. 1931The Lytton Commission was estabMay 1932
lished to make an inquiry in Manchuria
and China as proposed by the Council
of the League of Nations on Dec. 10,
1931. Records relate to the establish
ment of the Commission, American
participation, the appointment of
members and their itinerary, investiga
tions, and the Commission’s preliminary
report. Also included are records
relating to the Shanghai Commission,
which was composed of the consuls
general in that city.
793.94 Commission/221-360
Apr.-Sept. 1932
Investigations by the Commission in
China and Manchuria, the drafting of
the Commission’s report, and Chinese
and Japanese reaction to the Com
mission’s work.
793.94 Commission/361-461
Sept.-Oct. 1932
Preparation of and reaction to
the Commission’s report.
793.94 Commission/462
Oct. 1932
Lytton Commission’s report with
maps, and State Department Publica
tion No. 378 (reprint of the report).

66

67

68

July 29Aug. 10, 1937
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File Number and Description

Inclusive Dates

69

793.94 Commission/463-520
Press comments on the Commission’s
report; preparations for the League
debate; positions to be taken by
various countries, particularly
China and Japan; and the League
edition of the Lytton Commission’s
report (in French and English).
793.94 Commission/521-660
Reactions to the Lytton Com
mission’s report, proceedings of
the League Council and Assembly on
the Sino-Japanese question, the
problem of recognizing Manchukuo,
the Four Power draft resolution
of December 7, and meetings of the
Committee of Nineteen.
793.94 Commission/661-760
Reactions to the Lytton Commission’s report, League debate on
the Sino-Japanese conflict, and the
question of U.S. participation in
the work of the Conciliation Com
mittee and the Committee of Nineteen.
793.94 Commission/761-920
Meetings and recommendations of
the Committee of Nineteen, the
question of an embargo on arms to
the Far East, annexes to the Lytton
Commission’s report, visit of Yosuko
Matsuoka to the United States, and
Japanese withdrawal from the League.
793.94 Commission/921-944
Withdrawal of Japan from the
League and the question of
economic boycott.
Included is a
set of documents entitled ’’Military
Narrative of the Travel and Work
of the Far Eastern Commission of
Inquiry,” consisting of a report,
extracts of interviews, and photo
graphs compiled by Gen. Frank McCoy,
U.S. representative on the Lytton
Commission.

Oct.-Nov. 1932

70

71

72

73

793.94 Conference/1-280
The signatories of the Nine Power
Treaty of 1922 met in Brussels in
November 1937 to discuss the SinoJapanese dispute. Records relate to

Oct.-Dec. 1932

Nov. 1932Jan. 1933

Jan.-Mar. 1933

Mar. 1933Feb. 1939

Oct.-Nov. 1937
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Roll

76(pt.)

File Number and Description
proposals for the conference,
invitations to signatories,
personnel of delegations,
administrative arrangements,
proceedings of the conference,
and reactions of China and
Japan.
793.94 Conference/281-366(pt.)
Offer of the good offices of Great
Britain and the United States to
China and Japan; press comments
on the conference; proposals for
reconvening the conference in
February 1938; and miscellaneous
conference documents, including
minutes of meetings.
793.94 Conference/366(pt.)-376
Copies of various conference
documents.

Inclusive Dates

Nov. 1937Dec. 1938

Feb. 1938July 1939

76 (pt.)

793.94 Manchuria/63-78
Japanese policies and
activities in Manchuria.
Included are a pamphlet entitled
’’Japan’s Positive Policy in
Manchuria,” which is a copy of
the alleged 1927 Memorial of
Premier Tanaka, and records
relating to a treaty between
Japan and Manchukuo concerning
residence and taxation of Japanese
residents in Manchuria.

Jan. 1930July 1936

76(pt.)

793.94 M.I.D. Reports/29, 40-42, 360
Reports received from the Military
Intelligence Division:
on a con
versation with Gen. Shang Chen on
Mar. 1, 1932; on Japanese aerial
operations over Shanghai, Jan. 29Mar. 3, 1932, from the Commander
in Chief, U.S. Asiatic Fleet;
on Sino-Japanese operations in
the vicinity of Shanghai, JanuaryMarch 1932, prepared by Capt.
William Mayer in the Office of the
Military Attache, U.S. Legation,
China; on Sino-Japanese opera
tions in the vicinity of Shanghai,
Jan. 28-Mar. 7, 1932, prepared by

1932;
1937-38
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File Number and Description

Inclusive Dates

the Intelligence Office, 4th
Marines, U.S. Marine Corps
Expeditionary Forces; and on
developments in the SinoJapanese situation, Dec. 22,
1937-Jan. 3, 1938.
77

78
79 (pt.)

79(pt.)

80

81(pt.)

81(pt.)

82

83(pt.)

793.94 News Items/1-70
Digests of news items and
clippings from the New York
Times, New York Herald Tribune,
Washington Post, and Englishlanguage newspapers in China
and Japan, and news despatches from
Europe and Asia.
793.94 News Items/71-140
Same as for roll 77.
793.94 News Items/141-172
Same as for roll 77.

793.94 O.N.I. Reports/1-60
Office of Naval Intelligence
reports on Sino-Japanese relations.
793.94 O.N.I. Reports/61-480
Same as for latter part of
roll 79.
793.94 O.N.I. Reports/481-853
Same as for latter part of
roll 79.

Nov. 7, 1931Feb. 15, 1932

Feb. 8May 7, 1932
May 9June 13, 1932
Oct. 1931Dec. 1935

Dec. 24, 1935May 9, 1938

May 11, 1938Nov. 25, 1939

793.94 P.C./1-40
Popular comment on the SinoJapanese dispute by private
individuals and groups, and
members of Congress.
793.94 P.C./41-189
Same as for latter part of
roll 81.

Oct.-Dec. 1931

793.94 Shanghai Round Table/1-54
Japanese proposal in May 1932
for a roundtable conference
among Japan, Great Britain,
France, Italy, and the United
States to settle the dispute
involving Shanghai.

Feb.-Aug. 1932

Dec. 1931June 1939
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Roll

File Number and Description

Inclusive Dates

POLITICAL
War. Peace. Friendship.
Alliance. Nonaggression.
83(pt.)

83(pt.)

83 (pt.)

84(pt.)

793.9411/2-6
Cross-references to documents
in the 793.94 file relating to
the outbreak of war between
Japan and China in 1931 and
1938.
Neutrality.
793.94111/1-126
Neutrality and the duties of
neutrals in the conflict between
China and Japan; pilotage service
for Japanese vessels and trans
ports at Shanghai; application of
the U.S. Neutrality Act in the
Sino-Japanese conflict; pro
tection of U.S. ships calling at
Chinese ports; proposals of embargo
on the shipment of arms and ammuni
tion to the Far East; and positions
of France, U.S.S.R., and Great
Britain.

1931; 1938

Feb.-Mar. 1932;
July 1937Aug. 1938

Neutral commerce.
793.94112/1-60
Jan. 1932;
Blockade of shipping at Shanghai;
Aug.-Sept. 1937
proposal and proclamation of
Japanese blockade along the Chinese
coast; and the stopping and searching
of U.S., British, and French merchant
vessels by Japanese naval vessels.
793.94112/61-308
Sept. 1937Dangers to merchant ships in Far
Dec. 1939
Eastern waters; marking of merchant
ships to avoid Japanese bombing;
blockade of the Chinese coast and
attitudes of the U.S., British, and
French Governments toward the blockade;
effect of the blockade on U.S. ship
ments of petroleum and other products;
Japanese destruction of fishing junks;
Japanese violation of British
territorial waters of Hong Kong;
Japanese restrictions on navigation
and British shipping on the Yangtze
River; and blockade of the ShantungHopei coast.
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Roll

84(pt.)

84(pt.)

85(pt.)

85(pt.)

85(pt.)

86

File Number and Description

Prisoners of war.
793.94114/1-12
Inquiries concerning Japanese
and Chinese prisoners and meetings
of the Consular Body Committee at
Shanghai regarding disposition
of Chinese detained by the
Japanese.
793.94114 Wang Keng/1-19
Japanese arrest, imprisonment, and release of Chinese
Gen. Wang Keng.

Inclusive Dates

1932; 1938

Feb. 28-Aug. 12,
1932

Civil prisoners. Enemy noncombatants .
793.94115/1-12
Sept. 1937Meetings of the Consular Body
Nov. 1939
Committee at Shanghai regarding
Chinese detained by the Japanese
and arrest and release of Dr.
M. I. Ting by the Japanese.

Illegal and inhumane warfare.
793.94116/1-134
Charges of inhumane warfare
waged by the Japanese; Japanese
bombing of camp of flood refugees
near Shanghai in February 1932; use
of chemical warfare; bombing of
civilian populations, particularly
in Canton in 1938; and pamphlet
entitled ’’The Bombing of Canton,”
published by the Canton Committee
for Justice to China (1938).
Military observers.
793.94118/1-101
U.S. military observers in
China.

Jan. 18, 1932Sept. 21, 1939

Nov. 1931-May 1932;
Sept. 1937Sept. 1938

Termination of war.
793.94119/1-240
Feb.-Apr. 1932
Proposed peace conferences and
negotiations, Japanese peace
proposals, offers of mediation by
foreign powers, and the role of
the League of Nations in the peace
proposals. This file consists mainly
of cross-references to documents
in the 793.94 file interspersed with
a few original documents. The cross
reference sheets are usually accompanied
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Roll

87

88(pt.)

88(pt.)

88 (pt.)

88(pt.)

88 (pt.)

88(pt.)

88(pt.)

File Number and Description
by a typed copy or abstract
of the document.
793.94119/241-550
Same as for roll 86.

793.94119/551-618
Same as for roll 86.

Arbitration.
793.9412/1-2
Report of possible negotiation
of a treaty of arbitration between
China and Japan.

Cession of Territory.
793.9414/5-12
Reports of the naval attache in
Tokyo that the Japanese Government
is negotiating with China in an
effort to purchase Pratas Reef.
COMMERCE AND NAVIGATION
793.94/42-43
Translation of a draft of a SinoJapanese treaty of amity, commerce,
and navigation proposed by China.

793.9427/1
Cross-reference to agreement
between China and Japan for air
route between North China and
Japan.

Inclusive Dates

Apr. 1932June 1933;
Aug. 1937June 1939
June-Dec. 1939

Oct. 29, 1931

June-Aug. 1935

Jan. 8 and
Feb. 7, 1930

Oct. 22, 1936

EXTRATERRITORIALITY
793.943/5-18
Mar. 1830Cross-references and documents
July 1938
relating to the position of Japan
on the question of extraterritoriality
in China.
793.943 Manchuria/1-60
April 1933Application of extraterritorial
June 1938
rights to Japanese nationals in
Manchukuo and abolition of
Japanese extraterritoriality in
Manchuria.
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File Number and Description

Inclusive Dates

1940-44

GENERAL
The documents reproduced on roll
89 through the first part of roll
95 relate to the general topic of
political relations between China
and Japan and are a continuation
of the documents in the 793.94 file
reproduced on roll 1 through the
first part of roll 83. The records
concern mainly the undeclared war
between China and Japan, 1940-41;
Japanese military operations,
particularly the bombing of the
Yunnan Railway, Chungking, and
other Chinese cities; Chinese
resistance to the Japanese advance
into southern China; efforts to
bring about an agreement between
China and Japan; and the reaction
of the United States and other
governments to the continuing war.

Jan.-Feb. 1940
Feb.-May 1940
Apr.-Aug. 1940
Aug. 1940Mar. 1941
Jan.-July 1941
July 1941Oct. 1942
Nov. 1942Aug. 1944

89
90
91
92

793.94/15562-15659
793.94/15660-15849
793.94/15850-16099
793.94/16100-16499

93
94

793.94/16500-16799
793.94/16800-17100

95 (pt.)

793.94/17101-793.94/8-2144

95(pt.)

793.94 Conference/377-378
Alleged American policy of
encirclement of Japan, and
possible British-American
fleet movements in the Far
East.

95 (pt.)

May 1, 1940
793.94 O.N.I./956
Office of Naval Intelligence digest
of press information in China.

Mar. 13, 1940;
Sept. 18, 1942
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Roll

File Number and Description

Inclusive Dates

POLITICAL
War. Peace. Friendship. Alliance.
Nonaggression.
95(pt.)

95(pt.)

95(pt. )

95(pt.)

95(pt.)

95(pt.)

96(pt.)

793.9411/7
Cross-reference to war between
China and Japan.

Neutrality.
793.94111/127
Japanese violation of Hong
Kong neutrality.

Neutral commerce.
793.94112/287-436
Neutral commerce, blockade,
proposed reopening of the Yangtze
River in 1940 from Shanghai to
Nanking, reopening of the Pearl
River to commercial traffic,
proposed opening of the Port of
Swatow, and reopening of Customs
houses at Chingkiang and Nanking.

Jan. 18, 1940

May 31, 1940

Jan. 1940Nov. 1941

Prisoners of war.
Aug. 16, 1940
793.94114/13
Cross-reference to the 793.94/16136
file relating to the capture of
Japanese General Mishio.
Illegal
and inhumane warfare.

793.94116/124-147
Cross-references to and documents
concerning Japanese bombing raids
and alleged use of poison gas.
Military observers.
793.94118/102-104
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to the Causes Leading to the Sinf/Japanese Crisis

Granted:

(1) that the question of proportion need not be taken into
consideration in making reprisals: the slightest provocation on the
part of a nation justifies the seizure of thousands of miles of her
territory, the demolition of her administrations and the wholesale
massacre of her civilians;
(2) that occasional obstruction to the monopolistic rights and
privileges, obtained at the point of the bayonet, which are in direct
contradiction with the principles of Open Door and Equal
Opportunities guaranteed by international treaties, and which have
been rendered null and void by the Nine-Power Treaty, justifies the
scrapping of the Kellogg Pact, the Nine-Power Treaty and the
League Covenant, all of which have been voluntarily signed by the
nations concerned;
(3) that only encroachments upon legal rights, no matter how
obtained, should be called “provocations”, while a serites of thefts,
plunders and murders, provided they are carried out by a responsible,
efficient and well organized nation and not by irresponsible bandits
and provided they are sanctioned by an open declaration of war,
are not provocations;
4
*
China still has a better case than Japan. Nobody has the right to take
for granted Japan’s allegation that China has provoked Japan (instead
of the reverse) before the Manchurian coup, without first giving both
sides a fair hearing.
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Shanghai, March 7. 1932.
The League of Nations Commission
of Inquiry into the Manchurian Situation,
Shanghai.
Your Excellencies,
At this stage it is quite futile to argue with Japan about right and
wrong. But as the Japanese, while perpetrating every imaginable
transgression and atrocity, moralizes at the same time on the righteous
ness of their course, something ought to be said. There is no lack of
people in the world who are deceived by Japan’s energetic and
unscrupulous propaganda. Then there are also some self-styled China
experts, accustomed to all sorts of unrestrained transgressions, but lately
piqued by the slight check to their arrogance, who find this an opportun
ity to take side with Japan to defame China in the eyes of the world.
For these reasons the true aspects of the present crisis have been hidden
from the public abroad. Moreover, China has not been able to follow
Japan’s examples to demand satisfaction through destruction and
massacre; therefore the world’s attention has not been drawn to her
grievances, though they are far more numerous and beyond comparison
with those alleged by Japan. Even those who are most emphatic in
their condemnation of the Japanese actions in Manchuria and Shanghai
are under the impression that China is at least to be blamed for furnish^ing of excuses for these actions.
We beg to submit to you in the following a réfutai of the Japanese
misrepresentations with regard to the background of the Manchurian
situation.
Accompanying this is also an article entitled “A Réfutai of Japanese
Misrepresentations with Regard to the Causes Leading to the SinoJapanese Crisis.” It is an attempt to deal more in detail and with
indisputable proofs the matters outlined in this letter. The quotations
therein are exclusively from materials of either Japanese or neutral
foreign sources. Of course, it is impossible to give more than illustrative
samples in the few pages, but a closer study of materials regarding SinoJapanese'relations will convince everyone of the authenticity and good
faith of every word in the article, as well as in this letter.
No effort is being made in either this letter or the article to dwell
on the events in Manchuria since Sepember 18 and in Shanghai since
January 28, for they are too self-speaking to need much comment.
Enough it is to state in passing that, owing to its remoteness from
the center of foreign interest and on account of stringent Japanese
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censorship, little news other than Japanese propaganda has leaked out
from Manchuria, but an examination of the present conditions in
Shanghai will give an example of what tribulations the people in
Manchuria have to subject to. Despité their recommendation for dis
cretion prompted by the fear of incurring Japanese displeasure, a casual
glance in the local foreign newspapers will discover not a few eye
witness reports of atrocities perpetrated by the Japanese in Shanghai
towards Chinese civilians, including women and children.
PROVOCATIONS.
An intruder breaks into and occupies a house. The rightful owner
is unable to eject him but is forced to make the best he can of the
situation. Any show of lack of enthusiasm in carrying out the condi
tions imposed by the intruder calls forth severe blows and kicks for the
owner. Now, to carry his abuse still further, the intruder throws the
owner out of his own house, at the same time announcing publicly that
repeated provocations on the part of the owner has compelled him . to
expel the latter as a measure of self-defence. The by-standers, cowed
by the boldness of the intruder and disheartened by the owner’s in
ability and unwillingness to retaliate, not only condones the former’s
actions, but also echoes his assertion that the latter should submit
docilely to the ill-treatments, and that he has only himself to blame
for his sufferings.
The above is an exact simile of the relation between China and Japan
before the Shanghai affair began.
The Japanese have declared that the people in the West are un
familiar with the historical background of the Sino-Japanese relations and
have therefore misunderstood the situation. The history of the relations
between China and Japan for the last half century has been nothing else
but a record of despoliations through treachery or violence on the part
of Japan. Anyone at all acquainted with the history of the East will
recall how Japan alienated Formosa from China; how she annexed
Korea and Riu Kiu; how she served on China the Twenty-One Demands;
how she violated China's neutrality, both in the Russo-Japanese War
and in her siege of Tsingtao; how she repeatedly supplied ammunition
and funds to factions in rebellion against the Central Government; how
she acquired concessions by trick or force, such as the mines of Yentai
and Penhsihu; how she interrupted the victorious advance of the Nation
alist army in Shantung, bombarding the city of Tsinan and brutally
murdering Mr. Tsai Kung-se, the then Foreign Commissioner for
Shantung; how she assassinated Marshal Chang Tso-lin; how she
connived at the massacre of Chinese in Korea, lasting for over ten days
and resulting in 143 deaths, 345 wounded and 72 missing for the Chinese.

Japan’s encroachments on Chinese rights in Manchuria would make
those she accuses China of entirely insignificant. The stationing of
troops along the railway lines after Russia had withdrawn her railway
guards; the establishment of police forces in the interior; the trespassing
on territories beyond the limits of the railway areas to seize and kill
Chinese nationals; all these have been continuously going on. On what
agreements or treaties, however harsh or unreasonable, are these
illegalities based?
The Japanese are prone to accuse us of encroachments on her rights
and privileges and violations of treaties and agreements. What are these
rights and privileges? What are these treaties and agreements? Are
they anything better than thefts and plunders? Assuming that thefts and
plunders are sacred possessions not to be returned to their original own
ers, assuming that rights and privileges acquired through the medium
of treachery and force and treaties and agreements signed at the point
of the bayonet have indisputed validity, the Japanese have even gone
beyond the limits they themselves have fixed.
Whatever irregularities China may have been guilty of have been
insignificant and in the nature of neglect and reluctance to carry out
the undertakings she had been compelled to agree. Japan’s provocations
are by far the graver, anyone of her numerous aggressive actions will
more than offset all the alleged provocations on the part of China,
On the slightest excuse she sends her warships, occupies and bombards
cities and massacres officials and civilians; and even after that China
lias to submit to all sorts of humiliations in the form of apologies and
indemnities. While China’s grievances go unnoticed, as all she can do
is to utter expostulations and protests, invariably unheeded by Japan.
Take, for instance, the massacre of Chinese in Korea last year.
Everyone is well acquainted with the iron grip which the Japanese police
has on the Koreans. During the outbreak, the Chinese Consul appealed
to the Japanese authorities for the protection of our nationals, yet the
orgies lased for more than ten days without anything being done by the
Japanese to prevent them. To the Chinese protest and demand for
indemnity and apology, Japan replied that this was an affair of the
people and that the government could not hold itself responsible for it; of
course, no atonement whatever was made, and the matter remains un
settled to this day.
Compare this with the incident of Shanghai. Five Japanese were
attacked by a mob near the 'boundary line between the Chinese Munici
pality and the International Settlement, and one of them died. To
retaliate, the Japanese “ronins” set fire to the San-Yu towel factory
and killed a Chinese Settlement policeman. Yet the Japanese authorrities sent an ultimatum demanding among others an apology from the
Shanghai Mayor and the stopping of all boycott activities of the people;
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no mention was made of the actions of the “ronins”. It was declared
in the ultimatum that, unless satisfaction was given, the Japanese
military would take whatever actions it considered necessary. In order
to avert serious disaster to Shanghai, the Municipality of Greater
Shanghai was compelled to accept everyone of these terms. Why could
not the Chinese also reply that it was an affair of the people and that
the government could not hold itself responsible for it? Even the
Japanese Consul announced that the Chinese reply was “satisfactory for
the time being,” and everyone considered the episode as closed, at least
for a while. But in the same night the Japanese forces invaded Chapei.
The details of the affairs from then on are too fresh to need any
reiteration here.
The immense disparity in importance between the killing of Captain
Nakamura and the assassination of Marshal Chang Tso-lin is clear
beyond doubt. No effort has been made by Japan to settle the case of
the late Marshal’s murder, not even was the report of the investigations
published. The Tokyo police prohibited the presses from publishing
reports and comments pertaining to Japan’s complicity in this case.
The government requested the members of the Diet to forego the parlia
mentary right of interrogation in this matter.
But how different was it in the case of Captain Nakamura! The
suspect was arrested by the Chinese authorities of Manchuria in their
bona fide intention to clear up the matter, although it was generally
believed that the Captain was carrying on espionage during his travels
in Mongolia before his death. According to Mr. Harry Paxton Howard
in the China Weekly Review of October 17, Captain Nakamura was
travelling on a passport representing him as a scholar making geogra
phical studies; and the Japanese Consul in Mukden, Mr. Morishima,
stated to Mr. Howard that the Captain was on military duty at
that time, and not on vacation. The Japanese War Department made
the utmost use of this affair to arouse the bitter feelings of both their
military and general public against the Chinese to pave the way for an
invasion into Manchuria. Alarmed at the prospect of a civil settlement
through the arrest of the suspect and fully aware of the submissiveness
of the Chinese authorities, the* Japanese hastened to bring the matter
to a crisis. Failing any other excuse, the wrecking of two meters of
the track of the South Manchuria Railway was staged, and the projected
invasion was inaugurated on September 18.
Cases such as the above give the Japanese, besides the satisfaction
of apologies and indemnities, the excuse for occupation of cities and
massacre of civilians, but the protests of the Chinese over their
grievances, hundreds of times graver, are completely ignored. If the
building of railways by China in her own territories constitutes an
encroachment on Japanese rights and a violation of fictitious agreements
-----10------

(Japan asserted that the construction of the Tahusan-Tungliao Line,
supposedly parallel to the South Manchuria Railway, was contrary to
the alleged “Secret Protocols” of 1905 which Japan herself had not pro
duced even at the Washington Conference) and therefore sufficient excuse
for the occupation df the whole of Manchuria; what will the case be of
Japan’s continual infringement of Chinese rights, as, for instance, the
stationing of railway guards, the posting of police forces, the illegal
appropriation of mines etc., as given in detail in the accompanying
article. Since the alleged passive delinquencies on the part of the
Chinese have been sufficient justification for the actions the Japanese
have taken, then, had Japan suffered the wrongs she herself has inflicted
on China, the occupation of the whole of our country and the wiping off
of our entire population would not be considered by them as an adequate
atonement.
PROTECTION OF NATIONALS.

On the pretence of protecting her nationals Japan sends fleets of
warships, battalions of soldiers with every conceivable kind of machines
of war to China. The result, aside from the destruction of lives and
property to the Chinese, is the general crumbling of peace and order,
the stoppage of all business, the endangering of lives of all nationals,
including the Japanese. Shanghai, Manchuria and Tsinan are the
examples.
Then there is the question of “potential menace,” a term the Japanese
are so prone to use, as in her justification for the extension of military
activities in Manchuria and Shanghai. If potential menace justified the
invasion of territories and massacre of civilians, what would the punish
ment be for accomplished crimes? Now, in the case of the massacre in
Korea mentioned above, was China allowed to send her military forces
to protect her nationals from actual—not potential—danger? No, the
Japanese disclaimed all responsibilities and refused her any sort of
satisfaction in either indemnity or apology!
There never has been any actual danger (to Japanese lives and
property in China. Japan’s sending of troops and warships is merely
an attempt to create the danger which otherwise would never exist.
The provocations the Chinese have been subject to since the Manchurian
crisis, not to mention those before, have been beyond endurance, yet is
is unbelievable how few cases of violence against the Japanese have been
committed by the Chinese in territories under Chinese administration.
Of deaths in Chinese controlled territories that the Japanese could
possibly accuse us of, besides the one that led to the Shanghai crisis
mentioned above, there is only that of a couple in a Japanese club in
Foochow. Though -the cause was not proven—-sucide was suspected—the
provincial government was subjected to the severest of humiliations.
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This shows how well we are able to protect foreign nationals. The
restraint of the Chinese people is as unparalleled in the world as is the
savagery of the Japanese. The Japanese population in Shanghai has
been reduced from 25,000 to 14,000 within one month of January 28 as a
creditable result of Their government’s effort of protection.
SUPPRESSION OF BANDITS.
Another reason Japan gives for the expedition of military forces is
that of suppressing bandits. It is well-known now that any troops that
do not submit to Japanese control have been termed bandits by them.
Japanese invasions into Manchuria has thrown the country into unprecedented chaos. The disruption of the Chinese administrations and
the forcible disbandment of the Chinese soldiers by the Japanese army
have greatly aggravated the bandit menace. From Viscount S. Goto’s
“Japanese Military Forces in Manchuria” and from the records of the
Secret Conference for the Maintaining of Japanese Interests in Manchuria, held in December 1930, it can be seen that the Japanese have
nurtured and assisted the bandits to create opportunities for intervention.
BOYCOTT.
Boycott is an expression of a people’s freewill. It is only a mild
form of resentment on the part of a weaker nation. If there have been
any illegalities, they are solely the concern of the judicial courts, com
parable to picketing in a strike. All the indiscretions in the boycott in
China have been committed against Chinese nationals only. Should the
moderate protest of a people in the form of boycott against another’s
invasion of territories and massacre of compatriots be termed as an act
of provocation and justify intervention? If, to show resentment for
grave grievances, the members of a family agree to refrain from making
purchases from a certain shop, and if, to effect a strict observance of
the agreement, the members use among themselves threat or even force,
would that justify the shopkeeper to break into their house and intervene
by force? Besides, economic Boycott is sanctioned by the Covenant,
China has only done a duty hi which the other nations have failed.
CHINA’S DISUNITY.
If China was disunited, as asserted by Japan, it was her own affair.
As to how many years it is to take China to emerge from the period oi
transition, it is none of Japan’s business. Whatever part another nation
could take in China’s affairs, should be that of assisting her in her
effort to achieve» unification. There is no excuse whatever for Japan to
take advantage of China’s (inability to present a united front and to pursue
her course of plunder and devastation. The Nine-Power Treaty has
foreseen that by explicitly stipulating that the contracting powers were
“to refrain from taking advantage of conditions in China in order to seek
special rights and privileges.” Most nations, having only commercial
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interests at heart, are anxious for a peaceful and consolidated China.
But to Japan a united China would be in conflict with her unscrupulous
schemings. Whenever there is a chance for China to unite, Japan finds
some means of obstructing it. The assisting of the revolutionaries in the
overthrow of Yuan Shih-kai; the checking of the Nationalists’ victorious
advance northwards through the bombardment of Tsinan and the cutting
of the Tientsin-Pukow Railway; the assassination of Marshal Chang Tsolin to create disturbances in Manchuria; the intimidation of Marshal
Chang Hsueh-liang against his allegience to the Nationalist Government
are notable instances.
SELF-DETERMINATION.
It has been alleged by Japan that the setting up of an independent
government in Manchuria was a matter of self-determination and that her
nationals were forbidden to take part in it. As a matter of fact, the
movement for secession has been under the direct management and with
the active support of the Japanese. Their army ’in Manchuria, after
driving the provincial governments from Mukden, Kirin and Tsitsihar,
has 'been rendering overt assistance to factions in revolt against them.
This and the attack i*n league with its proteges on the troops loyal to
the Central Government is still going on. As to the so-called “indepen
dence” government in Mukden, it consists of a few miscreants and puppets
set up by the Japanese. First Pu-Yi (Ex-Emperor of the Ching Dynasty)
was carried off to Mukden, and then pressure was brought on Yu Tsunghan, Hsi-ha, Yuan King-Kai, Tsang Shih-yi and others.
In the case of Tsang Shih-yi, it is interesting to note, according to
reports of the Shanghai Evening Post, that he “had been kept in close
confinement under the Japanese military guard for practically three
months” and was “actually taken from jail and placed in the governor’s
chair.”
The term “Manchurians” is only of historical significance. The bulk
of the population of the Three Eastern Provinces consists of immigrants
from China proper and of their descendents, and whatever there remain
ed of the original Manchurians have been absorbed by these. It would
be quite a task to find actual ‘Manchurians” in Manchuria. Therefore
the term “self-determination,” as used in this connection, is a misnomer.
It is only a thinly veiled subterfuge, which is not even calculated to
convince anybody. One has only to recall the successive stages of
independence, protectorate and annexation Japan had enacted in Korea,
contrary to her treaty commitments.
Moreover, Japan, in uprooting Chinese civil governments; in attack
ing troops loyal to the Central Government; in seizing bank deposits,
the salt revenue and industrial and military supplies; in usurping the
control of the railways, telegraph, telephone and postal services and in
closing the Chinese American owned wireless station, does not even
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bother to act through the agency of her puppets. They are the direct
actions of the Japanese army in open violation of the territorial and
administrative integrity of China as guaranteed by numerous treaties
and agreements culminating in the Nilne-Power Treaty.
JAPAN’S OVER-POPULATION.
Japan’s plea of over-population and the need of Manchuria for her
surplus population may appear plausible superficially. Her policy, as
outlined by the late Baron Tanaka, has been that of the emigration of
Koreans to Manchuria to make room in Korea for the Japanese, and to
create opportunities for intervention through the clashes between
Koreans and Chinese. Her colonies, all except Korea, are thinly populat
ed; and the large track of Hokkaido of Japan proper is yet barely
populated. If there is any actual need for emigration, Japan should first
make full use of her own territories.
According to thç Jiji Yearbook for 1929, the annual per capita con
sumption of rice in Japan has been:
0.930 Kokus;
1896—1900
1.022 „ ;
1906—1910
1.123
„ .
1923—1927
As rice is the most valued stable food in Japan, this plainly shows the
progress of prosperity of her people. According to T. Chiba (Japanese),
the annual cost of living per person of a Chinese farming family in
South Manchuria is 62.45 yen, that of a person of a farming family in
Japan proper 154.51 yen. Yet the Manchurian farmers are expected to
make room for the by far more prosperous Japanese.
Japan’s food production is practically self-supporting. The annual
consumption of rice in Japan proper during 1923-1927 was 66,745,000
kokus. Her net import of nice from foreign countries is 3,270,000 kokus,
less than 5 per cent of the total consumption (Jiji Yearbook, 1929). This
percentage is quite negligible for so well industrialized a nation (Japan’s
agricultural population has been reduced to 48 per cent of the total in
1910) compared with the 80 per cent of England, 44 per cent of Germany,
30 per cent of Italy and 22 per cent of France in net wheat importation.
The density of population in Japan proper is 396 per square mile,
that of Korea, 230; while in China it reaches up to 896, as in the case
of Kiangsu Province. In Shantung and Hopei, the provinces which
supply the bulk of the immigrants in Manchuria, the density of popula
tion is 614 and 335 respectively (statistics of the Postal Service, 1926).
The immigration of Japanese nationals consists mainly of Koreans, the
total of emigrants from Japan proper to Manchuria is only 15 per cent
of the total for all Japanese subjects. Korea has an area equal to that
of Shantung and Hopei together, but its population is only half that of
Shantung alone.
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Whatever opportunities there are in Manchuria, China should ’have
at least the prior right of availing herself thereof. Only after the con
sideration of her own interests, should the land be open for the settle
ment of other nationals, strictly under Chinese laws and administration.
Japan has claimed credit for the encouragement of Chinese immigra
tion in Manchuria on account of the South Manchuria Railway. But
the major part of the Chinese immigration has been^in the completely
Chinese controlled North Manchuria. Mr. Walter Young estimated the
Chinese immigration in Manchuria for the first half year of 1927 at
200,000 for South Manchuria and 432,000 for North Manchuria, 32 per
cent and 68 per cent respectively of the total. Even in South Manchuria
the settlement must necessarily be mainly in the Chinese administered
territories, as the railway area is only a narrow track of the country.
And even should the South Manchuria Railway be any inducement for
settlement, it was not built by Japan, but was only wrested by her from
Russia. Rather, Japan has always hindered the development of Man
churia through her creation of disturbances and her opposition to China’s
construction of new lines.
Manchuria is an integral part of China, and China, as its rightful
owner, is entitled to make whatever use of it she sees fit. If the over
population of one country justifies its invasion into another, then the
day will come when the under-populated America and the still less
populated Australia shall be compelled to open for access of nationals of
another country.
Ever since the precipitation of the Manchurian crisis and right until
the undeclared war of Shanghai, the Japanese army never received a
single check in its mad career. China persisted in her policy of nonresistance. The Japanese Government, awed by the successes of the
militarists, followed meekly at their heels and busied itself solely with
the 'explaining away the transgressions of its army. The League, dis
heartened by the defiance of the Japanese to all entreaties for modera
tion, avoided any commitment of an open condemnation of the Japanese
actions. Most of the nations, fearful of involvement and courting the
favour of the powerful, observed an unperturbed reticence in spite of
their obligations in the Kellogg Pact and the League Covenant. A large
portion of the public opinion, with its respect for might and contempt
for weakness and its susceptibility to propaganda, even went so far as
to echo the Japanese contention that provocative acts of the Chinese had
been the cause of the catastrophe, as if Japan would need any excuse for
her aggressions! Only when Shanghai became the field of her activities,
when foreign interests were endangered, was a tame effort made to stay
the Japanese impetus; and this only for as long as to ward off the danger
from the Settlement.
----- 15-----
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If, at the beginning, <the League had tried to do its duty by an out
spoken censure of the Japanese actions, Japan may not have strictly con
formed to its commands; but her aggressions, restrained by -the moral pres
sure, would at least have stopped somewhere. If the League was doubtful
about the carrying out of its resolutions, the least it could do would be
to fearlessly assert its authority as a* judge by passing an unequivocable
sentence on the Manchurian crisis. The League, by thus exercising its
judicial power, would have attempted to do its duty, to uphold its prestige
and to justify its existence. “Deeds speak louder than words/’ to quote
the Jlapanese themselves in their recent reply to the League. This is not
the time to debate about the subtle niceties of the distinction between a
war declared and one undeclared. Is there still a particle of doubt over
the violation of the League Covenant?
Manchuria has been under Japanese military occupation for six
months. This intolerable condition must cease at once. Japanese troops
must be immediately withdrawn. The territories must be immediately
handed back to the original Chinese authorities from whom they have
been wrested. Then, and only then, should the unsettled issues be sub
mitted to the World Court. China will welcome such an opportunity to
clear up her case.
Respectfully,

A

J
I
i

TO THE SI NO-JAPANESE CRISIS
This is an attempt to show in the proper perspective the different
causes leading to the Sino-Japanese crisis in reply to Japanese misre
presentations abroad. No effort is being made to dwell on the
Japanese aggressions and atrocities in Manchuria since September 13
and Shanghai since January 28, for they are too self-speaking to need
much comment.
All the quotations here are from materials of either Japanese or
neutral foreign sources. Of course, it is impossible to give more than
Illustrative samples in the few pages, but a closer study of materials
concerning Sino-Japanese relations will convince everyone of the
authenticity and good faith of every word here.
1. THE .QUESTION OF “PARALLEL LINES.”

THE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF SHANGHAI
(Signed) WANG HSIAO-LAI.
Chairman.

l

।
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REFUTAL OF JAPANESE MISREPRESENTATIONS
WITH REGARD TO THE CAUSES LEADING

Much publicity has been given by the Japanese about China’s
encroachments on Japanese rights, especially relative to the ques
tion of the “Parallel Lines.” It has ibeen claimed that China had
agreed" in the “Secret Protocols” of 1906 not to construct parallel
lines in the neighborhood of the South Manchuria Railway. The
existence of the said protocols was categorically denied by Dr. Wel
lington Koo, former Minister of the Chinese Foreign Affairs. It is
therefore a one-sided allegation without basis of any treaty or agree
ment; though it has been surmised that the so-called “Secret
Protocols” were only the minutes of the Conference prior to the
signing of the Sino-Japanese Treaty of 1905.
The Sino-Japanese Treaty of Peking, 1905, consists of the Formal
Treaty and the Additional Agreement. It is evident that either there
do not exist any “Secret Protocols,” or that they are only some
unreasonable demands by the Japanese not accepted by the Chinese;
for otherwise why were they not included in either the Formal
Treaty or the Additional Agreement? The alleged “Protocols” were
-not produced by the Japanese when they opposed the construction
of the Hsinmingtsun-Fakumen Line. And during the Washington
Conference no attention was called on the existence of the protocols.
The Resolution XI of the Washington Conference provided that:
“The several Powers other than China will at their earliest con
venience file with the Secretariat General of the Conference for
transmission to the participating Powers, a list of all treaties, con
ventions, exchanges of notes, or other international agreements which
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they may have with China, or with any other Power or Powers in
relation to China, which they deem to be still in force and upon which
they may desire to reply...In any case in which the document may not
hare been published, a copy of the text (in its original language or
languages) will be filed with the Secretariat General of the Con
ference-”
Even should the existence of the protocols be assumed they would
be valueless on account of their incompatibility with the principles of
Open Door and Equal Opportunities and the respect for China's
sovereignty in Manchuria guaranteed by fully a dozen treaties, agree
ments, or declarations made by the Powers during the period of 18961905. Right before the signing of the Sino-Japanese Treaty of 1905,.
Japan agreed by the Treaty of Portsmouth (1905), ‘not to obstruct any
general measure common to all countries, which China may
take for the development of the commerce and industry of Manchuria."
Then also any treaty or agreement which violates the principles of
Open Door and Equal Opportunities and is injurious to China's ter
ritorial or administrative integrity in Manchuria is rendered obsolete
by the Nine Power Treaty. To quote C. Walter Young (Young: The
International Relations of Manchuria, P.265) : “As for any practical
and legal bearing that such would have upon the future in the in
ternational relations, of Manchuria, it seems apparent that, since the
negotiations preceding the formation of the China Consortium Agree
ment of October, 1920, and especially since the Washington Conference
they would be practically obsolete.”
So the alleged protocols are in
conflict with the treaties and agreements both before and since 1905.
In a lecture given by Prof. Kisaburo Yokoda of the Tokyo Imperial
University, on the 15th October last, he stated among others:
“The Japanese accusation of China’s violation of treaty in con
structing the Tahusan-Tungliao Line is quite ungrounded, as this line
is quite a hundred miles from the South Manchuria _ Railway. If
they could be called parallel, then the Tokaiido and the Ôentral Lines
in Japan would be parallel too.”
It has always been the policy' of governments to build as many
railways as practicable to facilitate communication. For example, the
London-York and the Bristol-Liverpool Lines run parallel to each
other at a distance of some seventy miles, yet there is also the LondonLeeds Line between them, at a distance of less than 40 miles to either
of the two lines. The Peiping-Hankow and the Tientsin-Pukow Lines
are also parallel to each other. If Japan opposes to the construction
of the Tahusan-Tungliao Line on account of its being parallel to the
South Manchuria Line, then any line running between north and south
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would be parallel to the South Machuria and would call forth Japanese
resentment.
IL. THE QUESTION OF PROVOCATION.
Japanese
]propaganda
• has
repeatedly > accused
abroad
China of provocative actions; and it has been contended that she
has, through the ignoring of the unsettled issues and the disregard
of treaty obligations,, incited the indignation of the Japanese people,
and compelled them to seize Manchuria as a measure of effecting a
prompt settlement of the outstanding issues.
Any one who is acquainted with the Shir- Japanese relations
knows that any “provocations” China could be accused of would be
in the nature of neglect or reluctance in complying with obligations
of treaties and agreements signed at the point of the sword and under
protest. It is the only attitude a weaker nation could take towards
treaties which are no more sacred that the loot of a robber. How do
they compare with Japan’s deliberate and aggressive encroachments on
Chinese rights and her violation of international laws and treaties?
It would be futile to try to enumerate them all here, but a few examples
should serve as lillustrations. The bombardment of Tsinan; । the
assassination of Chang Tso-Lin; the massacre of over a hundred of
Chinese nationals in Korea are the most flagrant cases in recent
years. Her repeated attempts in obstructing China’s unification, by
assisting rebels with funds and ammunition, and by impeding the
advance of government troops, even to the extent of actual military
interference, are events too grave to be forgotten, Going further
back, there are her violation of China’s neutrality, by trespassing
Chinese territories during her siege of Tsingtao and during the
Russo-Japanese War; the forcing on China of the Twenty-one De
mands when the Powers were occupied with the World War; the
annexation of Formosa, Korea, and Riu Kiu. The illegal stationing of
troops in the railway areas and the establishment of police posts in
the interior of Manchuria have been responsible for numerous outrages
and constant troubles.
Most of the misdeeds China has been accused of have been perpetrated by elements out of control, and Japan has always been able
to extract, besides immediate retaliations, atonement in the form of
apologies and indemnities out of all proportions to the offences, On
the other hand, though Japanese outrages have nearly always been
authorized and approved by their government, our protests go unneeded, because of our inability to back up our demands with the
display of force.
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The following is a partial list compiled from the incomplete
official archives rescued from Shenyang (Mukden) and other cities
which, since September 18, have been occupied by Japanese troops. This
list only covers a small fraction of what China had to suffer from her
high-handed neighbor in recent years. As she is not able to follow
Japan’s example of military invasion and wholesale massacre on the
slightest provocation, no attention has been drawn to her grievances,
however grave they have been:
(1) The Illegal Stationing of Japanese Troops in Manchuria
constitutes the most flagrant act of aggression, and from it has flowed
innumerable lesser acts of aggression. Despite Japanese official pro
nouncements to the contrary, the stationing of Japanese railway guards
in South Manchuria Railway area is devoid of legal basis or treaty
sanction. This is conclusively proved by a careful reading of the SinoJapanese Treaty of Peking, December 22, 1905, in which China only
assented to the transfers and assignments made by Russia to Japan
under Article V and VI of the Portsmouth Treaty, as well as the pro
ceedings of the 1921-1922 Washington Conference. And it is interesting
to recall that, unable to produce the promised necessary treaty citation,
the Japanese delegate at the Washington Conference was driven to shift
his ground and plead expediency.
Artîcle II of the S mo-Japanese Treaty of December 22, 1905 reads
in part: “ . . . the Imperial Japanese Government, in the event
of Russia agreeing to the withdrawal of her railway guards, or in case
other proper measures are agreed to between China and Russia, consent
to take similar steps . . .” Whatever legal basis the Japanese may
have for the stationing of troops has been rendered obsolete through the
Sino-Russian Agreement of 1924, in which Russia restored to China the
right of guarding the railways.
In September last the Japanese Minister for War, General Minami,
contended that Japan was entitled to station 15 soldiers per kilometre
of the South Manchuria Railway, or a total of 16,500, according to his
reckoning. As a matter of fact, however, there are in the South Man
churia Railway area, excluding the fighting units which Japan despatched
to Manchuria since September 18, no less than 14,760 railway guards,
5,400 military police, over 2,500 patrolmen, 52 aeroplanes manned by
officers and men, 1,500 railway police and over 3,000 police constables
attached to the various Japanese Consulates in Manchuria. Thus
excluding the consular police and railway police, there are at least more
than 22,000 men stationed more or less permanently in Manchuria and
equipped for belligerent purposes.
me illegal Establishment of Japanese Police jn the
Interior of Manchuria inspt-te of China’s repeated protests, and
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which has been the source of numerous conflicts—notably the Chengchiatun Affair of August, 1916—'between the Chinese and Japanese authori
ties. The following passage from China's* reply to a demand made by
Japan for the stationing of Japanese police officers in the course of the
negotiations for the settlement of the above-mentioned Chengchiatun
Affair, may still be said to represent the Chinese Government’s attitude
on this particular angle of Japan’s agggressdons:—
“In regard to the stationing of Japanese police officers the
Agreement of May 25, 1915, provides that all Japanese subjects
in South Manchuria and in Eastern Inner Mongolia referred to in
the Agreement, shall submit to the police law ordinances and taxation
of China. Questions arising from extra-territorial rights were thus
provided for. Although the Japanese Minister may give an assurance
that the Japanese police will not infringe the rights of the Chinese
police and of the Chinese Local Administration, the stationing of
Japanese Police (in Chinese territory) will impair the spirit and
the form of Chinese sovereignty and provoke misunderstanding on
the part of the Chinese people to the detriment of friendly relations.
“In regard to those Japanese police stations already established
in Manchuria, the Chinese Government and Local Authorities have
repeatedly protested against their presence. From investigations
made by their delegates the Chinese Government are convinced that
it was the Japanese police officers illegally stationed at Chengchiatun,
despite the protests of the Chinese Government (Chengchiatun being
Chinese territory far removed from the Railway Zone), whose action
was the direct cause of the regrettable conflict. The Chinese Govern
ment can never consent to the establishment of Japanese police
stations in South Manchuria. It again protests and asks for the
removal of those police stations already established.”
According to the Japanese contentions, China is guilty of treaty
violations. This is not the time here to examine the validity of such an
allegation, but it is pertinent to point out that while on the one hand,
the Japanese Government would have China respect the treaty com
mitments of 1915, on the other hand, it would itself ignore the treaty
provision ruling out of court any legal sanction for the stationing of such
police.
Commenting on this matter, Professor M. Royama of the Tokyo
Imperial University declared that “it must be admitted that the argument
of the Chinese Government would be right if only the interpretation of
international law mattered in this connection/' (Pacific Affairs, Novem
ber 1930.)
(3) Massacre of Chinese i11 Korea. On July
2, 1931
sensational extras were issued by the Korean newspapers regarding the
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Wanpaoshan Incident and these reports grossly exaggerated the affair.
This resulted in the anti-Chinese riots in Korea. The riots spread all
over Korea and lasted more than 10 days. It was estimated that among
the Chinese casualties were: killed, 143 persons; wounded, 343 persons;
missing, 72 persons.
Direct losses of the Chinese nationals in Korea totalled more than
3,000,000 yen, and the indirect losses suffered by the Chinese nationals
must be even more. At the time of the riots, the Chinese Consul-General
in Korea requested that due protection be given to Chinese nationals in
Korea, but the local authorities did not take any effective measures to
prevent this unfortunate occurrence. The Chinese Government lodged a
strong protest to the Japanese Minister to China. Japan argued that the
riots in Korea were the direct results of the Wanpaoshan Affair and that
the Japanese Government therefore could not be held responsible for the
ugly incidents in Korea. The Chinese Government demanded that Japan
should express apology to China, punish the ringleaders, indemnify the
persons killed and wounded and property destroyed, and guarantee that
no similar incidents would take place in future. These demands, eight
in all, were ignored by the Japanese Government.
(4) The Wanpaoshan Affair. In April, 1931, Mr. Ho Yung-teh,
manager of a Chang Lung Company at Changchun, leased land near
Wanpaoshan. He hired naturalized Koreans to farm his land. His lease
was rejected by the local government. Mr. Ho, however, hired 180
Koreans to dig irrigation canals connecting the river with his land. This
caused the serious apprehension of the neighboring farmers for fear
that their land might be spoilt. Upon the receipt of a joint petition
from these farmers, the local magistrate sent police to the district to
disperse the Korean workers. The local Jlapanese consul sent 6 Japanese
policemen to the place and interfered with the activities of the Chinese
police. The Kirin Provincial Government took up this matter with the
Japanese Consul-General at Kirin, and it was agreed that both sides
should withdraw their police forces at Wanpaoshan and that negotiations
would proc€Sd upon the completion of the proposed withdrawal. The
terms of settlement proposed by the Chinese local authorities were rejected
toy the Japanese Consul. A large body of Korean laborers escorted by
60 Japanese plain-clothes police with machine guns, proceeded with their
work on the projected irrigation canals. On July 1, from 300 to 400
Chinese peasants went to the place with farm implements and started
filling up the canals dug by the Koreans. The Japanese police opened
fire, but after the intervention of the Chinese police, the situation was
not aggravated.
Upon the petition of the Kirin Provincial Government the Chinese
Foreign Office on July 22, 1931, sent a note to the Japanese Minister to
China stating that Wanpaoshan was not a settlement district, Koreans
-----22------
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were not permitted to reside there. Mr. Ho’s lease was stated to be illegal.
Furthermore, it was pointed out in the Chinese note that Chinese police
were responsible for the preservation of order in Chinese territory and
that there was no justification for the presence of Japanese police at
Wanpaoshan. Any loss suffered by Mr. Ho under the lease agreement
would be duly compensated but the loss to the neighboring farmers, as
a result of his projected irrigation canals would be dully compensated by
the Korean laborers. On August 26, 1931, the Japanese Minister to China
(declared that the despatch of Japanese police to Wanpaoshan was a
necessary measure and that the action of the Chinese police demonstrated
the oppressive measures taken by the Chinese authorities in Manchuria
as
against the Korean nationals there.
On September 15 the Chinese Foreign Office sent another note to
the Japanese Minister to China in which the Chinese Government de
clared:
(1) The action of the Chinese police was merely to cany out
their official duties and could not therefore be construed as oppressive
measures taken by the Chinese authorities in Manchuria against
the Korean nationals in MJanchuria.
(2) The lease of Mr. Ho was illegal so his agreement with the
Korean laborers could have no legal value. Furthermore, these canals
penetrated into the land of neighboring farms. Not only the Korean
laborers must compensate for the losses suffered by the neighboring
farmers, they must also be punished in accordance with due process
of law.
j
(3) Since the lease was illegal no question of the rights of the
|
Korean nationals in Manchuria is involved.
k
(4) The Chinese Government was under obligation to suppress
\
any activities for the gaining of unlawful privileges. Such steps could
not be taken to mean that the Chinese Government was adopting
any policy of oppression towards Korean nationals in Manchuria.
The note pointed out that the Korean laborers had not legal right
to stay in Wanpaoshan and requested their immediate withdrawal.
This note of the Chinese Foreign Office to Japan remained
unanswered.
(5) The Kidnapping and Murder of Chinese Officials,
including: (a) The killing of Chinese policemen at Tiehling on Septem
ber 23, 1929, by the Japanese military police who creating disorder in
a local tea-shop resented the expostulations of Chinese guardians of
peace—an incident culminating in the disarming of local police force;
(b) The Kidnapping of the Magistrate of Penchihu on January 27, 1929,
by the chief of the Japanese police—the local magistrate’s yamen having
been first invested.

i
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(6) The Destruction of Local Government Offices.
At Yinghow in December, 1930, Korean traffickers in morphine and
other narcotics under the protection of the Japanese police destroyed the
local police station. And at Antung, Japanese subjects attacked and
destroyed a Customs sub-station.
(7) Conducting of Military Manoeuvres in Important Cities
and Surrounding Countryside, resulting in danger to Chinese lives
as well as thé destruction every year of considerable crops and agricul
tural produce.
(») ^interference with China’s Military Transportations,
as in the winter of 1925, when Chinese troop movements were prohibited
within 20 li of the South Manchuria Railway.
(9) Levying of Illegal Taxes along the South Manchuria
Railway and prejudicing China’s right of taxations, especially in
regard to the collection of the stamp tax, the business tax and the
match monopoly tax.
(10) Establishment of Post Offices along the South Manchuria
Railway, likewise the installation of commercial telegraph and telephone
lines as well as wireless and long distance electric current systems, in
utter disregard of Chinese protests.
(11) Expropriation of Chinese Lands and unauthorized
excavation of irrigation canals to the jeopardy of local farmers’ lands—
for example, in Shenyang, Tungliao and most recently in Wanpaoshan.
(12) Disrupting of Communications, e.g., on June 27, 1929,
the Peiping railway was cut by Japanese soldiers and military poMce.
The South Manchuria Railway refused in 1927 to transport materials for
' the construction of the Kirin-Hailing Line, and again to connect the
latter railway after its completion with Kirin-Changchun Line.
Granting that rights and privileges obtained by force, comparable
to the plunder of a highwayman, should 'be valid, the passive neglect on
the part of China dwindles into insignificance when compared with
Jlapan’s aggressive violations of treaties and international laws. China
wishes for nothing better than to have all the cases brought to the
World Court to be weighed and judged.
If Japan had any justifiable complaints against China, why has she
not applied for the arbitration as prescribed by the League Covenant?
Instead she had always taken the law into her own hands. It is because
she, herself of all nations, knows well that her records will not bear
the light of public examinations. Even, ever since September 18, with
all the Powers’ anxiety for the mitigation of the situation Japan has
continued her high-handed policy and has obstinately opposed all
attempts of neutral mediation and observation.

*

ID. THE QUESTION OF BANDITS.
Manchuria
is infested with bandits, endangering Japanese
That
lives and property, has been one of the main excuses Japan uses for
the dispatch of troops. Mr. Yoshizawa at the League had obstinately
insisted on the right of the suppression of bandits.
It is along the Japanese controlled South Manchuria Railway
that banditry has been most prevalent.
On the other hand, the
Chinese controlled lines and the Chinese Eastern Railway have been
comparatively little molested by bandits. Despite Japanese obstruction,
the Chinese authorities in Manchuria had been fairly successful in
dealing with bandits, but ever since the Japanese invasion the con
ditions have become more and more distressing. The disruption of
Chinese administrations and the forcible disbandment of Chinese
soldiers by the Japanese army have further increased the number of
bandits.
No one is more to be blamed for the sorry plight of Manchuria on
account of 'bandits than Japan herself. All that the Japanese have
done has been to send troops to disrupt local administrations and
incidentally increase the number of bandits as new excuses for dis
patching additional forces, which in its turn still further increases
the bandits; thus the vicious circle continues1, until the whole of
Manchuria shall be infested with bandits.
Japan has never had the intention of suppressing the bandits,
rather she has used every means available to aggravate the situation.
She had supplied them with arms and munition; she had instigated
them, and even directed them to plunder and violence. A few quotations
from Viscount S. Goto’s “Japanese Military Forces in Manchuria” in an
attack on Okuma, late Prime Minister of Japan, should be illuminat
ing:— . . . “The loyalty of the bandits and; coolies, who are paid with
. “Japan intrigued, with
f Japanese money, are questionable’
Bapuchapu (bandit chief of East Mongolia, since killed by the military,
whose two sons are .being brought up in Japan for future usefulness^
on account of his previous services in the Russo-Japanese War. As
sured of his willingness to start war-like actions, Japan supplied him
with arms”... .“Owing to Japan’s special relations with the Mongolian
bandits, she was anxious to protect them, and therefore she negotiated
with the Chinese authorities for their safe withdrawal. Fear for the
devastation of his territories compelled Marshal Chang Tso-lin to
consent” . . . “Japanese officials have scattered money in various parts
of Manchuria for the organization of the monarchist army in Dairen,
the recruiting of Mongolian bandits and other similar plans. The
most recent monarchist troops which joined the Mongolian bandits
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have also been supplied with, funds.
All these expenditures could not
be from any sources other than that of the Government” . . . ‘‘Foreign
ers in Manchuria have always been aware of Japan’s intriguing de
signs and her contrivance to profit by troubles in China, this affair
(the monarchist rebellion) only tends to confirm their suspicions and
increase their distrust” . . .
From the records of the Secret Conference for the Maintaining of
Japanese interests in Manchuria, held in December 1930, the following
may be quoted:
“There are over four thousand bandits and over eight thousand
monarchists scattered in Manchuria and Mongolia who are dependent
on our goodwill and who are willing to be of use to us . . . that the
South Manchuria Railway spends over two hundred thousand yen and
employs over eight hundred persons to compile the Manchuria and
Mongolia Registry and to promote the goodwill of the bandit chiefs, is
for the purpose of creating such opportunities for intervention.”
IV. JAPAN’S OBSTRUCTION TO CHINA’S UNIFICATION.
Much use has been made by the Japanese propaganda of China’s
internal discord, and of the lack of authority of her Central Govern
ment over the provinces. The fact is, most of China’s difficulties at
unification have been created by Japan and yet she reproaches- us for
what she is herself mainly responsible.
In the Nine Power Treaty it had been explicitly agreed by the con
tracting Powers ‘‘to refrain from taking advantage of conditions in
China in order to seek special rights and privileges.”
If China was
not united, it was her own affair and any part another nation should
take hi it would be that of assisting her in her task of unification.
Most of the Powers have only commercial interests in China to heart
and are anxious for a unified and peaceful China.
But Japan hold
quite a different view; she regards China’s unification as detrimental
to her interest.
Whenever there is a chance for China, to be united,
she finds some means cf hind erance; the overthrow of Yuan Shi-Ka i,
the Tsinan Affair, the murder of Marshal Chang Tso-lin, the intimida,
tion of Marshal Chang Hsueh.liang against his allegiance to the Na
tionalist Government are glaring examples. The following lines will
help to substantiate these assertions :
Assisting the Revolutionaries in the Overthrow of Yuan Shl-kai
Yuan Shi-Kai, with dictatorial authority and a powerful army,
had a very bright prospect of an undisputed control over China. De •
spite his efforts to court Japanese favor and though he had done his
best to give in tc Japan’s demands (the Twenty-one Demands for
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example), however harsh they were; Japan, alarmed at the chance of
a united China, had done her utmost for his overthrow.
She took
sides with the revolutionaries by supplying them with funds and arms.
In “Japan’s Policy of assistinv Tuan Cbi-shui” by G. Hayashi,
former Japanese Minister to China, it is stated under others:
‘The
Okuma Cabinet, owing to its opposition to Yuan Shi-Kai, had given
support to both the revolutionaries and monarchists at the same time
. . . at that time arms were supplied to the revolutionaries for tbeür
activities in Shantung.”
With the fall of Yuan Shi-Kai Japan transferred her support to
Tuan Chi-shui. From the last mentioned article the following com
ment may be taken “Tuan Chi-shui’s government has repeatedly re
quested for the termination of this matter (the assistance to the re
volutionaries) and it is necessary for Japan to comply with this re
quest. But the poor revolutionaries! First they receive arms for their
activities, then they are driven away by the army of the nation
Which supplied them with the arms.”
zrne Tsinian Affair.
The Nationalists’ expedition in 1928 offered another opportunity
for unity in China.
Their leaders had gained control of all the
southern provinces; of the remaining factions yet to be conquered
Marshal Chang Tso-lin was the only one of any consequence.
On
June 27, 1928, a conference of military and diplomatic officials was call
ed in Tokyo to discuss the policy of aggression in Manchuria, Mongolia
and Shantung*. And on August 15 of the same year the Dairen Con
ference was held to outline the steps towards the annexation of Man
churia and Mongolia. To this conference, the Japanese diplomatic
officials and military advisers* in China, as well as the military au
thorities of the Kwantung Garrison and the Vice-Minister for Foreign
Affairs were called.
The outcome of these conferences was that,
during the Nationalists’ victorious advance northwards, Japanese
troops were dispatched to hinder their military operations through
the bombardment of Tsinan and the cutting of Tientsün-Pukow Rail
way.
Over three thousand Chinese civilians were killed and over a
thousand wounded; and the loss of property was above twenty millions.
Though Japan had in her reply to the League admitted her guilt of
the brutal murder of Mr. Tsai Kung-se, the then Commissioner for
Foreign Affairs in Shantung, no atonement whatever was made,
The Nationalist Government had to exercise the utmost discretion to
restrain its troops from retaliation, and the northward expedition had
to be continued by a tortuous route.
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The Assassination of Marshal Chang Tso-lin.
The Nationalists’ successful northern expedition had resulted in
the withdrawal of the Manchurian chiefs with their troops to the
other side of the Great Wall. The unity of China inside the Great
Wall interfered with Japan’s schemings in Shantung; and the ad
ditional troops in Manchuria embarrassed Japan’s free operations.
Ever since his entering this side of the Great Wall in 1916, Marshal
Chang Tso-lin had set his mind to the development of Manchuria.
His rejection of Japan’s demand for building the Kirin-Huining Rail
way and his construction of the Tahusan-Tungliao line have created
Japanese fear and hatred.
Furthermore the Japanese believed that
the death of the Manchurian lord would cause unrest and disorder,
therefore further excuse for aggressive operations and opportunities
for reaping fresh gains. So on June 6, 1928, Marshal Chang Tso-lin
was bombed in his train at the crossing of the Peking-Mukden and
the South Manchuria lines.
The following is a report by the Reuter’s Service soon after the
disaster:
“Mukden, June 7-As clearly proved by an inspection of the
damage done by the explosion to the upper portion of the granite
pillar, the destruction of the overlying steel structure and by the
total wreckage of the roof and walls of the cars while the bottom
of the cars was almost left intact, that explosion must have
emanated from at least one, or possibly two mines which has 'been
placed on top of the northern stone pillar underneath the steel
structure of the South Manchuria Railway viaduct.
“Experts estimate the amount of high explosive necessary ti
have caused such destructive efforts at almost 200 pounds.
For
timing the explosion to occur at the moment the car containing
Marshal Chang Tso-lin was passing, an accuracy of a small
fraction of seconds was necessary,
Therefore only an electric
ignition was possible. For putting the mine in place ready for
the blasting, about six hours of work probably was required and
everything here shows the hand of a military “sapper.”
“Witnesses declare that the place of the bombing outrage was
closely guarded the previous night by the Japanese and all
passers-by were kept at a distance, but at daybreajc the Japanese
guards retired to near-by bomb-proof log cabins )reinforced| by
earthen ramparts affording complete shelter. There are three
of these bomb-proofs within thirty yards of the spot, the one west
of the South Manchuria Railway embankment affording an ideal
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view of the approaching Peking-Mukden train carrying Marshal
Chang Tso-lin.
“Between daybreak and the arrival of the train sufficient time
apparently was not given for installing the mines. The lack of
«any authoritative investigation by competent bodies is regarded in
some quarters as significant, while „ the fact innocent hand
grenades, incapable of doing any appreciable harm to train or
track, have been made responsible for the terrible havoc wrought,
is regarded with suspicion. The theory of bombs inside the train
itself is untenable.”
On July the 16th a fuller statement was published by Reuter’s
Service, some of its contents may ibe quoted here:
“The ignition of the blasting charges must have been done
electrically from a safe distance from the bridge.
This neces
sitates elaborate preparations with electric detonators- and con
necting wires. . . . The whole arrangement and its complete suc
cess unmistakeably denotes the hands of trained and capable
‘sappers’ . . . must have taken four oir five experienced men six
hours to complete. The viaduct is of course situated within the
South Manchuria Railway zone, which is protected and patrolled
■by the Japanese authorities only . . . The Chinese how
ever claim that their guards were prevented from effectually
guarding the spot because they were not allowed to come within
two hundred yards of the viaduct.”
Mr. Putnam Weale, (Lenox Simpson) who claimed to have made
a close investigation on the spot, expressed his- belief in an interview
with the Reuter’s representative, released on the 14th of August, “that
the murder was committed by a Japanese secret society, whose work
was facilitated by certain people in the Japanese army.”
Up to the present no corrections have been made by the Japanese
Government of the statements in Reuter’s reports, and no publica
tions have been made by her to disprove these statements.
If Japan had no hand ffi. this crime, it should be expected that
everything would be done to preserve all evidences for investigation in
order to clear her guilt, but every trace had been hastily cleared by
the Japanese soldiers.
The Tokyo police authorities prohibited the presses from publishing
any reports and comments pertaining to Japan’s complicity in Chang
Tso-lin’s murder.
When pressed hard in the Diet, the Government
flatly refused to answer question connected with this matter; and to
the demand of the members to clear Jlapan’s name by the publication of
investigation reports it turned a deaf ear.
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Some extracts from Yamamichi’s interogations in the Lower House
on 31st. January 1929, should be of interest here:
u . . . Before the session of the Diet the Government request
ed the members of both Houses to forego the parliamentary Flights
of interrogation on a certain serious affair, without stating what
the affair was . . . that the serious affair is that of the bombing
of Chang Tso-lin has been disclosed by the Government itself
. . . This affair is already well known in China as well as in
Europe and America.
Various countries have sent experts and
responsible officials to investigate into the matter. Some of their
reports have appeared in foreign papers in Japan. It is regrettable
how much harm this affair has done to the Empire’s good name
. . . All that the Government has done was to suppress its pub
lication in the Hochi Shimbun (a Tokyo newspaper) and to take
similar measures, but no effort has been made to clear itself of
its complicity.
The hint of a certain serious affair makes this
matter still worse. This attitude only tends to increase suspicions
and confirm accusations abroad . • . Eight months have already
passed, yet the Government declares that this matter is still under
investigation . . . the Government ought to hasten its investigations
in this affair; but it is eight months now and none of the conditions
at the time of the bombing and no trace of it has* remained-.
This is only a simple matter, but eight months were not sufficient
to complete the investigations; on what is the Government to base
its investigations from now on?”
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The Intimidation of Marshal Chang Hsueh Liang Against
His Allegiance to the Nationalist Government.
After the bombing of his train, and while still in possession of his
consciousness, Marshal Chang Tso-lin gave his verbal will which
moved his subordinates to intensified consolidity, and Japan’s ex
pectations of a headless and disrupted Manchuria were doomed to dis
appointment.
The murder cf his father has increased Marshal Chang Hsuehliang’s hatred and fear of Japan* He placed all diplomatic matters
in the hands cf the Central Government ?Jid evaded all direct nego
tiations with Japan.
His efforts at the development of Manchuria
through the building of railways and the opening of the Hulutao Port
in jeopardy to the commercial monopoly of the South Manchuria Rail
way also incurred Japan’s displeasure.
The following is a part of the interview between Chang Hsueh-ling
and Hayashi in connection with Manchuria’s allegiance to the Nationalist
Government reported by the Reuter’s Service.

“Mukden, Aug. 10 (delayed by censor) . . . Baron Hayashi re
plied that Marshal Chang Hsueh-liang already understood Japan’s
views regarding a reconciliation between Manchuria and the Na
tionalist Government. Japan, he declared, disapproved of the sug
gested reconciliation because the internal condition of the Nationtadist Government was far from settled and because of its reddish
taint. Japan opposed it particularly as such a move would jeopar
dise Japan’s special privileges and acquired rights in the Three East
ern Provinces.
#
“Japan, he went on, made the request that Marshal Chang
Hsueh-liang should adopt a watchful waiting policy for the time be
ing. Should the Marshal disdain Japan’s wishes and hoist the Na
tionalist flag, Japan had decided to act on her own initiative with
a free hand; therefore she hoped that Marshal Chang would act ac
cordingly and not be influenced by any opposition, which he should
suppress with force of arms, if necessary receiving Japan’s full sup
port.
“Marshal Chang Hsueh-liang replied that he could not receive in
silence Baron Hayashi’s repeated personal warnings, however deeply
he appreciated them. Being a Chinese, he said his thoughts were
those of a Chinese, and therefore he wished to see China unified by
the conclusion of a peace with the Nationalist Government so that
a policy of a peaceful and economic development might be inaugurat
ed. Although he was well aware that the Nanking Government was
not yet perfectly consolidated, he believed it to be, on the whole,
effective. He had to adopt the will of the people as his will and.
he said, he must not act contrary to that will. He trusted that
Japan would not throw all caution to the winds and risk her good
international relations just on account of the imagined fear of a
situation which is perfectly peaceful.
“Baron Hayashi retorted that Japan has decided against the
reconciliation and would prevent it even if she would interfere in
China’s internal affairs. Baron Tanaka, he remarked, had made his
decision and he only wished to know that of Marshal Chang
Hsueh-liang.
“Marshal Chang repeated that the people’s will was his will.
“At this point Saito closed the discussion by threatening serious
consequences if Marshal Chang disregarded Baron Tanaka’s will.
“Immediately Marshal Chang returned to his office, he called a
meeting of the Committee of Peace and Order in order to debate
upon the grave situation with which he was faced.”
And for the purpose of creating opportunities, Japanese soldiers sta
tioned at Mukden performed war manoeuvres around commercial cen-
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ters outside the city to incite the ill-feelings of the Chinese army; Japan
ese nationals were withdrawn to the railway areas of the South Man
churian Line to stimulate uneasiness among Chinese civilians and troops;
bombs were thrown in the societies of Japanese residents and elsewhere
With remarkable restraint and discretion the
to. effect disturbances.
Chinese authorities in Manchuria eluded all clashes with the Japanese.
The hoisting' of the Nationalist flag, though delayed, took place. Sc
another of the Japanese attempts at the disruption of China failed. Un
discouraged but enraged by the failure, the Japanese militarists waited
only for the chance for a fresh venture; and so we have the invasion
of Manchuria of last September.
ABOUT
PROPAGANDA
THE ALLEGED
JAPAN’S
SELFDETERMINATION OF THE MANCHURIAN PEOPLE AND
HER DENIAL OF THE VIOLATION OF CHINA’S
ADMINISTRATIVE AND TERRITORIAL INTEGRITY.
That Manchuria is an integral part of China has been recognised
by the Powers including Japan in a number of treaties and agreements.
The term “Manchurian Race” has only a historical
significance.
Practically the whole population of the Three Eastern Provinces com
prises of emigrants from China proper, especially from the provinces
of Shantung and Hopei and of their descendents. Whatever there re
mained of the original “Manchurians” have been absorbed by the Chi
nese population; and it would be quite a task to find actual “Man
churians in Manchuria.
As soon as she has occupied Manchuria, Japan hastened to set up
an independent administration and to start the restoration campaign of
the monarchists as the first step towards annexation. First, Pu-yi (Ex
emperor of the Ching Dynasty) was carried off to Mukden and then
pressure was brought to bear on Yu Tsung-han, Hsi-ha. Yuan King-kai,
Tsang Shih-yi and others.
As Japan is a signatory to the Nine-Power Treaty and as it is avowed
in the Treaty that the Powers must respect China’s sovereignty and in
dependence and the integrity of her administrations and territories, she
is not in the position to openly swallow up Manchuria; instead, she em
ploys more subtle means by first compelling Manchuria to declare in
dependence, as the first step to the establishment of a protectorate and
Korea is a glaring example.
ultimately to annexation.
That Japan does not hesitate to break every one of her pledges on
suitable occasions is manifest as in the case of Korea. In the Shimonoseki
Treaty of 1895 after the Sino-Japanese War, both countries recognised
the complete independence of Korea; and in the Nishi-Rosen Protocol of
1898 Japan and Russia again recognised “the independence and perfect

sovereignty of Korea.
Also in the Preamble to the Anglo-Japanese
Alliance of 1902 it reads: “the Governments of Great Britain and Japan,,
actuated solely by a desire to maintain the status quo and general peace
in the Extreme East, being moreover specially interested in maintaining
the independence and territorial integrity of the Empire of China and the
Empire of Korea, and in securing equal opportunities in those countries
for the commerce and industry of all nations, hereby agree ...”
Despite the pledges given in the aforementioned treaties, Korea was
reduced to a protectorate in 1905.
An account of the episode was
given by Morse and MacNair, in their “Far Eastern International Re
lations” (pp. 773-4)
“On the night of November 17 the imperial palace was surround
ed by Japanese police gendarmes. After using every agency of
moral, if not physical, compulsion to gain the consent of the emperor
and his ministers, Marquis Ito, aided by Marshal Viscount Hasegawa
and Minister Hayashi, succeeded in getting the seal attached to the
new agreement. To the end, the Prime Minister Han Kyu-Sul i efused
to agree and was accordingly allowed to retire from office. Whether
Emperor Yi Hyeung actually consented is doubtful.
If he did so
it must have been because of the memory of the murder of Queen
Min ten years earlier, since, within less than ten days, he authorized
the sending from China—to evade Japanese control of the wires—of
a cable reading: I declare that the so-called Treaty of Protectorate
recently concluded between Korea and Japan, was extorted at the
point of the sword and under duress and therefore is null and void.
I never consented to it and never will transmit to American Gov
ernment’.”
And, in 1910, the program was completed by the annexation of Korea
Japan’s lack of faith lin her international relations is also evident
in her dealings with China.
On August 24, 1914, Premier Okuma de
clared in his message to the people of America;
“ ... As Premier of Japan, I have stated and I now again
state to the people of America and of the world thait Japan has
no ulterior motive, no desire to secure more territory, no thought
of depriving China or other peoples of anything which they now
possess.
My government and my people have given their word
and their pledge, which will be as honorably kept as Japan al
ways keeps promises.”
Yet, five months after that declaration, the notorious Twenty-One
demands were served on China.
Her program now in Manchuria is
an exact duplicate of that in Korea.
That Japan has repeatedly broken her faith is well-known to the
world now. Even right up to the present she is still continuously pro-
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mising not to do anything to aggravate the situation in Manchuria, while
at the same .time intensifying her (military operations and extending her
territorial occupation. While contending that the occupation was only a
local incident, her troops are carrying out an undeclared war in Kirin,
Hailungkiang, Yehol, and recently even in Shanghai.
Japan’s perfidy
is unparalleled in the history of the world; and she seems to relish in it;
it almost seems, as if she deliberately precede every one of her aggres
sive actions with the promise to the contrary, merely for the pleasure of
breaking it. Let us see how far she can tax the credulity of the world
in her assurance of the absence of her terriotrial ambitions in Man
churia! Had not Premier Tanaka outlined in his Memorial, that “to
conquer China, it is necessary to first conquer Manchuria, and to concjuer the world it is necessary to first conquer China?”
Japan declared that her military operations in Manchuria were not
warlike actions, and that they were not in violation of the Kellogg
Pact and the League Covenant.
If the attack on non-resisting and
continuously retreating troops and the occupation of thousands of
miles of territory do not constitute an act of war, then nothing in the
future will constitute the act of war and the Kellogg Pact should ever
be immune from violation! Non-declaration does not remove the guilt
of war, rather it adds to it the criminality of the violation of the In
ternational Law.
Japan has repeatedly denied, and she is still denying, her violation
of the Nine-Power Treaty; she asserted that she had not infringed upon
China’s administrative and territorial integrity, and that the setting up
of an independent government in Manchuria was a matter of self-de
termination, therefore it is not for her to interfere.
She used armed
force to overthrow the old government and to support a few miscreants
and puppets to set up a new one; she gives actual military assistance to
the troops of the new government against that of the old. These things
have been openly admitted by the Japanes press and news agencies.
According to reports of the 17th and 18th December of the Shanghai
Evening Post (an American owned paper in English) through their
special service, Mr. Tsang Shih-yi, the new governor of Manchuria “had
been kept in close confinement under Japanese military guard for prac
tically three months,” that he was “actually taken from jail and placed
in the Governor’s chair two days ago” and that he was i5‘weak and
nervous from his long confinement. ” He “was flanked on both sides
during the interview by a large staff of Japanese advisers” and “was not
permitted to see any newspapers or individuals except those passed to
him by his captors.”
The full texts of the two reports are given here as well as the sworn
statement to the American Consulate-General in Tientsin by Mr. Sher-
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wood Eddy, a member of the American Red Cross, who declared under
ethers that he ‘ found no foreigner whom I interviewed and no Chinese
in Southern Manchuria who doubt that there is convincing evidence
that the capture of Mukden and the strategic points of Manchuria were
a premeditated, carefully prepared, offensive plan of the Japanese army
which is developing in the setting up of puppet so-called ‘independence’
government in the Manchurian provinces.”

New Governor of Manchuria Still Under Japanese Guard.
(Shanghai Evening Post Special Service)
“Mukden, Dec. 17—Early this morning the Shanghai Evening
Post and Mercury correspondent called at Fengtien provincial head
quarters, which are located within the Mukden walled city, with the
object of interviewing the new governor Mir. Tsang Shih-yi.
“He presented his card to the doorman and asked to be con
ducted to Governor Tsang’s private office.
“After some delay a Japanese wearing foreign clothes, and claim
ing to be Mr. Tsang’s private secretary, appeared and stated that
it was impossible for the new governor to see the correspondent, as
‘the governor is very busy with official duties.’
“The Japanese secretary then suggested that the correspondent
submit a list of written questions which would be answered in a
few days.
“The Correspondent than explained that alleged interviews with
Mr. Tsang Shih-yi had been appearing in the Japanese press, hence
it was strange that the new Manchurian Chinese Governor was too
busy to see American newspapermen.
“The Japanese secretary brusquely stated that it was impossible
for American newspapermen to interview Mr. Tsang at the present
time but that if the correspondent would leave his telephone number
he would advise him later regarding the interview.
“The correspondent than demanded to know whether there were
any Chinese on the premises who might conduct him to Mr. Tsang’s
office, which the Japanese indefinitely stated was ‘upstairs’, Follow
ing this the correspondent walked into ian adjoining reception room
and prepared to camp and watch developments.
“At this point a Chinese giving his name as Li Yi, and claiming
to be a former magistrate in Mukden, appeared and stated apologe
tically that Mr. Tsang was ‘very desirous of seeing American news
papermen but such was obviously impossible under present cir
cumstances.’
“Mr. Li stated, however, that he was willing to answer questions
on behalf of the governor. He said that Mr. Tsang had been kept in
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close confinement under Japanese military guard for practically three
months, since the occupation of Mukden. He was not permitted to
see any newspapers or individuals except those passed to him by
his Japanese captors, hence Mr. Tsang was unfamiliar with the pre
sent situation.
“He also said that Mr. Tsang had agreed to accept the governor
ship because of appeals of the local merchants and property owners,
who were dissatisfied with the administration of Mr. Yuan Chinkai and the so-called ‘Peace Maintenance Committee’ which was only
local in nature.
“The merchants desired the services of Mr. Tsang as governor,
hoping he might be able to restore order throughout the province.
“Mr. Li then stated it was impossible for Mr. Tsang to define his
attitude toward Marshal Chang Hsueh-liang or the Central Govern
ment. as Mr. Tsang regarded his regime as only temporary in nature,
hence questions pertaining to future Manchurian politics must be
left to the future.
“When Mr. Li was asked regarding an alleged interview with MrTsang appearing in Japanese papers, in which Mr. Tsang was por
trayed as attacking Marshal Chang and General Chiang Kai-shek,
Mr. Li leaned over confidentially and declared:
“ T don’t think that is correct, as Mr. Tsang Shih-yi and Marshal
Chang Hsueh-liang have long been friends.’
“Regarding further allegations of Japanese newspapers alleging
that Governor Tsang Shih-yi might request the Japanese army to
drive on to Chinchow in order to drive out Marshal Chang’s army,
Mr. Li declared:
“ ‘It is impossible that Mr. Tsang would make such a request,
but it is most likely that the Japanese army would announce that
Mr. Tsang had made such a request in order to provide seeming
justification for a Japanese military expedition toward Chinchow.’
“The Chinese magistrate then explained confidentially that Mr.
Tsang was completely surrounded by Japanese secret service men and
was not a free agent, also that he was entirely unfamiliar with either
local Manchurian or national Chinese politics, and that Mr. Tsang
had agreed to accept that governorship only due to the beseeching
of local property holders who were fearful that they might lose
their possessions in the event of continuation of the present dead
locked situation.
“When asked when the inaugural ceremonies were scheduled to
take place, Mr- Li said that they might occur to-morrow or the next
day—shortly, at any rate.
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“Finally Mr. Li admitted that Mr. Tsang had not seen any local
Chinese, either during his period of confinement or since his release
but had seen only Japanese military men.
“At this point a servant entered the room in a state of consider
able agitation and said:
“ ‘The governor doesn’t want you to talk to American newspaper
men.’
“The interview was thus concluded.
i
“All efforts of American consular authorities to obtain an inter
view with Mr. Tsang have thus far been unavailing, except for a
statement that a public declaration would be forthcoming shortly.”
Japanese Part in Puppet Government at Mukden
(Special Dispatch to Shanghai Evening Post)
“Mukden, Dec. 18—Tsang Shih-yi, former Civil Governor of
Fengtien Province under Marshal Chang Hsu-liang, who has been
held in close confinement by the Japanese military since the
occupation of Mukden last September and who actually was taken
from jail and placed in the (Governor’s chair two days ago^, issued
an order yesterday jailing Kan Chiao-hsi, prominent member of
the so-called Peace Maintenance Committee.
“The Committee has functioned here since the Japanese occupa
tion. The reason for Governor Tsang’s action has not been explain
ed.
...
“Late last night, the Japanese issued an invitation to American,
European, Chinese and Japanese newspaper men in Mukden to visit
the Fengtien Provincial Headquarters and listen to an official state
ment from the new independent governor, Mr. Tsang. The correspondents gathered at the headquarters at 11 o’clock this morning
and found Mr. Tsang weak and nervous from his long confinement.
He nearly collapsed when Japanese news photographers exploded a
flashlight, which ignited a lace curtain and started a large blaze
that set fire to the woodwork and threatened to cause a serious con
flagration. The fire finally was suppressed.
“Governor Tsang was flanked on both sides during the interview
by a large staff of Japanese advisers. Only three or four Chinese
were present although the audience consisted of more than 50 per
sons.”
The Sworn Statement of Mr. Sherwood Eddy, Member of the American
Red Cross, to the American Consul General in Tientsin.
“I was present at the capture of Mukden on September 18 and
19, and witnessed the Japanese occupation of the city. I proceeded
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to Korea when the three step of Japan’s policy then were evident;
first declare her ‘independence’ of China, second to announce a pro
tectorate under Japan, third annexation and absorption. When I
read in the Japanese controlled press in Korea that ‘independence’
governments were being set up in Kirin and in the northeastern pro
vinces, I returned to Mukden. In the ‘Manchurian Daily News’ of
October 3, 4 and 5, I read that a ‘Chinese self-government system’
had been set up in Mukden. Names were announced of men serving in the Local Administration Committee or Peace and Order Com
mittee who were said to have consented ‘to inaugurate a Chinese
autonomic government.’ Two of these men came to see me personally for two hours on October 5- They stated that they had re
peatedly been approached by Japanese and urged for the last ten
days to set up a puppet ‘independence’ government in that Province,
but they had persistently refused to do so.
They were leading
citizens of Mukden. I do not wish to give their names for fear of
danger to them. I found no foreigner whom I interviewed and no
Chinese in Southern Manchuria who doubt that there is convincing
evidence that the capture of Mukden and the strategic points of
Manchuria were a premeditated, carefully prepared, offensive plan
of the Japanese army which is developing in the setting up of puppet
so-called ‘independence’ governments in the Manchurian provinces.1
(signed) Sherwood Eddy.
“Subscribed and sworn to before me this ninth day of October, A.
D. 1931.”
(signed) George Atcheson, Jr.,
Consul of the United States of America at Tientsin,
China.

The following, a report (Reuter’s Pacific Service) on Manchuria
status by Mr. Lewis, American Adviser to the Chinese Government,
should also be of interest:
“Nanking, Oct. 18.—The foreign office has received from Mr.
Robert Lewis, an American advisor to the National Government, a
report concerning his trip of investigation in Manchuria, Mr. Lewis,
who sent his report from Tsingtao, says.
“ ‘The Japanese Army in Manchuria is feverishly consolidating its
hold on the principal towns in Manchuria outside the railway zone
northward, including Kirin and Taonan, from Korea to Mongolia.
The Mongolian princes are being urged to set up independent govern
ments under Japanese protection.
“ ‘The Japanese Army is uprooting Chinese civil governments
in all centers' and seizing the major Chinese banks’ reserve deposits,
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corporation records and large industrial and military supplice. The
Japanese telegraph and power plants have been extended to cut
out the Chinese services.
The Japanese control the Chinese
telegraph and telephone systems and are opening mail at Chinese
post offices.
Japanese troops control the Pektfng-Mukden and
other railways.
“ ‘The Japanese army on October 14 seized the Chinese Mining
Administration, throwing 15,000 men out of employment. Before
the invasion the Manchurian authorities were making great strides
in modernization and industrialization. China is prepared within a
few horn’s to send competent officials and well organized troops to
take over the occupied territory.’ ”
And then, to give a few more instances, there are the illegal ap
propriation of the salt revenue deposited in the Bank of China in Newchuan, ignoring M. Briand’s warning to Yoshizawa at'the League Coun
cil; the lifting of the ban against gambling and opium smoking and the
seizure of the wireless station at Mukden.
The wireless station at Mukden is a Sino-American enterprise with
a daily income of about 300 dollars gold. The Japanese Foreign Minis
try, the Japanese Minister for China and the Japanese Representatives
at the League repeatedly declared at that time that the station would
very soon be open for communication again, but there is still no prospect,
of the resumption of the service.
As to the opening of gambling houses and opium dens, the Shanghai
Evening Post has published the following report by its special service:
“Mukden, Dec. 4.—Mukden’s new Chinese mayor, Mr. Chao
Ching-pao, who started life as an actor in Peiping but abandoned the
footlights in order to obtain a legal education in Japan, has granted
licenses opening 60 gambling houses and opium dens within the past
few days to obtain revenue for the support of his administration, in
cluding a small army of Japanese advisers.
“The gambling houses cater chiefly to the lower coolie class.
The license fee ranges from $15 to $25 daily. The Shanghai Evening
Post and Mercury correspondent, visited and photographed a number
of these houses, each of which is decorated on the exterior with
crossed flagpoles bearing Japanese flags. The interiors generally are
decorated with paper reçlicas of the Kuomingtang flag.
“The exterior of the buildings contained signs bearing the words
‘Chinese-Japanese Business Club’. The interiors contain large halls
where various forms of Chinese gambling, including fan-tan, are
progressing while in small adjoining rooms, there are pipes, lamps
and divans with supplies of opium.
----- 39------
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“No effort is made at concealment as large signs indicate the
location of the opium divans. Prices of a single pipe or more are
given.
“When Mayor Chao assumed office shortly after the Japanese
occupation, he announced his intention of creating ‘the first honest
municipal administration in Manchuria.’ Although opium is produced
in many parts of Manchuria, no opium or gambling resorts were
permitted in the Manchurian capital city during Marshal Chang
Hsueh-liang’s regime.”
These are some examples of Japan’s observation of China’s admin
istrative and territorial integrity, yet her reply to the United States
denied any guilt of violation.
VL THE QUESTION OF OVER-POPULATION.
Strong pleas have been made for Japan’s over-population and her
need of emigration as the excuse for her aggressions, as if her .ter
ritories would reach saturation point in the near future, and as if her
produces would soon be insufficient to support her population.
A
perusal of the figures of Japan’s population and production will con
vince any one that the increase of her production is quite in excess
of that of her population. In spite of the rapid increase of her popula
tion (the Japanese Government is opposed to birth-control); i!n spite
of her intensive industrialisation (her agricultural population had
been reduced to 48% of the total in 1920) ; and in spite of the increase
of consumption per capita, her food produce should make her prac
tically self-supporting. The Jiji Yearbook for 1929 (a Japanese pub
lication) gives the annual rice consumption from 1923 to 1927 in Japan
proper as 66,745,000 kokus, and the net import of rice from foreign
countries as 3,270,000 kokus, less than five percent of the total con
sumption.
According to the'same publication, the average annual consumption
of rice per capita have been:
1896 to 1900 ................... 0.930 kokus;
1906 to 1910 ................... 1.022
„ ;
1923 to 1927 ................... 1.123
„ ;
As rice is the most valued staple food in Japan, the increase in con
sumption plainly shows the progress made iij prosperity by the Japanese
people.
The rapid decrease of the agricultural population is the proof of
her success in industrialisation; and every industrialised country has to
rely on imports for its food. The following are some figures for 1927
taken from Europa Yearbook of 1929:

England:
total production of wheat ....... 15,176,545 quintals
net import
„
......... 56,070,296
”
», flour
3,440,523
Germany:
total production ofwheat ......... 32,801,040
net import
,.
„
......... 25,208,972
»
p
flour
594,582
Italy:
total production ofwheat ......... 53,291,000
net import
.................. 23,050,890
„ flour ............
169,475
France:
total production ofwheat .......... 77.390,000
net import
„
............21,611,130
„ flour ............
15,782
Compared with these figures Japan’s importation of food produce is quite
negligible.
According to T- Chiba (Japanese) in his “The Characteristics of
Agriculture in Manchuria and the Comparison between Japanese and
Manchurian Agriculture,” the cost of living per person of a Chinese
farming family in South Manchuria is 62.46 yen and that of a farming
family in Japan proper is 154.51 yen. Yet the Manchurian farmers are
expected to make room for their by far more prosperous Japanese neigh
bors.
The density of population-in Japan proper is 396 per square mile,
and that of Korea 230 (85%) of Japanese immigrants in Manchuria are
from Korea, while that in China reaches up to 896 as in the case of
Kiangsu Province. In the provinces of Shantung and Hopci where
from the bulk of the Chinese immigration into Manchuria comes, ft
reaches 614 and 335 respectively. (Statistics of 1928 Postal Service) All
the room that is available in Manchuria is necessary for our own
emigration. Furthermore Japan has through aggression acquired large
tracks of territories in Korea, Formosa, etc., all of which except Korea
are yet very thinly populated.- Even Hokkaido in Japan proper is
scantily populated. If Japan has any need for emigration, why does
she not first make full use of her own territories and colonies?
Japan’s policy, as outlined by Premier Tanaka in his Memorial, is
to colonize Manchuria with Koreans to make room in Korea for the
Japanese and create opportunities in Manchuria for further aggressions
through clashes between Koreans anÿ Chinese. Korea has a territory
equal to that of Shantung and Hopei together, but her population is only
half of that of Shantung alone; now which has more need for emigra
tion?
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“No effort is made at concealment as large signs indicate the
location of the opium divans. Prices of a single pipe or more are
given.
“When Mayor Chao assumed office shortly after the Japanese
occupation, he announced his intention of creating ‘the first honest
municipal administration in Manchuria.’ Although opium is produced
in many parts of Manchuria, no opium or gambling resorts were
permitted in the Manchurian capital city during Marshal Chang
Hsueh-hang’s regime.”
These are some examples of Japan’s observation of China’s admin
istrative and territorial integrity, yet her reply to the United States
denied any guilt of violation.
VI. THE QUESTION OF OVER-POPULATION.
Strong pleas have been made for Japan’s over-population and her
need of emigration as the excuse for her aggressions, as if her .ter
ritories would reach saturation point in the near future, and as if her
produces would soon be insufficient to support her population.
A
perusal of the figures of Japan’s population and production will con
vince any one that the increase of her production is quite in excess
of that of her population. In spite of the rapid increase of her popula
tion (the Japanese Government is opposed to birth-control); fin spite
of her intensive industrialisation (her agricultural population had
been reduced to 48% of the total in 1920); and in spite of the increase
of consumption per capita, her food produce should make her prac
tically self-supporting. The Jiji Yearbook for 1929 (a Japanese pub
lication) gives the annual rice consumption from 1923 to 1927 in Japan
proper as 66,745,000 kokus, and the net import of rice from foreign
countries as 3,270,000 kokus, less than five percent of the total con
sumption.
According to thesame publication, the average annual consumption
of rice per capita have been:
1896 to 1900 ................... 0.930 kokus;
1906 to 1910 ................... 1.022
„ ;
1923 to 1927 ................... 1.123
„ ;
As rice is the most valued staple food in Japan, the increase in con
sumption plainly shows the progress made irj prosperity by the Japanese
people.
The rapid decrease of the agricultural population is the proof of
her success in industrialisation; and every industrialised country has to
rely on imports for its food. The following are some figures for 1927
taken from Europa Yearbook of 1929:

England:
total production of wheat ........ 15,176,545 quintals
net import
......... 56,070,296
„
., flour ......... 3,440,523
Germany: total production of wheat ........ 32,801,040
net import
,»
„
......... 25,208,972
„
,» flour .........
594,582
Italy:
total production of wheat ......... 53,291,000
net import
......... 23,050,890
„
„ flour ........
»*
169,475
France :
total production of wheat ......... 77,390,000
net import
........... 21,611,130
15,782
>,
„ flour ........
Compared with these figures Japan’s importation of food produce is quite
negligible.
According to T- Chiba (Japanese) in his “The Characteristics of
Agriculture in Manchuria and the Comparison between Japanese and
Manchurian Agriculture,” the cost of living per person of a Chinese
farming family in South Manchuria is 62.46 yen and that of a farming
family in Japan proper is 154.51 yen. Yet the Manchurian farmers are
expected to make room for their by far more prosperous Japanese neigh
bors.
The density of population-in Japan proper is 396 per square mile,
and that of Korea 230 (85%) of Japanese immigrants in Manchuria are
from Korea, while that in China reaches up to 896 as in the case of
Kiangsu Province. In the provinces of Shantung and Hopei where
from the bulk of the Chinese immigration into Manchuria comes, ft
reaches 614 and 335 respectively. (Statistics of 1928 Postal Service) All
the room that is available in Manchuria is necessary for our own
emigration. Furthermore Japan has through aggression acquired large
tracks of territories in Korea, Formosa, etc., all of which except Korea
are yet very thinly populated.- Even Hokkaido in Japan proper is
scantily populated. If Japan has any need for emigration, why does
she not first make full use of her own territories and colonies?
Japan’s policy, as outlined by Premier Tanaka in his Memorial, is
to colonize Manchuria with Koreans to make room in Korea for the
Japanese and create opportunities in Manchuria for further aggressions
through clashes between Koreans an£ Chinese. Korea has a .territory
equal to that of Shantung and Hopei together, but her population is only
half of that of Shantung alone; now which has more need for emigra
tion?
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Despite the encouragements of the government and the backing of
armed force, the Japanese total oversea population is only a fraction
of that of the Chinese. With her own needs so pressing, it is natural
that China should turn first to her own territories for the outlet oi
her surplus population. If there are opportunities in Manchuria, it would
be expected that we should have the prior, if not the sole, right of
availing ourselves thereof. Only after China’s own interests have been
considered should the country be open for settlement of other nationals,
strictly under Chinese laws and administration.
Japan has claimed credit for the encouragement for the settlement
of Chinese immigrants in Manchuria; but the Chinese immigration has
been mainly into the completely Chinese controlled North Manchuria*.
According to Mr. Walter C. Young’s estimate for the first half year of
1927 the Chinese immigration in South Manchuria was 200,000, 32% of
the total, while that in North Manchuria was 432,000, 68% of the total.
Even in South Manchuria the settlement of immigrants must neces
sarily be mainly in the Chinese controlled territories, as the railway
area is only a narrow track of the country. Besides, even if the South
Manchuria Railway was any inducement for settlement, it was not
built by Japan but only wrested by her from (Russia. Rather, Japan
has always Mpdered Manchuria’s development through her creation of
disturbances and her opposition to China’s construction of new lines.
Manchuria is an integral part of China, as avowed in treaties and
. agreements by the Powers, including Japan herself; China, as its
owner, is entitled to the right to make whatever use of it as she sees
fit!
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RAID RUIN
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Young Allen Court Hit:
Chinese Woman Killed

FRENCH

CONCESSION

CASUALTIES

As the result of three bombs beThe Hongkew district was in an
absolute reign of terror last night, iiig oroppea. into tne xiougA.ew
bomos and shells kept the inhabit vrict yesterday aiternoon, an un
ants on the jump during the morn known Chinese woman was killed,
ing and aiternoon. Owing to milit dnotner uanfuonese woman was
ant civilian Japanese, the Chinese oenousiy wounued and a number Ox
pouce were not on duty last night. noies were made in the apex rooi
jL/Uxing tne aiternoon Japanese as uf No. 24 Young Allen Terrace, be-saulted one police constable and uwean Chapoo, Quinsan and Boone
-cusarmed two others. Two British xtoaas. me wounaea woman wa^.
subjects were beaten and two Chi x emoved tp St. Luke’s Hospital
nese were killed by sticks and other where she now lies in a critical
umpiaments.
The Japanese “re condition.
servists” are in complete control of
The first missile fell at 12.45 p^m.
the area, assisted by Japanese ma and dropped on the roof oi 2*
rine patrols. Chinese pedestrians- roung Alien Terrace, causing two
are searched by these self-appoint targe noies and a number of smaliei
ones. Mr. E. M. Oliveira, a Portu
ed guardians of peace and order.
At 177 Boone Road in a private guese subject, who occupies tne
nursing home a dud bomb from a no use, was lying in bed ill at tnt
time and’ it was extremely I ortunate
Japanese plane fell, damaging a mat
the place did not catch nit,
portion of the building, while at omerwise
ne may nave been caugm
une corner of Woosung and Range inside. Hongkew Division of tnv
Roads another similar missile land onanghai r ue Bngaae were caiieu
ed. These two were taken off by out out it was found that tneiv
the Japanese military. A Stokes
mortar shell fell in an alleyway off mg one badly with an iron bar ana
Haiiung Road, killing one Chinese a baseball bat. Specials happened
woman and injuring another. An
other bomb burst opposite the along and rescued them. They haa
to remain at Hongkew station for
Hongkew Fire station.
At 3.15 a.m. yesterday several over two hours until they could
high officials of the police depart secure a Japanese escort to take
ment were stopped by more than mem to their car which they had
150 “reservists” in front of the left on North Szechuen Road.
During the afternoon two C.P.C/S
Japanese Club on Boone Road, some
with very flushed faces. Only cool attached to Hongkew station, were
er counsels among the party pre met by these Japanese and aftei
vented an assault on the officers. an argument were disarmed. An
This group began functioning an other incident happened on Boone
hour after -the Japanese attack on Road. A constabxe from Bubbling
Chapei. Their number increased to Wen Road passed the Japanese
more than 1,000, the majority of Ciub. He was unarmed. Some of
whom dominated the roads in tne guards beat him and took him
Hongkew, Dixwell Road and East into the Club. ' According to report,
Hashing Road districts. They are ne was later taken to the military
armed with pistols, bayonets, dag headquarters. During the incident
gers, baseball bats and other wea one shot was fired.
pons. They stopped motor cars
Beaten To Death
and searched Chinese pedestrians.
The marine patrols functioned also.
Yesterday afternoon two Chinese
They were firm in their demands, were badly beaten in the Hongkew
but not rough or rude.
Market, one of them succumbing to
British Subjects Mobbed
the effects of his injuries. At 3
A portion of these “reservists” am. yesterday a patrol of four
mobbed two British subjects last Japanese Marines, according to a
evening.
They were beating a report at Hongkew station, chased
Chinese near Haining and Chapoo a pedestrian on Soochow Road,
Roads, whom they had accused of intending to search him. He jump
being a plainclothes soldier. The ed into Soochow Creek, his dead
foreigners in a gentle manner re body being found at 11 a.m. yes
monstrated with them, whereupon terday.
(N. C. D. N., Jan. 30, 1932)
the Japanese assaulted them, beat----- 4 -------

was no fire. The damage was con
fined to the roof and to the ceiling
below. An officer and some men
were left on duty at the house
whilst the machines returned to the
station.
Foreign Lad’s Action
Another bomb which lor uunately
railed ito explode, fell into the com
pounds of me Victoria Nursing
nome, 117 Boone Road, and of No.
1 Aibury Road, shortly after two
o’ciock. This struck the roof and
wall of the nurses-’ quarters and
caused slight damage. No. 1 Aloury Koaa is a nouse occupied by
Messrs. M. R. Pereira and Mr. E.
Marques ’who fortunately escaped
unscathed. With great presence of
uiina, a youth narnea Aiirea toullivan, whose father is a member of
the S.M.P. Specials, picked it up
and handed it to his father, who
promptly placed it in a bucket of
water and removed it to Hongkew
Police Station. The police later
handed it over to the Japanese
Marine •headquarters.
The third fell in the Teh-hsing
Lee Alleyway, a thoroughfare be
tween Haining and Boone Roads,
killing an unknown Chinese woman
and a dog and seriously wounding
a Cantonese woman. The former
was killed outright, the medical
certificate showing that death was
due to gunshot wounds in the skull
and laceration of the brain. The
other woman was taken to hospi
tal.
At four o’clock in the afternoon,
Hongkew Station was informed that
a Chinese employed as a watch
man in the Thrift & Saving So
ciety (the Pantheon Theatre), Fusan Road, off Range Road, was
lying in the street with a bullet
wound in his chest and that it was
impossible to remove him to hos
pital as he was between two fines.

The French Concession
The only exciting events of the
day in the French Concession were
concerned with the falling of shells
of, lit is believed, me anti-aircraft
variety. The first to all and those
which gave rise to the story of
me Japanese having dropped a
bomb near the Quai de France
were at about 7.10 am. There
were two of them and they fell
near the China Merchants’ Kin
Lee Yuen Wharf and the Water
Tower and by these no fewer than
eight Chinese were wounded.
At 7.20 a.m. another fell at No.
10 Rue du Consulat wounding one
Chinese.
At 1.40 p.m. another shell fell at
the junction of Rue Formose and
the Quai de France. Ten minutes
later one dropped at the junction
of Rue Pere Robert and Rue
Lafayette, and at 2.20 pm. one fell
in Rue Lafayette. In these last
two occasions two were injured.
(N.C.D.N. Jan. 30, 1932)

Volunteer Stabs

Chinese Prisoner
Alleged Sniper Placed
In Truck, Bayoneted
By S.V.C. Member
A Japanese member of the
Shanghai Volunteer Corps, in full
uniform, was the principal in a
bayoneting affair staged at the
comer of Range and North Sze
chuen Roads yesterday afternoon.
Chinese snipers, hidden behind
shop and residence windows and
perched behind chimneys on roofs,
were taking pot shots at the Japan
ese bluejackets and Japanese volun
teers in the street below and this
led to a series of raids in which
scores of arrests were made.
The bayoneting was cold-blooded
and brutal, according to Mr. N. S.
Isaacs, a member of the Municipal
Police Specials, who was an eye
witness. Three suspected snipers
had been shot dead by Japanese
bluejackets, aided in a raid by the
volunteers. Four other men in me
same house, all of them well dress
ed, were led out by the Japanese
bluejackets.
The prisoners had
their hands knotted behind mem
with lengths of rope.
A Japanese truck pulled up when
hailed and the Japanese volunteers
commenced the task of hoisting
the prisoners aboard. The four
men were tossed in like so many
sacks. As they lay on the floor of
the vehicle, a Japanese volunteer,
according to Mr. Isaacs, struck me
man in the abdomen with his
bayonet.
There was a groan from the Chi
nese, who was particularly well
dressed, Mr. Isaacs stated. The
volunteer and the other Japanese
looked at him, pushed him closer
to the other prisoners and then
ordered the driver to proceed north
wards along North Szechuen Road,
presumably to the Japanese land
ing force headquarters on Kiangwan Road.

Mere Youths
Numerous batches of prisoners
were removed in trucks which kept
passing to and from headquarters,
the men, many of them mere
youths, being bundled in, either
trussed tog>dther in pairs or singly.
Many seemed bewildered and while
some of the prisoners may have
been guilty of sniping or have
knowledge of such activities, it ap
peared to me many foreigners
gathered at the intersection that the

majority of the prisoners were in
MISSION
ENTERED
a daze as to the reason for their
arrest, Mr. Isaacs stated.
BY TROOPS
The Chinese arrested offered no
resistance, apparently cowed by the
determined, drastic action of the
Japanese bluejackets and volunteers, Japanese Invade Methodist
all of whom had either pistols,
School In Quinsan Road
rifles or swords in their hands.
(S. E. P. Jan. 30, 1932)
------- o------A protest and an appeal for pro
tection was filed by the Rev. J. C.
AMERICAN LAD
Hawk, D. D., treasurer of the
Methodist Episcopal Church, South,
“ARRESTED”
Mission, 10 Young Allen Court, with
the United States Consulate-Gen
eral yesterday.
According to Dr. Hawk, shortly
Taken by Japanese as
after 1 a.m. yesterday some 30
Sniper
Japanese marines and plain clothes
men entered the Soochow Univer
sity Law School, a mission project
An American lad, named Johnson located at 103 Quinsan Road, beat
was arrested yesterday morning, at the cook, searched the dormitory
2 Scott Road. A party of Japan rooms of the students and caused
ese marines entered the house and considerable damage. Broken win
seized the 15-year old boy and took dows, wooden doors slashed through
him off to the marine landing with swords, damaged furniture,
party headquarters/
and students’ rooms in great dis
A foreigner who witnessed the array ar© the aftermath of the in
whole affair stated yesterday mat cident.
there had been some sniping in
For example, the glass of the
the vicinity. The Japanese ap bulletin boards in front of the uni
peared, and opened their rifles versity was smashed, the contents
and a machine gun on an exchange of fire extinguishers poured out on
shop next door. They riddled the floor, and personal possessions
windows and doors. Inside was of the students, books, thermos bot
an elderly Chinese woman, who was tles, lamps, destroyed.
not struck.
Their object, according to the
Then they entered the house, “searching party” was firearms.
which was tenanted by the lad, his None were found and, before the
brother being in the Volunteer frightened servants could summon
Corps and his father in the any Mission authorities, the Japan
Central district. They searched the ese had vanished. This morning,
place and found a 45 Colt pistol however, the university was “sealed”
and a large quantity of spent by the Japanese.
ammunition, which the boy said
Much the same thing occurred at
that he and his friends had picked the Soochow University Second
up at the Rifle Range. These were Middle School, 146 Quinsan Road,
being kept in an ordinary wash also put under the Japanese seal
basin. The Japanees asserted, how yesterday morning. The damage in
ever, that they found four hot this case, however, was not so great,
rounds. The pistol was under a though workers’ quarters in an ad
mattress. In spite of the lad’s jacent alleyway also were entered
protests he was taken away.
and searched.
An American vice-consul called
Washington Concerned
at the Japanese Consulate-General,
demanding the release of the lad.
Washington, Jan. 29.—Officials
He was informed that the Japan here are very concerned at a re
ese would ascertain from the ma port that Japanese soldiers have
rines if they held me lad. If so. invaded the American Mission,
he would arrange for his release. South, at Shanghai.—Reuter.
This had not been done by 9.35
(N.C.D.N., Jan. 13, 1923)
p.m. yesterday.

Another Case
William Chong, 15 years of age,
whose Chinese name is Liang Wetchih, was arrested between four
and five o’clock on Friday after
noon. WilPam Chong was born in
Svdnev. Australia, and he possesses
his birth naners but his parents
were not British subjects so. It Is
beb’eved, he was not registered at
H.B.M. Consulate-General.
According to a statement made

by his widowed mother, the lad
was sitting in his home with a
friend when suddenly me door was
burst open and Japanese Marines,
accompanied by civilians, entered
the house at 29 Wen Hua Pih Hsu,
Scott Road, where he lives, and,
after giving Chong and his friend
a severe beating, carried them off
to headquarters.
(N.C.D.N. Jan. 31, 1932)
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ODEON BLOCK IS

gutted
Many Reported Shot by
Japanese as Snipers

FLAMES ^TERRORISE
HONGKEW AREA
With the charred ruins of the
Railway Station and Commercial
Press still smouldering, another
blaze started yesterday afternoon
behind the Odeon Theatre and in
several hours turned the entire
block on North Szechuen Road,
Haskell Road, to the railway line
and further down the North Sze
chuen Road, into ashes. Another
blaze was also reported in Chin
yuan Road in Chapei near the
railway line, where more than 100
houses were razed.
With the entire area of the North
toechuen Road and Range Road »n
the control of the Japanese
marines, fire engines of the Settle
ment Brigade made vain efforts to
reach the scene to combat the fire.
As the flames were sweeping down
to the south side of Jukong Road,
menacing the Range Road block
in the Settlement the engines were
allowed to pass to Range Road.
Firemen are still standing by early
this morning to keep the blaze from
touching the houses in the Settle
ment, in Haskell Road.
According to Chinese eye witnes
ses, the fire was started by Japan
ese marines with tins of kerosene,
determined to wipe out the entire
block. Should this action have been
taken by the marines, the Japanese
Consul-General -said, it was intend
ed to wipe out the snipers who have
proved such a deadly menace to the
soldiers.
Many viewed the flames in roof
toni in the Settlement leaping from
house to house in quick succession.
Many refugees residing in the block
flew for their lives in all directions.
It was reported that some were shot
dead by the Japanese as snipers.
Residences Destroyed
Including the Odeon Theatre
which was entirely gutted to the
ground with numbers of houses,
shops and godowns, was a Kuangtung Theatre and residences of
several wealthy Chinese. The pro
perty of the entire block was owned
by : Chinese.
- At about 2 p.m-, huge volumes of
smoke and flames were visible in
the Central district. These were
swept by .a high wind and soon
spread southward to the Range
Road and westward to the railway
line. The Odeon Theatre was the
first, that burned down, fire being
still visible in thé vicinity this
morning.
The Isis Theatre on the opposite

JAPANESE

IN

OTHER SECTORS

During the day there were several
instances of Japanese activity in
other parts of Shanghai. The
American Marines detained a
total of 14 Japanese armed civilians
who were found acting in the Amer
ican sector and who stated, on de
tention, that they had 'been order
ed by their own authorities to pro
ceed to that district. At 8.15 p.m.
the Marines in Haiphong Road en
countered two groups of armed
Japanese who fired over the head
of a Marine sentry into Chinese
territory. The sentry detained nine
of the men.
At 8.25 p.m., two Chinese were
shot and killed by Japanese in
front of the Japanese marine bar
racks at 102 Gordon Road which
is inside the American defence area.
At 8.45 pm. four more Japanese
were detained by U. S. Marines in
the same district.
Japanese were also found in
charge of a police sub-station at
the corner of Robison and Penang
Roads and were evicted by British
troops after considerable difficulty.
The situation in Hongkew last
night was serious up to a late hour.
Gradually during the day, large
numbers of Japanese reservists in
plain clothes extended their control
from Haining Road up to Soochow
Creek and by 7 p.m., they were in
practically full control of the whole
of Hongkew area dispossessing the
Municipal Police of whom five
patrols, comprising foreigners, Sikhs
and Japanese, were withdrawn from
the streets by headquarters’ orders.
In the meantime, the reservists had
assumed police powers and were
stopping traffic from all sides and
searching motor cars and civilians,
while Chinese came in for rough
treatment. J
Hold Bridgeheads
From Garden Bridge to Honan
Road the Japanese reservists were
in control of all the bridgeheads and
exercising their authority. Shortly
before 10 o’clock one party of
Japanese who were patrolling the
North Soochow Road corner of the
Garden bridge stopped a Chinese
who ran away over the bridge. He
was immediately pursued by the
Japanese who opened fire on him
with pistols and wounded him. The
man was brought down and was
taken off to the Japanese Club but
the reason of his arrest could not
side of the street and other houses
on this side of Szechuen Road were
not touched.
Firemen of the
Settlement
Brigade answered more than 30
ambulance calls yesterday.
Two
foreigners were conveyed to the
General Hospital yesterday after
noon as the result of the assault
by the Japanese.
(N.C.D.N., Jan. 31, 1932)

be established.
The greater part of Hongkew was
in complete darkness, Japanese
naval patrols early in the evening
having gone up and down the
streets shooting out the overhead
electric lights. (Lights which were
not put out by bullets were put but
by sticks. The reason was given
that the step was necesasry so that
the patrols could operate without
being seen by snipers who were re
ported to be infesting the district.
Considerable confusion was creat
ed and there were several shooting
incidents. A foreign police ser
geant saw a Japanese patrol shoot
at a crowd of Chinese on Woochang
Road but there were no casualties.
The body of a male Chinese was
found on Broadway with knife and
bayonet wounds in his body. Two
Sikh policemen going on duty were
searched by reservists. Japanese
action also occurred against isolated
incidents of sniping.
Starting at 5 p.m„ the Indian
police hospital on Woosung Road
wa<! evacuated of its patiente who
were removed to other quarters,
and it is reported that patients of
the Isolation Hospital may be
evacuated to-day. Members of the
Indian hospital staff were subject
ed to search as they left the in
stitution.
Fire Brigade ambulances came
in for attention by the Japanese,
who declared that their trips into
the district were attracting the at
tention of snipers and after 11 p.m.,
the ambulances ceased to visit the
district.
By 1.15 o’clock this morning the
district was quiet, Japanese opera
tions having apparently ceased, al
though there was sniping beyond
Range Road. The Municipal Police
functions were resumed and a party
of foreigners were on duty at the
Chinese Post office.
Bringing 1,000 more marines as
reinforcements H.I.J.MB. Tatsuta,
accompanied by three other cruis
ers of the same class, and four
destroyers, arrived in Shanghai
harbour yesterday from the Sasebo
Naval Base. The marines, con
stituting two battalions, were land
ed immediately and dispatched to
tho positions held by the Japanese
in Chapei to relieve the troops
who have been fighting there since
tho inception of the occupation.
Early to-day the naval aeroplane
carriers Kaga and Hosho, together
with a number of other units of
the Imperial Navy, are expected
to arrive with more reinforcements.
The two aeroplane carriers, both
of which are comparatively new,
modern craft, are said to have
aboard 75 aircraft, including big,
powerful bombers of the latest
type.
(N.C D.N., Jan. 31, 1932)

Dangerous Misrepresentations

CUNBOAT FIRES
ON TEXAS OIL

If the world believed Japanese ed in with the Japanese as targets
official statements concerning the for national resentment. A dyna Japanese Machine Guns
Shanghai crisis it would certainly mite situation has been created in
From Vessel
have difficulty in believing its own which Japan’s military are moral
Shanghai Officials and press corres and physical liabilities to other for
BULLETS-RAIN ON
pondents.
eigners.
Sanctimonious Japanese declara
Dispatches
from
interested
INSTALLATION
capitals have brought surprising tions regarding what is termed “the
true
position
”
—
apparently
in
con

tidings of misrepresentations by
trast to the allegedly false reports A number of Americans were in a
Japan’s spokesmen.
of everyone but the Japanese—can precarious position shortly after 6
From the official Japanese ex not alter one fact which the world o’clock yesterday morning in their
planation of Japan’s sudden mili increasingly realizes:
residences on the installation pre
tary action after satisfactory Chi
mises of the Texas Oil Co., down
Association
with
the
Japanese
nese assurances had been received,
stream, when a Japanese destroyer
acts
or
program
against
China
is
on through a long list of detailed
opened fire on them with machine
morally
impossible
for
any
other
statements and assurances, there
guns. With the first outburst for
nation
either
neutral
or
friendly
to

has been no indication that facts
eigners in the houses and Chinese
known to everyone here have been ward China.
in offices and yards, ducked for
(S.E.P., Feb. 2, 1932)
admitted.
cover at once. Not a few of them
became familiar with the floors and
- o----Consider the single incident of
earth. The bursts of fire were in
the last London Foreign Office com
termittent for a few minutes only.
SCHOOL PRINCIPAL
munique, one paragraph of which
An American destroyer which had
said:
MISSING
been ordered previously to take up
“The Japanese Minister for For
a position at the wharf, steamed
eign Affairs, in reply, gave assur
down and tied up. It is suggested
ances that he fully appreciated the Second Protest Lodged With that no further machine guns,
anxiety felt by the British Govern
whatever their source, will open up
Japanese Authorities
ment and said that everything pos
on the property.
sible would be done not to endanger
A second protest against Japan Other than causing great con
British lives and property, and that
sternation among those in the com
the International Settlement would ese activities in the Hongkew Dis pound, little damage was done. As
trict was made yesterday morning far as could be ascertained the
not be used as a base for attack.”
to the American Consulate-General spray of bullets did not penetrate
The actuality is that lives, pro
the Rev. J. C. Hawk, treasurer any of the tanks. A few, however,
perty and ordinary rights of foreign by
residents have been endangered by and board of missions representa went through windows and offices.
the Japanese forces; more, there tive of the Methodist Episcopal The destroyer steamed by and con
has been wanton destruction of for Church, South, Mission, 10 Young tinued her way towards Woosung.
eign and Chinese property by Allen Court.
Employees at the plant got into
Japanese within the International
Shortly after 8 on Sunday morn immediate communication with the
Settlement areas which they pro ing, Mi*. Dzau Dih-tsz, principal of Shanghai office, who took up the
fessed to guard, while the Interna the Soochow University Second matter with Mr. E. S. Cunningham,
tional Settlement has been used as Middle School, 146 Quinsan Road, U. S. Consul-General. It is under
a base of attack from the very be attempted to enter the building, stood that the attack on American
ginning of the whole mishandled which had been sealed by the property will become the subject of
affair.
Japanese following a raid early diplomatic negotiation.
Japanese authorities have done Saturday morning. Mr. Dzau had
Eyewitness Story
their best to convince the world been on holiday since that time.
According to the account of an
that their actions were previously
to the protest made by employee of the company, an eye
known to the Shanghai representa MiAccording
witness to the firing’, he was in his
1
.
Hawk,
the
principal was seized quarters,
tives of other foreign Powers, and
when the firing began.
by
a
party
of
Japanese,
composed
that there was full approval and
“
At
first
I thought it was some
agreement of these actions—that of both marines and volunteers, and one firing crackers. I looked from
Japan, in fact, had actually borne taken off to landing party head the window and saw the bullets
the brunt of a necessary fight for quarters. He has not been heard spreading on the foreshore. I duck
of since that time.
the common cause.
ed at once, avoiding several which
The first appeal from the repre came through the window.
The
The truth is that Japan’s naval
authorities here acted wilfully, sentative of the mission was made dust rising from the contact in the
foreshore
recalled
without due consultation with their following a “searching party” in yard and
associates or warning to Chinese cident at the same school and also memories of previous incidents
civilians; that far from moving on at the Soochow University Law elsewhere. I shouted to those in
behalf of others, they went out of School, 103 Quinsan Road, early side to make for cover as I did like
their way to start a fight which Saturday morning. The Japanese wise.”
they couldn’t handle and which has marines and plain clothes men, on
Then according to his account,
provoked the gravest of possible the pretext of looking for arms, the firing continued for a matter
consequences for us all.
sacked the dormitories, destroying of two or three' minutes in intermit
Not only has Chinese fighting furniture and personal property and tent bursts, the destroyer steaming
spirit and conviction of military smashing window. Both schools outward all the while. An Ameri
potency received the greatest brace then were “sealed” by order of the can destroyer, upstream near the
Power station, heard the firing but
in years; the Japanese misuse of Japanese authorities.
had no information regarding it
International Settlement soil, and
These schools are mission pro until after the Japanese had gone
apparent acquiescence in such
misuse by the other Powers, has jects and the property is owned by on its way.
aroused a growing Chinese feeling the mission.
When the firing had ceased and
that other foreigners must be lump
those inside got into full possession
N.C.D.N., Feb. 2, 1932)
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of their wits, an estimate of the
damage was made. There were no
casualties on the premises, but a
female in a village nearby was
found to have been shot through
the shoulder, while another Chinese
had a bullet through his sleeve. In
the compound employees picked up
numerous bullets, which had
glanced off buildings, while others
were picked up in the offices and
rooms of houses having come
through windows. A considerable
spread of lead was found on the
foreshore.
It is understood that the de
stroyer opened fire on some vill
agers behind the premises who had
lighted a bunch of firecrackers.
(N.C-D.N., Feb. 2, 1932)

POLICE
PATROL
FIRED ON

Other Foreigners Also
Japanese Marines

*

t

by

According to the eye-witness re
ports of foreign police on duty in
the vicinity of the shooting, a police
van loaded with duty details from
the telephone exchange on Haining Road, was fired on by Japan
ese Marines near Tiendong and
North Szechuen Roads intersection
at 3 am. yesterday. None of the
occupants of the van was struck by
bullets, although a survey made
later in the day indicated 15 ma
chine bullets in the wall of a gar
age opposite.
Another similar incident was wit
nessed by the same persons half an
hour later. A foreign couple were
engaged in an altercation with their
chauffeur, near the Tiendong Road
corner. The chauffeur drove off
and the couple eventually made
their way out. Still later a British
subject was fired on.
These same observers also report
ed that Japanese Marines were
firing from a sandbag post in front
of the General HospitalIn order to'avoid any such in
cidents, last night, details on guard
at the exchange and at the Power
Company sub-office were sent out
at 6 p.m. with provisions to last
until morning and blankets as well.
(N.C'D.N., Feb. 2, 1932)
-o-

MORE FIRES
CHAPEI

Commercial Press
Burnt

IN
Library

Several new fires were reported
from the Chapei district yesterday,
one of the buildings burnt being
the Commercial Press Library in
Paoshan Road, opposite the main
section of the printing concern.
In each instance, the flames was
accompanied by fairly heavy rifle
and machine gun fire.

Smoke was noticed coming from
beneath the eaves of the main
building of the Commercial Press
which, it may be recalled, was one
of the first buildings to go up in
flames several days ago and a
couple of large and spreading fires
were seen between Tientungan and
Kiangwan shortly before four
o’clock. The belief was expressed
that, in the case of the latter, the
buildings involved were a couple
of universities in that vicinity. The
library fire broke out at about 12
o’clock.
As the Hongkew area has been
evacuated, all the Hongkew fire
engines, with the exception of two,
have been moved to this side of the
Soochow Creek. On Sunday after
noon, the Japanese reservists as
saulted a foreign member of the
Fire Brigade, after threatening him
with pistols.
The Commercial Press Library is
known as the National Eastern
Library and it is said to be the
largest institution of its kind in this
country. It was housed in a large,
three-storyed concrete building in
Paoshan Road, opposite the main
plant of the Commercial Press.
(N.C-D.N., Feb. 2, 1932)
- o-------

POLICE SEARCH
HOSPITAL

Report

of

Snipers

OF

in

Premises
A party of Hongkew police in
charge of Chief Inspr. Ring made
a search of the compound and
buildings yesterday of the Isolation
Hospital, subsequent to a report
from Japanese naval sources that
snipers had been firing from the
roof.
About 3 pm., the party consist
ing of foreigners, Japanese and
Specials, with a supporting Jorce
of Sikhs, armed themselves with
Thompson subs, 45 Colts and rifles,
and having donned steel waistcoats,
marched from Hongkew station to
Fearon Road. Det.-Sub-Inspr. Hill
was hoisted over the gate and drew
back the iron lockbar, whereupon
the party entered and made for the
main door.
They made a thorough and com
plete search of the rooms and
buildings which had been evacuated
on Sunday morning. They found
that many of the windows had been
broken and the furniture in dis
order, but no suspicious persons
were within. Inquiries at the Chi
nese section, which still was occupied, were fruitless.
In spite of the Japanese request
that the Municipal police should
make this search, it was later
ascertained that a party of 25 Ma
rines had gone into the premises
at 1.3C p.m., two hours previously.
(N.C.D.N. Feb. 2, 1932)

CULTURAL LOSS
TO NATION
National

Library

Tales Of Horror Are Told By
Residents Trapped In Hongkew
____

<•

Eastern
Burned

UNIQUE EDITION OF
ENCYCLOPAEDIA
Chapei can be rebuilt, but the
books destroyed in this conflagra
tion, described by Chinese as a cul
tural catastrophe to the nation, can
never be replaced. No similar liter
ary disaster has overtaken this
country since the Boxers set fire to
the famous Hanlin library in Pek
ing during the attack on the Lega
tion Quarter there in the rising of
1900.
Escape First Fire
The library building stood im
mediately opposite the Commercial
Press plan, on the other side of the
road. During the fire which, as a
result of bombs dropped by Japan
ese planes, completely destroyed
that printing plan, the library es
cape unscathed, though other build
ings in the neighbourhood were
licked up by the flames.
Built to house thousands of books,
many of which were unique ex
amples of old China’s learning and
civilisation, the National Eastern
Library rose four storys above the
surrounding houses, every known
device to ensure that it was fire
proof having been employed to safe
guard its valuable contents.
Its
destruction, therefore, lands cur
rency to the claim that the blaze
was started by incendiaries.
Among its most precious contents
was a complete original set of the
Chinese encyclopaedia, the "Shih
Koo Chuan Hsu” of which there
are now only two complete sets left
in the country. Though the Com
mercial Press has printed modem
editions of the "Shih Koo Chuan
Hsu”—which numbers itself in
thousands of books—the old origin
als have lost none of their value.
The two other complete sets are
housed one in Peking, the other in
Hangchow.
Many other ancient manuscripts,
dating back to remote periods and
treasured as priceless relics, were
also destroyed in the fire. These
included more than one thousand
books of the various hsien of China,
records and historical tales relating
to the districts which are now lost
for ever.
Valuable Foreign Books
In addition to Chinese books, the
Library housed a valuable collec
tion of books in foreign languages,
which have likewise been destroyed.
This collection had taken many
years to get together and represent
ed one of the foundation stones of
modern Chinese learning.
A cable has been despatched to

Streets Strewn With Bloody Corpses, Women And
Children Cruelly Shot Down, Says Witness
Women and children killed as mised them protection, and Chinese
told them they would spare their
they fled from burning houses.
Nights of terror, filled with the homes.
moans of wounded and dying. The
Looters Driven Away
roar of death-dealing implements of BuV'Tuesday, fires were started
warfare.
in the houses next to theirs, and
These horrors were seen, felt and they were forced to snatch up
heard by three foreign families who What’personal belongings they could
lived through five days of a verit carry, and leave amid smoke and
able nightmare in the Lincoln Ter confusion.
race, across from Hongkew Park. When they reached the Japanese
Only yesterday, they escaped from lines, they threw up their arms and
the scene of battle and made their walked across, not knowing whether
way back to safety.
or not they would escape with their
lives.
Trapped In Homes
Tragic Tales Unravelled
Two German families, Mr. and
Mrs. H. Becker, and Mr. Hans They made good their escape,
Krenn, and an English family, Mr. which they attribute, to the fact
and Mrs. T. J. Ellis and their two that a Japanese friend saw their
children, were the only foreigners plight and helped them get across.
in the Lincoln terrace.
Mr. Becker, who had been asked
Trapped in the centér of the war by his consul to make no statements
zone, these seven foreigners were to the newspapers, followed the
forced to stay in their homes from wishes of the German office and re
Friday until Tuesday, while death fused to divulge the many tragic
and destruction hovered near and scenes he witnessed from the win
threatened their lives at every dows of his home.
Mr. Krenn, who had not com
minute.
municated with consular authori
Attempted Escapes Frustrated
Japanese launched their attack ties Wednesday morning, told many
on the region so suddenly that they tragic tales of the five nights of
were caught before they had ? terror.
Bloody Corpses
chance to leave. Appeals to the
“The streets were strewn with
Japanese authorities availed them
“Yelping,
nothing. Many attempts to leave dead bodies,” he said.
the district, they said, were frust hungry dogs were tearing them
rated by unruly mobs of Japanese apart. We could not see the bodies,
in plain clothes. Marines stopped "here were so many dogs. We shot
to scare them out, but the dogs did
them at the points of bayonets.
When incendiaries started burn not stay away.
“We saw dark figures creep up
ing the houses in the neighborhood,
the three families took all precau to a house and set fire to it. When
tions to protect their property. Chi the Chinese who lived there rar
nese servants in the 35 houses in from the smoking houses, they were
Lincoln Terrace placed white bands shot down in their tracks. I saw
on their arms to identify them from four bodies slump to the ground as
looters and fire bugs, and the they left the doors- There were men
families prepared to make armed women and children.
resistance to attacks on their pro
Women Shot Down
perty.
“A Chinese shopwoman who live^
Several gangs of supposed loot across the street started to leav<
ers and incendiaries were driven her
shop, her baby in her arms
from the place with shots from the when she was shot down. The next
foreigners’ pistols. Japanese pro- day she was still alive, her babv
clinging to her. Chinese servant?
the League of Nations by a group in one of the houses in the Terrace
of Chinese educational leaders pro ran out and picked her up.
testing against the destruction of
“She was carried into one of the
the Library and charging that the houses and given attention. When
Japanese authorities are respon- we left, both she and the baby still
sible for the disaster. The League were alive.
is urged to take steps to check
“When Chinese attempted to re
Japanese “aggression” in Shanghai, move the bodies of the dead, they
the loss of the marvellous collec- were assailed with rifle and
tion of books being directly attri machine gun fire from the Japan
buted to the Japanese action.
ese.
They were forced to leave
(N.C.D.N., Feb. 3, 1932)
the bodies to rot in the street and
—-9---
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be torn apart by the dogs.
Servants Loyal
“Chinese servants remained loyal
to the foreign families. When fire
bugs, who threatened to burn the
houses, came near the place, the
servant captured one. a Chinese
boy, and tied him to a stake, threa
tening to burn him.
They told
them that they had three of their
number imprisoned in the houses,
and that they would burn them if
the houses were set on fire. This
complicated matters for us for we
wanted to anger neither side.”
The servants were in a state of
panic when the foreigners left.
They did not want them to go,
they said, and implored them to
remain with them. The servants
were those of the 35 houses in the
terrace, most of them occupied by
Japanese, who had fled.
Mobs Are Cruel
Japanese mobs were extremely
cruel, the foreigners said. Chinese
were beaten, stabbed and shot.
None were spared, neither men, wo
men nor children.
One of the foreigners said that
he recognized several of the Ja
panese members of Japanese volun
teer forces. They had been em
ployees of banks and other busi
ness houses with whom he had
done business in the past.
Japanese Make Jokes
“The Japanese who recognized
me,” he said, “laughed at me and
made jokes about my plight as I
struggled under a load of belong
ings, to get out of the danger area.”
The foreigners said that, during
the many years they had lived in
this area, they had never had the
least trouble with the Chinese.
Chinese Bring Food
“When the trouble came” he said,
“and we ran short of food, Chinese families and servants in the
neighborhood braved the danger
that always lurked there, and
brought us rice and mutton and
other foods, and charcoal for our
stoves.”
They said that the Chinese
soldiers never had crossed into the
settlement.
It was their opinion
shat the Japanese were trying to
empt Chinese militia into the set
tlement. But. they said, the Chiese forces did not move an inch
nto the foreign zone, but merely
?rotected their own property.
Homes Believed Gone
When the seven foreigners left
;heir homes, they were enveloped in
smoke from the surrounding houses,
and they believe that by now all
of their property is destroyed.
Mr. Krenn’s house fortunately
was surrounded by other buildings
in the colony, so it was not ex
posed so much to rifle and machine
gun Are as the other homes. Be
cause Mr- Ellis’ house was exposed
on one side, his family moved in
Mr. Krenn’s home. Mr. and Mrs.
Becker remained in their own home
until the time of departure.
(S. E. P. Feb. 3, 1932)
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BLAZES

SEEN

ALL AREAS

IK

IN

WELCOME
CONDITIONS
ENDORSEMENT

IN

HONGKEW

To the Editor:
Barricades Broken In
We, the undersigned residents of Council Supports Defence
the foreign Settlement in Shang
Hongkew
Committee’s Protest
hai, wish to commend you for the
frank and courageous Editorial “To
Fires were reported practically Those Who Have Abused a Trust”
REPRESENTATIONS
from all parts of Shanghai yester which appeared on the front page
URGED
day but perhaps the biggest were of your issue of February 1, touch
outbreaks on the north side of Soo- ing the present aggression of Japan
Urging immediate representations
chow Creek in the Jessfield District, against China.
to the Japanese authorities in re
at 2.43 p.m.; in Woosung, at 9.30
We feel that it is time some gard to conditions in the Hongkew
p.m. and at Pootung, near Kao- public words were spoken that District, Brigadier-General E. B.
chiao, at 8.30 p m. A large number would show the amazement and in Macnaghten, chairman of the
of reports came from the Chapei dignation with which foreign re Shanghai Municipal Council, has
District but it was impossible to as sidents in Shanghai have witness addressed a letter to the Senior
certain the whereabouts of these ed the trampling under foot of Consul, Mr. E. S. Cunningham,
or to get near them because they human justice and righteousness in drawing attention to the grave re
were outside of the jurisdiction of the tragic events of the past two percussion of certain activities of
the Shanghai Municipal Fire Bri weeks. And we believe we speak the Japanese Naval Landing Party
gade. However, it is known de for the conscience of the whole in sectors other • than their own
upon the peace and order of the
finitely that one of them involved civilized world.
the well-known Japanese geisha With International law disregard Settlement and strongly supporting
gardens, known as Rokkusan, at ed, the blood of innocent men, the protest of the Defence Comthe northern end of Paoshan Road. women, and children calling for mittee.
Brig.-General Macnaghten also
While there was no possibility of justice, and a torn and struggling directs Mr. Cunningham’s attention
ascertaining the origins of the out people patiently waiting for the to the grave situation which has
breaks, it was thought that most of verdict of humanity, we add our arisen through the activities of
them were caused as a result of the voices to yours in calling for the Japanese armed forces and armed
Japanese aerial bombardment or cessation of this “undeclared war” civilians in the northern and east
and withdrawal of the invading ern areas of the disruption of the
falling shells.
forces. We believe, firmly, that we public services and frightened the
Outbreaks in Hongkew
speak for lovers of righteousness in inhabitants. Particular reference is
Eight houses were burnt in a fire Japan, as well as for the suffering made to the fact that members of
the Municipal Police and Police
in the Hongkew District, at the cor people of thisi land.
Watchmen have been forcibly de
ner of North Szechuen and TienSigned :
prived of their arms and ammuni
dong Roads (behind the Post
WILBER JUDD.
tion and prevented from executing
Office), at 11.30 a.m. The machine
their duty: members of the Fire
M. W. ROSS.
turned out from Central Station
Brigade, whilst on duty and in uni
H. K. KING.
and it was found that the roads
form, have b-'en obstructed and
had been barricaded by the Japan
PAUL B. KERNassaulted, and the utmost difficulty
ese marines. When work was com
JNO. C. HAWK.
experienced in the conduct of food
menced on the tearing down of
and hospital services on account of
S. R. ANDERSON.
these, it was thought that there
thè obstruction of Japanese naval
OLIVE
L.
ANDERSON.
would be objections from the
and civilian patrols and pickets.
LUCY
J.
WEBB.
Japanese but there was none and
Immediate representations to the
IDA BELLE LEWIS.
the operations were carried out as
Japanese Authorities are urged.
usual.
NINA M. STRETHENGE.
(N. C. D. N., Feb. 5, 1932)
CARLETON LACY.
------- o------Just as this fire had ended and
T. L. LEE.
the Brigade was preparing to return
RED CROSS WORKERS
ELANE J. ANDERSON.
to headquarters, another call was
WOUNDED
received at 12 o’clock from the cor
EGBERT M. HAYES.
ner of North Szechuen and Boone
While picking up wounded and
H. C. HAMLIN.
Roads, about 200 yards away. Fire
dead soldiers behind the Chinese
O.
R.
MAGILL.
fighting work was started and, by
lines at the comer of Chunhsing
N. L. PEACOCK.
and Hunghsing roads in Chapei,
the time it was over, four houses
CLAIRE CHAPMAN.
three members of the Chinese Red
had been damaged.
Cross Hospital staff were wounded
Shanghai, February 3, 1932.
At 8.30 p.m., a report came to
yesterday morning by machine gun
(N.
C.
D.
N.,
Feb.
5,
1932)
Shanghai of a huge fire in the Poo
fire from a Japanese aeroplane.
tung District, near Kaochiao. This,
The workers arrived at the place
it was learned, took place in the
at 7 a.m-, when fighting was re
Kuang Hua Oil Company’s tanks China Daily News” was informed by sumed by the two sides, with the
and the oil involved was imported a member of the Third Division of Japanese aeroplanes threatening
by the Soviet Naptha Trust. The the Chapei Fire Brigade yesterday the Chinese lines. Flying low, a
glare from this could be seen from that the Cantonese members of that Japanese aeroplane swooped over
the “North-China Daily News” roof division were anxious to resume the Chapei front, operating a ma
their duties but, of course, this was chine gun. The wounded workers
until shortly before ten o’clock.
impossible at present. When the include Messrs. Wang Tung-fu, Kee
An hour later, what appeared to Japanese
began, he al Wen-han, and Miss Wong Tse-fang.
be a disastrous fire was reported leged, the occupation
ordered the fire Mr. Wang was seriously wounded in
from the Woosung area. No details men out ofJapanese
their building and dam the head, while Mr. Kee and Miss
of this were available.
aged their machines and equip Wong were hit in the thigh and
With reference to the question of ment.
arm respectively.
fighting the flames, the “North(N. C. D. N., Feb. 4, 1932)
(N. C. D. N., Feb. 4, 1932)
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JAPANESE FREE
PRISONERS
117 Handed Over To The
Municipal Police
CONSULAR BOARD
APPOINTED
The Consular Body have appoint
ed a committee of three under the
chairmanship of Mir. N. Aall, Con
sul-General for Norway, to super
intend, in co-operation with the
Japanese authorities, the handing
to the Shanghai Municipal Coun
cil of Chinese, whom the Japanese
Naval Forces took into custody as
hostages or for other reason, during
the recent operations. This Com
mittee will exercise* no judicial
authority. It will act purely in a
benevolent capacity.
Last night 117 Chinese arrested
in Hongkew and elsewhere, were
handed over to the Settlement
police. The latter at onoe brought
them food and drink and cigarettes
in the temporary barracks.
They were a pitiful sight. Ac
cording to police officers, the first
question of the majority was, “Are
you going to shoot us? If so, do
it at once and put us out of our
misery.”
Many of them had not eaten for
three days. They were in such a
nervous condition that they could
not eat the congee, which had been
obtained from the gaol. They lolled
about in their quarters, jumping
nervously whenever the door opened.
Rushed To Hospital
A police doctor attended at once.
His examination proved that one
man was so critically ill that he
had to be rushed to the operating
table at St. Luke’s Hospital. Three
others, suffering from bullet wounds
and stabs, were taken care of ac
cording to the degree of their
wounds.
The police repqrted last night
that they were still detaining 10 or
12 others, who, although badly in
jured from bayonet wounds, had to
await medical attention this morn
ing. Most of them have been stab
bed in the sides or buttocks. One
little child of three screamed in
terror as a kindly police officer
put iodine into a raw wound.
The No. 1 boy in the Palace Hotel
snack room’ was among the released.
He was captured eight days ago
while wearing hotel uniform. For
six of the eight days he was bound
hand and foot. His wrists are a
mass to wounds caused by penetrat
ing twine, with which he was bound.
He was a most happy mortal when
tendered a whisky soda.
Another Chinese, an accountant
in a foreign firm, arrested six days

Chinese Rush Reinforcements
To WarZones; Train Blown Up
Post And Mercury Representatives Find Chinese
Lines Bustling With War Activity
Courtesy.
Order.
Extremely good morale.
Complete lack of hysteria.
Those are the chief impressions
of Chinese soldiers and their com
manders gained by two representa
tives of The Shanghai Evening Post
and Mercury who made a complete
circuit of the troop positions in the
Municipality of Greater Shanghai
Sunday.
The tour was not a '‘personally
conducted” one.
The two men
were possessed of military passes
which gave free access to any part
of the lines which they desired to
visit, and beyond showing them at
the point of entry, no escorts were
provided, and few commanders
visited.
In Search Of News
The troops themselves was the
quest of the reporters.

From Chenju, where at present
the Commander of the 19th Route
Army has his headquarters, to
Lunghwa, where additional troops
are concentrated and where the
chief arsenal is located; around
through the Native City, Nantao,
the areas over which 45,000 Chinese
troops are quartered were visited
freely.
Nowhere in that area was there
the slightest hostility toward for
eigners as such manifest.
At Chenfu, 200 yards away from
the railway line, is the spot where
the giant Japanese bombing plane
crashed, killing the pilots. At no
spot could the crash have heighten
ed the morale of the Chinese troops
more. Additional bombers meant
nothing more—no hysteria nor fear, ,
merely a desire to attempt to bring
down another.
(S. E. P., Feb. 8, 1932)

Fresh Outrage Against American
Property
For the second time since Hongkew became an outlying bit of
Japanese soil, American mission
property has suffered forcible entry
and wanton destruction.
The first instance was that of
the law school operated by the Me
thodist Episcopal Church, South, at
Young Allen Court, One of the first
of many acts of unwarranted and
inexcusable violence by armed
Japanese in and out of uniform
was a midnight raid on this pro
perty. We have already commented
on this disgraceful affair.
In the latest instance the Pres
byterian Mission Press was the
suffer. This property is on North

ago in Quinsan Road, because he
had a volunteer uniform in his
house, was equally happy to realise
that his doom no longer existed.
Others showed equal signs of relief.
According to their story, the
majority of them had been confined
in the Japanese Club. From here
they were taken to either of the
Japanese schools, Three nights ago,
they were piled into a junk and
massed together in a bound condi
tion, with a few rinds and crusts
thrown to them. Last night the
police party removed them from
the Whangpoo Wharf.
(N.-C. D. News, Feb. 7, 1932.)
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Szechuen Road, immediately beside
a school in which Japanese marines
are quartered, and separated from
them only by a low wall.
Through days of sniping, shelling
and arson nearby, the Presbyterian
Mission Press had been unmolested.
Last week two notices by the Amer
ican Consul-General, bearing the
Consular seal, were affixed in front
as a means of affording special
warning and protection.
Within a matter of hours after
posting of the notices, the premises
had been entered by force and
subjected to a wide, variety of mali
cious mischief. Door panels were
stove in, glass shattered, type
writers and other articles thrown
on floors, desks opened and drawers
pulled out, type in the composingroom “pied,” and the Compradore’s
quarters ransacked and damaged.
The vandals operated unseen and
at night. Considering the location
of and control over this area, it
seems amply plain both who could
not have done the deed, and who
must have done it.
Of Japanese responsibility there
cannot be question and we trust
that the most vigorous representa
tions are being made concerning
this
newest
outrage—relatively
minor in itself, tremendously im
portant In its implications.
(S. E. P., Feb. 8, 198*'
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Newsmen Lose Credulity As
Reports Belie Chapei Scene
Life is like that!
On Saturday, January 30, a party
of newspaper men set out in an
open car along North Szechuen
Road and halted at Range Road
corner to watch Japanese, blue
jackets clean out the district of
snipers who had played havoc with
their plans for the capture of
Chapei.

A large truck whirled from Range
Road and sped up North Szechuen
toward the Odeon Theater.
The
vehicle, manned by Japanese blue
jackets and ronins, was full of fire
wood, bundle upon bundle of It.
Another truck whizzed by. It was
full of cans of kerosene. More
vehicles followed, similarly laden,
and all going in the same direction.

The party moved along, following
the trucks.
Foreigners, friends,
jailed them. The Japanese, these
foreigners reported, were hunting
isoline and asking all pedestrians
they knew where supplies were
Eilable in the neighborhood. A
in .age just beyond the Odeon had
neen raided,
d
r The party returned to Range
Road, boarded the press car and
started up North Szechuen Road,
determined to see what it could.
Their passes got them past Japan
ese sentries. Three shops adjoining
the Odeon were burning at a ter
rific rate, dooming the Odeon. The
nature of the flames, which were
scorching all within a range of 50

or 60 feet, indicated that oil had
been used when the fires were set.
Japanese bluejackets and ronins
stood by and watched. Later fire
men of the Shanghai Fire Brigade
came along, but were allowed tc
start their impossible task only
after a long palaver, and then they
were restricted to confining the
flames so the Settlement proper
would not be endangered. And on
Saturday, February 6, a well of fire
still was to be seen in the ruins ol
one of the buildings adjoining the
Odeon. That looked like oil.
It seemed as plain as day that
"he Japanese forces had set fire tc
the buildings in an attempt to rid
themselves of the sniper menace
From Tientsin, however, there
2omes the “true” explanation o]
what happened. The Japanese In
formation Bureau, of 22 Akebonc
Road, Tientsin, in a circular under
date of February 1, tells it all, thus :
“On January 30, a big fire broke
out in the neighborhood of the
Odeon Theater, believed to be the
work of the Chinese plainclothesmen. The Japanese Fire Brigade
rushed to the spot as well as the
International Fire Brigade. Efforts
are still being made to extinguish
the fire, but so far, it is still blaz
ing.”
Life is like that, these days in
Shanghai!

(S. E. P., Feb. 9, 1932)

PROTECTION
The No. 1 Boy of the Palace hotel
snack room, dressed, in his uniform,
and a bayonet-wounded three-yearold child proved to be among the
117 “dangerous” Chinese arrested
in Hongkew by the Japanese Naval
Force and handed over to municipal
authorities Saturday night
after
eight days of illegal captivity and
mistreatment.

Several had been tightly bound
hand and foot during most of their
period of captivity, with resultant
wounds of wrists and ankles. Many
had not eaten for three days.
Treatment of the lot had been such
that they were in a condition of
nervous breakdown.
All this within the International
Settlement; all this by their “pro
tectors,” whose protection was of
such description that the captives
greeted Settlement police with
dazed looks and the words:

One critically ill prisoner was at
once rushed to the operating room;
three others, suffering from bullet
wounds and stabs, received police
medical attention, while about a
“Are you going to shoot us? Do
dozen others had to wait overnight
it quickly so our suffering will end!”
for dressings on bayonet wounds
(S. E. P., Feb. 8, 1932)
on sides or buttocks.
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LEAGUE’S REPORT ON
SHANGHAI
The trio of Consular ofilcials—
with their trusty colleague' and ob
server by their side—have sent the
League of Nations an admirably
concise report on events leading up
to the incidents of January 28 and
the happenings on the subsequent
days of January. In the main the
narrative—it avoids comment and
opinion with excellent discretion—
confirms the impressions given in
the columns of this journal. It
appears, from comments received
from Europe, to add little to infor
mation already available there. De
tailed examination of it may well
be deferred at the moment.
It
may be sufficient to remark that it
in no way confirms the claims put
forward by the Japanese Govern
ment regarding the intentions of
Admiral Shiosawa on the fateful
night. It will be noted that if the
Japanese troops were merely follow
ing the example of the troops of
the other foreign nations, they dis
played originality in at least one
respect: their commander issued a
minatory proclamation to the Chi
nese troops. There is no record that
Brigadier Fleming or Colonel R. S.
Hooker felt impelled to adopt that
course. The Consuls-General make
t very clear that the Council’s
Proclamation of a State of Emer
gency was mainly inspired by the
warning given to the British and
other foreign Commanders by the
Japanese Naval authorities on the
morning of January 28. Post hoc
is not always propter hoc it is true
but it will be seen that the ConsulsGeneral, who had special opportuni
ties for sensing the situation, are
in no doubt. Logically, too, it seems
difficult to maintain the view that
Japanese action was merely part of
a concerted defence action called
into being to deal with the possible
consequences of Japanese action as
generally and not specifically in
dicated on the morning in question
in official form and as trumpeted
abroad in advance by Japanese pro
pagandists.
General E. B. Macnaghten’s letter to the
Chinese
Ratepayers’ Association definitely
assigns the responsibility to the
Japanese Government. His appre
ciation of the position is strengthen
ed by the Ciano Report. For the
rest it would be impossible for any
resident of Shanghai to read the
document without coming to the
conclusion that, had the Settlement
been under other than international
control, its integrity would have
been certainly and» perhaps, ir
revocably impaired.—(N.C.D.N., Feb.
10, 1932.)

FIRE

BRIGADE’S

PART

130 Calls Answered In 13 Days Of
Settlement’s Emergency
The Shanghai Fire Brigade’s part
in the anxious times Shanghai has
experienced since January 29 is
simply but eloquently told in the
daily bulletins posted up at the
Central fire station in Foochow
Road.
Picking up wounded, turning out
to fires some of which could not be
attended to owing to political con
ditions and evacuation of hospital
patients from Hongkew all fell
within the Brigade’s duties and a
total of 130 calls was answered in
13 days, the majority being ambul
ance calls.
Heralding a return to normal
conditions, firemen of the Hongkew
division responded to an alarm at
Jukong Road, at 7 am. yesterday.
Only a few days ago, Jukong Road
was impossible for anyone to pass,
except for the Japanese marines
and plainclothes Japanese. Four
Chinese houses were destroyed and
four others damaged as the result
of the fire, the origin of which was
not revealed. The houses had been
evacuated.
Of the 130 calls, the Brigade at
tended many fires that were started
by shells, and sent many times am
bulances in picking up those
wounded by bullets and bayonets.
Regarded as the greatest conflagra
tions in the Shanghai history, the
flames in the Commercial Press and
North Railway Station, were not at
tended by the Settlement firemen.
These alarms would be responded in
times of peace. The firemen at
tempted to reach the Odeon blaze
in North-Szechuen Road, but were
stopped by the Japanese.
It was not 11 hours after the
first shot fired in Chapei that the
Settlement firemen felt the effect of
the warfare. The first call was
rushed to the Hongkew Fire Station
at shortly after 10 a.m., when an
ambulance was sent to Kashing
Road in picking up a Chinese male,
suffering from a bullet wound. The
call was quickly followed by another
ambulance call to North Haining
and Honan Roads, and a fire alarm
in Chapei, near the boundary of
North Thibet Road and Haining
Road. A shell dropped at 25
Young Allen Court, near Boone
Road, also brought out the firemen
to the scene.
From that day onward, numerous
but similar calls were turned into
the Settlement fire stations. On
January 30, more than eight am

REFUGEE CAMP
BOMBED
50

Persons Killed in Yiu
Ying Road, Chapei

PROTESTS
MADE
TO
AUTHORITIES
bulance calls and a similar number
of fire alarms were received. The Declaring that the flood refugee
ambulance calls were confined to camp in Yiu Ying Road, Chapei,
districts north of the Soochow was bombed several times by
Creek, especially in the district con Japanese aeroplanes, and that over
trolled by the Hongkew and West 50 innocent lives were lost, Sir John
Hongkew Police Stations.
Hope Simpson, Director-General of
the National Flood Relief Commis
Removal of Wounded
sion, has addressed the following
Though the Japanese have been letter to Mr. T. V. Soong, who is
in control of the Hongkew area chairman of the Commission:—
“I have to report to you that a
prior and after the opening of war camp
of flood refugees on the Yiu
fare, the reign of terror was not Ying Road, two miles northwest of
brought to the attention of the Bri the North Station, and on the
gade in the morning of January 30, border of Chapei, contained, on
when a riesha coolie with a knife January 26, 10,399 refugees, and a
wound inflicted by a Japanese staff of 49 members. After the first
plainclothes man was picked up in Japanese bombardment of Chapei
west Soochow Road. Few minutes on January 29, about.2,000 of these
later a Chinese with a bayonet refugees fled, but over 8,000 remain
wound was conveyed from North ed in the camp, and were, as usual,
and sheltered.
Szechuen Road to a nearby hospit fed“On
February 5, the camp was
al. Similar calls for ambulances bombed by Japanese planes about
continued for the following several noon. A woman and a boy were
days and at a time the congestion killed on the spot, four persons
was so great that an acute shortage were wounded, and some of the
for ambulances to meet the emer patients in the hospital died of
gency was felt.
In Yangtszepoo fright. Most of the refugees fled,
and Harbin Road districts, the calls and there remained in the camp
were also received. At 8.49 a.m. on only a few hundred persons, the
January 30, a Chinese boy bayonet majority of whom were sick in
ed in the left shoulder was picked hospital or aged people who found
to get away.
up by officers of the West Hongkew it difficult
Unnecessary and Inhuman
Police Station and sent to a hospit
“The following day Japanese
al by ambulance.
planes again bombed the camp,
At 10 a.m., a fireman ascended to and, after the bombardment, 48
the top floor of the Shanse Theatre dead were found in the camp, most
in North Shanse Road. No sooner of whom had been patients in the
With the exception of
had he faced the street through a hospital.
20 people, the occupants of
window, than a Japanese marine, about
the camp were removed and it was
patrolling the street, opened fire. again bombed the following day,
The bullet struck his neck and the February 7. It was then entirely
fireman was rushed to the Lester evacuated, and, as the relieving
Chinese Hospital for treatment. party was about to leave the camp,
Several hours later a fire was start the planes returned and dropped a
ed in the alleyway of the theatre, bomb which damaged a house be
this* was. however, shortly after side the camp.
“I have protested against this
wards put out by the Settlement
action in a letter to the Japanese
Brigade.
Consul-General, pointing out that
The activities of the Chinese the action appears to have been un
plainclothes men in Hongkew were necessary, and was certainly in
further accounted for the action of human. I said that no military
arson, as the result of which many advantage whatever can have been
houses were burned down. One of gained by these attacks on a camp
the most serious incidents happened occupied by homeless refugees from
on January 30, when the Odeon the flooded areas, the only result
block was deliberately destroyed. has been the sacrifice of over 50>
Firemen of the Hongkew Station perfectly innocent lives.
sent a copy of my letter to
rushed to the scene upon the receipt the“I senior
member of the Consular
of the alarm from a watch tower. Body, with a request that its con
Their duties were hampered as tents be conveyed to the members
traffic on North Szechuen Road was of that Body, and another copy to
blocked by the marines and plain the Mayor of Greater Shanghai
clothes men in that area.—(N. C. D. Municipality.”—(N. C. D. N. Feb.
N., Feb. 11, 1932.)
12, 1932.)
------ 13 -----
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and from that enquiry it appears

on February 2, before the
Japanese Bomber Ignored Red that
camp was bombed, a Japanese
aviator flew close over the camp
and waved his hand to the oc
Cross Flag, Simpson Declares cupants.
As there were 3,000 chil

Murai’s Reply Regarding Bombing Of Refugee
Camp Draws Pointed Answer From Chairman

J*
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d
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dren in the camp at the time, he
could not well have mistaken it
for a military encampment.
Airman Used Machine Gun
In addition, the bombardment of
February 5 was preceded by ma
chine gunning which injured a Mr.
Ma, who was present in the camp.
As in order to machine gun the
camp, the aviator concerned had to
descend to a low altitude, the sug
gestion that the camp was consi
dered to be a military encampment
would seem to be inexplicable.
Had I been informed of the
bombing on February 5 at once, I
would of course have protested on
that day. In fact, however, the
report on the subject only reached
me after the bombing on February
7; which explains my failure to ■
address you earlier.
Finally I would draw your atten
tion to the fact that a Red Cross
flag was flying at the gate of the
camp, and a Blue Cross Flag over
the hospital.
I am, Sir
Yours faithfully,
J. HOPE SIMPSON.

The bombing of the Liu Ying ter dated February 12, asking for
Road flood refugee camp on my reply. But I regret to inform
February 5 by Japanese airplanes you that I have not yet received
can not be blamed on military con your letter dated February 12 and
tingency, is the gist of a reply sent will appreciate if you make invesby Sir John Hope Simpson, director tigations into the matter.
general of the National Flood Re
I am, Sir,
lief Commission, to Mr. K. Murai,
Yours faithfully,
consul general for Japan.
In the letter, which was written
in reply to one sent by the Japan
ese consul general expressing the
Sir John Replies
regret of the naval authorities for
Sir John Hope Simpson’s reply is
the bombing incident, Sir John
points out that the refugee camp dated February 17 and reads as
is about two miles from the North follows:
Station and at least a mile from Sir:
the nearest point on the ShanghaiI have the honor to acknowledge
Nanking Railway line.
receipt of your letter of February
Mr. Murai’s Letter
15, 1932, which was delivered to me
Mr. Murai’s letter, which was personally by your messager at
dated February 15 and addressed to 12:30 p.m. today, February 17.
the director general of the flood
In your letter you acknowledge
relief commission, follows:
receipt of my letter of February 15,
Sir:
I have the honor to acknowledge which I think must be a mistake
the receipt of your letter of for February 10, the date on which
A Distressing Occurrence
February 15, 1932, calling my atten I sent my original letter.
tion to the bombing by Japanese
With reference to your last para Sir John Hope-Simpson’s re
planes of a matshed of flood relief graph, I beg to’ enclose a copy of strained protest to the Japanese
refugees on Liu Ying Road.
my letter addressed to you on Consul-General on the bombing of
I lost no time in transmitting the February 12 and of the enclosure the flood refugee camp on three
contents of your letter to the which was a copy of a telegram successive occasions by Japanese
Japanese Naval Authorities, who in which I forwarded to the League aeroplanes will cause a very pain
reply have notified me to the effect of Nations on the evening of ful impression. It will be seen from
that in those days when the un February 11. The receipt of my the location of the camp and from
happy incidents of bombing occur letter of February 12 is acknow its nature and composition that no
red, the Japanese naval landing ledged in the chit book by the seal military reasons appear to be ap
plicable to an action of this kind.
forces were busily engaged in bomb of your consulate-general.
The camp of some 10,000 refugees
ing the Chinese troops who were
was reduced to 8,000 as the result
Position of Camp Detailed
incessantly directing their bom
bardment at the Japanese forces
With reference to the contents of the panic created by the bom
from their defence lines construct of your letter under reply, I note bardment of Chapei on January 29.
ed all over the Chapei district and that the Naval Authorities have Exactly a week later the calm of
that the spot in question where asked you to express their deepest the camp restored by the devoted
bombs were dropped, unfortunately regret that many flood refugees labours of the helpers, was rudely
not only happened to be located have been subjected to a serious broken by Japanese bombs from the
quite adjacent to the Chinese posi disaster by bombing. This expres air, two refugees being killed, four
tion but was protected with barbed sion of regret I shall have pleasure wounded and some of the invalids
in the hospital died of fright. The
wire.
in forwarding to the Chairman of
However, the Naval Authorities the Commission for notification to population of the camp was further
reduced to a few hundred persons—
asked me to express their deepest
mainly sick and aged. They were
regret that so many food refugees its members.
have been subjected- to a serious With regard to the suggestion not left alone, the next day the air
that the camp was located adjacent bombing was resumed and 48 re
disaster by the bombing.
to the Chinese position and was fugees, mainly patients in the hos
Letter Not Received
by barbed wire, I have pital. were killed. The occupants
In this connection, perhaps I protected
honor to repeat the statement of the camp were then all removed
may call your attention to the fact the
with the exception of 20, who on
that if you had been good enough contained in my letter of the 10th the next day, again experienced the
a notify me of the incident of inst.; that the camp lay two miles visitation from the air. Even in
February 5, immediately after its northwest of the North Railway the process of complete evacuation
happening, the calamitous fate station and one mile from the near the relieving party was bombed.
which befell the unfortunate re est point on the Shanghai-Nanking Considering that these events
fugees after February 6. might have Railway, and it cannot, therefore, occurred long after the first reac
averted or at least lessened to a be described as adjacent to the Chi tion of world-opinion to the air
nese position. The statement that
great extent.
bombing of Chapei was known, ex
I might add that according to a the camp was protected with barb planation
of this apparently wanton
circular from the senior consul, you ed wire is mistaken.
piece of cruelty will, on the face
wrote to Mr. T. V. Soong stating I have caused an enquiry to be of
present considerable difficul
that you addressed me another let- made into the whole occurrence, ties.it,
— (N. C. D. N., Feb. 12, 1932.)

BOMB FALLS ON
COTTON MILL
Six Killed, 15
In Markham
EXTENSIVE

Injured
Road

Only Ghosts Of Ruined City
Remain Where Chapei Stood
Deserted Streets, Grey Specters Greet Eyes Of
Visiting Newsmen In Devastated Areas

DAMAGE

By L. Z. YUAN and LOUIS A.
Chapei, and it was not without
BLACKBURN
difficulty that this newspaper’s re
Six Chinese were killed and 15
Only the ghosts of Chapei, once presentatives made their way into
injured at the Wing On Cotton
Mill, 55 Markham Road, yesterday a large, throbbing industrial center, the war-torn district.
morning when a bomb from remain to tell a funereal tale cf
Hundreds of refugees, hoping to
a Japanese aeroplane crashed the passing of the “Four Horse cross into Chapei, lined Chungshan
through the roof of the reeling men.”
and Soochow Roads, waiting in
room doing extensive damage. The
Ghostly piles of grey ashes and vain for an opportunity to return
bomb, which was explosive, wreck debris,
greeted the lonely wander to the ashes of their homes to re
ed the reeling room, blowing some
of the workers to pieces. An in ers in the Chapei district this move what personal belongings they
cendiary bomb also dropped but morning as a short truce, broken could recover. Myriad boats jamm
fell about 45 feet away and al- but a truce on paper nevertheless, ed the creek with loads of wheat,
1
though it sprayed the area with stilled big guns of the opposing rice, and other supplies, and it was
sulphur and picric acid it caused armies and deathlike quiet hung nearly impossible to cross.
no casualties although 240 Chinese like a shroud over the ruined and
Tragic Scene Witnessed
deserted city.
I
were working in the building.
Immediately
behind the railway
Lieut. J. S. Cook and 18 men of
Only Waste Remains
bridge,
the
scene
of extensive
the United States Marines were in
aerial
bombardment.
Except for a few blocks of desert Japanese
the mill at the time but none of
them was injured. The bombing ed houses in the western and Chinese soldiers were entrenched.
caused such a commotion that the northern parts of Chapei, where There the visitors were warned to
2,000 Chinese working in the build once the wheels of industry were proceed no farther by a Chinese
ing immediately stampeded, dash the pulse of a busy and prosperous officer, who explained that it would
ing for safety.
industrial section, the district is be dangerous, indeed. A guide was
The Wing On mill, which is completely deserted. Only the furnished, and the railroad tracks
within Settlement limits, is about blackened and jagged walls of ruin were crossed to Chungshing Road.
a mile from Markham Road sta ed buildings remain as grim re
There the most tragic picture of
tion and several hundred yards minders of the days before the war and destruction was seen. What
from Markham Road bridge- The forces of conquest, death, disease once was a densely populated area
Japanese plane, which had been and famine came to lay waste
was an open field, the streets hard
bombing Chinese positions on the Chapei.
ly discernible because of the great
other side of Soochow Creek, ap
Despite the fact that a short piles of debris, Tall buildings had
peared over the mill about 10.30 truce,
signed to allow Red Cross been leveled to within a few feet
a.m. The bomb struck the roof
the ground, and streets were
and exploded within a few feet workers to remove the dead and of
and as it dropped among the work wounded, and refugees, from the impassable.
Monument To Destruction
ers in the reeling room the blast scenes of battle, was pierced by
shattered every window in the intermittent firing, members of The
Towering
above the rest of the
vicinity and wrecked about 80 Shanghai Evening Post and Mer debris was the skeleton of the
cury
editorial
staff
took
advantage
So
terrific
was
the
ex

machines.
Oriental Library, the charred walls
plosion that pieces of mangled flesh of the lull in fighting, to survey on standing
like a grim monument to
were scattered all over the room. their own, the scenes of the past
wanton destruction. The picture
A panic started among the other week’s carnage.
recalled the thousands of priceless
workers who immediately dashed
Few Routes Open
pieces of literature that have been
for the doors while the U.S.
Only a few routes were open into sacrificed to the gods of war at the
Marines, instantly realising what
expense of culture.
had happened, worked their way
' ' towards the affected area to rescue
Although all was quiet, the
caused
by
bricks
and
flying
glass.
the injured.
Iron beams of 12 inches were bent visitors were not allowed to proceed
beyond Tsing Yuen Road, where the
Reeling Room Wrecked
by the force of the blast.
Immediately the Marines got to guide saluted and departed.
An investigation revealed the
horror of the catastrophe. Of 90 work removing the dead and the
Missions Of Mercy
people normally working in the injured who were rushed to the
nearest
hospitals
and
the
Shang

Cm
Chungshan
Road where, two
room, about 60 had left for food
and the bomb dropped just over hai Fire Brigade turned out to as days ago, great machines of war
the only exit. Two sides of the sist in removing the injured and sped like juggernauts to the scenes
room were enclosed with fireproof attending to any incipient outbreak of battle, Red Cross trucks and
glass but not a pane was intact. of fire.
ambulances went careening through
The third wall, of substantial con
The Wing On mill at the out the piles of waste on their missions
struction was standing, but the break of the Shanghai troubles em of mercy.
fourth wall, originally built to con ployed 3,800 workers on the day
The newsmen boarded one of the
tain glass, was shattered, all the and night shifts but closed three
temporary bricks being out. In the days ago. At the urgent request Red Cross trucks and returned to
far corner half the wall'was blown of the workers the mill was re the Settlement, an unpleasant pic
out while another corner was wreck opened and restarted operations ture of the ravages of warfare im
ed, bricks and mortar scattering the with a staff of 2,322 workers.—(N. C. printed indelibly on their memories.
compound and many casualties were D. N., Feb. 12, 1932.)
(SEP. February 12, 1932)
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POLICE

OFFICER

ASSAULTED
Prevented from Coing
His Station
RONIN’S

FOR

to

PASTOR

CARRIED

OFF

Alleged Acts of Japanese Marines: Open
Letter to Admiral Nomura

UNCALLED
ATTACK

Alleging that various' members of school conducted in the church ad
their church, Including the pastor, joining were. He was informed
the Rev. Tsiang Z-zu, and his that the students and teachers had
Sergeant G. W. Robinson, of family, had been carried off after gone to their homes, as the school
Harbin Road Police Station, was being severely beaten by a squad was a day school and closed for
the victim of an assault which was of Japanese Marines, members of the winter vacation. When asked
perpetrated in North Szechuen Road the Governing Board of the Fitch who wag in charge of the property
yesterdaÿ afternoon by a Japanese Memorial Church in Darroch Road our pastor, the Rev. Tsing Z-zu,
“ronin” (reservist) after an at have addressed an open letter to immediately stepped forward and
tempt had been made to prevent Vice-Admiral Nomura, Commander stated that he was the pastor and
him from proceeding to his station in-Chief of the Japanese Naval therefore the person in charge.
Forces in Shanghai. The writers
The marine officer then insisted
to report for duty. The affair allege that, in spite of all efforts,
was witnessed by Dr. H. Pedersen, they have been unable to learn the that there were bombs hidden on
veterinary surgeon of the Public whereabouts of Mr. Tsiang and ask the property. Our pastor replied
Health Department, and by Mr. E. the Admiral to .take steps to restore that this was a church and that
Kilner, Senior Chief Health Inspec him to them. The letter follows:— he was quite sure there were no
bombs or any other military equip
tor.
Dear Sir,—The Fitch Memorial ment on the place; but he invited
of Christ in China is the officer to make a search of the
At about four o’clock yesterday Church
located in Darroch Road, Hong
afternoon, Sergeant Robinson was kew. It is one of the largest nremises so as .to assure himself
going in a private motor car along churches in Shanghai. Among the of this fact. All of the 30 who had
North Szechuen Road when he was membership of this church are the come to the church for refuge and
had their persons searched.
/Stopped at a spot about 15 or 20 families of the founders and execu orayer
No
bombs
or weapons of any des
yards to the south of Range Road tive heads of the Commercial Press cription were
found either on the
by a Japanese in plain clothes. The which has, as you are aware, been oroperty or on the persons of the
completely
destroyed,
as
well
as
latter demanded to know where he
group.
was going and the officer replied many other Chinese holding posi
Your officer then separated from
that he was on his way to duty at tions of high responsibility.
the rest of the group our pastor
On
the
afternoon
of
January
29,
the Harbin Road Police Station.
there was assembled a group of 30 and his wife and son, his nephew
The ronin, who spoke English in the manse adjoining the church. and his secretary and two servants,
his entire family, ex
fairly well, said “You cannot go They were mostly woman and comprising
cepting
his
little daughter of nine,
there,” so Sergeant Robinson de children. They were t^ere because who was playing in the kindergar
manded to know the reason. The they thought it was a safe place ten adjoining, entirely unconscious
reply was that he was not on duty, for refuge. While squads of His of the tragedy enacted in the
whereupon the foreign officer re Imperial Majesty’s marines were manse.
plied that, under the present state engaged in rifle and machine gun
Pastor Marched Off
church and
of emergency, he was always on firing in front of thethey
sought
the
neighbourhood,
The
remaining
twenty-two were
duty. His uniform, he stated, comfort and peace of heart in
then commanded to confine them
denoted that.
prayer.
selves to th© manse and under no
However, the ronin was firm in
About four o’clock in the after- circumstances were to look out of
hig decision that neither officer nor noon, a marine patrol, numberin? ♦■he window or attemnt to leave the
the car could not go forward, so about 50, rattled the iron gates at property. Your marines then turn
Sergeant Robinson got out of the the front of the church courtyard, ed their attention to our pastor,
car and walked northwards. He demanding admission. Naturally, Mr. Tsiang, beating him in the face
was followed by the reservist, who there was immediately much fear ind prodding him with the bayonet.
struck him a blow in the back. As among the small group, and a few Then they turned toward his wife
and beat her repeatedly over the
he turned, the ronin again struck minutes elapsed before one of them, thiffhs
with the butt of .their rifles
him, this time in the face. The a young lad of 20, whose father and until she
collapsed on the floor.
and younger sister were
officer, unable to control himself mother
also in the group in the manse They then bound the hands of all
then retaliated. At this juncture, mustered sufficient courage tp un seven behind their backs and
a Japanese Marine sentry interven lock the iron gate. As soon as he marched them off.
ed, placing his rifle against the had opened the gate, without any
Since then all efforts on our part
sergeant’s body cross-wise and pre further ado he was seized and his and on the part of our western
vented him from going further.
hands bound behind his back and friends have failed to secure any
A report of the affair was made carried away; he has not been seen information from the Japanese
Consulate or through any other
to Hongkew Station and shortly or heard from since.
agency as to their whereabouts or
Search for Bombs
afterwards a Japanese naval officer,
Immediately upon entering the fate, though more than two weeks
who stood near by at the time of manse, where the small group of 30 have past.
the assault, visited the police sta were, the officer in charge of the
Our pastor^was a man who was
tion and apologised.
squad demanded to be told where rich in lové and compassion. Al
(N.CP.N. February 13, 1932)
the teachers and students of the most the last sermon that he preach
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ed was an appeal to us to forgive the injustices of your country,
not to hate, but to forgive and to
love as Christ taught Us and show
ed us to forgive and love.
An Appeal
With our church members widely
scattered, all in need of comfort
and spiritual guidance and help,
we greatly long for the wise
guidance and the spiritual help of
our Pastor. Surely a man like our
pastor, Mr. Tsiang, whose heart
bore no hatred but only love, and
who besought others to forgive and
practise love, has done nothing, or
his family, to be carried off as,
prisoners.
The hearts of the men and women of our Church who all loved'
him, cry out in sorrow and bereave
ment > and so we, who are the
governing body of the church, can
not refrain from writing this letter
to you to ask you to restore to us
and to our church our pastor and
his family. For this act of mercy
and compassion, we will be al
ways very grateful.
(N.C.D.N. February 14, 1932)

JAPANESE ACTS
IN HONGKEW
British

Subjects’

Home

OF

RAID

SHOP

CHINESE

ASSAULT

BRITON
Mr.

Parkes Manhandled:

Passes

Invaded
MARINES

JAPANESE

Destroyed

Mi*. G. H. Parkes, formerly boxing
instructor at the Public School for
Boys, was severely manhandled
yesterday at noon by a gang of
some 50 Japanese reservists at the
corner of North Szechuen and Dix
well Roads.
Mr. Parkes, who is a British sub
ject, had driven his car to this spot,
which is only a stone’s throw away
from the Dixwell Road Police
Station, when he was held up. He
exhibited two passes which had been
issued to him by the Shanghai
Municipal Police, one being his cur
few pass and the other an emer
gency pass, bearing the seal of
Rear-Admiral Shiosawa, to enter
and leave the Settlement during a
state of emergency, but these were
snatched from his hand and tom up.
Two foreign police sergeants were
standing near by at the time but
they were unable to render any
assistance.
When Mr. Paçkés remonstrated
against the destruction tâ his
passes, he wag assaulted and his
car detained.
Nevertheless, he
decided that resistance was useless
so eventually he made his way to
the Japanese Naval Headquarters
and obtained assistance from a naval
officer who provided him with an
escort and issued an order for the
release of the car, the latter being
returned. .
The “North-China Daily News”
understands that the matter is being
referred to H. M. Consul-General
for action.

Yesterday a number of unwar
ranted actions were reported by
Hongkew residents as having been
perpetrated either by Japanese
Marines er “ronins.” In one case,
a British house was entered by uni
formed marines. In another, their
intended action was frustrated when
bhe occupants told them that the
owner was an American.
One case was reported by Mr.
Biggs, residing at 707 Dixwell Road.
Mr. Biggs is an employee of the
Shanghai Power Co., and a British
subject. At 2 p.m, he entered the
front door of his house and pro
-o
ceeding through the first room, he
saw two Japanese Marines in the
back. He challenged them, but they
REFUGEE
CAMP ran
out of the back door, making
for a Japanese machine gun post
BOMBED
not far distant. He called on them
to stop, but, as he was confronted
by the armed men he did not follow
Sir John Hope Simpson’s further. Instead he reported the
matter, adding at the police station,
Telegram to League
that when he last was in his house
on Thursday, he was still in posses
sion of a loud speaker, valued at
WANTON & INHUMAN $130. This was missing yesterday.
Books On Manchuria?
ACTION”
An hour earlier, two Japanese
marines and a Japanese Special
Geneva, Feb. 13.
brought a Chinese of British regis
The Secretariat-General of the tration to Hongkew station. They
League of Nations today circulated stated that they had found him at
the telegram*it has received from 1259 Dixwell Road (his residence)
Sir John Hope Simpson, the Direc and on the premises they picked
(N.C.D.N. February 15, 1932)
tor of the Chinese Flood Relief up a Chinese volunteer cap, and
Commission, protesting against the two books on the Manchurian issue.
bombardment by the Japanese of The marines were satisfied at the
a flood refugee camp.
station with accused’s statement previously, 30 Japanese marines
The telegram states: “I protest that he was a British subject and had entered his shop and caused
the Japanese air bombardment of a were handed a receipt for the cap considerable damage. A similar oc
flood refugee camp containing over and books. The Chinese was re currence took place at'9.40 a.m.,
8.000 refugees on February 5 when leased.
soon after which a shopkeeper in
a woman and a boy were killed and
Two Chinese women were arrest formed the police' that “ronins”
four people wounded while several
had removed a quantity of coal
hospital patients died from fright. ed during the morning by several and
from his premises. The
The same camp was bombed again Japanese marine officers on Seward fuel wood
wag valued at $60. ’the police
on February 6 when it contained a Road near the intersection with
few hundred refugees only, the ma Woochang Road. Two Specials are in possession of- the lorry
jority being sick in hospital or witnessed the incident. The officers number.
aged and infirm people. Forty alleged that the women had in their
A foreigner challenged a Japan
eight were found dead after this possession maps of Japanese posi ese “ronin” with the theft of several
bombardment. The camp was then tions. Where the women were beds from his house . which had
evacuated but it was bombed again taken is not known.
been shelled. It was resented hotly
the next day. This action by the
Japanese was wanton and inhuman
A Chinese storekeeper at 43 wtih the remark, “No stolen, only
and from a military standpoint use Broadway reported to the police borrowed for our hospital.”
less.”—(N. C. D. N., Feb. 15, 1932.)
(N.C.D.N, February 15, 1932)
station at 9.35 am., that an hour
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Eye-Witness Stories Of War
Pass From Shanghai Horizon
There will be no more eye-witness
stories concerning Japanese army
actions in the front line, if Japan
ese authorities can help it.
From Saturday mom of last week
until yesterday, all was well on the
Kiangwan front for the numerous
newspaper reporters and foreign
correspondents whose duty it was
to “cover” the war. With passes,
and in some cases without, the re
porters and photographers rummag
ed through the Japanese lines, often
right into the zone of actual hostili
ties.
Guards of sentries there were
none to check the news hunters
and they wandered far afield,
getting close-up shots of the strife
and methods employed.
All Went WeU Until—

Then someone spilled the beans.
Charges of atrocities flew, but
were given little credence.
ir
Then came a single eye-witness
account of ruthless slaughter on
the green grass of Kiangwan Race
Course,—and the bars were put
up.
From the Japanese ConsulateGeneral on Tuesday afternoon
there was forthcoming a disclaimer. It is inconceivable, it was
pointed out, that any Chinese
civilians could have remained in
the Kiangwan zone on Monday,
Consul General K. Murai urging
the evacuation of all non-combatants from the zone of hostilities.
“Last Man Evacuated”
In the same statement is the al
legation that the only Chinese
civilian seen in the Kiangwan area
on Monday had been evacuated by
a foreign newspaper correspondent.
- His name was withheld, it was ex
plained at the consulate, to avoid
causing the gentleman embarrass
ment. He had brought into the
Settlement and turned the lone
civilian over to the Municipal
Police, safe, alive and well.
There was no direct refutation
attempted in regard to the specific
charges of slaughter of civilians,
whether guerillas or not. Nor was
information forthcoming as to what
procedure customary to organized
armies had been followed in the
arrest, trial and punishment of
suspected soldiers, civilians, spies or
snipers.

Passes Into Limbo Of Past
Reaction No. 2 came with announcement by the Japanese Consulate General that all military
passes dr courtesy slips, some of
which had been issued a matter of
hours before, no longer were valid
and had been suspended until fur
ther notice. The announcement
explained that owing to the “danger
and confusion” it was necessary to
suspend the privileges theretofore
enjoyed by members of the Fourth
reach the Japanese military headEstate.
The move made it impossible to
quarters at Tienlohsze, where it was
customary for Major Miyawakl, in
telligence officer on the staff of
Lieutenant General K. Uyeda, to
issue communiques on the latest
developments in the Kiangwan
sector. Likewise it has become im
possible for foreign newspaper men,
other than Japanese press re
presentatives, to proceed to the
front lines.
The freedom enjoyed previously
by the Japanese war correspon
dents, however, also has been re
stricted to some extent and they
are required to gather in a tent set
aside for them at headquarters to
await the appearance of the officials
appointed to broadcast what news
is released.

Text Of Statements

Text of the Japanese announce
ment suspending all passes, issued
Tuesday night, follows:
“Due to danger and confusion,
the validity of the press passes or
courtesy slips to the Japanese
Army Headquarters and the front
lines issued by the Japanese Con
sulate-General or Army Head
quarters is suspended until further
notice.”
The Japanese statement issued in
regard to atrocities charged to the
Japanese Army reads:
“A rumor of alleged Japanese
atrocities on civilians at the
Kiangwan Race Course has reached
this office, much to our surprise.
On February 20th, Mr. Murai sent
to Mayor Wu a Note, the special
purpose of which was to advise
him to take necessary precautions
for the safeguarding of the Chin
ese public at large, causing them
either to take refuge in a safer
zone or by some other appropriate
means.
“After the exchange of fire in
and around the Kiangwan Race
Course of two days, it is incon
ceivable that any civilian could
have been staying in that neigh
borhood, especially in the open,
where it is alleged that the in
cident took place.
“One foreign correspondent whose
identity and standing are well
known to the office states that he
brought back the only Chinese in
sight from this same neighborhood,
to the Settlement, giving him $5
and handing him over to Deputy
Superintendent Robertson of the
Shanghai Municipal Police.

Explanation Offered

Women As Snipers

Japanese diplomatic officials ex
plain that there is no connection
with the two developments,—the
publication of eye-witness atrocity
stories and the voiding of the con
sular passes to the war zone. They
state that hereafter news of war
developments will be available at
the offices of the Japanese Con
sulate General, which has been
issuing communiques daily for the
last three weeks.
"’rhe communiques cover a variety
of subjects, all of them link
ed with the present Sino-Japanese
situation. A liaison officer has
been appointed by the consulate
and military news, relayed from
the Tienlohsze headquarters, will
be forthcoming in due course.
Customary courteous consideration
of newspaper deadlines will be ex
tended, it was explained.

“Therefore, if there should hap
pen to be any others remaining in
the same neighborhood in any
number as has been stated by the
alleged accusation, they were no
other than those who were engaged
in sniping or otherwise in some
form of military activities. It is
not surprising if there were some
women among the victims in view
of the fact that some had been
actually found sniping.
“In this connection, it may be
added that although peaceful re
sidents of Kiangwanchen have
already evacuated, a great number
of Chinese plain-clothes snipers,
most of whom are the regulars of
the Chinese army, are still en
trenched in some of the study
buildings of the village and are
offering a violent resistance, caus
ing considerable casualties to
Japanese forces.”
(S.E.P. February 15, 1932)
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C7.S. Vice-Consul Ringwait
Roughly Handled By Ronins

THE

INCIDENT
America

The American Consulate-General
is awaiting answer to a protest
filed February 11 with the Japan
ese Consul-General regarding rough
handling accorded Vice-Consul
Arthur R. Ringwait and Mrs. L.
Young, an American citizen, on
February 10, at the hands of Japan
ese ronins and naval guards.
About noon of February 10, ViceConsul Ringwait and Mrs. Young,
well supplied with identification
documents, were proceeding to Mrs.
Young’s former residence at 129
Barchet Road to search for Mrs.
Young’s daughter Peggy, 7 years
old, lost there at the time of the
general evacuation of that area.
Japanese naval guards and volun
teer civilians were patrolling Szechuen Road, and after examining
the documents permitted Vice-Con
sul Ringwait and Mrs. Young to

RINGWALT

Lodges

Protest

proceed in company with two Jap
anese volunteer civilians. They
proceeded a short distance and WASHINGTON TAKES
were again halted by Japanese vol
unteer civilians, who stopped Mrs.
SERIOUS VIEW
Young, searched her clothing, and
attacked Vice-Consul Ringwait
when he forcibly protested at their
Washington, Feb. 14.
rough treatment of the woman in
A
complete
report on the case
his care.
involving an alleged Japanese asBoth were cuffed and kicked,• sault on Mr. A. R. Ringwait, Amersearched, but after Vice-Consul‘ lean Vice-Consul in Shanghai, on
Ringwait demanded that his mis Wednesday of last week was ordersion in behalf of his government- ed by Colonel Henry IL. Stimson,
be not interfered with, they pro the Secretary of State.
ceeded to the house, at 129 Barchet It is stated that Secretary Stim
Road, only to find that it had son regards the Ringwait case as
been broken into, and was deserted. the “gravest incident yet” of the
Both the vice-consul and Mrs. Sino-Japanese crisis at Shanghai.
Young returned to the consulate Mi*. Ringwait, whose American
general, and reported their treat residence is at Omaha, while on an
ment, which was not sufficiently official mission in .the Japanese de
area at Shanghai was as
severe however to require medical fence
saulted
armed Japanese civilians.
attention, although very painful. Mrs. L. by
Young, a Chinese woman
The American Consulate-General holding American citizenship andj
LEAGUE
REPORT
then made representations to -the whom Mr. Ringwait was endeavour-I
Japanese Consul-General, which ing to assist, was also assaulted, zl
ON SHANGHAI
rave not yet been answered, time protest on the Ringwait case has^
>eing fallowed for a tnorouigh in- been lodged with Mr. K. Mural, the
estigation.
Japanese Consul-General in Shang
Defensive Entirely on
hai, by Mr. Edwin S. Cunningham,
(S.E.P. February 15„ 1932)
the American Consul-General at
the
Japanese
Shanghai.
The State Department under
stands that as yet Mr. Cunningham
THE RINGWALT CASE
Geneva, Feb. 14.
has not received a reply to his
protest from Mr. Mural.
NOT CONCLUDED
“A reign of terror resulted in
Hongkew following the Japanese
Assaulted by Armed Reservists
occupation and a state of open war
The assault on Mr. Arthur Ring€ exists,” says a report to the League The Arrest of Japanese wait, American Vice-Consul, oc
of Nations by the Shanghai Com
curred last Wednesday who in com
Marine Required
mission, cabled this afternoon and
pany with Mrs. L. Young, of Chin
ese descent born in California and
signed by Count Ciano, Italian
therefore an American citizen, went
Charge d’Affaires and chairman of
Washington, Feb. 17. to Barchet Road, inside the Japan
the commission.
defence area to search for Mrs.
He adds that the offensive is en The Secretary of State, Col. ese
Young’s baby. Although accom
tirely in the hands of the Japanese Henry L. Stimson, does not con- panied
two Japanese, Mrs. Young
whose declared object is to capture sidei that the case in which Japan and Mi*.byRingwait
were set upon by
the Woosung forts and drive all ese Marines assaulted . Mr. Arthur half a dozen armed
re
Chinese troops a considerable dis Ringwait, American vice-consul in servists, who refused toJapanese
believe that
tance from Shanghai.
Shanghai, has yet been settled, al Mrs. Young was an American. She
J The report goes on to say that though he has received an apology was seized and assaulted and when
almost the entire non-Japanese from the Japanese authorities for Mr. Ringwait intervened he too was
population of Hongkew has fled warded through Mr. Edwin L. assaulted, 'being kicked and beaten.
from that area.
Cunningham, the American Consul- Eventually, Mr. Ringwait was able
to bring Mrs. Young back into the
The Japanese consul has ad General in Shanghai;
mitted that excesses were com The case will not be closed, Mr. safety zone but they were unable
to find Mrs. Young’s baby, which was
mitted by his nationals when feel
believes, until the Japan said to be in a house in Barchet
ing was running high and chaotic Stimson
conditions prevailed but that the ese authorities have arrested the Road. A report of the incident was
situation is now greatly improved marines responsible for the assault, compiled and Mr. Edwin S. Cunning
and a number of undesirable Jap and according to his information ham, U. S. Consul-General, re
anese have been deported to Japan this has not yet been done.— gistered a protest with Mr. Murai,
the Japanese Consul-General.
—Reuter.
United Press.
(N.CD;N. February 15, 1932)
(N.C.D.N., Feb. 19, 1932)
(N. C. D. N. Feb. 16, 1932)
With
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ACTIVITIES IN
HONGKEW
Marines, Roughs,
Reservists

and

DOORS, "FURNITURE
SMASHED
' Several outrages on private for
eign property in Hongkew and Dixwell Road districts came to light
yesterday. In the first, Mr. Biggs,
employed
by
the
Shanghai
Power Company and residing at
707 Dixwell Road, reported to
Hongkew police station that his
house had been entered and win
dows, furniture and fittings ruined.
Other than a radio loudspeaker,
which he noticed was stolen last
week, his premises weré intact
when he last left them. Unknown
persons had entered over the week
end after smashing the rear gate
and door and damaged his property
to an extent which he was unable
to estimate at noon yesterday.
Supplementary to this incident
another foreign resident in the
same district informed the police
that Japanese had arrested his cook,
but they released him some time
later.
Information is also at hand that
Japanese machine gunners have
taken up positions in foreign houses
along the Kiangwan Road, which,
although evacuated, still fly Ameri
can and British flags. These posts
are said to bear on positions to
cover a possible Japanese retreat
should the Chinese attack with the
reinforcements which are said to
have come into the Chinese front
line.
Chinese Civilians Arrested
On Monday afternoon, the No. 1
boy of the Hongkew police canteen
was arrested by Japanese Marines,
while within a few hundred feet of
the station gate. Unfortunately for
him, he had in his possession the
visiting cards of several medicnl
non-coms, stationed in Hangchow.
The age of the cards bore out the
statement that he received them
several years ago. Nevertheless the
Marines marched him off to the
Japanese Telegraph Building. Capt.
Kennedy, Assistant Commissioner
of Police in charge of the area, wit
nessed the incident and, appealing
to the officer in charge, obtained the
release of the boy.
According to the account of a
Chinese police watchman, he wit
nessed the arrest on Monday after
noon by Japanese roughs of three
Chinese shop assistants from the
drug store at 537 Woochang Road.
The victims were taken to the
Japanese Club.
Yesterday two Sikh constables
saw Japanese arrest the manager
of a hardware shop at 1299 Broad
way. They escorted him to the
telegraph office. Another S.P.C.

SEVEN SCHOOLS
DESTROYED

Many Students Reported
Missing at Woosung
Through the Japanese naval and
army operations against the Woo
sung Forts and the Woosung city,
seven institutions of higher learning
situated near the city have been
destroyed by bombs and gun fire.
Besides the heavy losses in the pro
perties, a number of students are
reported missing.
The institutions destroyed are :
the Tung Chi Medical University,
Commercial Navigation College,
School of Sea Products, University
of China, Medical College of the
Central University, College of
Agriculture of the University of
Labour and College of Manual
Training of the University of
Labour.
The Tung Chi Medical University
was founded by German medical
and business men, who have sup
plied the institution with excellent
equipment.
The institution is
situated two miles north to the
Woosung city, and of 620 stu
dents, only a few more than 200
have reported to the registrar in his
office in Shanghai. It is also re
ported that only half of the 60
coolies'*employed in the institution
have so far gathered in Shanghai.
The remainder are missing.
What remains of the Commercial
Navigation College is a heap of
ruins. The college, established by
the Ministry of Communications, is
situated near the Woosung Forts.
The buildings, together with the
equipment, were demolished by
bombs and gun fire. About half of
the 350 students are reported
missing. The School of Sea Pro
ducts situated near the Woosung
Forts were likewise destroyed by
gun fire. The factory and research
laboratories of the institution were
blown up by bombs, while many of
its students are also missing.
The dormitories of the University
of China were shelled while they
were fully occupied by students, it
was reported. The Medical College
of the Central University, College
of Agriculture and the College of
Manual Training of the University
of Labour near Kiangwan also in
curred heavy damage by bombs and
gun fire.
(N. C. D. N. Feb. 17, 1932)
saw two Chinese taken to the
Japanese school on Range Road.
In justice to the Japanese oc
cupants of Hongkew, it must be
stated that a representative of this
journal traversed Hongkew and Dix
well Hoad districts twice yesterday
and noticed that the only active
civilian Japanese were attached to
Marines on point duty. They were
acting as interpreters and as soon
as he presented his pass he was
waved on with a smile.
(N. C. D. N. Feb. 18, 1932)
j

German Doctor
Relates Case Of
Dum-Dum Bullets
Physician
Evidence

Testifies On
In Hospital

In a recent issue of the China
Press a report was published stating
that dum-dum bullets were being
used by the Japanese forces against
the Chinese in certain instances.
This notice was circulated by the
Chinese Medical Association of this
city.
The following day the report, as
stated in this paper, was denied by
the consular authorities of the Ja
panese Legation. Yesterday Dr.
G. F. Bume who received his M. D.
in Vienna and is now connected
with the Chinese Red Cross General
Hospital of this city addressed a
letter to Dr. F. C. Yen, superinten
dent of the Chinese Red Cross
Hospital, giving a detailed account
of finding dum-dum bullets in
patients who have come under his
care. The letter which was dated
February 16, follows:
Writes To Dr. Yen
Dear Dr. Yen :—Having gained
experience in minor war surgery
during the Great European War,
I wish to put before you two
particular cases of rifle shot
wounds, one in a Chinese sol
dier, the other in a Chinese
civilian, a woman.
Case No. 1—A projectile, or
better, a part of one, was found
in the intestine of a sojdier by
Dr. Samuel Lowe who showed
me the projectile. It is a piece
of lead, 2.4 cm. long with an
average width of 0.7 cm. in one,
and 0.4 cm. in the other direc
tion. Its end is very much disformed. The body which shows »
an approximately triangular
cross-section is quite irregular in
one of the three sides; there is
no steel-mantle. From the ex
perience that the lead nucleus
of a projectile can only emerge
from the steel-mantle if the tip
has been sawn or broken off,
moreover from the very disformed shape of the projectile
and lastly from the certainty
that the piece of lead before me
is not from any kind of artil
lery-projectile known to me. I
am of the opinion that the part
of the projectile in question is
from a dum-dum bullet.
Called In Consultation
Case No. 2—On February 12,
1932 I was called in consultation
by the department of the sur
gery of this hospital to see Mrs.
Nien who had been wounded by
a rifle shot Feb. 12, 1932. I saw
a small practically closed en
trance wound at the left poste
rior chest. The exist wound

presented a defect of the size of
a man’s palm of the left upper
anterior chest wall. One rib was
seen apparently unbroken, the
one right below this showed a
defect of about two inches
through which the collapsed
lung could perfectly well be dis
cerned1. It is a well known fact
that rifle shots with the normal
small entrance wound and big
defects at the place of exist are
caused only by dum-dum bullet.
Apart from the possibility that
dum-dum action is also found
in bullets deflected from their
course by first hitting a stone,
I herewith definitely state that
the two above-mentioned instan
ces are cases of dum-dum bullet
shots.
Sincerely yours,
(Sgd.) G. r. Bume, M. D. (Vienna).
(S. E. P. Feb. 18, 1932)
------- o------MORE “ARRESTS”

tians and to the conscience of the
world to condemn this madness and
cruelty of war and urge our own
APPEAL
and every peace loving nation, in
cluding the friendly Japanese peo
ple themselves, to insist that their
government dissociate themselves
Methods of Japanese
from the action of the Japanese
armed forces, take every possible
measure calculated to end fighting
Criticised
and make use of available instru
ments for a peaceful settlement.
(N. C. D. N. Feb. 21, 1932)
The “North-China Sunday News”
------- o------- "
has received a copy of a statement,
which has just been issued. This
statement was signed by 105 mis
sionaries, British and American, re Gruesome Sights
sident in Shanghai, and it was first
made public on February 12. It
reads:—
Mark Race Track
We, a group of Christian mis
sionaries in Shanghai, deeply de
plore the present position in which
Japanese direct military action is
inflicting unspeakable misery and
destruction in thousands of homes. Corpses Sweeten Ground
An unknown number of civilian
lives have already been lost. The Where Children Once
mode of this action rudely assails
Romped At Play
the new international standards of
morality so laboriously constructed
IN HONGKEW
since the Great War. Attack upon
these is an attack upon every na
By T. o. T.
Chinese Civilians in
tion and upon the foundations of
I visited Kiangwan Race Course
civilisation.
Custody
today. I shall never be able to re
Advancing into purely Chinese turn without a shudder. My pre
territory,
a
.thickly
populated
city
Additional “arrests” and brutality area, at midnight on January 28, vious visits were to see the crowds
happy Shanghailanders on a
were alleged against the Japanese with a few minutes’ warning to of
Race Day outing, betting on their
marines in Hongkew yesterday. A the Chinese Mayor and none to the favorite horses; gentlemen-jockeys
senior Municipal police described an civilian population, the Japanese coursing under a brilliant sun.
armed forces, aided by aerial bomb This morning is just such a day
incident which he witnessed. After ing
and artillery, have wrought ruin
searching a Chinese pedestrian on and destruction for twelve days and overhead; but underneath,—nothing
but horror.
Seward Road, a Japanese marine are still continuing. Houses and The entrances to my favorite
brutally butted him with his rifle property of innocent men, women stand are blocked with corpses,
and kicked him on his way, after and children over a large aréa have fresh corpses, newly made before
been razed to the ground and my eyes.
striking him with his fists.
burned. Public property and fac
Women Shot In Back
At 11 am., a party of Japanese tories have been destroyed and tens
Perhaps, as the official military
marines searched three or four of thousands deprived of their live communiques
from Japanese head
houses on Miller Road, without lihood. The great Commercial quarters say, these corpses once had
Press,
on
which
all
educators
de

awaiting the arrival of a police
pend, was bombed and its library been snipers, or even perhaps spies,
party, whose assistance they had with its priceless treasures has later I make no challenge, I just detail
what I see.
requested. They suggested that suffered destruction.
There are women and children
snipers were functioning on the
Privileged Position
them; women shot through
premises, but a thorough search by The privileged position of the among
the back, their padded coats run
the police failed to reveal any arms. Japanese in the International Set through with military sabres; chil
The marines escorted four of the tlement is being abused as a base of dren whose bodies are riddled with
putting Britain, Amer bullets; men garbed as peasant
inmates to the headquarters, two of operations,
ica and other peoples interested in farmers heaped grotesquely about,
whom were released during the the Municipal Council of the Inter their wounds soaking the ground.
afternoon. At 2 pm., police offi national Settlement in a false and They are not garbed as soldiers—
cers witnessed marines “arrest” a embarrassing position. In the area not even the women and the chil
Chinese civilian on the Szechuen under Japanese control, even with dren—so I suppose they must have
in the Settlement, there has been a
Road Bridge. Several similar in reign of terror in which hundreds been snipers—officially. I suppose
so because my very dear friends at
cidents were reported as well.
of innocent people, many of whom headquarters and the Japanese
Yesterday morning, two police we know personally, have been ar- legation assure me—are at pains to
patrols were interfered with by Jap ^sted, maltreated or summarily point out to me—that the Japanese
on suspicion without trial. All army and navy are not making war
anese marines while they were shot
this has taken place in time of on civilians, nor upon Chinese
searching Chinese pedestrians, the peace against a people with whom peasants—or ùpon the Chinese gov
latter insisting that this was their Japan had not even broken off ernment, nor upon Government
prerogative, Police officials also had diplomatic relations, still less de troops—but merely the 19th Route
war, a people who had sub Army from Canton.
difficulty in convincing Japanese clared
mitted the dispute to the League of
Bodies Strewn On Playground
that one of their Chinese detectives Nations.
So I suppose that these people
was a bona fide representative of Even now further armed forces who
seemed so innocent to the
the Municipality.
are being brought to the scene of casual eye must have been machine
(N. C. D. N. Feb. 19, 1932)
conflict. We appeal to all Chris gunners and rifle-men from the

MISSIONARIES’
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19th Route Army, disguised as
simple peasants.
It is difficult to ask them now.
The houses are burned; I saw
them burned, with neat precision;
not a wasted match, hor an extra
piece of kindling.
And they? Their corpses sweeten
the ground beneath the judges
stand; one whose body was soaked
in oil anl now lies charred beneath
S.ùe officials’ tower will till no crops
again; they lie in little heaps along
the grass before the stands, fthere,
on that Race Day recently, the
children played and chased elusive
butterflies.
“Tragedy Of Peace”
And as I walk the top Tail,
scuffling through the glass which
crashed from rifle-butt attacks
upon the office tier, a tragedy of
Peace—for remember this is not a
war—unfolds beneath my eyes.
An Infantry company, just pre
paring for its duty in the hand-tohand fighting on ahead in Kiangwanchen, pauses to watch the
drama with me; I above and they
below. The flames from burning
farmhuts throw a curtain of red
behind new captive groups of those
who fled the fire.
An officer turns one of the pea
sant-garbed group away, to face the
sun. His shining sabre flashes, up
to its hilt in the human sheath;
the body falls; a second takes its
place, and once again the sabre
finds its pulsing scabbard.
“Death By Proxy”
And now, a diversion; the next, a
tall and likely lad, is flung unbound
face down, upon the two who clutch
the panting earth in death; and as
he falls, a volley from six officers’
revolvers makes a minor outline on
his back and courses up his spine.
The volley dies, the pistols now are
empty, the jerking figure on the
ground now is still and another
takes his turn. I leave, for fear is
on me now; the sunshine gone; my
feet are lead.
The company of infantry is tast
ing death by proxy; and it is ready
for -the front.
(S. E. P. Feb. 22, 1932)
------- o------

DETENTION IN
H0NCKEW

Illegal

“Arrest’s”
Japanese

By

Seven “arrests” by Japanese
marines of Chinese pedestrians in
the Hongkew district were witness
ed by foreign police yesterday, the
authorities believing that as many
more unwitnessed. One of those to
have been taken into custody, was
severely man-handled by his
captors. About 4 pm., an employee
of the Standard Oil Company lost
his liberty, bping taken to places

Countryside Ablaze As Farm
Homes Are Fired By Japanese
Incendiarism Termed “Necessary Precaution” At
Headquarters; Uyeda Before “Peace” Plaque
Motor cars used no lights north
of Kiangwan last night, but there
was light enough and to spare.
While tanks, staff cars, motor
cycles, cavalry and infantry milled
along the spongy roads, the homes
of peasants burst into flame one by
one. They furnished tragic beacons
lighting the background of combat.
For days there had been fires in
and about Kiangwan, but it was not
until last night that efforts became
organized with the apparent aim of
burning every structure in or about
the Japanese line of attack.
Fires Dot Countryside
From Japanese headquarters, at
a temple perhaps a mile north of
Kiangwan race course, fires specked
the countryside everywhere to the
east, north and south. They flam
ed along the road; skirmishers
brought brtysh, piled it against the
windward side of each dwelling, and
the lazy early-spring breeze soon
fanned it high.
“A necessary precaution,” ex
plained headquarters. Snipers had
been in some of these buildings and
they might be in some others or
they might get in some time in
future;. burning -them was a simple
military safeguard, it developed.
Parachute Flares
There were few country folk to
watch, and none to interfere. That
was a thing of the past. The pea
sants had not abandoned their
homes and poor treasures without
a gesture, but there were no ges
tures last ‘night.
Overhead were Japanese airplanes,
passing to and fro on mysterious
affairs. Occasionally, as dusk des
cended a parachute bearing a flare
would be detached high in air. At
other times the passage of a plane

over the Chinese lines would be
marked with the heavy boom of an
air bomb.
Over near the former Japanese
headquarters at Fuh Tan University
near Kiangwan .there were several
large guns, moved up during the
day. One would hear first the
bang of the gun, then the Whistle
of the shell overhead. Apparently
the parachute flares aided in cor
recting the ranges.
Constant Rifle Fire
But smaller pellets were flying
closer at hand. The rat-tat-tat of
machine guns, the crackling of rifle
fire, was constant. Occasionally a
nearer bang and the rising of a
cloud of black smoke would show
where a shell from some point un
known had landed.
Within the temple headquarters
there were Japanese officers, re
served but affable buttoned warm
ly into their military greatcoats
and strolling about as though in a
pleasure park.
General Uyeda sat back within
the building having his dinner. Be
hind one shoulder could be seen one
character of a carved temple in
scription—the character “ping,” or
“peace.”
The grounds outside were full of
equipment and covered with the
recumbent bodies of Japanese in
fantrymen, snatching a moment of
respite from the burden of their
heavy packs. Occasionally an of
ficer would gather his group toge
ther and they would start forward.

Sounded Like War
Back along the road there had
been ammunition and other sup
plies, sometimes only a matter of
feet away from a burning farm
house. Ahead of the temple, how
ever, it was quiet.
Walking forward an eighth of a
mile, one crossed the track of the
Shanghai-Woosung railway. A few
straggling soldiers moved back
across the track from time to time,
drawing carts with obscure cargo.
Off to the right a half-dozen yards
lay a white horse with hindquar
ters paralyzed by a bullet which
had passed through his hips. Of
other signs of life there were none.

unknown. Another case concerns a
father and son, both of whom were
removed from the roads.
In one instance a-Japanese con
stable searched a Chinese and then
handed him over to a Marine patrol.
A foreign police officer was appeal
ed to by a Chinese who was being
searched by a marine, the latter
appearing to have pocketted some
papers. The foreigner protested
and a Japanese constable informed But ahead in the dusk, out of
the former that he would report his range of burning homes, the rat-tatTthe foreigner’s) action to the tat continued. It may have been
military authorities.
peace but it sounded like war.
|
(N. C. D. N. Feb. 24, 1932)
(S. E. P. Feb. 23, 1932)

IN

BLUNDERLAND

Poison Gas

A Japanese military spokesman in
If the Japanese Government’s re as an “organised state.” Japan, as the Woosung sector indignantly de
ply to the appeal of the Council of a Member of the League, made no clared, a fortnight ago, that Japan
the League of Nations were taken attempt to bring before the League had no poison gas shells.
at its face value, the only possible the grievances on account of which
conclusion would be that Tokyo she took summary action in Man News from Europe indicates that
in this omission is now being repaired
had failed to grasp the essentials churia last September and
of the problem created by the ac Shanghai last month. To support through purchase of 2,000 such aids
tion of Japanese naval, air and the contention that the League was to pacification, along with 18,000
military forces here. The alterna a useless bulwark it surely was high explosive shells, from the
tive suggestion that Japai) refuses first necessary to put the League to Skoda Works of Czechoslovakia.
to take the League, of which she the test. Instead of that, Japan
That international sentiment to
is a member, seriously might hamstrung the League and then ward
poison gas is not precisely
be in consonance with some aspe cts complained that it was incapable hospitable would not seem an im
of Japanese policy but it can hardly of bearing her. It has been wise portant detail from the Tokyo
be accepted in justice to Japan’s ly stated that, where breaches of viewpoint, since a great and in
international reputation. It was to treaty engagements are concerned, creasing hostility by the entire
be expected that every effort would the precipitate movement of troops world toward Japan’s private war
be made to present Japanese ac is the ultimate folly. Beside China’s on China has not as yet had no
tions in the best possible light. It broken pledges there now stand ticeable effect on Japanese sensibili
was not expected that so much re Japan’s engagements under the
liance would be placed on the Covenant, the Kellogg Pact and the ties or policies.
dubious qualities of special pleading Nine Power Treaty—and the ruins
In fact, the whole attitude of the
and frivolous misinterpretation. of Chapei. Confronting the in Japanese military machine is such
Fundamentally ‘ the weakness of
disorganised that we would hardly commend such
Japan’s case lies in the fact that, tangible, shadowy,
Government
of
China
is
a Govern measures as are proposed by Miss
in deciding to take “drastic mea
Maude Royden and other British
sures”—the quotation of
the ment of Japan, completely at the pacifists.
language of her agent must be used mercy of the very militarism with
to rebut the specious pretence that which China is reproached.
The Royden group wants to come
defensive action only was intended Japan’s reply to the League to Shahghai and take up a posi
—she had no clear-cut issue. Al makes much capital of Chinese mis tion in “no man’s land” between
legations of boycotting, anti-Japanthe Chinese and Japanese armies
ese activities, the murder of the deeds and aggressiveness. They call to prevent them from shooting.
Buddhist monks, and the rest, could for correction. The question arises
Quite a number of innocent Chi
not stand alone. They had to be whether the process of correction
considered in their relation to the should be undertaken with complete nese civilians have tried that. The
equal shooting is still going strong but the
effect on Chinese opinion of Japan disregard for other interests
extensively— civilians aren’t.
ese aggression in Manchuria and, ly—-perhaps more
moreover, the adoption by the affected. It may also be asked We would like to believe we lived
Japanese in Shanghai of an ex whether correction should take the in a world where poison gas shells
ceedingly
provocative
attitude form of reprisals and whether weren’t bought, because they seem
which, for the three months pre Japan, either by the actual perfor not quite sporting; where idealistic
ceding the outbreak had caused mance of the last four weeks or by third parties could halt a war by
considerable anxiety. The concen her moral and material ascendancy, getting into its line of march; but
tration of Chinese troops within was authorised to inflict it. Nor is Japan has been giving us an educa
close proximity of Shanghai was Japan’s insistence on Chinese un tion in hard realities.
directly due to the movement of willingness to resort to peaceful
menacing Japanese naval forces means of settlement impressive to The Japanese military machine
with declared hostile—or punitive— those who realise the extremely will quit grinding against China
intent to Chinese Shanghai. Punish provocative tone, manner and pre when the home folk quit buying oil
ment for the boycott, for anti sentation of the terms which Lieu for it. Not sentiment, but financial
Japanese activities was the object tenant-General K. Uyeda laid down loss and an inevitable realization of
as first announced. Now it is last week. The ingenuity of anti defeat in the vital issues, will pro
of vide the eventual check for Japan
claimed, with effrontery rather than cipating Chinese methods
logic, that the defence of the Inter evasion and shifting responsibility ese aggression.
national Settlement was the recipi is heavily discounted by constantly
(S. E. P. Feb. 27, 1932.)
accumulating evidence of
the
ent of Japanese solicitude.
technique of the agent provocateur
China may have been—indeed and the coincident occurrence of
was—a transgressor. Japan was events to fit certain lines of Japan blandly commended to the League’s
the aggressor, the mere chronolo ese action. The suggestion, in the attention. There is little disposi
gical evidence of the source of the Japanese note, that the League tion in Shanghai to overlook them;
first shot being immaterial. The should have definitely proposed the they starkly glower in the complete
world has come to learn the futility creation of a “safety zone” indicates stagnation and possible ruin of the
of assigning “war guilt.” This a pathetic blindness. As a “safety trade of this great port; in the
should make Japan all the more zone” the whole Shanghai area at grave accentuation of political dan
diffident in replying to the League’s the present moment looks a trifle gers of the first magnitude and in
dispassionate appeal with fustian awry. Japan, indeed, seems to have the peril of Japan victimised by
instead of sound argument. It turned it into a Blunderland, from overweening militarist ambition.
seems now painfully ironical for which it is to be hoped she will “Deeds are louder than words;” in
Japan to wax eloquent over China’s soon be able to extricate herself the light of that Japanese retort to
breach of treaty engagements, or to and others by the exercise of a the League let judgment be passed.
(N. C. D. N. Feb. 26, 1932.)
moralise on China’s lack of status clearer perception of the realities so
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REGARDING:
Appointment of Consul General Shigemitsu as Charge d'Affaires.
Authorization granted for him to proceed to Nanking on 15th for discus
sions on treaty revisions, and tariff questions.
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GRAY

Peiping, Via Naval Radio

Dated Jan. 16, 1930,
hec’d Jan. 17, 9 a. m

Secretary of State,
Washington.

54, January 16, 5 p. m.
My 39, January 11, 6 p. m.
Japanese Legation confirms the correctness of
recent Shanghai news despatches to the effect that

Consul General Shigemitsu has been appointed a
Charge d1Affaires and that he was authorized to

proceed to Nanking on the 15th to begin discussions
with the Chinese authorities on treaty revision,
tariff questions and other matters pending between
the two Governments.

Notwithstanding the above

Charge d1Affaires ad interim Horinouchi (who is

to be transferred to Washington as Counselor of

Embassy) will for the time ‘being continue in

Peiping as head of the Japanese Legation.
PIRKINS
KLP
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In reply refer to
PE 793.94/1776

Mr. Stuart A. Culbertson,
District Attorney of Crawford County,
Meadville, Pennsylvania.

Sir:
The receipt is acknowledged of your letter of

February 3, inquiring whether or not Japan has relin
quished the political rights in Shantung granted to

Japan by the Versailles treaty.

Reference to a pamphlet (No. 50) published in

1929 by the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace,

Washington, D. C., entitled "Treaties and Agreements
With and Concerning China, 1919-1929", will disclose

(pp. 80-85) the text of a treaty between China and

Japan, signed at Washington on February 4, 1922, by
the terms of which Japan engaged, among other things,
to restore to China the former German Leased Territory

of Kiaoohow, together with its administration and public
properties, not later than six months from the date of

the coming into force of the treaty; to withdraw the

Japanese
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Japanese troops stationed along the Tsingtao-Tsinanfu

Railway; to surrender the Customs House of Tsingtao to
the Chinese llaritime Customs; and to transfer to China

the Tsingtao-Tsinanfu Railway and its branches, as well
as the wireless stations at Tsingtao and Tsinanfu.

By a subsequent agreement signed on December 1,
1922, by the Commissioners of China and of Japan (see

p. 114 ff. of the pamphlet above referred to) it was
stipulated that the date for the transfer to China of

the administration and public properties of the former

Leased Territory should be December 10, 1922, and that
the Japanese troops should be withdrawn within twenty

days thereafter.

By a similar agreement signed on

December 5, 1922, (see 127 ff.) the date for the trans

fer to China of the Tsingtao-Tsinanfu Railway and its
branches was set at January 1, 1923.
The above statements are intended merely as a

summary, in general terms, of the principal provisions

of the agreements mentioned which relate to the question
raised in your letter under reply; for precise and full

information on the subject reference should of course
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be made to the actual texts of the agreements cited.

Very truly yours.
For the Acting Secretary of State;

Stanley K. Hornbeck,
Chief,
Division of Far Eastern Affairs

-jeb-

-■ ’

'(IvLUz
FE:RâM:ZMF

2./S/ZQ
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Mukden, China
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Resolutions of Japd»so society re> ting
to China.
_
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Th® Honorable
Nelson Truslsr Johnson,

//7 7 £

American Minister

Peiping, China.

Sir:

As of possible interest, I have th® honor to so®lose
herewith a newspaper report of the resolutions adopted

by The Council of Inquiry into Far Eastern Affairs

(To-a choeakal) at its general meeting at Tokyo on
February 8, 1980.

This society is described as a

voluntary organisation composed of influential Japan» so.

It was reported that Or. Minoru oka, Vice President of
the Osaka Mainlchl, and a member of the board of counsellors,
1

opened the meeting and count Xlyoura occupied the chair.
The resolutions represent the alas of ths society respect

ing China which it "expects to carry out in the hope <
bringing peace and happiness 1» th® Far East".

They relate

to the guaranteeing of land and sea communications in time
of civil war, to the abolition of extraterritoriality and
to ths anti-foreign movement.

These resolutions Mavs attracted considerable attention
asoag tbs Japan® s® press of Manchuria as ths following
Mir en
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Dairen report to the Osaka Malniobl Indicates
"Such Japanese dallies as the Hanshu
Hippo and Dairen Shinbun, playing the topic
up in three-column size, have drawn the
readers* attention to the importance of the
question.
suggestions within the realm of
feasibility are what made the resolutions
appeal to all here, whareas heretofore any
and all contentions in Japan regarding
üanohurla and Mongolia were purely abstract.

Men, like Mr. Okura, director of the
south Manchuria Railway Comp «ay, Mr. fata,
head of the reference section of the south
■Jane hurl a Hallway, ITesldent Takayanagi of the
Uanshu Hippo, President Hosel, of the Dairen
shinbun and others, told the Malniohl that
they oo ns Ider th e resolutions as epoch-sa king
in every respect.
To the Japanese community in general
the resolutions are exceptionally welcome,
for the reason that they look upon the resolu
tions as 12» beacon - showing the way for
ultimate solution of the enigm on Mere hurla
and Mongolia questions, which too often betrayed
the sign of limitation.

Furthermore, such resident Japaise
who find, the so-called retrogressive Manchuria
and Mongolia policy distasteful, regard the
resolutions as an eye-opener for the negative
element, as well as giving the Chinese an
opportunity for casting an introspective
glance."
Although the above conasent my be somewhat

exaggerated in tone, it le believed that it is of

interest as throwing some light on Japanese opinion
in Manchuria on these subjects

I have the honor to be, sir
Your obedient servant

Enclosure:
As stated.

M. S. Mysrs,
American Consul General.

Original and one copy to Legation
Five copies to enartmmt
One copy to JSabassy, Tokyo
8UÜ

MSM:HTW
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liwlosure Mo. 1 to despatdh No.
3 op
s My ar®
ftt Mufcden, China, dated Maroh Ô,*
S c“m“ ^•’olaUoM °f JaPM... S.M.ty

RESOLUTIONS OF ŒK COUNCIL OF INQUIRY INTO FAH
EASTERN AFFAIRS.

Preamble.

Notwithstanding the foot that the situation in the
Far East in recent years has been gradually assuming *
pacific aspect in comparison with that of some years ago,
in China alone the politisai disturbances and the general
unrest show no indication of imfedlate stabilisation.
Not only is the situation hampering the normal growth of
industries in China but th® other nations concerned are
deprived of sharing the benefit of the mutual prosperity
accruing from trade and commerce.

This unsettled candi toon in Chins is not toe concern
of China alonet It involves the whole Far East. Especially
does the faet that toe military cliques in China are contest
lug for supremacy by armed force and creating ceaseless
interior disturbances, run directly counter to the spirit
in which China Joined toe signatories of toe Kellogg anti
War Treaty.
we urgently hope to see toe Chinese Government and
its people mahe a united effort for toe peaceful unification
of toe country and for its économie construction.
Th®
Gounoil of Inquiry Into Far Eastern Affairs, conscious
of toe present situation in China, has resolved on the
following problems and expects to carry them oat in toe
hope of bringing peace and happiness to the Far East.

Resolution No. 1

(a) On Guaranteeing Land end Sea Commuaications at
toe Time of Civil Turmoils in China.
Enormous losses are being suffered not only by too
Chinese themselves but also by the foreign residents in
China from the almost continued internal disturbances in
China of late years.
In order to eradicate toe cause of
such losses and to develop industrial activities in China,
we believe that toe establishment of guaranteeing toe lend
and sea communieétions Is a most effective policy.
The
Council hereby urges too authorities at home and abroad
to formulate a definite plan to assure too safe maintenance
of such communie étions at toe time of civil warfare.
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(b)

On the Abolition of Extraterritoriality.

We endorse in principle the abolition or extraterritori
ality which China has been aspiring to afreet for may years.
as to the Chinese plea or carrying out i the abolition by
China*e om will, we regard the step as still premature in
view of the present conditions in china,
lhe Council
proposes therefore that China, basing her action upon
international Ju sties and faith, should carry out a plan fcr
the gradual solution of the problem, and the Council declares
it s aiæ to be to the realization of that end.
(©) on the Anti-Foreign uoveiwnt in China.

Ifce Chinese boycott of foreign goods and the anti-»
feral ga movement have overstepped the sphere of an economic
Issue and are being kept up politically, causing a standing
ssenaoe and material loss to the foreign industrialists in
China as well as to the Chinese merci® its and Industrialists
thaw three.

Means to meet the anti-foreign movement has been
studied by different parties, but so far no thoroughgoing
policy has been offered.
In view of the serious nature of
the Blno-Jeputw so economic relations, the Council declares
the urgent need for a speedy and definite solution of tie
problem.
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DOCUMENT FILE
NOTE

SEE

851*77 Chinese lte.stem/907_______ FOR____ MS.

from____

Japan________________ ( ...Gas.tie_______ ) DATED ....Eq12jl..37.*1S3G....1—1127

TO

aro

NAME

Chinese-Russian-Japanese relations.
Comments upon edi torial published in SEVODEIA in Dec. 1929
v/hich hints of a secret agreement between Japan and Russia
made during tine of Russian-Chinese dispute over Chinese
Eastern Railway.
Reviews attitude which Japan has taken since Washington
Conference in connection with Russian plan whereby Japan
and Russia should not construct railways north or south of
Chinese Eastern Railway without consent of the other — Japan
insisted that only 0hina had right to give permission for such
railways»
Comments upon unwillingness of Japan to have Chinese
Eastern Railway fail into hands of China and reasons therefor.

REGARDING:
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE
A.

SEE___________________________________________ for ..jfc304_ip..Lj^atipn

from__ Mukden______________ (____ îJJrers____
NAME

TO

) dated „Mar_f„S_t__19.3Q_
1-1127

6,0

REGARDING:

Sino-Japanese relations.
Uncertain political situation in Japan since rise of the
Minseito Party to power has had a qdiesoeiit effect on Japanese
activities in i^anchuria and has been responsible for delay
of South Lîanchuria Railway Company in reaching a decision
in regard to various projected enterprises. Discussion
(copy attached).
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SIND-JAPANESE RELATIONS
The uncertain political situation in Japan since
the rise of the Minseito Party to power has had a

quiescent effect on Japanese activities in Manchuria

and has no doubt been mainly responsible for the delay

of the South Manchuria Railway Company in reaching a

decision in regard to various projected enterprises.
The sweeping victory of this party in the recent elec
tions and the consequent stabilization in the political

sphere give a totally different aspect to the situation

and may be expected, it is thought, to result in a ré

animation of Japanese activities both in the political
and economic fields,

as is well known, there are many

outstanding Sino-Japanese questions, of which a great
deal has been heard in the past.

It will be Interesting

to note whether the present Government will endeavor to

adjust such important questions as railway construction,

land leasing and Korean immigration or will let sleeping
dogs lie.

According to reliable information, the policy

of Dr. Sengoku, the new President of the South Manchuria

Railway Company, in regard to the construction of the
Kirin-Kainei Railway - extension of Kirin-Tunhua - is

to let the matter rest where it is until the Chinese

assume a more conciliatory attitude.

Obviously it is

still
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still a cardinal point in Japanese policy but for

political reasons its solution nay be deferred.

G
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE

694.00 P.R./27

FOR

(

FROM ___

TO

Castle
NAME

#66

.) DATED

.Al f__
1—1127

ofo

REGARDING:

Sino-Japanese Relations
Second general meeting of the Tao Chosateai (Council of
Inquiry into Far Eastern Affairs) took place, Feb. 8th<
Questions discussed were questions pertaining to-*, and to Russia
such as: 1 .Maintenance of land and water communications;
2. Abolition of extrality; S.Anti-foreign agitations; etc.
(copy attached).

, 4Î
i'
There âlâ. occur, however, on February eighth, a
ghe ge<
/
jX
SWsalcal; aatter of minor interest» The Tea OhoaaJcai (Cbunoll
ZE38SÛ
*There le eoiae dispute as to whether it is looated. in
the vioinlty of Tokyo ar of At^fui. a& Ataai is ।
oeXebratei winter resort its claims are regarded
by certain eonpeteat observers to have been pat
foxwarA for purposes of advertisement.
**De»patehes Bo» 4S of February 24th anà Bo. 58 of
Marsh 10th.
'**'*Dôbpatüh«B Ko» 24 of February ICth and. Sc» 42 of
February 24th.

3 0 5 az
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of

Inquiry into Far Eastern Affairs), which was

organised, late last year, held its second general

meting.

-cunt

'iyouru, former hrime minister,

was in the chair, while others present li-eluded Baron
Gonuuko Hayashi, former Japanese ambassador to Great

Gx'ltaln, Count Uehlda, former Privy Councillor, and

rince Konoe and. Marquis Hosokaw. of the House of

Peers.

Finding that despite the general improvement

of oOHditluna in the Far '-'last th© situât ian lu Jhiaa

is so diaturbod as to be disadvantageous to foreign

powers, they desided upon the following resolutions:

1 • l^aintenanae of land. and water oomnunlcatlons; The beet means of endln# the disastrous
internal disturbances of China are 00 to develop

trade and industry there that safety of land and

water cosmnioatlons my be attained.

The

Council therefore advised the Japanese authorities
to devise an appropriate plan in this respect.

S. Abolition, of extraterritoriality:

a® the

Council, although approving abolition of extraterritoriality in principle, regarde it as pre
mature because of unsettled conditions, it expressed

the hope that China «roula take measures for gradual

rather than immediate attainment.
b. Anti-foreign agitations;

In view of the

fact that such agitations have passed from economic

to political aspects, causing suffering to all

interests, the Council urged ths Japanese authori
ties to take proper measure® for a solution of the

problem.
The importance of the resolutions lice chiefly in

the

3 0 5J
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the prominence of the men Involved.

During the

month under review these resolutions had no visible
effect,

unsettled conditions continued, to retard

the progress of 3iso-Japanese negotiations, although

at the close of the month observers had become
slightly more optimistic,
Knssla,

An additional resolution followed.

This dealt

with the Japanese fishery industry in Soviet waters
and was in brief

as follows:

Between the Soviet

desire to expel Japanese interests from Soviet waters

and. the Internal strife existing among the Japanese

themselves, the latter are gradually losing their
rights,

The industry faces a crisis.

The Council

therefore urged the adoption of measures necessary
to protect Japanese interests.

The situation with regard to the fishery in*
dustry ms reported in 'Despatch Mo, SI of February £Oth,
«
■

4 ’-t

; \

and subsequent developments are the subject of a
ddspatoh now in preparation.
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE--------- _____________________________________ FOR

FWMC___________________________________

To

China

- (-------- r---------------- ) DATED
1—1127

NAME

REGARDING:

Instruction $59

OPO

Relations between China and Japan.
Extract from the
mLlAÎÆJNTARYDEBATES in British House of Commons on
February 26,1930 dealing chiefly with Anglo-Japanese
relations regarding China.

fp
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' -(Kuo Min News-A-gency-f'

MAY 21 1930

.

W-Jlt^’ÜÎ&^April 9.

April 10, 13J0.

--9“

“T

A^ci

With^^î^Sarcnce to Rengo’s report that the

at she London Waval Conference
s t i m son-Ma t suda ira conversationo
r
t
indicate that the American GovcrnmeJv intends to recognize Japan's

predominant position in the Far Ea^t, it is learned on high
authority that the report is unfunded.

Authoritative quarters in London assert that Japan had neither
asked, for nor had America offered such recognition during the epw

versetions which were confined strictly to the question of Neva!

Disarmament
Ama r ic a do e s not â

ir/, "

declared,

"to discuss here

any political question or any questic/i affecting China, nor would

America discuss China without the presence of China."—Kuo Min
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EMBASSY OF THE

. UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
: ;

No.

\ ïp.kyô, May 14,

isao.

ISO

The Honorable

The Secretary of State,
Washington.
Sir:

I have the honor to enclose a translation of a
statement i.i^de by the Minister for Foreign affairs in
the Mouse of Peers on May 6th,

ir reply to an intend
to
joe liât ion on Japanese relations with China.

Baron Shidehara prefaced his remarks by makino rt
clear that the present Japanese Government is refraknlno

from interference not only in Chinese domestic "troubles

but in domestic "affairs” as well; that Ja'pan "does not

take the part of m who is tryino to overturn B.”

In the

specific
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specific instance of the nationalist Government
atteraptinp by unilateral action to abrogate existing

treaties '..it’i Japan, houever, it nculd be nis jolicy,
as it hud bio.; tire policy of his predecessor, to insist

upon tire nation-list Government first securing the assent
of the Ju .ansse Govcr raent.

Àftor touching upon the boycott bp the Chinese of
Jap._.aese imrchandise, Laron Shidehura took occasion to

ch-racteniae as groundless the charges brought against

hr. Obuta, v.ho is under consideration for appointment
as llinister to China, of iiaproper behavior during the

1915 negotiations.
I venture to invite the Department’s particular
attention to -oaron Shidehara’s views \.ith regard to

cooperation betv.-een the Louers. interested in China. He

concurs in the vie;

but it

that cooperation should be maintained,

just not be in fact joint opposition against China,

'flie ro.ers, he relieves, should seek common points of
interest ;.ith the view to

promoting the uelfare of China

c.s «ell as of t;æir oùn. " If by cooperation”, he concluded,

" is ae-nt maintaining a common firing line against China,
then I am oi* the opinion that such cooperation should not be

carried out".

I have the honor to be, Sir,

Ûo 'jy to reking.
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Enclosure No.

/_____

Despatch No.

__

From American fwbaeay
Tokyo.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE HOUSE OF PEERS ON

LAY 5,

1930.

Tokyo OFFICIAL GAZETTE
Hay 6, 1930.

Baron Shidehura(Minister of Foreign Affairs):

I shall now proceed to reply to the questions
Just put by Hr. Shimidzu.

His first question was

whether or not I am. still pursuing my policy of
non-interference with the domestic affairs of China,
and of protecting our rights in that country.

answering this question,

following observation:
Cabinets,

Before

I should like to nuke the
during the Kato and Uakatsuki

I emphasized the use of the words" non-inter

ference in the domestic troubles in China".
necessarily a more limited significance,

This has

but I thereafter

begun to use the words " do.aestic affairs" and I have sub
sequently used nothing b^it the latter phrase.

It ^oes

without saying that the Japanese Government does not
interfere in purely domestic Chinese political disputes.
He do not take the part of A. who is trying to overturn
B.

Thus, my policy of non-interference in the domestic

affairs of China and of protecting our interests in that
country .has

not been changed; nor,

indeed,

necessity for deviating from this policy.

do I see any
The second
point
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point touches upon the fact that in Chiang Kai-shek's

political jlutform there is some reference to the abolition

of unilateral treaties.

Chiang Kai -shek suggests two

methods by which this aim may be attained: one is by

negotiation with the interested Powers and the second is

by the abolition of the treaties without the consent of
the interested Powers. Jj. Shimidzu asks whether or not
the Japanese Government would recognize a declaration by

China unilaterally abolishing a treaty with Japan.

It

goes without saying that the Japanese Government would

not recognize the abolition of u treaty in this manner.
as me

bers are aware,

China declared during the previous

Cabinet that the Treaty of commerce with Japan -..as no
longer effective and that,

after protracted negotiations,

it was decided that the question of revising this Treaty

should be brought about after due consultation between the
two Governments.

As I stated in the House a few days ago,

after this understanding was reached,

an agreement was

established regarding the tariff question,

kith res ect

to the other questions which are covered by the Treaty of

Com.erce,

it is now proposed to proceed to their settlement

by further negotiations.
The next question referred to the boycott by Chinese

of Japanese goods.

It was unfortunately true that the

Chinese were boycotting Japanese products,

but since lust

year the movement has gradually subsided and today it may

be said that the boycott has virtually disappeared,

it

is spasmodically reported tlxtfneuspapers and other ir

responsible bodies are attempting to apply the boycott

but as a matter of fact these reports are largely ground
less .

There
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There was,

question raised regardinc 'the

then,

It goes without saying that

status of Juab us sudor Obata.

when a Minister or Ambassador is about

to be appointed,

it

is the usual practice to obtain the consent of the other
government to the proposed appointment.

This practice

has been followed during the past few years with regard to
appointments to China;

that is to say,

whenever we have

considered the appointment of a Japanese Minister to China,
we have previously sought and secured the consent of the
Chinese Government.

It is unnecessary to state that the

procedure necessary in securing the agrément

of a foreign

,
!

government is always curried out with the utmost secrecy and
no

;cver.r.mnt ever divulges the name of the person for whom

an agrément has been sought
instance,
I

in this particular

the facts leaked out into the press, nevertheless,

cannot feel That it

state,

. However,

however,

should be publicly discussed.

I may

that this is a question which is now pendino.

I deeply regret that,

in my opinion,

it would be unprofitable

to disclose what has hitherto passed.

You may perhaps have

observed in the Chinese press that Mr. Obata is supposed to

have joined in the negotiations with the Chinese delegates

in 1915 v.uen he was Counselor

of Legation and

tnut he

is

supposed to have pounded the table with anger arid to have

shown a menacing attitude towards the

The opinion is expressed in the

Chinese representatives.

Chinese papers that such a

person is not suitable as Minister to China.

are all entirely untrue.

l.h?.

Obata served for

These reports
long timé

in China and he understands the new China us well us he does
the old China.
intelligence,

It is

opinion that,

and character,

in point of experience,

he is eminently fit to assume

the
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the heavy task of i .proving the illations which exist between

the two countries.

It io true tha„ he attende:, the

negotiations in 1515 when he was. sou. .selor of the Legation,

but he was entrusted onlv with the duty of piapuring the

.fautes of the Conf eruce, the minister at the time, br.fiohi,
und.:rtdicing the ne._;otiuti ;ns himself.

the facts are that

hr. Obuta himself did nt parti cipate in the negotiations

in a single inot-^ce.

I do■not understand how these rumors

ever arose, but the fact remains, nevertheless, that they
are entirely -..ith.ut foundation.

The delegates representing

the Chinese Government at those negotiations are alive today
and I lu-ve every confidence, that if these rumors form an
excuse for the Chinese Government refusing to give an

agrément for -hr. Cbata , they can be corrected.
The opinion was enure..eel that cooperation between the

Powers was absolutely necessary in dealing with China, as it
mi ht 'be possible for China otherwise to follow the policy

of "setting the barbarians against each other".

I am entirely

in accord with the view that the Powers interested in China
should - always maintain the closest cooperation, v.ith this
proviso, however: that the cooperation should not be of

such a nature as to be joint opposition to China.

It is

my belief that the powers must maintain cooperation with
a view to seeking common points of interest, not only of

the Powers themselves but of China us well, and remembering

always the necessity of maintaining perfect fairness.

If^

by cooperation is meant maintaining a common firing line
against China, then I am of the opinion'that such cooperation
between
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betneen the Powers should not be carried out.
The next point rsfennl to the question of railways

in mnchuria.

:.h?, ShimIdsu remarked that there was some

infringement of the previously acquired rights of Japan.
I do not leno1., to what _lr. Shimldzu refers out I nay say

that the

rights mich Japan has already acquired will

be protected.

So far us I know,

v;e have no rights which

;,e have not already exercised to lay new railway lines in
..lunchuria.
'.or.

Shimidzu then e xpressed the opinion that the

Chinese were extremely quarrelsome and he asks mat the
Japanese Government proposes to do about it.

It ^oes

without saying that we look forward to cooperation between
the two countries.

incidents arising,

Vie have frequently had unfortunate
but it seems to me that the relations

between the two countries recently have been most satisfactory
As I observed in the Diet a few days ago,

the settlement

of the customs tariff question is one exam.le of how v.e

are proceeding towards cooperation v.ith each other.

It is

my opinion that both countries must hereafter put forward
their best

efforts to proceed further along this path.

I was then asked whether the Government proposed to
do anything towards unifying the conflicting opinions

in Japan about what our policy with respect to China should be
To unify public opinion is,
task.

If it can be done,

to ;.iy b.lief,

a most difficult

so much the better,

of course.

'.'Ie have frequently expressed our opinions with regard to

what
hope

should be our position with respect to

China,in the

that they my receive the support and approbation

of the people
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NOTE

SEE

393.94/4

from ...China..

for___ Tel.#405-7 pm.

(...PerKLns_____ ) dated .... June4,1930.
NAME

REGARDING:
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Discussion in Japanese Cabinet of China situation,
especially Shantung. Strict neutrality and non-inter
ference decided upon.Japanese at Tsinanfu have appealed
for military protection but neither the Foreign Office
nor the War Office is considering a new Shantung ex
pedition. According to Beuter despatch dated Tokyo,June 3,1930.
(COPY ATTACHED)

fP8
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PLAIN

RR

Peiping via N. R.
Dated June 4, 1930.

Recd. 2:50 P. U*

Secretary of State,

Washington.

405, June 4, 7 P. M.

Legation’s 401, June 4, 3 P. M.

Following from Reuter Tokyo June 3rd:

”It is authoritively stated that the Japanese
Cabinet at its regular session today discussed the China

situation, especially Shantung, decided upon strict
neutrality and non-interference.

It is understood that the commanders of both

Chinese factions in the civil war have given assurance

that Japanese residents will be protected.
In spite of appeals from the Japanese at Tsinangu

for military protection neither the Foreign Office nor the
War Office is even considering a now Shantung expedition”.

FOR THE MINISTER
WSB

PERKINS
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE

FROM

393 • 94/ô

FOR___ ?el £41.4^7. am,.

China

Parkins____ ) DATED ...June._6,_193Q.»_

—TO—

REGARDING:

NAME

1—1127

Japanese policy in regaid to the situation
at TsinantReuter despatch of June 6,states
Japanese Foreign Officeiis watching the situation
but has decided on a «hands off" policy.Compares
the Shidehara policy with the Tanaka policy,in
regard to protection of Japanese in China.
(COPY ATTACHED)
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PLAIN

JER

Peiping, via N.R.

-, <■>

V'

■>'

'

Dated June 3, 1930

f

Rec'd 10.55 a.m.

Secretary of State,
Washington

414, June 5,

7 a.m.

Legation's 405,

June 4,

7 p.m.

Following from Reuter Tokyo June 6;

"The Japanese Foreign Office in

(J\J
anxiously

watching the situation at Tsinan but has determined
in
to mainta/a hands' off policy.
Tsinanfu is regarded as an acid test of the
Shidehara policy of reliance on the Chinese auth
orities assurances of protection of Japanese residents

as opposed to the Tanaka policy of the military ex
peditions of 1927 and 1928. Hence another Tsinan in

cident would be a serious blow to the Hamaguachi

Cabinet.
Few Japanese are leaving Tsinan and almost

the entire colony of twenty three hundred is remaining.
Owing to the development of the military
situation the Tokyo war office has suspended the ar-

rangement to send military instruct Orc to .the Nanking
War College.

For the Minister,

WS3

PERKINS

■<£>
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...... FOR___

.. (__HQlM££k_____ ) DATED
NAME

TO

1-1127

REGARDING:

Conversation with Chinese Minister who called to
inquire about the question of affirmations in the
press that certain utterances of Ambassador Castle
were definite and officially inspired utterances
indicative of a change of policy on the part of the
American Government in iegard to Japan and China.
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Pel pin , Kownbor 5, 1930»

iro. 5 < i

Tîifâ Honorttbla

THor 3ecratary of -tote,
Washington»

5ir«

Referrlxv; to the ^epertomt• ® despatch Ko» 2M,

m* September 5, 1920, eonoernim Japanese aiplanatle
representation in China, I have the honor to Infor»
the Dopertsent that ft Renter news deap'>teh from Tokyo,
ftetea October 31»t, states that K»« Bœraæatett Hural,

formerly First ''eoret&ry of the Japanese SBtoavsy et
Rio e® Janeiro,h®« boon appoints C<mml General at

Onnshai to sweoad - r. Mamoru shlgmitea, who «ill
honeetorth not only as Ch^rgft ^’Affaires»
mltmi Me notofl for sore *1m©

Kr. Chige*

onaurrontXy as Conwl
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General nt Shanghai and

ft*Aff-ires to

ones®

China.

A news dojrrtoh dated
at ten that

tober 18th f?’o-.-. Karting

-rovioui duy Or. ■'■»

•?;«

. «’«ng

gr .nt-v .'v; intervie-- to hr. Hyutaro Ifetg»i, th® Jc :■ ?r-ae
?urliaavntary Vivo-' Inlntnr for forei-^n Affairs, at

vrhl-n

tr.e refer-, neo was •.t-.de to . r.lnu*..- refusal to

rvoy Extraordinary n.- c ' tnlnter

ace ‘>«t *.‘r. ■•■•■&• ‘tn a"■’lui! otontiary.

'.••ns indie.•to’ hi
the ev nt

W? •’O'-ort rw,-. cv, ■

î-Hlin-noa» to accept

J»w

in China to tb>'t of r

twy th a?

r. Obnta in

ntV rnlea iho rank o

nbuasy, <»n-. tîv»’:

plied chat the pro •■-1 oust be r

-r.

its Fission

'r. Vagal re*
to . cfcyo be

fore .?e ;ly owl’ .
A Haafciu- nows do:; xstch of ..ctobor 41st st-tes

that ir hi,-; interior ’.it

ra.-.ldent OMw; ■'.ni-.sdieSr on

Or 'obv.r I'.'tb l&r. na^ai rufnrr© ’ %

‘".o çuasttov. of

Japanese diploe -tie representation, in China end eu.;'>esnad
regret that chin’, had. refused to a-.:ca,?t the représenta

tive appointed by Japan ’’diaregr.rain-■. her sincerity

of

having tt&en »?;■■ c-tap® that uha t^kos tow’-iMs a first

class power".

At the wvtkly r.œorial service held at Wanking

upon

October SGth, Goner'l chinng Kai-shek is re..-ort®4 to IviV®

said that ‘T«i Hsi-shr-n and >

1 Feng Ytt-h^iwag hav

ing h.-jen eu:-pre««*ert, Chi-»® mat now defend hev-eelf against

the enoroachnant of isperlalien by &1.1 mrms” and de
clared thet a diplomtie official of n oertçdn country

had ’lau-utl-.-* ahin-i by -nying that hl« country is treat
ing China as a. ftrnt claso

À
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Hanking dater. October 31st

A Hongo

st tod -h -

r.

;ci V at c. 1ère to know why the

T’y- .l'ont

-he aawrtnl »enriee on
any inn- w \

tho

Chi’-Æ3 :i.-l-'.'Jhek wa.-.

by evidences of extreme af*

f iblllty on bo* h rife .
that îfr-.

Th® Pengo A® ney Inti»-.te»

-.higeKitau wi'1! call upon -•’roni^tmt u hl wag

vioc

wit'

hl., interview with Care-T^l

.-o œ-:,)?-intït: away nny

rflnae by

the J.-.p.;noae Vl-jo-FlnUtor for
w;; h-v-

Affairs nhioh

boon offensive to Chlnf;*

The J-i;*mosc •'amor!;l,'l, -Fin »• !•'-1» lb*-vnl
Killt.'-i'y Attachés rre îW st-t one! at

h'nchfti, tJwlr

assistants, however, oontimr- to n.-1 o pewaannntly at
P-alpln-..

As of possible interest

■ th- Bop^rtmnt a

copy of the no-t rec ont ;?nbll^h©a list of the personnel

V

o<' the

I^fÿît-ion is trononittod Mi-m-ith.
Hoapectrully yours,

For the I-ini ter:

KAHl-O^
Counselor of Lc&ttlon.

Enelostres

1»

List of
personnel
of the <T-..,Mnfsae Legation»

LHE/GL
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List of Personnel of the

Japanese Legation.
At Shanghai:
Mr. Mamoru Shigemitsu, Chargé d’Affaires.

Mr. Waro Moriya,

Mr. Tateki Horiuohi,
Mr.

First Secretary.

Second Secretary.

Kenjiro Hayashide,

Mr. Kat uo Okazaki,

Thi cd Secretary.

Major General Saburo Sato, Military Attaché.
Captain Haruo Kitaoka,

Naval Attaché.

Mr. Heitaro Yokotake,

Commercial Counselor.

Mr. Taro Kimimori,

Financial Attaché.

At Peiping:
Mr. Makoto Yano,

First Secretary.

Mr. Chuichi Ohashi,

Second Secretary.

Mr. Yutaka Tsuehlda,

Third Secretary.

Mr. Nagao Kita,

Third Secretary.

Mr. Ryui c hi.Hara da,

Second Secretary-Interpreter.

Mr. Hirokichl Nemichi,

Attaché.

Mr. Kota Hoketsu,

Attaché.

Mr. Takeshi Takagl,

Chancellor.

Mr. Kwoio Yokogawa,

Chancellor.

Mr. Motoichi Akiyama,

Chancellor.

Mr. Chikata Ikeda,

Chancellor.

Mr. Isamu Nishikawa,

Chancellor.

Mr. Shizuo Kanaya,

Chancellor.

Mr. Shinjin Takano,

Chancellor.

Lieut. Colonel
Tei-ichi Suzuki,

Asst. Military Attaché.

Commandant Kiiohi Tomita,

Asst. Naval Attaché.

Lieut.Colonel Ryuon Kitao , Commandant Legation Guard.
Doctor Tsunenori Iljima,

Medical Doctor.

At Nanking: Mr. Shinichi Uemura, Consul and Third Secretary.
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Library

Correspondence should be addressed
“LIBRARIAN OF CONGRESS
Chinese Division

of

Congress

CHINESE DIVISION

WASHINGTON

WASHINGTON, D. C.”

CABLE ADDRESS
LIBCON, WASHINGTON
Use “Adams cable codex,” 10th ed.

Mclex ETire&u

FEB 'J

W31

Librarian

State Department

Dear Sir:
I shall

tell me whether the State Department has the minutes of the
Sino-Japanese Joint Commission, which met at Peking in the

summer of 1922 shortly after the //ashington Conference, on

the return of Shantung to China.

Please also indicate if

you have other official papers in reference to this nego
tiation.

I am a graduate student in the Political Science
Department of the Johns Hopkins University and am preparing

to write on the rendition of Shantung and Veihaiwei to China
after the Washington Conference.

Very sincerely yours,
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1981.

In reply refer to
FE

Mr. K. M. Tsu,

Library of Congress,

Washington, D. C.
Sir:

The receipt is acknowledged of your letter of

January 28, 1931, addressed to the Librarian, Depart

ment of State, with regard to official records of the
Sino-Japanese Joint Commission which met at Peiping
in the summer of 1922.
The records of the Department do not appear to

contain a copy of the minutes of the meetings of the
Joint Commission and the Department does not have,

available for dissemination, copies of other official

papers of the Joint Commission.
It is suggested that you may be interested in

the summary of the proceedings of the above-mentioned

Sino-Japanese Joint Commission given on pages 1156 to
1195 of THE CHINA YEAH BOOK, 1923.

The Department can,

of

7 9 3 .9 4 /1 7 8 8

Chinese Division,

0 0 8„ 1
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of course, assume no responsibility with regard to
statements made in that summary.
It is suggested, further, that the Ohiness Lega
tion or the Japanese Embassy may be able to furnish

information on the subject of your inquiry.

Very truly yours,
For the Secretary of State:

Stanley K. Hornbook,
Chief,
Sivi slon of Far Eastern Affairs

FE:WAA/ZMF
2/7/31

PE
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.B93>QQ/11582.

... ^^-(57 ■

Canton--- ( ....Ballantine..) dated ..Jnly..27,...19SL

TO

NAME

1—1172

7 9 5 .9 4 /

FROM

FOR

REGARDING:

the efforts of the Cantonese regime to enlist
Japanese sympathy and. support» Canton’s #61
to Legation»

œ
(£

mb/

*
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NO. SIS

Oemton, China, W 27, 1031.

T’w Tfonornbl®
The ^ooretoïy of ttoto,

«uahirvjton.

sirs
I haw the honor to onoXose herewith ooplsa

V*

of r< Oespatoh ito. Ô1 (file W 800)» datoft July

S7, 1031, to the .-'«tirtean Legation at Peiping on

the above oubjoet.

Roepeot^illy yours,

J. W* Iktllantine,
Ar»rloan Consul

In «juint’jplet.

hmlosuroi

l/~ Oespatoh .’!»• 01 to lotion*
800
J3ICCW
; trie eepy of |
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Referring to Mukden's despatch 440, August 20 re
Nakamura, Agent and Consul General, the following is
essential portion of a further report dated September lOthi

"There is good reason to believe that internal Ja
panese politics are more responsible for the present
threatening aspect of Sino—Japanese relations than any

thing that the Chinese have done or left undone with

respect to the case.

It is my opinion that relations

between Japanese Army and the Japanese Foreign Office

(representing non-army elements in the Government) are
as much strained just now as relations between China

and Japan, and that the Army authorities are quite as

willing to have the negotiations fail as the Foreign
Office is anxious to have them succeed.

The report of

the first Chinese group of investigators having been
wholly
o s. uoveument ra intine omoa. im?

J48256
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2- #578, from Peiping,
September 1&, 3r5&i

MAM

Wholly unsatisfactory, a second, and more capable group

was sent out on September 6th.

That group simply re

ported that their investigations failed to disclose any

evidence to support of the Japanese statement.

It was

shown, however, that their investigations were anything
but thorough.

Despite insistence from Japanese army

quarters for a prompt settlement, Consul General Hayashi
informs me that no definite time limit has been set with
respect to a reply from the Chinese.

The situation is

not believed to be as critical as intimated in the press
although further evidence of procrastination or insin
cerity on the part of the Chinese will make it extreme

ly difficult to avoid a Japanese military display in
Manchuria,

It has been impossible to obtain informa

tion concerning the sanction or sanctions which might

be applied in the event of a break down of negotiations"
The Nakamura case has for several weeks been caus
ing much excitement and while the Legation does not

share the alarmist views of many of the newspapers it

must be remembered the Sino-Japanese relations since
the Korean riots have been anything but friendly,' Any
incident
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incident if not carefully handled by both parties may

therefore produce a serious crisis.

The Legation be

lieves that the Manchurian authorities and probably al
so Japanese would prefer to settle the case locally

through the Japanese Consul General in Mukden rather

than through protracted negotiations between Nanking
and Tokyo.

Marshal Chang Hsueh Liang is aaid to be

personally sincerely desirous of effecting such local
settlement and to that end has designated his adviser

Tang Erhho to represent him in the negotiations.

But

if current reports be true that the Japanese military
are impatient and are urging the occupation of large
portion of Manchuria pending settlement of the case

it may prove extremely difficult to restrain existing
antiAJapanese feeling.

Tokyo informed.

JOHNSON
WSB
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Dated September 14, 1931
Rec’d 4rO5 a, m.

Secretary of State,

Washington
579, September

COPIES SENT
O.N.I. ANDM.I4M
T

.4, noon,

Legation’s 578, September 12, 8 p. m.

Following from American Consul General at
Mukden;

"September 13, 11 a. m.
No important developments in the Nakamura affair

since my political report of 10th.

Japanese Consul

General, without making a specific threat, seems to
have convinced Mukden authorities of Japanese deter-

mination to secure satisfaction and of the critical

consequence of unsatisfactory reply;

After a con

versation on the 10th between the Chinese and the

Japanese, the chief of the Chinese military police

left immediately to join the group of investigators

/
who were sent out on the 6th”.
JOHNSON

WSB
Ü 6 BOVBrNMtNT MUNTINS OrriŒL 1MT

J48256

S
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AMERICAN^ CONSULATE.
'General,
Mukdeir,'’China, August 20, 1931

hi

of

N AFFAIRS
5 1931
«t St«t«

SÊPH'M

Subject: Execution of Japanese Military Officer

r'^Mt^nd

Party by Chinese Soldiers.

The Secretarÿ of State,
Washington.
SlR:

I have the honour to transmit herewith a copy
in quintuplicate of my despatch No. 440 of August 20
—1931-to thejLegation, Peiping, on the above subject.

'RespëctfxiLli y

Enclo sure:
Copy of despatch No. 440

800
JCV:HTW

t

>
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AMWCAN CütïwUL 'nS CSWRAL,
Mukden, Chian, August 20, 1931.

^UBJFCT? sxeoutioa of Japanese Military offleer
end Party by Chinese soldiers.

The Honorable
Nelson Trualor Johnson,

AMsrloan Minister,
Peiping, china»

sir j

I here the honour to submit for the information of

the Legation a brief eooount of the exeoutlon of the
Japanese any onptain, Nakamura, and his party between

Taon®» end Solun (tffysp

)» by Chinese soldiers.

The details of ths incident were given no by Mr. Hayashi,
Japanese consul General at Mukden.
Early in June Captain Haknmure. obtained from the

Mukden special Delegete of the Ministry for Foreign

Affaira » "huchao" for travel in Menohuria.

Thia

huohao

excluded the territory between Taon«n end Stolon (Haingan ( jgL

Captain,

) Colonization Area) from travel by the

At Harbin, however, a second "hnehso" was

sooured whieh, aooordlng to the Japanese Consul General,
gave the desired permission to travel in the Taonan-Colun
area,

Captain Nakamura oenduated "investi®! tiohs "along
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th* Chinese Eastern Railway at ranehali, TaitsUur,
Angeagchi, and Ha liar.

s» secured the services of

» Mongolian «-nd a Russian interpreter, and also that
of a Japanese nawd Isugl, a retired Japanese army

sergeant who kept an inn at Angangohi.

This party

) on tha Chinese eastern

of four left ;'okotu (

Hallway about the Middle of June, their template

destination being Taonan.

on June 27th th» party

were arrested by chines© troops at a place oallad

niokungfu (

l'j1 H

) » a ©mil piece east of Holm

).

between that town and Chainite wangfu
Although the place and manner of execution haw not
jet been fully established, it is beliawd that the

party were taken to solun where they wre shot on

July 1st and subsequently burned*

The execution

was carried out by order and in ths presence of Kuan

Yu-hsng ( |^ Æ?

), commanding the 3rd Paginent of

the Hslngen Hee leant ion Amy during the absence in
Mukden of Colonel Chao KUan-wu

), the regular

corarsander.

Japanese suspicions wars aroused when ths party
failed to appear at Taonaa at ths scheduled tins.

Japanese newspapers in rmohuria were the first to
secure rumours of the fate of the party.

After the

©ppeerenoe of a news report about July iSth, the
Japanese took steps to surpress all seoounts of the

incident pending a thorough investigation.

for this

reason it was not until August 17th that the first
newspaper
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newspaper account of the execution appeared la th*
Mtwhuriaa papers.
Consul General Hayashi has within the past few

days taken up the ease with General Tseng Shih-yi,
CliaiiTaon of th* Liaoning Provincial Govern»**!.

He

is densadlag an in demit y, apology, puaishfflsnt of the
responsible Chinese army officers, and assuranooof
future protection.

General Tsang shih-yi has expressed

a readiness to oonply with these doiaands.

Mr. Hayashi

has confidence in his sincerity but very little in hie

ability to enforce execution of his orders*
Mr. Hayashi assured me that the negotiations were

entirely in his hands inspite of rumours to the effect
that the Japanese military author it io* were to Interfere
in scouring a settlament.

He deplored the attitude of

military officials, mentioning a call which

Major ’Jorl,

a Japanese army officer, had node upon General Tsang Shih-

yi on July 17th.

mjor Mori la of the Japanese General

Staff Office and we cent to Mukden by the Japanese Aray
apparently to investigate the cnee.

Ha informa General

Twang Shih-yi of bow seriously th* Japanese Amy viewed
the iusldent and gave out the following report»
”1* dealing with co serious a case,
nice diplmat io courtesies could not satisfy th*
Japanese imy, «ad I am here to see for nyaelf
what mount of sincerity is shown by the Chiasse
side handling th* ease. It goes without saying
that, once we are satisfied of lartt of sincerity
on the Chinese aide, th* Japanese side night
enforce it* demend*.
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this Incident Is believed to be the first in the
history of stno-Japenrse relations where a Japanese

army officer bee been arrested and executed by the
order of Chinee* military authorities.

The Japanese

press in Mènehurls ie making imich of the incident end
Mr. Fay&ehi telle me that the outspoken indignation of

the military
populao®.

authorities in Japan ie exiting the Japaneee

Ho did not Indicate what ©otion might be taken

in the event the Chinese did not meet the demands he has

presented but 1 wt s lead to believe that he is seriously
cone© med over the offset which protracted negotiations

might have on Tn pan© a® feelln®#.
In dteousting the general sino-Japanese situâtion
in ranchurin, ?"r. TTayaahl did not try to Minimise its
seriousness.

ne stated that while that portion ef

Japanese public opinion which was demendtng a "strong

k

polls?*’ in Manchuria did not represent e Majority of

the people, nevertheless irrltion with Chinese tactics
and Itereign Office policy we® growing, particularly

wng th© ne Fibers of the military party and the Japanese
reeltents in Mmiohurlo.

The Japanese authorities in

Manchuria wre taking every precaution to avoid a eonfUot

in Lknc hurla but the possibility of «owe unexpected aine»

Japanese conflict developing into an incident of major
importune© forced them to view the situation with grave

concern.

Very
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hry respectfully your»,

John Carter Vincent
Ansrloan Gcaaul.*

Original end one copy to Legation.
Fire copies to Department.

300
JCViTW
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PLAIN

1—1336

From

■a4,

division

Peiping via N* R,
Dated. September 17

193 x

1

, Diviapn of
Secretary

State

SEP WÎ93Î

7 9 3 .9 4 /

Washxngton

MR FASJfRH AFFAi

Depsrrm-wflt of State

594, September 17, 6 p. m,

Reuter report

Nanking sixteenth:

interviewed

Nakamura in Manchuria declared that Foreign Office was

awaiting report from Mukden on the matter.

He said that

National Government had always been a champjion of spirit
of fairplay and as soon as facts were known he promised

speedy and just settlement of case."
„n
WSB

1/

JOHNSON

793

today with regard to alleged murder of Japanese Captain

I

”0. T, Wang, Chinese Foreign Minister,
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From
Dated.

PEIPING
September 19, 1931

18th

Secretary of S^ate
Washing ton
CD

599, September 19
TRIPLE PRIORITY
Donald, adviser to Marshal Chang Hsueh Liang, has

N
CD

just informed me of the receipt here by Chang Hsueh Liang
of a telegram from Mukden to the effect that at 10 p.m.

on evening of September 18th a squad of Japanese soldiers,
having left Japanese barracks and gone southeast of Mukden

City, were firing with rifles at the east camp, arsenal
and city and with artillery at the rate of one shell a

minute

Statement is that some 70 soldiers at east camp

had been injured.

No knowledge of amount of damage or

number of casualties in city.

Donald stated that Marshal

Chang Hsueh Liang had ordered all Chinese soldiers within

to

barracks, depoted all arms, and forbade retaliation, add

ing that Japanese soldiers had apparently run amuck, Jap-

anese consular authorities being powerless.

Firing reported
to be
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2- #599, September 19,1931,
from Peiping.

to be still going on at 1 o’clock this morning, Japanese
soldiers then at west gate apparently surrounding city.

Please inform War and Navy Department.
Commander-in-Chief and Tokyo informed.

JOHNSON
OX

Nanking
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From GREEN

MMP

Tokyo

Dated September 19, 1931
>AjKj™^-_Xec’d 2:31 a. in
Secretary of State, /$R

Washington

. SfM 9 ÎS31

p^-

v

m

Peiping’sj

Japanese newspapers today published extras

that the facts seem to be a minor clash between

Japanese South Manchurian railway guards and Chinese
soldiers growing out of damage to a section of railway

track just north of Mukden, which the Japanese army
has since occupied.

The Japanese assures us they are

determined upon a peaceful settlement of whatever con
troversy arises
Under the circumstances I think it would be un
wise to cancel voyage home and stay here as such action

might be misconstrued so I Shall sail on EMPRESS OF

JAPAN this afternoon
Repeated to Peiping

FORBES
RR
KLP

795

The Foreign Office stated to a member of the staff

I

indicating a state of war between Japan and China

7 9 0 .9 4 /

150, Septe:
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From ^okyo

1931

(0
C’

CD
4^.

Vice Minister for Foreign Affairs informs me

that according to information at hand the South

co
Q

Manchuria Railway guards at Mukden discovered last
night about 10 o’clock that part of the track north
of Mukden was being torn up,

They called assistance

and proceeded to break up the interference when they

were confronted by several hundred Chinese soldiers in
uniform coming out of the north camp.

The Japanese

military authorities thereupon sent out a force
sufficient to drive off the Chinese and by 10 o’clock

this morning had occupied the vzhole of Mukden and its
environment.

I am now informed that a special Cabinet.
m

meeting was held today and orders have been dispa®che£c2

1

to the Japan<
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2, #153 from Tokyo, 9/19/31

MNP

to the Japanese Commander-in-Chief of the army in
Manchuria to stop all further aggressive military
operations.

The Foreign Office has promised to keep

me advised.
Copy to Peiping.

NEVILLE

RR
KLP
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

PEIPING via N.R«
1—1333

From

Dated. September 19, 1931

Rec’d. 5:58 a.m

of \

Secretary of State

FAR EASTERN AFFAIRS'

9 Î93Î

Washington
rimant «f Stat*

7 9 3 .9 4 /

PRIORITY
600, September 19, noon,

My September 19, 2:30 p.m,

I

Same source informs me that two train loads of

797

Japanese soldiers arrived Yingkou this morning pro
ceeding thence to Kaopangtzu where they disarmed

railway police and all others occupying town.

Japanese

war ship is reported to have arrived at Yingkou this

morning.

Communication from Mukden ceased at 3 a.m.

at which time Japanese soldiers reported entered city.

Mayer, Military Attache’s office, is proceeding
Mukden to ascertain facts

Please inform War and Navy.

Repeated to Command^1

to

in-chief and Tokio

§
JOHNSON

OSB

AQCTRTRn.
DECLASSIFIED»

F O 11652. sec.3
(E) 10,
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PEIPING VIA N. R,
1—133»

FROM

Dated September 19, 1931

Rec’d. 7 a.m»!

Secretary of State

Washington

1 9 1931
PRIORITY

7 9 5 .9

605, September 19, 5 pirn.

Military Attache’s office informs me as follows:

4/

11 Japanese Military Attache and Naval Attache state

I

798

that three—four days ago several Japanese pickets were

ambushed and killed by Chinese soldiers on South
Manchuria Railway, that South Manchuria Railway was

cut north of Mukden and that due to these events and
Nakamura case they have seized Mukden, Changchun, Yingkou
and Kaopangtzu and railway connecting with last two
places.

That arsenals in Mukden have been seized and that

fighting has occurred there and at Changchun.

Chinese

troops in neighborhood of Mukden have been disarmed.

Further state that occupation of territory laterally

from South Manchuria Railway will only be in depth to
guard their flanks"

JOHNSON
CSB

ro
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1-.133,

PEIPING via N. R.

From

aS

/ _ Jh

■ —"

jf"

f

’

L—

■
’

Dated September 19, 1931
Rec’d. 10J15 a.m.

7 9 3 .9 4 /1 7 9 9

606, September 19, 8 p.m.
Following telegram has been received from Langdon
at Dairen.
V
”September 19, 2 p.m.

Consul at Mukden telephones

for repetition to you that Japanese took over whole of

Mukden at 1 a.m., this morning, they have also occupied

Changohltai * Antung and Newchwang and are running public

services at all these places.

Foreigners are all safe’1 ,
JOHNSON

RR

§

OSB

to
§
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1—1336

From
Dated. September 19

1931

(A
Rec’d. 10:25 a.m.
of
0
EASÎERW AFFAiRSl
f <

Secretary of State

Washington;

7 9 3 .9 4 /1 8 0 0

PRIORITY

607, September 19, 9 p.m.-

Following undated, from American Consul General at

Mukden, repeated, by Naval radio from Shanghai:
"September 19. 4 p.m.

at Peiping.

Please forward to Legation

Sano Japanese Consulate reports South

Manchuria Railway cut about twenty miles north of Mukden

by 400 Chinese troops from Peitaiyin garrison, 150
Japanese troops engaging Chinese».

fire can be heard from Mukden»
engagement

Desultory artillery

Obviously not a severe

Chinese Foreign Offioe telephoned 1:45

to
Chinese had requested Japanese cease firing but without

avail.

Japanese have blocked railway settlement to all

including foreigners.

Wo danger to foreigners anticipar< -

although serious political complications will very likely

arise.
KLP

Lynch”-,
CSB

JOHNSON
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From Shanghai via N. R

Dated September 19, 1931

Secretary of State
Washington

PRIORITY
p. m

Following telegram just received in plain
language from American Consul at Mukden:

"Japanese

troops occupied Mukden, Newchwang, Antung 1 a. m., 19th,

All government services taken over.

Inform the Embassy and the Legation at Peiping.

Signed Lynch,"

Repeated to Legation
CUNNINGHAM

CSB

g
§

I

present.

Foreigners safe at

7 9 3 . 9 4 / IS O

September 19
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.•h\D

^^hanghai via N
Dated September 19, 1931
Rec*dJ7 a

Secretary of State

of

Washington

1 9 1931

*H

?

Priment af $(4ft

September 19

7 9 3 .9 4 /1 8 0 2

The following t legram has been Sent the

Legation;
"This Consulate General has received a report

from the Bank of China based upon a Reuter ticker to
the effect that last night the Japanese troops attacked
the Chinese garrison at the North gate at Mukden, kill-

ing eighty Chinese soldiers.

The Chinese troops in

formed Marshal Chang Hsueh Liang at Peiping who ordered

them not to retaliate..

The bank has been unable to

day to get telegraphic communications with its Mukden
branch" .*

NOT SIGNED

KLP
CSB

bo

3
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1—1336

From

Peiping via N. R.
Dated September 17, 1931
Rec’d 19th, 5 a

m.

W .4FFAIRÎ1
Secretary of State»

9 mi

597, September
Legation’s 578, September 12, 5 p. m
Consul General Nanking reports by mail that on

September tenth an official of Foreign Office called on
him and handed him aide mémoire of the same date which
Ing
opens with the follow/ paragraph I

”The.military clique in Japan has of late been
clamoring for a drastic policy towards China particularly

in regard to Manchuria and Mongolia,

At the military

commanders conference the Minister of War publicly drew

attention to the possibility of what he termed grave develop
ments in Manchuria and Mongolia and urged the necessity o;

preparedness.
Such preparedness as interpreted in the
«
t®
light of recent events seems to consist of repeated provocations in Manchuria in order to provide excuses for the

use of

7 9 o • 9 4 /1 8 0 ^

Washington
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REP
2- #597, from Peiping, Sept.17.1931,
Rec’d 19th, 5 a. n. z f

use of force as we^l as an intensive propaganda campaign

designed to blind -Ç^e eyes of the world to the faots
of the situation"..

The aide racmoirq then briefly enumerates a number
of specific instances of alleged;, recent Japanese acts of

aggression or provacatfon,

Similar statements arc said to

have been supplied to the British Legation and Loagub of

Nations.
Copies by mail to the Department and Tokyo. .

JOHNSON
CSB
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From

Peiping via N,' R.

Dated September 19, 1931

Secretary of State,

Washington.'

602, September 19,
7/7//
My 599, September 19 and 600, September 19, 11 a

Chang Hsueh Liang to confirm reports contained in my

two telegrams above referred to and to say that Japanese

military forces were in occupation of the city of Mukden
and that they had placed troops at all administrative

offices including the Marshal’s headquarters^

Occupation

of Kaopangtzu cuts Manchuria off completely from China.
Koo stated that Marshal Chang had reported matter to
Nanking.

In the course of conversationAKoo brought up

League possible action on the part of Cfcina or yfrflgÿa
either under the Covenant of the League, the Xellogg Pact

or Article 7 of the Nine Power Treaty regarding principites
and policies.

With reference to the treaty regarding■

principleS

1 .8 0 4

Wellington Koo has just come to me from Marshal

7 9 3 .9 4 /
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2- #602, from Peiping, Sept, 19,1931
7 a. m.

principles and/he suggested possibility of the United

States starting a discussion among interested powers.
I told Koo that I had informed Department of

incidents thus far reported to me, that I was not in

a position to know what attitude my Government would

take as to the basis for the dispute and that I thought
it would take a little time to learn what it was about

and what should be done.

Koo departed asking me to inform

him of any views that Washington might have in regard to

this matter.
In a separate telegram I am communicating substance

of conversation member of staff had with Counselor of
Japanese Legation at noon today regarding Japanese version

of last night’s events at Mukden.

(#) -OmiKsios.
CSB
RR

JOHNSON
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Legation's 602, September 19, 2 p. m.

Member of my staff called on Counselor of Japanese

Legation in the absence of the Japanese Minister who is

in Shanghai.

He was informed that the Mukden incident

appears to have been caused by an attenpt on the part

of some three or four hundred Chinese soldiers to blow
up the line of the South Manchuria Railway immediately

to the north of Mukden,

A Japanese force was sent to

investigate and prevent further damage to the line but
when they arrived they were opposed by the Chinese
soldiers and a brief engagement ensued.

The Japanese

thereupon decided as a peroautionary measure to occupy

certain parts of the city.

In reply to a question he

stated there may be no connection between the events of
last ni^ht and the representations the Japanese Govcrn-

ment

§
to

§
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ment had made regarding other incidents and that, on the

contrary, they had been encouraged by the conciliatory
attitude the Chinese had recently shown in connection

with the Nakamura.

When asked whether it was true that

Japanese troops had occupied Kaopangtzu he replied

he did not know but doubted it very much.

JOHNSON

CSB
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Secretary of State,
Washington, D.C.
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Priority
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Dmrtment

Shrt*

608 September 20, 2

Following from Mukdi fvia Shanghai:

"September 19, 8 a.m.

All Americans safe although

statement in my earlier telegram regarding safety of
foreigners was somewhat premature.

guns opened

(#)

Japanese machine

motor car carrying Chinese in Inter

national Settlement killing chauffeur, wounding
occupant, bullets passing over Mukden Club windo’w and
automobiles of Americans standing in compound.

Jap

anese troops now control International Settlement

and surround native city.

At five p,mi yesterday

Japanese Consulate General assured me that chance

of immediate trouble had practically passed due to
conciliatory attitude of Chinese.

Believe whole

episode complete surprise to Japanese Consulate

General.

International Settlement now quiet. LYNCH."

JOHNSON

JS

(#) Apparent omission.
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Dated September 20, 1931
DIVISION

।

Rec’d 3 a. m«

Secretary of State

ihington

1931 J

609, September 20

Commandant of American Guard who is Senior
Commandant informs me that Commandant of Japanese

Legation Guard came to him this morning and after

informing him of happenings in Manchuria along the
lines reported in Tokyo’s 153, September 19, 5 p, in.,

referred to possibility of attacks upon Japanese
Nationals resident in Peiping,

He asked concerning

attitude of the Senior Commandant in such eventuality
with special reference to general plan of defense of

foreigners and Legation quarter in case of attack.,
Commandant of American Guard replied with my approval

that present situation involving as it does only
Japanese would not warrant invoking of general plan.
Senior Commandant suggested that if Japanese citizens !

threatened outside Legation quarter obvious step would

be for Japanese authorities to bring them into their

own Legation,

Repeated to Commander-in-Chief,
JOHNSON
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Washington, D.C
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Reuter report from Nanki

FAR EASFfifa

"With reference to Japanese military action in
Manchuria Reuter learns that Chinese Foreign Ministry
lodged strong protest today with Japanese Minister

Shigemitsu demanding immediate cessation of hostile
agitation on the part of Japanese forces and their

immediate withdrawal to their original posts.
Foreign Ministry has also ordered Chinese

Charge d'Affaires at Tokio to lodge similar protest
with Japanese Government."

JOHNSON

OX

§
CO

?
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Rpc*<y)th 12:15 p.m. .
Divi^&n of

Secretary of State

FAR EASTERN AFFAIRS'

September 19, 10 a.m. y
Local Japanese Consulate General informs mo that

clashes took place between Chinese and Japanese soldiers
at Mukden, Seupingkai and possibly at Changchun on the

evening of September 18th.
Stand:‘ard Oil Company informs me Japanese stating
he represented Japanese General inquired what stocks
of gasoline at Harbin.

Legation informed
HANSON

JHR

OX

8
8

7 9 3 .9 4 /1 8 0 9

Washington, D.C
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Washington, D. C

Rec*

ptember 21, 1931

n V 1 ''

His Excellency Mr. Henry L. Stimso

7 9 0 .9 4 /1 8 1 0

State Department,
Washington, D. C

The Chinese Students Club in the District of' Columbia
has the honor to call Your Excellency’s attention to the
fact that according to the press reports Japan has landed

her troops in Mukden and Tsingtao, all being Chinese territory

The Japanese Cabinet has authorized its Minister

of War to despatch more military forces to the strategic

points of China with the deliberate intention to provoke

an incident in order to provide a pretext for occupation
of Chinese ^territory.

A state of war is therefore in

existence at least laterially throughout Manchuria and

Shantung without any cause of provocation on the part of

China.

Japan being a nation ruled by militarists is

apparently taking advantage of the national calamity of
China in order to seek more special privileges and pre
ferential rights which if left unchecked would be

detrimental

cc

tc
O'
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2- to Hie Excellency Mr. Henry L.
Stimson, Sept. 21, 1931, 12:19 a

detrimental to

China’s sovereignty, her territorial and

administrative integrity, and also constitute a violation
of the Nine Power Treaty concluded at Washington in 1922.

Moreover both China and Japan are signatories to the
Paris Pact of 192B,outlawing war as an instrument of
national policy.

The action of Japan in attacking China

under distress should be condemned by all signatories

to the same pact.

China, confident of world opinion,

is refraining at least temporarily from undertaking any

act of retaliation although she has the perfect right
to do so in this case of bona fide self defense.

The

Chinese, students club shall appreciate it very much if

Your Excellency will take the initiative as you did in
July, 1929, regarding the Sino-Russian Railway contro

versy in enlisting the cooperation of some major signa
tories to the Kellogg-Briand Pact in an effort to prevent
hostilities between China and Japan through calling the

attention of China and Japan to the application in
principle as well as in spirit the Pact of Paris.

CHINESE STUDENTS CLUB
District of Columbia
Two thousand four G Street

HPD
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EXCELLENCY PRESIDENT HERBERT H
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UyC-phviston of
ÎAÜASW AfFTO
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THE CHINESE STUDENTS CLUB IN THE DISTRIC

™ 4
75£6®* ,

R

Wa^LUHBrA HAS

H-NOR TO CALL YOUR EXCELLENCYS ATTENTION 'TO THE FACT THAT

c

ACCORDING TO THE PRESS REPORTS JAPAN HAS LANDED HER TROOPS IN

MUKDEN AND TSINGTAO ALL BEING CHINESE TERRITORY

THE JAPANESE

CABINET HAS AUTHORIZED ITS MINISTER OF WAR TO DISPATCH MORE

I LITANY F 'RCES TO THE STRATEGIC POINTS OF CHINA WITH THE
DELIBERATE INTENTION

to

PROVOKE AND INCIDENT IN ORDER TO PROVI

A PRETEXT FOR OCCUPATION OF CHINESE TERRI TORY A STATE’OF WAR

IS THEREFORE IN EXISTENCE AT LEAST MATERIALLY THROUGHOUT

MANCHURIA AND SHANTUNG WITHOUT ANY CAUSE OFPR^VOCAÏI ON ON THE

PART

'F CHINA

JAPAN BEING A NATION RULED BY i IL IT ARI STS IS

;

APPARENTLY TAKING ADVANTAGE OF THE NATIONAL CALAMITY 'F CHINA
|
IN ORDER TO- SEEK MORE SPECIAL PRIVILEGES AND PREFERENTIAL RIGHTS*
WHICH IF LEFT UNCHECKED COULD BE DETRIMENTAL T< CHINAS

SOVEREIGNTY HER TE RR IT OR IAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE INTEGRITY AND
ALSO CONSTITUTE A VIOLATION 0-F THE NINE POWER TREAT^ C .'gCLUDED
AT WASHINGTON IN 1922
SIGNAT-RIES T'

R''RE-VER BOTH CHINA AND JAPAT* Ai&
Laj
THE PARIS PACT OF
UTLAWIHG WAR AS
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4 NSTKU'ENT -F NATIONAL POLICY THE ACTION OF JAPAN IN ATTACKING

SIGNATORIES T'

CHINA UNDER DISTRESS SHOULD BE CONDEMNED BY
THE SA'IE PACT

CHINA CONFIDENT 'F WORLD OPIN I ■•N IS REFRAINING /J

TE; p KhHILY FROM UNDERTAKING ANY ACT

AL TH'HIGH SHE HAS THE PERFECT RIGHT

to

T KETAL ! AT 1

DO SO IN THIS CASE OF

B-IIIFI DE SELFDEFENCE THE CHINESE STUDENTS CLUB SHALL APPRECIATE

IT VERY i'UCH IF Y:,U

EXCELLENCYS GOVERNMENT WILL TAKE THE

INITIATIVE AS IT DID lr! JULY 1? 192?REGARD I NG THE S| NORUSSIAN ;
RAILWAY CONTROVERSY IN ENLISTING THE COOPERATI F! OF S'; 'E
ôlGi’.AT RI ES

H' STILITIES

T- THE KELL OGG BRI AND PACT IN AN EFFORT

PREVENT

ETWEEN CHINA AND JAPAN THROUGH CALLING THE

TTEOT I’Hi

F CHINA AND JAPAN T-’ THE APPLICATION IN PRINCIPLE AS |\
I:
PARIS=
WELL AS IN SPIRIT THE PACT

CHINESE STUDENTS CLUB DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Ti-rUSAüH F

h;i

«

/
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volcher

10 1951,

Chinese Students 01 ub.

District of Columbia,
2004 0 Street, Northwest,

Washington, D, 0.

The receipt is acknowledged, by reference from

the White House, of your telegram of September 20,
1931, addressed to the President, in regard to the

Manchuria situation.
The contents of this communication have been
noted.

Very truly yours.

For the Secretary of State:

Stanley I. Hornbeck,
Chief,
Division of Far Eastern Affairs.
FE:0BC/VDM
10/8/31

FE
A true c®y of
the signed ^orig
inal, r""',y

/Ft 793.94/1810

Sirs:
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\.r

7
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U 2 1931

/ t ’S * 2 6 2 .

1—1336

Following from Consul General, Nanking;
"Dr. Wang asked me to inform you that he was

preparing a coramunicatioil to the American Government

invoking the Kellogg Pact as he did in 1929,

A simul

taneous appeal will be made to the League of Nations

for friendly assistance in settling the controversy
between China and Japan"
JOHNSON
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Reo’d 3:33 a< m.

Washington

155, Septemb
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Divisrt
Secretary of State,

easferL

PP21 is
10 a,

Embassy’s 150, September 19, noon

I have since learned, by telegram from the Consul
at Dairen that the Japanese have occupied. Antung,

Newchang and Changchun.

This was confirmed from

Japanese sources and. by the Chinese Charge

The Chinese Charge told, me that he had. presented.
a note by instruction from Nanking asking the Japanese

(one) to refrain from further military operations and.
(two) to withdraw their armed forces.

He said that the

Foreign Office had informed him that orders had qg^ready

been issued to stop military operations; thaw in regard
to two, the Japanese Government was deliberating @it

they were determined to safeguard the lives and property
of the civilian population, Japanese and foreign as well

as Chinese
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2- #155, from Tokio, Sept. 21^1931
•’> 3ï33 a. m
as Chinese.

I understand, that the Japanese authorities

are operating all public services at the occupied areas.

Recent reports indicate consistent unrest in the
Ohientao region on the Korean border.

I have been unable

as yet to ascertain just what is taking place there...
Repeated to Peiping.

NEVILLE
CSB
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Secretary of State,

Washington

616, September 21, W p. m.

»1

Reuter report from Wanking twentieth:

"A second note was handed to Mr. Shingemitsu
this afternoon demanding immediate withdrawal of

Japanese troops from territories forcibly occupied
and the restoring of normal conditions.

Note says

that Chinese Government also reserves all rights to

adopt future appropriate action.

-

Central executive committee held five hours

session today to consider the position and decide to
declare September twenty-third as a national humiliation

-

will be flown at half mast, places of amusement closed

m -s i ioq

day in connection with recent events, when all flags

and social functions suspended"«

JOHNSON
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ment »t State

613, Septem

21, 11 a. m.

In reply to/Legation’s inquiry Consul at

Tsingtau telegraphs as follows;
"September 20, 8 p, m.
here.

No Japanese troops

Cruiser KUMA in port but no bluejackets landed

Understand Japanese Consul General has arranged with

Chinese authorities to maintain order but that cruiser
TSUSHIMA being held for despatch to Tsingtau should
Japanese lives and property be endangered.

Up to the

present time all tranquil"

JOHNSON

KLP
CSB

8
co
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WILL INDICATE WHETHER

CONFIDENTIAL CODE

NONCONFIDËNTIAL CODE

Collect

Bepartnwttt of ^iate

Charge Department

Charge to

PLAIN

Washington,

September 19, 1931

3?
ALLEGATION

1^'
Department’s No. 328,

September 18, 2 p.m.

paragraphs 8 and 9 and your 599,

I

In view of developments in Sino-Japanese

relations, please telegraph your opinion whether it will
be more advantageous for you to remain in Peiping for

the time being than to proceed to Nanking.

Two.

Please telegraph your comments on the

incident and situation at Mukden.

CB/X"

Enciphered by__________________________

Sent by operator_____________ M.»----------------------- Tnrtflv Rn—Nn. M).

/9---------- »-------------------------------------------------------------

v

b. govsrnmwt mnrrrxG omci:

im

1—188

8 I4 A

One.

September 19, 2:30 a.m.

7 9 3 .9 4 /

PEIPING (CHINA)

p
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614, September 21, noon. /
/./*57 4 a.

Your 330, September 19, 3 p, m. received September
21, 9 a, m.
One.

In my 604, September 19, 4 p. m. I suggested

that it seemed to me wise that I be in Peiping for the

present to watch the situation.

It seems also wise

to.be here where I can consult with my British-oolleague

about local matters.

I suggest

that I be authorized to

inform Dr. Wang in reply to his letter that my Government

is also anxious to bring negotiations to a conclusion

but that certain points remain to be cleared up between

££

myself and the Department and that in addition in view

$3

of recent events, my Government desires me to remain for
the present in Peiping for the purpose of watching develop
ments.
Two,.'
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Two.

My telegrams sent on the nineteenth and

twentieth will have given Department all of the factual

information 'which has come to my knowledge.

No one

appears to be able to give satisfactory reason for

chain of incidents which began about ten o’clock on

the evening of September 18th and which by steady
progress have resulted in putting all of Manchuria

south of Changchun.
(END PART ONE}.

JOHNSON.
OSB
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Dated September 21, 1931
Rec’d 9:40 a. m.
Secretary of State,

Washington
614, September 21, noon.

PART TWO.
and east of the Peking-Mukden Railway line under
Japanese military control.

Legation has endeavored

to keep Department informed of details of Nakamura

case.

It is my belief that it was this incident which

precipitated the chain of events above referred to.

Travellers and visitors in Manchuria have informed me
that for some two or three weeks past Japanese soldiers
have been carrying out daily and nightly maneuvers and

sham fights in and around the railway settlements along
the line of the South Manchuria Railway from Changchun
to Liaoning using blank cartridges.

British Minister,

who was in Changchun the other day, described to me
such a sham fight which occurred in and about the
railway station while he was having money changed and

which created a tremendous disturbance. •

(END PART WO).
JOHNSON

HPD - CSB
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Dated September 21, 1931
Rec’d 9:45 a. m.

Secretary of State,
Washington
614
(PART THREE).
Guests in hotels state that during such sham

fighting Japanese soldiers would enter hotels seek

out vacant rooms, plant machine guns in windows and

on roofs and immediately commence firing to the dis

turbance of every one.

It is my present belief that

much of this was deliberately staged for the purpose
of accustoming the populace to the maneuvering of

Japanese soldiery day and night and to the sound of
machine and othér guns.

Three.

Japanese statement contained in my 603,

September 19, 3 p. m., Tilson’s telegrams September 19,
1 p. m., and September 19, 6 p. m, is to the effect

that this chain of incidents was notr precipitated by
Nakamura affair but was started because of clash between

Japanese guards
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MHP

Japanese guards and armed Chinese soldiers attempting
to break South Manchuria Railway tracks.

END PART THREE
JOHNSON

WWC
KLP
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Secretary of State,

Washington
614, September 21, noon,

PART FOUR.

It seems to me absurd to believe that mere
destruction of railway tracks would warrant occupation

of Manchuria^ and to Simply that chain of events above

mentioned was accidental or occurred on the spur of the

moment leaves out of consideration the fact that whole

series of incidents involving military occupation of
places as far apart as Changchun, Newchwang, Antung,
Kaopangtzu and Hulutao implies a degree of staff work

which could not (#) improvised.

Furthermore it is our

understanding here that Japanese military headquarters
were transferred almost immediately from Port Arthur

to Mukden.
Four.

There has been ample indication in the

situation arising out of Nakamura affair of indignation

on the part of the
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2, #614 from Peiping, 9/21/31
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on the part of the Japanese military over the whole sit

uation in Manchuria and a desire to avenge Japan for
indignities due to unsettled cases and in particular

the alleged execution of a Japanese military officer

upon active duty^
END PART FOUR.

JOHNSON

RR

HPD
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Peiping via N. R.

Dated September 21, 1931
Rec* d 10 a. m.

Secretary of State,
Washington.

614, September 21, noon,

(part FIVE)

I understand that Japanese military believe this

necessary to restoration of their popularity.

Some ten

days ago I was informed by Dr. J. 0. Ferguson of his
belief that Japan intended to occupy Manchuria within

three months.

There have been other statements of this

V
kind although I have been unwilling to put too much

faith or credence in them but now that the event has

transpired I cannot escape the feeling that it is the
result of careful planning.

I am without any informa

tion as to what Japan next propose® to do but I imagine
that before Japan retires from points now in occupation

she will demand and receive satisfactory settlement of all

points at issue at least in regard to Manûhuria,,
Five
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Five.

It will be interesting to see what bearing

all this will have upon extraterritorial negotiations

between Japan and China.
.Six.

The situation today is that Japan is in

possession of south Manchuria.

Train service between

Peiping and Mukden is open but I understand that entry

into Manchuria along usual lines of communication is

only accomplished witfc the permission of Japanese
authorities.
Repeated to Tokyo.

(END MESSAGE).
JOHNSON
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Dated September 21^ 19S1
Reo»d 1

Secretary of State

Washington,:

148, September 21, 2 p. m.
Strictly confidential for the Secretary,

cc
('

With reference to the armed clash between Ohines®
and Japanese in Manchuria, Drummond stated that he had
no unbiased reports

as

to facts and asked me to ascertain

from you whether you would be willing to give him for
his personal and confidential guidance the facts which you
have at your disposal.

He

further

asked whether you would

be

willing to

state to him also confidentially your views as to

whether the Kellogg Pact is involved and your reasons
for such views.
WILSON

OSB

&
0)
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WILSON
BERGUES (Geneva)

confidential

You may tell Drummond confidentially that I.am

embarrassed by lack of sufficiently complete information

as to the facts of the situation; but that it seems clear
that an aggressive movement of wide extent involving care
ful planning and strategic aim seems to have been made by

the military forces of Japan.

It seems also clear that

there is a sharp cleavage of opinion and intention between

the military chiefs and the Foreign Office and that the
part of wisdom would seem to be, while preparing to sup
port and strengthen treaty obligations, to avoid methods

which may excite nationalistic feeling in Japan in support
of the army and against the Foreign Office.

We are follow

ing closely and anxiously the developments in this situa
tion and the relation of such developments and situation^
to treaty obligations^ tac/v

C,
STIMSON
S HLSîHHR

gep.22'1911#

Enciphered by

Sent by operator...

GR

.. M„

__
governmwt fbcïtwo orner.

Index Bu—No. 50.
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MUKDEN INCIDENT

SEP 24 1931

Mr. Sectejtary:
The 'Secretary General of the League of Nations asks

whether you would be willing to give him for his personal
and confidential guidance the facts which you have at

your disposal with regard to the clash in Manchuria and
your views, with reasons

as to whether the Kellogg Pact

is Involved
It would be a simple matter to give him a brief

statement regarding the actual situation (without attempting to explain the antecedents).

The question of views

with regard to the Kellogg Pact is more difficult

The question arises:

Do you wish to comply with

the request of the Secretary General; and, if so, on one

point or on both

May I have your instruction?

SKH/ZMF
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Dated September 21, 1931
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Secretary of State,

Washington.:

148, September 21, 2 p. m.

Strictly confidential for the Secretary.

With reference to the armed clash between Chinese
and Japanese in Manchuria, Drummond stated that he had

no unbiased reports as to facts and asked me to ascertain

from you whether you would be willing to give him for
his personal and confidential guidance the facts which you

have at your disposal.

He further asked whether you would be willing to

state to him also confidentially your views as to
whether the Kellogg Pact is involved and your reasons
for such views.

WILSON

CSB
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GRAY

Peiping via N, R
DIVISION OF

Dated September 21, 1931
d 11:45 a. m.

FA

Secretary of State

EASTlftK

JSEM1 O

Washington

Oeplrlm«nf

617, Septe

AffMffi

nt State

r 21, 5 p. m.

Assistant Military Attache of this Legation

called on Japanese Military Attache this afternoon

and obtained from him following information:

"Japanese subjects in Harbin and Kirin are in
a dangerous position.

In Kirin they have all been

Chang Tso Hsuiang, Governor of Kirin,

6 ’130

protection.

is apparently away and his second in command says that

he is unable to protect Japanese subjects.

In Harbin

the situation is also grave, accordingly General Honjo
has ordered the second Japanese division to proceed
to Kirin and Harbin from the neighborhood of Mukden,

This movement as I understand it has not begun as yet>,
Japanese Military Attache said that Chinese troops were

gathering for an attack on Szepingkai, the Fushun coal
mines, and

|£6M

appeal to the military authorities in Mukden fer

’

collected in the Japanese Consulate and have sent an
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mines, and implied that they were also about to attack
Japanese in Kirin.

When asked as to what Soviet Russia would say to

the occupation of Harbin he replied that he did not
think they would actually fight or move any troops
but that Japanese would be exposed to all kinds of
subversive tactics.
He further stated that a mixed brigade was being

held on the Yalu River under readiness for duty in
Manchuria and that he considered that reenforcements

of the Manchurian garrison were absolutely necessary

although he claims that he does not know that these
reenforcements will take place.

Japanese Military Attache denies that Kaopangtzu

and Hulutao have been occupied."
Repeated to Tokyo.

JOHNSON

WSB
HPD
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Secretary of State,

Washington
615, September 21, 2 p. m.
Consul General at Nanking reports September 20,

7 p. m., that Foreign Office has communicated to him
text of a note which has been sent to the Department

2?

through the Chinese Legation in Washington appealing to

r
_

the signatories of the Kellogg Pact ”to take such steps
as will ensure the preservation of peace in the Far

East and the upholding of the principle of the peace
ful settlement of international disputes,”
The text as received by the Legation is garbled

in places but I assume the Department has by now obtained
it from the Chinese Legation,

If not, this Legation

will telegraph it to you.

The official who handed Peck the document for
transmission to me said that the Foreign Minister hoped

that I

g
*-•

3
s
q
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2, #615 from Peiping, 9/21/31.

that I "would recommend this appeal to the favorable

consideration of the Department of State".
For the present I can only refer the Department
to my 614, September 21, noon which represents my views

based on such information as is accessible to me at this
time.

JOHNSON

CSB
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INDICATED GN THIS MESSAGE

NA93 117 CABI

SEP 21 1931

division OF

6

40

gECPETARY’S OFFICE
NLT THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES

WASHINGTON (DC^

WHEREAS ALTHOUGH CHINAS SOVEREIGNTY IN MANCHURIA HAS BEEN
OFFICIALLY RECOGNIZED BY JAPAN IN HER DECLARATION OF WAR ON
RUSSIA IN 1904 AND BY THE SIGNATORIES OF THE NINE-POWER PACT OF

cP
0‘

cP

WHICH JAPAN IS ONE SHE HAS NEVERTHELESS ON SEPTEMBER 18TH
WITHOUT CAUSE FORCIBLY OCCUPIED MUKDEN AND OTHER IMPORTANT
POINTS AT MANCHURIA THEREBY INFRINGING UPON CHINAS SOVEREIGN

C?

cP
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bM93/2 CABLE HONOLULU THE PRESIDENT OF US WASHINGTON (DC) 1931 SB> 21
AND VIOLATING THE KELLOGG ANTI-WAR PACT THE KUOMINTANG IN HAWAII

DO HEREBY APPEAL TO THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF

AMERICA WHOSE RELATION WITH CHINA HAS ALWAYS BEEN ONE OF

FRIENDSHIP TO USE

ITS GOOD INFLUENCE TO PROTEST AGAINST JAPANS

AGGRESSION ON CHINESE TERRITORY AND RIGHTS

THE KUOMINTANG

(7

IN HAWAII.

AM

6

40
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Dated September 20

Re.G’d 2:15 p.m. 21st
Secretary of State

<1

Rb.-GE'TVEO

Wadi ingtcn

331931

!
116, September 20, 4 p.m

SEP 2 2 Î93I
Department of SaU

>

VERY URGENT

(GREEN) Late Saturday afternoon, following a pri
vate session of the Council in which the affair was pre

sumably discussed, the Japanese delegate, at the request
of the President of the Council, made a brief statement
concerning the Mukden incident.

This statement was to the effect that the informa
tion received by him was meager and that he had requested
further details from his Government and would keep the

Council informed of developments.

He added that the Jap

anese Government would doubtless take measures to attempt

to insure that this local incident should not lead to more

serious complications, and to effect an appeasement of the
situation.

Dr. Sze, the Chinese delegate, toolt the occasion
to speak immediately afterwards expressing deep concern

in regard to this"highiy regrettable incident".

He added

that the information thus far at hand seemed to indicate
that
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that the Chinese were not responsible for the incident.

He stated that he would not fail to communicate to the
Council any authentic, information which he obtained.

The President of the Council,, Mr, Leroux of Spain,
noted the statements and said that the Council had heard

with satisfaction that the Japanese Government would take
the necessary measures to bring about an appeasement of
the situation and expressed the hope for a prompt settle

ment of the question.

No other member of the Council spoke on the subject.
It was evidently the intention of the President to attempt

to allay apprehension by the public declarations referred

to above.

(END GREEN)'

Dr. Sze called on me this morning saying that as

he was aware that I was in a strategical way following

the proceedings of the Council, he thought it might int
erest me to learn the Chinese position in thi§faatter.

He stated that in a private informal meeting which

took place between the chief delegates of certain powers
preceding that Council meeting on Saturday, it was more
or less decided to try to keep the question from being
brought
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3- #116, from Geneva,
September 20, 1931

brought before the Council.

to Japanese influence.

He attributed, this attitude

After this meeting certain dele

gates approached him to learn whether he would present

the question.

For reasons which will be brought out later

in this telegram, Sze would not say what course he would
follow, giving as his excuse that messages were coming

to him from Nanking which might control his action,.

As

a result of his reply the same delegates met again.

This

was followed (apparently as a result in this event) by
the Japanese delegate presenting the question to the

Council,

Incidentally this action on the part of the

Japanese is interpreted here as a desire of the Japanese
(not knowing what Sze might do) to prevent the aspect of

good faith by taking the initiative.

The result, however,

was that it permitted the Chinese delegate to make his
without taking an initiative in what might be interpreted

as tantamount to 11 appealing to the Council",
Sze informed me that he was unable and probably
would be unable during the present Council to communicate

to the Council any further authentic information, on the
Mukden situation,

he had learned from Nanking that

the Japanese had cut the communications to Mukden and
Peiping
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Peiping and Nanking and thus no information could come

through to him.

He attributed this cutting of communi

cations as an act of the Japanese to prevent the true

situation from becoming known until the conclusion of the
Council meetings.

He also informed me confidentially

that he had not yet received instructions from his Gov
ernment as to what position he should take in Geneva,

that such instructions would of course govern his action
but that even if he were directed to present the question
to the League he would delay this action as long as^S^^"^

Following the foregoing statements the reason for
his coming to see me became apparent.

The European press

has been carrying articles under a Washington date line

that the United States was considering the relationship
of the present situation to the provisions of the Four
Power Pacific Treaty.

He said that he felt that action

under the Four Power Treaty or under the Kellogg Pact

would be better for China than action by the League as
Japan’s stronger position in the League of Nations (ac
cording to Sze she can use this position by employing her

relations to European questions as trading points

would

militate
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militate againet the Chinese).

He does not wish to fall

between two stools, but he does wish to avoid appealing
to the League if there is a possibility of Washington

taking the action which has been discussed, particularly
as he feels that prior (*) by the League might be preju
dicial to possible American action.

It will be noted

from the foregoing that neither party has yet requested
the Council to act in this matter.

I listened what Sze had to say to me, but naturally

made no comments.

I would appreciate being informed of

their substance should the Department make any public
statements, or statements to the press in the premises.
Nothing will probably happen on Monday but the matter

may come to a head in the Assembly meeting at present

scheduled for Tuesday.

GILBERT

HPD
CSB

f*)—omiosien
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September 22, 1931

GILBERT
BERGUES (Geneva).

Your 116, September 20, 4 p.m., last paragraph

For your Information, no statement has been given
to the press on this subject except the following, dated
September 19, 1931

QUOTE The Department is informed from American offi
cial sources that Japanese troops have occupied Mukden,

Newchang, Changchun, Antung and Kaopangtzu and have taken

over all Government services.

The reports state that all

foreigners are
The question of the applicability of the Kellogg-Briand
Pact and the Nine (not QUOTE Four UNqUOTE) Power Treaty has

been raised by the correspondents at the daily press

conferences but the Department's attitude has been

non-committal.

For the Department's position

Tld. I Ie! t otul
Department's telegram^of today to Wilson

FE:RSM:EJL

Sepl22 J. So'
Enciphered by
Sent by operator..
Index Bu—No. 50.

19.
V B. GOVERNMENT PB 1X70(0 OfflO: in.

1—138
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GREEN

GENEVA

From

Dated September 21, 1931

of'

.. Rec ’ d 7 p.m.'
|fïpî*>8îOij of

Secretary of State"'-’”

/

'WSIfM Afh
22 1931

Washington

JO HDiSl-MO

i
’

6 mo

« S(ar<

118, September 21, 5 p.m.

JO

The Secretary General circulated to the Council late
this afternoon a note which he had just received from a
The Secretary

General in agreement with the President of the Council has

convoked the Council to meet tomorrow morning to take up
this matter.
The Chinese note dated today is as follows:

111 am instructed by the National Government of China

to bring to your attention the facts stated below and to

request that in virtue of Article 11 of the covenant of
the League of Nations you forthwith summon a mee£&ng«lf
the Council of the League in order that it may t|ÿe s'uch

action as it may deem wise and effectual so that the peace
of nations may be safeguarded.
Through

7 9 3 .9 4 /1 8 2 1

Consulate’s number 116, September 20, 4 p.m,

representative of China on the Council.

"H
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September 21, 1931

Through statements made to it at its meeting on Sep

tember 19 by the représentât ives/bf Qhina and Japan, the

Council was advised of the fact that a serious situation

had been created in Manchuria,

In his statement at that

meeting the representative of China declared that the in
formation which he then had indicated that the situation
had been created through no fault on the part of the Chi

nese.

Since September 19 the undersigned has received

from his government information which discloses a situa
tion of greater gravity than had appeared by the first

report and which revealed that beginning from ten o’clock
of the night of September 18th regular troops of Japan

ese soldiers without provocation of any kind opened rifle

and artillery fire upon Chinese soldiers at or near the
City of Mukden, bombarded the arsenal and barracks of the
Chinese soldiers, set fire to the ammunition depot, dis

armed the Chinese troops in Changchun, Kwangohengtse and
other places, and later took military occupation of the

cities of Mukden and Antung and other places and of pub

lic buildings therein, and are now in such occupation.
Lines of communication have also been seized by Japanese
troops.
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troops.

To these acts of violence tho Chinese soldiers and
populace acting under instructions from the Chinese Gov

ernment have made no resistance and have refrained from
conduct which might in any way aggravate the situation.

In view of the foregoing facts the Republic of
China, a member of the League of Nations, asserts that a

situation has arisen which calls for action under the
terms of Article 11 of the covenant,

I am therefore in

structed by my government to request that, in pursuance

. of a±horit‘y given to it by Article 11 of the covenant,
the Council take immediate steps;

to prevent the further

development of a situation endangering the peace of na

tions; to reestablish the status quo ante; and to deter
mine the amounts and character of such reparations as
may be found due to the Republic of China.
I will add that the Government of China is fully

prepared to act in conformity with whatever recommenda

tions it may receive from the Council, and to abide by

whatever decisions the League of Nations may adopt in
the premises" .

OX
FW

GILBERT
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Rec’d JO a, m.

Secretary of State,
Washington.

157, September 22, 5 p.

My 155, September 21, 10 a. m,
I am informed that (one) four thousand troops from

Ohosen have been sent to Mukden and (two) one brigade
has been sent from Changchun to Kirin at the request of
the Japanese residents there,

The Government states

orally that there have been no disturbances in any of
the occupied areas in the past two days.

The Ohientao

region is not occupied by Japanese troops, I understand.

The occupation «tot so large an area seems out of

ÿfiè^pibrtion to the alleged cause.

had detailed plans

The military undoubtedly

army for every con

nge^y

GQ
noient
Çÿ
referred to was seized upon by the arwy authorities and
they ttduld think of.

It seems probable that the

and the whole
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and the whole area occupied as a military measure to force

a general liquidation of outstanding issues,
I am inclined to think that the Foreign Office and
perhaps other branches of the Government here have been

genuinely surprised by the action of the army at this
time.

Repeated to Peiping.

NEVILLE
KLP
OSB
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From
Peiping via N. R.
Dated September 22, 1931

Cli-ION t’F

Rec’d 10 a. m,!

%
AFiyNS

Secretary of State

Washington,

\|EP 2 2 1931

621, September 22, noon.
Reuter report from Nanking twenty-firsts-

"Feeling is running high here.

Students wearing

mourning bands and carrying banners inscribed ’Death before
surrender’ have been marching in processions and many mass

meetings have been held.
Foreign Minister 0. T. Wang today declared we may

lose our lives, we may lose our homes, but we cannot give up
any part of our country inherited through centuries from
our forefather*!,!

JOHNSON
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Secretary of State,
Washington.'

622, September 22, Ip, m.
Following from Consul General at Shanghai:

"September 21, 5 p. m.

No (repeat no) anti

Japanese incidents have yet taken place in Shanghai.

The Hong Kong district is being patrolled by Japanese
al
marines in cooperation with Internation/Settlement police.
A meeting of the prominent Japanese officials and others
was held at the Japanese Consulate General yesterday.

The local Chinese press is bitter against Japan.

The

SHUN PAO states editorially that Japanese action is a

challenge for war against Soviet Russia and the United
States; that Japanese hatred of the United States is

an outgrowth of the immigration regulations and £1 tt^
advocacy of the doctrine of equality of opportunity

Manchuria.

The Chinese press fears that there will be
more
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more

bloodshed and that the worst is yet to come.,

There were sharp declines in Chinese Japanese bonds

both on Saturday and again today.

Gold bars have also

declined sharply" ,

JOHNSON
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620J. September 22,^11 a. m.

Following from Mukden:

"September 21, 8 p. m.

Japanese military occupation

is being extended to Kirin for the purpose of maintaining

order in that city.

Heavy movement of troops and artillery

north from Mukden yesterday.

now at Changchun,

Main body of Japanese troops

Practically all Chinese forces have

been brought down the Peiping-Mukden Railway to Ohingchow

and Shanhaikwan.

Japanese have taken no point west of

Mukden on the Peiping-Mukden Railway.

It is estimated

that over 20,000 panic stricken Chinese have already
fled on trains towards Shanhaikwan.

A provisional ad-»—

Q
p

ministration of Chinese has been appointed in Mukden

§

walled city under the direction of the Japanese iir*an £.
Ci
ep
attest to reassure Chinese and stop the exodus, Chinese
banks

9 3 9 1 /^ 6 * 9 6 2 .

a]
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9S55 a. m.

banks have been taken by the Japanese and. reports are

that they are removing stocks of silver.

A request from

the Japanese authorities for information concerning Chang

Shueh Liang bank account was refused politely today by

the National City Bank.

Mukden has been quiet today"»

JOHNSON

WSB
OSB
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\T/.

Reo’d 9:50 a, m.
, _

Secretary of State,
I

i*ision of

EASIER# af Fairs
SEP 2 2 1931

Washington.'
Apartment

Slat*

Following from Consul General Harbin:

"September 21, 5 p. m.

Tien Cheng Wen, chief

engineer Harbin Telephone Administration, informed, me
today that he has received a message from Tsingtau
stating-: that Japanese troops were marching on Taonanfu

and that he had received a communication from Kirin

stating that Japanese planes were flying over that

city.

He added that the local telephone office was

heavily guarded by Chinese police to prevent an attack

on the sème by local unruly elements.

The situation

in Harbin has been and is quiet"

JOHNSON
CSB

7 9 5 .9 4 /f826

619, September 22, 10 a. m.
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624, September 22, 3 p, m(

^^193!

(0

Following from Consul General Nanking:

11 September 21, 4 p, m.

One*

In conversations with

Hsu Mo and Tyau of the Foreign Office September 21, § p, m(

I have learned following interesting rumors:

reported from

the United States that the Secretary of State has been
following Manchurian situation closely and has stated thatat time of speaking Kellogg Pact was not involved.

This

report was given me by a Chinese as being refusal of

the United States to intervene against Japan*

Second

rumor is that at least 24 hours before Japanese action at
Mukden the Japanese Government inquired of important

governments, notably Great Britain and the United States
whether they would consent to anoh action by Japan, the
answer being in the affirmative, but that Japan must not

push action too far.

Third rumor is that Russia has

concentrated 30,000 troops near Manchouli
Two*.

03
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10:25 a. m.

Two.

I urged, on Hsu Mo the desirability of my being

kept fully informed so that I might in turn keep the
Department of State fully cognizant of the changing

situation.

Apparently in response to this Hsu Mo told

me Karakhan had inquired of Mo Te Hui in Moscow regarding
course of controversy with Japan and the Chinese Foreign
Office had replied giving desired information.

Answering

my question Hsu said that Karakhan indicated no sympathy
for China in the dispute nor any intention of safeguard

ing by military force Russian interests in Manchuria if

or when threatened by Japan,
Three.

Central Party Headquarters of the National

ist Party has declared September 23rd day of humiliation
for Japan4e recent actions.

There is a feeling here that
0

if the western powers maintain an attitude of detachment
in this controversy the Nationalist Party, the Chinese
Government, and the people of China may seek Russian

alliance with far reaching results",'
JOHNSON

KLP
WSB
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Brpartnrçnt Of s^tate

PLAIN

Washington,

September 22, 1931.

SEP ?? 31

AMERICAN CONSUL,
NANKING (China).
^7^

Your 624, September 22, 3 p.m.

First, the Secretary of State has not made the

statement attributed to him; second, the American
Government was in no way consulted or informed in

advance.

You may so inform your interlocutors.

X

CR

’93‘94/

FE:SKH/ZMF

FE

Enciphered by------------ -----------------------------

Sent by operator______________ M.t------------------------ » /9___—, ________-----------Index Bu.—No. 50.
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623, September 22, 2 p, m.

Following from American Consul at Chefoo
11 September 21, 11 a. m.

Situation quiet.

Chinese

people uneasy on account of ’ numerous rumors current.

Two

Japanese war ships arrived here Saturday evening and are
to remain here.

According to reliable Chinese, the

Japanese senior naval officer here insisted upon the
Chinese gunboat^WEIHAI, which is in port, temporarily

taking down her wireless apparatus and sending opera
tors ashore.

Japanese Consul called on local military

authorities yesterday and requested, received assurance
of protection for his nationals.

General Liu Chen âienS§

H

is returning to Chefoo from Ninghai today and is tAphave,
conference with civic leaders.

Boycott against the

V
Japanese merchandise continues.

At Lungkow situation

quiet ;

§

, n\ Of (E)
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quiet; reliably informed, that 15 Japanese plain clothes
men arrived there yesterday from Dairen presumably

reserve men engaged in intelligence work1’.

JOHNSON

WO
CSB
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Following from Harbin!

"September 19, 1 p. m,

Chinese Eastern Railway-

officials have informed me that the passenger train

which left Harbin on September 18th at 3 p. m. to

Connect with the Transsiberian express and wrecked
by explosives this morning at 6 o’clock near station

Irekte" ,
JOHNSON
OSB
WSB

7 9 3 .9 4 /1 8 2 9

618, September 22, 8a. m.
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Washington.

120, September 22, 4 p. m.

31VIS Æ> Î.

Consulate’s 118, September 21, 5 p. m.
The Sino-Japanese conflict was taken up by Council
After a lengthy debate between the Chinese

and Japanese representatives Lord Cecil made a statement

in regard to the procedure which the Council should
follow and closed his remarks in the following words:

"One other matter I think I ought to mention. We
(there?)
are all aware that are certain treaty obligations — or
international instruments let me call them - which affect

this dispute beyond the League of Nations.

There is, of

course, the Briand - Kellogg Pact - the Pact of Paris,
and there is also the treaty relative to the principle^ind

policy concerning China signed by the United Stated and*

other- powers.

In both these instruments the Unitou St4Sîes

of America are very closely interested, in the first place

as one

_

028

this morning.
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12:40 pi m.
as one of the promoters of the Pact of Paris and in the

second as one of the signatories of the ?_atter treaty.
It seems to me that we should do well in these circum

stances to comunicate to the United States a statement

of all the proceedings of this Council and of all the
discussions which have taken place within it.

The

United States Government will then be fully informed
of what we are doing and they will be able to take any

action they think right in connection with the subject11;*;
This suggestion has not yet been formally approved

by the Council but there is a strong probability that
it will be adopted.

Upon the termination of the discussion the Council
was adjourned for fifteen minutes to enable the President

to draft a resolution dealing with thô Sino-Japanese

conflict but at the end of one-half hour he announced
that the question was not yet in a position in which he

could put the resolution before the Council and in order
to allow further time for consideration adjourned the

meeting until 3:30 this afternoon.

The Consulate will submit a report of the day*^

proceedings in a later report.;
GILBERT

WWO
CSB
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This telegram must bja. Hni
from
closely paraphrased bêfore
being communicated to/anyone.

Geneva
Dated SeP‘temt,ex 22,1931

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL FOR THE SECRETARY,

co
01

See Consulate’s telegrams concerning Sino-Japanese
matter numbers 126 and 127.

At the close of meeting of small council committee,
Drummond asked me to call and stated that he was authorized
by committee to tell me that it was contemplating the
Ç’

despatch of an investigating body to Manchuria composed

of (?) military and/or civilian observers.

Chinese

representative has consented; Japanese representative

has raised objections but will ask his government urgently
for instructions.

made in any case,

Drummond states investigation will be
if necessary under authorization of

China only as sovereign of Manchuria.
There

Éc
£
1--
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#156, September 22, 1931, 11 p. m,, from Geneva
-2There was also discussion in small committee of

(?) by means of similar or identic notes but it was

felt that this was perhaps premature owing to imperfect
knowledge of facts and uncertainty as to whether United
States would cooperate.

Drummond earnestly desired any expression of opinion
you can give me as urgently as possible by telephone or

cable as to whether the United States can consider
cooperation if invited in action contemplated in either
of foregoing paragraphs.
The Council is profoundly impressed with seriousness

and urgency of situation.

I have never seen a situation

here so tense nor one in which our cooperation is so
earnestly desired.

»
WILSON
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September 23, 1931

WILSON

BERGUES

GENEVA
PRIORITY

Your telegram 156, September 22, 11 p
under consideration.

Reply will be made as

soon as possible

Initialed for:

W.T.B.
W.T.B.
T.A.

T.A.
T.A.-L.
C.-A.

D.C..

[Nothing but address and text o£ message to be written within the marginal lines. All stamps and numbers to be placed in
. Z’ 5 : //.(■■
space below.]

Enciphered by
Sent by operator __

Index Bu.—No. 60.

191

.
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aJ
WILSON, '

<'■

‘

'

"

BERGUES, GENEVA.

^STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL.

|*2

Referring to Consulates 1120J September 22, 4 p.m.; /

n I
.

ID

1 1
' Î

and/ 1'23,/ September 22, 6 p.m; /'and your p56, September 22, 11 p.m

CD

In response tothel inquiries/ which have been/made

‘ 1

>

formally/and informally/as to/our attitude/ in this matter /

C»

you may'A deliver /first the following /note to/the President
■

r>

1/

।

,

<

W

1

of the Council':
/
QUOTE.
I have received/from the/American Minister^at,/
Berne/the copy of the/resolution of /thej Council of/thej

League’ of j Nations^which you/transmitted to/hiu^i f

I have noted/the two/parts of/this /resolution/and the/
fact Wat they |have t>een Embodied ii/ a note Vhich you have!

addressed to the Governments rof Japaàyand China.

I Cassure you\that the ^Government of the United States |
is in\whole^heart^d ^sympathy with! the ^attitude of I the\ League
j the\ League

of ^Nations \as expressedWn the ^ouncil’ s re solution tand

will dispatchÇto Japan a!nd China/notes ^iongfsimilaAlines. !

I have alteady urgejsKcessation of hostilities\and a

Enciphered by

Sent by operator

j

3
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withdrawal from^the present situation jof danger ./and i

continue ^earnestly ^O/^ork/for the |restoration of

1

Confidentially/'and for/the reasons^rhich I express,

to you'over the [telephone^, I am much^trbubled ^v<

the
proposition for a committee of\inquiry ''so far as
r
f I and(
.
itl from youri 1561/126.r The proposition to créât'

outside
a committed of -investigation Which shall| proceed to1 Manchuria |

and investigate)the situation ^etween\china(and Japan^will
owards the Acceptance/by Japan |

not/ in my opinion,
eful Solution of [this ^situation./ /

of our Efforts towards

On the contrary,/! Ivery much Ifear that lit will! byf inflaming I

r
J ’
\
'
’
' I
the nationalistic spirit of] Japan {behind the present{leaders ]
of thePmilitaristic

Manchuria

the efforts^ of the Foreign Minister land the other beacefullyX

ï
\
V
\f ।
disposed {members of the Japanese Government {toward^ al restoring
of[peacetand a]withdrawal^ fro^ the present Imtenable position.^
The committee'of inquiry

.s thus

and^widel^ from an impartial [commission! chosei

parties t</ a controversy [according to tLe|meti

have been| adopted\in many jwell known ^treaties

which

^conciliation.

ciphered by _

Sent by operator.

M.
X -raft

I
J
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/ L-Vâb

The latter form of inquiry was the one which I myself sug
gested two years ago in the case of Russia and China, but
even^that, although much less^ffensive

t<?"^rt£ntnl

pride

than the pre sept suggestion, was opposed by Japan^x^J

yi&4

’We have every desire to' workalong harmonious lines

with those which are"being followed by*the’ League of

Nations in our efforts to solve this difficulty.

We do

not differ from your view of the facts so far as they have

been communicated to us, but we^feel that ^he Foreign
Minister"of Japan together^probably with the civilian members

of the^overnment, are earnestly"working^to accomplish a
peaceful solution’ and we are anxious not to make their task

more difficult by arousing false national pride.

We

appreciate thoroughly the invitation to sit on the Council
and on the special committee but we think that our assistance

in the solvation will probably.be more effective if we work
along the line to which wezhave already committed ourselves.
Beginning with Sunday morning, we have had repeated

conversations with the Japanese Ambassador and^with the

Chinese Chargé.

In view of the"possibility of divergence

of views as to methods^ such as for example in respect

Enciphered by ...

..

Sent by operator .. ___________ M.t ______________ , 19.
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1

to an 'investigating^committee/ I feel that 4 must retain /

a degree of independence of action for our government/
In short, the policy/4hich I'believe/will be7 most Effective

for this' Government ùnder the|difficult conditions of/this
casefis,^ first,/ by /diplomatic/methods/and Acting An

accordance with^/any'similar methods’ employed'by the League

of Nations to urge'a settlement/by th^ Japanese and

if this/method Is not effective and outside
becomes ^necessary to) Wwo-nr, tttt ouppüit

•±a

^tcr^T^tian

ûf»ThiT

^ovcrniiicnt

fa

favor of the)‘ submission/by China/and Japar/ to thç* use

I

x

/

I

of/machinery set up in thf? Covenantof the League of Nations7
to which they/are both) partie J and which/has |already /been 7
y
appealed to/ by China and which/already^has begun/actiory.

Finally/if fo/ any reason^ it should’develop/that this/lin^/
is not practicable/to consider the) machinery ofArticl^7’’/'

/
of the iNiné'-Power ’Treaty of February 6/ 1922 'or such/
action as may b</ practicable under the/Kellogg-Briand Pact.

8\-;

S

HLS.HHR

’C'Â

Enciphered by_______
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19.
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GENEVA
Dated September 22, 1'931
ec’d

Secretary of State

OF STATE

FAR EASTERN AFFAIRS

vjwtMfG 1931

Washington
123, Septembe

6 p.m.

DIVISION OF
WESTERN uUMPEAN AFFAIRS

Consulate’s 120, September 22, 4 p.m,

Mr. Wilson was formally handed a resolution presented by the President of the Council and passed by the
Council at its session this afternoon, together with a

covering letter enclosing also the minutes of the Council

meetings held today relating to the appeal from the Chi
nese Government under Article 11 of the covenant, togeth

er with other documents relating to this question.

These

papers are being forwarded to the Department.

The resolution referred to above reads:

"My colleagues and

I have listened this morning

with the closest attention to the statements of the repre
sentatives of China and Japan.

We take due note of the

request of the representative of Japan to adjourn tjie

discussion of the question until the next meeting
I request the Council to authorize me: E

*”"*

First, to address an urgent appeal to the Gbvernments of China and Japan to abstain from any act which
might

|
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2- W123, from Geneva,
September 22, 1931

MAM

might aggravate the situation or prejudice the pe aceful
settlement of the problem;

Second, to seek in consultation with the repre*
sentatives of China and Japan, adequate means whereby

the two countries may proceed immediately to the withdrawal of their respective troops without compromising
the security of life of their nationals or the protection

of the property belonging to them.
I ask the Council to decide to forward for in

formation the minutes of all the meetings of the Council
together with the documents relating to this question to

the Government of the United States of America".
GILBERT
CSB

/
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Washington
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4/ 85o
I

The text of identic telegrams despatched today

by the President of the Council to the Governments of
China and Japan is as follows:

" I have the honor to inform you that the Council
of the League of Nations in its session today devoted

the appeal of the Chinese Government based on article
eleven of the Covenant with regard to the situation in

Manchuria has authorized me unanimously,

One,

To address an urgent appeal to the Governments

of China and of Japan to abstain from any aetion calculated
to endanger the situation or to prejudice the pacific

settlement of the problem.
Two.

O

9

%
Consulate’s 123, September 22,

§

To promulgate, in consultation with tfee CMTnese

o
and Japanese representatives, adequate means to commif3

both
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-2both countries to proceed immediately to the withdrawal

of their respective forces without compromising the

security of their nationals and the protection of their

belongings.
Three.

The Council has furthermore decided to

transmit, for purposes of information, the minutes of
all the meetings of the Council and the documents

concerning this affair to the Government of the
United States of America.

I hold the firm conviction

that in response to the appeal that the Council has
authorized me to address to you, your Government will

take all necessary measures in order that no action
susceptible of endangering the situation or of

prejudicing the pacific settlement thereof may be taken

Furthermore, I shall begin the consultations from
Asia with the representatives of Japan and China for
the execution of paragraph two.

I have consulted on

the decision taken in paragraph three with the

representatives of Germany, Great Britain, France
and Itiily. i’

GILBERT

O
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telegram received

Geneva
Dated September 22, 1931

*n of

Reel'd ŒPifàMÎfni’fef state

< AMIRS'
Secretary of State

division of

Washington

[WESTERN EUROPEAN AFFAIRS

127, September
Consulaters 123, September 22, 6 p, m.
The text of identic telegrams despatched today

by the President of the Council to the Governments of
China and Japan is as follows:

"I have the honor to inform you that the Council
of the League of Nations in its session today devoted to
the appeal of the Chinese Government based on article

eleven of the Covenant with regard to the situation in

Manchuria has authorized g|e unanimously,
One.

To address an urgent appeal to the Govern

ments of China and of Japan to abstain from any action
calculated to endanger the situation or to prejudice the
pacific settlement of tho problem.
Two.

Q

S>

To promulgate, in consultation wfcph ifKe

Chinese and Japanese representatives, adequate mefes
compel
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compel both countries to proceed immediately to the with
drawal of their respective forces without compromising
the security of their nationals and the protection of

their belongings.
Three.

The Council has furthermore decided to

transmit, for purposes of information, tho minutes of all

the meetings of the Council and the documents concerning

this affair to the Government of the United States of

America.

I hold the firm conviction that in response

to tho appeal that the Council has authorized mo to

address to you, your Government will take all necessary

measures in order that no action susceptible of endanger
ing the situation or of prejudicing tho pacific settle
ment thereof may be taken.
Furthermore, I shall begin the consultations fore

seen with the representatives of Japan and China for the
execution of paragraph two.

I have consulted on tho

decision taken in paragraph three with the representatives
of Germany, Groat Britain, Franco and Italy,”
GILBERT

CSB
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Mr. Ransford Miller:

With reference to inviting Matsudaira
down to Washington:
If we send such a message to him via
Dawes, as suggested in London's telegram,
would we not run the risk of (1) hurting
Debuchi's feelings and (2) exaggerating
the import of what we may decide to sayj'
From a strictly disarmament viewpoint,
it would undoubtedly be useful for the
Secretary to have a talk with him, but I
doubt if the conversation would be definite
enough to warrant inviting him here for
this purpose alone.
Would not the solution be for the
Secretary one day to tell Debuchi that he
heard that Matsudaira was on the Berengaria
returning home, that there were so many
problems of interest to both countries
now under discussion that he felt a use
ful purpose could be served if Matsudaira
came down here for a few talks?' He would
thus be able to take home with him a first
hand impression of our views.
We could
thus emphasize either disarmament or Man
churia as the situation next week demand
ed.
Furthermore there could be no ques
tion of going over Debuchi's head.
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This telegramomuslf be
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated
to anyone.

From
,<
;n

<> ;■! ।

Loroo%,fl

Dated Sep^A^^S,

yty

Rec’d 3:50 p.m?^^

Secretary of State

Washington

376, September 22, 6
Matsudaira has just called to say that he is leaving

for Tokyo on the BERENGARIA to New York on September 26.
His Government has been pressing him to accept the chair
manship of the Japanese delegation to the Disarmament Con
ference in February.

This he has reluctantly agreed to do

and he is going home to prepare himself in that connection.

He says the army and (*) are to be represented on the dele
gation.

He expects to be absent from his post until the

beginning of the Conference.

Matsudaira reported that the word he receives from
his Government relative to the Manchurian trouble is some

what disquieting.

He estimates the Japanese forces in Man

churia at not over 10,400 while the Chinese forces iffiManreT

S

&

churia he estimates at over 200,000 and near Mukden/uloi^
ÛL,
the heavy guns of the Chinese are about twice the numbq^y
possessed
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2- #376, from London,
September 22, 1931

possessed by the entire Japanese army.

He says that his

Government and he believes the Chinese Government as well
are making every effort to stop the conflict.

He has no

information as to the massing of Soviet troops but is some

what disquieted at press reports concerning the same.
■British Foreign Office understands that action of

Japanese commander in Mukden was taken without sanction
of Japanese War Office and certainly without the knowledge
of Japanese Government.

In view of this Foreign Office con

siders Japanese will be more than ready to meet an early

solution compatible with their national dignity since, in
any case, Japanese industry will be most anxious to avoid

the penalties of a Chinese boycott.
In reply to inquiry Foreign Office stated it does

not consider it at all probable that Chinese could depend
on any material support from Soviet sources.
Matsudaira states that it is necessary for him to get
to Tokyo as soon as possible and at present is not planning
to stop at Washington,

If you desire to see him as he passes

through the United States it would be best for you to cable

me now so that he can alter his plans accordingly.

(*) apparent omission
yrp

DAWES
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September 22, 1931
FR<^j^ocoive<^

SECALTx^Y OF STATE’STII.ISOM

pÂHASÎEfl/t >FFA|flh

U S DEP.ûiTliENT OF STx.TE W.^HINGTON D C

2 3 î93î
Department ef Sut»

China Institute in xxiaorica has been re quest ed-t-e--transmit to you tho following cable from the undersigned,
leaders in tho fields of education, journalism and business,
who are members of our committee in China.

11 In tho cause of peace and justice among nations, wo,
the undersigned, in all solemnity, direct the attention of

the Government and the people of the United States to the
flagrant violation of the Kellogg Peace Pact by the
Imperial Government of Japan.

Without any justification

or provocation whatsoever tho Japanese army attacked and

occupied the city of Mukden on September nineteen.

Since

then they have bombarded and occupied cities and towns from

Mukden to tho Korean border visiting destruction upon tho

helploss and innocent civilian population.

The extent of

tho havoc wrought upon the lives and property of the people
of that region of China is as yet unknown and may remain so
indefinitely since all communications have been cut by tho

Japanese armies of occupation.

This wanton act of invasion

and destruction was first excused by the Japanese on the

flimsy ground that tho Chinese soldiers tore up soctipips
of tho railroad tracks belonging to tho Japanese control

South Manchurian

]
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2- From New York, Sept.\22, 1931,
4 p. ..ma!

Sou-th Manchurian Railway.

Since then the Japanese have

offered at least two other alleged causes of the initial
clash which occurred in the northern suburb of Mukden.

They changed the first cause from tearing up some tracks

to the bombing of a railroad bridge by those soldiers.
Now reports from Tokio report responsible Japanese officials

saying that instead of any tracks or bridge being destroyed
bÿ Chinese troops the real cause leading to the invasion

of China by the Japanese army was the fact that some
Japanese ‘hotheaded junior officers1 acted on their own

•initiative and precipitated the clash because they took
exception to the 1weekkneed* policy of their superior
officers and their government vis the Northeastern Provinces

of China.

It is the firm conviction of the undersigned

that Japan is trying today what it did in nineteen fifteen.
When the nations of the west were struggling in the throes

of the world war Japan imposed the infamous twenty one de
mands upon China.

While the nations of the west today are

confronting one of the serious problems affecting their eco

nomic stability and while China is preoccupied with the
work
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September 22,
1931

work of providing relief for the millions of starving vic
tims of the recent floods and with the conduction of cam

paigns toward suppression of communistic activities Japan

again takes advantage of China’s misfortune and preoccupa
tion to attempt the annexation of long coveted territory

of a friendly neighbor.

The systematic and sudden attack

upon and occupation of an extensive area of Chinese terri
tory by Japan’s armies are conclusive and irrefutable evi
dence of a premeditated plan of conquest by Japan which be

lies the Japanese excuse that their action was provoked.
Such an outrage is a clear and unmistakable violation of

the terms of the Kellogg Pact to which Japan is a signatory.

Unless the provisions of this pact can curb the territorial
ambitions of a powerful country against a weak neighbor it
is impotent as an instrument to preserve peace among the
nations of the world.

This studied deliberate violation of

the letter and spirit of the Kellogg Pact challenges the

courage and honesty of the nations who signed the pact to

outlaw war.

We appeal to the Government and the people of

the nation which sponsored this great proposal that has
been endorsed by and is binding upon the most important
nations
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nations of the world to exercise their influence and lead
ership in the cause of international peace.
(Signed) WELIXNGTON >00 (Former Minister to United

States)
HU SHIH WW YEN (Former Prime Minister)

P W KUO (Ministry of Industties)
HOLLINGTON TONG (Managing Editor the China Press)
T B CHANG (Publisher CHINA TIMES)
CHANG KIANGAU (Managing Director Bank of China)
CHANG POLING (President Nankai University)

HERMAN LIU (President Shanghai University)
DAVID YUI (Chairman China Council Instituée Pacific

Relations)
JAMES YEN (Director Mass Education Movement)
SHIH LIANG TSAI (Managing Director Shun Pao)
E K MOY (Manager

Foreign Service Department KUO MIN

NEWS) and
G S LIEU(Attorney)

PAUL MONROE, President and

CHIH MENG, Associate Director China Institute in
America,
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l£x, Chih Meng,

119 West 57th Street,

Hew York., Hew York.

Sir:
The receipt is acknowledged of your letter of
September 22, 1931, and of the telegram of the same

date addressed to the Secretary of State, in regard to
the Manohurian situation.

The subject dealt with in these oomuni cations is
receiving the careful consideration of this Department.

Very truly yours.

Stanley X. Hornbeck.,
Chief,
Division of Far .Eastern Affairs.

JPEjRSlfcEJL

9/25/31

FE

z
'‘‘Z

.W . 7 9 5 . 9 4 / 1 8 3 5

Associate Director, China Institute in America,
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CHINA INSTITUTE IN AMERICA
Incorporated

119 West 57th Street, New York City
Cable Address “Huamei'

3EP 2 6 1931
DIVISION OF

Chao-Chu Wu, Honorary President
P. W. Kuo, Honorary Director

ivisi
Board of Trustees

Paul Monroe, President
Mrs. W. Murray Çrane, Vice-President
C. F. Yau, Vice-President
Ernest K. Moy, Secretary
Edward H. Hume, Secretary pro tent
D. E. Douty, Treasurer
Donald M. Brodie
Edward C. Carter
Grover Clark
Stephen P. Duggan
P. W. Kuo
Walter H. Mallory

Henry Killam Murphy
Edwin R. A. Seligman
J. A. L. Waddell
Board of Advisors

Chih Meng, Associate Director

September 22, 1931

September

Stanley K. Hornsbeck
Far Eastern Division,
United States Department of State
Washington, D. 0.

19il.

Dear Dr. Hornsbeck:

Enclosed you will please find a copy of
a telegram which we have sent today to Secretary Stimson
with the hope that it will receive his personal attention.

Both the Executive and China Committees
of the China Institute in America would like to present the
appeal to you and to ask your kind consideration.

same

lours very sincerely,

Associate Di:

OCT 1 2 1931

Julean Arnold
Geor ;e H. Blakeslee
Arthur E. Bostwick
Fletcher S. Brockman
Mrs. William H. Bush
Chang Kia-ngau
Chang Poling
K. P. Chen
Chiang Monlin
John Dewey
Mrs. Julia Ellsworth Ford
Sidney D. Gamble
Jerome D. Greene
Roger S. Greene
Raphael Herman
Hu Shih
William Hung
H. H. Kung
Kenneth S. Latourette
Berthold Laufer
Frank W. Lee
Herman C. E. Liu
Y. C. Mei
John R. Mott
Frederick Peterson
T. V. Soong
J. Leighton Stuart
Sun Fo
R. B. Von Kleinsmid
C. C. Wang
C. T. Wang
A. L. Warnshuis
Ray Lyman Wilbur
Mary E. Woolley
W. W. Yen
Y. C. James Yen
Samuel S. Young
David Z. T. Yui
H. C. Zen

Sx
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’
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X

CABLE

FULL RATE

DEFERRED

NIGHT
MESSAGE

CABLE
LETTER

NIGHT
LETTER

WEEK END
LETTER

Patrons should check class of service
desired; otherwise message will be
transmitted as a full-rate
1
communication.

WESTERN
UNION

NEWCOMB CARLTON. PRESIDENT_________________________ J. C. W1LLEVER. FIRST VICE-PRES,

J NO.

CASH OR CHG.V

CHECK

TIME FILED

dent

Send the following message, subject to the terms on back hereof, which are hereby agreed to

SEPT, 22, 1931.

THE CHINA INSTITUTE IN AMERICA HAS BEEN REQUESTED TO TRANSMIT TO YOU THE FOLLOWING

CABLE FROM THE UNDERSIGNED LEADERS IN THE FIELDS OF EDUCATION JOURNALISM AND BUSINESS
WHO ARE MEMBERS OF OUR COMMITTEE IN CHINA QUOTE IN THE CAUSE OF PEACE AND JUSTICE

AMONG NATIONS WE THE UNDERSIGNED IN ALL SOLEMNITY DIRECT THE ATTENTION OF THE GOVERNMENT

OF THE PEOPLE OF THE UNITED STATES TO THE FLAGRANT VIOLATION OF THE KELLOGG PEACE PACT
BI THE IMPERIAL GOVERNMENT OF JAPAN STOP WITHOUT AN! JUSTIFICATION OR PROVOCATION

47

WHATSOEVER THE JAPANESE ARMY ATTACKED AND OCCUPIED THE CITI OF MUKDEN ON SEPTEMBER
NINETEENTH STOP SINCE THEN THE! HAVE BOMBARDED AND OCCUPIH) CITIES AND TOWNS FROM

MUKDEN TO THE KOREAN BORDER VISITING DESTRUCTION UPON THE HELPLESS AND INNOCENT
CIVILIAN POPULATION STOP THE EXTENT OF THE HAVOC WROUGHT UPON THE LIVES AND PROPERTY
OF THE PEOPLE OF THAT REGION OF CHINA IS AS YET UNKNOWN AND MAI REMAIN SO INDEFINITELY

SINCE ALL COMMUNICATIONS HAVE BEEN CUT BI THE JAPANESE ARMIES CF OCCUPATION STOP THIS

**“

WANTON ACT OF INVASION AND DESTRUCTION WAS FIRST EXCUSED BI THE JAPANESE ON THE FLIMSY

.

GROUND THAT THE CHINESE SOLDIERS TORE UP SECTIONS OF THE RAILROAD TRACKS BELONGING TO

'

THE JAPANESE CONTROLLED SOUTH MANCHURIAN RAILWAY STOP SINCE THEN THE JAPANESE HAVE

OFFERED AT LEAST TWO OTHER ALLEGED CAUSES OF THE INITIAL CLASH WHICH OCCURRED IN THF'
SOUTHERN SUBURB OF MUKDEN STOP THEY CHANGED THE FIRST CAUSE FROM TEARING UP SOME TRACKS
TO THE BOBBING OF A RAILROAD BRIDGE BY THOSE SOLDIERS STOP NOW REPORTS FROM TOKIO REPORT
SUBQUOTE RESPONSIBLE JAPANESE OFFICIALS SAYING THAT INSTEAD OF ANY TRACKS OR BRIDGES

BEING DESTROYED BY CHINESE TROOPS THE REAL CIUSE LEADING TO THE INVASION OF CHINA BY
THE JAPANESE ARMY WAS THE FACT THAT SOME JAPANESE SUBQUOTE HOT HEADED JUNIOR OFFICERS
THE QUICKEST, SUREST AND SAFEST WAY TO SEND MONEY IS BY TELEGRAPH OR CABLE
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ACTED ON THEIR OWN INITIATIVE AND PRECIPITATED THE CLASH BECBUSE THEY TOOK EXCEPTION
TO THE SUBQUOTE WEAK KNEED POLICY OF THEIR SUPERIOR OFFICERS AND THEIR GOVERNMENT
VISAVIS THE NORTHEASTERN PROVINCES OF CHINA STOP IT IS THE FIRM CONVICTION OF THE

UNDERSIGNED THAT JAPAN IS TRYING TODAY WHAT IT DID IN NINETEEN FIFTEEN STOP WHEN

THE NATIONS OF THE WEST WERE STRUGGLING IN THE THROES OF THE WORLD WAR JAPAN
IMPOSED THE INFAMOUS SUBQUOTE TWENTY ONE DEMANDS UPON CHINA STOP WHILE THE NATIONS

OF THE WEST TODAY ARE CONFRONTING ONE OF THE SERIOUS PROBLEMS AFFECTING THEIR

'

ECONOMIC STABILITY AND WHILE CHINA IS PREOCCUPIED WITH THE WORK CF PROVIDI G RELIEF

FOR THE MILLIONS OF STARVING VICTIMS OF THE RECENT FLOODS AND WITH THE CONDUCTION
OF CAMPAIGNS TOWARD SUPPRESSION OF COMMUNISTIC ACTIVITIES JAPAN AGAIN TAKES ADVANTAGE
OF CHINAS MISFORTUNE AND PREOCCUPATION TO ATTEMPT THE ANNEXATION OF LONG COVETED

TERRITORY BELONGING TO A FRIENDLY NEIGHBOR STOP THE SYSTEMATIC AM) SUDDEN ATTACK
UPON AND OCCUPATION OF AN EXTENSIVE AREA OF CHINESE TERRITORY BY JAPANS ARMIES ARE- -

CONCLUSIVE AND IRREFUTABLE EVIDENCE OF A PREMEDITATED PLAN OF CONQUEST BY JAPAN
WHICH BELIES THE JAPANESE EXCUSE THAT THEIR ACTION WAS PROVOKED BY AN ALLEGED OFFENS'
WHICH HAD TAKEN THREE FORMS IN TWO DAYS STOP THE PERPETRATION CF SUCH AN OUTRAGE UPO

AN UNOFFENDING NATION BY JAPANS CLEAR AND UNMISTAKABLE VIOLATION OF THE TERMS OF

THE KELLOGG PACT TO WHICH JAPAN IS A SIGNATORY STOP UNLESS THE PROVISIONS OF THIS
PACT CAN CURB THE TERRITORIAL AMBITIONS OF A POWERFUL COUNTRY AGAINST A WEAK

NEIGHBOR IT IS IMPOTENT AS AN INSTRUMENT TO PRESERVE PEACE AMONG THE NATIONS OF THE

THE QUICKEST, SUREST AND SAFEST WAY TO SEND MONEY IS BY TELEGRAPH OR CABLE
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CHECK

UNION
NEWCOMB CARLTON. PRESIDENT

TIME FILED

J. C. WILLEVER, FIRST VICE-PRESIDENT

Send the following message, subject to the terms on back hereof, which are hereby agreed to

(7

WORLD STOP WE APPEAL TO THE GOVERNMENT AND THE PEOPLE OF THE NATION WHICH SPONSORED

THIS GREAT PROPOSAL THAT HAS BEEN ENDORSED BI AND IS BINDING UPON THE MOST IMPORTANT
; NATIONS OF THE WORLD TO EXERCISE THEIR INFLUENCE AND LEADERSHIP IN THE CAUSE OF

INTERNATIONAL PEACE STOP SIGNED WELLINGTON KOO^FORMER MINISTER TO THE UNITED STATES

AND ENGLANI^HU SHIH?WW TEN (fORMER PRIME MINISTER AND NEWLI APPOINTED MINISTER TO THE
UNITED STATES) PW KUO (MINISTRY OF INDUSTRIEs)hOLLINGTQN TONG(MANAGING EDITOR CHINA

PRESS]TB CHANG(PUBLISHER CHINA TIMEs)CHANG KIANGAu(mANAGING DIRECTOR BANK OF CHINA'j
CHANG POLINg(pRESIDENT NANKAI UNIVERSITtJhERMAN LIU(PRESIDENT SHANGHAI UNDSRSIH)

DAVID TUI(CHAIRMAN CHINA COUNCIL INSTITUTE PACIFIC RELATIONS^ JAMES TEN(DIRECTOR MASS

EDUCATION MOVEMENT) SHIH LIANG TSAI(MANAGING DIRECTOR SHUH PAO^EK MOT(MANAGER FOREIGN
STAFF KUO MIN NEWs)aND GS LIEU (aTTOBNEï)

PAUL MONROE PRESIDENT AND CHIH MENG ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR
CHINA INSTITUTE IN AMERICA

i

THE QUICKEST, SUREST AND SAFEST WAY TO SEND MONEY IS BY TELEGRAPH OR CABLE
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GREEN
From

_ , .

Tokio

Dated. September 23, 1931

Secretary of State,
Washington.

159, September

The Vice Minister for Foreign Affairs told, me today
that the total of Japanese troops in Manchuria was less

than fifteen thousand and within the number allowed as

railway guards by treaty.

The only places occupied out

side the railway zone were Mukden and Kirin.

In both

places the object was to disarm Chinese who had assembled

there.

The troops have been withdrawn from Kirin and

would be from Mukden as soon as the civil authorities
were prepared to take it over.

It seems that T. V, Soong personally made a pro
posal to the Japanese Minister to suggest a joint Chinese-

Japanese commission to investigate the points at issue.

This was acceptable to Japan, but the Vice Minister %old
me that Soong had lost his early enthusiasm and^ras Kot

support ing
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supporting the plan with his colleagues at Nanking*

He

added that the occupation in any case would not necessarily

depend upon a solution of all points at issue.
The British Ambassador tells me that Baron Shidepare

gave him the same information.
Repeated to Peiping,

NEVILLE
HPD
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Consul General Harbin telegraphs:
"September 22, 1 p, m.

Chinese authorities have

informed me that the Chinese troops evacuated Kirin City

night of September 21st and that Japanese troops entered
city this morning at 8 o’clock."
JOHNSON

RR
WSB

7 9 5 .9 4 /| 857

631, September 23, Ip. m.
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From

GRAY
eiping via N. R.
Dated. September 22,1931

Reo’d 1:10 p.t m,

Secretary of State

AR IASI

Washington.'
artfne’'t nt SCib*

625, Septem

r 22

8 p. m.

?
My 615, Sep ember 21, 2 p. m., referring to Nanking’s
//D4 appeal to us under the Kellogg Pact also my 614, September
21, noon.

I desire to place on record the following as my

personal reaction to events described in my telegram above
referred to and to the responsibilities of powers signatory
to Kellogg Pact in relation thereto.
One.

According to all information available to me

here I am driven to the conclusion that the forceful

gg
***

60

occupation of all strategic points in South Manchuria,
including the taking over and operation of public

utilities, banks^and in Mukden at least the functions

of civil government is an aggressive act by Japan apparently
/
long planned and when decided upon most carefully and
sy st emat ic ally
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2- #625, from Peiping, Sept. 22,1931
IjlO p. m.

systematically put into effect,

I find no evidence that

these events were the result of accident nor were they
the acts of minor and irresponsible officials.
(END PART ONE).

JOHNSON

WSB
HPD
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From
...

•

GRAY

Peiping via N. R.

,Dated September 22, 1931

Rec’d 23rd, 9:20 a. m.

Secretary of State,
Washington.

PRIORITY.
(PART TWO). 625, September 22, 8 p. m.

Two.

By Article one of the Kellogg Treaty the high

contracting parties among which is Japan renounce war

"as an instrument of national policy in their relations
with one another”.

By Article two they agree ”That the

settlement or solution of all disputes, all conflicts of

whatever nature or of whatever origin they may be which
may arise among them styall never be sought except by
pacific means".
<s

Threq,

It is my conviction 'that the steps taken

by Japan in Manchuria must fall within any definition of

war and certainly may not be considered as a pacific means
of settling a dispute with China, a nation also adherent

to the treaty

Four..
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From

GRAY
Peiping via H. R.
Dated September 22, 1931

Rec’d 23rd, 9î20 a. m.

Secretary of State,
Washington.

PRIORITY.

(PART TWO). 625, September 22, 8 p. m.
Two.

By Article one of the Kellogg Treaty the high

contracting parties among which is Japan renounce war

"as an instrument of national policy in their relations
with one another".

By Article two they agree "That the

settlement or solution of all disputes, all conflicts of

whatever nature or of whatever origin they may be which
may arise among them styall never be sought except by
pacific means".

Three,

It is my conviction that the steps taken

by Japan in Manchuria must fall within any definition of
war and certainly may not be considered as a pacific means

of settling a dispute with China, a nation also adherent
to the treaty,

'

_
Four*
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1931
The treaty providing for the renunciation of

war as a national policy was a solemn undertaking on the
part of the nations of the West and those nations now stand

at the bar of the nations of the East to answer for their
sincerity.
Five.

It seems to me necessary that the powers

signatory to the Kellogg Treaty owe it to themselves and
to the world to pronounce themselves in regard to this

Japanese act of aggression which I consider to have been

deliberately accomplished in utter and cynical disregard

^0
of obligations which Japan as a nation shares with the

other signatories of that Pact.

CM

(END MESSAGE)

JOHNSON

WTO
WSB
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Four

The treaty providing for the renunciation

war as a national policy was a solemn undertaking on

the part, of the nations of the East to answer for their
sincerity,
Five

It ""seems to me necessary that the powers

signatory to the Kellogg Treaty owe it to themselves and
to the world to pronounce themselves in regard to this

Japanese act of aggression\irhich I consider to have been
deliberately accomplished in d^ter and cynical disregard
of obligations which Japan as a nation shares with the

other signatories of that Pact
(END MESSAGE)

[SON

WO
WSB
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before being communicated
to anyone.

From
Geneva
Dated. September 22

"ofV Heo’d 9j45 p. m.

1931

Secretary of State

Scat*
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SEP 2 6 1931

Washington.

126, September 22, 9 p. m<

”üù?abtweni of

(GRAY)

At the end. of the Council*s session this afternoon

the President of the Council, the representative of Spain
asked if some of his colleagues would meet with him to

consider certain steps which might be taken in the present
4>

situation.

In conformity with this request the President

met with the representatives of Germany, Great Britain
France, Italy, Japan and China.

While this group was

not formally constituted as a council committee it is in
effect a committee,

(END GRAY)

From confidential sources it is learned that the
principal discussion was as to the advisability of sending

an investigating commission of military officers to the
disturbed area to report on the factual situation} that the

Cheese

to
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2- #126, from Geneva, Sept.

Chinese representative expressed himself as in agreement

with this course; but that the Japanese representative asked
for time to inquire of his Government.

The CJoirmittee is

now apparently awaiting a reply from the Japanese.!

Rumors are current that the question of inviting

the United States to participate in this investigating
commission was also discussed and that the majority of

the members of the Committee favored that course.
GILBERT
KLP

HPD

r
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From

Peiping via NJ R,
Dated. September 23, 1931

Kil

Rec’cl 10:15 a., m.‘

/

y*zr>>«'isiou ôt■ \^

Secretary of State,

Washington.

-

T;

/té7

I '

\\AtTW?
22
V
a~~~~

1
>

r? (JP

«'JzC.

'

*>î

634, September 23, 3 p. m.

Following from American Consul at Nanking:

Tyau of the Foreign Office

any intimation regarding the probable attitude of the
Department of State with reference to requested enforce
ment of the Kellogg Pact.

1 told him I had no intimation

and could venture no prophecy.

For my information he

handed me text of telegram just received from Yung Kwai:

"Pursuant to instructions formal appeal to American
Government for application of Kellogg Pact to Japanese
military occupation is made today,

American Government is

surprised and grieved at turn of affairs.

While giving

matter careful attention State Department is waiting}

more definite information before making decision awto

A*»
More detailed information as to latgr
*«
developments of situation is desired."
KI^>
JOHNSON
WSB
course of action.

1840

has just called and confidentially inquired whether I have

/

"September 22, 5 p. m,

(p
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125, September 22, 8 p, m.
Consulate’s No. 124, September 22, 7 p. m.

The afternoon session of the Council was delayed
one hour later than anticipated due to difficulty in

arriving at previous agreement concerning the terms of
the resolution quoted in the Consulate’s No. 123,

September 22, 6 p. m.'

The Japanese delegate spoke fir^t giving assurance
of the purpose of Japan to remain faithful to the terms
of its international engagements under the Covenant and

the Kellogg Pact.

He reiterated briefly the statements

which he had made in the morning concerning the ten^g

8>

situation leading up to the conflict,

The Chinese

g
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The Chinese delegate followed with a statement
emphasizing China’s peaceable intentions and referred to

further telegrams which he had received from his Govern

ment indicating that the situation was becoming worse
and worse every hour and that acts of a revolting
character were being perpetrated by Japanese troops.

He urged the Council to send a comnission of inquiry
to the spot at the earliest moment and insisted that

the element of time was essential in a situation of
this character especially in view of the information

he had received to the effect that the extent of the
occupation of Chinese territory had not diminished but

was being extended.

The President of the Council then requested authori
zation to take the steps indicated in the Consulate’s

No. 123, September 22, 6 p, m.

The delegates of Germany,

France, Italy, Holland, Great Britain, Panama, and Norway

then spoke expressing approval of the action suggested by

the President but stressed the fact that it constitutes
only a preliminary step which must be followed up by other

measures
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3- #125, from Geneva, Sept«22,1931,
Rec’d 23r.ij 9:25 a. m.;

measures intended to achieve a final settlement.

Theïe

is no difference of emphasis on the responsibility of the
Council and the necessity of safeguarding its authority.

The Chinese delegate accepted this procedure as a
provisional measure although it did not get as far as
he desired and expressed the hope and expectation that

this would be followed by such other acts of the Council
as the circumstances demanded.

meeting of

the

He urged that the next

Council to consider further measures should

take place as soon as possible and suggested an examination-., j
of the whole situation "Under the auspices of and the control

of the Ldague of Nations".

The Japanese delegate assented to the resolution

and stated that with respect to the next meeting of the
Council to consider this matter he could not indicate more

fully than he had already done the attitude and policy of

his Government until after he had received instructions
from the latter
GILBERT
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Consul GgnerJal Hanson telegraphs from Harbin:
"September 21, noon.

Railway officials now inform

pe three last cars of the train derailed due to accident
’

and not explosives".
JOHNSON

7 9 o . 9 4 /1 8 4 2

legation’ e 618, September 22, 8 a. m.;
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Conversation:

1
y'&.

OF

Mr. Henry, Counselor of the Freiïch Embassy;
Mr. Hornbeck

Subject:

The Manchurian situation.

Mr. Henry called without appointment.

Before the

conversation began Mr. Hornbeck said that he could not

engage in a conversation at the moment but would be glad

j'J

to see Mr. Henry later in the day.

;

Mr. Henry said that

that would be satisfactory, but he would like to ask one

question at the moment:

The French Foreign Office had

reported to the Embassy that the French newspapers carried
despatches to the effect that the American Government has

stated that it does not feel that the Kellogg Pact applies
to the situation in Manchuria; the Embassy and the Foreign

Office sought information as to the truth of these reports.

Mr. Hornbeck replied that no announcement or state
ment had been made, so far as he was aware, indicating
this Government’s view as to the applicability of the
Kellogg Pact; and he said that the Embassy might infor^

the French Government that this Government was st&yii^

PI
the situation "but had, made no such pronouncements^
co
cp

SKH:EJL

;*■
J?
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Secretary of State
fAR EASitnK AFFAIRS

Washington»

>EPa2 3 1931

633, September 23

œ

Reuter reports ffom Nanking twenty-second:

(j

"Japanese women and children are evacuating Nanking
tomorrow, Wednesday, at eleven A, Mw

Japanese Consul has

requested that due protection be afforded them when ernbark-

ing
General Chiang Kai Shek, addressing mass meeting of

Kuomintang today, declared in course of his speech; /

’Fjfeic fibs moment we await judgment of the world and \tq
must suppress our indignation and remain calm but if

League of Nations and signatories of Kellogg pact fail

to

to uphold justice the National Government is prepared for

a final and supreme struggle

I shall lead the amy to

fight for preservation of our race and to uphold dignity

of our people.

I shall go to the front and if need be fall

with other patriots^'.

JOHNSON
HPD
KLP
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Stat*

Mukden. 22nd

"Major Usuda

oe Officer of the Kwangtung Army, states that

strength of Japanese Army in Maichuria is now ten thousand
includin'; tie v’-'?.ngtung division and five battalions of

C
0'

the Chosar. div..;, o on.

•

He said that troops were probably oeing cent to

Taonan to protect Japanese residents there.".

(D
\

JOHNSON

G

Cl
KLPsWSB

t
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NOTE

FROM
-TO-------

regarding:

.

FOR .... T.«l»#593s5 E“*.

Johnson
NAME

) DATED ___ SeEt».17il931.i
1—1172

Report that National Government suspected Japan of
aiding the canton opposition government by sale
of aims and munitions: Quotes KUO WEN report
dated Hank! ng,Sept.15,in regard to -, and
stating that an officer of Japanese Legation
in Helping,called on the Acting minister of
military Affairs,and denied this report.
(Copy attached).

7 9 3 .9 4 /1 8 4 6

,®?5s.Q0ZU5M

SEE
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Washington.
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Kuo Wen report from Nanking fifteenth:
"An officer of Japanese Legation in Peiping, who

is stationed here, called on General Chen Yi, Acting

Minister of Military Affairs, and made ar important
statement on behalf of War Department in Tokyo.
Officer said that judging from utterances of prominent Chinese leaders in recent weeks the National Govem~

ment suspected Japan of aiding the Canton opposition
government with arms and munitions.

This suspicion is

unfounded as Japanese Government has never supplied
single rifle or round of cartridges to Canton."

JOHNSON
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From

Peiping via N. R.
Dated September 23, 1931

sul at Mukden:

"September 22, 9a. m.

Civil government in Mukden

in process of organization along the following lines: .‘Mayor

will be a Japanese; the principal municipal departments will

be under the joint control of Japanese and Chinese chiefs;
all subordinate positions will be filled by Chinese.'

Dosh-

ihara, formerly in Kuangtung array, is to be Mayor of Mukden.

Difficulty is being experienced in securing Chinese willing

to participate.

It is planned to have similar municipal

governments in Anttxng, Naochwang, Changchun, Ssuping^ai, and

«

Kirin.

Occupation of Kirin City by Japanese was completed

yesterday and the Chientao area is being s^miliarly occupied.
Japanese

23
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10î20 a. m.

Japanese do not intend to. send troops to Taonan and the

Hsingan area, at least for the time being.

As all Chinese soldiers have moved out, the

maintenance of order at Huangkatun, the present terminus of
the Peiping-Mukden railway, will probably necessitate

Japanese occupation today or tomorrow.
Regular Japanese troops in occupation of Manchuria

now number approximately 16,000, not including military

_ .
train ,
.
. .n .
police,/guards and civilian receives under arms,?

JOHNSON

ÏÏSB:HPD
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œxssjt^
Dated Sept. 23, 19

From

Received 11.45 am

SECRETARY OF STATE

WASHINGTON

KfcP 2 4 fôSÎ
VERY URGENT September 23, 1 pm

Sÿ^IÇÎLY. CONFIDENTIAL FOR THE SECRETARY

to Drummond,

He says morning reports still more serious and that
rumors indicate occupation has been extended to the great •wall.

The urgent desire for American cooperation is increasing and
members of the Council have been insistent that we be urged
to cooperate actively in the deliberations.

In the most

tentative way Drummond conveyed the wish that you could be
consulted as to what measure of cooperation might be possible.
There are in his opinion two steps that we might consider

adopting,
One.

That an American should bo invited to sit on tho

Council which he considers the boldest and probably the most
effective step that could be taken for its effect on Japanese

public opinion.

Two

7 9 3 .9 4 /1 8 4 8

I delivered the message in your 119, September 22, 1 pm
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Th #2 of Sept. 23, 11.45 from Geneva
Two.

That the Council should definitely appoint the

small committee,

(Germany,Italy,Great Britian, France with

Spain presiding) as a regular "Council committee", and ask

the United States to appoint a representative*
The first step is, of course, subject to an invitation

by the Council,

and Drummond was of the opinion that a

suggestion of American participation would be gratefully and

eagerly accepted, except perhaps Japan, whose representative,
however,would not dare to protect in public.
As to the second step, there is a precedent in the case

of the Liberian Committee and Drummond thought that you might
find it easier, though the first course suggested would be
naturally more effective.
If you can adopt the bolder course relief and gratitude

will be general on the continent, not the least in France.
but of course I realize that the feasibility of such a
step will have to be judged by the state of public opinion
at home.

In regard to possible Japanese resistance to our parti*-

cipation, a suggestion of American participation in Council’s
deliberations might serve to strengthen the resistance of

Shidehara to military influence.

WILSON
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SECRETARY OF STATE

WASHINGTON

124, September 22

Consulate’s number

The proceedings in the Council this morning with the
exception of Lord Cecil’s statement at the close, referred to
in the Consulate’s telegram under reference, were entirely

confined to a series of statements on the part of the

Okinese and the Japanese delegates on the Council.
Chinese delegate spoke first.

The

The substance of these is as

follows;

China.
from Nanking.

Sze read two telegrams which he had just received

These telegrams outlined factual developments in

the conflict area, giving towns occupied, etc.

He then

stated that the total area which had been occupied by the
Japanese troops was as extensive as that of Great Bri£p.in
q

and Ireland,

S

He said that these messages gave a&erj^gloomy

picture but he was afraid that even so it was imthmplçtc, as

CP
the Japanese
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the Japanese had cut communication between that area and
Nanking, and that he believed the situation to be more grave

jfhan at the time he despatched his note to the Secretary

General (Consulate’s 118, September 21, 5 pm).
His position was that it had become a question whether

application of other articles than article

Eleven of Paris

Covenant might not be required, although this might be

prevented by prompt and effective action on the part of Japan.
Je then brought forward again the steps which he had requested

the Council to take in his note to the Secretary General:
(one), to prevent the further development of a situation

endangering the peace of nations,
status quo ante,

(two), to reestablish the

(three), to determine the reparations due to

China,
Japan reported Yoshizawa expressed his intention of
replying to the Chinese delegate’s statement as soon as he

had received instructions from his Government,

In the mean

time he wished to offer a few observations in an attempt to
clear up the position and to determine the scope of the
problem.

He stated that in order to understand the situation,
it was
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No. 124 from

Geneva

it was necessary to consider the nature of region where the
incident occurred, and proceeded to lay stress upon the
enormous Japanese interests there and rights guaranteed by

treaties.

He called attention to the great disproportion

between the small garrison of soldiers maintained there by

Japan and the very large Chinese army in that region.'

He

declined to accept the Chinese affirmation that the incident

took place without provocation on the part of Chinese troops
and added that, according to official information in his

possession, the incident was caused by the destruction by

Chinese troops of part of the railway near Mukden, which
necessitated the taking up of arms by the small Japanese

garrison there.

From this it became necessary to occupy

important points in certain towns in order to prevent further
incidents and to protect the railway and the life and property

of Japanese nationals resident in the district.

stated that this incident was not

an

He then

isolated event but was

rather an explosion due to a tension which had been created
by a number of earlier occurrences such as the murder of
Captain Nakamura by Chinese soldiers.

Referring to the
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Referring to the Chinese demand for reparations, he

considered it unjust to make any suoh claim until the Council
had finished discussing the merits of the case.

He contended

that the settlement of the question of the reestablishment of

the status quo ante could not be properly settled except on
the spot and by taking into consideration the various factors

in each locality.

He assured the Council that the incident was a local one
and that immediately after its occurrence the Japanese

Government had sent a formal order to the commander of the

Japanese forces in Mukden to take the necessary steps to pre
vent an extension of the troubles.

He added that his

Government was far from the idea of making war on the Chinese

Republic,
He asserted that, according to latest reports he had

received, a proposal had been made by the Chinese that a

solution should be sought by direct negotiations between the

two governments.

He implied that this proposal was welcomed

by his Government and added that in his judgment premature
intervention would only have the result of needlessly exciting

Japanese public opinion and thus impede the pacific settlement

of the situation.

He expressed the conviction that a pacific
settlement
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settlement could best be achieved by direct negotiations
betvzeen the two Governments.

Finally, in view of the fact

that he had not yet received instructions, he requested the

Council to postpone the matter until its next meeting.
China.

Sze replied by noting that Yoshizawa’s views were

personal inasmuch as he had admitted that he had not yet re
ceived instructions from his Government.

With respect to the

accuracy of his own statements regarding the cause of the

incidents as questioned by the representative of Japan, ho
declared that China was quite willing to submit to an inquiry

to be carried out by a commission appointed by the League and
to leave the entire matter in the hands of an impartial

commission.

In respect of the case of alleged murder of

Nakamura and other oases as being brought forward by Japan
as the causes leading to the present incident, he declared

they were quite irrelevant, as there are diplomatic and
juridical means provided for the settlement of such questions,

As to the contention of the Japanese that their reoent

measures wore defensive, hQ stated that that was not an excuse

which could be accepted by the Council, as on previous
occasions the Council had clearly specified that no nation

could use defensive measures as excuses in such case and that
this view had been indorsed by the representative of Japan
who was
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who was on tho Council at the time.

In this he referred to

the minutes of the thirty-sixth extraordinary session of the
Council in October, 1925, pages 1699-1709..

With reference to the statement by the Japanese delegate
that the Chinese had proposed direct negotiations, he denied

this bÿilraplication declaring that China would not enter into

diplomatic negotiations when a large portion of her territory
was undeÎ military occupation by another country and further,

when that very country had already resorted to means other
than diplomatic measures.

With reference to the Japanese

delegate’s question whether this rnatter was within the
competence of the Council, he declared that he did not

that there was the least doubt on that score, inasmuch as
Cases of a far less serious nature had previously been taken

up, examined and adjusted by the Council.
Japan.

Yoshizawa, referring to Sze’s contention that he

was not acting under instructions from his Government and tho

information which he furnished was his own, clarified this
point by saying that he meant only that he had not received
instructions from Tokyo as to the policy he was to follow but

that the information he had submitted came from his
Government.

With reference to Sze’s statement that
communications
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sommunications had. been cut off from Manchuria, had asserted,

that the first news regarding the incidents in question had
come from Peiping and that he inferred that tho telegram from
Peiping was based upon information transmitted from Manchuria.

Later telegrams appearing day after day in the press he

believed to have been supplied by Chinese reporters Manchuria.
Thus, although he did not assert that communications in

Manchuria were intact, he thought it incorrect to say that

information from Manchuria was meager.

He also, with reference

to Sfcc’ô statement that the Japanese position was that tho

consideration of the question did not come within the competence

of the Council, stated that what he had meant was that the
incident wasone which might be settled by means of direct

negotiations between the two Governments.

He added that he

had reason to believe that the Chinese Government was also

inclined to settle the question in that manner, inasmuch as
he had received official information from his government that

a high official of the National Government at Nanking had

spoken to the Japanese Minister to that effect.

He added that

according to the latest telegrams received, his Government was
ready to accept this proposal though he had not yet been
informed whether the answer hadryet foeen communicated to the

Government of China in that sense.

He declared to the Counèil,

however^
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however, that his Government «as ready to accept this

suggestion.

China.

Sze, referring to statements which the Japanese

representative had said were made by a Chinese official

looking to Direct negotiations would point out that at the
present moment no direct negotiations were in progress.

He

implied that if such statements were made on the part of a

Chinese official, they were unfounded.

He repeated that*

speaking for his Government the case was left to the Council.

Japan.

The Japanese delegate contented himself by saying

that the Chinese official to whom he referred as making
suggestions to the Japanese Minister looking to direct

negotiations, was one holding one of the most important
portfolios in the Chinese Government and that after mature

dansideration tho Japanese Government is inclined to express

its agreement with the suggestions made by this very responsible
official.

GILBERT
-omioaron

CSB
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COPIES SENT T& /
TELEGRAM RECEIVED

September 22, noon.

Late last evening unknown person throw

bombs into Japanese Consulate, Japanese military mission building,.

Chosen bank and Japanese newspaper office; but little damage was
done.

Chinese civil officials very much diajg^bed and have

appealed to the British Consul General and myself for advise
Chinese police so far have the situation in hand.
Two.

Reports concerning Kirin City conflicting, but it

appears to be intention of the Japanese troops moving toward

Three.

Soviet troops are no doubt gathering at frontier

points especially near Manchuria Station, but no evidence that

they have moved into Chinese territory.tt
Also September 22, 4 pm.

One. Local Chinese

OCT 1 2-1931

City»to occupy same if they have not already done so.
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rh # 2 of No. 635 from Peiping
"One. Local Chinese troops, some of Whom-have deserted,
have been transferred from barracks to outskirts of Harbin, some

to the Heilun Zkiang- province side of Sungari River.
This is in preparation for withdrawal ip c^so Japanese troops
come to Harbin.

Two.

Chinese Officials at a meeting this morning decided

to take stronger police measures to maintain order in the city.

Three,

These officials and a portion of Chinese community

becoming bitter against Soviet citizens and Soviet Government

as they suspect an agreement between the latter and Japanese
Government whereby Japan will receive ChangchunHHarbin branch
of the Chinese Eastern Railway and Soviet Government receive

financial aid from Japan and compensation in North Manchuria,
This may in part be true.
Four.

CONFIDENTIAL.

Russian eye witness states he saw

young Chinese throw bomb into Japanese Consulate last nighty

Five. A meeting of the interested consular service will bo

this evening to discuss local situation.”
JOHNSON
KLP :WSB
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The Chinese^Government have appealed to

the League under Article

of the Covenant to intervene

in the Mukden affair and the Council were to discuss the

question on the morning of the 23rd of September.
His Majesty’s Government and the French

Government agree in favouring a proposal for the
simultaneous withdrawal of troops and the despatch of
the British and French Military Attache's from Tokio to

Mukden, whither the Military Attaches from Peking have

already proceeded.

The Military Attaches would act as

neutral observers on the spot to verify withdrawal, so

that each side might have assurances that the other side

were carrying out their part.

The proposal for the with-

.drawal of troops and the despatch of neutral observers

would have the object of preparing the ground for direct

negotiations ;

if these failed or proved difficult, either

side might then invoke outside intervention.

His Majesty’s Government desire to inform the
United States Government of,the action they are taking

and they would be glad to learn whether or not the latter

contemplate urging moderation on both sides.

September 22nd, 1931.

BRITISH EMBASSY,
WASHINGTON, D. C.
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Telegrams referred to in statement of Chinese Dole*

gate before the Council yesterday afternoon have now been
communicated together with additional messages received
this morning.

These telegrams declare Japanese are

extending operations in Manchuria and give some dptails

regarding casualties and extent of occupation.

The situa

tion in Harbin is declared to be tense as Chinese soldicfiSs

are concentrating (?) after having evacuated other pointasw4
in pursuance of Chang Hsu Liang’s orders to avoid clash

with Japanese.

The text of a statement issued by Chiang

Kai Shek declaring that China has asked League to obtain

as a first step the immediate withdrawal of the invaders

and to help in finding a peaceful solution of this con
flict, was included.

He added that the National Army

had received strictest orders to avoid clashes with
Japanese.

—
03
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2- #131, from Geneva, Sept.23,1931
2:25 p. m.
Japanese.

Tho Chinese Government informs the Council that it
is not conducting any direct negotiations with Japan since
tho case has already been laid before the League.
The telegrams received by Chinese delegates this
morning report that relief authorities in China have

refused foodstuffs and medicine offered by Japan for

flood sufferers.
Doos the Department wish the text of the Chinese
telegrams referred to and those referred to and those

referred to in Consulate’s 124, September 22, 7 p, m?

They comprise approximately 2500 words and will be
probably followed by others«

Another Council meeting will be held at 6:45 this

evening to consider tho situation again^

GILBERT
HPD
CSB
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Q
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GENEVA

TELEGàWWéEIVED

I

% $ fait

Pated Sept. 23, 1931

received. 3.45 pm
SECRETARY OF STATE
WASHINGTON

lzMR EAST

132, September 23
'■v*i M Sf.U

Consulate’s 129

ptember 23, 1 am

The following press telegram was handed, me this mo

by a French official who stated that it was being given some
credence at the Quai d’ Orsay

While there is no way here

of checking this statement, the text of the telegram is
possibly of interest
"According to a telegram from Riga the Soviet Vice

Commissary for Foreign Affairs Karakhan has informed the
Ambassadors of China and Japan that the Government of the
Soviets could not remain indifferent to the conflict which

is bringing into hostile action the armies of their respective
countries.

Consequently it has decided to send the Commissary

for War, Vorochiloff immediately towards the frontiers

’•“*
to

nearest to the engagements,

Sf

It is believed, moreover, that the Soviet troops of the

extreme Orient have received considerable reinforcements,"
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rh #2 of No. 132 from Genova

The French official expressed French apprehension of

arrangements between Russia and Japan for the partition of

Manchuria.

GILBERT
KLP(WSB
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September 23, 1931.
11:20 a.m.

MEMORANDUM OF TRANSATLANTIC TELEPHONE CONVERSATION BETWEEN
SECRETARY STIMSON, NORMAN DAVIS AND HUGH WILSON.
—.. -

.5
SECRETARY: Is this Mr. Davis?

DAVIS:

President

Yes, Mr. Secretary.

I have put in a call for the

I called on the Chairman of the Council and talked

with him.

I prepared a cable to the President, promising to

call him

I did finish my work on the Financial Committee

<£•
01

Monday and he asked me to stay here yesterday and today on this
Chinese-Japanese situation.

I know a lot of these men and I

want to speak to them about that

SECRETARY:

Tell me what the nature.

co
01
G!

I have not the

slightest objection to your telling me what you find there
DAVIS:

I never in my entire life have seen a situation

which I think is so loaded with dynamite and where there is such

great opportunity to do something perfectly wonderful.

These

men here in the Council are trying to battle with the situation

The reports are most alarming.

Japan has gone down to the wall

and here they look upon it as a conflict between Shidehara
and the military clique in Japan
SECRETARY:

DAVIS:

I understand that

I understand you have all the details of this thing.

Massigli, who is representing France on the Council came to me and
he said there is only one way that I san see to stop Japan now
to help overcome the military clique and that would be for the

United States to take a very dramatic step here and to come and

Q
Q

sit on the Council of the League and help compose this thing.

I have talked to Hugh Wilson and they all feel that it would
really solve the situation.

Here is what I want to do.

p*

In

disarmament one of the difficulties is how to get a formula on

trading with the aggressor which would satisfy us and satisfy
the other people.

This has been very difficult

In getting a

&
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formula in the future, some sort of machinery is going to be

necessary and I cannot imagine in a crisis of this kind

where the Kellogg-Brland Pact has been violated and particularly

where the Nine Power Treaty in China is involved (? a better
opportunity than ) for us to accept an invitation to work with

a committee and sit at the Council.

Of course, they are

talking about your going on a committee.

most dramatic thing.

I think it would be the

I think it would save disarmament and if

you do not do it there is no use of holding the disarmament

conference, in my judgment.

I could not resist the temptation

of doing anything I could to be helpful in any possible way.
SECRETARY:

I appreciate the seriousness of the situation

and I am now in conference on the telegrams coming in this

morning, trying to work out the situation, but as you say it
seems to be an issue between the peaceful civil elements of the
government and the military, and one of the things that is to

be avoided is the excitement of national feeling behind the

military elements in Japan.

We are trying to work out a way by

which we can show our cooperation and sympathy with what the
League is trying to do and yet not obscure*

DAVIS: It is a very old thing.

It seems to me that it is an

opportunity to solve this.

SECRETARY:

investigation.

I know something about this committee of

They have suggested a committee of investigation.

I think they have followed a false analogy there.

I suggested

two years ago a committee of investigation but of a different
type.

I think to try to Impose a committee of investigation

consisting of military officers upon Japan in the way that the tele

gram suggested would excite -

DAVIS: I think the United States should throw the weight
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of its influence by joining the Council in proposing this
investigation.

ThaVis what they all speak of.

Grandi and

last night.

I talked to

They say that Great Britain

and France feel that the only way to combat it is to get the
Japanese to agree to it.

SECRETARY:

I was very much afraid of the kind of proposition

they are submitting for an investigating committee by the outside
nations to investigate Japan.
DAVIS:

What has become of that proposal?

It was a committee appointed by the Council that

the United States would join.

SECRETARY:

I think that would be a mistake.

Two years ago

I, in the case of China and Russia, suggested an investigating
committee of neutrals appointed by the two parties involved.

That is an entirely different situation.

That avoids the danger

of exciting resentment on the part of the two parties involved
or either of them.

I think this one is a mistake in the form

that they have taken and I think it would do more harm than good.

I think it would arouse all the national spirit of Japan behind
their military people who have gone off on this expedition.

DAVIS:

Hugh Wilson has just come in.

SECRETARY:

DAVIS:

I have been trying to get him all the morning.

I am doing a little irregular thing here.

I started

this by really putting in a call for the President.
SECRETARY:

I have been at work on this here already under

the treaties in which my country is a party and I am doing the

best I can, but it is a ticklish situation on which I want all
the light I can get.
DAVIS:

I knew you were working with it and would understand

the spirit under which I am calling.

SECRETARY:

I have been in conference with my people here

in the Department all morning to determine how to show our
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sympathy with what the League is doing and carry on ourselves.

WILSON:

Hello, Mr. Secretary.

There are some further

The small committee of the big powers is meeting.

developments.

(1) They have requested Drummond to notify me that they have
determined to send a committee of investigation to Manchuria.

(2) They have determined to send diplomatic notes to Japan and
China.
SECRETARY:

Are those notes to follow the form which the

Council adopted last year?
WILSON:

They have not determined the form yet.

(3) They

want to know whether you will name a representative to sit on
the small committee.
SECRETARY:

It sounds to me as if they have acted first

and then ask us to sit and accept the responsibility for what

they have already done.
WILSON:

The only thing they will announce this afternoon

is the committee of investigation.

SECRETARY:

That is the one thing I am most disturbed about

because I think they have gone off wrong on the character of the

committee and the source of its powers. Two years ago in the

China-Russia trouble I suggested a committee of investigation

but I very carefully modeled it upon the forms of the committee
which we were using in the treaties of conciliation all over
the world, and that was a committee to be selected by the

two powers involved in the controversy.

It was not a committee

from the outside imposed upon those two powers.

The present

committee, in my opinion, I am afraid will be resented by Japan

as an attempt by the outside nations to impose an investigation
from without and will ally all of the nationalistic elements
in Japan against Shidehara in favor of the military elements which
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have done this.

■*"

I think they have gone at it in the wrong way.

For instance, they may be following the precedent set in the

Greek-Bulgarian case, but that was an entirely different
situation.

In that case it was the determination of a

geographical fact and they could send military officers on the

subject to virtually draw a line.

Here on the contrary it is

a judicial ascertainment of a lot of political causes and I

do not think either the method of the choice of the committee
or the character of the personnel they suggest is appropriate
and I think it would give Japan a very good reason for

opposing it.

WILSON: I understand perfectly.
SECRETARY:

Under those circumstances I do not think I

could dream of authorizing a member to sit on that committee where
we would be faced with a fait accompli in which we have had no

voice or suggestion.

It is contrary to the way in which I

have been going at it here.
WILSON: The Council is meeting at 6:45.

to 6:00 o’clock.

It is now 20 minutes

Gan I tell your views to Drummond before that

meeting.

SECRETARY:
CASTLE:

Yes, you can do that.

I think you ought to put up your idea very strongly

to Drummond immediately on the chance that they might be willing
to change the type of the committee.

SECRETARY:

I am willing that you put up what I say very

strongly and confidentially to Drummond so that he can put it
before the committee.

I have been at work all the morning here

trying to work out a way by which we can assist you without
running into your errors.

I think they are making some mistakes

that I do not want to run into.
WILSON:

If it would seem to accord with your line of
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thought, they will probably call of the Council meeting this
afternoon.

SECRETARY:

What I was thinking of,

subject to the approval

of the President with whom I have not yet talked, was to send a
cable to the effect that we were in accord with what you have

done in the note that you sent me a copy of.

That is the one

addressed to both China and Japan yesterday, asking them to

stop hostilities and as far as possible restore the status quo.

This question of investigation in oriental matters is a very

People in the Orient like to work those things

delicate one.

out by negotiation between the two parties and one of the things
I noticed two years ago is being repeated here.

The action by

the outside powers has driven China and Japan together.

The

papers this morning report that Japan is now ready to negotiate
with China.

That will follow almost always when outside powers

take a hand in the Orient, and you must bear that in mind and
you do not want to commit yourselves so tight to a method of

remedy to which they do not agree.

You may end up by making the

situation worse than it is now.

WILSON:

I think that is sound.

SECRETARY:
that mistake.

I am trying to back you up and yet I run into
Norman Davis asked me whether we could not have

an American sit on the Council.

That would have the same

objection to which their offer to sit on the committee has.
The Council has already acted.

We would go into something in

which we had no voice in the original statement and furthermore

it would run into all of the other objections which exist in
America about formal official action on the League.

My idea -

is to cooperate in some wider action having its origin in some
treaty provision with which we are associated,

such as the
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Kellogg Pact or the Nine Power Paci.

In other words, it seems

to me that probably the best thing I can do is to express
sympathy and approval with their efforts in a form that can

be used publicly, and to reserve my technical cooperation to
pull them out of trouble if they got into trouble.

WILSON:

I am going to see Drummond now.

If he asks me

to explain this to hie colleagues is it all right to do so.
SECRETARY:

Drummond.

I think you had better do it privately to

I do not think you had better speak before the

committee.

Your appearance there would be misinterpreted.

WILSON:

But it is a private meeting.

CASTLE:

Even from a private meeting it would leak.

SECRETARY: You better talk to the Secretary General or the

leaders privately.

I do not think we can accept service on

that particular committee, nor can we accept service on the
Council, but I am trying to think of a way, if the emergency
arises, we can possibly accept on a broader basis.

The thing

most important, because I think it is a clear mistake, is the
character of the investigation that that committee is apparently

determined to make.

I think that is going to make trouble.

I do not want that to get to Japan but you can use it with

Drummond.
WILSON:

Would you like me to call you back tonight after

I talk with Drummond and after the Council meeting.
SECRETARY:

Yes.

Let them understand you have talked with

me about my views on which I have not yet talked to the President.

WILSON:

S HER

I will call you within about three hours probably.
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September 23, 1931.
4:00 p.m.
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MEMORANDUM OF TRANSATLANTIC TELEPHONE CONVERSATION
BETWEEN SECRETARY STIMSON AND HUGH WILSON.

WILSON: Hello - Mr. Secretary.
conversation with. you.

I told Drummond of my

As a result, the public session of the

held.

In that session it came to light that no Japanese reply

has been received to the telegram sent yesterday regarding the

investigation committee.
SECRETARY: Have they telegraphed to Japan about an

investigation committee?
WILSON: A telegram was sent to Japan yesterday suggesting

an investigation committee.

7 9 3 .9 4 /1 8 5 3 3 /4

Council this afternoon was called off and a private session was

The Japanese Delegate said that

the Japanese Government will refuse all responsibility for this.

Lord Cecil then suggested another form of commission - the

Japanese to appoint two neutral members, the Chinese to appoint
two neutral members, and the Council to appoint three neutral

members.

The Japanese Delegate will send a telegram suggesting

this to his government.

SECRETARY: Is the Japanese Delegate in favor of it?
WILSON: He did not express any opinion concerning it.
Drummond adds that the Council very earnestly hopes for our
participation in the work of the special committee.

A resolution

along the following lines will be presented to the Council at

tomorrow’s session.

The members of the special committee will

O
to

have authority to seek the collaboration that may be helpful

in their deliberation.

Drummond says that the special committee

H
£+I—u

will be glad to invite the United States in any form that may be
agreeable to us.

If you would like to have the invitation based

on our Interest as signatories either of the Nine Power Treaty

ir «
pj
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or the Kellogg Pact or on the basis of general world interest
it would be all right.
this.

The only other thing I have to add is

The latest reports here from a Chinese source are that

Japanese forces have gone south of the Great Wall.
I have made no press statement of any kind.
SECRETARY: In the first place, Japan I do not believe
will ever accept any investigating committee.
WILSON:

Do you think they may accept in the form of

Cecil’s suggestion?

SECRETARY: No,

I do not.

I think that is chimerical.

I do not think that is open to question and I do not believe
in imposing a committee from the outside on Japan for I think

that would play right into the hands of the enemies of peace.

I have sent you a telegram today.
I want to give you the sense of it.

It is on the wires now and
In it I am sending an

answer to the action of the Council yesterday in their

resolution about a note to China and Japan,in which I say I am
in hearty sympathy with their action and that we will send a

similar note, not an identical note, but a similar note to both
parties urging a cessation of the hostilities and a withdrawal

from the dangerous position in which they are.

The rest of

my telegram explains my attitude on the rest of the matters
about which you have asked me.

In general, my feeling is that

the surest road to peace is by diplomatic methods in which we
will try to back up any action taken by the League in such
matters, to urge a settlement by the Chinese and Japanese

themselves through direct negotiation between them.

The first

road to peace is to urge them to settle it by direct negotia

tion between China and Japan.

In doing that, we will urge
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that method and cooperate with the League if they are urging it.
Then if that method is not effective and if outside action becomes

necessary why I think that in view of the fact that the League
has the appropriate machinery under Article 11 and that it has

already been invoked by China, the League ought to go ahead and

that we will lend it all moral support that we can.

We cannot

participate, of course, in League action but we will make clear

that it has our moral support.

Then, and only in case that

should prove ineffective for any reason, we would come to the

other two treaties — the Nine Power Treaty or the Kellogg Pact.

In other words, if the action of outside parties is necessary,

I think it should be done by the League which is in session
and acting now and it has our earnest sympathy and support.
But I have made clear in this telegram the reasons for my fear

for this outside committee of investigation.
the wise.

That is a word to

I know something about the attitude of mind of

those peoples.

I have lived among them, and I believe (I want

this thoroughly understood) that the Japanese Government,
the civilian government, probably - of course we are all

embarrassed by lack of evidence - is sincerely trying to settle
this matter.

I believe they ought to have a chance to do so and

I believe that outside action by a lot of attaches or a com
mission appointed by anybody else would make trouble.

that ought to be a last resort.

I think

Of course if any one of the

parties should prove intractable to settlement, then under the
machinery of the League the League will have to go its own way in

opposition to that party, but as long as there is any chance of
the parties settling the matter between themselves I think
outside interference will make it more difficult.

WILSON: You understood about the Cecil resolution?
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SECRETARY: Yes.

But they would prefer negotiation.

is the method of Oriental people.

That

They are not accustomed to

judicial inquiry and I would not use that until you were sure

you were going to get their opposition anyhow.
WILSON:

*

As long as they are in the state of mind where

they will negotiate you want to give them all the opportunities

possible and if that fails then the League can go ahead with its
own machinery and you will give it moral support.
SECRETARY:

Precisely.

But I think they should be given

every opportunity to do it by direct settlement first.

is for your knowledge.

That

I am making public here the note which

I am sending in answer to the President of the Council.

I am

giving it out this afternoon here, because the President's

resolution has already been made public.

The cable has gone to

you already.

WILSON: Thank you very much.
SECRETARY:

That is the situation.

of the resolution of inquiry.

I

I am really afraid

wish they would kill it for

the present and not mention it.

WILSON:

May be the Japanese will kill it themselves.

SECRETARY: I think they will, but it will make them feel

badly to kill it.

You can use your own discretion about

telling confidentially the way I feel about this, but I do not
want it made public because I think it is subject to mis

representation.

That is the best of my thought on the situation

and I think that is the best way out of a very difficult position.

Of course, do not have any misunderstanding; if either party
proves recalcitrant and takes a position which is clearly in

violation of the covenant of either of the two treaties to which

America is a party we shall not flinch in our duty.
much hope that they will not do that.

WILSON:
S HHR

Thank you very much.

That is clear.

But I very
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Secretary of State
Washington.
RUSH,

p 24

'

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL;
Certain aspect of the Sino-Japaneso question as it is
seen in Geneva may be of assistance to the Department in

understanding the situation here.
Ono.

It is very apparent that the Japanese rep

resentative here is in a most difficult position and
I have it on the best authority that what information he

has received from his government on the present situation
is meager and almost evasive;
Two.

Sugimura informed me that for Japan he saw

in this present situation a fight to the death between

,r>
z
■V

the civil and military authorities in Japan and that the
apparent plight of the Japanese representative here is
pnly a reflection of what is taking place in Tokio,
Three.

I understand that the Japanese representa

tive is pleading with his colleagues on the Council for
more time, alleging as a reason that the repercussions of
the present

7 9 3 .9 4 /1 8 5 4

129, September 23, 1 a; mi
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REP

the present situation present internal dangers Japan
unless the civil authorities be given a reasonable period

to prepare public opinion.

Four.

The Council is at present taking into con

sideration two things, a reply from Japan on her "policy"

and a reply from Japan respecting the proposed military

commission of investigation;
Five,

The Chinese representative has stated

privately that China did not desire to invoke the Kellogg
Pact because for technical reasons China did not wish

by inference to admit tho existence of a "state of war"
which tho provisions of the Kellogg Pact is understood
to envisage.
Six.

It has been commented on that Russia has

at no time been mentioned in the discussion.

It is

rumored, however, that Russia has an understanding with

Japan based upon the hostility of Russia to the present
Chinese Government;

Seven.

Lord Cecil, the British delegate, took

tho initiative in the^Council proceedings and largely
dominated the action.

Eight.

"Constant appeals" are being made to me

in tho strongest and most serious terms on the part of
représentâtives
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2:30 p; m;
representatives of the world powers here that their

governments are looking for action by the United States

as the chief hope in a situation whoso gravity they
feel cannot be overstated.

GILBERT
G'SB
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S:

Paragraph five of this telegram is of importance
It states:
The Chinese representative (at Geneva)

has stated privately that China did not desire

to invoke the Kellogg Pact because for technical reasons China did not wish by inference

to admit the existence of a ’state of war’

%

which the provisions of the Kellogg Pact is
understood to envisage."

Comment:

f'.

It is believed that it is easy to under

stand the reluctance of China to establish or admit,

whether by inference or otherwise, the existence of a
"state of war".

If the existence of a "state of war" is

affirmed or admitted, it would follow that negotiations,
if and when conducted, between China and Japan alone would
J**.
00
be posited on the assumption that there had bew wagsand

the settlanait must be based on the situation

.*[
cu
existing,

at

the moment of termination or suspension of hostilités.
The terms of peace then would be dictated by whichever power

was in the stronger position and on the basis of that

position.
SKE./ZMF
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in confidential code must bo
GENEVA,
closely paraphrased before
being communicated to anyone. Dated September 23,
FROf/kcc’d 10:13\j>
7

Secretary of State

C/ivini

Washington, D.C

133, September 23, 8 p.m
Consulate’s 131 September 23, 2 p

At the very last moment the decision was/takcry^tG
*

hold in private the Council meeting this ov

Th>

'

b

„

owing is the text of a letter addreb^^^j^»

this afternoon by the Japanese representative on tho\J?Çi
Council to the Secretory General in explanation and

00
defense of the Japanese position.

Ho requested that

a

this letter bo communicated to the President and members
of the Council and drew attention

fact that the

entire information covering the period from September
18' to 21 was derived from official sources
’On the night of September 18th, about 10:30 p.m.

«

a Chinese detachment of some 350 men blow up part of «•

the main lino of the South Manchurian Railway North of
Mukden at a point southwest of the Chinese barracks
at Pcitaying.

This detachment led by its officers was

proceeding in the direction of I,ung-Kouchon, between
Pcitaying and Mukden, when it was discovered by a

railway guard patrol which endeavored to stop it but
failing, was obliged to open fire,

A battle ensued

in which a company of the Japanese garrison of Mukden
took
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sept 23,

took part.

In view of tho gravity of tho possible consequences
of such an incident in present circur.istancos and tho
disproportion between tho Chinese and J .panose forces,

tho Japanese headquarters at Mukden promptly took such

stops as it considered indispensable. At 2:30 a,n;
it had the Chinese barracks occupied and tho troops

who were stationed

(#)

disarmed;

subsequently tho

open town, tho official buildings and tho arsenal wore

occupied.
Immediately upon receiving notice of the incident
tho troops stationed at Tiohling, Kaiyuang, Tsuwingkai

and Liao Yang concentrated at Llukden; and tho Kwangtung
staff proceeded in haste to that town at noon on September
19th.

On receiving nows of tho clash the guards stationed

along tho South Manchurian Railway took tho precautions
to protect tho track and tho safety of Japanese Nation

als and to deal with any possible attack by the largo
Chinese f'di’COs in Mukden.

At Changchun a. Japanese was sent on September 19

to tho Chinese troops stationed in tho neighborhood of
tho tov/n at Kwangchiengtzo and Nanking, to arrange for
their disarmament, but tho Chinese offered strong

resistance to tho Japanese troops who had 60 killed
and
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and 96 wounded.

The garrison of Changchun however

was disarmed without incident about noon on the sane

day.
On the 20th similar measures wore taken at Antung^^eSêfei§nSnd Yingkow; various strategic points in the
neighborhood of tho railway zone wore occupied.

The

customs offices at Antung, Yingkow, otc., wore care

fully respected.
In tho places mentioned, order is being main
tained in cooperation with tho Chinese, and at Mukden

tho Chinese municipal police are continuing to discharge
their duties under the direction of the Japanese author
ities.
In places outside the railway zone tho Japanese

consuls have applied to tho local authorities to

provide for tho protection of our nationals,

as

however Japanese subjects have suffered serious mal

treatment at Korin tho Japanese detachment has proceeded
to that town but has to return to its garrison in a
da.y or two as soon as calm has boon restored.

Wo have boon able so far to ensure the complote
safety of foreigners resident in the area under

Japanese control.

In view, however, of tho disquieting

situation caused by the presence of undisciplined
hands and tho attitude of tho population in looser
are as,
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areas, 'the small forces at our disposal have not teen
thought sufficient to provide effective protection for

the railway linos and for Japanese and foreign residents
and the Thirty Ninth Away Corps (4,000 non) was sent to
Manchuria from Korea on September 21st. (End Green)
I have boon confidentially informed that the

members of the League not roprosontod on the Council -are
planning to pass a resolution probably at the next plenary

session of the Assembly indorsing the action taken by

the Council.

This plan is intended as a gesture to

support the Council and to emphasize that the present

is of world/Whccrn.

GILBERT
#-omission
FW
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Peiping

Dated September 24, 1931
T!

of
pAR tASUM AfFAJRV

(

0 24 0

Secretary of State,J-W

Â

Washington,

648, September 24, 4 p, m.

\

Following from JÆukden:

11 September 23, 3 p. m.

A reliable report has been

heard that Japanese troops will occupy Hsinmin and that
Peiping-Mukden Railway authorities have been ordered to
move southward all extra locomotives at Huangkutun,.

September 23, 4 p, m.”.
(GRAY).

Hsinmin mentioned in telegram iar first

large station west of Mukden.

JOHNSON

CD
01
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Peiping via N. R,
Dated September 24, 1931

Reo’d 6;38 a.; m.

•partmenr of Sut»

Washington,

640, September 24, 8 â.- m.
Reuter report from Nanking twenty third»

” Government spokesman here characterizes as groundless

reports from Tokyo that China had proposed a joint SinoJapanese commission to investigate the Manchurian affair

and Mr. Yoshizawa’s similar allegation at Geneva.
This afternoon Marshal Chang Hsuieh Liang telegraphed

to Generalissimo Chiang Kai Shek denying reports of Soviet
troop movements on the border but adding that Soviet Consul

at Harbin had made representations to Japanese Consul there
that Japanese military movements were hindering operation

News of League's action regarding Manchuria was very

welcome here and had calming effect where anti—Japanese
feeling was threatening to get out of hand.

Mass meeting
here this

l£6l 3 I

of Chinese Eastern Railway.
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here this morning of one hundred, thousand people demanded

that Government should immediately mobilize.
Japanese community here was evacuated to Shanghai

this morning”.

JOHNSON

HPD
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SEE ___

el »ifSôS*“opin

Sep.23,1931
1-1127

0P0

Conflict between Japan and China.
Information furnished, by Japanese Military attache that SovietSiberian army is mobilizing near hanchouli.

tfv
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GRAY

Peiping via N,^ R.
Dated. September 23, 1931

Rec’d 9:05 a. m.'

Secretary of State,

Washington.

638, September 23, 6 p. m.
Japanese Military Attache informs our Assistant

Military Attache that Soviet-Siberian army is mobilizing near

Manchouli.

Please inform War and Navy,

JOHNSON
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Secretary of State
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Washington,

647, Beptembe
Following from Consul
CONFIDENTIAL
September 33, noon. My September 22, 5 p.

One.

Dr, Tap, Acting Counselor and secretary to

the Minister for Foreign Affairs, has just called and given
me an analysis of the situation which confronts the Chinese

leaders.

He told me he was not sent by the Minister but

my opinion is he did not come without suggestion from the
Minister.

Tan says that the Ministry of Foreign Affairs

has received report from its delegate in Moscow confirming^

the reports that the Soviet Government has issued of ficial1^
a statement that it can no longer remain a disinterested
spectator of the serious situation developing in Manchuria,

Chinese national leaders feel that through the League of
Nations or the Kellogg Pact or friendly mediation by other

powers
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powers there is a possibility of reaching a peaceable solu

tion of the dispute with Japan.

If, however, Soviet Russia

becomes an active factor in the situation they feel that

the ordinary methods of peaceable adjustment would have

little hope of success, since the present Soviet mentality

and methods are in a class by themselves.
might take one of several forms.

Soviet is rumored

If the Soviet Government

intervened on the side of Japan China would be faced with

two adversaries in place of one.

If the intervention is

on behalf of China and against Japan the results would

probably be even more dangerous.

The Chinese public is

already somewhat disheartened at the apparent reluctance
of the League, and of the United States as a sponsor of
the Kellogg Pact, to mediate promptly and if the Soviet
Government were to issue

(END PAR^-S ONE AND TWO).

JOHNSON
KLP

WSB
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Peiping via N. R.

Secretary of State,
Washington.

PRIORITY.
647, September 24, 3 p, m.

(SECTIONS THREE AND FOUR),

O. communique warmly supporting the side of international
justice and of China Chinese leaders anticipate that the

present highly inflamed student movement may look to the

Soviet Government as the outstanding friend of China and
defender of international justice.

The Chinese Government

however much it might suspect the motive of the Soviet

Government could hardly find a plausible pretext for

rejecting Soviet assistance.

In any case the subversive

Communist elements in China would be powerfully strengthened.

Two,

Semi-official news telegrams from Geneva are

to the effect that a plan is under consideration by some
member nations of the League to send a commission to
Manchuria to adjudicate the dispute but that thio plan

is largely dependent upon willingness of the Uhited States

to participate.
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2— #647, from Peiping, Sept.24,1931,

to participate.

For these and other reasons Chinese

leaders are very anxious to know whether

China may

expect to derive any assistance ftom'the Kellogg Pact
or the League of Nations,

I am reliably informed that

public statements have been made by officers of the
Chinese Government advocating recourse to war, even

though it may be hopeless,

if it becomes evident that

the League and the signers of the Kellogg Pact will
take no oognizanoh of-China’s case against Japan".; End message

JOHNSON

ÏÏSB
...

•;
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Dated September 24, 1931

GENEVA

?

FROM

Secretary of State,

Washington.

VERY URGENT.
159, September 24, 1 p. m.

SEP 2 4 i£31

Your 123, September 23, 4 p, m.
The message to the President of the Council caused

C) <
o

great satisfaction.

I have talked to Drummond about your ideas.

He

particularly desises me to make clear to you that the

contemplate^ commission proposed by Cecil in last night’s
secret Council Meeting which I mentioned to you last
China to name two neutrals,
night by telephone (Japanese to name two neutrals,/the
Council to name three)

finding body.

O !/^ 6

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL.

is intended only to be a fact

Such contradictory reports as to the

numbers of Japanese troops and their present location
have been received that the Council feels it essential

to know the actual facts in this connection,

The Com

mission would receive most narrow terms of .reference.
Drummond.
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3—#159-, from Geneva, Sept. 24,1931,
1 p, m.

Drummond inquires whether in the event that Japan should

accept this proposal you would agree to the nomination

of an American member of the commission,
NEW YORK TIMES correspondent obtained somewhere

fairly accurate summary regarding my discussion with
Drummond last night.

I cautioned Drummond this morning

that such publicity might injure the confidential rela
bel ween
tions/you and him which are now so desirable in this

crisis, Drummond will emphasize in small committee the
necessity for preserving the confidential nature of any

informal communication I may make to him representing

your views.
WILSON
HPD
WSB

L

J
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September 24, 1931

£24 £
WILSON

BERGUES, GENEVA

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL.
/
Your 159, September 24. /&

the Japanese Government is honestly seeking to extricate
itself from an impossible position and that it should not
be pressed in that process.

My chief fear of the suggestion

of an investigating committee has been that it would play
into the hands of the military element and obstruct the
civil elements of the Japanese Government.

These dangers

seem to me to outweigh any good that its appointment would

do in the immediate present although it may be useful later

on.

The original suggestion of a committee imposed

entirely by outside nations seemed to me clearly impossible
and dangerous.

The present proposal is better.

Personally,

I think the least objectionable form to the Japanese and
Chinese would be a commission entirely appointed by

themselves.

I should prefer not to decide whether we

would permit American membership until some proposal had
EndInhered by

^ril by operator

M.

7 9 5 .9 4 /I 8 6 0

The day’s news tends to confirm our impression that
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been actually accepted, by both China and Japan.

Otherwise

I fear the League will use American membership as a
threat to Japan, which instead of producing the results

the League anticipates would,

in my opinion, do just the

reverse and in addition would destroy our future usefulness

as mediator in case the League fails.

Tell Drummond

confidentially that we think it best not to decide the
question of American membership until Japan and China

have agreed to the proposal.

CR

1931 pu

S HLS:HHR
Enciphered by ____
Sent by operator_____________ M.,

19
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Reo'd 11:50 a,: m»
Hon. Henry L. Stimson

Secretary of State

Washington.

I heartily congratulate you on ste^s you are taking
to prevent war between China and Japan.

I believe it is

the duty of every country party to Paris Pact as well as

Four Power ‘Pacific Treaty to make representations to

both countries.

It would have great influence if other

leading nations parties to Paris Pact and the other

treaty would join you in such movement. .

sura your

representations in ease of threatened conflict between
Russia and China were very effective.

FRANK B. KELLOGG

►
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Washington?
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September 25, 1931

The Honorable

Frank B. Kellogg,
-4

St. Paul, Minnesota.

I we-e grea„tly appreciative

your kind telegram of
•N

congratulations regarding the measures I have adopted in

connection '-with the Manchuriàn crisis. The steps I am

C-.
G)

"now taking grow logically out of our traditional policy

of amicable settlement of international disputes o£
which you waERzsush so "irh^niniipjrbi)ro.l 1 y furthered.;
Thank you again for your kind message.

■ OR
8esu2571931

793.9V1S61
WE: SR
Enciphered by________

Sent by operator
Index Bu.—No. 50.
v. s. oomsurrr rswroo orrw»; in>

*
—138
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651, September 24.

"Colonel Stimson Secretary of State has communicated

94/

Reuter reports from Washington, 23rd:

I

League of Nations towards Sino-Japanese trouble in Manchuria.
Colonel Stimson in a note said that he had already

urged cessation of -hostilities and withdrawal from present
danger point and would continue earnest to work for the
restoration of peace.

He is dispatching similar notes to Japan and China",
JOHNSON

862

to Geneva assurances of America’s support of attitude of

3 2 8 (
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gf
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Reo’d 1:30 p. m..

AAR EASTERS AfFAi^

Secretary of

o J

Washington.

flt sun

CO
Ci

642, September 24, 10 a, m.

Following from American Consul General at Mukden

11 September 23, 2 p, m,

(D

Japanese rcenforcements from

Korea went through Mukden yesterday afternoon foj? Changchun

œ

where the chief concentration of reenforcements troops is

CD
01

taking place,

A traveler reports seeing Japanese police

at the first Chinese Eastern Railway station north of

Changchun.

It is believed that Japanese forces are preparing

to move on Harbin,

According to u report, reliable, Cheng-

chiatun, Tungliao and Taonan have been occupied by Japanese
forces.

Japanese aircraft flew over Hsinmin and Taipingshan:

yesterday and it is reported dropped bombs on barracks at
latter place.

Also reliably informed that only one ^^.y

of troops from Korea has been sent to Chientao regioi^
On the Mukden-Kirin Railway only Japanese milita^

«
-

are operating".

JOHNSON

KLF
HPD
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In view of local rumors could Depa:
telegraph to this Legation, for its confidential informa

tion, any information bearing on attitude of Soviet Russia
toward recent Japanese occupation of Manchuria?

JOHNSON

9 4 /1 8 6 4
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/

NEW YOHK TIMES carries a report, dated September 25,
from1 iterant^, its correspondent In Moscow, that/according 1

to his information ’QUOTE The Japanese'will not interfere'

-4

with' or 'infringe' the rights of the Chinese 'Eastern 'Railway,

O

'
I
I
I
f
/
I
I
in which the Soviet Union has a half share.»• It ie also

said to be unlikely that they will occupy 'sarbin, although

it is' possible'that the Japanese'guards'in the Japanese
section of the'city will be'reinforced/ Should circumstances'^
make'morerextensive'Japanese/action/in Harbin 'necessary/ no '
L

1

'

‘

/

I

interference with the Chinese Eastern would take place UNQUOTE.
I

I

(

/

L'—"'*

/

Muranty.' also adds QUOTE Past years7have shown«since the
<

।

i

i

r*

signing'of the Sino-Soviet convention in regard to the Chinese^
Eastern Railway l.n' 1924^hat the Chinese militarists'who have /
hitherto ruled Manchuria'have been unsatisfactory neighbors'

from a ^Soviet point of view.

This country lias 'friendlier rela-

z
I
f
/
I
tione with Japan' and has t^om^thing to gain, both economically

and politically,1 from 'order and 'stability in Manchuria under '
' A'J
whatever‘flag.UNQUOTE.

.

0
h-

/

FE
Enciphered by
Sent by operator

Index B<u—No. 50.

!

/>
M.

‘9 19------------------------------ -r-4+ti-y--.
r. s.

oov»x\mi»nt hinting

orne»; i»s*

t-
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ALLEGATION

PEIPING (China)

Your 4543, September 24, 11 a.m,
DOTI ¥Wil USSiflTi/

One.

CONFIDENTIAL

On September 22,x the American Embassy in London

was Informed by the Japanese Ambassador that he had no in

formation regarding the massing of Soviet troops, but that
he was somewhat disquieted by press reports to that effect

(

On September 24, Lord Reading expressed the opinion to the

American Ambassador that the Soviet Government probably
regarded the situation as a local one since the Japanese

forces, even with reenforoements, had a smaller number of

troops than allowed by treaty.

If continued activity

even by the smaller number,, indicated to the Soviets that
it was in pursuance of a plan of conquest, unquestionably
the Soviets would be concerned.

He regarded as unfounded

the idea that there might be a secret understanding between
the Soviets and the Japanese as to a joint occupation and
division of Manchuria
Two.

On September 23,^the American Consul at Geneva

was handed aZpress"telegram by a French official which

stated

Enciphered by
5cnl by operator

Index Bit.—No. 50.

M.

19.

I
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stated that, according to a report from Riga, Karakhan had

informed the Chinese and Japanese Ambassadors that the
Soviet Government had decided to send the Commissary for
War to the frontiers since it could not remain indifferent

to a conflict which was bringing the armies of their
respective countries into hostilities.

The telegram also

indicated that considerable reenforcements had been sent to

the Soviet troops in the Far East.

The French official

stated that the French Foreign uffioe was 'giving^some^

credence to this telegram and that there was apprehension

lest there might be a mutual understanding for the division
of Manchuria between Japan and Russia
Three.

Repeat to Tokyo

26

793.94/1864

1 "w A/.
Sent by operator

Index Bu.—No. 50.

M.

19.
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; 12<35p*

*

/ ^4!

2 8 fl9K1

tof State
>93t

Washington,

385, September 24, 4 p. m<
Called on Lord Reading to get inf carnation ^r you on
the Manchurian situation.

Reading said that at telephonic

suggestion of Oecil from Geneva he had cabled the Japanese

Government a message supplementing that already sent by the
League of Nations and that Germany, France and Italy, had

done the same.

He gives it as his own impression based

upon official advices that situation is less disquieting
and the disturbance at least is being kept local.',

He

qualified this with the statement that the news,he re

ceived was somewhat conflicting and could not
basis for too firm opinions.

a

As to the Soviet position

he considered that they regarded the situation as a local

one, which was natural inasmuch as Japan, even^ithgihe
H

05

last four thousand reenforcement pf its army, figtilJr-has a
less dumber

"
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loss number of troops in Manchuria than allowed by treaty.

He stated further however that in his judgment if con
tinued activities by even this smaller army, accompanied
as they are by a reported movement to a strategic point
of Japanese ships said by the Japanese to be merely co

incidental,

indicated to the Soviets that it was in

pursuance of a plan of conquest, unquestionably the
Soviets would be concerned.

It had been intimated to

him that possibly there might be a secret understanding
between the Soviets and the Japanese as to a joint occu

pation and division of Manchuria, but he regarded the
idea as unfounded.

If the despatch published in the

press this morning relative to the withdrawal Japanese

troops and the reported attitude of Jqgpan is correct, he is
not especially apprehensive of the situation.

DAWES
WSB
HPD
(#) Apparent omission.
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Washington
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Following from American Consul General at Canton:

"September 23, 3 pm.

Calm attitude has been adopted by

,
(C
J?'

officially inspired CANTON GAZETTE and DaILY SUN regarding

Manchurian situation.

Sun Fo holds Chiang’s diplomatic
■ ÇV-,

ineptitude responsible for crisis.

Q
0)

According to the vernacular

press Canton regime has sent circular telegrams demanding

Chiang’s resignation to Provincial Government and young

Marshal, official to dissolve local schismatic government
simultaneously and suggesting peace conference to compose

internal (#) as a means of meeting Manchurian crisis.

Foreign observers hero believe troop readjustments veil
abandonment of northern government.

Tension in East River

*7*

district easier as attack from Kiangsi and Fukien does not
appear to be developing. Canton quiet but political situation §

remains obscure."
JOHNSON

(#) apparent omission
CSB:HPD

f
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^Vrport ap^r^^t-

ï>reseTîb*

WP.
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y

Dat0^ Soptember 24, 1931
Reo’d 1:55 p*. m.

Secretary of State,

Washington.

645, September 24, 1 p, m.

My 609, September 20, 11 a. m.
Colonel Taylor of United States army forces in
Tientsin called on me yesterday and stated that it was

agreed in Tientsin that the present oriels should there
be a general attack on foreign the whole plan for the
defense of the foreign residential areas in Tientsin

would be put into effect.

Colonel Taylor stated that he

and the American Consul General understood and had so
informed the others that in such an event the American

force at Tientsin would not (repeat not) be under the

tfoixiand of the Japanese-; that the American force was
o
prepared to cooperate with the British, Frenôh and other S3

nationals having defense forces, it being understood alqooi
that the Japanese would be responsible for their own

interests.

Colonel Taylor asked me whether I considered,
his attitude
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2- #645, from Peiping, Sept. 24,1931
1 p. m.

his attitude in this matter correct and also whether I
thought he
.
< •
should take the initiative in informing the

Japanese oommandant that the American force would not

(repeat not) be responsible for the safety of Japanese
mills in Chinese territory but within the sector assigned
for American occupation in case of a general attack if
those mills were to be attacked by Chinese on the ground

that they were Japanese.

I told Colonel Taylor that I

approved of his attitude but that I did not think it was

necessary for him to take the initiative in informing
the Japanese of the attitude of the Amerio..m defense
forces.

is no

My reâson for this latter opinion was that there

present reason for making such a statement to the

Japanese and it might merely result in giving the Japanese

an excuse for stating that it was necessary for them to
occupy the Chinese territory in question American forces
having indicated their inability to protect Japanese

nationals.

I told Colonel Taylor that our preoccupation

should be to keep from being involved in either side in

this affair.

Colonel Taylor asked me what attitude he

should take should the Japanese military see fit to take
control of all the areas included in the ex-Russian, French

and Austrian
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3- #645, from Peiping, Sept.24,1931,

1 p«

and Austrian concessions, including Chinese territory/

part of which areas, namely, the ex-German concessiohj
was within the territory assigned to his command in

the scheme for the defense of the foreign residential

areas in Tientsin against general Chinese attack.

I

told Colonel Taylor that in such an event it was my
opinion that American troops should be kept within

barracks, that he should keep in touch with the Ameri

can Consul General and the Legation for the purpose of
maintaining contact with any Japanese

that

t
might be available for the purpose of assuring- ours that

during such occupation American lives and property were

not Endangered.

JOHNSON
KLP
WSB

s
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THE SECRETARY
September 22, 1931.:

nmow
MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION WITH MME JAPANESE AMBASSADOR,
MR. KATSUJI DEBUCHI TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 22, 1931. AT 3:30.

Japanese Army in Manchuria

/i7 6 ‘ 96Z.

I opened the conversation with the Japanese Ambassador

by referring to our last talk on September 17th when we
had both expressed our feeling that the relations of our
two countries were in such a satisfactory condition

I

said I had been profoundly surprised and concerned by
what was taking place in Manchuria and that I had sent

Dr. Hornbeck to see the Ambassador on Saturday and now as
the matter had developed I wished to see him myself

He said yes, that he had seen Dr. Hornbeck and he had

told him of how surprised he (the Ambassador) had been
and how concerned he was and how impossible it was for

him to understand the causes of what had taken place

I explained that as he well knew,

I had the utmost

confidence in Baron Shidehara and his desire for peace
and correct international relations

I told him that

&

I had learned from Dr. Hornbeck* s report of what Debuchl

had said Sunday - that there was a sharp cleavage between

Shidehara and some of the militaristic elements of his
government.

He said that that was so.

I said that what

I was now doing was seeking to strengthen Baron Shidehara's
hand
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hand and not to weaken it.

The Ambassador said he

understood that perfectly.

I then took the memorandum

which had been prepared (a copy of which is annexed) and

read it very slowly to the Ambassador, paraphrasing the

language into more simple words wherever it seemed at
all necessary in order that he should fully understand it.

He repeated many of the sentences,
understand.

showing that he did

When I had finished I said that this was

not to be taken as a formal note or an official action

on the part of my government, but as the memorandum of a
verbal statement given to the Ambassador for the purpose
of enabling him to understand and report to his government

how I, with my background of friendship towards Japan, felt
towards this situation.

I said that the Ambassador was at

liberty to send it to Shidehara or not, as he saw fit.

He

said he understood perfectly and that the memorandum did
not represent an official note but that if the situation was
not remedied he understood that it might be followed by

official_action on our part later?

fK

b *>rn*4.1

I then told him that there was one thing however that
I would like to ask of him and that was that he postpone his

departure for Japan until this situation was in better
shape.

I told him I felt confidence in him from our long

relations together and that it would be easier to handle

the situation if he was here.

He expressed himself as
very
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very much touched by this and said that he was glad to be
able to say that this morning he had, after having purchased
his tickets and made all his plans, decided to postpone his

departure and had told Madame Debuchi and his daughter to

that effect, and had telegraphed out to the Japanese Consul
in San Francisco to cancel the appointments he had made.

I spent quite a little time after reading the memorandum
in pointing out what a serious impression it would make in
this country if the situation of Manchuria is not restored

to the status quo.

He said he fully understood that and

he had been surprised at the moderation of our American
press thus far and attributed that to the care which I had

taken in the press conferences.

He begged me that if the

time should ever come when I did wish to act officially

in this matter I would first inform him.

I said I would

try to do so.

H.L.S.

S HLSiHHR
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MEMORANDUM.

Without going into the background, either as to the

immediate provocation or remote causes or motivation, it
appears that there has developed within the past four

days a situation in Manchuria which I find surprising
and view with concern.

Japanese military forces, with

have occupied the principal strategic points in South
Manchuria, including the principal administrative center,

together with some at least of the public utilities.

It

appears that the highest Chinese authority ordered the
Chinese military not to resist, and that, when news of
the situation reached Tokyo, but after most of the acts

of occupation had been consummated, the Japanese Government
ordered cessation of military activities on the part of

the Japanese forces.

Nevertheless, it appears some military

movements have been continuously and are even now in

process.

The actual situation is that an arm of the Japanese

Government is in complete control of South Manchuria.

The League of Nations has given evidence of its concern.
The Chinese Government has in various ways invoked action on

the part of foreign governments, citing its reliance upon
treaty obligations and inviting special reference to the

Kellogg Pact.

This

7 9 o .9 4 /l8 6 8

some opposition at some points by Chinese military forces,
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This situation is of concern, morally, legally and

politically to a considerable number of nations.

It is

not exclusively a matter of concern to Japan and China.
It brings into question at once the meaning of certain

provisions of agreements,

such as the Nine Powers Treaty

of February 6, 1922, and the Kellogg-Briand Pact.

The American Government is confident that it has not

been the intention of the Japanese Government to create or
to be a party to the creation of a situation which brings

the applicability of treaty provisions into consideration.
The American Government does not wish to be hasty in

formulating its conclusions or in taking a position.

How

ever, the American Government feels that a very unfortunate

situation exists, which no doubt is embarrassing to the

Japanese Government.

It would seem that the responsibility

for determining the course of events with regard to the
liquidating of this situation rests largely upon Japan,

for the simple reason that Japanese armed forces have
seized and are exercising de facto control in South

Manchuria.
It is alleged by the Chinese, and the allegation has
the support of circumstantial evidence, that lines of

communication outward from Manchuria have been cut or
interfered with.

If this is true, it is unfortunate.

It is the hope of the American Government that the

orders which it understands have been given both by the

Japanese
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Japanese and the Chinese Governments to their military
forces to refrain from hostilities and further movements

will be respected and that there will be no further applica
tion of force.

It is also the hope of the American Govern

ment that the Japanese and the Chinese Governments will
find it possible speedily to demonstrate to the world that
neither has any intention to take advantage,

in furtherance

of its own peculiar interests, of the situation which has

been brought about in connection with and in consequence
of this use of force.

What has occurred has already shaken the confidence
of the public with regard to the stability of conditions

in Manchuria, and it is believed that the crystallizing
of a situation suggesting the necessity for an indefinite

continuance of military occupation would further undermine

that confidence.
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Division of Far Eastern affairs

September 22, 1931
'or the Secretary:

For conversation with the

Japanese Ambassador
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Without going into the background, either as to the
immediate provocation or remote causes or motivation, it

appears that there has developed within the past four

’Tl
SE

•

days a situation in Manchuria which I find surprising

Japanese military forces, with

some opposition at some points by Chinese military forces,

have occupied the principal strategic points in South
Manchuria, including the principal administrative center,

together with some at least of the public utilities.

It

appears that the highest Chinese authority ordered the
Chinese military not to resist, and that, when news of
the situation reached Tokyo, but after most of the acts
of occupation had been consummated, the Japanese Government

ordered cessation of military activities on the part of

the Japanese forces.

Nevertheless, it appears some mili

tary movements have been continuously and are even now in
process.

The actual situation is that an arm of the Japa

nese Government is in complete control of South Manchuria.

The League of Nations has given evidence of its concern.

The Chinese Government has in various ways invoked action on
the part of foreign governments, citing its reliance upon

treaty obligations and inviting special reference to the
Kellogg Pact.

This

7 9 3 .9 4 /1 8 6 8

and view with concern.
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This situation is of concern, morally, legally and

politically to

a

considerable number of nations,

it is

not exclusively a matter of concern to Japan and China.
It brings into question at once the meaning of certain
provisions of agreements, such as the Nine-Powers Treaty

of February 6, 1922, and the Kellogg-Briand Pact.
The American Government is confident that it has not
been the intention of the Japanese Government to create or
to be a party to the creation of a situation which brings

the applicability of treaty provisions into consideration.
The American Government does not wish to be hasty in

formulating its conclusions or in taking a position.

How

ever, the American Government feels that a very unfortunate
situation exists, which no doubt is embarrassing to the

Japanese Government.

It would seem that the responsibility

for determining the course of events with regard to the
liquidating of this situation rests largely upon Japan,

for the simple reason that Japanese armed forces have

seized and are exercising de facto control in South
Manchuria.

It is alleged by the Chinese, and the allegation has

the support of circumstantial evidence, that lines of
communication outward from Manchuria have been cut or

interfered with.

If this is true, it is unfortunate.

It is the hope of the American Government that the
orders which it understands have been given both by the

Japanese
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- 3 Japanese and the Chinese Governments to their military

forces to refrain from hostilities and further movements
will be respected and that there will be no further applica

tion of force.

It is also the hope of the American Govern

ment that the Japanese and the Chinese Governments will
find it possible speedily to demonstrate to the world that
neither has any intention to take advantage, in furtherance
of its own peculiar interests, of the situation which has

been brought about in connection with and in consequence
of this use of force.

What has occurred has already shaken the confidence
of the public with regard to the stability of conditions

in Manchuria, and it is believed that the crystallizing
of a situation suggesting the necessity for an indefinite
continuance of military occupation would further undermine

that confidence.
Lt__Ls™al«dbelieved - that the repercussions inOhinese

paJAiieref 'thia situation, particularly if they be eon*

tin»*4r eannot -but have ^-an unfortua&te effect in refaxanea

te-~the»rights and interests of thevarions powerS'iegiti-
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CONFIDENTIAL.

Press despatches NEW YORK TIMES September 25 carry

w.
*’=■4

several paragraphs purporting to give substance of QUOTE

remarks UNQUOTE made by Secretary of State to Japanese

*

Ambassador.

■

The Secretary’s statement /o the Amhessador. on the

7‘

// T U

7
afternoon of Tuesday, September 22, consisted in part of

x.

impromptu remarks and in part of reading a prepared guid

ance memorandum, a copy of which was given to the Ambassador as an informal record, thé whole^to be considered

not as a communication between governments but as an oral
expression of views in the course of a friendly conversa

tion.

For your information, guidance and staff use, the

text of the memorandum is as follows:

QUOTE Without going into the background, either as to

the immediate provocation or remote causes or motivation, it
appears that there has developed within the past four days

a situation in Manchuria which I find surprising and view
X

with concern.

EncfpAereJJÿ

Japanese military forces, with some opposi-

tion_at__some.._po ints by Chinese military forces, have occupied^
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the principal strategic points in South Manchuria,

includ

ing the principal administrative center, together with some

at least of the public utilities.

It appears that the

highest Chinese authority ordered the Chinese military not

to resist, and that, when news of the situation reached
Tokyo, but after most of the acts of occupation had been

consummated, the Japanese Government ordered cessation of
military activities on the part of the Japanese forces.
Nevertheless,

it appears some military movements have been

continuously and are even now in process.

The actual situa

tion is that an arm of the Japanese Government is in com
plete control of South Manchuria.

The League of Nations has given evidence of its concern.
The Chinese Government has in various ways invoked action on

the part of foreign governments, citing its reliance upon

treaty obligations and inviting special reference to the
Kellogg Pact.

This situation is of concern, morally, legally and
politically to a considerable number of nations.

It is

not exclusively a matter of concern to Japan and China.

It

brings into question at once the meaning of certain provisions

of agreements, such as the Nine-Powers Treaty of February 6,
Enciphered by___________________________
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1922, and the Kellogg-Briand Pact.

The American Government is confident that it has not
been the intention of the Japanese Government to create or

to be a party to the creation of a situation which brings

the applicability of treaty provisions into consideration.
The American Government does not wish to be hasty in

How

formulating its conclusions or in taking a position.

ever, the American Government feels that a very unfortunate

situation exists, which no doubt is embarrassing to the

Japanese Government.

It would seem that the responsibility

for determining the course of events with regard to the
liquidating of this situation rests largely upon Japan,
for the simple reason that Japanese armed forces have

seized and are exercising de facto control in South
Manchuria.
A

It is alleged by the Chinese, and the allegation has

the support of circumstantial evidence, that lines of
communication outward from Manchuria have been cut or
interfered with.

If this is true,

it is unfortunate.

It is the hope of the American Government that the

orders which it understands have been given both by the
Enciphered by___________________________
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Japanese and the Chinese Governments to their military
forces to refrain from hostilities and further movements
will be respected and that there will be no further applica

It is also the hope of the American Govern

tion of force.

ment that the Japanese and the Chinese Governments will
find it possible speedily to demonstrate to the world that

neither has any intention to take advantage,

in furtherance

of its own peculiar Interests, of the situation which has
been brought about in connection with and in consequence
of this use of force.

What has occurred has already shaken the confidence

of the public with regard to the stability of conditions
in Manchuria,

and it is believed that the crystallizing

of a situation suggesting the necessity for an indefinite

continuance of military occupation would further undermine

that confidence. UNQUOTE
Repeat to Tokyo and Nanking.

1X

FE : SKH/ZMF

Sep
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MEMORANDUM

The American Minister to China and the American
Ambassador to Japan are being instructed this day to

for Foreign Affairs respectively Identical notes, as

follows:

7 9 3 . 9 4 / Î868

communicate to the Chinese and the Japanese Ministers

"The Government and people of the United states have
observed with regret and with great concern events of the

past few days in Manchuria.

In view of the sincere desire

of the people of this country that principles and methods
of peace shall prevail In International relations, and of
the existence of treaties, to several of which the united

States is a party, the provisions of which are intended to
regulate the adjustment of controversies between natioss
without resort to use of force, the American Government
feels warranted in expressing to the Chinese and the Japanese

Governments Its hope that they will cause their military

lb re os

0 3 0
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forces to refrain from any further hostilities, will
so dispose respectively of their armed forces as to
satisfy the requirements of international law and inter

national agreements, and will refrain from activities

which may préjudice the attainment by amicable methods
of an adjustment of their differences.*

Department of State,

iwhlngton. SeptMtJer

FE:SKH/ZMF

9/24/31

FE

las,_
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MEMORANDUM
The Amerloan Ambassador to Japan and the American

Minister to China are being instructed thia day to

communicate to the Japanese and the Chinese Ministers
for foreign Affairs respectively identical notes, as

follows.
The Government and people of the United States have

observed with regret and with great concern events of the

past few days in Manchuria.

In view of the sincere desire

of the people of this country that principles and methods
of peace shall prevail in international relations, and of
the existence of treaties, to several of whioh the United

States is a party, the provisions of whioh are intended to
regulate the adjustment of controversies between nations

without resort to use of force, the American Government
feels warranted in expressing to the Chinese and the Japa

nese Governments its hope that they will cause their mili

tary forces to refrain from any further hostilities

will
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so dispose respectively of their armed forces as to satisfy

the requirements of international law and international
agreements, and will refrain from activities which may

prejudice the attainment by amicable methods of an adjust**
ment of their differences.'’

Department of State

Washington,

<c;temfeer 24 1981

À true
th*

inaLF?

FE:SKH:REK
9/24/31
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PEIPING (China).

3^0 ,

Please communicate to the Ministerial Foreign

Affairs immediately ^as a note, ^the1 identical 'text of which
I

/

1

/

/

will be communicated by the American Chargé to Japan to

the following:

QUOTE The Government and people of the United States

have observed with regret and with great concern events
of the past few days in Manchuria.

In view of the sincere

7 9 3 .9 4 /

the Japanese Minister for Foreign Affairs,

I

methods of peace shall prevail in international relations,

868

and of the existence of treaties, to several of which the

Q

desire of the people of this country that principles and

United States is a party,

the provisions of which are in

tended to regulate the adjustment of controversies be

tween nations without resort to use of force, the American
Government feels warranted in expressing to the Chinese

and the Japanese Governments its hope that they will cause
their military forces to refrain from any further hostili
ties, will so dispose respectively of their armed forces

as to satisfy the requirements of international law and
international agreements, and will refrain from activities
Enciphered by______ ________ ___________
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which may prejudice the attainment by amicable methods

of an adjustment of their differences UNQUOTE.
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^FE^ ''' '
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AMEMBASSY,
TOKYO (Japan).

W
Please' deliver fas a note! to the Minister c* ~ —

i

/

i

/
' r
Affairs immediately,'the identical text of which will be

communicated byfthe American Minister to China S;o the'

O

C-J

Chinese Minister for Foreign Affairs, the following:

^^QUOTE /The Government 'and ^people of the United States'
have'observed with regret'and with great concern events 4>f

In view of the'sincere 1

the'past 'few days 'in Manchuria.1

I
I
1
I
desire of the’people of this country'that principles and
/

/

1

1

I

1

methods of peace shall prevail in international relations,
and of "the existence/of treaties,/ to several of/which the1
United States is a party, the provisions 'of which are

1
/
,
!
>
intended to regulate'the'adjustment of controversies beI

/

(

I

i

!

tween'nations without resort'to use of force,
Government

‘teels Warranted

the American

in expressing/to the^Chinese 1

and the Japanese Governments/its/hope that/they will'cause'
their military forces/to refrain from any'further'hostili
ties, will^so’dispose respectively of their armed forces as

1
/
/
to satisfy the requirements *of international law and inter-
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national agreements, and will refrain from activities

which may prejudice/the attainment by ^icable methods /
.
I
!
/
of an 'adjustment of their differences. UNQUOTE
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GENEVA (SWITZERLAND).
VERY URGENT.
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Department ’ s^ 123'

C
September 23, 4 p.m. ' The

7 9 3 .9 4 /

following'id ent io noteras been telegraphed to'the

/ '

/

1

/

j

Embassy/at Tokyozand to the Legation at Peiping for

presentation'to the ’Japanese 'and to 'the Chinese
The text *has 'also been'

I

Governments'respectively.

868

handed to ''the Japanese ^Ambassador 'and 'to the Chinese

Charge d'Affaires'in Washington/
yZjTOTB

UNQUOTE

You may'so'inform'the'President of the 'Council.
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GREEN
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Dated September 24

IX
DM Jon

Secretary of State

of

Rec’d 9 p.m.

/fAR EASnfiH AFFA'
gP 2 5 1931

Washington

ûaDirtment ot Stat*

VERY URGENT

-.ÎÀRÏ S
161, September 24, 9 p.m,

c;

Drummond has just handed mo the answer of the Pres-

O

ident of the Council dated today in reply to your message
ÿ x/ / /
contained in your 12#, September 23 4 p.m,
The text was

?3/

Q
O

adopted at a full private meeting of the Council just ter

minated,
”My dear Mr. Wilson
On behalf of the President of the Council of the

League of Nations I beg leave to acknowledge the receipt

of your letter of the 24th September enclosing a telegram
addressed to (*) in regard to the appeal from the Chinese

Government under Article 11 of the Covenant of the League

of Nati ns.

May I ask you transmit to the Secretary of

State its appreciation of the friendly answer which he
was good enough to make in regard to the situation which

has unhappily arisen between two highly respected members
of

to

§

0
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2-#161, from Gensjra

of the family of nations, China and Japan.

The Council is

gratified to note that the Government of the United States

is in whole-hearted sympathy with the attitude of the League
of Nations as expressed in the Council resolution, and that it

•

will despatch to Japan and China, in addition to previous

•

communications, notes on lines similar to those followed fey

the Council.
The Council has no preconceived method for solving the

(

t■
*...

difficulties which have arisen; no procedure or formula to
which it is irrevocably attached other than its obligations to
"take action that may be deemed wise and effectual to safeguard

the peace of nations."
To this end the Council will gladly continue to keep the
United States Government informed of any action it may take
or any information it may secure, and ventures to hope that

that government will also be disposed to communicate with it.
The Council feels confident that, irrespective of any

individual effort which any government may deem it desirable

to make, it is by the continuance of common endeavor that a
successful result is most likely to be achieved.

which are now being made here will
be

The efforts

~
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September 24, 1931

MAM

be continued, by the Council in such form aa circumstances

may require.
Believe me, my dear Mr. Wilson,

Yours very sincerely,
(signed) a. Lerroux, President of the Council of
the League of Nations.
WILSON

(*) omission
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2- #161, from Geneva,
September 24, 1931

\
\

of the family of nations, China and Japan.

The Council is

gratified to note that the Government of the United States

is in whole-kearted sympathy with the attitude of the

League of Nations as expressed in the Gbuncil resolution,

and that it will\despatch to Japan and China, in addition
to previous communications, notes on lines similar to those

followed by the Council*

The Council has \io preconceived method for solving
the difficulties which nave arisen; no procedure or formula
in the examination of irresponsibility there other than its
obligations to "synoptical «action that may be deemed wise

and effectual to safeguard th^p peace of nations".

To this end the Council will gladly continue to keep
the United gftates Government informed of any action it may

take or any information it may secure, and ventures to hope

that that government will also be disposed to communicate
with it.

The Council feels confident That, irrespective

of any individual effort which any government may deem it
desirable to make, it is by the continuance\f common en
deavor that a successful result is most likely to be

achieved.

The efforts which are now being made here will
be
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
GREEN

MAM

GENEVA
Dated September 24, 1931

•tou'

4

AFFAIRSh

Secretary of State
"4>z

Washington.

135

tC

September 24

Last paragraph Consulate’s 133, SeptemberxJJ^S P.m,
The following is the provisional translation
tained from the Secretariat of a communication made orally

C

this morning before a plenary meeting of the Assembly by

O

Leroux, President of the Council.

”As presidentin-dfficer of the Counci.’. I desire to
make a communication to the Assembly,

The question of the

difference between China and Japan is under consideration

by the Council.

Consultations with the representatives

on the Council of China and Japan are taking place and

we hppe they will lead to a satisfactory conclusion.

The

Council hopes to be able to make a statement to the As
sembly as soon as circumstances permit,,

Meanwhile, the

Council has asked me to assure the Assembly that it is

devoting to this question all the time and all the atten

tion which is required in the interest of peace and the
respect
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2- #138, from Geneva,
September 24, 1931

MAM

respect that the Council owes to the two parties to the

dispute.»
Immediately afterwards Titulesco, the President of

the Assembly, made a declaration of which the following
is a provisional translation:

"I believe I can make a statement which for the

present will enable us not to have a discussion.

It is

evident that as long as the dispute has not been brought

before this Assembly,

it is for the Council to discuss

points of fact and endeavor to find the means for con

ciliation.

However,

in circumstances like these it is

above all necessary that the League of Nations should be

able to rely on the approval and help of public opinion

in all countries.

This approval and help will certainly

be forthcoming if our action is in conformity with what
is expected of us.
From this point of view it is not enough for the
Counci'’< ? to sit permanently (as much as possible in pub

lic meetings) until the maintenance of peace is assured.

The Assembly must also not finish its labors without
having had an opportunity of showing the interest which
all
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3- #138, from Geneva,
September 24, 1931

MAM

all the members of our League feel for the success of an
action so vital for our institution.

We, therefore, hope

that the Council will before the end of our session be
good enough to make a new communication upon this affair
so that the Assembly may express its opinion on the dis
pute" .

I have learned on good authority above procedure
was purposely adopted instead of passing a resolution as

forecast in the Consulate’s telegram referred to in order

to avoid a discussion in the Assembly on the question at

this juncture.
GILBERT

WSB
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Boston, Mass.
FRAÿ^ptembor 24, 1931

The Secretary of State

Washington, D. C

i£P 2 5 ISSi

l'bprfHfïiônt ol Suh»

The undersigned, cordially endorse the statesmanship

the Manchurian crisis, and of your wholehearted concurrence
with the action of the available peace machinery at Geneva.

We would respectfully urge that if opportunity offers ad

9 3 .9 4 /1 8 7

of your representations to China and Japan in regard to

I

hoc collaboration with the League of Nations be extended to
include direct official consultation with the Council in

its effort to uphold the principles of the Kellogg pact,
and to prevent the Sino-Japanese crisis from jeopardizing

the success of the proposed aimament truce on which you
■t

are so wisely negotiating with the League already,

(signed)

George H. Blakeslee,

President of the Board of Trustees World Peace
Foundation Boston and Professor of International
Relations Clark University Worcester Mass.

Sg
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- 2 - from Boston

Harry A. Garfield. President Williams College

Chairman Committee on Implementation of the
Kellogg pact World Peace Foundation.

Raymond Tc Rich Director World Peace Foundation

40 Mount Vernon Street Boston.
Denys P, Myers Research Director World Peace
Foundation.
George W. Anderson Judge of the United States

Circuit Court.of Appeals Boston.
Frank Aydelotte President of Swarthmore College
Swarthmore Pa.

James P. Baxter, 3rd, Professor of History Harvard
University.

Mrs. Carrie Chapman Catt New Rochelle N.Y.

Chair~

man of the National Committee on the Cause and

Cure of War.
John H. Clark, Cleveland Ohio former Associate
Justice of the Supreme Court of the United States

Teonard W. Cronkhite, Jr., Boston Exporter and
• Importer, Trustee of World Peace Foundation.

Arthur N. Holcombe Chairman of the Department of

Government Harvard University.
Manley 0. Hudson Professor of International Law

Harvard Law School.
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— 3 — from Boston
Miss Ruth Morgan New York City Chairman of the
Department of International Cooperation to
Prevent War of the National League of Women

Voters.
Quincy Wright Professor of International Law
University of Chicago.
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
Boston, Massachusetts

MAM

September 25, 1931

Rec’d 8:52--r. , . p.m.
o

Secretary of State

. ft? 28 1931

Washington

Messrs. Alanson

-,

Q

SECRETARY^©*

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

x>ughton, John W. Davis, Raymond

B. Fosdick, George A. Polympton, Roland W. Boyden and George

W. Wickersham have expressed today their desire to be as
sociated with the fourteen signers of last evening’s tele

CO
CI
CD

gram which read as follows:

"The undersigned cordially endorse the statesmanship

of your representations to China and Japan in regard to
the Manchurian crisis and of your wholehearted concurrence

with the action of the available peace machinery at Geneva

We would respectfully urge that if opportunity offers ad
hoc collaboration with the League of Nations be extended

to include direct official consultation with the Council
in its effort to uphold the principles of the Kellogg Pact
and to prevent the Sino-Japanese crisis from jeopardizing"^

the success of the proposed armament truce on which you
are so wisely negotiating with the League already"

bO

§

RAYMOND T. RICH
40 Mt. Vernon Street,
Boston, Mass.
OX

03
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la reply refer to
FE 793.94/1971
Professor George H. Blakeslee,

President, Board of Trustees,

tforld Peace Foundation,

Boston, Massachusetts.
Sir:

The receipt is acknowledged of the telegram dated
September 24, 1931, addressed to the Secretary of State

and signed by yourself and others who, like yourself, are
interested in the promotion of world peace.

Your cordial endorsement of the course which this

Department has followed in regard to the present
Manchurian situation is much appreciated and you are
assured that that situation is continuing to receive

this Department's solicitous consideration.
Please convey this acknowledgment to those associated

with you in sending the telegram under reference.
Very truly yours,

For the Secretary of State:

FE:RSM:EJL
9/28/31

FE

Stanley K. Hornbeck,
Chief,
Division of Far Eastern Affairs.
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In reply refer to
FE 793.94/1871
Mr. Raymond T. Rich
40 Mount Vernon Street

Boston» Massachusetts
Sir

The receipt is acknowledged of your telegram dated
September 25, 1931, addressed to the Secretary of State
•''I

•in which you state that Messrs. Alanson B. Houghton

John w. Davis, Raymond B. Fosdiok, George A. Polympton
Roland

Boyden and George W. Wickersham have expressed

their desire to be associated with the signers of the
telegram sent to the Secretary on September 24 by Professor George H. Blakeslee and his associates

These cordial endorsements of the course which this

Department has followed in regard to the present Manchu

rian situation is much appreciated and you are assured
that that situation is continuing to receive this Depart

ment's solicitous consideration
Please convey this acknowledgment to those on whose
behalf the telegram under reference was sent

Very truly yours,

%.

For the secretary of State:
W. Ü. CÆtiTEK, J A.

Under secretary

C
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FROM

GRAY
Nanking
Dated September 25, 1931

»d 3:30 a.

Secretary of Stat
Washingto

68, September 25, 10 a. m,
A responsible official of the Chinese Foreign Office

has inquired whether I have any confirmation of Associated
Press despatch to the effect that the Secretary of State

has told the Japanese Ambassador that, in. the light of the
information received by the State Department, serious
responsibility must rest with Japan for the present

developments in Manchuria.

Please telegraph any details

I may be authorized to communicate to the Chinese Ministry

of Foreign Affairs,

PECK
RR
HPD

OCT-12

Legation informed,
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September 25, 1931.

SEP23 3S

7?

AMERICAN CONSUL,
NANKING (China).

^y^Your 68, September 25, 10 a.m.

What the Secretary said,

I

tember 22,

on the ^afternoon of Sep-

’ to the Japanese Ambassador in this connection

I
was:

’
I
s
QUOTE It would seem1that the responsibility for ’

determining the course of events with regard to the
*/
I
liquidating of this situation rests largely upon Japan,

I
!
for the simple reason that1 Japanese armed forces have
seized/and are exercising de facto control \n South

Manchuria UNQUOTE.

You may inform ;thfe inquirer by oral'paraphrase.

A''"'
Sep. 25>
793.94/1872

FE:SKH/ZMF

FE

Enciphered by____________________________
Sent by operator______________ M.,------------------------- - 19------- ----------------------------------------------

3 3 3 r
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The Honorable
The Secretary of State,

Washington.

Sir:

I have the hoftor to enclose, as of possible interest
to the Department, the editorial comment of the London
TIMES on the reported murder of Captain Nakamura of the

Japanese General Staff, in Manchuria by Chinese soldiers.
This editorial was apparently occasioned by a despatch to

the TIMES from its Tokyo correspondent, who reported that
an element within the Japanese Army is agitating for the

adoption of positive measures for the protection^gf Jap

0»
anese interests in Manchuria.

H

co

The TIMES appears to view this affair sfe merely the

C3

latest of a series of incidents in which foreigner's in
China have suffered at the hands of Chinese, and in which

v
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the nationalist Government has shown itself impotent,
or unwilling, to afford foreigners adequate protection

in the first instance or to bring the offenders to

justice.

"The Nakamura case", it concludes, "is a

further warning of the necessity of caution in making

concessions to Chinese national sentiment".
I venture to enclose another editorial from the
TELES, which takes advantage of the appearance in the

current number of the R0UI7D TABLE analyzing LIr. Justice

S

Eeetham’s report,

to stress the unwisdom of withdrawing

T

0

the protection which the Treaty Powers extend over their
nationals in China until such time as the Nationalist

Government shall be able to punish offenders and "until
there is a reasonably adequate guarantee that individual

liberty and the supremacy of the law will be respected".
Respectfully yours,

Ray Atherton
Counselor of Embassy.

Enclosures:
"The Future of Shanghai", THE TILLES, September 1, 1931
"Japan and China", THE TILLES, September 9, 1931.
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SHE IDES
Sept» 1, 1931

LOE BOH
THE FUTURE OF SHANGHAI

House of Commons, has carefully refrained
from giving the world any information as to
its contents. The Foreign Settlement, m point
ot fact, is one of the most interesting examples
of international cooperation, and those who
see the future hope of the world in that coopera
tion should be particularly concerned to pre
vent it from being destroyed. The Council
which administers its affairs consists of five
British, five Chinese, two American, and two
Japanese members. Its cosmopolitan character
is clearly shown by the fact that at the special
meeting of foreign ratepayers last year, at
which, by an overwhelming majority, it was
agreed to increase the number of Chinese
members of the Council, there voted, in addition
to British, Americans, and Japanese, a large
number of Germans, Russians, Portuguese, and
Frenchmen, as well as Danes, Swiss, Spaniards,
Greeks, Austrians, and Italians. In these
circumstances it seems clear that the future of
the relations between the Settlement, the
Chinese Government, and the Treaty Powers
can in fairness only be decided at a conference
at which all the interested parties are adequately
represented. It seems equally clear that no
such conference can safely disregard the Report
of Mr. Justice Feetham, based as it is on over
twelve ihonths dispassionate and impartial
investigation on the spot and constitùting as it ■
does the only comprehensive and scientific
study of an extremely complicated problem.

It is very much to be hoped that Lord
in spite of the many other calls upon ;
him, will find time to relieve the anxiety which
recent reports have created as to the future of ;
Shanghai. The whole position and the dangers
involved in it are set out in an article which
appears in this month’s number of the Round S
Table explaining the genesis of Mr. Justice
Feetham’s inquiry and analysing his Report.
That Report, the result of a laborious and un
biased investigation lasting over twelve months
by an impartial and exceptionally well-qualified
observer, was published in Shanghai in June
last. By a strange coincidence just before its
publication the negotiations between the British
; and Chinese Governments on the question of
extraterritorial jurisdiction in China, which had
been proceeding in a leisurely fashion for over
a year and which had reached a deadlock in
May, were suddenly resumed and rushed to a
conclusion. This was specially unfortunate, as
the deadlock had occurred over the very ques
tion of Treaty Ports, on which the Report, in the
I all-important case of Shanghai, throws so much
light. What was still more unfortunate was
that, if current reports are to be believed, the
proposed agreement is on a basis which,
on very convincing grounds, Mr. Justice
Feetham’s Report recommends should not be
adopted and which, indeed, it is difficult to
reconcile either with the principles laid down
by the British Government when the negotia
tions were opened in 1929 or with Mr. Hender
son’s statement in the House of Commons on
May 6, when the negotiations were suspended.
Happily, contrary to earlier reports, it seems
clear that any agreement which was reached in
June between the negotiators was only tenta
tive, for reference to the two Governments, so
that there is yet time for His Majesty’s
Ministers, before taking any irrevocable deci
sion, to give the Report and the recommenda
tions contained’in it the full consideration they
deserve. A wrong decision would not only be
ruinous for Shanghai. It would—a point em
phasized throughout the Report—be prejudicial
to the whole future of China.
As the positifttt. stood in May, Great Britain
was ready 'tg^agree’^ïo the abolition of exEraterritoriality throughput the whole of China,
with the exception' of the fo.ur^Treaty Ports of
Shanghai, Tientsin, Hankow, and‘'“Canton.
Furthermore the British Governmeht~suggested
that they would be prepared, immediately on
the conclusion of the treaty embodying this con
cession, to agree to the appointment of a Com- !
mission which would proceed to a study of the
whole problem of the reserved areas with a view
to finding a satisfactory solution. To that the
Nanking Government refused to agree. They
broke off negotiations and issued a unilateral ।
mandate promulgating regulations under which -I
they proposed to assume next year jurisdiction \ |
over all foreigners. This move was plainly in- j
tended by them partly to smooth their own path
at the so-called People’s Convention, which was
about to be held under the auspices of the
Kuomintang in Nanking, and partly to bring
pressure upon the British Government. It
seems to have succeeded even beyond expecta
tion in both respects. According to what appear
to be trustworthy accounts, in the tentative
agreement reached in June it is proposed that
even in the Treaty Ports, including Shanghai,
extraterritorial jurisdiction sl^puld be abolished
at the end of a short term of years. No one who
has read the searching examination of the situa
tion contained in the Feetham Report, or, for the
matter of that, no one who has had any experi
ence of conditions in China, can doubt that to
abolish the security against arbitrary misrule
now provided by the Consular Courts would [
undermine the very foundations of the system
Reading,

Tirage.
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Nuominrang m in among, ana partly to bring
pressure upon the British Government. It
seems to have succeeded even beyond expecta
tion in both respects. According to what appear
to be trustworthy accounts, in the tentative
agreement reached in June it is proposed that
even in the Treaty Ports, including Shanghai,
extraterritorial jurisdiction should be abolished
at the end of a short term of years. No one who j
has lead the smirching examination of the situa
tion contained in the Feetham Report, or, for the
matter of that, no one who has had any experi
ence of conditions in China, can doubt that to
abolish the security against arbitrary misrule
now provided by the Consular Courts would ;
undermine the very foundations of the system
under tvhich Shanghai has been transformed
from a mudflat into one of the great cities of the.
world, the centre of Chinese trade, industry, and
finance, a great
revenue for the Chinese
Government, and an island of safety in the chaos
of contending factions. Its progress has been
based on personal freedom and the rule of law.
Until there is a reasonably adequate guarantee j
that individual liberty and the supremacy of j
the law will be respected under a Chinese
Administration, it would be doing the greatest
possible disservice to China herself to with
draw the guarantees which at present exist.
The recent Thorburn case and other notorious
cases have shown that there is not at present a
Government in China able to prevent or to
punish the most flagrant violations of law on
the part of its own military authorities and the
local party political associations. Nor is there
any reason to expect that, within the next few
years, there will be a Government to whom it
would be safe to hand over the protection of
those interests, moral as well as material,
Chinese as well as foreign, for which in
Shanghai the Treaty Powers are at present
the trustees.
It is \too often' overlooked that other Powers
as’weiT*as"^Great Britain"ar? concerned in the
can be settled by a bargain between the
British andthe Chinese Governments, and it
is ynîôïtïtfiawjhat any attempt should be made
to prejudice the ultimata^ttlement .bv-ncgqtiations from which the other Powers affected are
excluded and concerning which so much un
necessary secrecy has been observed. Even ,
since the tentative agreement of June, Mr. P
Henderson, though repeatedly pressed in the |
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PER THE TIMES

LONDON

Japan and China
Events have a way of repeating themselves
in China, and the tragic fate of Captain
Nakamura, a promising Japanese staff officer,
is, in essentials, a repetition of the Thorburn
case. On August 17 the Japanese War Office
issued a statement to the effect that this officer
with his three companions had been arrested in
Manchuria by soldiers of the Mukden Army on
June 27, and had been marched into the nearest
wood, where they were robbed and murdered.
They were on their way from the Chinese .
Eastern Railway to Mongolia ; they had secured
the necessary permits from the local Chinese
authorities and Captain Nakamura's passport
was in order. On receiving news of the crime
the Japanese Foreign Office instructed its
Consul-General at Mukden to demand an
apology, an indemnity, and the punishment of
the murderers. The Chinese authorities went
through motions similar to those which they
had performed when
Mr.
Thorburn
disappeared. Officials were sent to in
vestigate ; they returned without informa- :
tion, reporting that, although they disguised themselves, the nearer they approached X
the scene of the crime the less they could : J
learn of it. More officials have followed them. •
They may be equally unsuccessful. Chang ■
Hsueh-liang, the “ young Marshal ” who con- i
trois Manchuria from Peking, clearly under
stands the gravity of the incident. Otherwise j
he would not have summoned two of his generals
to his headquarters. But even so he may be as
powerless to fix the responsibility for this cold
blooded crime as President Chiang Kai-shek
has proved in the Thorburn case. That affair
was bad enough ; even if the allegations against
the unfortunate young man could be sub
stantiated, it was the duty of the Chinese
Government to discover what had happened to
him ; to hand him over to the British Consular
authorities if alive, and alternatively to punish
any military officers who might have caused his
death. The latest outrage is even worse. Its
victim was travelling on a lawful occasion with
the permission and under the protection of the
Chinese military and civil authorities.
It is not surprising that Japanese military
opinion is indignant at the failure of the ।
Mukden Government to discover the criminals ’
and at its delay in replying to the Japanese I
demands.
The dropping of anti-Chinese !
pamphlets from the clouds by Japanese j
military airmen during a practice flight is, no
doubt, the work of hot-heads ; but such a
demonstration on the part of officers of one of
the best disciplined armies in the world
illustrates the indignation which the crime has
kindled. And behind this anger is the growing >»
fear that Chinese nationalism takes no account \
of the vital interests of Japan in Manchuria (
and will sooner or later challenge Japanese <
treaty rights in that vast and rich land. The
pamphlets dropped from Japanese aircraft
emphasize these rights, the importance of
Japanese investments in Manchuria, and the
sacrifices of the Russo-Japanese War. The |
belief that the Chinese have planned new rail
way construction which must injure the
Japanese-owned South Manchurian railway ; :
bombastic threats in the Chinese Press ; the :
tone of the Chinese Notes demanding satisfac- ■
tion for the Chinese victims of the recent riots
in Korea ; the anti-Japanese boycott in the ■
Yangtze valley—these and other factors have
combined to give an impression of calculated
ill will. The story that Generad Chiang Kai- ’
shek has not forgiven the Japanese for the I
humiliating defeat of his turbulent troops at X
Tsinan in 1928 may have no foundation what- **
ever ; but a study of récent articles in Chinese
reviews which are published in English at
Shanghai, and of semi-official Chinese propa
ganda, does suggest that the Chinese censor
ship does not think it possible, or perhaps worth
• while, to check ânti-Japanese outbursts,
i Another feature of Chinesej?ropaganda—which
! presuag^21X-£ftW^^
con- ■
I tinual Press agitation for the abolition oTextra- B
I territoriality. Mr. Thorburn cfi^ppears in B
I mb^ 'suspicious circumsfant^ T~"TKe~ Govern- B
ment of Nanking is not to blame: he should B
American missionary B
shoots^ a burglarA the local Kuomintang B
demands^ïus head, and procures his imprison- B
ment untfl1î ■
antf/TKe Chinese organs profess horror that a B
Clirjatjfln r^s^onary should. defend his B
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ever ; but a study of récent articles in Chinese
reviews which are published in English at
Shanghai, and of semi-official Chinese propa
ganda, does suggest that the Chinese censorship does not think it possible, or perhaps worth
while, to check anti-Japanese outbursts.
Another feature of Chinese propaganda—which
presu^hly^enjo^
con
tinual Press agitation for the abolition oFèxtrateiritoriahty.
Mr. Thorburn disappears in
mo§T suspicious circumstances^the' Government of Nanking~~isnot to blame : Iîë~~should
have hR'd^rfflssport. An American missionary
shoots a burglar ; . the .local Kuomintang
demands his Jiead and.^procures ThTmiprisonnient untïTthe SUU&. DepartmentJpteryenes ;
and jlhe Chinese organs profess horror that a
Christian^ imssionary
should
defend" his
property-. Mik_Jvs.IirÆJÏ^
Report on
Shanghai's dismissed with scorn, but no
Chinese critic faces tïiéTAact tliat^Aiherican,
European, and Japang§Q_Bibjects resident in
many parts of. China are liable to attack by
soldiers, as much as by brigands, and that the
Chinese Central Government, however good its

* intentions» cannot protect thej^effeotiYely!The
Nakamura case is a further warning of the
necessity bCESutioh m mffing concessions to
Chinese national sentiment _ _

I

*
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"
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GREEN

Tokio
Dated September 25, 1931

161, September 25, 7 p. m.
Department’s 167, September 24, 4 p. m. /A6£'D

I delivered the note to the Minister for Foreign
Affairs this afternoon.

He read it and said that ho

supposed it was sent in support of the action of the
Council of the League of Nations.

I replied that pre

sumably it was, judging from prior instructions which

I had received.

He then asked me if it had been pub

lished to which I replied that I did not know.

He

said that he would much prefer not to have it published
as a certain section of the public might misunderstand.

He said that he appreciated the very considerate an<^
friendly attitude of the Secretary of State.
cq
He then referred to the statement issued ^ter^Tthe

extraordinary Cabinet meeting of September 24, which he

told me
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. 2- #161, from Tokio, Seat.25,1931,
7 p. mo
..
•

told tie

had been sent to the Japanese Embassy in Washington

and which the Department probably has received.

He said

that this statement summarized the situation and that he
had nothing to add.

He said that he had replied to the League communica
tion stating that Japan was refraining from any act which

would tend to aggravate the situation or prejudice the
peaceful settlement of it and that Japan was prepared
to collaborate with the Chinese to seek adequate means

whereby troops might be withdrawn.

had been proposals for

an

He said that there

s
independent commision to

investigate the situation but that he did not see any
need for it as he thought that Japan and China could

settle amicably matters at issue between them,

I spoke to the British and the French Ambassadors
today, the former stated that he had received instruc
tions to support the League resolutions and that he

would leave a memorandum to that effect .with the Foreign

Minister.

The French Ambassador stated that he had

received no special instructions to press the Japanese
Government to abide by the League resolutions but that
he was
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REP

3- #161, from Tokio, Sept. 25,1931
7 p. m.

he was seeing the Foreign Minister and would "talk about

them" by which I understood him to mean support them, as

he was sure they were in accord with his Government’s
viens.

I asked him whether the Chinese had approached him

with any proposals.

He said that they had not made any

concrete proposal for settling the questions at issue;
that the Soong proposal had been withdrawn before it
w^nld be

formally made, and that as China had appealed

to the League he was simply awaiting further developments.
I then asked him whether the Soviets had manifested
any uneasiness in connection with the matter.

He said

that they had not, except to inquire about the Chinese

Eastern Railway.

He said that the telegraph service

to Moscow was very bad and that telegrams sometimes took
48 hours.

The Japanese Ambassador had been asked whether

it was true that the Japanese had seized the southern

terminufi of the Chinese Eastern and were about to occupy
Harbin,

He had assured the Soviet authorities that the

«
s
Japanese had no intention of doing either.

The Commissar

of Foreign Affairs had then said that he had no interest in
the matter as
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4- #IG1, rrom Tokio, Sept, 25,1931
7 Pt

the matter as it seemed, that the situation resembed the
Russo-Chinese situation of 1929, when Japan had. maintained,

a strictly neutral attitude,
NEVILLE

HPD
ÏÏSB
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FE:SKH/ZMF
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FROM

GENEVA

Dated September 24, 1931
Rec ’ d 5:40 p. m.

Secretary of State
Washington.

137, September 24, 6 p, n)
Consulate’s No. 133, September 23

From a reliable source it is learned the fo
developments took place at the private meeting of the
Council which was held at seven o’clock yesterday evening:
One.

The Japanese représentative was asked whether

he had any information to give relative to the suggestion
that observers be sent to Manchuria
Two..

The Japanese representative replied that he

had not.
Three.

The Chinese representative declared himself

as disappointed at the Japanese reply.

He put forward

a new proposal to the effect that the Council should name
certain states to whom the Chinese Government might apply

to appoint observers to report to the League,
Four*

The Japanese representative answered that his
Government
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2- #137., from Geneva, SeptJ.24|1931,
6 p. in.

Government could, take no responsibility for such'- a P10*posal.
Gecil suggested, an adjournment of the dis

Five.

cussion in the hope of receiving a Japanese counter-pro>

posai.
The Japanese representative agreed to an

Six.

adjourament.
Seven.

The Chinese representative insisted that

the question of sending observers be treated immediately.
Eight.

Cecil made an appeal to the Japanese^

tïvB to telegraph his government saying that ho
yd

Japan

uld agree as the Council considered the question of the

appointment of observers as most urgent.

Cecil further suggested that-perhaps such a

Nine.

mission could bo delayed as two neutral members appointed by
the Japanoso,two by
,,
/tue Chinese, and three ey the Council.
Ten.

Thé Japanese representative asked if this proposal

was the same as tho "observer’ idea".

Eleven.

Cecil replied that it was not "to observe"

but "to report" to the League.

Twelve.

The Japanese representative agreed to send a

telegram in this sense (although he did not say that ho

would support tho proposal).
THIRTEEN
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rh 3 of #137, from Go ne va -,
Thirteen.

This arrangement still remains open for

discussion.
Fourteen.

The Chinese representative stated that the

Japanese had advanced south of the Great Wall,
Fifteen,

The Japanese representative replied that

certain strategic points hud had to bo occupied but that he
had no information that any "military advances"" had boon

made south of the Great Wall,

GILBERT

Hffi-tWLB
(#)
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69, September 25, 3 p. m,

I called with Lindbergh on the Minister of Foreign
Affairs September 25, 10 a. m.

The Minister of Foreign

Affairs took occasion to tell me that he was greatly

pleased by press report that the American Government
had addressed communication to the League of Nations

expressing sympathy with its action and announcing

«

intention of addressing notes to the Chinese and

Japanese Governments similar to the League’s communi-

cations.

The Minister of Foreign Affairs said he was

momentarily expecting to receive the note from the

American Government.

In reply to inquiry I said I had

no information on the subject and he hsked that I
inquire of the American Minister regarding the matter.

Repeated to Legation.
PECK

Î7SB
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S
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SEP 2 5 3'
AMERICAN CONSUL,

NANKING (China).
\ Your 69/ September 25, 3 p.m. '

Telegrams Containing1' identical /texts/frere, despatched
A / '
simultaneously to Tokyo and Pejfping ànd copies

'text z

were given ^mmediately/to Japanese Embassy andyChinese
Legation JaéreJ-®-—U
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to. Castle:
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1931.

\

OCT 1" 1S3Î

)

The Provinoè-of Liaoning

mentioned in the copy of the telegram
hereunder left at the Department by

lir. Yung Kwai today,

is the Province

of Fengtien in which Mukden is

situated.
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TELEGRAM' FROM THE CHINESE SPECIAL ENVOY AT MOSCOW

DATED SEPTEMBER 26

1931.

It is reliably reported that the Japanese

arrested Mr.

Tsang Shih-Yi, Governor of the Pro-

vince of Liaoning, and presented certain important

Cl

papers for him to sign, which he refused.

(

OCT 1

0/

C
CM

C3
Chinese Legation

Washington, September 30» 1931
to

i-o

co
co

F
ci
1

i
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^(°
ALLEGATION

' ' *7-7 ?»«

PEIPING (CHINA).

'

One.

The Department has been giving the most

and to the whole range of

situation in Manchuria,

as described in your

possibilities involved therein,
reports and those from Tokyo.

It has had three

conversations with the Japanese Ambassador and three
with the Chinese Charge,

in which the Department has

urged the cessation of hostilities and withdrawal from

the present situation of danger.

The Department has

received from the Chinese’Charge,

and is now giving

consideration to, the note referred to in your No. 615,

September 21, 2 p.m.
Two.

In response to a communication from the

Council of the League of Nations received through the
American Ambassade^, at

Berne,

the Department has assured

the Council that this Government is in whole-hearted

sympathy with the attitude of the League of Nations as
expressed in paragraphs 1 and 2 of the Council's

resolution

£ncfpAer«ZJÿ_______________________
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careful consideration to the questions arising from the
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resolution adopted on September 22 and that the

Department will despatch to Japan and China notes along
similar lines.

Inform Nanking.

FE:MFP:EJL

gap. 24, im
41*4.
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AMEMBASSY
TOKYO (JAPAN).

One.

The Department has been giving the most careful

consideration to the questions

arising

from the situation

Peiping and elsewhere.

Reports from other quarters, both official and
unofficial, contain much more complete data than those

emanating from Japan.

7 9 5 .9 4 /1 8 7 6

in Manchuria as described in your reports and those from

The Department has received from the Chinese Charge
d’Affaires, and is now giving consideration to, a note in

which it is charged that ^UOTE in this case of unprovoked
and unwarranted attack and subsequent occupation of
Chinese cities by Japanese troops UNQUOTE Japan has
deliberately violated the Kellogg Pact.

QUOTE The Chinese

Government urgently appeals to the American Government to
take such steps as will insure the preservation of peace

in the Ear East and the upholding of the principle of the
peaceful settlement of international disputes. UNQUOTE
The
Enciphered by......................................... .............

Sent by operator______________ M„ 19—
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The Department is giving the situation and the whole

range of possibilities its most careful consideration.
It has had three conversations with the Japanese Ambassador
and three with the Chinese

Charge,

in which the

Department has urged cessation of hostilities and a
withdrawal from the present situation of danger,

it

would welcome any comments and suggestions which you may

care to make.
Two.

In response to a communication from the

Council of the,League of Nations received through the

li/bUA

American Aabnsga&er at Berne,

the Department has assured

the Council that this Government is in whole-hearted

sympathy with the attitude of the League of Nations as
expressed in paragraphs 1 and 2 of the Council’s

resolution adopted on September 22 and that the

Department will despatch to Japan and China notes along
similar lines.
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(tlATAN)

Ï

concerning the Manchurian trouble, I wish to give you,

for your personal information, a picture of the Depart
ment’s policy

As already reported, the Department is fully

in sympathy with the action already taken by the League of
Nations in sending identic notes to China and Japan.

We

were, however, disturbed at the idea of sending to Manchuria

a military commission to establish the facts.

The League

did this with success at the time of the dispute between

Greece and Bulgaria, but in the Manchurian situation the

conditions are entirely different.

In the GreekBulgarian

disputent was a question of a line dividing the two countries,
No such issue arises in Manchuria since the Japanese troops
in that section of China are there under treaty provisions

We
Enciphered by
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We have felt very^strongly, furthermore, that a commission

sent to Manchuria without the consent of both the Japanese
and Chinese could have little success even as a fact finding

body.
The principal fear we have as to such an imposed
commissionlis that it would immensely^trengthen the nation
alist element in Japan and unite Japan behind the military
element.

We believe ivimmonooly important in every way

to support sathaw in Japan the civilian arm£ of the Government, which we believe to be opposed to the Manchurian adWe,''therefore’Suggested to^Geneva that, if a
venture
commission was to be appointed, there was much more chance
of getting Japanese consent if its composition was along
the lines of^our^uggestion^to Russia and China two years
That is, tha^t it should be a commission appointed by
/
to the /disputed / /
the two J>arti©s/ JThis suggestion has been adopted by thç

ago.

League and their presenf^purpose^isj^f Japan accepts, to
constitute a commission made up of two members'appo inted
by China and two by Japan and three by the Council of the

League

It is understood that this commission would

have
Enciphered by_______________________ _____
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z

/

/

I

,

nave very narrow terms of reference and. would, be purely
.
z
/however,z
fact finding.
The Department feels,/considering the
/
/
/
/
Oriental psychology, that there is far more chance of

z

1

<

(

z

/

/

reaching a solution of this whole matter by direct coit-

sultation if this7can be^brought ab^ut'between the Chinese

On the other hand, we feel that the'dispute

and Japanese.

is inevitably of interest to the world and thatj^to permit ?

/

1

/

/

the occupation of the Manchurian cities to be consolidated,
/

/

/

f

I

would be 'to make a travesty of the various treaties which

/

/

/

,,

have been signed by both China and Japan.
,

(

!!

I

/

/

I

On condition,

I

therefore, that direct conversations between the two parties

/

/

/

/

<

are unsuccessful, this Government woul£ be inclined to favor
action under ArticlèEleven^of the ^Covenant of the ’League,'of

,which both nations/are (signatory/for the reason, thatlthe ( r/
(Tÿ TCvÇ.

'*

League'has already taken action in the matted»
If even^this
'
<
/
}
/ '*
) /
should be unsuccessful, there still remain' the Treaties of
Z<LZ
/
z
z
V
192^3 and the Kellogg Pact, which might be invoked..
In

general,^however,Zthe above is the7line which we'now plan
to t ake.
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We should welcome any comments you wish to
/
/
'
make or any further suggestions*

U

WRO/AB

Xg vBiâS
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Of,

fc.31

PEIPING VIA NR
From

Legation has received from Nanking text of League of

Nations’ reply to Chinese Government regarding situation in

Manchuria.

CO

I assume the Department has already obtained it

from another source.

CH
JOHNSON

RR:V/SB

(;!
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PEIPING VIA 1®

« FROM

Dated Sept. 25, 1931

"Hr. Tsang Shih Yi, Chairman of the Liaoning (Fengtien)

V?
4.,

provisional assembly has again been taken into custody by

Cj

Japanese.

CO

The Chinese Banker’s Association has decided to open the

banks here soon.
All students of Northeastern University and the Feng Yung

University have left.

Mr. Feng Yung, the founder of the latter,

v/ho is prominent man in Manchuria has been taken into custody b;
Japanese.

On the night of September 18th, when the trouble began,
eighteen fifteen dash centimeters shells were fired against the

arsenal but no hit was registered.
Looting in the eastern suburb of Mukden is increasing.,‘

cïr

g‘

JOHNSON
sg

4MB»

WbB

e
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SECRETARY OF

STaTE

Washington

Ir Division of x
f'FAR EASIERN AFFAif^.

(
656, September

Reo’d, 9.58 am

SEP 2 5 0

\

AJL.rlm.rtf of St«t«

Following are excerpts from speech delivered by President
Chiang Kai Shek at mass-meeting of Kuomintang . Nanking,

CO
CM

"Recent military actions of Japan in Manchuria come as
It is the most unprecedented inciii

62.9 l

shock to civilized world.

/..v 6r

twenty two as reported in PEIPING LEADER today.

dent that has happened since beginning of international

relations and grave insult to sovereignty of our nation.

Our

comrades and fellow countrymen should thoroughly understand
origin and nature of case and rise up enmasse for the %ause of

national salvation*
We must immediately adjust thoughtful measures in dealing

with the savage conduct of the invaders which is not only an

also great menace to world peace.

This will constitute testin

stone for future of international relations and extent of
patriotism of our peoplei

In first place, it will test whether there is such a thin

ISBlSldÙÇ
'

indication of breach of harmonious relations of Far East, but

as international morality or justice between and among nations,
and whether the powers will sanction punishment of internation-

: al commitments and to preserve the peace of the world.
I

However,
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rh # 2, of 656 from Peiping

However, I believe that League of Nations and signators of the
Kellogg Anti-War Pact will take appropriate steps to bring
justice to disgraceful conduct of Japanese which is obviously

contradictory to Covenant of the League and spirit that animates
the Pact.

Secondary, the Japanese invasion will test our patriotism.

A book entitled COMPLICATIONS OF MANCHURIAN PROBLEM has been

written by a Japanese, describing lack of group spirit and
patriotism of the Chinese as evidenced by Sino-Japanese war of

1895 and Boxer rebellion of 1900, during which struggles our

people, paid no attention to populace in war zones.

This has

therefore led to aggression of our unscrupulous neighbors into
our territories/

However, I still believe that my fellow

countrymen will rise in one body and present united front

against our aggressors so as to correct the wrong opinion of
the Japanese writer.

Deliberation, due preparations, organization and obedience
are what we need in dealing with situation.

National Govern

ment is now making careful investigations on the case and
awaiting fair judgment of the world.

For the moment we must

suppress our indignation and remain calm, submitting to what

ever our neighbor will treat us.

National Government is pre

pared for a final struggle and I will offer my life to lead the

army to fight for the preservation of our race and to uphold the
dignity of our people, should international law and promises
fail to do justice*1*
End
rts
Çône,x two, three and four)

JOHNSON

WSB
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Mr. Secj&tary:

r’nQr

You ne^d note only paragraph 5:

the

Consul General at Harbin (Mr. Hanson) reports

"Telegraphic communication and radio both
Ca€} Mukden still unrestored."

This fits in with my surmise, expressed
last Monday^ that communications out of Mukden

had been cut shortly after the Mukden Consulate
General got its messages out on the night of
18/19; and with the Radio Corporation’s account
which I recorded yesterday of the destruction

on that night of the Chinese Government’s radio
station at Mukden.

SKH/ZMF
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u ,

Peiping via N., R.
Dated September 25, 1931

OG 103 i

From
Reo’d 10:30 a.

Secretary of State

Washington,

Following from American Corlsulpj^
" September 24, 11 a. m.

One.

General Chang Ching Hui, civil administrator

of special area, after an absence of many months returned
to Harbin this morning.
Two.

Chinese police patrols at Harbin have been

strengthened and here quiet although business has been

worse and some banks are’having difficulty in paying
out deposits which are being placed in National City

Banks.
Three,

Four.,

Conditions quiet at Taonanfu and Tsitsihar.,
Local Japanese Consul General Ohase returned

yesterday morning via Chita and Manchuria Station from

Eastern Siberia where he has been touring last three
weeks
Five

elegraphic communication and radio bo

Mukden still unrestored".

JOHNSON

WSB

jSB

7 9 5 .9 4 / Ib b û

657, September 25

3 3 6 <
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GENEVA

communicated torIeEJÆ£jRAM RECEIVED
Dated Sept. 25-, 1931

Rec’d

From
SECRETARY OF STATE'

WASHINGTON

4

EASJtM
cP?;,®!]

“ÇfARTMËNT OFSTÂrÈ

165, September 25, 4 pm

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL
Chinese Minister Sze called this afterno

what I could tell him regarding your attitude on Manchurian
problem.

I replied that if Yoshizawa put the same question

to me I should have to reply in the same way, namely, that I

feared that any attempt on my part to interpret your views
cither to the Chinese or the Japanese might create confusion;

that I was discussing this matter with Drummond alone and
not even with any other member of the Council

In the confused and conflicting reports in Geneva I feel
that any other attitude on my part would be dangerous.

Unless

1 you have contrary views I shall hold this course
WILSON

WSBjHPD
Vi

m
V
w
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September 28, 1931»
z
,.à
/

wilson

■/

BERGUES
GENEVA (SWITZERLAND).

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL.

Z/<^/

Your 163, September 25
last sentence.

4 p.m.

last paragraph,

Your course is approved.

If occasion

should arise you might inform Minister Sze that our

-J
C
6

diplomatic representatives at both Peiping and Tokyo

are being fully and currently informed in regard to
the Department’s attitude on the Manchurian situation.

m bsm: am
SôP- 28» 19S1#
AvWa
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pAR EASTERN AFFAIRS)
Secretary of State, |

Washington.

% ~
Apartment

•
$ta‘* y'

I

4 6 ?. Q

139> September 25, 11 a. m,

Consulate’s number 111, September

237^-p^lgW^^

The following is a summary of two telegrams dated

September 23 and 24 received from Tokyo by the Japanese
delegation here and transmitted by the latter to the

Council;
One.

The Chinese Nationalist Party and other

organizations are organizing a strong anti-Japanese

cançaign and issuing propaganda of a sensational nature.

thus distorting the true situation.
Two,

No marines have been landed in China proper

as these reports would indicate.

Three.

The Japanese commanding officer has been

instructed to make every effort to limit the extent of
the incident and no forces have advancéd north of Chang
chun.
Four.
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2- #139, from Geneva, Sept.25,1931
11:50 a. m

Four. Forces sent to Kirin have returned to Chang
chun leaving behind only a few.

Five.,

Japanese forces in Manchuria are concentrated

in the railway zone.

Including four thousand men from

Koonze these forces are below the figures allowed by
treaty.

Japanese control of Mukden municipality is

Six.

only temporary.

In other places Chinese authorities are

at their posts working in concert with Japanese officers.

Seven.
established.

Nowhere has military government been
The Chinese and Japanese are daily cormunica-

ting telegrams to the Secretary General purporting to give
the factual situation in respect to the occupation of
cities, troop movements, and other developments in Man
churia.

flicting.

These messages from either side are sharply con

Does the Department desire summary in relative

detail of these telegrams to check with information being

received in Washington.
GILBERT
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*:r'P o 3 55.

/7L&I

AMERICAN CONSUL
GENEVA (SWITZERLAND).

Your 139, September 25, 11 a.m., paragraph seven.
The Department would like to receive this information
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FROM

'V-‘1

Dated. September 2 5, 1931

Secretary of State,

Washington..

655, Septembe
Following from representatives military Naval Attache
in Mukden.

September 24, 6 p. m.
"Japanese armored train and two companies posted just

east of Hsinmintun.

Japanese intelligence office states

that second division concentrating Changchuan with

detached brigade at Kirin with battalion at Tunhua:

Chen Chia Tun one battalion.’

Pioraledgei?

one company:

Korean brigade 3,000, railway guard 5,000 total 15,000.
Officially deny use of reserves now.

All quiet here.

Situation apparently stationary".

JOHNSON

WSB
HPD

iasi-3 1 -io}

troops in Manchuria second division 7,000 men, independent
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of V

^Rec’d 2 p. m.

EASIFRW

Secretary of State

FP 2 5 1931

Washington.
Department ef Sfa/#

140, September
Consulate’s 127

S[p 28 n

3 p. m,
September 22, 9 p. m,

The following is the translation of a letter dated.
September 24 addressed to the Japanese representative on

the Council to the President of the Council:
ii

By order of my Government I have the honor to bring

to the knowledge of Your Excellency my Government’s reply
to the telegram of September 22 which Your Excellency was
good enough to send to it

One.

In regard to the first point mentioned in the

ss

message, Japanese troops, since the beginning of the present—*
events have taken care to act only within the limits necessary

to insure their own security, the protection of the railway
and the security of Japanese nationale»

The Government Of

Japnn has firmly pursued the aim of jJgHtenting the ex ten tv
ion pf

Incident and the aggravation of the .situation;

it is profoundly

3
I
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it is profoundly anxious to settle this affair by pacific

means, through negotiations between the two countries,
as rapidly as possible and it has the definite intention

■»

of not abandoning this line of conduct.

Two.

As to the second point of the message the

Government of Japan wishes to declare that it has with
drawn most of its forces into the railway zone and that
they are concentrated.

Outside of the said zone some few

troops only remain quartered as a measure of precaution
in the city of Mukden as well as at Kirin and a small

number of soldiers have been stationed at certain points,
these measures not constituting military occupation.

The

withdrawal of its forces is being carried out to the

greatest extent which the maintenance of the security of

Japanese nationals and the protection of the railway at
present permit.

The Government of Japan in proposing to

withdraw its troops into the railway zone in proportion
as the situation ameliorates, confidently hopes that the
Council will trust in the sincerity of its attitude in

this matter.11

GILBERT
WSB
CSB

*
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Rec’d

3': 06 p-.' m.

Secretary of State,
Washington,

660, September

7 9 3 .9 4 /1 8 8 5

Following from American Consul General at Mukden:
" September 24, 4 p. m.

The South bound (*) for Shanhaikuan loaded with
refugees was held up by bandits between Ohiuluiho and
Hsinmin at 7:15 this morning reaching Hsinmin without

passengers.
About two hundred troops with guns were despatched
to Hsinmin late yesterday afternoon by South Manchuria

Railway trains.

The Peiping-Mukden passenger service

between Mukden and Hsinmin has not been interrupted.'
Signs of panic are becoming less apparent, the banks are
still closed and business is at a standstill.

However,

â
it is understood the Chinese banks are ready to reopen

as soon as adequate police protection is afforded” »,
JOHNSON
TOC
HPD

(#) Omission

to

§
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MAR 21 1933
artment ot State

September 30, 1931.

Subject:

U.
j.5

Foreign Observers in Manchuria.

The Peiping Legation informed us more than a week ago

that an officer from the Military Attachées office at Peiping
had been sent to Manchuria.

GO

Tokyo’s 165, September 29, 4 p.m.,

informs us that Lieutenant Cranford (who is an officer attached

to the office of the Military Attaché at Tokyo) has reported

We thus know that there are in Manchuria an American Army

officer from the Peiping Legation and an American Army officer

from the Tokyo Embassy.

(Note:

We have also had information originating from an

unidentified "American Naval officer", dated Harbin.)
The British Embassy sent us on September 24 an aide

mémoire from which it appears that officers from both the
French and the British Military Attachés’ offices at Peiping
had already gone to Manchuria and that the French and British
Governments were conferring with regard to sending similar
officers from their establishments in Tokyo.
tZc*-—

We thus k»ast that there are in Manchuria a British Army
officer and a French Army officer from Peiping and that there

are perhaps British and French officers from Tokyo.

skh/zmf

e»

3

g

O

7 9 3 .9 4 /1 8 8 5 - I/2

from Mukden.
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From

Dated September 25, 1931
Rec* d 2 35 p.‘ m.

Division of X
FAR EASFfMfA/Fm

Secretary of State,

*n

SB 2 61931 J

Washington,'

661, September 25, 3. p. m.
Following from Consul Gene

C!

at Nanking:

œ

"September 24, noon.

The following is summary of

information given by T. V. Soong to Abend September 23,

co
CO
0)

11 p, m, as reliable and already telegraphed by Abend:

Japanese military authorities at Mukden are planning

to set up government of South Manchuria and Kirin headed

either by Manchurian Prince Ling or by Chang Tsung Chang.

if

Japan will immediately accord recognition to the new
government and settle Manchurian dispute by treaty.

Abend

also telegraphed that high officials deny truth of report
that Chiang Kai Shek has offered to transfer civil posts

ô
§

to Hu Han Min; also high officials deny rumors that th#
government is considering asking Russian aid to elect

to
§

Japan from Manchuria.

*

Three party leaders who arrived

Nanking
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2- #661, from Peiping, Sept.25,1931
3 p, m.

Nanking September 23, 2 p. m. from Peiping have sailed on
Dutch steamer for Canton to discuss arrangement.

(This

ends summary).
I have had apparently reliable information that Chiang

did actually offer to yield his civil posts to Hu Han Min

but that latter refused to accept pointing out that he was
ptill a prisoner.

I also have good reason to believe that

request for Russian aid against Japan has been given serious

thought with divided counsels.

I conjecture that owing to

position taken by Hu Han Min and mediation undertaken by
the League Soong finds it desirable to contradict both

reports".
JOHNSON
WSB
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went of State"

Subj ec t :

Estimates of Numbers and Location of
Japanese Armed Forces in Manchuria*

, S 4
The Tokyo Embassy estimates that Japanese troops with

u/C

O')

colors now in Manchuria total 15,500; and that these are
distributed at the following points

Tunhua, Kirin

(0
C4

Changchun, Ssupingkai, Chengchlatun, Mukden, Hsinmintun

<D

They say that two armored

Yinkow, Antung, and Tashichiao.

trains reported sent to Taonan "returned" on the 26th

The Peiping Legation estimates that the Japanese

00

00

i
forces in Manchuria include one division of 7,000 to 8,432

O)
I

men, two air squadrons (strength unknown), a brigade of

•—*

3,000 men and railway guards of 5,000 men, together with

M

some reservists (number in use unknown, number available
30,000) on active duty; and that these are distributed at

the following points:

Yinglingkan and Mukden.

Changchun, Kirin, Tunhua, Chenchiatun,
(Note:

It would appear that in pre-*

paring this telegram the Legation started but forgot to

finish its estimate of location.)
Comparing the two estimates and making a composite, it

would appear that the Japanese troops number something over
15,000 regulars and some reservists; and that these are,

located variously at Tunhua, Kirin, Changchun, Ssuplngiai,
eo
o
Chengchlatun, Mukden, Hsinmintun, Yinkow, Antung, Tashfêhlate
,
U’
and Yinglingkan (all of these locations except the las-Çgbeing

mentioned in the Tokyo Embassy’s estimate).

skh/zmf
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Peiping via N. R«

Dated September 26$ 1

x

Rec’d 3 a. m<

Secretary of State
AFFAIRS.

Washington

664, Septemb

Following from American Consul Harbin
"September 25, 10 p. m.

Three bomba were thrown

into local Japanese establishments one hour ago.

casualties,

No

Chinese authorities are mush disturbed,.

There appears to be no necessity for Japanese

forces to come to Harbin and the Chinese would appre
ciate any action that could be taken to prevent their

coming"
JOHNSON

WSB

£
tÇ
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MUKDEN INCIDENT -/V

Confidential for the Secretary.

I had a long conversation with the Japanese Ambassador

The conversation began with apologies on the part of

the Ambassador for the bare aspect of his drawing-room,
his statement being that he was more or less in process of

moving.

This being an opportunity for some talk with regard

to the new Japanese Embassy premises.

7 9 3 .9 4 / 1 8 8 8

today.

At an opportune moment, I said that I had no doubt he
had surmises with regard to the special reason for my call;

that the newspapers were full of accounts of an encounter

at Mukden; that we had very meager information with regard
to the matter, and that the Secretary, on the eve of leaving

for the week-end, had asked me to ask the Ambassador what
ZD

news he had with regard to what had happened.

Thereafter, the conversation became almost a monologue
on the Ambassador’s part.

The Ambassador stated that he had

from his Government very little with regard to the Incident,

but that he had read the lengthy news despatches of this
morning in the NEW YORK TIMES and the NEW YORK HERALD TRIBUNE
and
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and that he was ready to assume that Mr. Byas' and Mr.
Fieisher’s accounts were substantially accurate.

He said

that he doubted very much whether any Japanese armed forces

had been landed at Tsingtao.

He said that he was greatly

surprised and concerned if it be true that the Japanese
military had seized Kaopangtzu.

(Note:

This town is on

the Peiping-Mukden Railway line, which is Chinese, and is
outside of the South Manchuria Railway zone.)

The Ambassador said that the whole incident was a
great surprise to him and that he had no doubt that it was

a surprise to the Japanese Foreign Office.

He then went

on to explain, stating that he was doing so for my confiden
tial information and with the request that I would consider

it unofficial and keep it off the record, the contest be

tween and among various elements in the Japanese Government.

In the course of that account, he remarked two or three
times that he assumed that I was already cognizant of that
situation.

The Ambassador continued to the effect that, immediately

on receipt of news with regard to the incident at Mukden,
the Cabinet had gone into special session and the Government

had taken every possible step to "isolate’’ (he also used

the term "localize") the trouble and to bring to an end

military activity.

He said that troops in Korea which had

been ordered up as reenforcements had been ordered to halt.
The

°?
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The Ambassador stated repeatedly that he considered
the whole incident most unfortunate and that the Japanese
Government would take every possible step to "alleviate"

the situation.

At 4wo or three points, the Ambassador made statements
of fact which I believe to be in error.

For instance, he

said that Japan had only one thousand soldiers at Mukden.
These statements I attribute to lack of complete informa

tion on his part or inadvertence.

But from the whole of

his statement I got the impression that he has not been

following developments in Manchuria with intensive atten

tion and that he has not yet been supplied by his Govern
ment with any detailed account of this latest development.
I also got the impression that he has either been instructed

to follow the line taken by Japan’s representative at the

League of Nations (Mr. Yashizawa) as per that representa
tive’s statement quoted in the NEW YORK TIMES this morning
or that he has on his own initiative taken his cue from

that statement.

The Ambassador actually stated that he

had been telegraphed the text of Mr. Yashizawa's statement
and that the Japanese text corresponds with the English

text as quoted in the news despatch.
The Ambassador said that he hoped to have information on

the subject by Monday; that he would be very happy to inform
the Department with regard to anything he received; and that,

if it seemed of sufficient importance, he would wish to call
and talk with the Secretary.

SKE/ZMF
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,i - SC t xOXUll In U110 luemOiauuUio ilêx uUuUàl Z uelieVS tUat Z

I*

Une acvion oi vxie Japanese ^military xuxces in Man-

cnuxia ^UusuivUves a violavion ox une Kellogg Pact;;
ii.

It eno oxa oe our policy io a treugtnen tne nanus

ox une civil element In tne Japanese trovemiuenu in une w0u-

uesu oeuvvssn ii ana tne xiixiuary axeuienu -- pursuance ox
vvaicn policy »dii calx xOr aelicacy ox nanuliiig;
r/e snouiu iio u psuait attituae ox action 01

tne

American Groverixienu in rexation uo bhis pruolem to be
xeauureu as a manixesuauion ox American irai* üasuern policy ;
it shuolu oe xiiaue to appear a part ox tne international

peace iuoveuxent; axau
4.

Tlie case, as oeuweeu Uiiina anu Japan, is one 1’

wnicii, ix nou pxompuiy ana eauisxac uOx il^ seuuieu oy

uipiOûiauic processes, mignt properly oe uiaue a subject xox
cOnsiueraüion oy vue Z/orxu uo'ui'b.

O 'V<>-45

z
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LU’ •

bsureuaxy :

I regret to have to report tnat in my opinion une

action oi une Japanese military xorces in Mancnuria consti
tutes a violation ol une Kellogg pact.

The evidence (not

proox) points to deliberate action authorized ana ordered

by the hignest military authorities in Mancnuria; it is
acai'cdy conceivable that they wouia have actea with tne
orderliness, precision, uiiue-cooraiauion ana all compreuen-

eiveness involvea in seizing ail or tne strategic points in
South Manchuria, inducing public service, without air ection

xrom uhe nign military command in ïokio; ana tnat commana

wouia not nave acted without the approval ox une minister
or war (uimseli an oxzicer ox tne ar^y> •

Altnuugn such action may nave been taken witnuut tne
approval, ana pernaps witnout tne cognizance, 01 otner depart

ments ox tne Japanese Government, 1 doubt wnetner it will oe
denied tnat une coup was * onicrally authorized.

1 uo not oxten venture to predict.

in this case, how

ever, it is my estimate tnat tne Japanese Government will
line it dizlicult, assuming that it so desires, to oring

aoout
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aoout tne witnarawalcox its military xorces xrom une cities
wnich those xorces have seised,

it may dieclaim respousi-

biiity xox* tne action taken oy those xorces, out those xorces
have presented it am the world, witn a ia.it accompli and those

iorces will oe disposed to proceed on the principle oi j *y
suis, j * y reste.

Ix the tning works out that way, tnere will

accrue the advantages ana the disaavantages which must naturally
ilow xrom tne military occupation under consideration.

To tne

eixorts ox the Japanese Foreign Oxxiue in dealing with China,

the occupation will oe both a help and a hindrance.

For

Japan as a wnoxe, une thing means a step xorward in Manchuria,

use, wnevnei’ so intenueu or not, oi military xorce arid means
(at several points one Chinese resisted anu tnere were numer

ous casualties) xor the attainment oi a poxitical objective.
It may reasouaoxy be assumed tnat this occurrence will

intensixy tne straggle between the civil ana the military

elements in tne Japanese Government, particuxarly between tne
Ministry oi War anu tne Ministry ox Foreign Aixaixs.

a contest, it is **i
is likely to win.

1

In such

ix not impossible to say wnich side

That <iuestiun will be anected in some

measure oy wnat occurs xrom outsiae oi Japan.

In a contest

strictly between themselves, it wouxd oe my estimate tnat the

au vantage is wiuh tne Ministry ox War.

Ix other' Powers in

trude their iniiuence, discx'eetly, tne position ox tne

Ministry oi Foreign Aixairs may oe strengthened.

In the

course
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course ox tne contest it is no means impossible that the

present Minister xor Foreign Axiaxrs, Burun 3hidehax*a, may
ce xorceu to resign.

Ix that occurs, tne possioility is tnat

he will be succeeded by a Minister less xirm in opposition to
policies involving use ox xor*e thaxi ne has been/^in the

light ox the aoove considerations, it is not easy to suggest
wnat course snouxa ue xoiiowea by tne American GrOverument.

it xs

teller tnat, xirst oi axl, oux decision should be

made promptly; that it should be such as uo permit oi modiilcation ox the positron taken, whether oy way ox auvance or

by way ox retreat, us tne situation develops; ana tnat it
snouiu be calcula tea with a view to strengthening one hand
ox Baron Bniuehara.

For tnat reason, I believe tnat we

should not permit tne concern ox tne Unitea States uo ue
ieatuxeu as an isolated puenumenon oaseu on a conception oi
special American interest in ana imlueuue with regard to
Manchuria.

lUxere is a tendency in many quarters to assume

that tne American (government is particularly sensitive with
regard to manchux’ia.

This conception is mox*e deep-seated in

Japan than elsewnere, and it arouses in Japan suspicion,

resentment and opposition.

At tne same time, in regard uo

attitude and action,we should avoid lotting it appear tnat
we are indiixerent and intend to assume a purely negative
attitude with regara to the question.
tfith these considerations in mina, it is my reeling

that
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that we snoulu not, as on our initiative, invoke or reier

6o the Kellogg Pauv.

tfe shouxu avoid expression ox opinion^

as that ox lue American Goverumenl, as lo whether tne Kel

logg £aol applies.

«7e might to advantage express Ins view

that until xuowxedge ox vhe xauls nas seen xurthex developed

the xormural mg ox a conclusion on luat point is no t warrautauie•
lue question whetnex’ xurtner hostilities between the

Japanese am tne uniuese military are lively to occur must

be xepl in mina but need hardly be considered at this time.
In otner words, as regards tne Kellogg Pact, the question

wnethex’ xl xs aooul to ce violated need not concern us.

Tne

x*eal question is whether it gfts uem> violated.

That question, whetner tne Kellogg Paul nas or nas not

been violated, is one which might, it seems to me, very well
be brought to lue V/orxu Court.

China and Japan are both

parties to the World Court arrangements.

Ix une course xol-

lowed by vhe Japanese Government in the handling ox tne situa
tion whicii has arisen in consequence ox the action ox its
agents proves unsat isxau tory to tne Chinese (or to uhe worm)

tne case might wexl, it seems to me, be carried by tne Chinese
Govexumenl to lue Court.

At any xaue, at Inis stage, it

wouxu be my suggestion vhat tne course to be xolloweu by us
during lue next xew days oe based on tnal assumption.
The League of Nations, with both China and Japan repre

sented, has already actively manifested its concern with regard
to the incident.
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TO Wf

W88 1931

>EP 2 6 1931

SECRETARY'S OFFICE

September 25, 1931

•andum of conversation with Mr. Osborne, British
;é, September 24, 1931.

so that I could tell him our attitude toward the
Manchurian situation.

He told me that he had been

instructed by hia Government to call and ask about

7 9 5 .9 4 /

Mr. Osborne came to the Department at my request

I

890

it in any case
I told him that, of course, we wanted to be

of any possible assistance to the League of Nations
and certainly did not want to interfere with anything

they were doing.

I pointed out, however, that it was

possible that Lord Robert Cecil, who seemed to be repre
senting Great Britain, being a man who was always in
favor of international action, might have neglected to

consider oriental psychology
mission of investigation.

in
I

his proposal of a com-

told him that we felt

that such a commission might be of great importance £j|t
the proper time, but that we were very much oppSsedJJo
any move which might inflame the nationalistic %pir£t
of Japan and unite the people of the country behind’the

militaristic
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militaristic element rather than the civilian element.

I told him that I thought we ought all of us to support
Baron Shidehara to the limit.

Mr. Osborne said that

he quite understood this and that it seeméd to him that

our attitude was entirely wise.

I told him also that

we felt, knowing the attitude of the Japanese and Chinese,
that if there could be direct conversations this would

be undoubtedly the wisest method of settlement, but if

this were not possible or if these conversations amounted

to nothing we should hope that the matter might be arranged
under the terms of Article Eleven and later articles of
the Covenant of the League since both Japan and China,
in signing the Covenant,had agreed to accept the juris

diction implied.

I told Mr. Osborne that we also felt

that the matter should be continued by the League since
the League had begun already, but that even if this were

not successful there remained the specific treaties of

1923 and the Kellogg Pact.

I told him, however, that

we hoped and believed that the Japanese were already trying
to get themselves out of an uncomfortable position.

U WRC/AB
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SECRETARY’S OFFICE

September 25, 1931

Memorandum of conversation with the Czech Minister
September 24.

to Washington after a summer
he said

in

Maine,

where

it had been delightful.

He then asked me about the Manchurian situation

beginning with the statement that probably the League

could settle it in the same manner as it had settled

the Greeko-Bulgarian dispute.

I pointed out to Mr

Veverka that thé circumstances in the two cases were

entirely different, that in the case of Greece and
* Bulgaria it was merely a question as to whether th®

Greek Army had gone across the line of demarkation

and that a military commission was sent to determine
the line

In Manchuria, on the other hand

there was

no question of crossing a certain line since the Japanese
troops were legally in Manchuria in any case and that

therefore, it seemed to me a military commission would
hardly be as useful.
The Minister ^em^S not to
c®

have

7 9 3 .9 4 /1 8 9

The Czech Minister came in to report his return
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have grasped this point and added that, of course,

in any case it was easier to deal with two small
nations than it was to deal with two large and im
portant nations.

The only matter which Mr. Veverka touched on
concerning his own country was one which he brought
up’in relation to papers published in the Czech or

Slovak languages in this country.

(Of course he spoke

of them as papers published in the Czechoslovak language
but I have noted that the Czech and Slovak papers in

this country are quite different and that the Czechs
are unable to read Slovak papers unless, of course, they

speak the Slovak language.)

The Minister said that

some of these Slovak papers attacked the Government of

his country with the greatest violence.

I told him

that, of course, this was unfortunate, but that since

we have a free press I did not see what could be done
about it.

Mr. Veverka said he had some ideas as to

what could be done and if the campaign of vilification
became any worse, he would send a note of suggestion.

U WRC/AB
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Memoranda» of conversation with M. Henry, Counselor of
the French Embassy, September 24.

I merely

wanted to inform him as to our attitude toward the
Manchurian situation.

After I had talked with him

for about five minutes and had merely explained our

friendly interest in what the League was doing, our
fears as to the effectiveness in the field and the effect
in Japan of a committee composed from outside, the Secre

tary came in and we moved to his office so that he could
complete the picture.

/ Division of

USW AFFAIRS

U WRO/AB

7 9 3 .9 4 /1 8 9 2

M. Henry came to see me at my request.
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REP
GRAY
Peiping via N.' R..

Dated September 26, 1931
Rec’d 3 a, m.1

Secretary of State,

2 Ô 1931

!

»f St*u

Washington.

662, September 26, 8a. m,

From Consul General Harbin:
11 September 25, 5 p. m.

Local Chinese radio station has informed me that

Taonanfu was occupied by Japanese troops at 6 a. m.' today,
Japanese bi-plane at present circling over Harbin dropping
leaflets in Russian and Chinese giving Japanese version

of the conflict.

My Japanese colleague has just informed

me he does not know why aircraft is here and that the

contents of the leaflets are unknown to him.

Presence of

the aircraft is causing intense excitement among Chinese

and Russian local inhabitants.”
JOHNSON
JHR
ÏÏSB

--J
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(D
669

September 26.

Fcuter report from Nanking today:

—
CO

"Referring to Japanese War Minister’s statement that
Japan is entitled to maintain fifteen soldiers per kilometer

along South Manchuria Railway or total of sixteen thousand
five hundred in Manchuria whereas actual number is only

fourteen thousand, a foreign office spokesman here today
asserted that Japanese troops already in Manchuria are

reported to be in excess of two divisions excluding those

from Korea and Japanese volunteers, the whole aggregating
at least fifty thousand.
Foreign office spokesman pointed out that Japan’s
title to number claimed is apparently based on article one
of the additional articles of treaty of Portsmouth of 1905

in which Japan and Russia reserve rights to maintain railway
guards
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guards not exceeding fifteen per kilometer.

'|pokesman

reported out that while China acquiesed in cqytain provi~

sions of the Portsmouth Treaty she has never recognized
treaty as such for its additional articles.

Moreover

articles two of Annex Go Peiping Treaty of 1905 stipulates
that in event of Russia withdrawing her railway guard

Japan concents to do the same.

Therefore since Russian

guard have all been withdrawn and Chinese troops have
undertaken the protection of Chinese Eastern Railway,
continuance of Japanese troops in Manchuria is absolutely
without legal basis or treaty sanction".

JOHNSON
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Following is excerpt from a letter from Captain Nimmer

at Harbin to the Naval Attache, dated. September 21st:

"The Japanese demonstration was of course not un
expected and I don’t think that they will consider goj.ng
beyond their railway interests in seizing Chinese terri

tory and holding same until the Chinese stop quibbling
and show some degree of earnestness in their actions.

The Japanese are scrupulously avoiding interference at

the moment in Chinese Eastern Railway jurisdiction,.

and Chinese alike - is pro - Japanese.

They would be

delighted to have the Japanese in control1 (?) which

their opinion won d assure them protection and, last
not least,

just and reasonable taxation".

JOHNSON

WT12.JSBJ

The feeling of the people of Manchuria - Russian
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668, September 26, 4 p. m.
J. D. Thomson, manager and chief accountant of the

Peiping-Mukden Railway reports that he and his family and

two foreign women, one Italian and one German, left
Huangkutung on Thursday morning of the 24th and that a
few kilometers west of Huangkutung saw a Japanese aero

plane overhead and heard rattling which he did not

associate with aeroplane at the time.

At the next

station two passengers were reported dead, one of whom

he saw.

Marks of bullets on train showed that they had

been fired from above, presumably%from Japanese aeroplane.

Train was unarmed and filled with passengers and refugees

at the time.
JOHNSON
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PEIPING VIA NR

From
Dated September 27, 193}.
Rec’d 5:08 a.m.

Secretary of State

Washington

From Consul General at Farbir.;
"Japanese aeroplane again flying over Harbin, other
wise situation here and elsewhere in north Manchuria quiet".

JOHNSON

VSB

7 9 3 .9 4 /1 0 9 7

671, Septembei 27, 8 a.m.
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Dated. September 27, 1922

Secretary of State

672, September 27, 9 a.m.

Reuter report from Nanking

"Capital is -very depressed.
League of Nations not to take further action regarding
Manchurian situation".

JOHNSON

9 6 9 \ /V 6 * ^ 6 L

Washington
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Secretary of State
z

Wack • agt on

670, September 36,
Following are excerpts from recent édite rials com-

ments on Manchurian situation in English language papers:

PEIPING LEADER twenty-two.

" What is reason for this

savage action on the part of Japan?

There cannot be slight

est doubt that the militarist got out of control and took
matter into their own hands in spite of persuasions of the
Manseito Government,

In other words, conciliatory policy

practiced by Baron Shidehara is considered too weak to-

suit militarists who are always on lookout for sone excuse
to justify their existence and huge taxes levied upon heav

ily burdened people for their upkeep.

It is known for some

time that militarist have been doing considerable sword

battling during last few months and it was felt instinctive
ly by observers that something was bound to happen. JBu^

magnitude and ferocity of Japanese invasion is becoming
exception, ■

CJ
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exception.

In my opinion that even if Nakamura case had not

turned up, Japanese militarists would have found some other

excuse for their invasion of South Manchuria in order to
show thei-

people at home that they are doing something to

vindicate the Japanese Empire".

Twenty-Kird.

"Japan has violated law of nations by

invading Chinese territory wi thout previous

.rning, and has

committed acts of barbarity which should brand her as a

criminal in eyes of world.

Who is aggressor is only too

self evident - when Japan slapped one cheek, China turned
the other.

Will signatories of anti-war Kellogg Pact who

attached their signatures to high sounding phrases putting

agression upon weak and unoffending states continue to fold

thu:.r hands while Chinese people are being massacred by the
thousands and their land forcibly take-? from ihem by Jap

anese military brigands?

Will League of Nations do nothing

and advance a few technical excuses for inactions?

How

long will these treaties respecting integrity of China be
treated as mere scraps of papers by Japan?

These are ques

tions which every intelligent Chinese and foreigners in th:

country are asking themselves".

Twenty-four.
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11 Our efforts against war have brought us
»
no good but further aggression.
Our neighbors will not take

Twenty-four.

any notice of a bully who chose to occupy our hearth and
home because we have not created a rumpus by making no at
tempts at .resistance.

The signatories of the Kellogg Peace

Pact are indifferent'because war has not been created by
Japan unwarranted invasion of Chinese teiritc.y.

Public

sentiment is being 7?orked up and sooner or later Chinese

nations, if is going to remain one at all, will have to rise
and create a rumpus to turn this internal aggression into
an international war - to conform to requirements of anti
war Kellogg Pact.

We had hoped Japanese Government would disown middee is of its troops, but since its post facte recognition
of further dispatch of troops into Chinese territory from

Korea we are compelled to hold whole Japanese nation respon
sible for starting war against this country.

Under the cir

cumstances and if Japan refuses to give a satisfactory reply

to our protests, China should at once declare existence war
between the two countries a result of Japanese invasion of

Chinese territory.

She should sever all treaty and diplo
matic
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diplomatic relations with Japan and treat her people in
China as enemy subject according to international law and

usage1' .

PE::.'.

Twenty-one.

"Inability

to understand the regard in which human life is held by
others has always characterized Chinese statesmen and has

given rise t'

resignation very justly felt not only by Jap-

anese in connection with disappearance of Nakamura by Brit

ish Commists in China and at home over apparent lack of of
ficial cooperation in arriving at any solution of Thorburn

mystery.

Japanese nationals have suffered on more than one

occasion and fact that large interest in Manchuria would be
almost certain to sustain considerable losses in event of
still further unrestrained ard i-Japanese sentiments being

given expression by these uncontrollable exponents of law-

lessness and disorder, constitute a long series of irrita

tions which have reached a culminating point in Nakamura in
cident.

Chinese attitude of nonresistance is one adopted

for the occasion and one which will enable her to obscure
under dying issues and appear blameless before League of

Nations.

Degree and quality of that blamelessness, however,
should
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should not be judged on merits of this lack of resistance
at a crucial moment.

First causes of Manchurian clash would

seem, to be best discovery, not on the spot, but in study of
cvents/of ? ’.st lew years" .

Twenty-three/

"Action of Kwantung military command

is definitely Loth protective, and js so defined in official
proclamation;

protection rights and punishment of outrage.

Its punitive aspects orders action different from any form

of intervention since revolutionary disorders command and
renders it akin to Boxer expedition.
Real cause of this action -was steadily increased ex

acerbation of Sino-Japanese relations in Manchuria by course
of policy destitute of all foresight, statesmanship, or
olein ntary prudence.

We have commented again and again in

past few months on profound consequences certain to result
from, abandonment of prudent methods characteristic of pre
nationalist regime in Mukden.

We arc not so immodest as to

suppose that any notice would be taken of such wàriings in

a foreign paper.

But there ought to have been reason to as

sume that ultimate consequences of policy of irritation

would be realized before it was too late, cither by a sudden
inspiration
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inspiration of sanity or by representations of those who,
having been panicked,, into taking notice of terrific emotion

al agitation directed, by the military party in Japan, and

into belaid effort to secure personal contact with respon
sible Japanese in Tokyo and elsewhere, knew that message
had been written on wall as dire in its portent as anything

seen in Babylon.

Prudence is necessary to great powers, even when
strength might tempt imprudence.
is essential of self preservation.

But to the peg.k prudence
And we say deliberately

that if those who run affairs of this country today had
sought in malice and madness to consequences of misbegotten

policy to pitiless onslaughts of nature, they could hardly
have gone about it in more diabolically effective way" .
Twenty-four.

"A modern state demanding modem sojourn

rights must exercise sovereign responsibilities in a mann'fer
calculated to earn respect.

If this affair in Manchuria

hammers Chinese officialdom out of old, discredited, hate
ful, traditional ways it will have furnished a turning point

in the world's much harassed relations with this country.
There is no danger, we are convinced, of Soviet com

plications
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oomplicatlon&-JiI present.

But jSEter ’this crisis an upheaval

inside the Wall is inevitable.
ernment will emerge.

A new and more extreme gov

If a settlement of the whole thing la

arranged h'for? this comes about, well and good,

If not,

China ma;/ enrn to Moscow once more.

We have seen with our own eyes the great constructive
work done by .,1’panece in this territory.

The ..rm that has

now struck so dead?.;/ a blow at her has, after all, much

more often shielded her from terrors of revolutionary dis
orders and wars in China proper.

Neither Nakamura case nor

blowing up a bit of railway track, repaired in a few hours,

is real issue.

If settlement of all outstanding issues is arrived at
on fa’.r basis - and >re shall expect it to be or. no less
basis - we are confident that Japanese forces ti'ill be with

drawn to their previous positions.

That demonstration of

good faith, following as it would the complete possession
of the territory and its arteries, ought to be sufficient

to clear away miasma of suspicion and make it plain that
annexationist ambitions are not entertained.

If new and

healthier relationship thus arose we should be among first
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to welcome it".

Twenty-six._ "Chinese authorities are already talking
of refusing to negotiate until troops have returned to their
original Icoarior^s, though the most elementary sense of
realities and of responsibility demonstrated purely folly

of such policy.

The position, is immensely improved.

Ques

tion now is of negotiations, and on this we shall make very

long line.

Realities in Manchuria have got to be faced.
,-n «----- n ; r-.o r. r-^y****»*****"*»*»^^^^^^;^*?^^

There must be settlement of these problems, and on fair
basis.

Methods of Gandhi’s cohorts will be nowhere.

And

open conference, with fullest possible publicity, and with
both sides getting right down to brass tacks, is indispens
able.

And the sooner, the bettor"„

®LI1HAI_P_OST^AND MERCURY.

Twenty-one-

"China’s

weakness in Manchuria stands today as China’s only hope of
retaining any vestige of power in three eastern provinces.

In that weakness lies China’s only strength; only by

paradox of laying down arms peacefully in face of military
| invasion has China played trump in tho Manchurian war game.

By refusing to be drawn into hopeless military wax,
China today is taking only possible steps to ward regain
ing
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regaining her former position, on plea that she refused to

engage in any warlike demonstrations, even though threatened
with war.,
If the truth were known it wo^ld seem quite likely

that the reason for the intensive drive at this time in
Manchuria lies first in Japan's determination not to be
outmaneuvered once more by China in diplomatic negotiations

over ’unsettled incidents’, and also in the fact that both
Europe and American seem too fully occupied with affairs
at home to take more than an academic interest in viola

tions of the open door policy, the Kellcgg-Briand Anti-

Aggression^act, and the Nine Power Treaty.
From Japan nationalistic point of view domination of

Manchuria ma^ be justifiaable,

justifiable,

that is,

just

■■ i

"as was acquisition of Formosa,annexation of Korea, and

many similar adventures by Western Nations, there is talk
■ ).

?

Jr

:

'

11

’/■■■

that world ba8 advanced and such things are no longer done.
May be so.

But time has been so short, tha$ we may be mis

taken.
One thing we do hope is however, that is? that world

is not so easily fooled as it once was.
'

We hold that one
of the
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of the few benefits of the world, war was to open our eyes
to the ways of diplomats and generals".

Same paper and date article by Woodhead.

11 Swiftness

and military efficiency with which Japan’s forces have oc
cupied strategic centers in South Manchuria l?ave little
doubt that events have proceeded accordance with carefully

arranged plans.
be
Whether this plan was to/put into effect any now, or
whether it was to operate only if valid pretext arose, is

not yet clear.

There have been scores of occasions on which

Japan might have advanced good reasons for recourse to force

in Manchuria, during past few years.

And particular inci

dent that was seized upon to justify military action, but
fact that Japan appears have substituted policy cf realism

for one of make believe, that is really important,,
For years, now, powers with most substantial interests

in this country (Japan included) have followed policy of
make believe, which is synonomous with ’patience and concil
iation*.

They have allowed indicent after incident to pass

with notfe&Rg more serious than protests from Waichiaopus
pigeon holes.

They have tolerated evasion, procrastination
and
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and. deliberate violation of treaty rights,

American and British and interests in China, though
substantial, are not vital.

Japanese interests in China

and especially in Manchuria, are, and.she has left the
world and China under no illusions on this point.

Eer

leading statesmen have made it clear again and again that
her policy of patience and conciliation was net to be in

terpreted as indicating willingness to sacrifice those vi
tal interests.

These warnings, however, have passed.

On no issue

in Manchuria, could Japanese Government obtain a clearcut
settlement.

Whenever any particular point was pressed,

Mukden*passed the buck*

to Nanking,

Whenever Nanking was

approached, it procrastinated on pretext that Mukden must
be consulted.

Under such conditions all negotiations

ended in vicious circle.

Japan could get neither Nanking

nor Mukden to shoulder any definite responsibility.

Realistic policy, may, in end produce results bene
ficial not only to Japan, but to all powers in treaty re
lations with China.

It is not, of course, to be supposed,
that
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..V
that Japanese motives will prove to be altruistic.

She is .

not concerned at all to pull chestnuts out fire for other

nations-.
producing

But she cannot pursue realistic policy without
"eaccion favorable to other nations.

If she ex

ploits thic opportunity to obtain reasonable settlement of

all outstanding issued with China - including extraterri
toriality - shJ will automatically halt landslide which

has been in progress during current year, and indirectly
render service to civilization.

There is every reason to believe that the Japanese

Government is anxious to localize the present conflict.
Whether it is able to do so must depend upon the restraint

now exercised by the Chinese authorities in other parts of

the country.

A revival, or intensification of the lawless

activities of the boycott committees, or any anti-Japanese

excesses, would probably, in the present state of Japanese
public opinion arise uncontrollable indignation and nec

essitate far more extensive military and naval action than
is at present contemplated" ,

>

SHANGHAI CHINA PRgâf todayi

"Since appointment of

Count Yaiuyai Uchida as Resident of South Manchwg?^ Ra.ll-

-

W 1
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Railway and of General Ugaki as Governor General of Korea
a few months ago, rumors have been persistently circulated
of Japanese intentions to carry out her socalled positive

policy in "egerds to Manchuria.

For the only time in his

tory of South Manchuria Railway appointee for the presiden

cy was hereby welcomed by Japanese military party,And
why?
Count Uchida, though diplomat of longstanding,

is

known to have favored strong policy in Manchuria.

In that

respect he differs from other Japanese diplomats,

policy

of Japanese military party toward Manchuria is too well
known to need repetition here.

Japanese military leaders

therefore consider Count Uchida one of few diplomats who

understand their ambition, in understanding it. are will
ing to work for its realization.

It is certain that effect of most unfortunate occur

rence in Manchuria will be- national and even international.
Marshal.

Chang Hsueh Liang hitherto has been able preserve

peace in Northern China, and after this blow to his pres

tige, whether he will continue to be able play role as pre

server of order in regions north of Yellow River remains to
be
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be seen.

Internationally, the present action of the Japanese
militarists in Manchuria affords a strong incentive to Chi

nese and Ruse •'.•ni communists to create in Three Eastern Prov
inces st.g/i’oothold for their movement.

Many thinking men

believe that day on which Japanese militarists consider

their positi«<• policy in regard to Manchuria and Mongolia

realized is c.ay when second Russo-Japanese war will be proevoked. Hitherto Manchuria has served as buffer state be

tween these two powers, and once, Japanese predominance is
well established in region, Soviet Russia is likely to dis

pute it" .

Twenty-two.

11 Great misfortune in Manchuria may be

come blessing in disguise if leaders of China could be awak

ened to necessity of composing their political differences
and presenting united fronj;.

It is extremely doubtful that

Japanese militarists would have dared to invade Chinese
territory at this particular moment if there had been no
? split in rank and fild of Kuomintang and Bolshevik menace

did not exist.
||

Here is where Japanese militarists have miscalculate
their preconceived plan of seizing important Chinese cities
in
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in Manchuria.

They think that political difference between

Canton and Nanking are so great that even in presence of

foreign invasion they can not call halt in struggle for
supremacy.
Wei!

informed people in Shanghai believe that China

is united as one man in opposing Japan’s aggression in

Manchuria on this occasion and that no leader of any impor

tance can rernjin in power if he does not join the movement

to clear Chinese territory of Japanese invading troops” .
Twenty-three.

"Some peoples hold view that in regard

to renunciation of war for furthering national policy,

Kellogg Pact is even more emphatic and positive than Cove
nant of League of Nations, because it allows no war at all.
League of Nations however has taken up the matter seriously.

But what is America, the sponsor o:: the Pact, going to do?
It would mean very severe shook to China if signatory

powers refuse to support Kellogg Peace Pact simply because
China is too weak in military sense and Japan is too belli

cose listen to their counsel.

This is time to test valid-

ity of all peace Covenants and to ascertain whether they
are capable of two applications,

one for weak country and
other
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other for strong.

Upon unequivocal answer to tfeis Question depends
future peace of world.

If Japan can'j^ake off with peace

of Chinese territory and other international conventions

without clgnaj. protest from signatory powers, then all

panaceas

.for war prevention will lose their intrinsic

•f
value and world will be sadly disillusioned,

JOHNSON
WSB
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Secretary of State

Washington,

142, September 26, 10 a.m.
In the Council yesterday afternoon the Chinese and

Japanese submitted the replies from their respective govern
ments to the Council's telegram of September 22 and their

representatives made certain additional assertions.
These were characterized by conflicting statements
regarding recent happenings in Manchuria bearing on respon

sibility for the origin of the conflict and on the present
location of troops, many of these being repetitions of
previous statements.

The Japanese assertions respecting the position of theii*
troops were substantially those reported in/Department ' s

telegram 133, /September 23, 8 p.m. and 140.September 25, 3 pm
with

the following additions.

Japanese

soldiers have now

been mostly

withdrawn within the railway zone. There still
remain some detachments in Mukden and Kirin and "sn|ill lumber

of men in a few other places", but it is denied thro Japanese
troops have been sent north of Changchun or into Chien t.g$> or

have taken control of Chinese railways between AÎukden and
Sineun
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Sineun or between Supingksi and Chenchitun.

Troops will

be withdraw n from Kirin as soon as the menace to the South
Manchuria Railway is removed.
The Chinese assertions wore principally that Japanese

forces now occupied important points in Manchuria, that
Japanese soldiers examine travelers on Peking Mukden trains

and that pro ss correspondents are subject to interfcrenco•

Sze also asked the Japanese representative to explain
exactly what was ment by a ’’small number of men in a few
other places.”
With respect to policy Japanese position was reported

that Japan has had no territorial designs in Manchuria but
wishes to protect its rights and interests and the measures
that have been taken are_oply to that end.

The General

commanding the troops has received orders not to extend

operations and the number of soldiers now in Manchuria is
not in excès s of treaty stipulations»

It is the intention

of the Japanese Government to withdraw the troops as calm

is restored and as promptly as possible do so without danger
to its nationals.

Japan reiterated a desire to find a

pacific settlement by direct negotiations between the two
governmentsa

In view of the present amelioration the

Japanese Government considers

negotiations

that this plan of direct

shall be taken up again and it believes that

the Council should not risk a premature intervention, but

having initiated a pacific settlement should respect the
wishes of one of the -parties as to the method.
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With respect to policy tho Chinese position
was: China denied tho Japanese statement that a

Chinese Minister of State had suggested direct
negotiations and read a telegram in support of

this contention sta ing that tho Chinese Minister
in qpostion T. V. Soong had replied to tho Japanese

Consul General on September 22nd that tho invasion

of Chinese territory '’made absolutely impossible any
direct negotiations."

Tho Chinese representative in

sisted this position is maintained.

Ho declared that

China places herself without reserve in the hands of
the Council, will follow its recommendations and is

ready to assume full responsibility for the protection
of life and property in the territory now occupied by

Japanese troops. China renew cd her request for the

appointment of a commission composed of neutrals
designated by tho Council to report upon tho withdrawal

of the troops to the Council; China suggests that the
Council should inform tho Japanese Government that
unless it proceeds immediately to this w ithdrawal
it will violate obligations

contracted under

paragraph 1 Article 11 of the covenant. The possibili
ty of evoking Article 15 of the covenant was also men

tioned.
When the Chinese and Japanese representatives
had concluded Cecil spoke in substance as follows:

So far the Council has taken up tho matter under

Article 11 under w hich the Council is directed to
take measures to safeguard peace. The settlement

of
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of the question or judgment upon the action of either
party is under Article 11 not the duty of the Council

Tho Japanese have declared that the troops are being
withdrawn and tho Chinese representative has not
questioned their declaration.

This withdrawal as

soon as possible is an indispensable provision for

prcservibg peace.

The primary duty of tho Council

was to preserve peace and it has done it,
Tho Prosid nt of the Council then read a
statement declaring in s ubstance that in view

the withdrawal of Japanese troops

of

and if efforts

are continued to effect an appeasement tho Council
can hope for a s atis factory settlement.

Meanwhile

tho Council counts upon the firm willingness of both
parties not to aggravate tho situation and appeals to

tho Japanese Government to withdraw as rapidly as
possible the troops to within tho railroad zone. It
notes tho assurance of China regarding tho protection

of Japanese life and property. Tho Council desires to
bo kept informed of tho measures taken by both

parties responsive to this appeal which has jtfst
ooon addressed to them.
GILBERT

OX
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A portion of this telegram
must be closely paraphrased
before being communicatedrtfoM
anyone.

Pepartrneivt of State

.. ~~ H

GENEVA

Septep^^f’26, 19^
Dated

Rec * d

A

'

4^

Secretary of State

Washington

141, September 26, 9 a.m.
of the picture rd-

The following are certain

epecting the Sino-o'apanese question which may belief interest

in evaluating the situation in Geneva.
One.

In line with a traditional Geneva attitude

there is a strong feeling on the part of the small states

that this question is a test of League efficacy in dealing
with a great power and that a failure in this instance
would be setting a precedent which would substantially

weaken the League’s influence in the future and discredit
conciliatory and security measures in general with a con
comitant effect on disarmament.

This is responsible fora

much of the agitation in Geneva that ’’something be done” w
co
To prevent a discussion in the Assembly which would havegg
-KJ

had this sentiment as a background recourse was had to a

restriction of Assembly action as reported in Consulate's
*???.
//? 7 °
/;
138, September 24, 7 p.m. The possibility still remains
however
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however -that it might be brought into the Assembly under
Article 11, paragraph 2 of the Covenant or under paragraph

9 of Article 15 although the legal status of such action

is not entirely clear.
Two.

While in the Council proceedings discussion

for obvious reasons concerns itself with happenings in
Manchuria, in the background and in corridor conversations
a

the core of the problem is seen as lying in Tokyo.
—“•—.

As to

the situation in Tokyo there are two theses both evidently

without a basis of definite information:
(a) That Japanese action in Manchuria is the result

of considered Japanese policy modified only perhaps by the

military party precipitating the issue, and that thus a
failure to bring Japan to terms as stated above endangers

all future international conciliatory action.

(b)

That this is a military coup to which the Jap

anese Foreign Office is opposed.

'

(END GREEN)

A contention whioh the Japanese privately put for-

ward here (GREEN) and that to bring too much pressure on

Japan at this juncture might only serve to increase the

power of the military party with perhaps disastrous results.
Three.

ÿ
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Three.

It is obvious that in the formal proceedings

no opinion on these points can be brought forward by any
power in Geneva, if indeed there is sufficient information

f

at the disposal of any power to give an opinion.

Thus the

present treatment of the problem here is felt by many to be

I

fundamentally unsatisfactory.
Four.

Of the great powers on the Council only Italy

is at the present moment represented by a Minister of State,

which results in a hesitancy on the part of most representatives to take a position.
Five.

(END GREEN)

The Japanese are privately intimating that

the position of the United States is based on two (b) above.

Kroada has said as much to me (?).
Six.
(a) above.

Chinese action is tacitly based on thesis two
The Chinese are however beginning to show con

cern that if general action is tacitly based on thesis two
(b) or if for reasons of policy Japan is being favored,

whether they may not be drifting into a position of isola

tion.

Meeting him in the Secretariat corridor, Sze also

directly intimated the foregoing to me.

(GREEN) ' Seven.

Should pressure be put on Japan and
should
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should she prove recalcitrant, the question is gravely dis
cussed as to what the powers could do impressed by the pres

ent world situation.

It is felt that military pressure is

out of the question and that there would be great reluct

ance to exert economic pressure which would further dislo
cate world trade.

This anxiety appears also to influence

action here.
GILBERT
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-Nanking

Dated September 2

From

Rac’d 3:20 p. m,

Secretary of State,

Division ot
fh

n «v,i

‘'J

DlUib

ft

EASIER*
«

Washington, D. 0.
Department of State

73, September 27, 5 p.m.
One.

Dr. Lee, Vice Minister for Foreign Affairs,

called this morning to tell me that reports from Chinese
official sources at Geneva were to the effect that the
wording of the communications of the American Government
to the Japanese and Chinese Governments came as a surprise
to some members of the League Council and that whereas

there had been marked enthusiasm for an attempted adjust
ment of the Sino-Japanese controversy through League

agency this enthusiasm noticeably waned when the attitude
taken by the United States became known.
Two.

Lee also said that Chinese leaders have been

taken aback by lack of any specific reference in the
partial note to the Washington Conference treaties o£ the

Kellogg pact.
Three.

Lee referred to Japanese official assurances

published in the press that Japanese troops were being
withdrawn and military offensives had ended.

He said that

official
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official Chinese reports from Manchuria were that the

scope of Japanese military occupation was being extended
and that activities such as the bombing of trains were
being continued if not intensified.

PECK

0 4

C
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Division of Far Eastern Affairs

I note that the Chinese Government’s

note referred to hereunder mentions the
Kellogg Pact but, while appealing to the

American Government "to take such steps as

will insure the preservation of peace in the
Far East and the upholding of the principle

of peaceful settlement of international disputes", does not expressly ask you to invoke

the terms of the Kellogg Pact.
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!

u'

„

f
k

;T

MUKDEN INCIDENT - VI.

qfp?41931

/

Mr. Secretary:
The Chargé d*Affaires of the Chinese Legation submits
a note, under instruction of his Government,

"to bring to

your attention the occupation of Chinese territory by Japa

nese troops in Manchuria".
The statement of facts contained in this note may

be disregarded, as it was evidently compiled shortly after
the coup in Manchuria began.
The concluding paragraph contains a request for

action by the American Government.

It read:

"As the United States, China and Japan are

all signatory powers of the Kellogg Pact, and as

the United States is the sponsor of the sacred
engagements contained in this Treaty, the American

Government must be deeply interested in this case

of unprovoked and unwarranted attack and subse
quent occupation of Chinese cities by Japanese

troops, which constitutes a deliberate violation

of the Pact.

The Chinese Government urgently

appeals to the American Government to take such

steps as will insure the preservation of peace in
the Far East and the upholding of the principle
SKH/ZMF

of peaceful settlement o ^International disputes."
1
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CHINESE LEGATION

I have the honor to inform you that I am instructed, hy

my Government to bring to your attention the occupation of

Chinese territory by Japanese troops in Manchuria.

Japanese troops near Shenyang (Mukden), without the

slightest provocation, opened an attack on the Chinese

barracks on September IS, at 10 P.M. and continued bombard

ing the Chinese camps and arsenal, killing a large number

of Chinese people in spite of the complete nonresistance of

the Chinese troops.

The whole city of Shenyang and its vicinity

were occupied by Japanese troops by September 19, at 6:30 A.M.

The occupation of Antung is already confirmed, and possibly
other places also are now under Japanese military control.
As the United States, China and Japan are all signatory

powers of the Kellogg Pact, and as the United States is the

sponsor of the sacred engagements contained in this Treaty,
the American Government must be deeply interested in this case

Honorable Henry L. Stimson,

Secretary of State

n-of
o
to
4s*
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of

unprovoked and

unwarranted attack and subsequent

occupation of Chinese cities by Japanese troops, which

constitutes a deliberate violation of the Pact.

The Chinese

Government urgently appeals to the American Government to

take such steps as will insure the preservation of peace in
the Far East and the upholding of the principle of peaceful

settlement of international disputes.
Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my highest con

sideration.

Charge' d’Affaires^ad^ii^erïnü
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Sir:
The receipt la acknowledged of your note of

September 21, 1931, in regard to events of the past

few days in Manchuria»

You have been informed of the steps already
taken by this Government in this matter and I assure

you that this subject is continuing to receive most

careful consideration»
Accept* Sir, the renewed assurances of my high
consideration»

Por the Secretary of State:

® .R.. Castle, Jr3

Mr. Yang Kwai*

Chargé d’Affaires ad interim of China.

9/25/31
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Peiping via N. R.

-----------

Dated September 28, 1931

From

Following two telegrams have just been received from

American Consul General at Nanking:
"September 28, 10 a. m.
I have receive^? (?/ report that crowd of students

from Shanghai and Nanking aggregating more than two thousand
are mobbing the Foreign Office demanding resignation of the
Minister of Foreign Affairs because of alleged friendship

for Japan, end of policy of non-resistance, and war with
Japan".

"September 28, 11 a. m.

My September 28, 10 a. m.

Reliable report that the

Minister for Foreign Affairs has been so beaten by students

and cut with broken glass that he may not live.
to be now with President Chiang,

/

Presume^

aS
~

0. T. Wang ignore®

warning of danger and insisted on remaining at his wtÿ'^

8
JOHNSON
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PREPARING OFFICE
WILL INDICATE WHETHER

TO BE TRANSMITTED
CONFIDENTIAL CODE

NONCONFIDENTIAL CODE

Collect

department nt ^tate

Charge Department
OR

Charge to

Washington,

$

September 28, 1931.

? 3 Bl

0
AMERICAN CONSUL

NANKING (China)

VO
°
Please

deliver to Minister for Foreign Affairs '

as from me/the following message:
QUOTE Newa'I^pports zof attack 'on you’have ffvesM#*
shocked me'and I hasten to express'my

hope 1

for your।speedy recovery UNQUOTE.

Sep.28.1981.PM

FE:MMH/ZMF
Enciphered by

FE

___________

Sent by operator______________ M.,

19__________________________________

Index Bu.—No. 50.
u s, oovxrnment rsnrrwa omci: im

1_1»8
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PREPARING OFFICE
WILL INDICATE WHETHER

Collect
Charge Department
OR

Telegram Sent

TO BE TRANSMITTED
CONFIDENTIAL CODE

NONCONFIDENTIAL CODE

department of ^tate

Charge to

PLAIN

Washington,

$

September 28, 1981

If

AMERICAN CONSUL,
‘/I

I

NANKING (China).
\
Your September 284 11 a.m.» to\ Peiping

for \peck Vrom Ihornbeck.

.

Please' convey t^Minister for Foreign Aflteirs
appropria^message of ^sympathy |rom\s»« in regard

attaok^on him.

FE
Enciphered by_________________________

Sent by operator
Index Bu.—No. BO.

M.t-------------------- »

-------•-------------------------------------U 8. GOVERNMENT rBWTBO Omci: 1M»

1—188
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
GRAY
Tokio

September 28, 1931

(.
(

163, September 28, 5 p. m.
My telegram No. 161, September 25

I have just received the following note from the
Minister for Foreign Affairs:

111 have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your note
of September 25 in which you were so good as to convey to

me the views of the American Government on the subject of

the actual condition of affairs in Manchuria.
The Japanese Government is deeply sensible of the

friendly concern and the fairness of views with which

the American Government has observed the recent course
of events in Manchuria,

In common with the hope expressed

by the American Government, it has already caused tjjs
Japanese military forces in Manohursqi_ to refraiffi fro^ any
further acts of hostility, unless their own safety,
well
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2- #163, from Tokio, Sept.28,1931,
9:15 a., m..
as the security of the South Manchuria Railway

and of Japanese lives and property within that railway

zone is jeopardized by the aggression of Chinese troops

or armed bands.

Every care has been, and will continue

to be, exercised by the Japanese forces to observe all
the requirements of international law and international

agreements, and to avoid any action that is calculated to
prejudice an amicable settlement of the differences

between Japan and China.

The Japanese Government is confidently frank and

unimpassioned discussions between the two parties in
conflict, in the light of their true and lasting interests,

an adjustment will be found to set at rest the existing

situation of tension in Manchuria".
The Foreign Office told me that they had communicated
it to the Japanese Minister at Washington.

bepn released to the press.

It has also

Repeated to Peiping.'

NEVILLE
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DOROTHY DETZER
Executive Secretary

WOMEN’S INTERNATIONAL LEAGUE
FOR PEACE AND FREEDOM
Headquarters U. S. Section
1805 H Street
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Telephone
Metropolitan 3807

OFF
EPARTMENT OF STATE

'•E? ? 5 1931
pivisiobPiyi
'*('4Tiamc ahO
VFICE

OF FAR EASTERN AFFAIRS
. i AKf UA

September 23^

MANCHURIAN SITUATION.
Mr. Secretary:

Having this evening studied with great care the incoming

telegrams of September 23, especially those from Geneva, and
having reviewed those of earlier recent dates, together with

other incoming official documents, I find that:

(1)

(a) China apparently desires action on the part of en y

or all of the powers and (b) has definitely asked the League to

act on the basis of Article 11 of the Covenant and (c) has
definitely asked the American Government to act (in words re

ferring to but not expressly invoking the Kellogg Pact).
(2) Japan’s diplomatic effort so far has been directed to
delaying any action by the powers and particularly to opposing

proposals for action by the League.

Her representatives have

apparently endeavored to create the impression that China and

Japan would prefer that the matter be left to be dealt with by
and between themselves, that if left to themselves they will be

able to handle the matter by diplomatic processes, and that there
is therefore no ground for or need of action by the League or by

other powers.

Q
Their representative at Geneva stStes^that his

Government is willing to deal with the matter bjfoSino^Japanese
C3
negotiations and has ’’alleged" (I quote from the rep^t tele

graphed us) that the Chinese Government has intimated that it is
willing — which the Chinese representative has (according to
Gilbert’s
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Gilbert’s reports of the proceedings) three times denied.

It is my estimate that in any settlement which might be
arrived at between China and Japan alone, the present military

situation would not be liquidated and sources of irritation which
would tend to lead sooner or later to a real war on a large scale

would be left inherent in the situation.

SKH/ZWF
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DIVISION OF FAR EASTERN AFFAIRS
September 23, 1931.

\

MANCHURIAN SITUATION.

Mr. Secretary:
Having thia evening studied, with great care the incoming
telegrams of September 23, especially those from Geneva, and.

having reviewed those of earlier recent dates, together with'

other incoming official documents, I find that:

(1) (a) China apparently desires action on the part of any
or all of the powers and (b) has definitely asked the League to

act on the basis of Article 11 of the Covenant and (c) has
definitely asked the American Government to act!in words re
ferring to but not expressly invoking the Kellogg Pact).

(2) Japan’s diplomatic effort so far has been directed to

delaying any action by the powers and particularly to opposing
proposals for action by the League.

Her representatives have

apparently endeavored to create the impression that China and
Japan would prefer that the matter be left to be dealt with by

and between themselves, that if left to themselves they will be
able to handle the matter by diplomatic processes, and that there

is therefore no ground for or need of action by the League or by

other powers .

Their representative

at Geneva states that his

Government is willing to deal with the matter by Sino-Japanese

negotiations and has "alleged1’ (I quote from the report tele
graphed us) that the Chinese Government has intimated that it is
willing — which the Chinese representative has (according to
Gilbert’s reports of the proceedings) three times denied.

SEH/EGC
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
REP
FROM

This telegram must he
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated
to anyone.

TOKIO

Dated September 28.1931
Rac'd 12 noon.

Secretary of State,

Washington.
162, September 28
Department’s 169.

One.

The Japanese Government are not likely to

consent now to a commission of investigation by any third

party.

The Minister for Foreign Affairs said as much to

me when I delivered the note*

They are I believe ready

to negotiate directly with the Chinese at any time^
Two*

What the Japanese; or at least those who have

control in Manchuria, have in mind seems to be a settle

ment of a number of outstanding issues there.

Some of

these are claims like the Nakamura case; others are

baoader questions such as the position of Koreans in
Manchuria, the building of Railways, land rights and

taxation, and still others border line questions between

the two such as alleged boycotting; interference with
legitimate Japanese business and the like.

The claim is

made that the Japanese have seldom been able to reach
definite

O
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2- #162, from Tokio, Sept.28,1931,
3 p. m.

definite understandings on any of these points and that
in many cases the Chinese are unwilling or unable to carry

out the agreements they do make.

Three.

Many Japanese believe that the South Manchuria

Railway requires extraordinary protection and that the

property and even the lives of their people are in danger
at times.

The recent action of Chinese in destroying or

attempting to destroy a portion of the South Manchuria
Railway is they think a sample of what is to be expected
in that region.

The military authorities and a portion

at least of the Japanese public are convinced that a

demonstration of Japan’s will and ability to protect her
rights was needed at this time.

Four.

The Japanese are determined to have no con

tending Chinese factions in Manchuria.

A great many

believe that without their own forces the region would

be given over to banditry as the Chinese have little

public spirit or military discipline.

This is somewhat

borne out by the fact that a small Japanese force was able
in
to take charge over Mukden and the famous arsenal/a few
hours despite the alleged presence of twenty odd thousand

crack Chinese troops.

In the Changchun—Kirin region there

were supposed to be over sixty thousand Chinese soldiers,
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yet the Japanese occupied both places with less than five
thousand men.

At both Mukden and Kirin the Chinese had

many more men than the whole Japanese contingent in

Manchuria,

The best military information I have bears

out the Japanese statement that they have not exceeded
the fifteen thousand men allowed as railway guards.

This incident indicates many Japanese feel a degree of
indiscipline which is dangerous if it had to be relied
upon for others.

They intend to impress upon the

Chinese that they cannot interfere with legitimate
Japanese interests with impunity.

They wish to obtain,

assurance, by fear if no other way is open, that their
rights will be respected.

Five.

I do not know to what extent this attitude

is shared by the conservative elements in Japan,

I

know that Shidehara was dreading the present incident,.

I do not believe that the Foreign Office approves the

use of force at the mûrirent and I think that the big
business men feel that it is a mistake.

I have been

informed that Japanese business in other .parts of China

has already been affected through cancellation of con
tracts.

This may also be due to fear of war and to the

fact that
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fact that many lines of goods can be purchased in England
since the fall of the pound.
Six.

I am inclined to think that if a joint Sino*

Japanese conference can be arranged the Japanese delegates

would be conciliatory, especially if directed by the Foreign

Office.

In any case so far as I can see there is little

ûhànce of getting any other arrangement out of Japan for

the time being.
Repeated to Peiping.

NEVILLE
CSB
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Bepartnwnt of ^tate

OR

Charge to

PLAIN

Washington,

$

September 28, 1931

ALLEGATION
PEIPING (CHINA).
URGENT.

The Department | de sir es (that you^ preparej and send|

within the\ next ^ew (hours( the best ^possible) estimate^
the Legation^can matej of the ^number (and^isposition of \ •'
Japanese | tr oopsj in Manchur ia. (

FE:RSM: ÆJL

Enciphered by------------------Sent by operator_____________ M.,-----------------Index Ba.—No. 50.

» /9----- »------------------ü. b. oovzrmment fbwhxo

omci! iw

1—>1®8
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Dated September 29, 1931
From

Reo’d 11140 p«

Secretary of State,

SEP 29 193? J

Washington, D.C.

èparünenç of Stat* jAr

676, September 29, 8 a.m,
Legation’s 675, September 2

4 p.m.

•
fA
Following from Consul General at ?Tinking,i fl
September 28, 6 p.m.:
r
(■’

111 am informed that the Minister for Foreign

Affairs although he has three wounds on the head
is not in serious danger."
JOHNSON
C

JS

a*
o

C3

4
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

IV1SION OF FAR EASTERN AFFAIRS
September 25, 1931

Mr. Midzusawa telephoned that the Embassy had

noticed in the press a report that three Americans had
been killed in Mukden by the Japanese Army.

Mr. Midzusawa

said that the Embassy had made inquiry of the Foreign
Office in Tokyo and had received a reply to the effect
that the report had been investigated by the Commander

of the Japanese Garrison at Mukden and that the report

was declared to be unfounded

Q
W

'RSM:EJL

c5

CQ
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Conversation

Mrs. Dorothy
ecutive Secretary,
Women’s I ernational League,^for Peace
and Freedom, Headquarters U S£>Saqtion,
1805 H Street, Washington, .
* Of

and Mr. Hamilton,

Subject:

SCP

The Mukden Incident

Mrs, Detzer called by appointment and stated thâ
organization was very much stirred up over the Mukden incident

and that she wished to be informed of the attitude of the

Department toward the matter so that replies might be sent to

O’

numerous inquiries which the organization was receiving from
its members.

She referred particularly to the headlines in

THE HEY/ YORK TIMES article of September 22 reading as follows

0.

’’Washington Wary in Conflict in China - State Department Plans
No Move on the Trouble in Manchuria - May Invoke 9-Power Pact-

But Officials Appear to Believe Resort to Kellogg Peace Treaty

Might Offend Japan".

Mrs. Detzer stated that in her opinion

the Mukden incident was a clear-cut case of aggressive warfare
and that she saw no reason why the American Government should H
not take immediate action under the Nine-Power Treaty and?$he ”

Kellogg Pact.

She stated that she had written a letter to the

President on the matter expressing her views

Mr. Hamilton discussed with her certain articles of the

treaties to which she referred and stated that all that he
could
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could tell her was that, as stated in the first sentence
of THE NEW YORK TIMES article of September 22, "The State

Department is following the Manchurian situation closely

and with concern".

Mr. Hamilton stated that thought and

concern directed toward a particular problem sometimes led

to action and sometimes did not and that he could make no
prediction with regard to that particular point.

He assured

Mrs. Detzer however that the Department was carefully and

thoughtfully following developments.
Mr. Hamilton invited Mrs. Detzer to call again and she

stated that she would do so^asfe particularly if no action
by the American Government were forthcoming.
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aP0

the disabling of the Radio telegraph station at Mukden,
due to military operations»

REGARDING:

dew
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Johnson......... )
NAME

DATED

_„^W--24y Wei-.......
1-1172

City G-overnment at Mukden is now headed, oy a Ja;?anese
military officer.
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Peiping via N.' R.
Datod September 34, 1931
Rec^d 2 p„ m.'
Secretary of State,
Washington.

646, September 24, 2 p. m.

The Consul General at Mukden has requested the Lega
tion to forward the following to the Department;

" September 23, 10 a. m.

Referring to rent agreement

for Consular premises, the repairs provided for therein

were being carried out when occupation of Mukden by

Japanese troops brought work to a standstill.

Contractor

has received over one-third of cost of repairs, has pur

chased all materials and is ready to complete work if
Consulate make payments.

Residence now uninhabitable.

With Department’s sanction I propose to complete work
contracted for and make balance of payments out of rent,

submitting receipts therefor in liaiu of rent receipt of
Chinese authorites.
The City Government is now headed by Japanese

military officer" .
JOHNSON

KLP
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REGARDING:

(

Johnson)
NAME

) DATED
1—1172

Sept.23, 1931
OPO

Movement in party circles to hold Chiang Kai Shek re
sponsible for national disunity and Japanese attack»
Demands that he resign» Soong conducting movement for
reconciliation with Canton.Probable reinstatement of Hu
Han Min and elimination of Chiang Kai Shek.
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GRAY

Peiping via N. R.

Dated September 23,1931
Roc’d 1:50 p; m.

Secretary of State,
Washington;
636, September 23, 5 p, m;
From xjnerican Consul General at Nanking.

September 22, 3 p, m.

"One.

Although reported bombing of train north

of Changchun has occasioned conjectures in Nanking
regarding possibility that Russia is socking pretext
for military action on the Chinese Eastci’n Railway,

greatest interests centers in Chinese^Internal politics.
Please treat following as confidential:

Following Japanese action in Manchuria a strong
movement developed in party circles to hold Chiang Kai
Shok responsible for national disunity and Japanese

attack and there were demands that he resign.

Soong

returned from Shanghai September 21, 8 a. m. and Chiang

returned from Kiangsi by naval vessel September 21,
3 p. m;

Soong is conducting energetic movement for

reconciliation with Canton.

It is reported that Canton
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1931, 1:50 p, m,

still insists on reinstatement Hu Hon Min and elimina
tion of Chiang Kai Shok either of which it is felt
hero would involve retirement of T, V. Soongi

At secrot meeting at party headquarters on the
morning of September 22 Chiang Kai Chek made impassioned

plea for unity against Japanese aggression and a party ?'O.
member accused him of extravagant language whereupon
Chiang became wildly Hysterical offering to sacrifice

everything and die at the head of Chinese forces fighting
Japan.

Apparently Chiang restored himself to popularity.

Various resolutions were passed, one of which threatened

death to any one revealing the proceedings at the mooting

It is now anticipated that Chiang will resign civil
offices, retaining military

power only, and that Hu Han

Min will be actively reinstated but it is not known how

Soong will be affected if this happens".
JOHNSON
KLP
HPD
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DEPARTMENT OF STAT®

FOR THE PRESS

SEPTEMBER 24, 1931.

The Secretary of State has eent, through the American
diplomatic missions in China and in Japan, identical notes

to the Chinese and the Japanese Governments, the texts of
which are as follows:
’’The Government and people of the United States have
observed with regret and with great concern events of the

past few days in Manchuria.

In view of the sincere desire

of the people of this country that principles and methods

of peace shall prevail in international relations, and of
the existence of treaties, to several of which the United
States is a party, the provisions of which are intended to

regulate the adjustment of controversies between nations

without resort to use of force, the American Government
feels warranted in expressing to the Chinese and the Japa
nese Governments its hope that they will cause their mili

tary forces to refrein from any further hostilities, will
so dispose respectively of their armed forces as to satisfy

the requirements of international law and international
agreements, and will refrain from activities which may

prejudice the attainment by amicable methods of an adjust
ment of their differences,”

MMH/REK
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Peiping via N. R.
From
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Dated September 29, 1931
Rec’d 3:30 a, m.

f'FAR EASTERN AFWff

Secretary of State,

J

Washington

fepartmen* ni Statw

« 3 b 1931
Note©

TRIPLE PRIORITY,
677, September 2Sfe, 10 a, m.

Your 349, September 28, 11 a. m, received September
29, 9 a. m.

One.

Best available estimate Japanese troops in

Manchuria as follows:

Regular troops second division one brigade at

Changchun, one brigade at Kirin, one battalion at

Tunhua, one battalion at Ohenchiatun, one company at
Yinglingkan, total of second division seven thousand

men (Japanese figures) two air squadrons, strength

unknown.

Independent Korean brigade of three thousand

stationed at and near Mukden.

Railway guards of five

thousand men (six battalions) Japanese claim above units

on peace footing and figures as above but Legation’s
advice is that 8,432 men and officers form peace strength
division

It is
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It is generally believed that the headquarters of

the heavy artillery brigade at Port Arthur and eight
guns entrained for Mukden.

known.

Total number of guns not

Heavy artillery personnel figures not included

in, above estimate.
Two.

With reference to reservists please see

Military Attache’s report dated June 22, 1931, number
8048 which is believed to be substantially correct.
Military Attache’s estimate is that Japanese reserveistè in Manchuria number approximately thirty thousand.

It is now impossible to estimate number of reserveists
being used.

They were used in the beginning and it is
(?)
believed that they are still being used although/as
they are now in regular uniform.

JOHNSON

KLP
HPD
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Washington.

MT2 91931

Sir:

I have the honor to report that, after having
j

86bs

given the subject of Japanese-Chinese relations,

especially the agitation in Japan in connection with;

Japanese General Staff in June last while proceeding

towards Taonan, Mongolia, the closest attention for
two days, the Soviet press dropped

the matter, at

least

’AON

the killing of Captain Nakamura, an officer of the
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least temporarily.

The commun!oations on this sub

ject were credited to the official Telegram Agency of

the Soviet Union (TASS), and were dated from Tokyo
and Shanghai.

In their issues of September 8 and 9* appeared
telegrams dated September 5-8.

From Tokyo on

September 5 it was stated that the Japanese newspapers

in Mongolia had been recently raising a clamor about
the murder of Captain Nakamura in Inner Mongolia while

surveying in the Khinghan Mountains, allegedly by
Chinese soldiers, although the Chinese press denied

the fact of the killing.

It was added that the circles

of the Japanese War Ministry were talking openly of the

necessity of occupying a part of Manchuria, and that the
Japanese Foreign Office had agreed to the necessity of
energetic action in the event that the Mukden authorities

should undertake to evade their responsibilities in

the matter.
From Shanghai on September 6 it was reported that

the Nanking Government circles credited the Japanese
Military Circles with a desire to exploit the embarrass

ments of China, arising from the flood and the dis

sensions between Nanking and Canton, and that this
explained the heat of the Japanese discussion of the

Nakamura case.

In the same telegram it was added

that the Japanese Consul General at Mukden had on
September

e

e.g. Moscow IZVESTIA, Nos. 248 and 249
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September 5 made a second energetic demand for im

mediate satisfaction for the murder.
Also from Shanghai on September 7 came the report
that the Chinese press had become

case, and that the Japanese

nervous over the

had moved a division into

Chosen and * Manchuria and created an air base near
Dairen for the occupation of Manchuria.

From Tokyo on September 8 it was reported that
the Japanese War Minister Minami had made a report on
the Japanese policy in China to a meeting of business

men at Osaka, and that Koizo, another military figure,

had reported on the same subject on September 7 to

a meeting of Right groups of the Upper House.

Further

more, military war planes had thrown incendiary sheets
into many towns.

Finally, the Cabinet had decided to

await a second investigation before permitting the
Foreign Office and the War Ministry to proceed to take

the necessary measures in concert.
These telegrams appeared under the unchanging
headlines, "Sharpening of Japanese-Chinese relations,"

and wore given editorial comment in the PRAVDA.

That

newspaper began by stating that "the strenuous efforts

of British and American capitalism to penetrate into
Manchuria" were moving "the Japanese imperialists
*

to

speed up the strengthening of the position of Japan

in Manchuria, then proceeded to try to link certain
events in Chosen as well as the Nakamura case with this
policy

*

My underlining
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Respectfully yours,

F. W. B. COLEMAN.

Enclosure:

1.

i
Sharpening of Japanæe-Chinese Relations.
(Moscow PRAVDA, No. 249, September 9, 1931)

(In quintuplicate).

Copy to E.I.C.Paris*

Copy to E.I.C.Paris for Peiping.

Copy to American Consul, Harbin, via Dept.
800 R

DBM/hs
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181931

OF

LATVIA.

SOURCE: Moscow PRAVDA,
No. 249,
September 9, 1931.

SHARPENING OF JAPANESE-CHINESE RELATIONS.

(Translation of editorial comment on a telegram
from Tokyo).
The strenuous efforts on the part of American and

English capitalism to penetrate into Manchuria compel
the Japanese imperialists to make haste with the material

ization of their plans concerning the strengthening and
the expansion of their economic and political supremacy

in Manchuria.

The Japanese bourgeois press is in every

way preparing the soil for this by supporting the

aggressive tendencies of the militaristic circles in Japan. The
Japanese press tried to represent the clashes between
Chinese and Koreans in Vanbaoshan, which were caused by

the actions of the Japanese authorities, as attacks upon

Japanese subjects (Koreans).
Immediately after the events in Vanbaoshan, there

was a wave of anti-Chinese pogroms throughout the whole
of Korea, not without the connivance of the Japanese

authorities.

By way of reply to this, the movement in

favor of the boycott of Japanese merchandise increased

in China.
For the purpose of preparing their further advance

into Manchuria, the Japanese militarists, on the one hand,
transfer betimes whole divisions to Kwantung province,

to the alienated zone
*

of the Southern Manchurian Railway,
and

*

polossa otchuzhdeniya
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every possible means the scramble of the generals in the
north of China.

The recent uprising of one of the

northern generals, Shi Yui-hsiang, against Chang Hsttehliang; the trip of the Canton Minister for Foreign

Affairs, Chen, to Tokyo; the flight, in a Japanese aero
plane, of the former adversary of the Mukden clique,
Yen Hsi-shan, back to "his" province, Shensi — all these

facts have taken place with the overt cooperation of the

Japanese General Staff and the Japanese diplomats.
Just now a new pretext has been found for open
advance into Manchuria, a pretext that is very much

boomed by the entire Japanese press.

That pretext is the

murder of the captain of the Japanese General Staff,

Nakamura, in Inner Mongolia.

Nakamura, accompanied by

some assistants among whom there were also Russian white
guards, had been "traveling" as a "private person" in a

strategically important district in the Bflngàaamountains,

and was killed, it is not known whether by Chinese
soldiers or by bandits, about six weeks ago.

In ottyer

conditions this fact would have been allowed to pass
without much notice, but in connection with the Japanese

plans for an advance into Manchuria, the murder of Nakamura
has become the basis for agitation on the part of those
the
circles in Japan, that advocate/military the occupation of

Manchuria.

Some of them want to seize the whole of

Manchuria, while others recommend to be satisfied with the
seizure of the railways — more especially of those that
the
are competing with/Southern Manchurian Railway which belongs
to
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to Japan.
The events which are developing in Manchuria thus
reflect the intensification of the Japanese predatory

tendencies, while on the other hand they also exemplify

the shapening of the imperialistic conflicts of in
terest.

js/hs
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REGARDING:

The Nakamura Case»
Tense relations between Japan and China over Manchuria
have been further ttrained by the--, which occurred on
June 27 th, 1931, which was the murder of a Japanese staff
officer in Mongolia by Chinese soldiers, Captain Nakamura,
and his two companions* Details*

pra
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Captain kafcamra was carrying one hundred thousand

yon at the time of the attack*

if thia la oorroet

the only conclusion that can bo drawn la that ho
was naklng a trip to Akmgolla for the purpose of
spying and propaganda*

the Japanese and especially

the sallltary authorities are very meh Incensed

over the affair which is likely to haws a very bad

offset upon Slno-Japanese relations*

Ths already tense relations between Japan and

China over -tanchurla have been furth«F strained by an

affair mich Is believed to have oocurrod on Juno
27th last, but nows of which has only recently been

aade publia.

This was the alleged mrder in Mongolia

by Chinese soldiers of a Japanese staff offleer,

Captain Makamra, and his two ooupanlons*

The situ

ation was further oaaplioatad by the fact that Captain

Makamra was traveling on a passport of a civilian
student;

the fact of his military status would not

have been made publie except through the insistence
of the allltanr authorities aho have again embarrassed
the foreign Office
in its handling of foreign affairs*
Another suspicious

circumstance in the ease appears in the report that

uaptaln

Japanese troops in Manchuria.
I sent for the Japanese Ambassador and told him that

I had received from the Council of the League of Nations,
through the American Minister, a copy of the resolution

which the Council had adopted in regard to Japan and
China yesterday.

I told him that I was sending a reply

to this resolution and I handed him a copy of it in the
form annexed.

I said I had just sent it to Geneva and

he then read it carefully and thanked me for giving him

such prompt notice of it.

HLS.

S HLSîHHR

O C T l^

G

MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION WITH THE JAPANESE AMBASSADOR,
MR. KATSUJI DEBUCHI. WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 23, 1931, 3:30.
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Note from Secretary of State to President of the
League of Nations Council, September 23, 1931.

"I have received from the American Minister at
Berne the copy of the resolution of the Council of the

League of Nations which you transmitted to him.
"I have noted the two parts of this resolution

and the fact that they have been embodied in a note
which you have addressed to the Governments of Japan
and China.
"I assure you that the Government of the United
States is in whole-hearted sympathy with the attitude
of the League of Nations as expressed in the Council's
resolution and will dispatch to Japan and China notes

along similar lines.
"I have already urged cessation of hostilities and

a withdrawal from the present situation of danger and

will continue earnestly to work for the restoration of
peace."
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AmEmbassy,

OF Ft:

Tokyo, Japan.

CONFIDENTIAL FOR NEVILLE
I had a talk this afternoon with the
<

/

/

/

Japanese Ambassador, in the course of which I told him
/

/

i

z

that our great difficulty at the present moment lay in
/

,

/

‘
/

!

/

I

the fact that we had no adequate information from our own
I

/

/

t

7 /

I

people as to the situation in Manchuria. 7
/

/

I

Our Oonsul
.

/

I

General in Mukden is absent and we'have there only a Vice
/

Consul.z

/

I

/

t

I

I

I explained to him that, in order adequately to

answer questions, I must have' full zand authentic information
/ z /

7!

I

'

I told him that I should like to have

as to the situation.

Mr/Hansen, Oonsul General I in liarbinL who hast long and( familial
'

\

II

।

I

knowledge of\llftnohuria,l go to JMukden and the otherwpax-t‘S which

have been ^occupied by/ Japanese troops /to report /Co me| and that J
I should like^o have^MrZSalisburyj of the^Embassy Vn/frokyoJ

join|him./ [

The Ambassador^ said that ^ie woulc^/immediately /
telegraph

Enciphered by

Sent by operator
Index Bu.—No. 50.

M.,

19..
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telegraph’Baroni Shideiiara, urging)that thi^/éhould be done/

and/emphasizing 6nce more /the friendly^attitude o^/the
American Government.XHe said thatfit would not be| an inter
national'investigation bind that/it would seemlthe most/hatural ।

thing/possibly! for the/Embassy/ under these circumstance^ to

request/that/6ne/of the/staff'be permittee/ io go to/Manchuriq^^
I should be glad/to have tyou, therefore^ request permission/

of Isaron^ShiAehara |to send! Salisbury' te^Manchuria/f or your in

formation.

At the same tim^ you migh^ tell himjthat we' wai/f^

Mr ./■ Han s en/to Ijoin Salisbury\there/and thaï/you/hope/the Japanesq/authoritieçf will giv^ Hansen/and/Salisbury/aiy facilities y

to look/int^ the/situât ion y
You mayytell hiry that thery'will
be/no/publicity/âs t^/thfs request/and that/it may/well^be
taken/as a ^outine/matter/in consideration oy the fact that
we have no/trained/ officer/at/present/in Mukderf^to report/

It is importany^that/s^ron/Shi/i^îîara/get/Deb’ucjiii’s

telegram before you /bee himj/^ut/^el^iclii/pro^ised^that he
would'send it/immediately

|and

would urg^ that' facilities/ be /

granted
Enciphered by_____
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Index Bu—No. 50.
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granted.

If this is^o be done,^it ig importar^ that

i$ be donezvery promptly.

U ÏÏR0/AB

Enciphered by__________________________
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cloSely paraphrase^
for® being communicated v‘
to anyone, / v

f)

t

TÔKÏO
'M

? 9 ’931

DJ Visit) w

oj?

Dated September 29, 1931
R.eo* d 10:30 a. m,

j

n Jpecretqiy of Statèy..'
.ECRi •

Washington

P 29 1931
166, September 29, 7 pi «SJ’ARTMENT np

Departments 175,//^/^

'>!

"

I saw the Minister for Fc/feign Affairs this afternoon,
He said that he had not heard from Dubuohi but that there
qould be no possible objection on the side of the Japanese

to our sending two service men over the region in

Manchuria.

He asked me to let him know when Salisbury

would be going so that arrangements could be made to
facilitate his travel
I shall have Salisbury start in a day or two at the

latest and shall request the Minister in Peiping to have

Hanson meet him in Mukden or Changchung,

plan their itinerary,

They can th$n

_

I propose that they visit Changchung?

Kirin, TunhuaChiang, Chiatun, Taonan, Mukden, Yingkow and
QD
GO

Antung or other places where the Japanese forces have been —*

or where they have posts of observation.

They should send
reports

0

DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec.3 (E) and 5 (D) or (E)
Department of State letter
August 10f 1972
By
NAHS, Date

REP
2- #166, from Tokio, Sept.29,1031,
10:30 a. m.
reports to the Embassy and Legation regularly for trans

mission to the Department and return to their posts.

If this meets with the Department’s approval I
request authority to give Salisbury $500 as emergency

expense money and have him account for it later.

NEVILLE

CSB

HPD
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Washington,

September 30, 1931

----

6

AMEMBASSY

TOKYO (JAPAN)
-4

Your 166, September 29/7 p.m.
z

z

/

/

/

Inform Peiping adequately by telegram of contents

of Department’s 175, September 28, 6 p.m

and 177

September 29, 6 p.m., and Embassy’s 166, September 29

7 p.m.

Department has not hitherto informed Peiping

regarding this correspondence andZirrangemenZbut

send/an'instruction directing Legation to send Hanson
to Mukden on basis of information which Peiping will

receive from you in accordance with the above
Instructions for Salisbury and Hanson should be
communicated by you to Salisbury for communication to
Hanson.

It is suggested that these be conveyed orally

Authorization for Salisbury’s expenses will follow

and for Hanson’s expenses will be sent direct to Peiping.

FE:SKH/ZMF

0^

FE
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October 2, 1931.

AMEMBASSY,
TOKYO (JAPAN)

Department’s telegrams

Transportation and per diem $12.00 authorized
for Salisbury.

The $500 mentioned in number 177

should be accounted for under this authorization and

charged to authorization No. 4^^ 1932.

He should

draw separate draft render separate account.

CR
Oct. 2 1931)PJI

1'^
Enciphered by--------------------------------------

Sent by operator--------------------M.t---------------------- - 19------ ---------------------------------------Index Bu.—No. 50.
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DISTRIBUTION
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Tokyo

Your 166, September 29, 7 p. m.
(

/

/

/

j

I

।

0

t

I am gratified that Baron Shidehara so
z

t

<

t

I

quickly appreciated my need of direct information

I

fromZManchuria and that he‘ immediately ^consented to
giving permission to Salisbury and Hansen to make
the Ztrip. You may giveZSalisburyJ as you suggest,

e

$500 as emergency‘expense' money to be accounted for *

.
u('
V

later. <
I
1
l
/
/
J
What we want is to have him and Hansen visit
/
f
i
/
7
|
the various points in Manchuria wnere there has been

i

/

1

I

fighting or where Japanese troops have advanced, as
z

‘

/

II]

to Kirin, beyond where they have a right to be under
treaty.Z/
We desire an expression of^theirzbest
/

/

/

/

J

judgment as to the justification for these trdop
‘
'
i
/
/
/
J
movements, the scope and extent of these movements
//
/ /
r
z
and the reasons alleged.
The Japanese claim that
Enciphered by____ ___ _________________

\

the
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__ the occupation of these places is only temporary and

that troops will be wi-chdrawn^as soon as danger to
Japanese lives and property is pastf

We should like'

to have this checked on the spot and to have any evi-

dence'obtainable as to whether troops have been with
drawn or when it is planned to withdraw them.

In^

places outside of Mukden we should like to know what

form of civil administration, if any, has been set up
by the Japanese and if anything of this sort has been
done whether the military are unduly interfering with.

thé Chinese civil administration

In Mukden we

wish to know how far the Japanese are holding the'

international and the native sections of the city; to

what extent civil administration has been restored
and whether it can at present act with any independence

It is reported that the radio station put up by the R.0.A

in Mukden has been destroyed

We wish confirmation

or denial of this and if the destruction was only partial
Enciphered by

Sent ly operator..
Index Bu.—No. 50.

..M.

19.
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a statement as to whether the statioy is being restored
to operation.

We shouldylike*to know the attitude

of the Chinese^toward th^r Japanese;/whether it/is such

as/to make withdrawal of/the Japanese/troops difficulty'

without incurring danger of banditry or reprisa]/ re suiting

in loss of/Japanese lives and property.

It has beep

reported Her^/that the^Chinese actually Resident in
Manchuria wèié not unfriendly to/the Japanese (occupation,/
>

'

(

If senseless acts as/reported in the papers / such as /
bombing of/trains,'have occurred, we snoul^/like/ to know'
whether tney/were/done by irresponsible, troops and whether/

■che military authorities have dealt out the punishment
deserved.''

It is /taken for granted that both/Salisbury

,

and Hansen already understand the rights of the Japanese /

in Manchuria.

Keeping these rights ^in mind, they

should be aole to informus/as to/how far they have
!

,

f

been/illegally/extended,/whether the/extension was
justifiable )and whethe^ there seems to be/a desir^ to
restore
Enciphered by
Sent by operator __
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restore the/status quo ante

Full information, as secured, on these various
points should, be telegraphed without delay and after

the inspectionJ^oth Salisbury and Hansen should write'
the Department full reports as to the facts and the

deductions in their opinion to be withdrawn from these

Salisbury should explain all this to Hansen

facts

The Department wants very promptly

when they meet

as accurate a picture of the situation as can be cabled
and later on a carefully considered estimate

U WRO/AB
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GREEN

f4\.

GENEVA

From

Dated September 29, 1931

Reo’d 11:40 a,. m<
M,
- I • J .'* /ksîou ar* \

Secretary of State

DEPARTMENT OF StA.1t

£ÂS FERN AFFAIRS'

SEP 3 0 iJ31 z'

Washington,

01 VISION OF
WESTERN EUROPEAN AFFAIRS

145, September 29, 2 p. m.

In the meeting of the Assembly this morning the
President
of the Council presented a resume of the Sino-Japanese
question to date but brought out nothing new.

It is learned

that the Chinese delegate was anxious to speak but was

,t

dissuaded, the question wte thus not debated.

The present program is a meeting of the Committee
of five this afternoon which will prepare a resolution

to be submitted to the Chinese and Japanese this evening.

If their concurrence is obtained the matter will be

brought to a temporary conclusion in the Council -tomorrow^
Unless some new element arises in the situation the

Council will then adjourn to ‘reconvene in ten days to

pass on developments in that interval.
HPD
CSB

P
GILBERT
d

■2?

~

f

i
C■
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From

^T^m^Âr^-MK-^n-OF sTA-

Secretary of State,'vision
:.p\,r fc. ■■■

of foreio'

- '■■V—TM
' S

Geneva

September 29, 1931

D WH Ésê'k j.
A>

SCP 2 9 1931 ,
P!V!S!O>.! OF A

Washington.

A

Cf/V

146, September 29, 3 p. m,

Cost of two telephone communioations between the

Seoretary of State and Minister Wilson on September 23
were approximately $390.

Request authorization for pay~

ment-.
GILBERT
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October^ 1931

AMERICAN C0NSU1,

GENEVA, (SWITZERLAND).
|

Your No. 146, September 29, 3 p.m.
Mail instruction ‘toAegation Berne Authorizes

/

Z'

payment from contingent expense allotment that office.

6^3.

793.94/1921

CR
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PA-23

X'—. '•

October

6

1931

The Honorable

Hugh H. Wilson,

Amerloan Minister,
Born-a.

Sir:
The Department has received fro® the American Consulate
at Geneva, Switzerland, telegram Ho. 146
of September 29, 1931,
with reference

to your allotments for the current fiscal year, and

S

approves the following readjustments:

UOMTIHGAJST EXPO3B8, POR^IGH MISSIONS, 1932.

The

'X

contingent expense allotment of the Legation is increased

—

from $5,990 to $6,380, in order to provide $390 in Item

pô

0510, telephone service.

,

Ch

Very truly yours,
ïor the Secretary of S|;ate:
*

WILBUR J. CARR
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OONFIDENTIAL
THE SECRETARY

MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION WITH THE JAPANESE AMBASSADOR,
MR. KATSUJI DEBUCHI.______________________ __________________ Japanese troops in Manchuria.

The Japanese Ambassador called today, evidently due
to a misunderstanding, to ask whether I had finished my

note to Japan and to China.
yet finished the note.

I told him that I had not

It was left so that if I finished it

this morning I was to let him know by telephone before

one o’clock, and if I did not it would go over until
tomorrow morning, as I found that he was rather anxious
to get out of town for the afternoon.

7

The Ambassador brought with him a clipping of the

article of Hugh Byas in the New York Times of this
morning and pointed out Byas’ statement denying that the

Japanese had begun any advance on Harbin.

The Ambassador

In reference to the occupa-

tion of Kirin, he said that only a few soldiers were

left there; that the rest of them had withdrawn.

0
P

He

said he thought that the Japanese Government were beginning

to withdraw their forces and he hoped to have definite
news for me very soon.

HLS
S HLS:HHR

OCT 191

such advance had been made.

W

said he had officially confirmed this denial; that no
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OF STAT
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THE SECRETARY
Apartment of Statu

September~24, 1931.

MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION WITH THE CZECHOSLOVAKIAN
MINISTER, MR, FERDINAND VEVERKA.______ [/
__________
Manchurian situation.

The Czechoslovakian Minister brought up the
Manchurian situation.

I found he had been a member of

the Council at the time of the Turkish Bulgarian

boundary matter and he began by pointing out to me that

he was afraid the League of Nations was going off on a
false analogy with that case, which he thought was very

different from the present situation in Manchuria.

I

then took occasion to give him as clearly as possible

an epitome of my own views, and I said I feared that the
proposition to send an investigating commission into
Manchuria would have a very bad effect in exciting

nationalistic feeling behind the militaristic element
of the Japanese Government.

He said he thoroughly agreed

with me.

HLS.

S HLS:HHR
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THE SECRETARY

September 24, 1931

MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION WITH THE JAPANESE AMBASSADOR,
MR. KATSUJI DEBUOHI._______________________/________ _ ________

Destruction of radio station at Mukden
During the call of the Japanese Ambassador I told

him that I had received word from the Radio Corporation
of America as to the destruction at Mukden on September
19th of the radio station which they had built for the

Chinese Government.

I explained to him that the Radio

Corporation regarded this as an important link in their

chain of communication with the Orient and that its
destruction had made a very unfortunate impression to

the effect that the Japanese were trying to cut off
communication with Manchuria.

I told him that until

that radio station was replaced this unfortunate suspicion

would be likely to continue.

He told me he would com

municate with his government and let me know.

HLS.

S HLS:HHR
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If
AMEMBASSY,

TOKYO (Japan).

URGENT.

The Department/desires Ithat you-prepare^ on the
basis| of informât! ok/yW n8W^ hfrrewithout/consulting^
any |japanese\sourae^ and send|within the/next/few/hours

the test /osslble^ estimate |the Embassy[can makej of the

/

number and present disposition of /japanese\troops In

Manchuria.

FE:RSM/ZMF

FE

Enciphered by---------------------------------------
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Secretary of State,

4ar eastern

Washington, D. C.
- -_

_

,

,

29, 1931

„„

--------------- .----------- J
.

Department d SUU

165, September 29, 4 p,m,\____

/

Department’s telegi’am number 176, September 28, 7 p.m.

’

The following is estimate of Japanese troops with

colors now in Manchuria based on reports of
Cranford in Mukden and data in ^£^>f Milita
Tokio:

Second division: Tunhua, one battalion of thirtieth

t

———

Infantry,- 500; Kirin., brigade headquarters, fourth infantry,
C

thirtieth infantry less one battalion, second field

•

artillery,- one battalion of heavy field artillery, second

Z,

squadron cavalry,

second battalion engineers, 3300;

Changchun

division headquarters

---------

second

C

—
C
F’

brigade head-

Cj

quarters, sixteenth infantry, twenty ninth infantry,

2200; fifth railway guards from Changchun to Tunhua,
800; first railway guards from Changchun to Ssupingkai

800.

5

t;

Total in second division area 7000.

Thirty-ninth reenforced brigade from Korea;
Chengchiatun one battalion of seventyeighth infantry, one

battery of twenty sixth field artillery, one squadron of
twenty sixth cavalry, 800; Mukden, Kwantung army

headquarters,

g

co
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AM
2-#165, Tokio, September 29, 1931
4 p.m.
headquarters, thirty-ninth Brigade headquarters, seventy

seventh infantry less one battalion, seventy-eighth infantry
less one battalion and two companies, twenty-sixth

field artillery less one battery and one section, one

battaizixâfxi of engineers, 3400; Hsinmintun, twe companies

infantry and one section of field artillery, 340.
Yinkow, two companies of infantry, 300; Antung, one
company infantry, 150; one company of 6th railway guards

from Chengchiatun to Ssupingkai, two companies of sixth
railway guards at Ssupingkai, second railway guards.

Ssupingkai to Mukden, third railway guards Mukden to
Antung and Tashichiao, fourth railway guards in Kwantung.

Total railway guards 3200.

Total troops in thirty ninth

brigade area 8200, sixth air regiment, probably including
two observation squadrons, location unknown., 300.

Total

Japanese troops in Manchuria 15,500.
Above figures are based on estimated normal peace
strength of units,

Total Japanese loss reported as follows:

Mukden,

killed 3 privates, wounded 4 officers, 19 privates;
Changchun, killed 3 officers, 63 privates, wounded 3

officers 73 privates, total killed 69, wounded 99.
On twenty fifth, two armored trains reported sent to

Taonan, returned twenty sixth..
NEVILLE
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memorandum of conversation witkthe german ambassador,

HERR FRIEDRICH W, VON PRITTWITZ UND GAFFRON F
Manchurian situation.

The German Ambassador inquired about the Manchurian

situation.

I told him that it seemed quite clear that

the Japanese coup had been managed by a militaristic
element and there was a sharp division between them and

the Japanese Foreign Minister and the civilian element
of the Cabinet who were doing their best to withdraw

from the difficult situation in which they were placed.

I said I personally knew Mr. Wakatsuki and believed that he
and Baron Shidehara were seeking to liquidate the situation,
and that my object was to give them an opportunity to do

so without running the risk by outside intervention for

the present of arousing the nationalistic spirit of
Japan behind their opponents, the militaristic element

of the government.

I told him that the situation, however,

was difficult and delicate and that if they failed it
might become necessary for the outside nations to take

a clear and emphatic stand.

I said that from my experienc^

in the Orient I knew that Orientals were accustomed to
settling such a situation by direct negotiation between

themselves and that if they could do so it was the part

of wisdom to let them.

S HLS:HHR

HLS.
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MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION WITH THE ITALIAN AMBASSADOR,
NOBILE GIACOMO DE MARTINO.______________ ___________________
fese troops in Manchuria

The Italian Ambassador asked me if I could give
him an epitome in regard to my policy in Manchuria that
he might take with him for personal narration to Signor
Mussolini and Signor Grandi.

I then told him that in

Manchuria now we had a very different situation from
that in 1929 in the case of China and Russia; that it

seemed to be clear that the Japanese coup had been
managed by a militaristic element and there was a sharp

division between them and the Japanese Foreign Minister
and the civilian elements of the Cabinet who were doing

their best to withdraw from the difficult situation inwhich they were placed.

I said it was thus not clear S

that Japan as a government had acted; that I personal!^
knew Mr. Wakatsuki and believed that he and Baron

Shidehara were seeking to liquidate the situation and
that my object was to give them an opportunity to do so

without running the risk by outside intervention for the

present of provoking a flare-up of nationalistic feeling

which would help their opponents - the militaristic
element of the Government.

I told him, however, that the

situation

C
fv
c.
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it might become necessary for the outside nations to take
a clear and emphatic stand.

I told him further that I

knew from my experience in the Orient that the Orientals
were much more prone than Occidentals to desire to settle

such a situation by direct negotiations between themselves
and that if they could do so it was the part of wisdom

to let them.

HLS.

S HLSiHHR
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Telegram From The Ministry of Foreign Affairs at Nanking
Date September 27, 1931.

Mr. J. D. Thomson, British Manager of the Peking-Mukden

Railway, left Huangkutung near Mukden on Train No. 102 on

Thursday, the 24-th, with his wife and family, accompanied by
one German

and one Italian lady, in a special car attached

to the rear of the train which was nacked with refugees from

Mukden.

After proceeding for one hour the distance of about

34- kilometers a Japanese military aeroplane armed with

machine guns appeared suddenly and fired upon the train.
The noise of the aeroplane and the machine gun fire was dis
tinctly heard in his car.

By the time the train stopped the

noise of the motor was audible though the aeroplane was
invisible..

Mr. Thomson immediately examined the train and

found the fourth and fifth cars from the rear profusely
spattered with bullet marks.

Inquiries for casualities

revealed two Chinese refugees killed, five wounded and others
panic-stricken.

the wounded.

He examined one of the killed and several of

He understood one wounded died later.

Mr.

Thomson definitely stated that the attack was totally unwar
ranted, no soldiers being in the vicinity or on the train.

He examined the bullet holes and found in every case that

the bullets penetrated in a downward angle, showing that they

were fired from above as the railway track in the vicinity is
higher than the ground.

The
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The above details have been furnished by Mr. Thomson
to the British Consul General at Tientsin, adding that the

lives of his wife, children, himself, and other foreigners
were as much in danger as any refugee on the train, and he

considers the attack upon the passenger train, filled with
defenseless refugees, not only unwarranted but outrageous.
Since Mr. Thomson's return news has been received
regarding similar attacks on another train.

A Japanese

aeroplane attacked Train No.105 at Yaoyangho at 11:10 on the
morning of the 24th.

Train No. 103 down was fired on at

Ohuliho on the 25th at 5*45 A.M.

taken off by Japanese.

Two railway guards were

To the above activities of Japanese

troops a new and sinister act was added yesterday.

A loco

motive and five cars of Train No.102 were derailed today

near Paichipu about 50 miles south of Mukden owing to the
removal of rails by alleged bandits in fact Japanese agents

who looted the train.

Thirty passengers were killed, among

them as reported, one Englishman, one Russian, and one
Hindoo.

Shortly after the derailment a Japanese locomotive

and two cars occupied by twenty Japanese arrived.

They

examined the wreck and turned Northward.
The Japanese Government has made a threat in a statement
that if the Chinese authorities refused direct negotiations

with Japan China should bear the responsibility for the con
sequences.

Chinese legation,
Washington, September 27, 1931*
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Sir;
I have the honor to inform you that I am instructed tp

communicate to you the reply of the Chinese Government to
the note of the American Government dated September 24, 1931

as follows:

sj.

<o

"The Chinese Government received yesterday

afternoon the communication from the American
Government regarding the present situation in
China, transmitted from Peiping by the American
Mini ster to China.

"The Chinese Government and people are
gratified to learn that the Government and people

of the United States, feeling themselves much
interested in the situation created in China by

the action of Japanese troops, desire that prin
ciples and methods of peace, instead of armed
force, should be used in the relations between

China and Japan, as between any other civilized

states.

It is the conviction of the Chinese

and Japanese Governments, that the American Gov
ernment has been prompted by the earnest desire
to uphold, as one of the signatory powers, the

sanjQtit|i2

cS
o
Honorable Henry L. Stimson,

Secretary of State
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Sir:

I have the honor to inform you that I am instructed to

communicate to you the reply of the Chinese Government to

the note of the American Government dated September 2^1-, 1931

//fc s

as follows:

"The Chinese Government received yesterday
afternoon the communication from the American

Government regarding the present situation in

China, transmitted from Peiping by the American
Mini ster to China.

"The Chinese Government and people are

gratified to learn that the Government and people
of the United States, feeling themselves much

interested in the situation created in China by

the action of Japanese troops, desire that prin
ciples and methods of peace, instead of armed
force, should be used in the relations between

China and Japan, as between any other civilized
states.

It is the conviction of the Chinese

and Japanese Governments, that the American Gov
ernment has been prompted by the earnest desire

to uphold, as one of the signatory powers, the

<0CM9’

sanûtit£2

Honorable Henry L. Stimson,

Secretary of State
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- 2 sanctity of those international treaties, parti

cularly the Treaty for the Renunciation of War
signed, at Paris in 1923, which "bind the parties

not to have recourse to war "but to use pacific
means in their relations with one another.

"As a result of the aggressive movements
of the Japanese troops, our territory has been
invaded, our cities and towns have been occupied,

and in certain cases ransacked, our public offi
cers and innocent citizens have been injured,
insulted and murdered.

Even on the very day when

the American Government despatched its identic
notes to the Chinese and Japanese Governments,

advising restraint from further hostilities,

Chinese passenger trains carrying refugees on the
Peiping-Liaoning (Peking-Hukden) Railway were

attacked by bombs and machine gun fire from Jap
anese military aeroplanes, which resulted in
many casualities.

This, while the Japanese

Government declares that it has taken all measures
to prevent the aggravation of the situation and
that the troops will be forthwith withdrawn from

the occupied areas, and free acts of war are

still being committed by the Japanese troops.
In spite of such circumstances, the entire Chinese

Nation has been exhorted to maintain a dignified

calm, in the belief that the delinquent party will
render a full account for its wanton acts to all

the civilized states, under the principle of the
sanctity of international treaties for the main

tenance of peace.
"The
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-3 "The Chinese Government can conceive no
other way to satisfy the requirements of inter
national law and. international agreements, when

international law and international agreements

have already been trampled under foot, than for
Japan to withdraw her troops immediately and
completely from the occupied areas and to give

full redress to the aggrieved party, the Chinese
Government and the Chinese people.
"It is the earnest hope of the Chinese

Government that most effective means will be

promptly taken for maintaining the dignity and
inviolability of the international treaties above

referred to, so that all efforts heretofore made

by the various powers, especially by the United

States for the preservation of peace, might not
be in vain."
Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my highest con

sideration.

Charge' d’Affaires ad interim.
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GREEN

Geneva
TErEE™

29, 1931

Rec’d September 2 p
'■ Vih!On <rp

FR°> /...........
pVr division of

Secretary of State,

pAR EASTERN AFFAIR^
SEP 2 9 133î !

Washington, D, 0

V ? Depart»»®5*! (rf State

144, September 29,9 a.m,
Consulate’s 142, September 2'6, 10 a.m

<

Council last night resumed consideration of t

Sin6-Japanese dispute.

Japan announced that the withd

of troops is continuing and that now Japanese soldiers
romain outside railway zone only,at Mukden, Kirin and small
detachments at Tanamintung and

'shiatung>

t

The Chinese

delegate requested explanations of the reported attacks by
air planes on trains'of the Peiping Mukden railroad.

With regard to policy the Japanese reiterated their

C'J I
( '

intention of withdrawing troops as the return of peaceful
conditions makes it possible.

The assurance of the

Chinese government has not always been able to enforce its

authority in the provinces.
In replying to the Japanese statement, the Chinese
delegate wished the assurance that all the troops were
withdrawn, the statu quo ante would be completely restored

and that any property seized would be returned.

Ongjhe

question of how the evacuation should be carri<ra ou&,

the»—

3

4
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2-144, from Geneva, September 29, 19
9 a.m.

the Chinese delegate stated that the views of his government

favoring a neutral commission of inquiry were well known to

the council.

However, in a desire to be conciliatory he

"proposed that the Council should help the parties
to reach an agreement as to arrangements on the spot which
would make it possible to fix an early date for the

oompletion of the withdrawal of troops, and render it
unnecessary for the Council to send a Commission of Inquiry
from Geneva,"

In the debate upon this proposal that ensued

the Japanese delegate declared that he would at once
telegraph to Tokio the proposal for the organization of a

Commission on the spot to expedite the evacuation provided
such Commission was composed solely of Japanese and

Chinese; if the Chinese proposal envisaged the inclusion of
nations of any other state he would not transmit it to his

government.

The Chinese delegate maintained the view that

since there were matters on which the two countries could

not agree and since his proposals envisaged the Council^

help in reaching an agreement, there should be a

representative of the Council appointed on the Commission
which would report to the Council.
Cecil here intervened in an attempt to reconcile the

two points of view but no solution was reached in the
meeting.

His suggestion that the Chinese delegate put in

writing
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3-144, from Geneva, September 29, 19 a.m.

AM

writing his proposals for the organization of a commission

on the spot was adopted.
The Council then adjournedafter a statement from the

President that he would

entire situation to the

Assembly at its session this morning.

GILBERT

CSB

# omission
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Secretary of State

COPIES SENTJ:
|&NU'A^O»A * *

FAR EASTERN AfFMRS) |

Washington

188, September

Japanese Embassy here issued to newspapers of last
night and this morning a communique in explanation of

recent events in China, and Japanese Ambassador informa
me that this communique has already been given to the
press in Tokyo,

The Japanese Ambassador has also

submitted to the Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs a

statement containing the substance of telegrams which
he has received from Tokyo on this same subject and which
he understands the Japanese Ambassador at Washington has

already communicated to the Department for its informa
tion.
Translation of the above at at «Moats

forward to the Department in mail despatch,

Repeated to Geneva.
EIRE

are going
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Washington, D. 0.
September 30, 8a. m.
Following from Consulate General at Canton September

29, noon: (End gray)
"Japanese Consul General has informed me SinoJapanese relations are being maintained on the basis of

"modern statesmanship" at Canton, no serious anti-

O'

Japanese demonstrations or boycott being expected here

O
1-

I interpret these facts to be the result of Eugene Chen’s
.
recent conversations with Japanese Minister for Foreign

O

qi

(j

Affairs.

Cantonese seemed to be using Japanese pressure
on young marshal to force favorable compromise from
Chiang Kai-skek hence sympathetic attitude toward Japan,

Japanese Consul General stated his government is determined
to eliminate young marshal and Chang Tso-ping from Manchurian

politics,
(Begin gray) Wang Ching-wei and Sun Fo left yesterday
for Hong Kong to discuss peace proposal with Chen Ming-shu."
JS

JOHNSON
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PARAPHRASE
A telegram of September 30, 1931 from the American
1’inistor at Peiping transmits a telegram from the American

Consul General at Canton giving the following information:
The American Consul General at Canton has been told

by the Japanese consul General that serious boycotts and
agitation against the Japanese are not anticipated and that

at Canton modern statesmanship serves as the basis for the

present oonduot of relations between Japan and China,

This

situation is believed to grow out of talks had recently by

Eugene Chen with the Japanese Foreign Minister,
The Japanese Consul General states that Japan is

determined to eliminate from Hanohurlan politics Chang
Hsueh-liang and Chang Tso-ping,

The Cantonese appear to

be employing Japanese pressure on Cheng Hsueh-liang to
force from President Chiang Kai-shek a favorable compromise

and are thus sympathetioally disposed toward Japan,
The American Consul General reports that on September
28 Wig Ching-wei and Sun Fo left Canton for Hong Kong to

discuss peace proposal with Chen Ming-shu,
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have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your

note of September 25, in which you were so good as to
convey to me the views of the American Government on the

subject of the actual condition of affairs in Manchuria.

The Japanese Government is deeply sensible of the

friendly concern and the fairness of views with which the
American Government has observed the recent course of

events in Manchuria.

In common with the hope expressed

by the American Government, it has already caused the

Japanese- military forces in Manchuria to refrain from any
further acts of hostility, unless their own safety, as well
as the security of the South Manchuria Railway and of

Japanese lives and property within that Railway Zone is
jeopardized by the aggression of Chinese troops or
armed bands.

Every care has been, and will continue to

be, exercised by the Japanese forces to observe all the
requirements of international law and international

agreements, and to avoid any action that is calculated to

prejudice an amicable settlement of the differences
between Japan and China.

The Japanese Government is confident that by

frank and unimpassioned discussions between the two
parties in conflict, in the light of their true and
lasting interests, an adjustment will be found to set

at rest the existing situation of tension in Manchuria.
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From

Rec’d 9:45 a. m(
W Division of

Secretary of State

(WASTED AFFAIR:

Washington
149, September 30, 10 a. m
>7 ft' *•»

Consulate’s 144, September 29, 9 a

The following is the "compromise" proposal which

the Chinese plan to present to the Council today:
"Whereas the Chinese Government still believes
that the best method that may be devised by the Council

for securing the prompt and complete withdrawal of the
Japanese troops and police and the full reestablishment

of the status quo ante, is the sending of a neutral
commission to Manchuria and,

Whereas, the Chinese representative is desirous

of being as conciliatory as possible and of meeting
halfway the wishes of the Japanese Government; therefore
the following proposal is made:

That the Council shall help the parties to come to

an agreement as to arrangements on the spot which ©11
make
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make it possible to fix an early date for the completion
of the withdrawal of all troops, police and aerial forces,

thereby making it unnecessary to send a Commission of
Inquiry in connection with the complete restoration of
the status quo ante;

That the Council in making the arrangements referred

to shall appoint neutral persons on the spot to represent

it v;ho shall participate in all arrangements made and
report currently to the Council."
Please regard this as confidential until Consulate’s
telegram reporting this afternoon’s session of the Council
is received.

GILBERT
KLP
WO
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Secretary of State,
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Washington, D. C

680, September 30

I A// _ .. _

9

1

SI «Oepadment of State

Following two telegrams from Mukden:
September 29, noon.

SV/OOP, Japanese edited Chinese

paper, today reports that Chinese officials at a meeting
at Kirin on the 26th decided to form a provisional

government and elected Chew Sha, the Chief of Staff and

C

looting Chairman, and Chang Tsin Hsiang as provisional
governor of the province.

Practically all other members

of former commission have been elected as chief of their

respective bureaus.

This Government will control civil,

military, and judicial proceedings, full responsibility

for the administration resting on the Governor

The commission form of government prescribed by
Nanking has been abandoned apparently.

Report not yet

confirmed.
Latest according to information some Japanese forces

are still at hirin'1.
"September 29, 5 p.m.

Three thousandj^hir^se

police have been recruited for service Mukden, iffiihv of
- "them

c
C■
c.
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2-680, from Peiping, September 30, 19u
9 a.m.

them armed.
the city.

Japanese forces are now less in evidence in
In order to restore confidence it is understood

that Japanese forces will not be withdrawn until there is
assurance that the Chinese can keep order.

Traffic on

the Peiping-Mukden line south of Hsinmin was interrupted

for one day following the wrecking of southbound passenger

train by bandits on the 26th.

The southbound train which

left here yesterday morning returned from Hsinmin last

night due to the menace from bandits.

Until adequate

protection will be afforded travel on this section is

hazardous.

The formation of the Kirin Government reported in my
September 30, noon, confirmed.

Local Japanese press

reports Chinese opposition to proposed establishment of
provincial government at Chinhsien and the existence of

movement for the independence of Manchuria and Mongolia1'.

JOHNSON
KLP

HPD
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\

k

/

According t0 OffiCiai reports Japanese troops after
taking Liaoning (Mukden) have occupied in succession
Antung, Yingkow, Changchun and Kirin, and seized the Kirin-

Changchun and Ssupingchieh-Taonan Railways.
After occupying Liaoyuan, Japanese troops advanced

toward Tungliao.

Japanese troops from Yenchih have occupied Tunhua.
Japanese troops have carried away the military stores
from the Arsenal at Liaoning, and valuables from the
principal banks.

Japanese authorities have put up a Japanese as Mayor
of Mukden.

It is reported at Harbin that Japanese troops are
corning and the Japanese Consul has notified his colleagues
that unless for the purpose of maintaining order there wil'

be no troop movements.

It is reported that on the night of September 22,
300 Japanese women and children entrained from Harbin for
the South.

The Chinese Commissioner of Foreign Affairs

tried to stop them but without avail.

Chinese Legation,
Washington, September 26, 1931.
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September 25, 1931

Memorandum of conversation with the Jap^hese Ambassa
dor, September 24, 1931.
/

The Japanese Ambassador called to say that he
had had a talk with the Secretary about the Manchurian
situation and wanted to have a really long talk with

me about it the next day.

He said that there was

naturally a great deal of misunderstanding, which I

admitted, but we did not go into any full discussion

of the matter.

He said that, although it was true

_

that the military authorities in Mukden had appointed
a Japanese as mayor, the Japanese Government had promptly
disavowed this action. „

troops had gone to

He said also that Japanese

Kirin, but that they had immediately

been withdrawn.

U WRC/AB

<35
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Mr. Kato, of the Japanese Embassy, called
copy of the Japanese text of a telegram from the Japan&s^/,^

Foreign Office which Mr. Kato said was the first full
account of the Manchurian situation that the Embassy had
received.

Mr. Kato gave a running translation, in English, of
the Japanese text, the contents of which appeared to be

identical with the text of the letter addressed by the

r'
%

Japanese representative on the Council to the Secretary
General of the league of Nations, as reported in

\

Mr. Gilbert’s telegram No. 133, of September 23, 8 p.m.
Mr. Kato intimated that he felt that the Japanese
Minister for Foreign Affairs was having a very hard time

in a very difficult situation and that the sympathies of
the Embassy here were with Baron Shidehara in the circum

stances in which he found himself placed.
Mr. Kato added that Ambassador Debuchi would delay

his intended departure for Japan for a couple of weeks.

tfS
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The portion of this message
in confidential codo must bo
closely paraphrased before
being communicated to anyone.

GENEVA.

Dated September 25, 1931

Rec’d 10:13 p.m.
Secretary of State,

Washington, D.C.

133, September 23, 8 p.m.

Consulate’s 131 September 23, 2 p.m.
At the very last moment the decision was taken to
hold in private the Council meeting this evening.

I

The following is the text of a letter addressed

;

this afternoon by the Japanese representative on the
Council to the Secretary General in explanation and

defense of the Japanese position.

He requested that

this letter bo communicated to the President and members

of the Council and drew attention to the fact that the
entire information covering the period from September

18 to 21 was derived from official sources.
*0n the night of September 18th, about 10:30 p.m.,

a Chinese detachment of some 350 mon blew up part of

the main line of the South ManchuPidh Railway North of
Mukden at a point southwest of the Chinese barracks

at Peitaying.

This detachment led by its officers was

proceeding in the direction of Lung-Kouchcn, between
Peitaying and Mukden, when it was discovered by a

railway guard patrol which endeavored to stop it but

failing, was obliged to open fire.

A

battle ensued

in which a company of the Japanese garrisoii of Mukden
took
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sept 23.

took part.
In view of the gravity of tho possible consequences

of such an incident in present circurastancGs and tho
disproportion between the Chinese and ■> panose forces,

tho Japanese headquarters at Mukden promptly took such

stops as it considered indispensable. At 2:30 a.n.
it had the Chinese barracks occupied and tho troops

who wore stationed

(#)

subsequently tho

disarmed;

open town, tho official buildings

and tho arsenal wore

occupied..
Immediately upon receiving notice of the incident

the troops stationed at Tiohling, Kaiyuang, Tsuwingkai

and Liao Yang concentrated at Lîukdon; and tho Kwangtung
staff proceeded in haste to that town at noon on September
19th.

On receiving nows of the clash the guards stationed
along tho South Manchurian Railway took the precautions

to protect tho track and tho safety of Japanese Nation
als and to deal with any possible attack by tho largo

Chinese forces in Mukden.
.j,t Changchun a Japanese was sent on September 19

to the Chinese troops stationed in tho neighborhood of

the town c.t Kwangchicngtzo and Nanking, to arrange for
their disarmament, but the Chinese offered strong
resistance to tho Japanese troops vzho had 60 killed

and
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and 96 wounded.

The garrison of Changchun however

was disarmed without incident about noon on the same

day.
On the 20th similar measures were taken at Antung^-

FQ1â§&Hgn§nd Yingkow; various strategic points in the
neighborhood of the railway zone wore occupied.

The

customs offices at antung, Yingkow, etc., wore care
fully respected.

In the places mentioned, order is being main

tained in cooperation with the Chinese, and at Mukden

the Chinese municipal police are continuing to discharge
their duties under the direction of the Japanese author
ities.
In places outside the railway zone the Japanese

consuls have applied to the local authorities to

provide for the protection of our nationals,

as

however Japanese subjects have suffered serious mal

treatment at Korin the Japanese detachment has proceeded
to that town but has to return to its garrison in a
day or two as soon as calm has boon restored.
Wo have boon able so far to ensure the complete

safety of foreigners resident in the area under
Japanese control.

In view, however, of the disquieting

situation caused by the presence of undisciplined
bands and the attitude of the population in looser
areas.
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areas,'the snail forces at our disposal have not boon
thought sufficient to provide effective protection for

the railway linos and for Japanese and foreign residents
and the Thirty Ninth Army Corps (4,000 non) was sent to

Manchuria fron Korea on September 21st. (End Green)

I have boon confidentially informed that the

members of the League not roprosonted on the Council -are
planning to pass a resolution probably at the next plenary

session of the Assembly indorsing the action taken by
the Council.

This plan is intended as a gesture to

support the Council and to emphasize that the present
is of world/^9icern.

GILBERT
#-omission

FW
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areas, "the snail forces at our disposal have not boon

thought sufficient to provide offoctivo protection for
the railway linos and for Japanese and foreign residents
and the Thirty Ninth Army Corps (4,000 non) was sont to

Manchuria from Korea on September 21st. (End Green)
I have boon confidentially informed that the

members of the League not represented on the Council -are
planning to pass a resolution probably at the next plonar

session of the Assembly indorsing the action token by

the Council.

This plan is intended as a gesture to

support the Council and to emphasize that the present
is of world/C^icorn.

GILBERT

#-omission
FW
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

DIVISION OF FAR EASTERN AFFAIRS.

September 23, 1931

0
Subj ec t :

Manchurian Incident.

The Chinese Charge has brought in a copy of a
telegram from his Ministry of Foreign Affairs stating
that the Chinese Government has made no proposal,

joint committee of investigation.

I

7 9 3 .9 4 / 9 4 0

formal or informal, for formation of a Sino-Japanese

(EXCERPTy

SKH:ZMF
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

DIVISION OF FAR EASTERN AFFAIRS
September 23, 1931

Mr. Yung Kwai, of the Chinese Legation, called and

left copies of the attached telegrams which had been re
ceived from the Minister for Foreign Affairs.

He asked if the Department had any further informa
tion and I told him that we had received nothing which
materially added to the very full reports which were ap

pearing in the press.

He said that the situation appeared

to be growing worse and I replied that, while it was
certainly worse than it appeared from the first, reports

received, the situation did not appear to have changed
greatly during the last 24 hours.

would be the outcome of the matter.

He asked what I thought

I answered that I

thought we should have to await further developments both
in Manchuria and at Geneva before that question could be

answered.

Mr. Yung Kwai then referred to the activities of the
League as reported in the press and asked what the American
Government was doing about it.

I replied that the Depart

ment on two occasions had discussed the situation fit sj§e

H dis

length with the Japanese Embassy here just as it hgd

cussed the matter with the Chinese Legation, that it w&

giving the matter its very serious consideration and that

everything that appeared possible was being done.
RSMîEJL
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TELEGRAM EROM THE*MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS AT NANKING

Dated September 22, 1931.

Today’s Rengo report from Tokyo stating that the
Japanese Government has decided to accept the Chinese

Government’s formal proposal for the formation of a

Sino-Japanese Joint Investigation Committee is not true.
The Chinese Government has never made such a proposal,
formal or informal.

Chinese Legation,
Washington, September 23, 1931
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X

Dated September 22, 1931.

, FAR EASTERN AFFAIRS"
SEP 2 3 193Î
Department ef State

The situation is becoming hourly more serious.

Japanese troops have occupied more places, including
Antung, and are rapidly moving on.

It is reported that Japanese plain-clothes men have
landed at Lu ng ko w, Shantung.

The Military authorities in Tokyo have decided to
order a general mobilization.

Chinese Legation
Washington, September 23, 1931.
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TELEGRAM FROM THE MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS

AT NANKING

H/X Division of \

pAREASTERM AFFAi^

I

QCT1

7

J93PaJed September 21, 1931.

The movement of Japanese troops has not yet been
stopped.

The Chinese Charge d’Affaires at Tokyo reports
that the Japanese Cabinet in a meeting yesterday decided
to send troops to Chientao,and that the War Ministry is

ready to mobilize a sufficient force for the purpose.
Reports from various sources indicate that Changchun,
Yingkow and other places were occupied day before yesterday.

Last evening at six o’clock Japanese troops entered
Kirin, the capital of the Province.

Chinese Legation,

Washington, September 22, 1931
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With reference to the charge made by Japanese that
our soldiers attempted to destroy a bridge of the South
Manchurian Railway, the Superintendent’s office of the

Reining (Peiping-Mukden) Railway reports that on the
night of the ISth Japanese troops started the trouble by

blowing up the Liu River bridge of the South Manchurian

Railway and afterwards scattered dead bodies of our
soldiers nearby so as to fasten the blame upon us for the

destruction of the bridge.

The fact is that before destroying the bridge the
Japanese had built a siding around this spot so that

there would be no interruption in the running of trains.
There was on the bridge a signal tower from which a strict

watch was always kept.
This mode of manufacturing evidence defeats its own

ends.

Chinese legation
Washington, September 26, 1931.
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SUBJECT:

Incident Between Japanese and
Chinese at Tslngtao.

THE HONORABLE

THE SECRETARY OF STATE,

WASHINGTON, D. C.
SIR:

I have the honor to transsit herewith, copy of
the Consulate’s despatch to the Legation at Peiping,
China, No. 481, dated August 31, 1931, entitled as

above.
Respectfully yours,

W. Roderick Dorsey,
American Consul.

Enclosure;

Three copies to Department.

800.
WRD/EP

OCT-15 1931

1/- as stated.

DECLASSIFIED»

E.O. 11652, Sec.3 (E) and 5 (D) or (E)

Copy for Department of State.
MO. 481

AMWICàS oomsulap SERVICE

Amer lean Consulate
Tslngtao, China, August 31, 1831

SUBJECT:

Inoident Between Japanese and
Chinese at Tslngtae.

Su&orasle Nelson Trueler Johnson,
American Minister,

Peiping, China.
Sir j

I hare the honor to state that the incident

that occurred in Teingtao on the night of August
18, 1881, between Japanese and Chinese, and to
which eonsidsrablw prominence has been given in the
press was not a serious affair hat has given riss

to some speculation as to its real meaning.

It seems to have started through an alterca
tion between a certain Japanese fish and ice dealer

and coms Chinese who either interfered with hie
movements or made cose trouble over a payment fur

fish. Whatever the opening incident, blows were
exchanged mad a crowd composed of both nationalities
soon gathered, the rioting assuming always a

bmps

serious nature.

The fish and ioe dealer is a member of. a ssaietF
known as Kokusui Kai, which while being a guild er
club for a group of men of his trade is also a prt»
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vat* volunteer «orp» ready to protect Japanese lntereets when de«n*d appropriato.

Tholr headquarters

la loeatad over the flak dealer* shop.

Aa th* mob increased additional member* of the
Club earn* to aaalat and eventually other* further eway

ware telephoned for to Join their comrades.

Th* melee

booam* general and continued until th* Publie Safety

forces of th* Municipality end the Japanese official*
accompanied by their Police arrived on the acene and

th* rioters dispersed.
Exaggerated report* of th* aerlouanea* of the In

cident wer* soon about.

It la not known how many re

ceived minor Injurie* but two day* after th* mat only
sixteen Japan*** and ten Chinese had reached hospital*.

An examination mad* by a German doctor at th* re

quest of both aid** show* that the wound* of th* Japa

nese ar* generally light.
possibly broken.

In three case* bones were

Th* damage* were probably oaus*d by

blow* from sticks, stones and klska.

Of th* ten Chi

nes* throe were «lightly injured but seven had mor*
serious wounds made with knives or other sharp Instru

menta.

Th* Doctor assort* that th*** out* Indieat* the

victims w*re attacked from behind or when defending

themaelve*.

There la no question that the members of th* Ko-

kusul gal brought arms into the fray, the weapons being
sword-canes.

Eye witness** of western nationality have

told me that they saw them drawn.

The Chinese point to th* oarrying of arma by an

organised............ *
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organized volunteer body as proof of culpability on

the part of the Japanese.

The Japanese, on the other hand, assert that the

assault was premeditated by the Chinese who took ad
vantage of the absence of Japanese warships from the

port to stage an anti-Japanese demonstration.

The general opinion seems to be that it was an or-

dlnsry incident swelled to undue proportions by the
undercurrent of feeling that still lingers frem the
Korean incidents.

The situation was tense for a few days and pré

sentions wore taken throughout the area near the Japa
nese shrine where the fighting occurred and whieh is
largely inhabited by Japanese.

Strong patrols of Chi

nese Police «nd Pso An Tuei were maintained and Japa
nese Polies wore also on the soene in larger numbers.
The Japanese orulser OKA returned under forsed

draught two days after the event.
All is outwardly quiet at present.

The Japanese

Community Association seeks to fasten all blaas upon

the Chinese and has passed resolutions demanding that
the Japanese Consul General filo a strong protest with
the Chinese Authorities demanding punishment, oospensation and guarantees for the future.

Preliminary oonferencee have been hold between

the Japanese and Chinese Authorities and both sides

seen to bo working for an early saleable adjuatnent.
I have the honor to bo, Sir,

Tour obedient servant,

W. Roderick Dorsey,
Aaorioan Consul
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and 0Q9 QODV to

Three copies to Departasat of state
Copy t0 Embassy, T^kyo.
Stat*»

600.
W/f?

; A true copy off
■ the signed endg-1
iiaal.

-ç

>
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TELEGRAM REcWvED
Peiping via N. R.

i'Dated September 30, 1931
r'

.'

From

Rec ’d 1:50 p.m.

Secretary of State
Washington, D

Division of X
fÎAR EASTERN MFWl
H i .^EP 3 0 1931
Department of Stat*

4°

PRIORITY

685

September 30, 11 p.m..

One

Carter of the Institute Pacific Relations

telegraphs today from Shanghai where he has seen Chinese
leaders as follows:

"League encouraged by Stimson note was believed

ready propose neutral commission supervise Japanese
withdrawal, then Hoover stated desirable direct settlement

between Chin0u$ Japan.

This took heart out of League's

plans and immediately resulted in Japan’s publicly altering
statement regarding troop withdrawal.

Delay enabling

Each

14

day’s delay increases possibility provocative incidents

OCT

Japan repeat French Rhineland separatist movement.

both sides and general conflagration"
Two.

I am reliably informed this evening that the

Manchurian provinces have declared their Independence.
Throe.

My information is that there is growing

anti-Japanese movement in Yangtze’ Valley.

.For the present

the authorities have control here in the north but there
are
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All

2-685, from Peiping, September 30, 1PO11 p.m.

arc rumors that this control is weakening and there is no
telling when trouble may occur,

I feel that it is very

desirable that something bo done on the part of the
League or ourselves to restore confidence among these
people who uro inclined to blame League and Kellogg’s

Pact signatories for their present predicament0

JOHNSON

CSB
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PREPARING OFFICE
WILL INDICATE WHETHER

Telegramsent

TO BE TRANSMITTED
CONFIDENTIAL CODE

Collect
Charge Department
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Charge to

NONCONFIDENTIAL CODE
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PLAIN

NAVAL RADIO
Washington,

October 13, 1931

AMERICAN CONSUL,

(China).
FOR THE MINISTER

You may inform Carter that your quotation of his

message was duly received

that the many problems occa

sioned by the situation to which it relates have from the

beginning had the Department’s solicitous attention, and
that his interest is appreciated.

r ..

,.

FE:RSM/ZMF
SKH

Enciphered by_________________________
Sad by opaator..
Index Bu.—No. 50.

. M., _

I-'

fe

Ocx ,i 6,

xSJUbaT
19.
U S. GOVrr.NMKNT FStBtTTNO OFHCB: 19»

1—188
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Legation’s 685, September 30, 11 p.m., paragraph one
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My dear Er.

Secretary ;
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As of possible interest to you. I should like to
give you an account of what took place yesterday in
relation to our telephone conversations.

Mr. Ho mi an Davis has been, as you know, associated,
with a lot of these continental gentlemen for years and
as an old associate of ;he President , had desired to
speak to the President and tell him how these very vivid
and dramatic incidents in Geneva appeared, to him.
I
knew of course that Mr. Davis had in mind to call him
up.
I was in the Third Committee of the Assembly arid
indeed had Just made a speech ..hen an usher told me I
was -wanted on the telephone from the Consulate.
An
excited voice on the line said "Come on the gallop, the
Secretary of State is on the 'ire”.
I rushed out of
the door, commandeered a motor belonging to a Creek
Secretary and got do.;n to the Consulate in time to have
my conversation
ith you.
LIr. Davis is very much impressed \-.ith the wisdom
of the position that you and. the President are tailing
relative to direct negotiations between the interested
parties.
He regrets that you do not feel able to take
a seat on the Council but thoroughly understands your
difficulties.

cd
co

HU<0

It is impossible to give you a picture of the
strain under which everybody is working here.
This
seems an odd remark to make to you who are laboring
under a heavier individual responsibility than any of
these men here, but they react on each other and the
verv publicity which surrounds them renders the
**
si tuati on
The Honorable
The Secretary of state,
Washington, L.C.,
U. s. A.
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situation more acute. They look on this episode as
the test case for the League of I'ations ano counsels
of despair are not lacking- which urge that the
Council pass a resolution that the League can do
nothing about this and ask the United States to take
it over. Other rumors are that the League should
invite the United States to sit on the Council in
spite of our attitude and either force our hand or
make us assume responsibility for the future.
I do
not think these counsels will prevail but a state of
extreme nerves and apprehension exists in which any
thing is possible.

I cannot tell you how much I appreciate the
constant and prompt information and instructions that
you are giving me. I have just had your message to
the President of the Council and know this will create
an excellent soothing effect.
Best of luck to you, my dear Ur. Secretary,
through these trying times.

Very sincerely yours,
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DIVISION °F
Sub j ec t :

tJ
Manchurian

■> -.....

*w\)

situ&^biettl

MANCHURIA.
Telegrams over the weekend indicate little change in

the situation in Manchuria.

The outward movement (from

the railway zone) of Japanese military forces was practically completed before the middle of last week; the result

was ’’occupation” of South Manchuria by those forces.

(>■
1

Subse-

quent movements have been those of redistribution and con-

solldation.

Although there are reports that the Japanese

armed forces are being ’’withdrawn” into the railway zone,

,k,

~
k"

CF

it can hardly be expected that,

in a situation of excite

ment and antagonisms such as now exists, responsible authori

ties could or will remove those forces from places which

have been occupied for the purpose, real or alleged, of
protecting Japanese lives and property.

There are several reports of activity of Japanese air

planes.

Hanson reports quiet at North Manchuria.

American

naval officer, telegraphing from Harbin, reports that senti

ment is pro-Japanese.

In the latest telegram received, dated Nanking, ^ptember 27, 5 p.m.

(Nanking’s 75), Consul General PecK renforts

□
that the Vice Minister for Foreign Affairs statesvrthatlaccording to Chinese official reports from Manchuria the spoke of
Japanese
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Japanese military occupation is being extended and that
"activities such as the bombing of trains are being con
tinued if not intensified".

CHINA PROPER.
From Nanking it is reported that the Chinese Minister

for Foreign Affairs has been assaulted and nearly killed by
Chinese students who invaded the Foreign Office.

From Hong

Kong the reports indicate that at Hong Kong and Kowloon
Chinese have rioted, have killed a Japanese family, and

have had to be dealt with by police and soldiers, with resort
to bayonets, and with several Chinese casualities in conse
quence.

According to the Japanese Minister of Navy, special

precautions are called for at Shanghai, at Hankow and at

Canton.

It is reported that Japanese naval forces are being

sent to Hankow.
It may be remarked that, with the Minister for Foreign

Affairs incapacitated, and with no Chinese Minister in
Washington, and with the Chinese Minister to Great Britain

absent at Geneva, China’s diplomatic machinery is badly

crippled.

LEAGUE OF NATIONS.

The Council of the League last week virtually announced
that it had done all that it could.
the Council "had prevented war".

Lord Cecil said that

The Council is supposed

to
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to meet again today, and the Assembly is supposed to

meet tomorrow.

It may be assumed that the League will

in one way or another attempt to shift the responsibility

for action — positive or negative — to the United States.

UNITED STATES.
The American Government, on September 25, sent to the

Chinese and the Japanese Governments identical notes calling
attention to the desire that principles and methods of peace

shall prevail in international relations, the existence of
treaties the provisions of which are intended to regulate
the adjustment of controversies without resort to use of

force, and expressing hope that the Chinese and the Japa
nese Governments will so control their armed forces and so

regulate their activities as not to prejudice the attainment

of amicable methods of an adjustment of their differences.
This Government sent, on Friday and Saturday, September 25
and 26, to its Embassy in Tokyo and its Legation in Peiping

instructions informing those missions of action taken up

to date, attitude and contemplated course of action.
The American Government’s identical notes seem to have

been received without resentment in Japan and with approval

in China.

In the latter country, however, the Vice Minister

for Foreign Affairs has expressed surprise that there was

no express mention of the Washington Conference treaties or
the Kellogg Pact.

Important American newspapers have com
mented
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merited favorably on the notes and the position taken

by the Administration during the past week.

Some com

mendatory telegrams have come in, and some telegrams call
ing for action under the Kellogg Pact have come in.

It may be expected that, if the Japanese and the

Chinese authorities fail to preserve order and to prevent

further bloodshed, public opinion in this country will
begin to take sides, both as between China and Japan and

in approval and disapproval of the action taken, the

attitude assumed and the further position which may be
adopted by the Government.

The question which perhaps should most engage the

Department’s thought at present is that of our obligations
■and responsibilities in relation to the Nine-Powers Treaty

of 1922 and the Kellogg Pact.

Both the legal and the

political aspects of that question and of decisions which
may have to be made with regard to it are of concern.
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The Japanese Government has constantly

fl

C\^

been exercising honest endeavors in pursuance of its

P’ fc
V

settled policy to foster friendly relations between
Japan and China and to promote the common prosperity

and well-being of the two countries.

Unfortunately, the

conduct of officials and individuals of China, for some

years past, has been such that our national sentiment has

•X

frequently been irritated.

X
•r r
OK
â
if
u

In particular, unpleasant

incidents have taken place one after another in regions
of Manchuria and Mongolia in which Japan is interested

in especial degree until an impression has gained

strength in the minds of the Japanese people that
Japan’s fair ind friendly attitude is not being re

ciprocated by China in like spirit.

Amidst an atmos

phere of perturbation alid anxiety thus created a de
tachment of Chinese troops destroyed tracks of the
South Manchurian Railway in the vicinity of Mukden

g

<35

and' attacked our railway guards at midnight of Sep^mbeS”'
*<•*'

G3

M®
l€th. A clash between Japanese and. Chinese troops then
fl? .
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took place.

(2)

The situation became critical as the

number of Japanese guards stationed along the entire

railway did not then

exceed ten thousand four hundred

while there were in juxtaposition some two hundred

twenty thousand Chinese soldiers.

Moreover, hundreds

of thousands of Japanese residents were placed in
In order to forestall imminent disaster

jeopardy.

the Japanese army had to act swiftly.

The Chinese

soldiers, garrisoned in neighboring localities, were
disarmed and the duty of maintaining peace and order
was left in the hands of the local Chinese organiza

tions under the supervision of the Japanese troops.

(3)

These measures having been taken, our

soldiers were mostly withdrawn within the railway
zone.

There still remain some detachments in Mukden

and Kirin and small number

places.

of men in a few other

But nowhere does a state of military occupa

tion as such exist.

Reports that Japanese authorities

have seized customs or salt gabelle office at Yingkou

or that they have taken control of Chinese railways

between Supingkai and Chengchiatun or between Mukden

-2-
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and Sinmintun are entirely untrue, nor has the story
of our troops having ever been sent north of Changchun
or into Chientao any foundation in fact*

(4)

The Japanese Government at a special cabinet

meeting September 19th took decision that all possible
efforts should be made to prevent aggravation of the

situation and instructions to that effect were given

to the commander of the Manchurian garrison.

It is

true that a detach rent was despatched from Changchun to
Kirin September 21st, but it was not with a view to
military occupation but only for the purpose of remov

ing the menace to the South Manchuria Railway on
flank.

As soon as that object has been attained

the bulk of our detachment will be withdrawn.

It may

be added that while a mixed brigade of four thousand

ten was sent from Korea to join the Manchurian garrison
the total number of men in the garrison at present still

remains within the limit set by the treaty and that fact
cannot therefore be regarded as having in any way added

to the seriousness of the international situation.
(5)

It maybe superfluous to repeat that the

Japanese Government harbors no territorial designs in

-3-
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Manchuria.

uliat we desire is that Japanese subjects

shall be enabled to safely engage in various peaceful
pursuits and be given an opportunity for participating

in the development of that land by means of capital and
labor.

It is the proper duty of a government to protect

the rights and interests legitimately enjoyed by the
nation or individuals.

The endeavors of the Japanese

Government to guard the South Manchurian Railway against

wanton attacks would be viewed in no other light.

The

Japanese Government, true to established policy, is
prepared to cooperate with the Chinese Government in

order to prevent

the present incident from develop

ing into a disastrous situation between the two countries
and to work out sucb constructive plans as will once for
all eradicate causes for future friction.

The Japanese

Government would be more than gratified if the present
difficulty could be brought to a solution which will
give a new turn to mutual relations of the two countries.

-4,
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

EASTERN AFFAIRS

DIVISION

JO HOTSIA1G

{J

i£6l

V

’

1100

September 21, 1931

Conversation
y,

Mr. 'BÏÈCt^h^aiV First Secretary
of the French Embassy.

Mr. Hornbeck

Subject:

The Situât ion in Manchuria.

Mr. Blanchetai stated that his Embassy would like to
know the facts with regard to what had occurred in Manchuria.

Mr. Hornbeck stated that we were not sufficiently informed with regard to the origins of the situation to be

M
CC

able to explain the steps which have led up to it, but
that the situation, as reported to us, is that Japanese
military forces have occupied at least four strategic

cities in Manchuria and have taken control of the public
utilities at those points; possibly, also, a fifth city;

but that, although they apparently have a cruiser at
Tsingtao, they have not landed forces there.

Asked by Mr. Blanchetai what is our interpretation
and what will be our attitude, Mr. Hornbeck stated that

it would be necessary to know more about the matter before
saying anything on either point and begged to toy eo^ised
from discussing the possibilities.

CO
He venture<Hthe^pin

ion, however, that all of the major governments wougL
feel concern and would be looking up treaties.

The only

other

U)
■fs.
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other thing that he could say would be that this Govern

ment was surprised and that it greatly regretted that
such a situation had developed.

SKH/ZMF
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Women’s International League for Peace and Freedom
INTERNATIONAL HEADQUARTERS. 12 RUE DU VIEUX COLLEGE. GENEVA

/

National Headquarters,
National President

U. s. section, 1805 H street. N.W.,

Washington, d.c.

Honorary International President

executive

JANE AODAMS
Chairman, National

board

HANNAH CLOTHIER HULI

v

RECEIVED

Secretary

DOROTHY DCTZER

<

finance

Secretary

MABEL VERNON

SEP 2 9 1931
DIVISION OF
^-~-2Zy4T|()NS
NATIONAL SECTIONS
AUSTRALIA

AUSTRIA
BELGIUM

BULGARIA

September 22t 1931
Division of

The President,
White House.
Washington, D. C,

FAR EASTEi

AFFAIRS'

< -

□psi

CANADA

CZECHO-SLOVAKIA

Mr. President:

Department ot State

DENMARK
FINLAND
FRANCE

GERMANY
GREAT BRITAIN

GREECE
HAITI

HOLLAND

HUNGARY

IRELAND
ITALY
JAPAN
MEXICO

NEW ZEALAND

NORWAY

POUAND
SWEDEN
UKRA1NE
united states

We view with deep- ep^çern the attitude of the United
States Government as reported In "today’s press regarding
the application of"the Treaty foç^tlïè» Renunciation of
War in the prefieit Maneàiurian.^cÇisis^ /ThQtigh unfortu
nately no consultative arrangement as yet is provided, in
the Kellogg-Briand treaty, ^^wiçild seem' that such con
sultative provision does appear ïn* Wë6'Nine-Power Pacific

Pact in which the United States is one of the contracting
parties, agreeing to "respect the sovereignty, the inde
pendence and territorial and administrative integrity of
China" ; further agreeing that "whenever a situation arises

which in the opinion of any of the contracting parties
involves the application of the stipulations of the present
treaty and renders desirable discussion of such application
there shall be full and frank communication between the
contracting parties concerned."

LOCAL GROUPS OR
CORRESPONDING MEMBERS

Argentina
china
cuba

esthonia
EGYPT
INDIA
LATVIA

LITHUANIA
LUXEMBOURG

PALESTINE
PERU

PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
ROUMANIA
SOUTH AFRICA

SPAIN

It is also our conviction that the letter and spirit
of solemn covenants entered into by our Government must be
scrupulously observed lest such arrangements shall deterior—
ate into mere "scraps of paper".
We beg you, Mr. President, to use your high office in
carrying out the sacred promises made by our country both
in the Kellogg-Briand. Treaty for the Benunciation of War and.
in the Nine-Power Pacific Pact by immediately demanding that
"the sovereignty, the independence and the territorial and
administrative integrity of China”be observed^by ^3- perries

to the pact

Be

tfully

SYRIA

TUNIS

TURKEY
URUGUAY
YUGO-SLAVIA

Dorot
Sxe

Detze
ve’Sec
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
REP
This telegtdffl must be
From
closely paraphrased
fore being comimnicajed^^^A
to anyone.
f
..
Î
’93î

Peiping

Dated October 1, 1931
ReoB d 6:09 a, m,

*s!v‘ Aj 'F -wp'' Division of ’K
f FAR EASTERN AFFAIRS)

Secretary of Stat

Washington.

686, October 1, 1 p
Last sentence your 355, September 30, 6 p

Train service to Mukden maintained but not very

safe.

Telegraph communications only via Dairen over

Japanese lines,

Chinese wireless functioning to Harbin

JOHNSON
WO

KLP
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

.. 2.23s0Q?/.?3A

... lelagram.JL .£?3.. _

.Johnson___ )

dated

.... Jept.3-0-,.L93V

TO

\

from___ China.

for

7 9 3 .9 4 /1

see

V

o
REGARDING:

•Alfred Sze appointed Minister of Foreign Affaire, succeeding
C.T.Wang, whose resignation has been accepted. By appointment
of 3ze, Government wished to indicate it had not departed
from policy in Sino-Japaneee controversy.
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GRAY
Peiping via N.' R«

Dated. September 30

1931

Rec’d 6 a. m<

Secretary of State
Washington.

PRIORITY
683, September 30, 4 p

m,

Following from American Consul General at Nanking:

11 September 30

noon.

I have just been informed.

ty the Miiuister of Finance that the resignation of
C

T. Wang/as Minister of Foreign Affairs has been accepted.

and Alfred Sze Jïâs been appointed to succeed, him.'

T*. V.

Soong explained, that by the appointment of Sze the Govern

ment wished to indicate that it had not departed from its

policy with respect to the Sino-Japanese controversy"
JOHNSON

RR

HPD
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/ ' ^gki*^’^From
i

■>'!

>931

\ L)1vision

greek
Tokio

)

of
Dated October 1, 1931

"

\w^—■•———,

Rec’d 9:22 a. m«.

t/ Division of *\

„
x
o
Secretary of State,

pAR EASTERN AFFAIRS)
I
I

Vr/2
7r~(p

...........
169, October 1, 3 p. m.
Salisbury will leave by air tomorrow morning for Dairen

where he will arrive October 3rd..

I have given him one

thousand yen and have telegraphed Peiping suggesting that
he meet Hansen at Changchun or elsewhere as may be con
venient.

I have informed the Foreign Office and have given

Salisbury proper instructions.

NEVILLE
OSB
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COPIES SENT

TELEGRAM RECKJSS®®^»*^
RÊP
1—1336

From

■

GREEN
Tokio

Dated October 1, 1931
(i ^v'-

Reo ’ d

a.: m.

VzXZ Divis^a of

|4a8 EASTERN

Secretary of State,

AFFAIRS'!

U/ICT 1-1931

Washington.

Department ef Srata

170. October 1, 5 p, m,
Japanese General Staff todajr

Military Attache

following distribution of Japanese troops in Manchuria
for 29th September!

second division main body Changchun,

1500 Kirin; 39th brigade from Korea main body Mukden,
500 Ohienchiatun, 250 east of river He inruntun.
Railway guards; 5th battalion Kirin Changchun, 1st

battalion Changchun Ssupingkai, 6th battalion Supigkai
Ohienchiatun, 2nd battalion Supingkai Mukden, 3rd

battalion Mukden to Antung and Yinkou.

One battalion moving October 1st to Tsaihispanic

killed.

Repeated to Peiping.
NEVILLE

OSB

HPD
{#). Qmioofcon

WF 15 ’1931

(?| eaet of Tehl&ng wftere many Koreans have been reported
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to determine who signers are, eto.

Opr
Sept 26th-1931

White House.
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TELEGRAM
©re

Postal.
1,A 503

tœcRrvKD
MintSEP ? 9 1931

j

JKaaljmgtat

13? cabie0M

Peiping 1140 PI’ Sept 2Gth-1931.
The President:
The White House.

Itilizing trumped-up charge Chinese wrecked section South Manchurian
Railway, Japanese Army Havy units simultaneously occupied Mukden,
Yingkou, Antung, Changchun, Kirin. Government organs, railways,
schools, wireless, banks, arâenal seized, officials imprisioned,
police and civilians murdered, private homes looted. I’anohurian
Army strictly ordered non-resistance retreated in face brutal attack.
Feeling China running high, situation extremely dangerous because
constant provocation.
Undersigned representing voluntary educational business
industrial labor agricultural organizations I’anohuria appeal your
Excellency as signatory Washington nine power treaty Kellogg Peace
Pact exert good offices persuade Japan cease terrorism, withdraw
occupation forces, await international adjudication thus preventing
perpetration monstrous act international aggression.
H. C. Kirçg^-—Business and Industrial.
K. C.
-----Labor.
Paul Yen—Agricultural.
G 55 PM

0 5 5 C
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September 29, 1931.

Dear Mr. Hiehey:
Referring to the memorandum of September 26 from your
office stating that you wish that this Department determine

the identities of the three persons, H. 0. King, K. C. Lu
and Paul Yen, who signed a telegram dated September 26 from
Peiping, addressed to the President in regard to the Sino-

Japanese situation in Manchuria, I find that the records

of the Department and other materials available and con

sulted appear to contain no information in regard to these
three persons; and none of the three is known to any of
our officers.

A/

~
!A
C\ v

-.j

As the senders of the telegram appear to be citizens

£

of China, and as their message was not sent through offl-

q

clal channels, it is suggested that the telegram might

\

appropriately be filed without acknowledgment.

(p
cn
C

Yours sincerely,

—Ar—V—*

The Honorable
Lawrence Richey,
Secretary to the President,

The White House.
FE:SKH/ZMF
9/29/31

EE
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TELEGRAM

Bi vision of

1931

Postal
NA 503

137 Cable

Thsliiitÿton
1

■'

The President:

OCT 9

JQ11

DIVISION OS’

State

Peiping 1140 PH Sept 26th-1931

ï

_ )/
<S5ÿ7

The ?/h i t e House. '1
Itilizing trumped-up charge Chinese wrecked section South Manchurian
Railway, Japanese Army Navy units simultaneously occupied Mukden,
Yingkou, Antung, Changchun, Kirin. Government organs, railways,
schools, wireless, banks, aràenal seized, officials imprisioned,
police and civilians murdered, private homes looted. Manchurian
Army strictly ordered non-resistance retreated in face brutal attack.*^
Feeling China running high, situation extremely dangerous because
constant provocation.
Undersigned representing voluntary educational business
industrial labor agricultural organizations Manchuria appeal your
T
Excellency as signatory Washington nine power treaty Kellogg Peace
;
Pact exert good offices persuade Japan cease terrorism, withdraw
occupation forces, await international adjudication thus preventing
perpetration monstrous act international aggression.

H. C. King---- Business and Industrial
K. C. Lu------- Labor.
Paul Yen------- Agricultural.
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SINO-JPPAIESL Sir-TIOK.
AskcC

any farther afcmmanic vcions had.
K ' CÛI
£

ceived from

W^7r

replied in the negative.

A oal«S^[®jjCjp^^shon asked how the

situation appeared today as compared with that of yesterday.

Mr. Stimson, in reply, said he had read some of the newspapers

this morning and it appeared to him that the situation was
working out as he expected.

The Secretary added that he did

not care further to discuss the Sine-Japanese problem.
A correspondent then asked if there was any other case
where this Government had taken action in cooperation with

the League by sending similar notes.

In reply, the Secretary

said that, offhand, he could not answer the question.

A correspondent then asked if the Department understood
that Japanese troops are occupying only the railroad zones.

reply, Mr. Stimson he thought that in general that was true,
but the confusion of facts was so great that ho preferred not

to make any stateiuent about it for attribution.

Mr. Stimson

In
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explained that we are receivin'; conflicting statements from the

two governments and that he did not want to make any statement

for publication which would be attributable to the Department
of State or to the United States Government in any way, especially
as we are holding our minds open.

The Secretary here added

that the present case is a wholly different situation from the
Sino-Russian trouble, in which case both Governments were con

cerned and each Government’s army was in a different country,

where it had no right to cross the boundary lino. In the present
trouble, however, both countries have a rioht to maintain certain

forces in Manchuria.

A correspondent asked if the notes to China and Japan had

gone forward.

The Secretary replied in the negative and added

that FOFU OF HIS STATU EFTS IF THIS PRESS C0ITZCTC2 ABOUT THE

SINO-JAFAIOSE PROBLEM WERE FOR ATTRIBUTION IF AFY MAY.

A correspondent observed that his advices from Tokyo were

C
0

to the effect that the Japanese Government had transmitted

•

to the powers an explanation of it® position and asked if this

.£•

Governr.ent had yet received it.

—

The Secretary replied in the

(P

negative.
Observing that press reports said two Americans were killed
at Mukden, a correspondent asxed how many Americans had been

killed.
that

In reply, the Secretary said that he did not believe

any Americans had boon killed, as the D.; -artmont had

received no reports pertaining thereto.

A correspondent

.sked if the Department had received any

information regarding Russia’s action in the present situation.

In reply, the Secretary said he had not received any infor
mation that ho cured to speak about.

M. J. McDermott
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0.0 R R E 0 fFFhfc

0 0 P Y

This telegram must be
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated
to anyone.

To'

Dated October 1, 1931
Rec’d 9? 10 a. m..

[OCT 5 - 193»

Wa ■$.

Oopertme^t nf Sta^

1
Departmen'

One.

8

1 p. m,

179-

When the incident occurred Cranford was in

China on leave

At the suggestion of the Minister at

Peiping he proceeded to Mukden with two officers from
the Legation.

He arrived in Mukden on September 22nd and

left Manchuria on September 30th, I
Two,
°’ '

'

■’’stand,

So fur as I know no other missions in Tok io
a,

bave had military or naval office

CSB

KF VILLE

7 9 3 .9 4 /1 9 5 5

F Division ot'\
(t*8 EWIESII AfFliss

Sécrétai’:’- o-? state
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This telegram must be
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated
to anyone.
Ky.'vHt;

\* r -ab

t

[

Sécrétai"

Tokio
Dated October 1, 1931
Rac’d 9:10 a.m

Statfe>....
FAR EASTERN AFFA!R^

Washington, D. C.

167, October 1, 1 p.m.

A

Department’s 179

One.

’/hen the incident occurred Cranford was in

China on leave.

At the suggestion of the Minister at

Peiping he proceeded to Mukden with two officers from the
Legation.

He arrived in Mukden on September 22nd and

left Manchuria on September 30th ((?) the naval authorities.

Two.

So far as I know no other missions in Tokio

have had military or naval officers in Manchuria.

NEVILLE

CüB
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PM

(darner (Sikhs anh ^earl JBtreets

(dl[urclf (©ffite ^mte 9662

John Oliver,

p. p . pastor
, RE^ipENCE 321 $AN FfcAIMCISCO AVE.

>7\7

MRS. E. C. BEAHRS. Church Secy,
res. 630 San Francisco Ave.

Res. Phone 3092

PHON6

^nnuma, California

CfjM. o*

Sept. 26th, 1931
visit

/)

1 *1

Seoretary of State Stimson,
Washingt on,D. C..
Honored Sir:
Allow me to commend you and

staff for the fine work done for Humanity and

world betterment thru your notes to Japan and
%

China

This Ghurch of 80® members is interested in world affairs and rejoice# that the
nation,

£

is so worthily represented in President

Herbert Hoover and yourself.

God bless you.

Very respectfully yours

-M

OCT
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In reply refer to
FE 793.94/1906

October

7

19*1.

The Reverend John Oliver, D.D.,
321 San Francisco Avenue,

Pomona, California.
Sir:
The Department acknowledges with thanks the receipt

of your letter of September 26, 1931, in regard to action
taken by the Department in connection with the situation

in Manchuria.
Very truly yours,
For the Secretary of State:

Stanley K. Hornbeck,
Chief,
Division of Far Eastern Affairs.

FE^«JPMREK:LM

10/6/31

o

A true copy of
the sigoeÇcJigIml,
/
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
MAM

1—1336

From

A portion of this telegram
must be closely paraphrased
before being communicated to
anyone.
MU/--------

GENEVA
Dated October 1, 1931
Rec’d 3;25 p.m,

Secretary of Sta'

MSISl.MQ

Washington
/

150, October 1, 9 a.m.

(GREEN)

31VIS iO 1NW. àVxHO

Oouxio.il last night resumed consideration of

the Sino-Japanese dispute
The opening statement of the President was substantially as follows:

C
C’H
-I

Under Article 11 of the Covenant the duty of the

League is to safeguard peace and the Council has concluded
to this end the withdrawal of Japanese troops into the

railway zone is of paramount importance; it is recognized
that a certain time must be allowed for this withdrawal.

Since both parties have concurred in this view, without
prejudice to the method of settlement of questions between

Q

§

them, the President was of the opinion that no ®sef^ purpose would be served by continuing the discussiphs

the

Council but it was his understanding that the Council "will ,

follow the further developments of this affair" and "will
be
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2- #150, from Geneva,
October 1, 1931

MAM

be ready at all times to render any assistance that may be
useful”.

Other portions of the President’s statement were •

in line with the resolution later adopted.

He then pro

posed the following resolution which is given in full as it

forms the basis of the League’s position;

"The Council
One.

Noues the replies of the Chinese and Japanese

Governments to the urgent appeal addressed to them

by

its

President and the steps that have already been taken in
response to that appeal;

Two.

Recognizes the importance of the Japanese Gov

ernment’s statement that it has no:territorial designs in
Manchuria ‘
Three.

Notes the Japanese representative’s statement

that his Government will continue as rapidly as possible
the withdrawal of its troops which has already begun, into

the

railway

zone in proportion as the safety of the lives

and property of Japanese nationals is effectively assured

and that it hopes to carry out this intention in full as

speedily as may be;
Four.

Notes the Chinese representative's statement
that
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that his Government will assume responsibility for the

safety of the lives and property of Japanese nationals out

side of that zone as the withdrawal of the Japanese troops

continues and the Chinese local authorities and police for
ces are reestablished;

Five.

Being convinced that both governments are anx

ious to avoid taking any action which might disturb the

peace and good understanding between the two nations, notes
that the Chinese and Japanese representatives have given

assurances that their respective governments will take all

necessary steps to prevent any extension of the scope of
the incident or any aggravation of the situation;
Six.

Requests both parties to do all in their power

to hasten the restoration of normal relations between them

and for that purpose to continue and speedily complete the
execution of the above mentioned undertakings;
Seven.

Requests both parties to furnish the Council

at frequent intervals with full information as to the dev

elopment of ths situation;
Eight.

Decides, in the absence of any unforeseen oc

currence which might render an immediate meeting essential,
to
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to meet again at Geneva on Wednesday, October 14th, 1931,
to consider the situations as it then stands;

Nine.

Authorizes its President to cancel the meeting

of the Council fixed for October 14 should he decide after?

consulting his colleagues, and more particularly the repre

sentatives of the two parties, that in view of such in
formation as he may have received from the parties or from
other members of the Council as to the development of the

situation, the meeting is no lènger necessary.11

The Japanese delegate accepted the resolution.

He

declared, however, it was entirely useless to take special

Treasures for investigation particularly as there are "many

persons" on the spot from whom information can be obtained.
He then suggested that members of the Council Lend to the
Secretary General for communication to tli^ouncil if he

deems it desirable whatever information their respective
Governments could collect.

The Chinese delegate in reply noted that the Japanese

Government now recognized the necessity of neutral informa
tion.

He interpreted the resolution as meaning that "the

Council is conscious of its responsibility to help both
parties
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parties to secure the complete and prompt withdrawal of
the armed forces of Japan and the full reestablishment of
the status quo ante and remains in session until that
responsibility is fully discharged,M

If the establishment

of the status quo ante is not achieved by October 14

he

expected the Council to examine what other means may be

required; in this connection he recalled his two proposals,
one, commission of inquiry, two, local arrangements for

investigation on the spot.

Sze also stated he considered

the establishment of the status quo ante as a preliminary

step and reserved its right under the Covenant to look to
the Council later for aid in determining the civil respon

sibility of the two parties.

The Japanese delegate declared that he ■ cull not ac
cept the interpretation given by Sze bu" could only accept

the resolution as presented.
The President thereupon stated that it is not neces
sary now to enter upon questions of interpretation and

that the rights of the two parties remain intact".
The resolution was then adopted.

(END

With reference to” the Chinese ’’compromise** proposal
regarding
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regarding an inquiry commission (Consulate’s ?49, September
30) it will be observed that it was not presented to the

Council.

After the Council meeting Sze informed me con

fidentially that he had been persuaded not to bring it for

ward but that ?t had been circulated to the members of the
Council as an ’’elucidation" of the proposal which he pre

sented at the September 28th meeting of the Council (Con
sulate’s 144, September 29th) and that he held this pro

posal in reserve for bringing it forward if necessary in

connection with "further developments of the affair" men

tioned in the President’s speech.
Incidentally (*) that the European press has been
carrying Sze designation as Foreign Minister of China,

In

his conversation Szc told me that it had been offered to

him but that he had informed the Chinese Government that
for personal reasons he would be unable to accept,
(GREEN)

Those representatives of the powers -in Geneva

who seem to be best informed on Far Eastern affairs have

expressed their opinion on happenings here as distinctly
a Chinese diplomatic victory, the Chinese having attained

their objective of keeping the matter in the hands of the
League.
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League.

They also express their belief that future Ohinese

policy will bo to employ this present incident indefinitely
in the future in securing the League’s oontinuing concern

with the whole Manchurian situation.
The implication which one present at the proceeding

draws is that on the one hand it is the desire of the

leaders in the Council to restrict the Council’s action
to the single question of the withdrawal of the troops
while on the other hand it is the policy of the Chinese

to involve the Council as deeply as possible in all of the

aspects of the situation.
GILBERT

OSB
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CONFIDENTIAL FOR THE SECRETARY.
Consulate’s 150, October 1st

Following the conclusion of the Council’s session
late yesterday Drummond gave the following information

and exposition of his views to Mr. Wilsoj

(D
4^

He said that the statement of Yoshiwaza in the
Council suggesting that all members of the Council

CO

inform the Secretary General of any information they

could obtain from the disturbed area was the result of

long and oontinuod

pressure on the Japanese by the

Council and was the nearest that they could bring them

to accepting any form of independent information from

the district.

The Japanese delegate felt that he made

a very great concession in making this statement
Incidentally it is learned that a British Military

Attaché is already on the spot, having proceeded there..

without orders and on his own responsibility

as soon as

O
ch
C,
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he learned, of the trouble.

Sir Eric expressed the hope

that any pertinent information that our government may

feel it wise to let him have might be made available to
him.
That portion of the speech of the President of the

Council regarding the offer of help if it should be desired
had been very carefully phrased and this also was the

result of a long struggle with the Japanese.

Before begin

ning negotiations it was purposely left vague in view of
the Chinese insistence that a request from one party to
*

the dispute should be sufficient to invoke help.
In the strictest confidence Drummond stated that

the Chinese had several times threatened that if the
League did not get results in this matter they might con

clude an alliance with the U.S.S.R.

On the other hand

Sir Eric learned from the Japanese, also very confidentially,
that they have been talking with the Soviets and that they

anticipate no difficulty.

He added that it is possible

that the Chinese and the U.S.S.R. were discussing an

alliance which did not entertain the thought of any direct

action in Manchuria.

Sir Eric believes that for the moment

at
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at least this is headed off by the favorable turn which

Sir Erie is anxious not

he feels this affair is taking.

to be placed in the position of having the Chinese con~
tinually approaching him with protests and with threats
of action on.their part.

felt"

He

that the Chinese

should now undertake their share of what is to be done as
independently as possible during the period of adjustment

which lies immediately ahead.

He would like if possible

for the United States to make a suggestion in the sense
of the foregoing to the Chinese.

With reference to this the delicacy of your making
such a suggestion without the Chinese possibly drawing the
implication of a lack of confidence in Drummond or that

his case is being minimized is evident.

I am however

making known to you Drummond’s thought which is that you
might possibly find an occasion to cooperate with him in

this matter.
GILBERT
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GENEVA (Switzerland).

CL
i'm
* The Secretary

\

'°

of State fishes that/youyor Wilson!
inform DrummondI in confidences that/immediately aftei^ th^

O'

outbreak of\the trouble\ln/Manchuria ^pn office^ from the^
)

i

\

i

i

f

c

!

office ofl the American Military At taché, ^Pelfping,) and \
another ,^ttaupr es ent in China

4-

from the |>ffiee of ^the

American^Military Attaché,A Tokyo\ proceeded to Manchuria.
/
i \
i
It is understood that a similar officer from the British

The matter of their

Legation, Peiping, did likewise.

going Zwas not referred to Washington j^ither for authoriza-

Ztf
'
/
/
/
tions Jor instructions,'and it is assumed that they have
acted simply as observers.;

Now, however, the Department

of State is instructing the American Consul General at '
Harbin^and azsecretary of Embassy at'ïokyoto make ~a ^tour

of Observation in South Manchuria^and reportfacts to the

Department.

This is with knowledge and approval of the /

_
//
i
/
Japanese Government. zThe Secretary feels that it is neces/

1

/

■

i

J

sary that he have as full and as'accurate information as
/
/
/
can be obtained concerning what has occurred and the facts
Enciphered by
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I have your 150, October 1, 9:00 a.m., your 151,

October 1

10:00 a.m

I am much gratified at the success of the Council in

ernments to its resolution of September 30, and the commitment

of the Japanese Government to the withdrawal of its troops into t he

railway zone, and that Of the Chinese Government to the protection
of Japanese nationals thereafter.

I wish Drummond to know in con-

fidence that I am working every day on this subject; that I am urg

ing on both the Chinese and Japanese that they should assert them

selves to the utmost to avoid a recrudescence of armed encounters;

and that I have urged upon the Japanese an immediate withdrawal of
their forces into the railway zone. I shall urge upon both the

necessity of carrying out in good faith the commitments as express

ed in the resolution of the Council
I believe that our cooperation in the future handling of

this difficult matter should proceed along the course which

has been
Enciphered by
Sent by operator...
Index Bu.—No. 50.
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has been followed ever since the first outbreak of the trouble
fortunately found the Assembly and Council of the League of
Nations in session.

The Council has deliberated long and

earnestly on this matter and the Covenant of the League of

Nations provides well-tried machinery for handling such issues.
Both the Chinese and Japanese have presented and argued their

cases before the Council and the world has been informed through
published accounts with regard to the proceedings there.

The

Council has formulated conclusions and outlined a course of
action to be followed by the disputants; and as the said
disputants have made commitments to the Council, it is most

desirable that the League in no way relax its vigilance and

in no way fail to assert all the pressure and authority

within its competence towards regulating the action of China
and Japan in the premises.

On its part the American Government acting independently

through its diplomatic representatives will endeavor to

reinforce what the League does and will make clear that it
has not lost interest in the matter and is not oblivious to

the obligations which the disputants have assumed to their fellow
signatories in the Pact of Paris as well as in the Nine Power

Pact
Enciphered by__________________________
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Pact should a time arise when it would seem advisable to

bring forward those obligations.

By this course we avoid

any danger of encouraging either disputant to seek to play

off our action against that of the League or vice versa.

f
\

v A/

I have already informed Sir Eric of the presence in
the disturbed area of my own diplomatic representatives, and

I shall be glad to comply with his suggestion of forwarding to

him any pertinent information which we may be able

to make avail

able to him.
I think that what I have already said will answer Sir

Eric’s other inquiries,

We shall endeavor to be as cooperative

as possible, while trying to avoid any chance of embarrassment to

him and the League in the task which they have undertaken.

S’
U TOO/AB^

CR
0.^931
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y
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Secretary of State\|X
K

!

J

of Sut»

Washington,

171, October 2, 4 p. m.

Japanese general staff furnished following information

yesterday to the Military Attache concerning Chinese troops

-4

in Manchuria:

C.

One.

21st brigade 5300 Mu}, in

Two.

26th brigade 7000 and 28th brigade 4700 from

(0
Harbin to Hailin
Three.

(0

1st brigade cavalry 1000 north of Harbin

Four.

27th brigade 6000 Ohientao district

Five.

25th brigade 5200 just north of Kirin

Six.

22nd brigade 4000, one hundred kilometers south

of Harbin
Seven. 7th brigade cavalry 3000 Bodunay
Eight.

Nine.

Detached brigade 5300 Taonan
66th regiment infantry 20Ct, one thausan^kilo-

meters south of Tunhua
Ten.

o

23rd brigade 4000 just south of Kirin
Eleven.
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Eleven.

3rd brigade cavalry 3500,

oû.g

hundred kilo

meters west of Chienchiatun.
Twelve.

Two regiments and one battalion infantry and

one regiment cavalry 6000, two hundred kilometers east of

Mukden
7th (bandits) 1500, one hundred kilometers

Thirteen,

northeast of Mukden.

Fourteen.

One regiment infantry (bandits) 2000 Antung

Fifteen.

19th brigade 6300 southwest of Hsinmintun

Sixteen.

12th brigade 6000 Ohinchow

Seventeen.
Eighteen.

9th brigade 6300 Chanli

Jehol army 20000, four hund

kilometers

west of Mukden
Nineteen.

Bandits - north of railway Kirin Tunhua,

west of Changchun, north and west of Ssupingkai 1000, north

west Taonan 4000

Manchurian troops in north China 115,000.
Repeated to Peiping.

NEVILLE
KLP

GSB
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77, October 2, 9 a. m.
.C?

Your September 28, 6 p. m.

appreciation of the message of sympathy from the Secretary

of State,

Doctor Wang 'flnnirn tn ~CH Dr,. Hornbeck also

for a slridLlar message (Departments September 28, 7 p. m.)
PEOK

(#) Omission
CSB

1 / I9 6 0

Doctor C.t T. Wang desires to express his grateful
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Secretary of State

Washington

bl; 5 - 193^

' 3”193}

j PEPA RIME NT OF ST A'
693, October 2, 7 p.m.

SECRETARY.s

C
*

Following from Consul General at Mukden October 2

WlCS

1

"There is good reason for believing that Japanese

/Ÿ G

10 a.m., re independence movement:

reports are misrepresenting this movement.

From Yuan

Chin Kai it has been ascertained that Japanese military
authorities have repeatedly urged him to organize
independent government which he has refuse-, to do and

that others may have been similarly approached; that

the Japanese objective is the elimination of Chang Hsueh

Liang’s influence
In view of the Japanese efforts and the possible

readiness of some Chinese to avail themselves of the
opportunity, this movement must be takên seriously.

The

government of Liaoning, to whom the Japanese could turn
over the Government if they wished, is being detatoed.
JOHNSON

J HR
HPD

196

çv

Peiping
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C

688, October 2, 11 a.m.

From Consul at Yunnanfu:
C

"September 28, 5 p.m.

At a large mass meeting held

today at the party headquarters and attended by all

prominent officials, it was resolved to telegraphically

request Nanking to reinstate Hu Han Min in order that
Canton could unite for declaring war against Japan;
\
Anti-Japanese agitation continues locally but the situation
does not appear to threaten safety Japanese residents"

JOHNSON
J HR
■ C^B

CD

■
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From
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Washington.'

Reo’d 1:10 p. m,
I

‘EÏ.VKD

'spwtrmwt of stat*

” 3 ~1931
.F,CRETARY’S OFFICE

687, October 2, 10 a. m«

Following from Lieutenant Brown, Mukden, to Naval

Attache, Peiping:
"October 1, 11 a. m,

Military occupation essentially

unchanged with one battalion Japanese forces sont from

Tiehling and Kaiyuan to the country districts 70 miles

northeast Mukden due to the Sino-Korean—Japanese disorders
wherein it is claimed 10 Japanese, 10 Koreans killed with
several Korean citizens kidnapped; some 5,000 Chinese

forces in that region.

Japanese authorities hore give

much prominence to move of Chinese to form independent

Manchurian Government representing this action as desired
S
on part of all classes of Chinese to separate themseSves^
n
from the other old regime. There is little evidenccPof
any return to normal economic conditions".
JOHNSON

HR
HPD

C3
9,
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A
AMERICAN CONSUL,

MUKDEN (CHINA).

Please report by telegraph on present condition
and status of radio station; also on your facilities

for communication outward..

CK

FE:SKH/ZMF
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Canton Government lias no plan for dealing with Manchurian
sitnation.
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Washington.
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5 p. m»‘

FROM OONS'JL GENERAL AT NANKING

■4

"October 2, 4 p. m<

Following is brief summary of informal conversa-

tion held with T. V. Soong September 30, 9 p. m. at his
home; the Chinese Government is very apprehensive of a

rapidly extending sentiment of friendship for the Soviet
Government and of a popular feeling that ordinary diplo

matic relations should be resumed immediately ^s offset to
Japanese aggressive designs and to develop effective

action by the League of Nations and signatories of the
Kellogg Pact which now the Chinese people believe they

can no longer hope for.

Soong feels that the American

Government is in some way accountable for the appa
lessening of the League’s first eagerness to bring
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an O) adjustment of the present Manchurian controversy
and has been searching for the reason for the failure
of the United States, when drafting its identic notes,

to point out to Japan the danger of world conflict which
may follow Japan’s continued use of military force.(END PAR? ONE).
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(PART TWO)

he considered it probable that the Japanese Ambassador must
have convinced the American Government of the rectitude of
Japan’s intentions and of unwisdom of needlessly wounding

the feelings of a sensitive people.

Another explanation

he finds in the possibility that the Japanese Government
gave the American Government some positive assurance that
Japan would desist from its present course.

The sudden

change of position by the head of the British delegation
to the League Couricilur

he expressed an earnest aesire

to learn why the United States, as shown by its two
communications, seemed to attach so little importance to

the Japanese military in Manchuria,

He described the

steps now being taken by the Japanese to encourage

rebellious movements in Kirin and elsewhere and gave me
translations.

'H M M

1
'

(END PART TWO)
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(PART THREE)

Of confidential reports from Chang Heueh Liang

reporting machine gun and bombing operations by Japanese
air planes in various places on September 27 and military

seizure of railway plant at Huankutung on September 29.
In the meantime he could not account for the "apathy"
of the American Government under these circumstances.

Two,

To give the conversation a more practical

turn I inquired under what conditions the Chinese Government
would consent to treat with the Japanese Government for a
settlement of the controversy.

He said that while the

Chinese Government would never admit that Japan had any
treaty right to station troops on the South Manchurian

Railway he thought China could treat with Japan if all
Japanese troops were withdrawn to the railway although

even then the Chinese Government would be apprehensive that
Japan would introduce irrelevant questions of which China

would be unwilling to discuss;

China

(END PART THREE)
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(PART FOUR)

would, of course, expect compensation for the unwarranted

damage inflicted.

Three.

The two dominant impressions made on me by

the interview were that he still hopes that the United

States will evince a stronger interest in curbing Japan* s

warlike measures than the United States has hitherto

shown and, secondly, that he deeply feared a popular

swing toward Soviet Russia,

He remarked that China

for defense against Japan must place reliance either on
her own military strength, on intervention by the League,

the signatories to the Pact, (principally the United

States), or on the Soviet Government.

to be held by Chinese generally,

These views seem

I should add that Soong

is very anxious lest popular resentment among the Chinese
may precipitate actual hostilities and he instanced the
killing of Japanese in Hong Kong.

XLP

Four, Soong appeared.
(END PART FOUR)
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grateful when I said I would telegraph his remarks in

substance, and that presumably you would transmit them
to the Department of State;

He again expressed his hope

that I might be able to obtain for him some additional

insight into the Department’s attitude toward events

in Manchuria,
Five.

Frank W. Lee since September 30 acting Minister

of Foreign Affairs called on me at the Legation.

He outlined

general situation much as Soong had done but the main object

of his call evidently was to reiterate the hope of the

Chinese Government that the United States still would issue

some public statement, stronger than the identic notes,
supporting the justice of China’s position via Japan in
Manchuria.

(END PART FIVE)
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He called attention to the fact that "The United States

has a historical position with respect to Manchuria" and
he made specific reference to the statement made by the
Department of State at the time when the Japanese Govern

ment formally forbade Chinese internal conflicts in

Manchuria.

He said that the Department’s statement had

a most salutary effect at that time.

Six,

I pointed out that it might be necessary to

recognize a general deadlock as regards situation and I
repeated to him the question I asked Soong regarding the
circumstances which might make it possible for China to

talk with Japan.

Dr. Lee told me, quite as though the

matter had been in his mind, that in default of action by

the League
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the League China would be willing to commence negotiations

with Japan under circumstances similar to those of the
Washington Conference discussions at which Great Britain

and the United States had observers but that withdrawal of

Japanese troops to the railway area would be
(END PART SIX)
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a prerequisite to such negotiations»

Dr. Lee was positive

that the Chinese Government having entrusted The protection

of its rights to the League of Nations would await ex

haustion of possibilities in that direction before adopting
any other course.

At the same time, he emphasized his

earnest hope that the American Government in keeping with
precedent and its past policies would take some independent

action in support of China’s rights and thus save China
from being coerced by circumstances either inco a disas
trous war with Japan or a dangerous alliance with Russia.

I told Dr. Lee I would report the substance of his remarks
to the American Minister.

Seven.

Dr, Lee incidentally deplored the fact that
■Â

China had no Minister in Washington, seemed to feel that
the free access enjoyed by the Japanese Ambassaddr to the
Secretary

i
i
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Secretary of State must have had a powerful influence on

the attitude taken by the American Government in regard to

this controversy,

I

inquired when W Yen the Minister de

signate would go to Washington and Lee replied that that
date had not yet been fixed."

(END MESSAGE)
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Confidential for the MinisterI

Reference/your' 69X, October 2,

5 p.m. /and especially^paragraph/four/of 'Nanking*stelegram of/

C

October 2, 4 p.m. . therein transm.itted.x
One. 4he Department/in its/previou#' telegrams to you,
/ y «s 7 i c
yZ 2 4 S’
particularly/its-S^lyof September 24, 6 p.m. //343//of\ September
26, 11 a.m. j and/information*'from Tokyo/ Emba/syi referred to in/

>
/
z/7 7
the Department’s/#55/of/September 30, 6 p.nuy has endeavored to /

give you/an insight'into the ^Department’s attitude/and efforts/in
iituation<

developed..,

ha 3^

If Peckyhas not been give# this information/you shoul^/

send, to/him/for his personal/’ inf ormation/and /guidance/such/of this/

information'as you/think will be of use/to n-tm

Two.^

*h1s nnnn»nti''r

F wk bar 4nstructixm yin this connect ion/will follow—

shortly.

Enciphered by---------------------------------------Sent by operator--------------------- M.,
Index Bu.—No. 50.

Ü. 8. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OmCB: 1929

-J
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From Consul General at Harbi^

STAFF
and Hailar indicate that there are no explanations of

the movements of soviet troops near the border.
North Manchuria generally quiet although it is

feared that the boldness of local brigands will increase"»
JOHNSON

CoB

to
o

9 9 6 \ / V 6 #r >6Z.

October 2, 3 p.m. "decent ad'
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F®a»ed. October 3, 1931
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Secretary of State,

Washington, DcC.

October 3, 1 p.m.
Referring to Depa

2nd.
Radio station held by Japanese authorities

who report it undamaged.

Repeated representations

to Japanese Consulate relative to reestablishment of

service fail to elicit more than statement that the
Japanese authorities are considering the matter. Only
facility for communication outward is the Japanese

telegraph.

MYERS
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Mr. Castle:

Hugh Byas’s Tokyo despatch in the NEV/ YORK TIMES
(page 3, first two columns) of this morning makes it clear

that the Japanese Foreign Office must have given out a

copy of the statement which the Secretary of State read
to the Japanese Ambassador on the afternoon of Tuesday,

September 22.

(Note:

Mr. Byas states:

•
Q.
%

"A copy of his

remarks was handed to Ambassador Debuchi, but Secretary

—
CC
C)
C

Stimson explained they were not to be regarded as a

diplomatic note”.

He then goes on to paraphrase closely

certain paragraphs of the text.)

raise the question:

In view of this, I
** •
Would it not be well to give thêx

press here the full text of the ’’remarks"?

Acopy is attached.

*4».»

-JO^KIUENTIAL

- , B

g
o

(2)

Since dictating the above, I have read Tokyo’s

telegram 161, September 25, 7 p.m.

In this, I note

Neville’s statement that Baron Shidehara asked Neville

whether our Identical note of yesterday afternoon (Sep

tember 24) "had been published" and that "he would much
prefer not to have it published as a certain section of

the public might misunderstand".

I readily appreciate

Baron

°
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Baron Shidehara’s preference in that connection; and one
might go further:

his preference would have been that

we send no note at all.

But, I doubt whether,

the note

having been sent, he cherishes any feeling of irritation

over the fact of its having been published.

he does so,

And, if

it is fortunate for us that he gave out the

text of the Secretary’s remarks to Debuchi, — for,
inasmuch as he did that without (so far as I know) having

consulted us, and inasmuch as in so doing he was releas

ing what, as we view it, was the substance of an informal
conversation, he certainly can have no ground upon which

to take exception to our having released the text of a
communication which the whole world knew we were going to
make and in the contents of which the world had an interest.

In brief, in the matter of disclosures, it seems to me
that we break about even, with the advantage, if there be

any doubt with regard to propriety, on our side.
My suggestion in section one above should, I think,

be considered in the light of this,— it may perhaps be

best to rule against it.

skh/zmf
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Mr. Castle:
It looks very much as though the Japanese Foreign
Office have given Mr. Byas a "doctored" version of what

Mr. Stimson was reported to have said.

In Mr. Byas’s account, I find:

(>;
<2

4/

"Responsibility for determining the
course of events rested on Japan for the
simple reason that the Japanese army was
exercising control in South Manchuria,
he said."

I

"It would seem that the responsibility
for determining the" course of events, with
regard to the liquidating of this situation
rests largely upon Japan, for the simple
reason that Japanese armed forces have seized
and are exercising de factq^crontrol in South
Manchuria. "
3^*^
I doubt whether Byas, with the original text before
him, would have paraphrased it in the manner in which it

appears in his despatch.

SKH/ZMF

969

Mr. Stimson’s statement was:
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

THE SECRETARY

MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION WITH THE JAPANESE AMBASSADOR,
MR. KAT8UJI DEBUCHI.

Manchurian tour by Messrs. Hanson and Salisbury.

The Japanese Ambassador said that he had received
a message from Baron Shidehara telling him to inform

me that the tour of Manchuria by Mr. Hanson from Harbin
and Mr. Salisbury from Tokyo was perfectly welcome
to the Japanese authorities and would be facilitated
in every way by all of the Japanese authorities, including

the military authorities.
on the last words.

The Ambassador laid emphasis

I told him that I was much gratified

and pleased and that I had received a short message to

the same effect from Neville.

I said I had made no

announcement of my request and would try not to do so
until it was agreeable to Japan.

He said that the

£

9^

1931

newspapers would undoubtedly announce the leaving off*
Salisbury from Tokyo and that I could then confirm it.
I told the Ambassador that Mr. Forbes was here and would

like to call on him.

He said he would be very glad to

see Mr. Forbes, and I then arranged with Mr. Castle to
have them meet here.

HLS.

OOH

OCT 3

4^^
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Briand said, that he regretted very much that the Pacific Pact
had not served as a basis for an attempt at the settlement of the
Japanese-Chinese dispute concerning Mukden which had so recently troubled
the League of Nations.

MN
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-ê&47~ October thi;
Reuter report from Nanking first ” Dr. Wellington

arrived here from Peiping in Marshal Chang Hsueh Liang’s

Ford plane this afternoon and called on General Ohiang Kai

Shek at six p, m, when he submitted his views on Manchurian

crisis.
Interviewed shortly after his arrival Koo said that

he came at invitation of National Government and would

submit his views to the Government for consideration.
He added that Japanese troops were instigating the people
in three eastern provinces to arise up and set up separate

governments.

This was serious development which should be

closely watched,

Koo will be present at tomorrow’s meeting of g^ecia]
Foreign Relations Committee of Central Political CUunOM
|X|

which has been reorganized with Mr. Tai Chi Tao as Cheferman
and
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and. Mr. T. V. Soong as Vice Chairman.

The Committee will

meet at seven every morning to discuss Manchurian crisis.

It is considered likely in local Chinese circles that
Dr, Wellington Koo will be offered foreign portfolio
since Dr. Alfred Sze has declined appointment.

V,
Pr. W. Vyn,

newly appointed Chinese Minister to United States, is
expected to arrive here from Tientsin, Saturday morning”.

JOHNSON
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Reuter report from Washington second
"united States is taking no further action in SinoJapanese dispute the State Department announces
Department adds that Colonel

/sümson has studied all

available reports and has come to conclusion that the

parties concerned are doing their best to conform with his

advice

JOHNSON
o
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Your 696, October 2, 4 p.m.

The American Government /ig aatl

’MM* n

egniaaa ta

l/ has made | no ।announcement*
regard to-the future^

inquirers.

You may so inf ormjany y

/
I

<370

FE:SKH/ZMF
Enciphered by_________________________
Sent by operator_____________ M.t_______________,
Index Bu.—No. 50.

Ü 8. OOVIRNMtNT FRUCTTHO omCI: !•»
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Secretary of State,

Washington, D.C.
TRIPLE PRIORITY

OCT 5“ 1931

697 October 4, 8 a.m,

Following telegram h^s just

of

dated October third:

f

"The Chinese Government has the honor to infoïm

Your Excellency that in its view events of the next

twelve days during which thu. Japanese Government is
expected by the Council of the League of Nations to
complete the withdrawal of its troops to the railway

zone in terms of the Council’s resolution of Septem
ber thirtieth, will have the most far-reaching con

sequences for the effective maintenance of peace and
the present status 9,n the Chiïjoso in the Far East.

On its part the Chinese Government has under

taken before the League’s Council to assume responsibility

for the safety of the lives and property of Japanese

nationals outside the railway zone
End part one

JOHNSON

7 9 3 .9 4 / 1 9 7 4

the Acting Minister of Foreign

cen received from
OC? q
f
fairs in Nanking
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Priority, 697, part two.

during the process of withdrawal of Japanese troops
and the reestablishment of Chinese local authorities

and police forces.
The difficulties of this task are immeasurably

increased by the situation created by the Japanese
action which has violently disturbed the machinery of

central control in Manchuria.

Every day brings fresh

incidents such as aerial attacks on trains, disarming

of isolated Chinese units, imposing of Japanese military

authorities on various- localities, et cetera.
Your Excellency is aware that the Council of the

League resolved in the absence of any unforeseen occur

rences which might render an immediate meeting essen
tial, to convene at Geneva on Wednesday, October 14th

End part two
JOHNSON
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Secretary of State,
Washington, D.O.
697, part three

in order to consider the situation as it then stands,
and that information with regard to the development of

the situation is awaited not only from the Chinese and
Japanese Governments but also from other members of the
Council.

Under all the circumstances as stated, the Chinese

Government has requested the diplomatic representatives

in this country of those powers which are members of
the Council of the League to send individual representa

tives to Manchuria to collect information on the progress
of evacuation and all relevant circumstances for the in

formation of the Council,

In view of the fact that the

United States of America is one of the signatories of

the Treaty for the Renunciation of War signed at Paris
in nine toon; twenty eight

End part three
JOHNSON
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Secretary of State,
Washington, D.C.
697, part four
and is deeply interested as the other powers in the
effective maintenance of police in the Far East, I

have the honor to request that the United States take

immediate steps to be likewise represented and that inu
formation collected by your representatives on the move

ments of Japanese troops in Manchuria be transmitted to

your government and the general public by telegraph.
On its side the Chinese Government will do its ut

most to give all facilities to the representatives of

Your Excellency in this most important task.

The Chinese

Government would be grateful if the present request were
considered to be of the extreme urgency. General Chang

Hsueh-Liang has been instructed by the National Govern

ment to take all the measures to help your representa

tive and the Chinese Government will be grateful if
Your Excellency would communicate to him the names of

your representatives.

Chinglun Frank W Lee, Acting Minister for Foreign
Affairs, October third.”

End message.

JOHNSON

JS
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Washington,
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AMLEGATION,

r

PEIPING (China).

I

CONFIDENTIAL.

PRIORITY.

Your 697, October 4, 8 a.m.
Please reply to Acting Minister for Foreign Affairs

substantially as follows:
QUOTE I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of

your telegram of October 3 informing me that the Chinese Gov- ’K
ernment has requested the diplomatic representatives in this

country of those powers that are members of the Council of

the League to send individual representatives to Manchuria to

collect information on the progress of evacuation and all
relative circumstances for the information of the Council,

and requesting that, in view of the fact that the United States
is one of the signatories of the Treaty for the Renunciation
of War signed at Paris in 1928, the United States take im

mediate steps to be likewise represented.
I am instructed, in reply, to state that the American

Government has noted with gratification the action, to which

the Chinese Government refers, of the Council of the League
of Nations, on which Council both the Chinese and the Japanese
Enciphered by__________________________
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Governments are represented, as expressed in the Resolution

unanimously adopted by the Council on September 30; that it
has noted the undertakings therein set forth of the various
governments represented and of the Council itself, including

the provision for the gathering and supplying of information
by the Chinese and the Japanese Governments.

With regard to

the Chinese Government’s request that the American Government

send representatives to collect information, the American
Government is happy to be able to state that it has already

taken steps to supplement the efforts which have been made
by its representatives in the Far East to keep it currently
informed with regard to developments in this situation.

Among

these steps, it has recently issued instructions for the
sending of two of its officers on duty at other points In

the Far East to South Manchuria, to travel in that region,
to observe, and to report to their Government on the facts
as they find them; and, on October 3, before receipt of the

Chinese Government’s request, it had instructed the American
Minister to China to infoim the Chinese Government of its
action in that sense.

Its instruction has, as your Excellency

knows, been carried out.

The American Government had thus anticipated the Chi

nese Government’s request and it is confident that the Chinése
Enciphered by__________________________

Sent by operator_____________ M.,
Index Bu.—No. 60.
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Government will regard this action on its part as another

evidence of its desire to make its due contribution in the
common effort which is being made to ensure reliance on

peaceful methods for the settling of this dispute which

is clearly a matter of concern to the whole world UNQUOTE.

FEîSKH/ZMF

FE
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From

PEIPING

Dated October 4, 1931

Rec Ed 12;41 a.m.

Secretary of State

Washington, D.C

Oi vision
iR EASïEftIK

OCT 5 - I93Î

698, October 4, 9

Your 358, October 3, was repeated to Nanking

7 9 3 .9 4 /

this morning with instruction to avoid giving im
pression that it is in response to Chinese request

forwarded in the Legation’s 697, October 4, 8 a.m.
JOHNSON

I

975

JS

6Q
I*»
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Secretary of State,
Washington, D.C.
699, October 4, 10 a.m.

Your 359, October 3, 6 p.i

Following United P

report from Washington dated Octobet second:
’’Hoover administration after sefies of conferences

on Manchuria has definitely decided for the present
upon hands off policy.

State Department officials declared today that so

long as Japan continues to withdraw her troops from
occupied area United States Government can see no basis

for further action.
This government is now awaiting results of League
of Nations resolution by which October fourteenth

o

’.tub

4

«J

set as reasonable date for withdrawal of all troops andJ

restoration of status quo.”
JOHNSON
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Volluwing from Nanking, October 3, 6 pm*

"Ono.

The attitude of the student class toward the

situa r?.'-?.n Manchuria is one of bitter resentment toward

Japan.

Foxlowing sentences from a leaflet distributed by

94/1977

students summarizes the student attitude, rtan amicable
settlement is hopeless and is absolutely impossible.

People die for our country.
forces.

We must save her by armed

Fear not the dwarf,”

The general population in Nanking seems more0
o
concerned with rumors of possible Japanese measures than.*
Two.

with wrongs inflicted by Japan on China.

I have heard the

actions of Japan condemned as utterly indefensible and the

positive conviction expressed that China could defeat
Japanese army in land warfare by sheer numbers.

I think

little thought is given to possibility of assistance from

the League or the United States.

Missionaries from Wuhu

state the

;
•
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rh #2 of No. 700 Part 1, from Peiping

state the laboring classes there are noticeably more

hostile to all foreigners of late.
Three,

end part one.
JOHNSON
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700 Part two.
Military officers here have expressed to me deep
personal humiliation over invasion by Japanese troops and

the feeling that war with Japan, although sure to result

in de feat-.is the only way of restoring Chinese honor.
Some of them are convinced that Japan will repeat on the
Yangtze River the sudden military measures recently taken

in Manchuria.
Four.

Government officials feci that effective action

by the League or Pact signatories on behalf of China can

no longer be expected,

They think that the yinfiübàéfi

Japan in the League so far out-predominates that of China

that the League will not run the risk of alienating Japan.»

end message
JOHNSON ’
WC
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Washington,

September 30, 1931.

Q5V

ALLEGATION
X

PEIPING (China).

One. y Instruction will be sent/youz shortly /Mgardlnc 1
y
,C(fVA-eOvAA-tA^
y
'
|
ri tfTR Hanson|to Mukdepr^ Explanatory! informâtion/^Bft <-»

, '

Wk sent you /from Tokyo. / Informa Myers

—?

strictly confiden-

tial, /,that) Hanson/and ^Sallsbur^/are being sent^ withy
approval of th^ Japanese Government, to South ^Manchuria, Z

//•

’
/
i
for purpose of special yobservatioiy./

T\

Two.
offices

Are regular^ channels of^ communication/with7
Manchuria I open zanis/ safe.

./j
>

1

Index Bu.—No. 50.
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE
______
.

Assistant Secretary
Mr. Oarr

October 2, 1931.
FA
Mr. Havens^

Please Ætave these rewritten
giving'them transportation and
per diem of $12,^referring to
Authorization —1932 and
informing them to render separate
accounts and draw separate drafts.
I will insert Authorization num
ber when the telegrams come
through here for initial.
RLdeL

The Secretary has approved this
payment from Emergency Fund.
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE
DIVISION OF FOREIGN SERVICE ADMINISTRATION

October 1,

While these telegram^ io Peiping L
and Tokyo have Deen drafted, authorial
ing the expenditures for the trip for vt
Mr. Salisbury and Mr. Hanson to be paid
from the regular transportation ap-«*propriation, it is suggested that /jjt
A'
would probably be much more satisf
to have an allotment made from the
Emergency Fund, and grant a much
larger per diem than can be author
from the regular transportation
appropriation.
(p

FA HAH:HM
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PEIPING (CHINA)

Department’s number13|55/September 30 , 6 p.m.

I

Transportation! andper diem |12,O0^ay
Hanson ]to beyoharged to^authorization^No.
lw^separate^ draft Lender separate account.
shouL
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September 30, 1931.

AMEMBASSY,
TOKYO (Japan).,

/ d2^

I •”)
f

■

One.

/

/

When did Lieutenant Cranford arrive in

At

Manchuria!

Two.

From what, if any, other diplomatic missions

in Tokyo zhave officers been^sent to^Manchurla^since
September 18'and on approximately what dates?

-4
-4
O

FE:SKH/ZMF
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GREEN
From

Tokyo
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Dated October 5, 1931
Rec’d 9:50 a. m.
vision
pAHASTik

Secretary of State
Washington,

CT 5^1
riment of Sut»

175, October 5, 4 P

Department’s 181

Oct

er 3, 2 p. m<

I saw the Vice Minister for Foreign Affairs today

He told me that Baron Shidehara was unable to see me as

the new Chinese Minister was presenting his credentials
and the Foreign Minister was in attendance t ? the Court

for the occasion.

I asked Mr. Nagai if that meant that

the Chinese were prepared to negotiate.

He said that

he hoped so but that so far there had been no indication
of it

I then asked him what the situation was in Manchuria

He told me that the Japanese were gradually drawing their
troops inside the railway zone and that this policy would

be continued.

He said that they felt that it was im- ~

A

2?

possible to draw them all in immediately, as thercQwas^o

adéquat

u s. oovnuiMENT ritwriNa omet: UM

J48256
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2~ #175, from Tokyo, Oct.5,1931,
4 p. m.

adequate police protection in some places.

He said that

the Japanese were now as always prepared to negotiate

with the Chinese but that up to the present the latter
had refused to do so.

Until some new development took

place, the Japanese Government was of the opinion that the

only course to follow was one of calm waiting*
He said that in Manchuria women and children were being
brought into the railway zone and it

looked as if con

ditions were settling down and the Japanese Government

hoped they would soon be peaceful and that matters could

be cleared up by discussion.
would be discussed.

I asked him what matters

He said it would depend largely upon

the personnel of whatever commission might be appointed.

I asked him whether he expected to clear up all the pending
questions.

He said that would hardly be possible as there

were so many individual claims.

In reply to my question

he said they hoped to settle in principle a number of

outstanding questions.

I gather, although he did not jay

so directly, that the Japanese hope to settle a number

of things, such as the Korean trouble with land, land
rights and similar matters and let the individual cases be
settled
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3- #175, from Tokyo, Oct.5,1931,
4 p, m.
settled locally in accordance with the principles laid
down by which negotiations may take place.

He then said that conditions in the Yangtze Valley

were causing much anxiety, the boycott has affected the

Japanese seriously, and it has been necessary to bring
Japanese families into Hankow and similar large centers
for protection.

I am inclined to think that the Japanese

merchants and traders in the Shanghai and Hankow region

have been urging a speedy settlement on their Government,

as Nagai told ma that the Foreign Office had been receiv
ing a number of protests from Japanese in Shanghai

that the Government’s course was not helping them and
that they were losing business very fast.

if this situation was new.

I asked him

He said that to a certain

extent it was chronic but that the Manchurian incident

had undoubtedly helped to make it acute.

He said that

Japanese business was suffering badly.

Before I left he told me that he would look into the
question of the wireless station and the reasons if any

why it is kept idle.

He admitted that closing it to us did

not seem reasonable.

I left the
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I left the Foreign Office with the distinct impression

that, one, the Japanese do not at present intend to do any
thing in Manchuria until they have heard from the
Chinese, that they will not pull their troops back into
the railway zone until they have some sort of assurance

of the safety of Japanese life and property there, and,
Two, that the general condition of Japanese in

China is causing the Government here much anxiety,
especially as the jingo element is becoming noisy.

Repeated to Peiping.

NEV ILL-"

HPD
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Reference penultimate paragraph of section one of
/
Tokyo’s telegram No. 175, October 5, 4 p.m., to the

«

’

a-(

BLj5\JVÇ! 't6L

PEIPING (CHINA).

%

Department.
I

/

/

One. The Department’s No. 181, October 5, 2 p.m., to
Tokyo “is as follows:

(tJJOTE

The Chinese Government radio station at

Mukden was seized by Japanese forces at an early stage
in the operations which began on the night of September

18.

It has been held, apparently inactive, by them

ev« since, thus interfering with communications.
Consul General Myers reports that repeated representa

tions to the Japanese Consulate relative to reestablish
ment of service have elicited nothing more than a

statement.that the Japanese authorities are considering
the matter.

The only facility for communication with

Mukden is the Japanese telegraph.

Please confer with foreign Office stating that it
is my understanding that this station is a Chinese
Enciphered by

Government

Sent by operator_____________M„---------------------- - 19------ .-------------------------------------Index Bu.—No. SO.
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Government utility, it constitutes an important terminus
of circuits the other termini of which are in several

countries, including Japan, China and the United States,

it is my feeling that it should not have been interfered
with, and it is my hope that it will be speedily reopened

under conditions which will insure general service by it

as a public utility.

I believe this to be in the best

interests of all concerned.

/
Similar representations

Japanese Ambassador here.
(

UNQUOTE

i

have been made to the

(

‘
•

Cf'XjdL 6-^

,

Instruct Mukden that any approach'whatever to "ttL

Two.
f

(

(

i

*

Consulate by Japanese authorities or Chinese or Americans
/
z
interested in this'question should be reported to Depart/

z

z

/

(

i

ment at once and no commitments1 of any sort be made 'in

connection therewith wlhout instruction.

Ce-

O.V7, XMltM

Enciphered by_________________________
Sent by operator_____________ M„------------------------ 19____ , _________________________
Index Bu.—No. 60.
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September 23, 1931

F /D E W

Mr. Secretary:
Without knowing what the Japanese Ambassador might
have said to you, but having read and studied with

care today’s incoming telegrams, I am forced, on
the basis of the telegrams, to the conclusion that

preventing, if possible, action by the League of Nations;
and that, to that end, the Japanese representatives are

endeavoring to create the impression that Japantand China,

if left to themselves, will attend to this matter by
diplomatic processes, thus rendering gratuitous any

desire on the part of the League to act; and that China

on her part, desires action by the League or by

7 9 3 .9 4 /1 9 7 8 1 /6

Japan’s diplomacy at this moment is directed toward

any or all of the important powers

I believe it is my duty to point out that it is
only natural that Japan, the stronger power, military
movements on the part of her armed forces having been
successful, naturally would be only too happy to have

the powers keep hands off; and that China, knowing that ■

she is incapable of dealing with Japan, in a conference

between those two powers only, with any chance of ar-

riving at an equitable settlement, naturally desires
some

S
GO

Î5
P
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- 2 some form of action by and on the part of other powers.

I also believe it my duty to state that it is my

estimate that in any settlement which might be arrived
at between China and Japan alone, the present military
situation in Manchuria would not he liquidated and

the sources of irritation which would tend to lead

sooner or later to a real war on a large scale would be

left inherent in the situation.

svBZW
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Subject:

Estimates of Numbers and Location of
Japanese Armed Forces in Manchuria 7"

O
m

?
-s *■>

The Tokyo Embassy estimates that Japanese troops
with colors now in Manchuria total 15,500; and that

these are distributed at the following points: Tunhua,

7 9 3 .9 4 /1 9 7 8

• r5}

Kirin, Changchun, Ssupingkai, Chengchiatun, Mukden,

Hsinmintun, Yinkow, Antung, and Tashichiao.

They say

that two armored trains reported sent to Taonan

"returned*’ on the 26th.
The Peiping Legation estimates that the Japanese
forces in Manchuria include one division of 7,000
to 8,432 men, two air squadrons (strength unknown), a

brigade of 3,000 men and railway guards of 5,000 men,

W

together with some reservists (number in use unknown,
number available 30,000) on active duty; and that these

are distributed at the following points;

Changchun,

Kirin, Tunhua, Chenchiatun, Yinglingkan and Mukden
(Note:

It would appear that in preparing this tele-

gram the Legation started but forgot to finish its

estimate of location.)

CD
CC

Comparing the two estimates and making a composite,

it would appear that the Japanese troops number something
over 15,000 regulars and some reservists; and that these

are located variously at Tunhua, Kirin, Changchun, Ssupingkai,
Chengchiatun
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Chengchiatun, Mukden, Hsinmintun, Yinkow, Antung,

Tashichiao and Yinglingkan (all of these locations
except the last being mentioned in the Tokyo Embassy’s

estimate).

SKH:ZMF
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September 30, 1931

Foreign Observers in Manchuria•

Subject:

The Peiping Legation informed us more than a week

ago that an officer from the Military Attache’s office

at Peiping had been sent to .Manchuria.

Tokjo’s 16^/,

September 29, 4 p.m., informs us that Lieutenant Cranford
(who is an officer attached to the office of the Military
Attaché at Tokyo) has reported from Mukden.

We thus know that there are in Manchuria an American

Army officer from the Peiping Legation and an American

Army officer from the Tokyo Embassy.
(Note:

We have also had information originating

from an unidentified "American Naval officer", dated
Harbin.)
The British Embassy sent us on September 24 an
aide mémoire from which it appears that officers from

both the French and the British Military Attaches’
offices at Peiping had already gone to Manchuria and that
the French and British Governments were conferring with>

regard to sending similar officers from their establish
ments in Tokyo.

go

We thus know that there are in Manchuria a British
Army officer and a French Army officer from Peiping and

that there are perhaps British and French officers from
Tokyo.
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Mr. Secretary:
This memorandum relates to two
questions :

1.

The right of sovereignty in

relation to Manchuria; and

2.

An express limitation in refer

ence to Japan’s rights in Manchuria with
regard to the use to be made of railway

guards stationed on the line of the South

Manchuria Railway ( i.e., Japan’s guards
stationed in Japan's railway zone.) 5

With regard to sovereignty, to the h
<5
r
CÛ
best of my knowledge neither Russia
nor japan has ever queried China's terri

torial sovereignty.

With regard to railway guards, China
has ever since the building of the

Chinese

x

o
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- 2 Chinese Eastern Railway contested, the

application in practice by the Russians
and the Japanese of the rights which

the Russians and the Japanese have con
tended have been theirs under the pro

visions of the treaties and agreements.
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MANCHURIA:
SOVEREIGNTY AND RIGHTS IN CONNECTION THEREWITH

In the Treaty of Portsmouth, which concluded the

Russo-Japanese War, ratified on September 5, 1905, we

7 9 3 .9 4 /1 9 7 8 2 /3

find, in Article III, the following:
"Japan and Russia mutually engage:

"1.

To evacuate completely and simultaneously Man

churia except the territory affected by the lease of the
Liao-tung Peninsula .... ; and

"2.

To restore entirely and completely to the

exclusive administration of China all portions of Man

churia now in the occupation or under the control of
the Japanese or Russian troops, with the exception of
the territory above mentioned.
"The imperial Government of Russia declare that
they have not in Manchuria any territorial advantages
or preferential or exclusive concessions in impair

ment of Chinese sovereignty or inconsistent with the

principle of equal opportunity."

>

We

H
S
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We find in Article IV the following:
"ARTICLE IV. — Japan and Russia reciprocally engage

not to obstruct any general measures common to all coun

tries , which Chiïia may take for the development of the
commerce and industry of Manchuria."

When, in confirmation of provisions of the abovementioned treaty, Japan and China concluded at Peking, on

December 22, 1905, what is known as the Komura Treaty, those
two countries also concluded an additional agreement.
During the negotiations there was drawn up a set of "Secret

Protocols".

Until recently, the text of those Protocols

was never officially published.

Unofficially, the text

became known more than twenty years ago.

It is printed

in MacMurray’s TREATIES, Volume I, on pages 554-555.

For

twenty-five years the Chinese have claimed that those
"Protocols" were not a part of the treaty, that they con
stituted minutes or a draft of provisions which had been
discussed but not agreed upon by the Plenipotentiaries.
The Japanese, however, have contended that they were a

part of the agreement and as binding as the treaty itself.
In a volume called "Report on Progress in Manchuria",

the first number of which appeared in 1930, published by
the South Manchuria Railway, there has appeared a set of

appendices giving "Texts of Treaties, Protocols, Agree

ments
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- 3 ments, Notes, and Statutes of the powers concerning

Manchuria.”

Here the South Manchuria Railway (which

is now a Japanese Government agency) publishes (as No. 10)
the text of "Protocols attached to the Treaty of Peking --

December 22, 1905.”
In view of the fact that the Japanese have always

contended that these Protocols constitute a binding agree

ment, the present is an opportune moment to examine that
text.

In Article 14, we find the following:

"14.—The Japanese Plenipotentiaries declare that

the Railway Guards stationed between Changchun and the

boundary line of the leased territory of Port Arthur and

Talien, shall not be allowed, before their withdrawal,
to unreasonably interfere with the local administration
of China or to proceed without permission beyond the

limits of the railway."
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Manchurian Situation.

/

This situation map

, as of October 1, indicates that the

number of Japanese troops at certain indicated points outside
of the railway zone has been decreased.

It does not indicate

what disposal has been made of those troops.

So far as it

goes, it does not definitely account for the present location
of units other than those indicated of the whole body of

fifteen to sixteen thousand Japanese regular troops and the

unknown number of reservists on active duty known to be in
Manchuria.

It is reasonable to believe that the Japanese

troops are being drawn into or toward the railway zone.

How

ever, it does not follow that the status quo ante is being
or can be restored.

The status quo at any moment has both its

political and its military aspects.

If all Japanese troops

were (as they probably will be as rapidly as is practicable)

withdrawn to the points at which they were stationed before

September 18, there would be an apparent reversion, in the
military aspect, to the status quo ante.

But this would not

restore the situation, in its political aspect, to that statuât.
Nor would it restore it to that status in its economic aspect*
cc
Action so far taken by the powers and the restraint whi£h
has so far been exercised by Japan and China since the initial

action of September 18-20 may have prevented armed conflict
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at the present moment on large scale between China and Japan,
but the excursion of Japan’s armed forces outside of the rail
way zone and the acts of seizure and occupation in which they
have engaged have altered the situation in Manchuria, and in
China, and between China and Japan in such manner ana to such
extent that there can be no reversion to the political status

quo ante.

All parties concerned must henceforth recognize

the existence of a new situation and deal with the problem

on the basis of the existence of a new; ana evolving status
quo.

skh/zmf
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Peiping via N. R;

From

Dated October 5, 1931

Rec’d 11:50 a.m

Dividbn of
Secretary of State

Washington, D

Ci
OfipaHmAAf 9f $ut<

702. October 5

atmi

Following from Mukden "October 3

Japanese forces entered Chinese city of Newchwang at

2:15 this morning from Yingkou following bandit attack
on the city".
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TOKYO (JAPAN)

iv>-

The Chinese Government radio station at Mukden was

seized by Japanese forces at an early stage in the

A.

-z

1

(

operations'which began on the nighii of September 18.
It has been held, apparently inactive, by them ever
/
.
z/
since, thus interfering with communications. Consul
i

■

I

C

1

(

General Myers reports that1 repeated representations to
the Japanese Consulate 'relative 'to ^reestablishment of
/

i

/

। ’

(

service have elicited nothing more than a statement

that the Japanese authoriths are considering the matter
1 ’
i
/
I
*
The only facility for communication with Mukden is the

'J

Japanesé telegraph.
/
■
/
Please confer with Foreign Office stating that it
/

1

1

/

is my'understanding that this station*is a Chinese

Government utility, it constitutes an important terminus
of circuits'the other ^termini zof which'are in several

countries, including Japan, China and the United States,
'
■
i
I
it is my feeling that it should not have been interfered
/
/
/
/
/
with, and it is my hope that it will be speedily
reopened
Enciphered by
Sent by operator ..
Index Bu.—No. 50.

. M.,

19.
1—138

!>
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reopened under conditions’which will insure ' general '

service'by it as a^public utility.

I believe this

to be in the best interests of all concerned.

CR^
Oflt.3

1931

’ EE: SEH: EJL
Enciphered by___________________________

Index Bu.—No. fiO.
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The Honorable
The Secretary of State,

O
•»* ~*

Washington.
Sir:
I have the honor to report to the Department
that the Manchurian situation has found an echo
in Lima.

The Japanese Legation has published a

telegram received from the Japanese Government

f

explaining its position, the first paragraph of
which strikes me as being rather surprising and
1/

Jesuitical.

The Department will note, however,

the statement that the Japanese have no idea of

annexing Chinese territory.

At the same time the

C
G
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-2papers have carried a number of protests from young

members of the Kuo Ming Ton, two of which I enclose
to the Department as samples.

Respectfully yours

Fred Morris Dearing

FMD-hkl
/
Enclosures/
1-Clipping from El Comercio of September 26, 1931,
attached to original only<u«/
2-Clipping from El Comercio of September 26, 1931,
attached to original only.

«
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American Embassy
Lima, Peru
September 26, 1931.
Enclosure No. 1 to Embassy’s Despatch No. 1057,Sept.26,1931

From EL COMERCIO (Lima), September 26, 1931.

Subject:

The events in Manchuria.

The following is a translation of the text of the
Manifesto issued by the Government of Japan on the
events in Manchuria. It is dated September 25, 1931.

EL INCIDENTE CHINO-JAPONES EN
LA MANCHURIA
: ‘
iniTERESANTE comunicado de la
LEGACION DEL JAPON
La legation del Japon saluda atentamente a los senores redactores del
diarlo «EU Comertio» y tiene el agrado
de enviarle adjunta una traduction del
texto del tn^Lnifiasto del gobiemo del
Japôn sobre el Incidente en Manchu
ria, que acaiba de retibir de Tokio cablegrâficamente, rogândoles quieran
publicaria en el prestigioso diario de
su dgna redacciôn, por lo que les anti
cipa sus gracias mâs expresivas.
Linha, 25 de setiembre de 1931.

y un pequefio numéro de hombres en |
otros sitios pero en ninguna parte se ;
ha producido, como tai, una ocupaciôn i
militar.
;
Los informes de que las autoridades
japonesas se han apoderado de las
aduanas o de las oficinas de recaudaciôn de impuesto de la sal de Yingkou
o de que ellas se han aduenado de los
ferrocarriles de China entre Shupigkai y Chsngohiatun o entre Mukden
y Sinmintun, son completamente inexactas, como lo son también de que
LAS DECLARACIONES FORMULA- nuestras tropas hubieran sido enviaDAS POR EL GABINETE JAPONÊS das ad norte de Changchun o a ChienDESPUES DE LA REUNION EX tao. En realidad el gobierno japonés,
TRAORDINARIA CELEBRADA ÉL en reunion especial de gabinete celeDIA 24 DE SETIEMBRE:
brada el 19 de setiembre, decidiô realizar toda tiase de esfuerzos para evi
El gobiemo japonés se ha preocupa- tar que la situatiôn se agravara y con
do y esforzado constante y honesta- este fin se impartieron instrucciones
mente en la continuation de su poli- al comandante de la guamiciôn de
tica definida para mejorar las relaciô- Manchuria.
nes amistosas entre el Japôn y China
Es efectivo que se despachô un desy para fatilitar la mutua prosperidad y tacamento de Changchun a Kirin el
bienestar de ambos paises. Desgraciada 21 del presente, pero no se hizo esto
mente, la oomducta de las autoridades con fines de ocupatibn militar sino
y los tiudadanos de China de los ülti- solamente con el proposito de evitar la
mos afios paisados han sddo de tai na- amenaza de un ataque de flanco al
turaleza que nuestro sentimiento na ferrocaril del Sur de Manchuria. Una
tional, muy frecuentemente ha sido vez que se obtenga este resultado el
provocado. Se han producido inciden cuerpo principal de nuestro destacates desagradables unos a continuation mento serâ retirado. Debemos agregar
de otros en las regiones de Manchu que mientras uha brigada mixta dé
ria y Mongolia, en las que el Japon cuatro mil hombres se envié de Corea
esté vivamente interesado. Estas ma- para que se juntara çon la guamiciôn
nifestationes. se 'han producido con tai de Manchuria, el numéro total de tro
frecuentia y han revestido tai grave - pas en la guarnitiôn en la actualidad,
dad hasta el puinto de que el pueblo permanece d&ntro del limite estableci- ;
japonés se ha conventido que su acti- do por el tratado y por lo mismo es- !
tud, francamente amistosa, no ha si- te hecho no puede ser considerado
do objeto de reciprotidad por parte como que ttenda a aumentar la seriedel pueblo de China.
dad de la situaciôn international.
Entre uria atmôsfera de perturba- Considérâmes superfluo repetir que el
ciones y de ansiedad creada de esta gobiemo japonés no tiene intenciones
manera, un destacamento de tropas de conquista territorial en Manchu
chinas destruyô la Ifnea del ferrocarru ria. Lo ùnico que deseamos es que los
del Sur de Manchuria ceroa de Muk sûbditos japoneses puedan paeificaden en la media nodhe del 18 de se mente desenvolver sus actividades y
tiembre, se atacb a nuestras guardias, que se les dé la oportunidad de particilas que tuvieron un choque con las par en el desarrollo de aquella regiôn
tropas chinas. La situatiôn revistiô con la ayuda de sus capitales y su
desde entonoes caractères de gravedad trabajo- Es el deber de un gobierno
ya que'el numéro de los guardias ja- protéger los derechos e intereses legitiponeees estationados a todo lo largo mamente adquiridos por el pais o por
del ferrocarril no excedia de diez mil sus tiudadanos. Los esfuerzos del go
cuatrotientos, mientras que las tropas bierno japonés para protéger el ferrochinas que se enfrentaban llegaban a carril del Sur de Manchuria contra los
oerca de doscientos velnte mil hom ataques sin control, no deben ser aprebres- Mâs aûn las vidas de cientos de tiados desde ningùn otro punto de
miles de residentes japoneses se encon- vista. El gobierno japonés siempre de
traban en peligro. Para evitar el dé acuerdo con su politics traditional es
sastre inminente, el éjército japonés té preparado para cooperar con la Chi
tuvo que * actuar sin dilation . los na con el fin de evitar la continua
soldados chinos acuartelados en las lo- tion de este, que puede convertirse en
calidades vednas fueron desarmados y situation desastrosa para ambos palla oblgatiôn de mantener la paz y ei ses, o para préparât planes construcorden fué encomendada a las organi tivos que de una vez por todas hagah
zations chinas locales bajo la super- desaparecr causas para futuras fric- j
j
vigilancia. Habiéndose tornado es clones.
Nada halagaria mâs al gobierno dti
tas medidas la mayoria de nuestros
tsoldados fueron retirados de la zona Japôn que encontrar una inmediata
deû ferrooarril. Han quedado algunos solutiôn a esta dificultad que redundestacamentos en Mukden y en Kirirudarâ en benefitio de ambos pafses.
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American Embassy,
Lima, Peru,
September 26, 1931.
Enclosure No. 2 to Embassy’s Despatch No. 1057, Sept.26,1931

From El Comercio, Lima, September 26, 1931.
Subject: The events in Manchuria.

de exlglr en todo momento a los'M*epemigos de nuestra' naclonalldad, el respeto.'
la conslderaclén y el recônoclmlento de
E1Xpresldénte del Centro Naclonallsta
nuestros àerêchos aobêrarios.
' "
SI como dice o prétexta el Japôn. ha
Cbmo nos plde la publlcaclôn de lo slhabldo algûn ataque personal contra clugn lente, en relaclôn con los sucesos que
dadanos Japoneseé, mllltares o ciynes. si
desarrollan en la Manchuria:
ha
habldo, cosai due negamos, algûn ata
Lima, 23 de setlembre de 1931.
que a au propl’edad o negoclo, h<y para
Sefiores redactoree de “El Comercio”.
él un goblern^résponsable ante^ulen reMuy sefiores nuestros:
clamar yvXor^hafi legales dtentto del de
Los- graves sucesos que se estân desarrorecho ihternaffionaî para zanjar el asunllando. en la Manchuria, en el terrltorio
to y hast& wa le ,a. la agreslôn si el cade la Bepübllca China, y las publlcacloso llegarà. Jmro faftar a todas las réglas
nes que han venldo hacléndose de las
InternaclofijM^. pasâr sobre los mlsmos
notlclas ttasmltldas por el cable, necepactos, la^vOaciûn ael pgcto Kellogg, asltan, para que el pueblo de esta noble
provechar de’la actltudMnofenslva de la
tlerra se dé cuenta de la verdadera situsChina, y aun de la postraclôn en que se
ciôn creada. que el perlodlsmo brlnde oencontraba con la catâstrofe produclda
caslôn. lo que solicitâmes con todo fer
por las Inundaclones, es algo que signi
vor, para deàlr de las causas del conflicfies, no un hecho alslado. slno un pell
to y de su deaarrollo y del pellgro que engro para el unlverso entero por la obra
clerra, desde el punto de vista de las doc
trines expansionistas y de la nefanda ac de una naclôn propicla a estos actos reclôn del Impérialisme, que aun qulero \ fildos contra toda ley y todo sentlmlensubslstir en eî mundo, pose a la acclôn to patriôtlco.
de las naclones Hamadas dirigentes y a
Los hechos, la forma como se han prolas doctrines internadonales de paz y ducido, demuestran claramente las actlconôordla universal.
tudes y los fines de China y Japôn. MlenEl Kuo Ming ’ Tang, la instltuclôn re
presentative en? el Perû de la obra que la tras nosotrOs por intermedlo de nuestros
generales, obllgamos a no combatlr, el Ja
China lleva a cabo por el prestlglo y en- pôn con sus ejércltos bien preparados,
gràndeclmlento de su patrla, no puede
listes para la agreslôn, bien pensada y
callar, cuando ese prestlglo puede compreparada, arrasa a ciudadanos Indefenprometerse y cuando los principles por
soa y bombardes poblaciones, no respetanlos que han luchado en la révouclôn, saldô.-a las mujeres ni a los nlfios y asi avadora de su naclonalldad, se ven peli- vanza en nuestro terrltorio para asegugrar ante el nuevo ataque extranjero, cu«
rar sus anhelos expansionistas y obteya f inalidad es de fécll esclareclmlento.
ner como consecuencla de esa acclôn, venLa obra de uniflcaclôn de la naclona
tajas para sus anslas de conqulsta.
lldad China, de su organlzaclôn y de aLa China, no ha de permltlr, ni las naflanzar sus Instltuclones, no le ha permitldo desarrollar su acclôn Internaclonal
clones todas tolerar el -que un nuevo peligro se clerna sobre las naclonalldades,
en forma tal que pudiera ponerse a cucomo la nuestra, en organlzaclôn, ni que
blerto de ataques, menos de produclr conel principle de conqulsta se imponga nurflictos, de buscarlos o de provocarlos; la
vamente, ni que por ello se produzca nuecatâstrofe sufrlda ûltlmamente por sus
poblaclones, por su agriculture, que a mâs va conflagraclôn mundlal.
de las victimes causadas y de la mlseNosotros los chinos, los. mlembros delt
rla a que redujo a sua poblaçlores, se. tra- ’KUO' Ming * Tahg. ..têhëmos, pues, que êlê-J
ducia en sus fuentes de vida, y èèpeclalvar ante las naclones todas y los que remente en su comercio,. absorvleron un mo
clben generoso hbëpedàje èn el‘ Ferû, an- .
ment© todas las actlvldades, y es en esé
te esta noble naclôn, nuestra protesta,
instante cuando el Japôn produce su acpor que sin razôû, sin môtlvo y. sdl»<cou
clôn pensada, de expanslonlsmo neceslfi^j»a«-e*panslonl8tas _ eL Japôn.- 4nvade
tado urgentemente, para prqducir el con-.
nuefltra:iarrltqrlp y busûa el conïlicto conflicto Manchuriano y buscar, pretexto
tfâstando con nuestro pacifisme y deseaque no falta, para el fin deseado.
mos que se sepa en todos los âmbitos de
El terrltorio Chinô, po es un predlo, la tlerra, la injusticla del procéder y que
un campo abandonado, llsto para el pri si nuestra moderada actitud no encuenmer ocupante; es una naclôn con todos tra el apoyo de la; jqstlcia Internaclonal
los derechos soberanos de todos los poi
encausando las cosas por el camlno del
ses civillzados y si peso a" los contrâtes respeto al dtfrecho ' «obérant) de nüestra
y tratados impuestos, la tolerancla que el patrla, la China tendrâ que defender paltacto dirlgente reallzaba.no nos ponia mo < palpio su terrltorio; y sobre4 todo pbencondlclones de salvar de las imposiner sobre todos los intereses y los apeticiones aun: en camblo habia- el derecho tos, la gloria de su estandarte que pro
clama los derechos inaliénables de las na
clones en su convivencla internaclonal y
los principles ampllamente naclonalistas
que slgniflcan la defensa de la patrla sacrificândolo todo y exponléndolo todo.
Sirvanse, seûores redactores, aceptar la
publlcaclôn de nuestra carta y dispenser
-aujBfijra explpalôn natrlôtlca. penrrés quw
* sobre todos lossentlmlentos debe imperar el de la Justicla entre los hombres y
entre» los* pueblos.

LpHucesos de Manchuria

Félix L. Chang, jefe de propaganda—
Enrique Lotinchiong, présidente.
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American Embassy,
Lima, Peru.
September 26, 1931

From El Comercio, Lima, September 26, 1931.
Subject: The events in Manchuria.

El incidente chino-japonés
i
Es un hééhb por todoe reêdnOcldo què
el Japôn es una de las grandes potencies
del mundo, y tai ves U ûnioa naciôn eeiàtieà qui àe hà preocupad» en àrmàrsé dfc
tel forma que no s61o le aei, poslble combatir à euàlquier presunto ènèmigo, sino
la péalbllidad de tomar la ofénsiva, si
là probàbllldad del éxito le animé; pet»
el Japon comprends due àpeaar de todoe
sus àrmamentos. su radio de acelén est*
muy NmltàdO, pues por ma» preeunciôn
qu* tenta, jamâs podria sojungar la Ame
rica ni Europa: todo su afin de conqulètàs est* 11ml todo al Oriente. Contra
la
China han Ido slempre sus «toques y sus
dèllrtos
de grande®*; por eso fué el
Japon que enoàbend la invasion y el
saqué» del Pékin, en 1PM, y el Japôn h*
Mdô siempré el prlméro en sugerlr e
apoyàr eualquisr tràtad», o medldas que
tléndan à mermar la soberania china.
El présenté asunt» de là Manchuria
no es mis que un simple pretetto par*
si désborde del imperialism» japonés, y
•1 primer sintoma ha sld» 1* reelente
mMàer* de chinos en Corsa, per» 1* Chi
na, vlèndose àzotada eon tremendaà des
gracias, sufriô 1* humlllàcidn, y el JaDdn busco otro medlô, y le provoea en
una forma que no solo compromets la
dignidad china, sino la pas del mundo.
Sln eumpllr las mis èlementales leyes dsl
dèrecho intemaeional, sln plaaô, sln ul
timatum, el Japon ordenâ el abaque a ibs
AOldados chinos, bombardes poblaclonée
indefénsas. y se apodera sln mis tràmites
de ciudadé* enteras.
La China ha «levado su protesta a la
Llga de Naciones, y ha llamado la ateneiOn dé los signatories del pacto Kellogg.
La China ha puésto uns tremenda interrogaeiOn ai mundo; de là réspueet*
se eabrâ si todas ssm ligM, éebs ptctoè,
M»s tratodoa réptesentan el sineéro deaeo
de dèétèrràr pira slempré la IhjustlCla y
la dlâoordla entre im naelones,
o «on
simplement* uni comedià, uni farna para
dislmultr loe afànes dé conquistM, » lot
despotism»® de la* potencies. No solo la
China, sino el mundo entero est* pendiente de eéa respuestà.
El JàpOn est* Ofuscad» por sus dellrlos
dé grahdtasa; de i» contrario comprenderia que y a no estamoe en el slglo dieciocho, o dléelnuève sino en plén» siglo
de retvlhdiCàclonès y qui el imperialism»
en cualquleta de sus formas encuéntra si
mâs franco répudie en todos loe paises.
Si n» éstuviers eégad», eompréndsrl* la
situaeidn de 1* que fué un dia la aliad*
dé todM sus hsiadas y conquistas: In
flatory*, esa naeidn que n» reparO en me
dio* paar dominer'ai mundo, y que hoy,
un enclenqua, tin armât, sln dîner», un
hombre diminuto, un sdlo visionario: Gan
dhi. h* «ido suficlente péri éâtmmeesr
là* column*» de see gigantMô» impsrio
y préclpitorlo irremediàbleméhtè a la decadenei*.
La China, fiel a su tradiciôn, es un pals
pacifie», y toi ve® la ûnioa naciôn del
mundo que n» pane trabaa para el In
gres» de extranjeros; «Ils, a peser de
toner quinietrtoe millanes de hombres, no
niega boapltalld^d ni ai qprecho pax^

aprovéehir sus inmènàôé nounsos. Eli Ja
pon. llgado por là sangre, por la religion
y por las tràdleiohea. séria si màé 11*màdo a unira® à là China, y aprovéehàr
paeitieamente sus fuèntoé dé riqueaa, pero si Japon, êegadq por el orgullô, no
aeept* todàs esis véhtajM qui espontà- |
neamenu lé ofrèCé là Chiné y quiere
bàèer aiardé de su poderl», quiere humlnaria, quitté obtèhér toda* ééM ventoja*
eomo un tribut».
■
El Jàpôn vé eon disgusto que sue an
tigua» allàdô® eetàn tratondo de ganarse
U slmpatlà de U China; comprends due
Ml* esté rerurgiend» ràpldàmento, que do
sa y* dé mü iibertad. que dispone de sue
entrsdàs, que h* aboildo lot derechos de
extra territorial idàd;
M Japôh comprend*
que todo eso ee Sintoma de la extineiàn
d* su preddmlnl»; por eso haee eetuerzos titonicos para ahogar la futur* gran
de®* de 1* China. Eètà és la resté» que h»y.
sin téparàr en 1* injustlcia de su Càusà, *1
Japon ataea a la China, en ei moment»
que *11* se encuentr* dlvidld* por uha
contienda interna, por un* deegraeia que
ha atotado todo su torrltori», por las
inundàciones que han destrufdo ciudades
enteras, dejand» en la mleérlà y il de-1
tamper» a minons® de hombres; en ei pré- !
cleo moment» que le* esplritut hurnahitorios de todais 1m haelOnm éatin enviàndo un* àyudà a la China, el Jàpôh lé
ataeà y le obllfca a ir a un* guéità eon
grandes deaventàjM, porque la têroeidad
y la pempicaei* ha empujado ai Japon I
a obtenir uni ftèil viétoMa, tan fact!(
como deapojar, atiear y déstruir la oaaa
de un nombre enfetmo para imponemie
en toda forma.
'
Sea eual fuère las ventajas que obten- ।
t* el Jàpdn, dè 1M conclenclas honràdis del mundo s»lo reelblr* una reprobàoiôn por au despotism» y por su fai
ts absolute de reapet» a ibé slementa1M principles de justléia y de humanidad.

A. Kuan Veng.
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American Embassy,
Lima, Peru.

The Chinese-Japanese incident in Manchuria.

The Japanese Legation presents its compliments to the
editors of "El Comercio" and is pleased to enclose herewith
a translation of the statement of the Japanese Government
regarding the incident in Manchuria, which has just been
received from Tokio, by cable, and requests their kindness
for its publication, thanking them in advance for it.
Lima, September 25, 1931.
Statement issued by the Japanese Cabinet after the
extraordinary meeting held on September 24th.

The Japanese Government has been very busy and has tried
constantly and honestly to continue its known policy to bring
closer the friendly relations between Japan and China and to
facilitate mutual prosperity and welfare of both countries.
Unfortunately, the behaviour of the authorities and citizens
of China in recent years has been of such nature that our national
feelings have been frequently provoked. Disagreeble incidents
have arisen one after another in the Manchuria and Mongolian
regions, in which Japan is greatly concerned. These incidents
have ocurred so frequently and in such alarming manner that the
Japanese people are convinced that their attitude, frankly of
friendship has not been reciprocated by the people of China.
Amidst an atmosphere of confusion and anxiety, a regiment
of Chinese troops destroyed the railroad line of southern
Manchuria near Mukden at midnight on Sept. 18th and our guards
were attacked causing a battle with the Chinese troops. The
situation was then very serious as the number of Japanese guards
along the railroad line did not exceed over ten thousand four
hundred while the Chinese troops numbered about two hundred
thousand men. Thus, the lives of thousands of Japanese residents
were in danger. To avoid a nearing disaster, the Japanese army
was compelled to act without delay. The Chinese soldiers barrack
ed in the neighboring cities were disarmed and the obligation
to maintain peace and order was commended on the local Chinese
Institutions with proper control. Most of our soldiers were
withdrawn from the railroad zone after these measures. A small
number of troops have remained in Mukden and Kirin and a small
number of men in various places but no military occupation what
soever has taken place.
News that the Japanese authorities have seized customs buildings
or tax collection offices of salt in Tingkon, that the railroads
in China, between Shupigkai and Chengchiatun have been taken are
absolutely false as well as news that out troops had been sent
to Changchun ot to Chientao. In fact, the Japanse Government in
special meeting of its cabinet on Set. 19th decided to avoid by
all means the complication of the situation and with this object,
instructions were handed to the Commander of the Manchuria
garrison.
It is true that a regiment was sent from Changchun to Kirin
on the 21st inst., but was not done with the intention of
military occupancy but only with the object of avoiding the
menace of an attack to the southern railroad of Manchuria. Once
this result is obtained the main body of our regiment will be
withdrawn. We must add that while a mixed brigade of four thousand
men was sent to Corea to join the regiment at Manchuria the total
number of troops actually in the garrison remains within the
limits established by the treaty and therefore this fact must be
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regarded as to leading to a more serious international situation
We think useless to repeat that the Japanse Government has no
intentions of territorial conquest in Manchuria. Our only desire
is that the Japanese people may be able to develop their duties
quietly and that they be given the opportunity to share in the
development of the region with the aid of their capitals and
work . It is the duty of a government to protect the rights
and interests legitimately obtained by the country or their
citizens. The efforts of the Japanese government to protect the
southern railroad of Manchuria against any attacks should not
be appreciated from any point of view than this» The Japanese
government always in accordance with its traditional policy
is prepared to cooperate with China with the object of avoiding
the continuation of this incident which may become a disastrous
situation for both countries, or to prepare constructive plans
so that once for all, any reasons of future friction, may
disappear.
Nothing would flatter the Government of Japan than to find an
inmediate solution to this difficulty which will cause benefit
to both countries.
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American Embassy,
Lima, Peru.

The Japanese-Chinese Incident.

It is a fact recognized by all the world that Japan is
one of the great naval powers and probably the only asiatic
nation that has armed herself in such a way that it may be
possible to fight any possible enemy, but to take the offensive
side if a probability of triumph wre evident, but Japan
understands that although all its armaments its circle of
action is greatly limited, because no matter what thoughts it
may have, she could never conquer America nor Europe; all its
desire of conquest is limited to the Orient. Her attacks and
desire of greatness have always been directed against China
for which reason Japan was at the head of the invasion of
Pekin in 1902 and Japan has always been the first to suggest
and protect any treaty or measures leading to diminish the
Chinese sovereignty.
The actual incident at Manchuria is but a pretext for
the inundation of the Japanese imperialism and the first sympton
of Which was the recent masacre of Chinese in Corea, but China,
having undergone tremendous misfortunes, suffered humiliation,
and Japan sought other means and provokes her in a manner that
not only compromises Chinese dignity but also the peace of the
entire world. Without complying with the most elemental laws
of international rights, without a term or ultimatum, Japan
ordered an attack against the Chinese soldiers, burns cities
and takes them without any right.
China has filed its protest before the League of Nations
and has called the attention of the signatories of the Kellogg
Pact. China has put before the world a tremendous question;
from a reply, it will be known if all these Leagues, those pacts
and treaties, represent the sincere desire to destroy forever
iniquity and discord among Nations or if they are simply a
comedy, a farse to conceal desires of conquest or despotism of
powerful nations. Not only China but the entire world is pending
of this reply.
Japan is blind because of its desires of greatness,
otherwise she would understand that centuries eighteen and
nineteen are past and that we are now in the century of justice
and that imperialism in any of its forms can Ohly find open
repulse in all countries. If this were not so, she would under
stand that the situation of the country which was once the allie
of her triumphs and conquest; England which did not stop on
the means to dominate the world and today a small man, without,
arms, without money, and insignificant, Gandhi has been the
cause of her trembling being a gigantic empire and overthrown
her undoubtedly to decay.
quiet
China loyal to her tradition is a/country and maybe the
only nation in the world does not stop the entry of foreigners
and which although having about five hundred million men does
not deny hospitality nor the right to profit with her inmense
résources. Japan, tied by blood, religion and traditions, should
unite herself to China and profit peacefully with her riches,
but Japan, blind with pride does not accept all those advantages
offered spontaneously by China and wishes to show her prowess,
wishes to humllliate her and to obtain all those things as a
tribute.
Japan looks with ill-humour at her old allies trying to
win the sympathy of China, understand that China is growing
again rapidly, that she is more free and disposes of her
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-2receipts, that she has cancelled extraterritoriality rights;
Japan understands that all this is a sign of loss of her
control and therefore is trying by all means to stop the
future greatness of China. This is the reason why today,
without thinking little of justice in her cause, Japan attacks
China in the moment when she is divided by an internal
battle, by distress which has overcome all of her territory,
by inundations which have destroyed entire cities, leaving
millions of men helpless, when human people of all nations
are sending an aid to China, Japan attacks her and compels
her to a war of great disadvantage, because the ferociousness
and keeness of Japan has obtained for her an easy victory,
as easy as to seize, attack and destroy the house of a man
who is ill to Impose on him by all means.
Whatever advantage Japan may obtain, from the honest
minds of the world she will only receive a reproof of her
despotism and her lack of absolute respect to the elemental
principles of justice and humanity.

A. Kuan Veng
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American Embassy
Lima, Peru
September 26, 1931.

Enclosure No. 2 to Embassy’s Despatch No. 1057,Sept.26,1931,
From EL OOIEjROIO (Limaj, September 26, 1931.

Subject:

events in Manchuria.

Letter from Felix L. Chang, Chief Of the Depart
ment of Propaganda, enclosing copies of cablegrams
received from the propaganda department of the execu
tive center of the Kuo Ming Tang of Nanking, giving
accounts of the events in Manchuria.

LjHQcesos de ManchufTa^
Lima, 25 de setlembre de 1931
ores redactores de "El Comerclo”.
Present».
Muy seftores nuestros:
Tenemos el agrado de remitir a ustedes’
en oopla los cablegrams» que hemos reclbldo de la seccldn propaganda de la
central ejecutlva del KugL.JÆlng Tang de
Nanking, reMclonados con la agreslôn que
sufrlmos de las tropas Japonesas. Como
dlarlamente reciblmos estas comunicaclones, nos permitlmos ofrecerle para su publicaciôn, apenas lleguen.
Los reclbidos-ayef son los slguientes:
"Notlclas oflicales anunclan que* las tro
pas japonesas han capturado Amur y
Chun Pa Kon.
"El ministro de guerra japonés, ha ordenado el ataque general, cuya expedlciôn saldré, de Kantl a China.
"La escuadra japonesa ha 11 eg ado a los
puertôs chinos de Ta Ku, Chan Wo Tu,
Yln Kau y Yun Toy.
"La escuadra japonesa ha bloqueado
los puertos de Yln Kua, Yln Tay. y^'Çhan
Wo Tu.
v
* ‘
"Aeroplanos japoneses en Shan Hay
Kuan, lanzan bombas Incendlarldo edlflctos, causando numerosos muertos y herldos.
"Las tropas japonesas en «1 Arsenal de
Guerra de Sln Ÿan, se han apoderado de
200 aeroplanos, 80,000 fusiles y demâs
pertrechos de guerra, cuyo costo asclende
a clen mlllones de yens.
"El ouerpo consular en Shin Yanha
protéstado contra la actltud japonesa/V
"Los martnos japoneses han desembarcado en Shanghai y recorren en varibs
bllndados el barrio chino, desafLando , al
pueblo. Las demàs colonlas extranjeras
residentes en Shanghai protestan de tal
actltud. El pueblo chino, en general es
té alarmado e Indlgnado contra los ja
poneses.
"En la universidad central de Nanking
tuvo lugar ayer una asamblea general ;
aja que aslstlô el présidente Chang Kai
Shleck, qulen en su dlscurso exhoftô a?
pueblo para que contrarrestaya la acclôn
/aponesâ”.
/ De usted attos. y S. S.
f
Félix L. Chang.
f
Jefe de la Secclôn de Propaganda.
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American Embassy,
Lima, Peru.

The Manchuria Incidents.-

Lima, September 25, 1951.

The Editors of "El Comercio",
Lima.

Dear Sirs:
We have the pleasure to transmit to you in
copy, the cablegrams received from the propaganda section
of the central executive of the Kuo Ming Tang ®f Nanking,
regarding the attack against us by the Japanese troops. As
we daily receive these communications, we take the liberty
of sending them to you as soon as received.
Those received yesterday are as follows:
"Official news announce that the Japanese
troops have captured Amur and Chun Fa Kon.
"The War Minister of Japan has ordered a
general attack which will begin from Kanti to China.
"The Japanese Navy has reached the ports in
China of Ta Ku, Chang Wo Tu, Yin Kau and Yun Toy.
"The Japanese Navy has blocked the ports of
Yin Kua, Yin Tay and Chan Wo Tu.
"Japanese aeroplanes in Shan Hay Kuan are
burning buildings with bombs, causing many deaths and wounded.
"The Japanese troops in the Navy-Yard at Sin Yan
have captured 200 aeroplanes, 80,000 guns and other war
instruments, the cost of which amounts to one hundred million
yens.
"The Consular Corps at Shin Yan has protested
against the Japanese attitude.
"The Japanese sailors have disembarked in
Shanghai and are patrolling the Chinese section in armoured
cars challenging the people. The other foreign colonies protest
of this attitude. The Chinese citizens in general is alarmed
and furious against the Japanese.
"At the central University of Nanking, a general
meeting was held yesterday to which President Chang Kai Sek
spoke calling the people to a repel to the Japanese attack.
Yours very truly yours,

Felix L. Chang.
Chief of the Propaganda Section
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Division

of

/

Far Eastern Affairs
October 7, 1931»

The editorials hereunder
from the MANCHESTER GUARDIAN and
the LONDON TIMES are both well
worth reading, particularly the
oïtârdÿa'W (third page hereunder).
The man who wrote the
GUARDIAN editorial and got it into
his paper as early as September 21
certainly had his head well
"screwed on".

SKH/ZMF
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EMBASSY OF THE

STATES OF AMERICA

jpi _ London, September 25, 19^

OCT 5

V
1931
‘^S^Te^r,

N
(0
o:

The Honorable

The Secretary of State,
Washington, D. C.

Sir:

(C
c

With reference to the Embassy’s telegram No. 376 of
September 22, 6 p.m., I have the honor to enclose an

\

editorial which appeared in the MANCHESTER GUARDIAN on

September 21st, commenting on the recent fighting in
Manchuria between Japanese and Chinese troops.
f

It finds

an analogy between the present incident and the dispute

in 1929 between China and Russia over the Chinese Eastern
Railway, and remarks that the United States and the League

of Nations might with propriety invoke the Kellogg Peace

Pact and the Covenant to induce the two nations to seek a
peaceful settlement of their difficulties.

s

t

on Ar
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The London TIMES, however, observes editorially on

the same day that Japan has borne with patience a series
of attacks upon its interests in Manchuria, which it

conceives to be of essential importance, as well as upon

the lives and property of its nationals in other parts
of China; and it believes that the refusal of China to

recognize the interests of Japan and to cooperate with
Japan gives ground for disquietude.
Respectfully yours,

Enclosures:
“The Japanese in Manchuria”, MANCHESTER GUARDIAN, Sept.21, 1931.
«Fighting in Manchuria”, The TIMES, Sept. 21, 1931.
«An Unofficial War”, DAILY TELEGRAPH, Sept. 22, 1931.
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LOL’DUH

The Japanese in Manchuria
The situation in Manchuria is
obscure but dangerous. On Friday the
Japanese army occupied Mukden, +he
Manchurian capital, after some fight
ing. They seem also to have seized a
number of Chinese railway posts. The
cause of this violent action is said to
be an attack by Chinese soldiers on the
South Manchurian Railway, which is a
Japanese possession. This, however, is
denied by the Chinese. In the absence
of any impartial investigation it is
impossible to decide wThich account is
correct.
But it is clear that the
Japanese operations were carried
through with great skill and careful
co-ordination, and this suggests that
at the very least thorough prepara
tions had been made for such an
emergency.
The suspicion that this
drastic move was not entirely unpre
meditated is strengthened by the violent
propaganda in favour of such a
demonstration which the Japanese
military authorities have been allowed
to undertake.
It is true that the
recent
assassination
of
Captain
Namakura, who was travelling in dis
guise through Chinese territory, was
a serious provocation which naturally
inflamed Japanese opinion, just as
British opinion in China is embittered
as a result of the tragic disappearancé
of Mr. Thorburn.
The truth is, of
course, that in her present state of
disintegration China cannot guarantee
the safety of foreigners any more than
of her own citiz
’al is not that
foreign Governments shoul
•y and pro
tect their
tionals by punitive expedi
tions an
military dcmonstlteitions—
the Jpn& rum defeat
object and make confusion
worse /confounded,—but rathe| that
foreigners., who travel in China/ahould

numb

Sept.
he warned by their Governments of
~tKe~grave rislETEey Tun and, if neces
sary, should be prevented from under
taking rash adventures because of the
which
international
complications
may ensue.
The Japanese Government seems
inclined to minimise the whole affair
and to attempt to curb the zeal of the
military. One hopes that this effort
may be successful, but it is not alto
gether easy to forget that when the
Poles seized Vilna, which they still
hold, from Lithuania this action was
undertaken by a “rebel” general
against the orders pJLthe Government
of the day. If tfie JapanesemHhitive :
in China )rere to result in a similar
enlargement of the Japanese zoneithe
situation would become extremely
serious./ Manchuria is a storm centre.
Not on|y would Chinese Nationalism
have ijresh cause for hatred of
Japanesè>s Imperialism, but Russia ;
would have^wious reason for disquiet.
Free and unthreatened communica
tion with Vladivostok is indispensable
for Russia. The enlargement of the
Japanese zone toward the north would
at once threaten her line of communi
cations.
The situation which has
grown up since Friday demands inter
national action. It is not unlike the
trouble last year over the Chinese
Eastern Railway between Russia and
China,
Then military measures were
taken and international war seemed
imminent.
On that occasion the
Powers reminded both parties that
they had promised in the Kellogg Pact
not to make war on each other.
In
end the matter was successfully
settled by negotiation.
A similar
'Policy would seem to be desirable in
the present case, and it is a little difficult to see why the United States ;
* State Department should take the line j
that the Kellogg Pact has not been in-1
fringed by the Japanese action.
To
most laymen it would seem patent that [
it had, if words have any meaning.
But there is another means of action
possible in this dispute which was not
available in the Chinese Eastern Rail
way question.
The League Assembly
and Council are both meeting at
Geneva, and Japan and China, unlike
Russia, are both members of the
League.
It would seem clear that
some steps should be taken to bring
the parties to a peaceful settlement,
i steps which the Japanese Government
has unfortunately forgotten to take on
its own account. The situation is not
unlike that which arose when Mussolini
bombarded Corfu because an Italian
military mission had been assassinated
by the Greeks, as it was alleged. The
Council took action then, and it ought
to take action now. • The question does
not concern Japan and China alone, but
every Power that has interests in China
and every signatory of the League j
Covenant and the Kellogg Pact.

21
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Fighting in Manchuria
Exasperated by the murder of Captain
Nakamura and a multitude of other incidents,
the Japanese garrison in Manchuria has taken
the law into its own hands. Such is the gist
of the important message in which our Tokyo
Correspondent describes the origin and progress
of the hostilities which broke out near Mukden
on Friday afternoon, and have ended in the
seizure of the whole length of the South Man
churian Railway, the military occupation of
Mukden, and the disarmament of the local
Chinese forces by the Japanese Army. The
news appears to have completely surprised the
Japanese Foreign Office, which had hoped
against hope for a diplomatic settlement of the
many questions pending between China and
.Japan. The soldiers, it is clear, were tired of
waiting for satisfaction. An incident, serious r
enough in itself, gave them their chance of re
taliation. A party of Chinese troops is stated
to have attacked and out the South Manchurian
Railway, the chief and most visible symbol
of the economic and political interests of Japan
in the country where less than a generation ago
her soldiers spilt their blood to keep the
Russians out. In our Correspondent’s words
the attack “ found them prepared. . . . the
j “ button was pressed, and the plan carried out.”
' The fighting that followed was brief and appar' ently decisive. The Chinese resistance was
j partial, thanks to the orders wisely issued by
their Commander-in-Chief at Peking, and in any
case the troops who made so poor a resistance
to a small Russian force two years ago were no
match, in spite of their numerical superiority,
for the formidable islanders. For their part, the
Japanese appear to have shown restraint in
reprisal. It seems that there was no serious
bombardment of the military establishments at
Mukden, and at points where no resistance was
offered they contented themselves with the dis
armament of the Chinese garrisons and- the
occupation of barracks and bridges.
The
Korean garrison, though ready for emergencies,
has not crossed the frontier, and there is as yet
no confirmation of the report that Tsingtao in
Shantung has been militarily occupied, although
it is possible that the Japanese vessels which
have been ordered there will land marines to
protect their compatriots.
It is clearly unnecessary to preach modera
tion at Tokyo. The Japanese Foreign Office
and the Japanese Liberals who are now in
power have no desire to quarrel with the
Chinese authorities in Manchuria ; still less
with the Central Government at Nanking.
They are probably profoundly embarrassed by
the action of their forces in Manchuria,
which exposes isolated Japanese citizens to
attack, and may lead to a fresh boycott of
Japanese trade. At the same time they realize
that public opinion is by no means united in
deploring the haste with which the troops in
Manchuria passed to the offensive.
The
Japanese are a proud and a sensitive people ;
they have endured with remarkable patience
a series of affronts, beginning with the cruelties
and indignities inflicted on Japanese subjects
at Nanking ; they only attacked at Tsinan
when Chinese Nationalist mobs, aided by socalled regular troops, had begun to commit
atrocities on Japanese subjects ; they have
waited vainly for months for a Chinese official
investigation of the murder of a promising
officer travelling with the consent of the Chinese
authorities in what is supposed to be the best
governed province of China; they have observed
that the Chinese Press is not prevented by a strict censorship from demanding the rescission
of Japanese concessions in Manchuria, and the
evacuation of that country by Japanese troops;
and they have drawn their own conclusions.
These conclusions may be inaccurate; but the
refusal of the Chinese Nationalist politicians
and publicists to recognize the vital interests
of Japan in Manchuria and the immense
advantages of Sino-Japanese cooperation is a
disquieting phenomenon, especially when China
if ; in disastrous political and economic straits,
and has everything to lose by incurring the

Sept. 21, 19ol
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strict censorship from demanding the rescission
of Japanese concessions in Manchuria, and the
evacuation of that country by Japanese troops ;
and they have drawn their own conclusions.
These conclusions may be inaccurate; but the
refusal of the Chinese Nationalist politicians
and publicists to recognize the vital interests
of Japan in Manchuria and the immense
advantages of Sino-Japanese cooperation is a P’æ'wrW
disquieting phenomenon, especially when China
i;. in disastrous political and economic straits, ‘
and has everything to lose by incurring the
distrust of her mighty neighbour. To say this •
is not, to excuse the action of the Japanese
officers who struck their blow without consulting '•* W
their Government.
They have presented j
Nanking with a grievance of which it is making &
the most. Dr. C. T. Wang has already demanded SŒæff
the prompt evacuation of the points which have F/^/^^
I fallen into their hands, and will probably lay
the matter before Geneva, while foreign
observers at Peking are wondering how Baron
! Wakatsuki’s Government will free itself from the
I entanglements into which they have dragged it./
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■/AN UNOFFICIAL WAR
To-day’s news leaves the SinoJapanese situation in suspense. The
outstanding question is, as it was
yesterday, whether the Manchurian
trouble can in fact be localised, or
whether it will spread until the Far
East generally is involved in hot dis
pute and finally in open hostilities.
The Japanese army accomplished at
the end oPlast week an unofficial and
astonishingly successful act of war.
Yesterday the Japanese General
Honjo, who is in occupation of
Mukden, issued a proclamation on
the necessity of upholding the
national dignity of Japan and
announcing a military occupation of
parts of Manchuria.
The situation in Manchuria already
appears to be well under Japanese
control, and our Correspondent in
Tokio reports that there is a
strong opinion against increasing
the number of troops there.
But
that is a question which the Japanese
Cabinet will not settle till to-day,
and in a sense it is the key to future
developments.
In the meantime
China has appealed to the League of
Nations.
But the League is in no
position to exercise anything but
moral suasion in such a quarrel, and
its position is further weakened by
the fact that Russia and the United
States, both of whom have special
interests in China, are outside its
membership.
j

'
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PLAIN

Washington,

$

A -

hoiJld C

October 3, 1931

AMLEGATION,

PEIPING (China).

J

M

_

Please infora ^Chinese Government^thfough /Peek/

that {Hanson/and/-Salisbury/are being sent/on tour, of

b4

observation, in South Manchuria.

0

/
I

98
I

A

FE:SKH/ZMF
Enciphered by______ __________________

Sent by operator_____________M.t________
Index Bu.—No. 50.
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Peiping via N. R.

Dated Oct obéi* 5, 1931

From

Rec-d
yr Division of X^
f MR EASTER# AFFAIR:

Secretary of State

11:50 a«m«

Washington
ef State

701, October 5

8 a.m

Following from Consul General at Nanking, October
4, 10 p.m,
"I have been informed from a reliable source that a

telegram from Geneva states that the United States was

*

persuaded by Shidehara that insistence on the sending of

*

an international commission to Manchuria would result
in a military dictatorship in Japan and that the United
States opposed the sending of the commission with the

result that the League abandoned the idea and accepted
the assurances of Japan that its troops would be withdrawn”.

JOHNSON

HPD

c a. eovBUJMBNi rBtNTiNa ornai: iaar

J 48256

7“ !

V'
c
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GRAY

From

■ v

Peiping via N. R.'

■*

Dated October 5, 1931

i'U 5

%,

1931
Division op
..........

Roc’d 11:50 a, m.

IIXZ Division of
Secretary of State,

ÀÏFMRS

Washington,

703, October 5, 10 a. m,

Following from Consul General at Nanking, October 4
11 p. m. is a summary of statements made to him by Tai
Chi Tao, Chairman of Foreign Affairs Committee handling

Sino-Japanese controversy:
" In a logical and convincing argument Tai Chi Tao
demonstrated that;

o
One, Japanese military measures in Manchuria were/

culmination of long methodical planning by the military j
party to irialce a desperate effort to regain popular

favor and retain authority by achieving spectacular

gain for the Empire;
Two, that this carefully fostered public opinion in
Japan now supports the militaristic;

Three,

U B. OOVKKNMKNT rBINTINB WIKI: UM

J48256
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REP
2- #703, from Peiping, Oct.5,1931
11:50 a. m.
Three, that the success of this policy will confirm

present opinion in Japan;

Four, that it is futile to expect that Japan will
abandon this militaristic policy before October 14
or that China could enter into discussions with Japan,
with the intention of surrendering everything;
Five, thah popular support in Japan is vital

necessity for the continuance and success of the mil

itaristic policy and,

Six, that an explicit statement condemning Japan’s
military measures in Manchuria as violating China’s

moral and legal rights, if statement were lesued by

the League of Nations or by powerful countries like
the United States and Great Britain would destroy con

fidence felt in this policy by the Japanese people and
thus cause its failure.

Tai Chi Tao pointed out nec

essity of justifying faith of China’s thinking classes
in international guarantees of justice by loss of this

faith will powerfully augment the trend toward commun

ism and chaos in China".
JOHNSON

OSB
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n
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- DTPÂrîMLNT Of STATE

Division, of
Secretary of State

j

Aar easier^

affair^
I OCT 5” 1931 \

OC'i 6

Washington
ot Stat*

707, October 5

6 p, m.

Legation’s 697

October 4, 8 a.

nr/’^nn up
WESTERii iiuPumX AFFAIRS [

At a meeting this afternoon of Chiefs of Mission
whose governments are members of the Council of League

of Nations .and which I attended as a friendly observer
the note of the Chinese Government was discussed.

Most

of those*present felt that the situation growing out

of the events in Manchuria was fraught with serious

possibilities and that the Chinese proposal should
o
therefore not be lightly dismissed. However, inasmuch^
as the League had abandoned the idea of a commission £2

Ê

3
it would be very difficult for the interested governments
to comply without appearing to take sides.

I informed

ray colleagues in confidence of the despatch of Hansen and

Salisbury with the knowledge of the Japanese and that
the Chinese Government had been advised thereof, it having
been made clear that this decision had been reached prior
to and not in response to the Chinese proposal.’

JHR

CSB

o & oovxKNMBn ranrrnra orna.

ua>

J48256

JOHNSON
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patrols whatsoever have crossed Chinesc-Soviet border.
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COLEMAN
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Washington,

,

M/-
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1931

TOKYO (Japan).

CONFIDENTIAL•
The Secretary of State talked with the Japanese
Ambassador this morning.
On basis of infoimatlon received
/
z
/
from'American Zoffleers in China, the Secretary informed

.

(

/

the Ambassador that he believed that the Chinese will be

!

(

-f

f

t

willing to negotiate as soon as the Japanese troops are

all Withdrawn within the railway zone.

The Ambassador

said that1he considered'that condition not unreasonable
The Secretary then summarized the efforts which he has
made, the evidence 'that the Chinese will negotiate if the'

Japanese troops'are withdrawn and the affirmation made

by the Ambassador, and said that, speaking frankly,1 he 1
thought that the troops should be gotten ' back' into the

zone at once/ The Ambassador1 said that'he would report'
this 'conversation to‘Baron Shidehara immediately.1 In
/

f1

'

;

conversation with Baron Shidehara, you may urge this point

of view,

Peiping
FE:SKH/ZMF
Enciphered by

Sent by operator...
Index Bu.—No. 50.

/9.
1—138

4
C

*Y £2 £2 *
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REGARDING:

r81atioas a* Harbiiu No visible
îTîXV boyoott Japanese goods on part of Chinese
as has happened in other parts of China. No anti
Korean outbursts in the district during August.

Jr
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Thera was no visible atteapt to boycott Japanese goods
©a the part of the Chinese, as has happened recently la other

parks of China, aar ware there any anti-Koreaa outbursts in thia

district.

Mr. C. Ohaahi, the J&penese <oaaul general, who arrived

at Harbin during ay abaenee, explained te au» that it was extremely
difficult to âeai with the Chinese authorities,

is far aa the

local and reilungehiang officials are concerned, they evidently
do not wish to add to the difficulties they ere sxnerioaeing

with the .soviet Russians by antagonizing the Japanese,

révérai

Japtanese were recently nurdnred in the Chinese -astern its llway

sone and the culprits not eaught, .waver, it is not believed

that these ertoee wore duo to any particular antl-japanese fueling.
count whida, a foraor japenese Ambassador, now president
of the south ^churls Hallway, arrived at mrtin on seyteaber

5th and remained here three days, after having sssde a trip in

’forth Manchuria, studying conditions. He »*a elaboratly wined
and dined by the Japanese eawratlty and the Chinese and soviet

railway and other officials during his stay and, at a return

reception and ontortataneat given by hi» at the local Hallway club,
the Chinese, Japanese and soviet flags were ®neb in evidence. Kia
visit was preliminary to a railway rate conference which io to be

held here soon and to which the south Manchuria Hallway will send

-delegatee-
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REGARDING:

Report on Slno-Japanese relations during August 193L

Jr
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Slno-Jauanese

The details, as reported 1»/ the Japmese
0oIietti<ta General, of the Eakaaara »*«•

aelatl»»#.

WJfe ffiTea ti m Legation 1a

Ip. 440 of August 80th.

at

despateh

Granted that the eroeatlra ef a

military effieial sf ene nation by order of a military
efflelal ef a friendly matiea la a eerleae effwee, aerer-

thelees
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thelass there is good reason is believe that Internai

Japanese polities are awre responsible for the present

threatenlFig aspect of Jiao-Japaneae relations than any

thing that the Chinese hare dona or loft andons with
respect to the ease.

It is ay opinion that relations

between the Japanese Aræy and the Japanese Foreign of.
flee ( representing nan-aray elements in the Gevermtant)

are as tauch strained jest now as relations between China

and Japan, and that the Aray authorities are quite as
willing to have the negotiations fail as the foreign Of
fice is anxious to have then sueoeed.

The report of the

first Chinese group of investigators having been wholly
unsatlsfaatory, a seeond and more capable group was sent

out on S ep tosher the sixth.

The first group simply re

ported that their investigations failed to disclose any

evidence to support of the Japanese stateamnt.

It was

shewn, however, that their Investigations were anything
but thorough.

Posplto insistence from Japanese Amy quar

ters for a prompt settlement, C miaul General Hayashi in-

fame as that no defini te tins liait has set with respect

to a reply from the Chinese.

The situation is not believed

to bo as critical as intimated in the press although further

evidence of procraatinatloii or Insincerity on the part of

the Chinese will make it extremely difficult to avoid a
J spans as ailitary display in hansharla.

it has been im

possible to obtain information concerning the sanction or
sane tl one which night bo applied in the event of a breakdawn of negotiations.
Bo progress was nude during the past month in the

discussions
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di toussions looking toward» a settlement of the W^npaoshan
triKiwi».

T»« Japansee pollue have been remove,!.

The

Chinese are demanding the departure of all the Koreans who
Ao not wish to remain as day labourer^.

The Japanese in

sist that they be allowed to remain as tenant-farmer».

The negotiations have re^ohed an Impasse and the Koreans
oontime to reside at Wanpaoflhan.

The anti-Japano»» boyoott has made vary little head
way la Mukden.

The sale of Japanese goods has been stead

ily deellnlng for the past two years but this has been due

to the gold yen esehenge.

Vary raepeotfhlly yours,

John Carter Vineent.
hearlean Carnal.

Original and two espies to legation.
In çaintaplleate to ^apartment*

JCVjO»
800
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MEMORANDUM OF PRESS C01TFER3NC3, WEDNESDAY

1931

SINO-JAPANESE
At the press conference at 4:30 this afternoon Secretary

Stimson announced the release of a note which has been sent to

the President of the Council of the League of Nations in answer

which was printed in this morning's newspapers.

The Secretary

added that he did not care to comment further on the Sin>Japanese

I

cue s t i on.

A correspondent asked if the absence from Tokyo of Am

bassador Forbes embarrassed the Dopo.rtr.ient in its dealings with
the Japanese Government.

7 9 o .9 4 / 986

to the resolution of the Council which was sent to us and

The Secretary replied in the negative

and added that Ambassador Debuchi is here and is remaining
in Washington and that Mr. Neville, our Charge d'Affaires in
Tokyo, is a very experienced officer.

Asked if the note to the

League of Nations had been sent to any other places, such as

Tokyo or Peiping, Mr. Stimson again said ho had nothing further
to say regarding the Sine-Japanese trouble.

*

f;

°
q

i

2

'
»

SB
C*J
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j^^iyOHAN^U^^ PRESS CONFERENCE, FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 25, 1931

SIN&-~JAPANESE
At the press conference this afternoon Undersecretary

Castle announced that the Japanese Ambassador had left with

him during the morning the text of a statement issued of
ficially in Tokyo last night after an extraordinary session of
the Cabinet.

Mr. Castle said a part of it had appeared in the

morning papers, but not the entire text.

He pointed out

that it was a. very interesting statement because it is an ab

solutely official statement of the Japanese Government as
to what they are doing, what they plan to do and not to do,
A correspondent enquired if the text would be given out

here.

Mr. Castle replied that the Japanese Ambassador in

formed him that he (the Ambassador) intended to give it
out this afternoon.

He added that the correspondents might

read the statement in Mr. McDermott’s office.
A correspondent enquired if the statement told in a

few words what the trouble was all about.
retary replied in the affirmative.

"The Undersec

The statement related

that this trouble arose because the Chinese were tearingjup

vanced positions to protect themselves, inasmuch as therfe

thousand Japanese there.

Mr. Castle said he thought th^.

61931

were two or three hundred thousand Chinese and only ten

OCT

the railroad a.nd that the Japanese had to take certain a£L-

most interesting part of the statement was the last paragraph.^

in which the Japanese said, "It may be superfluous to repeat

that the Japanese Government harbors no territorial designs
in Manchuria.

What we desire ip that Jepanese subjects shall

be enabled to safely engage in various peaceful pursuits and
be given an opportunity for participating in the development
of that land by means of capital and labor.

It is the proper
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duty of a government to protect the rights and interests
legitimately enjoyed by the nation or individuals,"etc.,
and then, "The Japanese Government, true to established policy

is prepared to cooperate with the Chinese Government in order
to prevent the present incident from developing into a dis
astrous situation between the two countries and to work out su

constructive plans as will once for all eradicate causes for .

future friction.

The Japanese Government would be more than

gratified if the present difficulty could be brought to a
solution which will give a new turn to mutual relations of

the two countries."
A correspondent enquired whether there had been any

communication, verbal or otherwise, between this Government

and the Japanese Government since our note of yesterday.

The

Undersecretary said there had been none, except that the

Japanese Ambassador this morning had' given him the text of

the statement issued by the Cabinet last night.
A correspondent referred to a press report that the League

of Nations had sent the State Department an expression of

appreciation of what we had done, but made the suggestion that
it might be even more effective if we cooperated more closely
with the League.

The Undersecretary said a communication

had been received, but that in reading the note he did not
get the impression the correspondent spoke of.

The note mere*

ly said—the report of a.n expression of thanks as to our
attitude was correct—that they would be very glad to inform

us of anything they did and hoped we would equally inforrçi
them of anything we did in the matter.

There was no sug

gestion of dissatisfaction as to the extent of our cooper
ation at all.

The Undersecretary observed that normally it

would £>e appropriate for the League of Nations to give the
text of the note out.

It is so obviously the kind of a

thing which should be given out.

He would be very glad to do
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it, except for the fact the message was considerably garbled
in transmission and some of it just could not have been writ
ten in the way it was received here.
A correspondent enquired if the identic notes given

out last night and the Japanese statement issued last night
made a. harmonious picture.

The Undersecretary replied that

he had no reason to think that the note we sent to Japan had
been received before they issued their statement.

He added

that he thought it was a little difficult to say whether the

two made a. harmonious picture. The Japanese statement obvious
ly showed that Japan was trying to straighten matters out.

Mr. Castle said he felt all the news of the last twenty-four
hours on the situation had been very hopeful.

A correspon

dent enquired if those remarks might be used as coming from
Mr. Castle replied in the affirmative.

the State Department.

A correspondent asked if it might be assumed that the

Japanese statement was accepted on its face as a sincere docu
ment, indicative of a peaceful solution.

in the affirmative.

Mr. Cg,stle replied

A correspondent enquired if we felt it

would take the place of a reply to our note.

The Undersec

retary replied in the negative and added that it was merely a
statement given out by the Cabinet in Japan to the press and

primarily for Japan.

A correspondent asked if it was correct

to say that our note of yesterday did not anticipate a reply.

Mr. Castle replied that he did not think it would be rude not
to reply, but he felt the chances were that the Japanese woulc

reply, but not necessarily within the next few hours.

A

correspondent observed that there was some suggestion that a
reply was not expected.

Mr. Castle stated that it did not

require a reply, but he thought they were very courteous people
It was a polite note and probably will bring a polite answer,

A correspondent referred to the portion of the state-
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ment which the Undersecretary had read, saying that it was
necessar" for the Japanese to make certain disposition of their
troops beco.use they were ten thousand agsinst several hundred

thousand Chinese, and enquired whether that would seem to in
dicate that the Japanese will maintain those troops there or

that the’/ will retire and permit the Chinese to tear up the
railroad.

The Undersecretary recalled that the Japanese

h^d an absolute right to have troops in the railroad zone.
The correspondent pointed out that the Japanese seemed to h ve

trooos outside of the railroad zone and enquired if they in
Mr. Castle said he thought the

tended to keep them there.

whole tone of the statement suggested that they would bring’

their troops back into the. railroad zone, although it did

not say so in so many words.
A correspondent enquired if there was any reason to

be suspicious of the motives of the Japanese or any dis
position to feel that they were using an incident, which
they alleged to have taken place, as an excuse for extend

ing their sphere of influence in Manchuria,.

The Underscc-

retary replied that that was a question which he could not
answer because it would be purely speculative.

Wo do not

know really what has happened over there and the Undersec

retary could not discuss a purely speculative point.

He

added, NOT FOR ATTRIBUTION OR QUOTATION, that he had felt for
a vary long time that the stories that Japan wanted to annex

Manchuria were not true.

He continued that Japan had a groat

interest in the railroad zone in Manchuria, of course.

Also

as people over there point out, because so many of their

troops, killed during the Chinese-Japanese war, are buried
there, that district means a great deal to them.

The Under

secretary said he thought they felt that they wanted to hoop
a certain axiount of control in the district, but he never had

felt that they wanted to annex it for the reason that, if they
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h.ad, they would not have assisted four or five million Chinese

to move into Mmnchuri-- from other ports of

Chine.

A cor

respondent then asked if the Japanese used those Chinese

as laborers.

The Undersecretary replied in the negative and

explained that the Chinese went to Manchuria, where they
hod small farms, because Manchuria was the safest place in

China to live.
A correspondent asked if the statement indicated that the

Japanese did not want any interference.

Mr. Castle replied

in the nega.tive.
A correspondent observed that an informal announcement

in Tokyo said the Japanese representative at Geneva had been
instructed to opooso the sending of a commission of enquiry
to Japan and. that such action was in marked contrast toihe

action of Secretary of State Stimson, which they praised.
The report also said that the Secretary told Ambassador Debuchi that a neutral investigating committee was not neces

sary.

The correspondent enquired whether Mr. Castle could

verify that statement.

Mr. Castle replied in the negative

and explained that he could not because he was under the

impression tha.t he had read all the Secretary's memoranda
of conversations in the matter end he could not remember
anything of that sort.
A

correspondent enquired if this Government saw any

reason for undue activity by the League if it appeared that
China

nd Japan would get together by themselves.

The

Undersecretary replied that if China and Japan can straighten

the situation out themselves, and, as ho pointed out pre
viously, the news looked .favorable,

everyone would agree that

the other nations should go slowly.

A correspondent enquired whether any information had

been received on the position of the Soviet Government as
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regards the Manchurian situation.

Mr. Castle replied that

so far as he knew the Soviet Government was remaining neu

tral and not interfering.
A correspondent asked if the Chinese Charge d’ Affaires

had talked to the Department during the morning.
said he had not so far as he knew.

Mr. Castle

He may have seen Mr.

Hornback, but he did not see Mr. Castle.
A correspondent said he realized that yesterday was

Diplomatic Day, but he wondered whether there was any

particular significance in the fact that the visitors in
cluded virtually all the larger powers represented in the

Pacific Nine-Pov.er pa.ct of it was merely a coincidence.
Mr. Castle said he thought it was absolutely a coincidence

because he thought,

if the correspondent had looked care

fully, there were a number of people who called who were
not in the Nine-Power Pact.

When a correspondent enquired whether the American
Government was occupying a major or minor role in the

Manchurian incident, the Undersecretary declined to answer.
LEAGUE OF NATIONS

A correspondent referred to a report from Europe to

the effect that the League of Nations had asked us to ap

point a temporary representative on the Council and enquired
as to its truth.
was not accurate.

The Undersecretary replied that the report

Another correspondent asked if it was like

ly that we would take such a step.

The Undersecretary replie

that he could not conceive of it.
Referring to our cooperation with the League in the

Manchurian situation, a correspondent enquired whether there
was any function of the League with which we were not whole
heartedly cooperating at the present time.

In reply, Mr.

Castle said he thought we were cooperating with most of them.-
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A correspondent asked if there had been any exchange of
communications or any information about the possible visit
of the German Minister Bruoning to the United States follow

ing the visit of M. Laval to this country.

Mr. Castle,

in reply, said that we had had no suggestion whatever about

it except in the press.

He added that Br. Bruening is a

very fine man and if he wishes to come to this country,
we should no doubt welcome him heartily, but there has been
no suggestion of such a visit.

The correspondent observed

that the report was a "trial balloon,"

and, when Mr. Castle

enquired where it came from, he was informed it originated

in Geneva.
* *♦

FRANCE
A correspondent asked if Paris had notified the Depart

ment of the action of the Council of Ministers.

secretary replied in the negative.

The Under

The correspondent ex

plained that according to press reoorts they had agreed

unanimously that M. Laval should visit this country.

Mr.

Castle, in reply, said that he was not surprised.

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
deferring to Mr. Schoenfeld’s impending departure to

the Republic, a correspondent asked if there was a situation

in that country.

Mr. Castle explained that Mr. Schoenfeld

is going to the Dominican Republic as our Minister there.

He added that there are always situations. The correspondent

explained his enquiry by saying it seemed a matter of im
portance that a man of such standing should be sent to such
a small post.

The Undersecretary, in reply, said that there

was nothing of particular importance, but there are always

difficulties in those countries.

Mr. Schoenfeld is an ex

ceedingly able and first class man.

Mr. Castle recalled
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that he h d been a. member of the Foreign Service, but had
resigned.

He added that he thought we were all awfully glad

to get a chance to bring him back into the Service.

HEXICO
A correspondent enquired whether any word hod been

received recently from Mexico City regarding the mixed claims

conventions.

In reply, Mr. Castle said there was nothing

unless something had come in during his absence from the
Department.

BOLIVIA-PARAGUAY

A correspondent enquired whether any reply hod been
made to the Bolivian request for postponement of the
opening of the negotiations looking toward thé signing
of a pact of non-aggroscion between Bolivia and Paraguay.

Mr. Castle said there was none so far as he knew.

He pointed

out that the matter would have to be taken up with the other
neutrals before a statement could be made.

ARMAMENTS
A correspondent enquired whether the suggestion had

reached the Department that the armaments holiday project
might fail because of French objections.

The Undersecretary

replied in the neg- tive and observed that wo should be dis
appointed in such an event.

SECRETARY OF STATE
4JI:

A correspondent asked if the Secretary was still work

ing on the Manchurian problem.

In reply, Mr. Castle said

he did not know what the Secretary was doing, except he had

attended Cabinet meeting during the morning.

He added that

dni -4M

so far as he know the Secretary was not working particularly
on the Manchurian problem, but there is always a good deal

il

to bo done in the Department.

M. J. McDermott.
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FRANCE

In view of the fact that the Council of Ministers in
France had announced that M. Laval would visit this country
a, correspondent asked if the Undersecretary would care to

comment on M. Laval’s visit.

Since the Secretary knows

M. Laval, the Undersecretary referred the correspondents to

him for any statement,

saying that it was much easier to

make such comment if one knew the man.
$**
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October 5

1931

f1 - ,

S

FAR

The Honorable Henry L Stimson
Secretary of State
Washington District of Columbia

Division oF

EASJffifl AFFAJRjh
Department of Sta»s

Sir:
The Massachusetts Branch
some?
h
e of Hations Association,
3
members, is grateful for
récent action of the Government I
United States in expressing its ap
of the attitude of the League of Ha
with relation to the difficulty in
Manchuria.
were possible for the
Government of the United States'to collar*
borate more often with the Council of the
League, this would be profound appreciated
by many people in this ooounl

Sincerely y
r

Ixecut we Secretary of the
Massad usetts Branch of the
League of Nation? Associât!1
ï«

lG>
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COPIES SENT
&N4* ANDM
TELEGRAM REC

FROM

REP

GRAY

Peiping via N.' R.
Dated October 6, 1931
Rec’d 9;22 a. m,

Secretary of State
Washington

712, October 6, 7 p„ m.;

Following from Consul General at Hankow;
11 October 5, 1 p. m,.. One,

Am informed that all but a

very few Japanese have evacuated Kiukiang and Ichang.
At Changsha and Ohinkiang Japanese are concentrated on
water front,.
hulks on the
_
Two.
ies at

°

I understand that the Chinese military authpritr
hi
have warned all Chinese to avoid physical U

(Hashes with Japanese and have threatened severe punishment

to anyone who may cause disturbance involving the Japanese1*
JOHNSON
RR

HPD
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COPIES SENT
O.N.LANDM.1
TELEGRAM RECEIVED
AM

GRAY
From

Peiping via N. R

lv.:<
r

>0

t tin

Dated October 6, 1931

Rec’d 9:15 a.m

Î
Secretary of State

Washington

-4
(0
O’

713, October 6, 8 p.m

I

to indicate preparations for large concentration of

Military Attache now in Yangtze valley

is investigating.

JOHNSON

o
JHR
CSB

992

troops and aeroplanes at and near Chengchow in Northern
Honan.

94/

Recent reports from Nanking and Hankow would seem
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FHE SECRETARY^
October 3, 19 3Î.

,

DmSION OF

MEMCJRANB^nrOF CONVERSATION WITH THE GBSMAN AMBASSADOR,
HERR FRIEDRICH W, VON PRITTWITZ UND GAFFRON, 11:30 0*CLOCK

Manchuria

During the call of the German Ambassador, he asked
me what the news was in regard to Manchuria - whether I
was optimistic about the situation.

I said that I fully
J

appreciated the very serious dangers that were inherent

in a situation where three great countries were in close,

area as Russia, China and Japan were in Manchuria,

particularly when two of these nations had the right to
keep troops In the same area.

A-7 1 9 9 5

suspicious and even hostile contact in a single geographical

I said there was always

the possibility of a spark which would set up a conflagration,
but that at present I was much encouraged by the conciliatory

attitude of the Japanese, and I told him of my experience
with Wakatsuki at London in a similar situation which had
given me confidence in the statements of his Foreign

Minister, Baron Shldehara, that they were doing everything
they could to withdraw from the present situation and to
pacify the relations of the two countries

HLS
^4

S HLS:HHR

Ko
o
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DEPARTMENT OF ST

THE SECRETAR
October 3, 19 31. ^^7
fl

O'fjK
RECEIVED

OCT 6 î93iiEMORiNDUM OF CONVERSATION WITH THE JAPANESE AMBASSADOR/
DIVISION Qjfl^TSUJI.pEBU^I, ll.:45_0ÎCL0ÇK.--- £----------------

'

'

Manchuria
I sent for the Japanese Ambassador.

When he came

he told me first that he had decided to stay longer
here because, although it was very inconvenient to him

he felt that it was important that he should be here
I thanked him and said that I was considering sending

C

Mr. Forbes back at once to Tokyo, but that he could not

arrive for a month and in the meanwhile I should be very

glad to have Mr. Debuohi here.
I told the Ambassador that I had received some

messages, all of them from my own people, which I thought
would be of interest to his government.

I told him that

Consul General Myers was now back in Mukden and one of
these messages was from him.

I pointed out to him how

I had under close observation these autonomous outbreaks

in Manchuria because the Chinese were making accusatio^b
that these were instigated by the Japanese.

I told hi|a

that Myers had now cabled me that the Governor of the

Province of Liaoning, of which Mukden is the capital, is

being detained by the Japanese although they could if they

/

wished

V66I

i

Ç
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

THE SECRETARY
- 2 wished turn over the Government to him.

The Ambassador

replied that he had been officially informed by his
government that no important Chinese officials were under
detention and he thought this statement must be incorrect,

but he would at once inform Baron Shidehara.
I then told the Ambassador that I had received a

long cable from Minister Johnson in China in which he

reported a conference which the American Consul General
at Nanking had had with Mr. T. V. Soong, during which

Soong had expressed the opinion that he thought China
would treat directly with Japan if all Japanese troops

were withdrawn to the railway zone.
I then said that Mr. Johnson himself reported that he

had been visited by Mr. Frank W. Lee, the present Acting
Minister of Foreign Affairs, at which time Mr. Lee had made
the same suggestion: namely, that China was willing to
commence direct negotiations with Japan but that the

withdrawal of the Japanese troops to the railway area was
a prerequisite condition.

Mr. Debuchi at once said he

thought that that condition was reasonable and he said that

he had already advised Baron Shidehara, who was his personal
friend, that the Japanese troops should be at onoe

withdrawn to the railway zone.

I then said to him that

of
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THE SECRETARY
- 3 of course I was not attempting to meddle but I thought
that this was information whioh Baron Shidehara would be
muoh interested in.

I summed it up as follows:

First: The American Secretary of State has already

informally suggested to the representatives of the League

of Nations that Ohina and Japan should be allowed to settle
their trouble by direct negotiations - that being in

accordance with the customs of the Orient - and the Japanese
Government has expressed itself as very grateful for that
suggestion.
Second: That now the Finance Minister of Ohina,

Mr. Soong, who is known as one of the most able and

responsible members of the Chinese Government, and Mr.
Lee, the Acting Foreign Minister, have each made the

suggestion that China would be willing to thus negotiate
directly with Japan provided the Japanese troops were
withdrawn to the railway zone first.

Third: That the Japanese Ambassador himself thinks

that that condition is not unreasonable.
Mr. Debuchi laughed and referred back to the time

when he was Foreign Vice Minister and Baron Tanaka

as Premier had intervened in Shantung, saying that he had

urged most strongly upon Tanaka

the immediate withdrawal
of the
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of the Japanese troops from Shantung but that it took
He said that of course

two months for him to do it.

withdrawals take time and there is the danger of bandits
imperiling the lives of Japanese if the Japanese troops

are withdrawn prematurely.

I replied that withdrawals

were always difficult and that such reasons were always
given by the military authorities but they must be

weighed against the big advantages of an immediate
withdrawal unless otherwise a greater catastrophe occur.

Speaking frankly, I told him I thought they ought to get
out at once.

He said that I knew already that Baron

Shidehara had greatly appreciated my friendly action in
the beginning of this trouble and that any suggestion
of mine would be received by him with great weight and

this would go to him at once.

HLS.

S HLS:HHR
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Far Eastern Affairs.,.
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t

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Division

of

Far Eastern

affairs

October 5, 1931.
Mr. Castle:
This is a follow-up on a
telegram sent yesterday in reply
to Peiping’s 691 (copies of both
here attached).

SKH/ZMF
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1—13»

-

PREPARING OFFICE
WILL INDICATE WHETHER

TO BE TRANSMITTED

1—138 "
‘

CONFIDENTIAL CODE

NONCONFÏDENTIAL CODE

Collect
Charge Department
OR
Charge to

artment nf
//?/<
:,s c*ble
.
lb^-‘ i,

ALLEGATION,

__

PLAIN

Washington,

"Ir*3se

'

PEIPING (CHINA)

Confidential for the Minister.

Reference

’s 360, October 4, 2 p.m.

Dep art me

Pléase instruct Peck,

in the light of the

information you have sent him and in the light of the
Department’s reply to your 697, October 4, 8 a.m., to
inform Minister Soong and Vice Minister Frank Lee,
orally and informally, that the Department is

continuously giving this whole subject careful and
solicitous attention in the light of all the information

we are able to obtain; that, while we have not been in
position formally to identify ourselves with the

deliberations and action of the League

we have never

theless been constantly informed of the views and

efforts of the League and have cooperated with the
League along parallel lines as far as it has been

possible to do so; that we have noted with gratification
the resolution adopted by the Council of the League at
its final meeting on September 30, which was accepted by

both China and Japan; that it is our conviction that it
is desirable at the present juncture to give both China
Enciphered by

--------------and

Sent by operator „
Index Bu.—No. 50.

M.

19.
Ü 8. GOVERNMENT PRIXTTNO omcx: 1»M

1
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PREPARING OFFICE
WILL INDICATE WHETHER

TO BE TRANSMITTED

1—138

CONFIDENTIAL CODE
NONCONFIDENTIAL CODE

Collect
Charge Department
OR
Charge to

Department nt ^tate

PLAIN

PKasAi'ngton,

$

- 2 -

and Japan a fair opportunity themselves to carry out in
good faith and in a mutually conciliatory and reasonable

spirit their respective commitments as expressed in the
said resolution; that it is the earnest hope of the
American Government that both the Chinese and the
Japanese Governments will make every possible effort in
that connection; and that we are expressing ourselves in
the same sense in our conversations with representatives

of the Japanese Government.

„

Repeat to Tokyo Embassy^for its information and

guidance•

0«t.5.1931

FE:SKH/ZMF:EJL
Enciphered by__________________________
Sent by operator______________ M.t----------- _______ , 19_________________________________
Index Bu.—No. 50.

n. s. govfrnment frothmo omet: im»

1—188
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Telegram Sent

1—138

PREPARING OFFICE
* WILL INDICATE WHETHER

TO BE TRANSMITTED

-138

CONFIDENTIAL CODE

NONCONFIDENTIAL CODE

Collect
Charge Department
OR
Charge to
$

îürparinwnt nf

PLAIN

Washington,

October 5, 1931

bf

HPT
ALLEGATION

PEIPING (CHINA)

For the Minister
The Department’s 330,

/

t

!

I

The

September 19, 3 p.m.

Department feels that it would, be advantageous and
would ^simplify oommunioat ion '£ or you^to be'^during the I
nextffew weeks 'in Nanking.'

।

I

i

I

i

Unless you perceive and wish to report reasons
/

’

I

1

r

contra./ please proceed to Nanking at earliest possible
moment/ Report^date ofstarting,^ estimated^date of

\

arrival^ and Arrival'and names' of persons 'accompanying

you.

OR

••t.5^,931 j j

FE: SKH/ZMF: EJL

FE

Enciphered by

Sent by operator_____________ M„______________ _
Index Bu.—No. 50.

/9___ _____________ -________
u 8.

government printing omci:

in.

1—138
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State

Division of Far Eastern Affairs

October 7, 1931.

Manchuria Situation:
Hanson and Salisbury.

/

tary :

Mr

When we instructed Geneva to Inform

Drummond with regard to our sending special
observers to Manchuria, we said:

"This should

be regarded as confidential information until

such time as authorized publicity is given it
here."

?? Y Î <//? ?4"

Gilbert now asks whether, with regard to
our sending observers, publicity is being given.

We have given out nothing on this here,
but news despatches from Tokyo and from China,

from October 3 on, have carried items with

regard to Hanson’s and Salisbury's presence in
Manchuria.

Would it not be well for you to inform the
press here that we have sent these officers to

observe and report?

(Note:

The correspondents
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have been inquiring, and I find that they talk
about "investigation**, a "commission", "media

tion” and such things.

Might I suggest that

emphasis be placed on the fact that these

officers are sent to observe and that they are

acting in the capacity of observers only.

SKH/ZMF
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
___________

GREEN
Geneva

The following is a translation of an item in the
JOURNAL DE GENEVE of today:

f
oo

"It is reported from Mukden to the "DAILY TELEGRAPH"

a.

that a secret conference has taken place in a station

—
CD

of the.Chinese Eastern Railway to the north of Changchuen
between Mr. Salisbury, Secretary of the American Embassy

at Tokyo and M.r. Hanson, Consul of the United States at
Harbin.

This conference will furnish to the Department of

State .the elements of an oral report on the situation in .
the north of Manchuria since the beginning of the co^-

t-*
*

flic.t,
•

In certain American circles at Mukden there is a
feeling of uneasiness concerning the marked attitude of
coolness

os
CO
C?
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8* #156, from Geneva, Oct. 6, 1931
4 p. m.
coolness of the Japanese vis-a-vis Americans.

An official

Japanese organ, the "MANCHURIA DAILY NEWS", violently

attacks the American attitude of intervention in an
article entitled: "HANDS OFF AMERICA".

This newspaper

says that Japan will withdraw its troops but only after

it has been assured of the protection of its nationals
and it challenges America to display in a question

B

"essentially Japanese"

With reference to final sentence of Department’s

telegram under reference, is publicity being given?
Am shortly telegraphing results of conversation with
Drummond»

GILBERT

W

USB

ir
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Telegram Sent

1—138

*

PREPARING OFFICE
WILL INDICATE WHETHER

—138^*^^TO BE TRANSMITTED
CONFIDENTIAL CODE

-

NONCONFIDENTIAL CODE

Collect
Charge Department

Bepartnwnt uf

OR

Charge to

Washington,

$

October 7, 1931

AMERICAN CONSUL,
GENEVA (Switzerland).

z/ z hwt

,</

7

Your 156, October 6, 4 p.m., penultimate paragraph.

y

The Under Secretary, of State informed^the press this
morning'with regard to our^observers/

It should be under

stood that these officers have been sent with the knowledge
and approval of the Japanese and the Chinese Governments
and that it is their function to travel, to observe and

to report "to their^Sovernment.

They have been given~no

other capacity.

The Department notes^a press report dated Washington,

October 6, which states that the United States/Great
Britain, France/Spain and other powers "have sent QUOTE

missions UNQUOTE to Manchuria^to investigate and report
on the Japanese-Chinese^ conflict.

We are not yet informedx

with regard to what other powers^have done in this matter,
except that there was a British Military Attaché sent from

Peiping.

FE:SKH/ZMF
EncipftereJ it/______________

Sen/

by operator______________ M.t
Index Bu.—No. 50.

Ü 8 GOVERNMENT PRTNTTNG OTPCl' !•»•

1—138
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GRAY
From

Peiping via N R

Dated October 6, 1931
Division of \

Secretary of State

Re cd 4:20 p.m.

FAS EASTERS AFFAIRS'

Washing!on.
708, October o

noon

Following from American Consul General
"October 5, 11 p.m.

Nanking:

Soong handed me a statement

prepared by himself which he said he had shown to no one

else.

He asked that I telegraph it to you.

Statement

follows.
"There is up to the present no indication that J.apan
Intends immediately to withdraw her troops within the rail
way zone in accordance with her promises at Geneva.

On the

contrary, there are many signs, both in the statements
issued in Japan by responsible statesmen, and in the troopO

movements on the spot, that she aims at keeping her troops-,

in certain places outside the zone, under one excuse or
another, as long as possible.

It is clear that in doing

so she is hoping that, by prolonging the; period during whicl

the Chinese police and military forcos are prevented from
assuming proper control,

(End part one)
JOHNSON.

CSB
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gray

Peiping via N R

From

1 c ■< i

Dated October 6, 1931
Recd 4:10 p.m.

*,

Secretary of State

Washington.
708, October 6, noon.

(PART TWO)

some incident will arise which will furnish a pretext for
continuing, consolidating, and even extending her military

occupation. ■

Even if Japan should desist from further acts of
violence such as no government, however pacifically in-,

dined, could leave unanswered, there is already heavy

pressure on the Chinese Government, both from within and

without, urging upon it tho view that the friondly efforts
of tho powers have no effect upon the plans of the Japanese

Government, and that the.pnly salvation lies in a fresh
understanding with Soviet Russia.

At this juncture the

demand for direct action against Japan is everywhere in*

creasing.

As an example, the boycott of Japanese goods,

which is everywhere complete, is a direct result of popular
fooling.-

(END PART TWO)
JOHNSON.

CSB
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Peiping via N.I R.
Undated

RecAd October 6, 1931
9:35 a. m<
Secretary bf Sltate,

Washington.
708,

(PART THREE).

It has not been inspired by the government; but no

government which attempted to prevent it could remain in

power for a day.

The situation is therefore one of appalling danger for
the peace of the Far East.

If it continues, it is abso

lutely certain that it must sooner or later involve con

sequences whiçh will be fatal to peace, will destroy all

order in China, and later possibly itself.

If Japan can be persuaded to keep in the letter and
in the spirit the promises she has made, we still have
hope that peace and order may be maintained.

Given free'

dom from external provàcation, the Chinese Government is
resolved to
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2» #708, from Peiping,/Oct, 6, 1931.
resolved to maintain them and it is believed fully capable

of doing so.

All that it asks is that the United States

Government may take the first steps which it may find
possible in order to ensure the prompt and complete with

drawal of the Japanese troops'!,
(END MESSAGE).

JOHNSON
JHR
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Telegram Sent

1—138

_
PREPARING OFFICE
WILL INDICATE WHETHER

To be’Transmitted

CONfrpENTIAL CODE

Collect
Charge Department

NONCONFIDENTIAL CODE

Beparfment of ^tah?

OR

Charge to
$

PLAIN

’

Washington,

October 7, 1951.

AMERICAN LEGATION,
7 «•?

PEIPING (CHINA)

Confidential fqr the Minister^

Référencé your hpQJ

October 6, nooril transmitting ^telegram of October 5,

The

11 p.m.,1 from American Consul General at/ Nanking.

I

:

>

/

I

telegrams {under peferen^e evidently crossed/the Depart

ment’s jhumbers ^51,\ Ootoloer 5, 2 p.m.^ and 562,^ October 5

3 p.m<

rhioh it’ is/felt ^clearly (indicate^ the attitude^ of

this Government Reward thé çituation^ covered by|Sooj|g’s^
statement.

|lt is suggested! that peck/be instructed Ito

i
' ! fl
L I i
\
'
inform ISoo^g, | orally^’ and |iniormallyj that the\ statement
has beexi received,^ that ^tsyjontent^, like those of all

other communications relating to this subject, are being '

given the Department’s most careful consideration and
that the Department is giving its most solicitous atten

tion to the many and difficult problems which this
situation presents.^ Peck might repeat that, as stated^

in its previous^telegrams^above referred to, the Depart

ment feels that China'and Japan should now be given an
opportunityZthemselves/to carry out their respective

commitments; and thatzthe Department earnestly hopes
that
Enciphered by__________________________

Sent by operator_____________ M.,----------------------- - 19-------------------------------------------------Index Bu.—No. 50.
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Washington,

$

that both the Chinese and Japanese Governments will mate

every possible effort to ensure relianoe on peaceful*^

//

s

/

methods for the settling of this dispute.

Enciphered by__________________________
Sent by operator______________M.,_______________ _ 19.
Index Bu—No. 50.

ü ®‘ oov**NMENT FBDfTWa omcl: !•»
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UNITED STATES OF

Geneva, Switzerland, Sept

No.3237

Q«i À’>*■
DtPARTij NT or STATF
Divi81 ids OF
COMMUNICATIONS AND records
LE iGUE OF NATIONS SECTION

The Honorable,

The Secretary of State,
Washington. D.C.

Sir:
I have the honor to refer to the Consulate’s telegram
/l* SV
No.123 of September 22, -6.P.M. and transmit herewith single
copies of certain documents relating to the Chinese Japanese

question.
In this connection the Department is respectfully
referred to the Legation’s despatch No.2236 of September 23,

1931, with enclosures.

Respectfully yours,

/

M
q

Enclosures:
C.591.M.235.1931.III.
C.592.M.236.1931. VII.

UkZP-

Hugh R. Wilson, *"y
American M|nisterf.

Q

g
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LEAGUE OF NATIONS
Communicated
to the Council
and the Members
of the League.

Co591 .M. 235.195I.Ill
Geneva, September 23rd, 1931

APPEAL BY THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT IN VIRTUE OF

ARTICLE 11 of the COVENANT.

The following letter from the Chinese Representa

tive together with the 8 cable messages to which it refers
are circulated to the Council

V
To the Secretary-General

September 22nd.1931

Sir,

I have the honour to enclose herewith copies
of eight further cable messages I have received in

addition to the two of which copies were sent to you
this morning.

I shall be glad if you will be good

enough to have these messages circulated at once to
the Members of the Council

(Signed)
!-

SAO-KE ALFRED SZE.

3
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3.
Text of a telegram received by the Chinese Delegation

from Nanking, dated September 22nd. 193I-

(1)

Mr. Shigemitsu called on Mr. T.V.Soong on Satur

day morning September 19th.
Owing to seizure by Japanese of all wires and

wireless in Manchuria only information then available

pointed to a purely local incident.

He discussed

advisability of setting up a mixed Sino-Japanese
commission to adjudicate upon matter so as to prevent
this incident from threatening friendly relations bet

ween the two countries.
Mr. T.V. Soong expressed personal opinion that

feasibility of such a step might be considered at both
capitals.

*

(2)

At noon September

9

21’ Japanese consul called on

Mr. T.V.Soong at Nanking declaring that Japanese Govern

ment favoured speedy constitution of such a commission.

(3)

*Mr

T.V.Soong replied officially that when matter

was discussed between Mr. Shigemitsu and himself it was
believed that it was a mere local clash..

But now it cannot

be denied that Japanese troops have started warlike

operations on a large scale and invasion of Chinese terri
tory still continues and therefore situation is entirely
changed and establis hment of such a nnmmisainn could not

be considered.
*

21 (?) iautilated
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Text -oT tel egram æeoedved by the- Chinese Delegation -from
Nanking, dated September 22nd. 1931.

With Japanese army in complete occupation of Kirin,
Mukden and Chanchun and all strategic points in Manchuria
situation tense in Harbin where Chinese soldiers concentrate

after evacuating other points not having fought pursuant

to Chang Hsueh Liang’s orders.

Young Japanese civilians

in Harbin organizing volunteer corps policing strategic
places and small arms have been distributed among Japanese

residents there.

‘Text of telegram received by the Chinese Delegation from

Nanking, dated September 22nd. 1931.

Japanese troops occupied Kowpangtze afcernoon Sept
ember nineteenth.

Gun-fire caused heavy casualities among

Chinese civilians and peasants.
moving towards Shanhaikwan.

Japanese soldiers reported

They announced first defence

line from Yingkow to Kowpangtze.

Haicheng, Tashihchiao,

Liaoyang, Shenyang, Kungchulin, Ssupinkai, Kai yuan, Changtu

and Changchun on South Manchurian Railway and Pingchihu,

Tsachkow, Chikuanshan, Fenghuahgoheng on theAntung-Fengtien
Railway;

all occupied by Japanese troops.

Japanese air

planes making demonstrations over Shenyang and Sinmin dropp

ing bombs on innocent inhabitants.

Japanese aviation

squadron at Pingyang Korea reached Shenyang.

Headquarters

of Japanese Second Division removed from Shenyang to Chang
chun. Incendiary fires lit by Japanese soldiers who taking
advantage of confusion looted and plundered. Peitaying
camp and part of buildings of North Eastern University razed
to ground students being dispersed. More than hundred Chinese
police murdered in cold blood while number deaths among
civilians cannot be ascertained.
Students who offered remon
strances were bayoneted. Japanese ’’mayor” is now in charge
of Mukden. Reported four North Eastern armoured trains at
Kowpangtze destroyed by Japanese soldiers. Six Chinese
gunboats stationed Sungari River disarmed and seized for
transportation.
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No .6.
Text of a telegram received by the Chinese Delegation from Nanking,
dated September 22nd, 1931.

General Chiang Kaishek today issued following message to the
nation "An horn? of unprecedented gravity has struck for the entire

Chinese nation.

Without warning and contrary to all practice of the

civilised world and all covenants freely contracted,

the Japanese army

has invaded our territory on September 18th, killed our citizens and

inflicted indignities on our* civilian and military authorities.

This

invasion continues.

The challenge thrown to us is a challenge also to all nations,

The League of Mations was established to prevent war and bring col

lective action into play to stop aggression.

We have immediately in

formed the League of the aggression and have asked to obtain as
step the immediate withdrawal of the invaders.

first

The Council of the

League is dealing with the matter at Geneva today.

We have asked tfte

Council, once the Jap: nest troops withdrew, to help in finding a
peaceful solution of this conflict.

We are confident th't every im

partial enquiry will give us the fullest justice and compensation.
as

we h:ve entrusted our case to the League the National army

has received the strictest orders to avoid all possibility of clash

with the invaders.

calm.

We exhort the entire nation to maintain dignified

We have ordered all civilian authorities to take the strictest

measures to protect Japanese citizens in our midst.

We Know how

often innocent are made to suffer for the misdeeds of militarist.

All internal dissensions must cease.

Lu call upon everyone,

man ano woman, and upon every political group without any exception
to rally around the National Government which has engaged in the

fight for the safety and the independ.nee of the country.

There is
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but one China and one national representation to-day.

Let no

provocation disturb the attitude of calm and determined expectanc

which the notion

must impose upon itself.

The National Government is watching the event;..

It

has taken the people of the country into its confidence and will

be publicly rendering account of the development of the situation

from time to time."

No.7.
Text of telegram received by the Chinese lelegation from Nanking,
dated September 22nd, 19,51.'

Chang Hsuch. Liang anxious prevent clashes between

Chinese Japanese forces in Manchuria issued fresh instructions
North Eastern forces prohibiting all Government troops leaving
barracks.

Messages reaching Nanking from important centres all

over country indicate while studiously refraining from acts re
taliation the nation fa seething with indignation over unprovoked

and aggressive military actions of Japanese troops in Manchuria.
In Hankow various civic organisations met yesterday end voiced
feelings resentment over Japanese aggression despite acute
sufferings caused by floods.

DECLASSIFIED*

E.O. 11652, Sec.3 (8) and 5 (») or (E)

No. 8.
Text of a telegram received by the Chinese Delegation from

Nanking, dated. September 22nl ISbl.

I'irxu occupied by Japanese troops six o'clock yesterdav
e/oiimg and all oxxicial ouiedings seized.

General Hsyitti

Caang Tschsiang’s Chief of Staff, Commissioner Ma of Agricultur

•iiiu. i-in^ng and iwcnty— filth brigade Commander Chang Tsochu made

prisoners.

Twenty-fifth Brigade having received instructions

to offer no resistance, retreated.

heavy.gun-fire.

Kirin station demolished by

Kirin-Changchun Railway under control of

South Manchurian Railway and Tuonan, Anganchi, Tahusdan,

liao, Liaoyuan, Tuonan, Sudan,

Tu;'.'~-

Shenyang, Hailun Railways

Japanese troops now in full occupation of eight disp
tricts of Chiontao or the Kirin-Koria border.
Sixth Division
t .ken.

of J .panose forces reached Chiontao from Ruining.
t...kcn yesterday,

Sinmin

J-panose scouting planes reconnoitering over

city and environs, heavily bombarded Tienchuangt..i on

puugtzc-Yingkow branch of pcking-Mukdcn Railway.
increased sentinels at Shanhaikwan.
arc concentrating at Chinchow.

Japanese troops. Beside-

kow-

Japanese

Main North Eastern forces

Chinese barracks burned by

killing several Chinese officials,

Japanese soldiers also slow their families and buried alive
ovnr one hundred wounded Chinese soldiers. At Changchun station.

Chir.ess flag removed and replaced by jap .nos- flag.
Mukden arc

living in daily fear.

People of

Mukden arsenal completely in

hands of J .panes-.e troops, and ammunition sufficient for ton
divisions have been confiscated, entailing loss of over one
hundred million dollars to Chinese. Now railway depot of pekingliukdon Railway cost over million dollars, entirely ruined.
Streets of com.ierci.-.l area Mukden being re-named. Conditions
at Huangkuteng even -worse; communication organs, banks and
money exchanges having been confiscated. Unscrupulous Koreans
rob and plunder Chinese houses. Japanese soldiers after setting
lire Ohangtu camp put to death over one hundred soldiers. Tv/o
J .-.panes a cruisers despite ho.. to Che loo and Lungkow, additional
m-~ rires landed Tsingtao ostensibly protection of Japanese resi
dents. Two other cruisers arrived Chir.wnngtao*. U?rlike
atmosphere evident ; ‘ Tangku near Tienfein where trenches dug and
sandbags piled with Japanese gun-boat standing by.
* Sea-port of the Chinese Engineering and Mining Company.
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No. 9.
Text of a telegram received, by the Chinese Delegation
from Nanking, dated September 22nd, 1931

Confirmed report ex Peiping Brigadier Conn,.oncer Fu
together with all members of family including five yearold son, found with stomach slit open, killed by Japanese

troops following bombardment of Changchun.

Ko. 10.

Text of a telegram received by the Chinese Delegation
from Nanking, dated September 22nd. 1931.

Arsenal, telegraph administration North East defence
forces headquarters and many official quarters all occupied,
by Japanese troops following disarming Chinese soldiers.

During confusion heavy firing by Japanese soldiers no re

liable estimate losses lives and property yet.

With regard

Japanese reports Chinese soldiers had pulled up part of
South Manchurian Kcilwo.y we pointed out South Manchurian

Kailway always been under Japanese military guard and
known fact that no Chinese soldiers could
li,

(6g- miles).

is

get within twerity

South Manchurian hailway has never- been

interrupted from the time of Japanese mobilization to the
attack upon. Chinese.

YZ^ereas Peking-Mukden line has been

interrupted ct Huangkutung since Japanese railway guards
from South Manchurian Kuilway dynamited

'ts rails prior to

aggression of ma^or Japanese forces in Kwantung.
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C.592.M.236,1931.VII.

■ v'-u.-i ocl "toci. to
CounciT ail'd
Ke'kibers of

Geneva, Sep tenter 23rd, 1931.

league.

APPEAL BY THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT. Iff VIRTUE OF

ARTICLE 11 OF THE CONENANT.

The following letter from the Chinese Representative,

together viith the 5 cable messages to which it refers, arc
circulated to the Council.

Geneva,

September 23rd, 1931.
ro the Secretary-General.

I have the honour to enclose herewith copies of five
further cable messages I have received in addition to the
previous ten, copies of which have already been sent to you,
thus making a total of fifteen.
I shall be glad if you will
be good enough to have these messages circulated at once to
the Members of the Council.
For Sao-Kc Alfred Sze
(Sgd.) K.L. Low.

Ho.11.

Cablegram frem Hanking dated September 23rd.
Press reports from Harbin 22nd Kirin still burning and
being looted stop
.Chinese 56th Regiment exterminated stop
Reports foreign sources Peking street fighting between Chinese
Japanese stop
Kirin casualties Japanese troops 60 Chinese
troops 105 stop.
Exharbin provincial Government officials retreated to
Panshih stop Chinese police functioning but forced to don
Japanese uniform stop Japanese formed public safety maintenance
committee with 7 Chinese 8 Japanese members all under direction
Japanese military headquarters stop. •
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No.12CABLEGRAM FROM NANKING DATED SEPTEMBER 23.
THE NATIONAL GOVERNMENT HAS CATEGORICALLY ANNOUNCED THAT

IT IS NOT CONDUCTING ANY DIRECT NEGOTIATIONS WITH JAPAN OVER
T 1E JAPANESE AGGRESSION IN MANCHURIA THE CASE HAVING BEEN

ALREADY PLACED BEFORE THE LEAGUE COUNCIL STOP EXPEKING
TWENTY SECOND TWO JAPANESE WARCRAFTS LANDED (MARINES?)

CHEFOO AND OCCUPIED ALL STRATEGIC POINTS LIEUCHIENLIENS
TROOPS RETREATED WITHOUT RESISTANCE STOP CONFIRMED REPORTS
JAPANESE SOLDIERS KILLED TIENTSIN CUSTOMS SUPERINTENDENT

HANLIENSUN

No.13.

Cablegram from Nanking dated September 23rd

RECEIVED FROM HaNKOW 22nd THAT REPRESENTATIVES FAMINE SUFFERERS

IN HANKOW AND WUCHANG T1 IS MORNING SENT URGENT TELEGRAM TO

RELIEF AUTHORITIES SHANGHAI DECLINING FOOD aND MEDICINE DONATED

BY JAPANESE FLOOD RELIEF C0.M4IS3I0N IN FOLLOWING LANGUAGE QUOTE
PLEASE CONVEY OUR THANkS TO THE PEOPLE OF JaPaN FOR THEIR

KINDLINESS BUT STARVING AS WE ARE WE ARE TOO PROUD TO ACCEPT
RELIEF FROM A COUNTRY WHCb E MILITARISTS HAVE BE'.MT PERMITTED TO

SLAUGHTER OUR BRETHREN IN MANCHURIA AND INVADE OUR TERRITORY

AT a TIME ’.'/HEN 16 OF OUR PROVINCES ARE SUFFERING FROM THE
DISASTROUS FLOODS THERE IS MORE GLORY TO DIE BY STARVATION THAN
TO LIVE THROUGH THE FOOD SUPPLIED BY A COUNTRY WHICH WANTS TO

MAKE US ITS SLAVES UNQUOTE
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No.14 .tablegram from Nanking dated September 23rd.

As Chairman. National Flood . Relief Commission send,
folio wing message to Baron Fukao Chairman Japan Flood Relief

Commission declining four thousand tons foods tuffs and
relief supplies from Japan per Amagi Maru. "You will doubtless

understand that recent events in Manchurio-■ have made it im
possible for my Commission to accept these supplies which the

people of your country have sent for flood relief stop
I
!

The

generous act of your Emperor in recognising the. unprecedented

nature of the catastrophe in China by donating 10C,C’0C Yon to
I

the relief of the flood sufferers was greatly appreciated by
us stop

Equally appreciative are we of the sympathy shown

by the people of your country as is now evidenced by these
supplies stop

But that your

militarists should seize

।

this moment when all of China is prostrated by the catastrophe

i

and tens of millions are starving to launch a dastardly blow

feelings of your people

stop

It would be bitter bread for

the flood sufferers to swallow were we to accept your

!

S H IN B l

against us serves but to make mockery of the humanitarian

assistance now and would thus ill rcq.uite the genuinely
-

«

-

sympathetic feeling of civilian Japan."

T.V. SGONG

2.

I

No. 15.

Cablegram from Nanking dated September 23rd.

Press report from Tokio 22nd War Office announce Japanese
!

■

casualties in Manchuria soldiers 65 killed 93 wounded officers
3 killed 7 wounded stop

Extientsin reports from Huangkutun

say Japanese soldiers in Mukden burned dead bodies of Chinese

troop and civilians

stop

Party of Peking correspondents fcar

Chinese four foreign arrive Kowpangtse;

upon hearing fall

of Sinmin only foreign correspondents proceeded Now at

Tahus han.
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Geneva, September 23rd, 1931'

-xrPgALBY.T.HL ,CHINESE GOVaRNIÆNT UNDER ARTICLE 11 OF THE
COVENANT.

CÙLT.TJN1CATI01. BY THE J^FAKLSn REPRESENTATIVE ON THE COUNCIL.

Note by the Secretary-General.
The Secretary-General has the honour to communicate

to the Council the attached note which he has just received
from the Japanese representative on the

Council.

"JAPANESE DELEGATION TO THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS.

Geneva, September 23rd, I95I•
To the Secretary-General.

Sir,

I have the honour to send you herewith a summary
of the information which I have received since yesterday on
the events in Manchuria,

ber 15th to 21st.

covering

the period from Septem

I should be very grateful if you would

communicate it to the President and Members of the Council.
I would draw your attention to the fact that the
whole of this information is derived from official sources."

(s)

K. YOSHIZAWA.
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September 22nd
On the night of September 1c? th, about 10.30 p

a Chinese detachment of some 350 men blew up
,

i
I

f the South Manchurian Railway, north of Mukden, at a point' south
west of the Chinese barrack,

its officers

was proseeding in the direction of Lungkcuchen, between

Peitaying and Mukden

which endeavoured

e

This detacfament,

ttle

when i b was discovered by a raircay guar

to stop it, but,

ensued

W8S

obliged to open

in which a company of the Japanese

garrison of Mukden took part

In view of the gravity of t.

possible eonsep

of such an incident in present circunstances and the disproportion
between the Chinese and Japanese for

at Mukden promptly took such steps as it considered indispensable
At 2.30 a.m. it had the Chinese barracks occupied and the troops who
3

stationed there disarmed:

euuently the open town,

official buildings and the arsenal were occupied
Immediately on receiving notice of the incident,

the troops stationed at Tiehling, Kaiyuang, Tsupingkai and Liaoyan;
concentrated at Mukden, and the Kwangtung staff proceeded
to that town at noon on September 19th

On receiving news of the

th<

‘i

stationed along the South Manchurian Railway took the necessary
precautions to protect the track and the safety of Japanese national

and to deal with any possible attack by the large Chinese forces

in Manchuria
At Changchun a Japanese force was sent on September

19th oo the Chinese troops stationed in the neighbourhood of the town,
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Japanese troops, who had 60 killed and 96 wounded.

The

garrison of Changchun, however, was disarmed without incident
about noon on the same day.

On the 20th, similar measures
Antung, Fenghuangcheng and Yingkcw;

were t^ken at

various strategic points

in the neighbourhood of the railway zone -jere occupied.

The

Customs offices at Antung, Yingkow, etc., were carefully
ruspccted.
In the places mentioned, order is being main

tained in cc -operation with the Chinese, and at Mukden the
Chinese municipal police arc continuing to discharge their
duties under the direction of the Japanese authorities.

In places outside the r^ilc.uy zone, the Japanese
consuls have applied to the local authorities to provide
for

the protection of cur nationals.

As, however, Japanese

subjects have suffered serious mal tree crient at Kirin,

Japanese detachment has .proceeded

to

a

that

town, but has orders to return to its garrison in a day or
two, as soon as calm has been restored,’

We have been able, so fur, to ensure the complete
safety of foreigners resident in the ureas under Japanese

control.

In view, however, of the disquieting situation '

caused by the presence of undisciplined bunds and the attitude

of the population in certain areas, the small forces at our
disposal have not been thought sufficient to provide effective
protection for the rail'vay lines and fcr Japanese and foreign

residents, and the 39th army corps (4000 men) was sent to
Manchuria from Korea on September 21st.

■ ■- •MRS*-’
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No.2236

^"Division of \

4ar eastern affair^

OCT-i? 3J

The Honorable,
The Secretary of State,

^partaient <»f SUU

Washington

y
bir:

I have the honor to refer to the Consulates

telegram No.123 of September 22,

and to

transmit herewith single copies of the c

documents relating to the Chinese-Japanese
These documents have been received from the
Secretary General of the League of Nations, who
forwarded them to me in accordance with a decision

taken by the Council on the afternoon of September

22, 1931. They include the Minutes of the Council

meetings held on that day relating to the appeal
from the Chinese Government under Article 11 of the

Covenant together with other documents on that

cuestion. Any further documents which may be received
from the Secretary General, in accordance with the

Council's decision

will be forwarded as rapidly as

possible.
■fH 'l
Di/’ShhN oF

CO.WmJNICAf ION?. ANO RECORDS
LE-V3UE OF NAFIO.IS SECTION

OCT 7

1931

1JCÛEV-RETAWED

Enclosures
0.585.11.2’32.1931. VII
0.586.M.233.1931.VII
0.589.M.234.1931.VII
0.588.1931.VII.
0.65th Session/P.V.2
0.65th Session/P.V.3

...
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APPEAL LLO.t; '..Hn CHINESE GOVERNMENT UNDER ARTICLE

11 or TH? COVENANT.

I
I

The Secretary-General has the honour to circulate to the Council

the following note, which he has just received from the Representative
of China on the Council.

In view of this communication, the Secretary-General, in agreement

i
with the President of the Council, has the honour to convoke the

I»

Council to meet on Tuesday, September 22nd, 1931, at 10.30 a.m.

Geneva, September 21st, 1931

To the- Secretary-General.

1

I am instructed by the National Government of China to bring to

«
1

your attention the facts stated below, and to request that, in virtue
of Article Eleven of the Covenant of the League of Nations, you forth-

I
_

with sur.mon a meeting of the Council of the Lea rue in order that it may

®
I

take such action us it may deer wise a^d effectual so that the peace
of nations may b.-; safeguarded.

Through statements made to it at its meeting on September
I

3
S.MA
j|

nineteenth, by the representatives of China and Japan, the Council
v/as advised of the fact thrt a serious situation hid been created in

Manchuria.

In his statement at that m:eting the representative of

Chine declared thet the information which he then had, indicated th-t
■E

j|
£
®

the situation had been created throvrh no fault upon tnc pert of the
Chinese.
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Since September nineteenth, the undersigned has recei/ed
from his Government information which discloses a situation

of greater gravity than had appeared by the first report,
and which revealed that, beginning from ten o’clock of the

night of September eighteenth, regular troops of Japanese

soldiers, without provocation of any kind, opened rifle and
artillery fire upon Chinese soldiers at or near the city of

Mukden, bombarded the arsenal and barracks of the Chinese
soldiers, set fire to the ammunition depot, disarmed the

Chinese troops

in Changchun, Kwanchengtse and other places,

and later took military occupation of the cities of Mukden
and Antung and other places and of public buildings therein,

and are now in such occupation.

Lines of communication have

also been seized by Japanese troops.

To these acts of violence the Chinese soldiers and
populace, acting under instructions from the Chinese Government,

have made no resistance, and have refrained from conduct
which might in any way aggravate the situation.
In view of the foregoing facts, the Republic of China,
a Member of the League of Rations, asserts that a situation
has arisen which calls for action under the terms of Article

Eleven of the Covenant.

I am therefore instructed by my Govern-

ment to request that, in pursuance of authority given to it

;

,

by Article Eleven of the Covenant, the Council take immediate
steps:

to prevent the further development of a situation

endangering the

quo ante;

peace of nations;

to re-establish the status

and to determine the amounts and character of such

reparations as may be found due to the Republic of China.

I will add that the Government of China is fully prepared
to act in conformity with whatever recommendations it may

receive from the Council, and to abide by whatever decisions

the League of Nations may adopt in the premises.
(Signed)

SAO KE ALFRED SZE

|
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APPEAL FROM THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT UNDER ARTICLE.: XI

OF THE: COVENANT.
The following two telegrams from the National Govern
ment of China are submitted for consideration to the

Council.

No. 1.
Text of cablegram received by the Chinese Delegation,
dated Nanking September twenty first 1931.

Kirin Changchun Railway seized:

Japanese announced, it will

be managed by South Manchurian Railway which latter has sent

130 employees to Kirin to take over Chinese line, Yingkow,
Antung, Changchun, Fushun, and many .other towns have been

seized by Japanese who have cut all telegrap/;, telephone and
wireless, hence difficult for Government to get complete
news.

Japan

Japanese stock exchange in Tokio has closed.

ese troops also seized Huangkutun, Santungchiao, and seized
railway quarters Peking, Mukden Railway there, outdriving all
Also seized many locomotives, care belonging

employees.

railway.

—On entering Mukden Japanese have seized besides

chief of staff eleven important members Tengtein provincial

government.

privât
tents.

They have entered Marshal Chang Hsueliang

residence and have systematically looter

all con

Leinshanwan occupied by Japanese marines.

Japanese

military administration of Kwantung has moved into Mukden.
Two more divisions being sent into Manchuria from Korea.

United Press repoi t today from Mukden inter alia "with Japan

ese in complete control of communication throughout South
Manchuria today disquieting reports were current regarding
disturbances and possibility of conflict.
With difficulty
are propaganda, unfounded rumour, being silted from welter of

i
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Japanese reports official and. unofficial at present virtually
all news from this area

of crisis emanates from Japanese

source s.

Text of a cablegram received, by the Chinese Delegation
dated. Nanking, September twenty-first, 1931.

Special to China pr-ss from Peiping

twentieth "various reports

received here from different centres in Manchuria indicate
that by far greater destruction of Chinese property a- d

lives took place at Changchun which city it is feared now half
in ruins.

Following btmbardment of city by Japanese troops

last evening fire broke out in several sections and a later

despatch received here this afternoon states that while
Japanese are in complete control of situation there, conflagration

continues unchecked.

Magistrates office, bureau of foreign

affairs, bureau public safety and several other public buildings

have

gone up in flames while numerous other small private

buildings

have likewise been rased to ground,

Death toll

includes Brigadier Commander Fa whose unit was garrisoning

Changchun and vicinity at time of Japanese invasion.

Approximate

casualties among Chinese soldiers and civilians estimates 600
while

ever one thousand now under detention by Japanese military.

Entire region Wanpaoshan has been occupied by Japanese troops
How Yung Teh who leased his holdings

to Korean farmers and

who was for seme time storm centre r.f Wanpacshan controversy
has been liberated by Japanese authorities now in control of

Changchun. Changchun Commissioner public safety special border
guards commander Chairman preparatory munipipa 1 committee and

several officials reported killed."
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Geneva, September 22nd.,

APPEAL BY THE CHINESE GOVERN1 ENT
UNDER ARTICLE 11_ Ob THE _CU VENANT.
Text of the Telegram despatched by the President in
Office of the Council to the Governments of China
and Japan on September 22nd.

Note by the Secretary-Geiie t_al.
The Seeretary-G'eneral has the honour to communicate

to the Council the text of the telegram which the President in
Office of the Council has just despatched to tne Governments of

China and Japan.

I have the honour to inform you that at its meeting
to-day devoted to the Chinese Government’s appeal under
Article 11 of the Covenant in connection with the situation in
Manchuria, the Council of the League of Nations unanimously
authorised me (1) to address an urgent appeal to the Governments
of China and Japan to refrain from any act which might
aggravate the situation or prejudice the peaceful settlement of
the problem
(2) to endeavour
in consultation with the Chinese
and Japanese representatives to find adequate means of enabling
the two countries to ’withdraw their troops forthwith without
the safety of their nationals and their property being
endangered.
(5) The Council further decided to forward the
minutes of all the meetin,cs of the Council and documents
relating to this question to the Government of the United
States of America for its information.
I am firmly convinced
that in response to the appeal which the Council has authorised
me to make to you your Government will take all possible steps
to prevent the commission of any act which might aggravate the
situation or prejudice the peaceful settlement of the problem.
I am about to begin the consultations contemplated with the
Japanese and Chinese representatives with a view to the
execution of paragraph (2).
For th^se consultations I have
obtained the assistance of the representatives of Germany,
Great Britain, France and Italy.
The decision referred to
under (5) has been carried out.

LERROUX.

Minister of Foreign Affairs of Spain,
President in Office of the Council of the
League of Nations.

■ w.

b’ft

1951*
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Communicated to the Council:

C.588.1931.VII.

Geneva, 22nd September,1931
LEAGUE OF NATIONS:

Appeal of the Chinese Government under Article

11 of the Covenant.

Uy colleagues and I have lie toned this morning

with the closest attention to the statements of the
Representatives of China and Japan.

Wo take due note

of the request of the Representative of Japan to adjourn

the discussion of the question until the next meeting.
I request the Council to authorise me:
(1) to address an urgent appeal to the Governments

of China and Japan to abstain from any act which might
aggravate the situation or prejudice the peaceful

settlement of the problem;
(2) to seek, in consultation cith the representatives

of China and Japan, adequate moans whereby the two
countries may proceed immediately to the vzithdraua. of their
respective troops,without compromising the security of

life of their nationals or the protection of the property

belonging to them.
I ask the Council to decide to forward for information,

the Minutes of all the Meetings of the Council, together
|

with the documents relating to this question, to the Government

of the United States of America.
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C.65th Session/p,V.2.

LEAGUE

OF

NATIONS.

SIXTY-FIFTH SESSION Of THE COUNCIL.
Provisional Minutes.
SECOND MEETING (Pullie)
Held on Tuesday, September 22nd, 1931 at 10.50 a„m.

President:

Present:

2909

M. LERROUX.

All the representatives of the members of the
Council and the Secretary-General.
France was represented by II. Massigli and
Poland by M. Sokal.

SU 1.IARY.
APPEAL FROM THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT UHLER ARTICLE 11 OF T HE COVENANT*
M. SZE made the following declaration:
I will not take up the time of the Council by reading the Note

which I had the honour, on behalf of my Government, tor communicate
to you through the Secretary-General yesterday.

I wish first of all to thank you for convening this
special meeting to-day and ’with your permission, I beg to read

to the Council two cable messages I received from Nanking last
night.

The first cable is as follows:-

’’Kirin Changchun Railway seized:
Japanese
announced it will be managed by South Manchuria
Railway which latter has sent 130 employees to
Kirin to take over Chinese line, Yingkow, Antung,
Changchun, Fushun and many other towns have been
seized by Japanese who have cut .all telegraph/
telephone and wireless, henen difficult for
Government to get complete news.
Japanese stock

*

Document G.585.M.232.1931.VII.
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stock exchange in Tokio has closed» Japanese
troops also seized Huangkutun, Santungchaio
and seized railway quarters Peking, Mukden,
railway there, driving out all employees. Also
seized many locomotives, cars belonging railway.
On entering kukdon Japanese have seized besides
chief of staff eleven important members of
Fongtien provincial government. They have entered
Marshal Chang Hsueliang private residence and have
systematically looted all contents. Leinshanwan
occupied by Japanese marines. Japanese military
administration of Kwanturg has moved into Mukden.
Two more divisions being sent into Uanchuria from
Korea.
United Press report today from Mukden
inter alia ’with Japanese in complete control
of communication throughout South Manchuria
today disquieting reports were current regarding
disturbances and possibility of conflict. Uith
difficulty are propaganda, unfounded rumour being
sifted from welter of Japanese seports official
enc unofficial at present virtually all news from
this area of crisis emanates from Japanese sources’".

The second telegram reads as follows: -

"Special to China Press from Peiping 20th ’Various
reports received here from different centres in
Manchuria indicate that by far greatest destruction
Gf Chinese property and lives took place at Changchun
which city it Is feared now half in ruins. Follow
ing bombardment of city by Japanese troops last
evening fire broke out in several sections and a
later despatch received here this afternoon states
that while Japanese are in complete control of
situation there conflagration continues unchecked.
Magistrates office, bureau of foreign affairs,
bureau public safety and several other public
buildings have gone up in flames while numerous
other small private buildings have likewise been
razed to the ground.
Leath roll includes Brigadier
Commander Fu whose unit was garrisoning Changchun
and vicinity at time of Japanese invasion. Appro
ximate casualties among Chinese soldiers and
civilians estimated 600 while over 1.000 now under
detention by Japanese military.
Entire region
,
V.'anpaoshan has been occupied by Japanese troops
i
Hew Yung Teh who leased his holdings to Korean
J
farmers and who was for some time storm centre of
Wanpaoshan controversy has been liberated by Japanese 1
authorities now in control of Changchun,
Changchun
I

r

r
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Commissioner public safety special border giiards commander
Chairman preparatory municipal committee and several
officials reported killed.”

I beg to add that the places mentioned in the cable
despatches which have been occupied by Japanese troops, and are still

in their occupation, are located in an area as extensive as the United
together.
Kingdom of Great Britain, Northmen Ireland and the Irish Free State/

The messages I have read undoubtedly give a very gloomy picture
of the situation.

Gloomy as it is, I am afraid it is only an incomplete

picture because, as 1 stated in my communication of yesterday to tbs

Secretary-General, the Japanese troops have seized, in places under their
occupation, Chinese means of communication.

It therefore becomes in

creasingly difficult, if not impossible to get

accurate, prompt and

full information.

A further point I wish to emphasise is that the situation is

much graver than at the time when I wrote my note to the SecietaryGeneral yesterday.

It must appear from the facts mentioned in the cables which I

have read to you that it has become a serious question as to whether
the application of other Articles than the eleventh Article of the

Covenant may not be required.

It is to be hoped, however, that through

prompt and effective action on the part of the Government of Japan, this

will not become necessary.
In conclusion, I beg to refer again to the steps which I requested

the Council to take in my letter to the Secretary-General, viz:

”To prevent the further development of a situation
endangering the peace of nations; to re-establish the
status quo ante: and to determine the amounts and
character of such reparation as may be found due to the
Republic of China.”
-

W

It is, of course, with reference to the first and second steps

that immediate action is imperatively required.
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II» YOSHIZAWA made the following declaration:

I am the fix’st to deplore the unfortunate incidents that
have occurred in Manchuria.

X intena to reply to the Chinese

representative:s statement after I have received instructions

from my Government.

Meanwhile, I should like to offer a few

observations which will;, 1 think, clear up the position and help
to determine the scope of the problem before us.

To form a clear idea of the situation we must look at
the area whore that incident has occurred.

Manchuria is, as you are aware, a vast territory where

we have enormous interests and rights guaranteed by numerous
treaties.

Our nationals there number some hundreds of thousands :

that is a fact which calls for note.

In this vast region the Chinese authorities have an
armed force of nearly 220,OCX) men, whereas we, in virtue of the

treaties, have garrisons aggregating about 10,000 men.

At Mukden

alone China has an army of 24,000 men, whereas we have a garrison
of only one battalion.

The incident mentioned occurred in the

neighbourhood of Mukden where the comparative strength of the
forces is 500 to 24,000 men.

Those figures in themselves

demonstrate the character of what has happened.

The Chinese representative has alleged that the incident

took place without provocation on the part of the Chinese troops.
That is a mere affirmation and we cannot accept it without clear

proof.

According to official information in our possession the

incident was caused by the destruction by Chinese troops of part
of the Japanese railway near L?akden.

Hence it was as a result of

this act of destruction - such acts are unhappily frequent in
those parts - that the small Japanese garrison force was obliged

to take up arms.

It was necessary to occupy important points

in certain towns in order to prevent further incidents and to
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protect the South Manchuria Railway and the life and property

of our nationals resident in the district.
I should like to point out in this connection that

the contention that the Chinese troops offered no resistance

is not in accordance with the facts.

The dead and wounded among

our troops in one city alone, Chang-chun, number over 150»

The

position has, however, become calmer.
It should be observed that this regrettable incident
is not an isolated event.

We must go back to earlier occurrences

which contributed to the creation of the atmosphere which gave

rise to the present incident.
As I have already said, we have vast Interests and
rights recognised by international treaties in Manchuria.

For

years we have unfortunately been faced on the part of the Chinese
with activities that are calculated to imperil our interests and

endanger our rights which are based on international undertakings.
Further, deplorable incidents like the murder of Staff-Captain
Nakamura by Chinese soldiers have occurred since the beginning

of the year and thus created a feeling of tension and given rise
to circumstances which are likely to distur^good understanding

■between our two peoples.

The reeent incident may be regarded

as an explosion due to this tension, which has been becoming
worse for some time past.

In its letter to the Secretary-General the Chinese
delegation refers to the possibility of a demand for reparation

j
I
!

for losses caused in consequence of these incidents; any such

claim is unintelligible to us since in our view the Chinese troops
are responsible for the incident.

It is, to my mind, unjust to

make any such claim until the Council has finished discussing the

s
$

I
»
merits of the case which have been brought before it under Article »
11 of the Covenant.
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As to the demand, in the Chinese Government’s-letter for
the re-establishment of the status

quo

ante., that is a question

which, in my opinion, cannot be properly settled, except on the
spot, and. by taking into consideration the various factors existing

I cannot therefore express any opinion on this

in each locality.

point until I have obtained my Government’s views.
The unfortunate occurrence which is the cause of the
present discussion is an eminently local one.

Immediately after

the incident, the Japanese Government sent a formal order to the
commander of our forces in Manchuria to take the necessary steps to

prevent the troubles from spreading.

My Government has no intention

op aggravating the position or of provoking further collisions.

Far from us the idea of making war on the Chinese Republic.
According to the information in my possession, my Govern

ment and the Chinese Government are unanimous on the need for pre
venting everything that might; aggravate the situation, so that a
settlement may be found more easily.

According to the particulars

I have ^ust received, a proposal has been made from the Chinese side

that the solution should be sought by direct negotiation between the
two Governments.

this proposal.

The Japanese Government, I am told, have welcomed
Premature intervention in these circumstances would

only have the deplorable result of needlessly exciting Japanese

public opinion which is already over-excited, and thus impede the
pacific settlement of the situation.

I am firmly convinced that

a pacific settlement can be achieved by direct negotiation between

the two Governments.

In conclusion, I will acquaint the Council with my
Government’s views as soon as I have received the instructions I

am expecting at any moment.

La the circumstances, I must ask

the Council to postpone the matter to its next meeting.
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M. SZE:

The representative of Japan in the statement
which he has just read, to you said, that he had not
yet received instructions from his Government to

make a definite reply and that the views which he
expressed were his own.

While I do not wish to take up too much of

your time, I feel it is my duty to make a
preliminary reply, reserving my answer in detail.

The first point touched on by the representative
of Japan referred to the accuracy of my statements.
As far as accuracy in regard to facts is concerned,
I am prepared, on behalf of my Government, to agree
to an inquiry being carried out by a Commission

appointed by the League and I am willing t* leave
the matter in the hands of an impartial commission.

The Japanese delegate referred to certain cases,
the case of Nakamura and other cases, as being
responsible for the present incident.

There is no

need f-ir me to tell the Council that such references

are quite irrelevant.

If there are other cases

besides the one before us now, there are means
provided in the Covenant itself to which we can resort:

diplomatic means, or, failing them, judicial means or,
finally, an appeal to the Council.

This is all

specified clearly in the document before us, the

Covenant of the League of Nations.

Reference has

been made to defensive measures, but such measures
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cannot be pleaded in justification, because the

Council has itself on previous occasions clearly

specified that no nation may plead defensive measures,
and on those occasions the representative of Japan
endorsed the declarations of the President of the

Council, M. Briand, of the Rapporteur, Sir Austen
Chamberlain, and others.

I will not take up your

time by quoting the relevant passages, but I may
perhaps be permitted to state that they may be found

in the Minutes of the 36th Extraordinary Session of
the Council, held in Paris from Monday, October 26th

to Friday, October 30th 1925.
The Japanese representative alleged that'the

Chinese had proposed direct negotiations.

But how

can we enter into diplomatic negotiations when a
large portion of our territory is under military
occupation by that country and, further, when that
very country has resorted to means other than
diplomatic negotiations ?

I do not think that any

self-respecting State can agree to open diplomatic

negotiations for the solution of a situation so long'

as a considerable portion of its territory is under
forcible military occupation by the party which
requests a diplomatic settlement.

The representative

of Japan, in taking up that position practically
questioned whether the matter was within the competence
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of the Council or not.

I will not deal with that

point now, because there is not the least doubt
that the matter is within the competence of the
League; cases of a far less serious nature than

this have been taken up, examined and adjusted by
the Council.

I do not wish to occupy more of your time

but I would like to express my appreciation of

the assurance given by the Japanese representative
that his Government has no idea of war.

I cannot,

however, disguise my impression that we are very
close to war and that immediate steps are
imperatively necessary and must be taken by the

Council.

I may also add that the status quo ante

must be restored before negotiations are possible.
In any case, as I stated in my communication

to the Secretary-General yesterday, the Government
of China is fully prepared to act in conformity with

whatever recommendations it may receive from the
Council, and to abide by whatever decisions the
League of Nations may in the circumstances adopt.

M. YOSHIZAWA:
I wish to refer to certain points in the

Chinese representative’s observations.

In the

first place M. Sze has said that in my opening
speech I stated that I had received no instructions
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I had furnished to the Council was my ov/n.

What

I meant was that I had not yet received instructions
from my Government as to the line of policy which

it proposed for the settlement of this incident.

I did not intend to imply that the information I
submitted had not been furnished by my Government.

All the information I have given the Council this
morning is of an official character, and has been
communicated to me by my Government.

Next, the Chinese representative said that
communications had been cut off and that reports

from Manchuria were very meagi’e.

In reply to

that, I would say that the first news regarding
this incident came from Peking, and I presume that
the telegram from Peking was based upon information

transmitted from-Manchuria. Subsequently, telegrams
HMM

appeared day after day in the press, and all this

II
:

SU

W.H.

information was presumabljr supplied by Chinese

to tfN

reporters in Manchuria.

1- « **

definitely whether all communications in Manchuria

I cannot, of course say

are intact, but I do not think it can be said that

« •****•'

information from Manchuria in regard to the

incident is meagre.

Thirdly, M. Sze said that I had implied
that the consideration of the question did not
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come within the competence of the Council.
the case .

That is not

What I did say was that the incident was one

which might be settled by direct negotiation between the

two Governments.

As I pointed out in my earlier statement,

not only the Japanese Government but the Chinese Government
as well are Inclined to settle the question in this way.

I have received official information by telegram from my
Government that one of the highest officials in the National

Government at Nanking spoke to the Japanese Minister there
to this effect.

He proposed to our Minister that the

incident should be settled by certain means, which I hope
to be able to communicate to the Council in due course.

I trust, however, that I may be permitted not to refer to

them for the time being.

According to the latest telegrar.

received, ray Government would seem ready to accept this
proposal, though I have not yet been informed whether an

answer has so far been communicated to the Chinese National

Government* in that sense.

I am, however, able to report

to the Council that my Government is ready to accept the

suggestion.

The remark I made In my earlier speech was

therefore based upon facts.

My own view is that we must make every effort to

settle this unhappy incident by direct negotiation between
the two Governments.

I never said that the question did

not fall within the competence of the Council;

I only

asked the Council to adjourn the matter until its next
meeting, when I hope to be in receipt of definite instruc

tions from ray Government.
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11. SZE:
I think I have understood the Japanese
representative’s meaning correctly.

I under

stood from the first that he was not in a position
to reply to my letter because ho had not yet

I

received instructions from his Government.

further understood that he intended to make certain

observations.

I did not say that these were

personal observations, hut perhaps we can let the
matter rest there.

I may have been misunderstood

owing to the fact that I am not speaking my own

language.

With reference to the Japanese repre
sentative’s remark regarding statements made by
a Chinese official, I should point out that at the

present moment there are no direct negotiations
in progress.

Moreover, I doubt whether a person

can make statements in the name of his Government

when he is not authorised to do so.

In this

connection, I may say that during the last few days
I have again and again heard statements attributed

to the Chinese delegation, but on enquiry it has

beer

found that neither I nor any other of the

Chinese delegates have made them.

I do not accuse

anyone of purposely fabricating statements;

I

simply mention the fact that in the course of con

versation things may be alleged which have never

actually been said.
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I do not wish to take up more of the

Council’s time, beyond saying that, as I stated
in the letter submitted to you on behalf of my
Government through the Secretary-General, the

case is left with the Council.

M. YOSHIZAaA:
Although I am not in receipt of instructions

indicating a line of policy for the settlement of

this incident, I am nevertheless in a position to
reply to the remarks made M. Sze.

I am speaking in

my official capacity, and all that I have said has
been based upon official information supplied by rcy

Government.

I may add that I will acquaint the

Council at its next meeting, which I will ask the
President to convene at a very early date, with such
Information as I may receive.
The Chinese delegate said that he doubted

whether a person who was not authorised to do so
could make statements such as those to which I have

alluded.

On this point I would inform the members

of the Council that the official in question is a

man holding one of the most important portfolios in

the National Government of China, and there is no
reason why the Japanese Minister should regard his

statement of policy as of no official importance.

After mature consideration, the Japanese Government
is inclined to express its agreement with the

suggestions

made

by

this

very

responsible person
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Viscount CeCIL of CIOL.æOL spoke as follows:

I shall have the assent of all my colleagues in
saying that this is undouhtelly a matter of considerable

seriousness and. gravity, and. it is not male less so by
reason of the present condition of the world, when it is of

vital interest to every country to avoid anything in the nature
of political disturbance in any part of the world,
I therefore venture at the very outset to present

that view of the case to my colleagues from Japan and China and.
to beg them to do their very utmost to avoid anything vzhich can

seriously disturb the peace of the world»
Though the matter is serious, it has some aspects

which are encouraging»

In the first place, if I may be allowed to say so, it
is a fortunate matter that the dispute should have arisen between

the two countries in question.

great pillars of the League,
a Member»

proceedings »

Japan has always been one of the

From the very outset she has been

She has taken the greatest interest in all its

She has, I believe, although this is a smaller

matter, the largest society in support of the League of Nations

of any Member of the League, except possibly the country which I

have the honour to represent»

China also has taken great

interest, in the League and it is only a few days ago that she
was unanimously elected as one of the .hon-permanent members of

the Council.

./e can therefore feel perfectly certain that

both Governments will act fully and unreservedly in the spirit
of the Covenant and will recognise their obligations, both

direct and indirect, vzhich arise from that instrument.
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I am quite sure I shall have the warmest assent
Crcm my Japanese celle ?*gue in that statement, because

Japan has always been, pre-eminent amongst the nations cf
the world in her strict ano. rigid adherence to all inter

national obligations «
Having said this, I do not think there is any
question arising at this moment of any settlement of the

merits of the dispute between the two parties.»

.’e are

not in possession of the facts necessary to form an

Opinion»

There is a very natural difference between the

accounts given to us by the representatives of the two

countries as to both the origin and the extent of the

incident.

It would obviously be quire impossible for us to

decide exactly what the facts may be, since the two of our

colleagues most interested are not agreed upon them and we
shall have to consider what other steps it may be necessary

or possible for us to take in order to elucidate to the full

what has happened >
In the meantime, there are, I think, certain

preliminary steps which we may hope to take »

the first international dispute of this nature»

This is not

There have

been several in which clashes of arms have taken place and
where there has been, I hope, no question of a resort to war

as we are assured by our Japanese colleague and our Chinese

colleague is the case at this instant»

The Council has now

established what I think may be regarded as a settled

procedure in these matters
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The first thing that has always been lone has been for
the Council, through its President, to issue an earnest appeal
to both sites not to do anything to aggravate the position and

to avoid further fighting of all kinds.

Cur Japanese

colleague has already given an assurance that his country will

do everything it can co avoid this, and, although I am not sure
that I heard any specific assurance from our Chinese colleague

to the same effect, the whole tenor of what he has said goes to
show that he is ready to give the sane assurance.
frother step has been taken I think in every case.,

There it has-been established that the troops of either party
have entered the territory of the other, it has been customary

for the President to Êssue an earnest appeal to the troops of
both sides to withdraw from the territory of the other party
and to avoid anything which might lead co a clash.
Subject to anything which may be said, I hope that
our President may feel it possible to Issue an appeal in that

sense.

Obviously, each case differs and it may be necessary to

word that appeal in one form in one case and

another case;

in another form in

it may be necessary to take some precautions in

one case which would be unnecessary in another.

On all thpse

details of form I am quite content to trust to the discretion

and judgment of our President, in communication with the two
parties.

I do feel, however, rather strongly that any troops

which are on the territory belonging to the other party ought to
be withdrawn without delay.

That is the course 'Which has been

taken in previous cases, and I hope we shall not make any

difference in our dealings with one country rather than another.
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There are two other natters I would like to mention.
In the first place, our Chinese colleague has referred to

certain statements which have been made in the Council,

indicating the general principles which the Council thinks
ought to be adopted in cases of this kind.

I have before

me the statement made by the then President, M. Briand,

at the session of the Council held in Paris in October 1925.^^

The statement reads:
"...He had understood the representative of Greece

to indicate that all these incidents would not have

arisen if his country had not been called upon to take
rapid steps for its legitimate defence and protection.
It vas essential that such ideas should not take root

in the minds of nations which were Members of the League
and become a kind of jurisprudence, for it would be

extremely dangerous.

Under the pretext of legitimate

defence, disputes might arise which, though limited in

extent, were extremely unfortunate owing to the damage

they entailed.

These disputes, once they had broken

out, might assume such proportions that the Government,

which started them under a feelins of legitimate defence,

would be no longer able to control them.

(1) See Official Journal, 6th Year, Ho. II (Part II),
November 1925 Thirty-Sixth (Extraordinary) Session

of the Council, page .1709»
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’’The League of Nations, through its Council,

and through all the methods of conciliation which

’■ere at its dispose!, offered the nations a

means of avoiding such dcplor hie events.

The

nations had only to appeal to the Council.

It

had been shorn th-t the criticisms which had be n
brought against the League of Nations to the

effect that its machinery was cumbersome and that

it found it difficult to take action in circumstances
which recuired an urgent solution, «ere unjustified.
It had been proved that a nation ’■•hich appealed to

the League, when it felt that its existence was
threatened, could be sure that the Council would
be at its post ready to undertake its '”ork of

conciliation.”
This statement was approved by my predecessor, Sir (then Ur.)

..usten Chamberlain on behalf of the British Impire, by Viscount

Ishii, speaking for Japan, by L. Scirloja, speaking for Italy
and by a number of other members of the Council.

I think it

may be regarded now as the locus classicus as to the policy and

procedure of the Council in cases of this kind.
One other natter I ought to mention.

‘ e are all aware

that there arc certain treaty obligations - or international

instruments, let me c. 11 them - ~.,hich affect this dispute

beyond the League of Nations, for instance the Pact of Paris,

and the Treaty regarding Principles and Policies to be followed
in matters concerning China, signed by the United States and other

Powers.

In both these instruments the United States of .mierica

are very closely interested, in the first place, as one of the
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promoters of the Pact of Paris, and in the second, as one of

the signatories of the latter Treaty.

It seems to me that v^e

should do well in these circumstances to communicate to the
United States a statement of all the proceedings of this
Council, and of all the discussions which have taken place

within it.

The United States Government will then be fully

informed of what we are doing and they will be able to take

any action they think right in connection with the subject.

The PR .STD’P'T observed that it ’"as hardly possible for

the Council to adopt a resolution on a matter of that kind at
once and he would therefore ask for time to prepare a draft
resolution.

Agreed.

The Council rose.
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C/65th Session/p.V.3.

LEAGUE OF NATIONS.

SIXTY-FIFTH SESSION OF THE COUNCIL
Provisional. Minutes•

JHJBP-. MEETING, ( Publ i c )

held on Tuesday, September 22nd, 1931
at 3.30 p.m.

PRESIDENT:
Present:

M. LERROUX

All the representatives of
the Members of the Council, and the
Secretary-General.

SUMMARY.

2910.

Appeal from the Chinese Government under
Article 11 of the covenant (continuation
of the discussion).

M.YOSHIZAWA fully endorsed the noble sentiments

to which Viscount Cecil had given expression at the

morning’s meeting and which had prompted the conclusion
of various important international agreements, among

them the League Covenant and the Briand-Kellogg pact.
The Japanese Government adhered loyally to the terms of

those international agreements and conventions.

Not

only had it respected them in the past, but it would con
tinue in the future to observe the stipulations contained
in them in all respects.
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At ths same tine, M.Yoshizawa wished to explain
as briefly as possible the conditions in Manchuria, vhere
Japan had enormous interests.

She had there the south

Manchuria Railway and more than a million nationals, while
her investments in Manchuria were estimated at 2,000
million Yen.

Unfortunately, there were hundreds of out

standing questions which had been allowed to remain
unsettled between the two Governments, and since the begin

ning of the present year the situation had been aggravated

by tension between the Japanese residents and the local
authorities and people.

The relations between the two

peoples were so acute that it was difficult for those who
lived in Europe to appreciate them.

Notwithstanding a series of unfortunate incidents

the Japanese Government was doing its utmost to settle all
these various questions in the friendliest possible manner.
M.Yoshizawa would not enumerate

the

incidents in question

but, if need be, he would explain them more fully to his

colleagues on the Council.

The unfortunate incident now

engaging the Council’s attention might be viewed from

that angle, and that was a point which he desired to, lay
before the Council for its consideration.

M.SZE, with reference to Lord Cecil’s suggestion
concerning Assurances as to the withdrawal of troops, drew

attention to the following paragraph on page 2 of his note
(1)
to the Secretary-General:

(1) Document C.585, M.232.1931.VII.
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"To these acts of violence the Chinese

soldiers and populace, acting under Instructions
from the Chinese Government, have made no resistance,

and have refrained from conduct which might in any

way aggravate the situation”.

The language of that paragraph was quite clear
and explicit;

but M.Sze was sure that when they had

seen the telegrams which he had received since the morning's

meeting the Members of the Council would have no hesitation
in agreeing with him that the situation in Manchuria was

becoming worse and worse every minute, and that it required

their immediate attention.
in the situation:

Time was the essential element

not a minute must be wasted.

M.Sze would repeat again the request he had made
that morning that the Council should order the immediate
withdrawal of the Japanese troops, which had now gone

beyond the limits at which they had been stationed previously.
Many Chinese, among them innocent women and children, had

been killed.

Some of the details contained in the

telegrams he had received were, without any exaggeration,

of the most revolting character.
With regard to the Japanese representative's
request for an adjournment, M.Sze would repeat that the

adjournment should not be for too long and that, if

possible, the discussion should be continued the next day.

«/ith regard to the question raised by the

Japanese representative, of direct negotiations between
the two Governments, he had received since the morning
a message which had cleared up the situation;

that
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message would be circulated.

The Japanese delegate had repeated his assurances
of Japan’s desire for an amicable settlement with china.
There was nothing the Chinese Government and the Chinese

nation desired more than that all questions outstanding

not only with Japan but with any nation in the world should
be settled in an amicable way.

China, as a Member of the

League was bound, by the agreements she had signed, to

submit every difference for settlement by peaceful means.
M.Sze thanked Lord Cecil for reading the quotation

from the Minutes of a previous Council meeting with
reference to so-called defensive measures.

He repeated

that if there were questions outstanding between china and
Japan, methods for settlement were provided in the covenant,
in more than one Article and in more than one way, but he

wished to emphasise once more that the question at present
before the Council was that of the present invasion of

Chinese territory.

No other questions could be discussed

by the Council at that time.

He hoped that the request he had made that morning
that a oommission oi' inquiry should be sent by the Council

at the earliest possible moment, would receive the council’s

immediate attention and assent.

Every step must be taken

at once if the Council’s authority was to be effective.

In conclusion, according to the despatches he had
received, the area of Chinese territory under occupation was

being extended.

troops withdrawn.

That must be stopped immediately and the
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- 6 The PUTSIDEUT observed that his colleagues and
himself had listened with keen attention that morning to

the statements of the Chinese and Japanese representatives.
They noted the Japanese representative’s request that the
discussion of the question should be postponed till the

next nesting.
The President ashed the Council to authorise him:

1)

to make an urgent appeal to the Chinese and

Japanese Governments to refrain from any action which
might aggravate the situation or prejudice the peaceful

settlement of the problem;

2)

to en eavour, in consultation with the Chinese

and Japanese representatives, to find adequate means of

enabling the two countries to withdraw their troops

immediately, without the lives of their nationals and the
safety of their property being endangered.

He asked the Council to decide tl.at the minutes
of all the Council's meetings and. the documents relating

to the question should be forwarded to the Government of
the United states of .rerica for its information.
He proposed that the two Parties concerned should

be asked to meet immediately after the meeting of the Council

but he would also ask permission to associate certain ? embers
of the Council in those proceedings.
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M. CURTIUS said he believed and hoped that

unanimity could be reached in the Council in favour of
the decision the

resident had proposed»

!

When he said

unanimity he included the two Parties to the dispute»
If the Council arrived et such a unanimous decision,

he thought his colleagues would a. ree that that decision

j

could only be regarded as a first step towards the

peaceful settlement of the question.

At a moment when

/

world economic and political conditions were extremely

difficult, the Council was called upon to settle a
highly complex dispute.

not evade.

That was a duty which it could

H.> therefore thought that the Council should

not rest content with this provisional measure, this first
step,

nit should go further in the matt ex' and take other

steps in the direction of a final settlement.
It was of the greatest importance for all the

hembors of the Council to uphold the Council’s authority

in that matter and to show the whole world that such

conflicts could be amicably settled in the Council.

It

was from that standpoint that he would accept the President’s
proposal, and he hoped that it would xeceive unanimous approval.

!.. liASuIGLI

csired to associate hi- self with

what A. Curtius had just said, which expressed the sentiments
of all present.
The steps proposed were only the first indeed the very first. It was the Council’x absolute duty

j
|
■

to exert all its authority, all its influence, to secure
the speediest possible settlement of a question which had
already been developing for several days between two States,
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in order that the necessary solutions might be considered
in an atmosphere of restored confidence and calm.
In a matter of that kind, time was an essential

factor.

There was no time to be lost.

The Members of the

Council were aware of the difficulties encountered by the

delegations concerned in communicating quickly with distant
Governments and obtaining the information required in order

to discuss the matter at the Council table.

When the President

held his meeting with the Parties concerned, he should urge
the representatives of Japan and China to do their utmost

to place the Council quickly in possession of the necessary
information to bring the matter to a close.

It was essential

that the next meeting should take place very soon - otherwise

the Council mifht find itself in an infinitely more delicate

position, which would add to its difficulties in accomplishing
its fundamental mission.

M. 3RAÀDL1ND supported the President's proposal.

Tire facts in the question before the Council were not yet,
he said, sufficiently well established to warrant him in

holding any opinion as to the actual merits of the dispute.
He desired, however, to express the keen anxiety he felt at
the occurrence of such an incident between two Members of

the League.

He was firmly convinced that a complete solution

would speedily be found for the problem, in accordance with

the spirit of the Covenant and the Council's past decisions.
The responsibilities of the League and of all its

Members must remain unimpaired.

He trusted that, when the

Council met again, it would receive communications which
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would enable it to congratulate the two Governments concerned
and the League of Hations itself on the fact of real progress

having been

made

towards

a

final settlements

II. G1AIIDI said the representatives of Germany, France
and Lorway had so perfectly expressed his own views that

he could do no more than repeat what had already been said.
He desired, hovtever, to associate himself, on behalf
of his Government, with the remarks of the previous speakers,

and to support the President’s proposal.

At the same time he would earnestly appeal to the two

Parties in the hope that a solution might be found with the
help of their goodwill- a solution which would not merely

satisfy both Parties, but would be of the highest importance
to the whole world.
K. SCILiL said that a great responsibility rested on
the Council in the matter which had been laid before it;

but it was to be hoped that, with the goodwill that the
Governments directly concerned had already shown, the Council
would find a solution.

He likewise accepted the President’s proposal and
trusted that the Council would be able to settle this dispute

with all possible speed,

Li. SZL understood that the members who had spoken after
the President had submitted his resolution all agreed that

time was an essential element in the situation and that the

resolution was only the first of a series of steps to be taken.
He also understood - he hoped correctly - that in the
consultations which would take place between the present and the

■km
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would enable it to congratulate the two Governments concerned

and. the League of Nations itself on the fact of real progress

having

4

been made

towards

a

final settlement

GRANDI said the representatives of Germany, France
and Norway had so perfectly expressed his own views that

*1

he could do no more than repeat what had already bean said
He desired

however, to associate himself, on behalf

of his Government, with the remarks of the previous speakers,
and to support the President’s proposal
At the same time he would earnestly appeal to the two

Parties in the hope that a solution might be found with the
help of their goodwill- a solution which

ould not merely

satisfy both Parties, but would be of the highest importance

to the whole world
E. SCICâL said that a great responsibility rested on

the Council in the matter which had been laid before it;
but it was to be hoped that, with the goodwill that the
Governments directly concerned had already shown, the Council
would find a solution

I

He likewise accepted the President’s proposal and

trusted that the Council would be able to settle this dispute

with all possible speed
Li. SZ3 understood that the members who had spoken after

the President had submitted his resolution all agreed that
time was an essential element in the situation and that the
resolution was only the first of a series of steps to be taken
He also understood - he hoped correctly - that in the

a

consultations which would take place between the present and the
3

Ii
i

4
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- 10 next meeting, the work would be in a sense, within the

Council, that was to say, there was no question of direct
negotiation between the Chinese Government and the rep

resentative of Japan.

Subject to these remarks, M. Sze

approved the resolution.

He wished, however, to explain that he did so

because he thought the resolution a good one so far as it
wont, even though it did not expressly and definitely provide

for steps to be taken immediately by the Japanese Government

for the purpose of fully re-establishing the status quo ante
and thus not only preventing further loss of life and
destruction of property, but paving the way for an impartial
examination of all the events since September 18th, under the

auspices and control of the League, and with a view to deter

mining and apportioning the blame and the reparation to be
made.

He hoped and expected that the action authorised by

the resolution would be promptly followed by such other acts
on the part of the Council as the circumstances demanded.
Finally, he trusted that the Council would be in a position
to resume its discussion the following day.

II. YOSHIZAWA said he also highly appreciated the
sentiments by which his colleagues were animated in the
interests of the settlement of the dispute.

He expressed

his sincere thanks for the attention which the Council had
given to the matter before it.

Various speakers had referred to the date on which

the Council should meet again to consider the question.

For his part, K.Yoshizawa might say that he was making every
effort to supply the Council with fuller information so as to

enable it to discuss the matter in greater detail, but he could
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not at the moment say whether he would be in a position

to ask the president to convene another meeting on the
following day»

He would, of course, make the necessary

request to the President as soon as he was in receipt of

definite instructions from his Government.
Viscount CGC IL accepted the resolution as a

first step, as 1.7. Curtius had so properly termed it.
./ith regard to the next meeting it was, of course, useless

to meet unless the Council could take some action, but
if the information given by the Chinese delegate was
correct, very grave incidents were still taking place

in Ilanchuria, and obviously there must be no avoidable
delay.
He thought therefore the decision as to the

ixext meeting must be left to the President and he

ventured very 1’espectfully to appeal to his Japanese
colleague to hasten as much as he possibly could the
necessary instructions he was awaiting from his Government.
II. Yoshizawa, in rep ly to Lord Cecil,

repeated that he was making every possible effort to

obtain further information from his Government, and
he would not fail to submit a more comprehensive
report at the earliest possible moment.
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He understood Lord Cecil to have said that if the
statement

by the Chinese delegate was cofrect, that

tatement included a report of the slaughter of hundreds of
men, women and children, the Council could not hesitate to

meet as soon as possible and even earlier than M. Yoshizawa
He hoped, however, that this interpretation was

might ask.

not correct.

said his meaning

Chinese delegate had said,

that,

in view of what the

the matter was extremely urgent -

as It. Yoshizawa would undoubtedly agree, and that he hoped that tte

ïtructions which the Japanese delegate was awaiting from his
Government would arrive at the earliest possible moment.

speaking as President of the Council and as
representative of Spain, associated himself with his colleagues*

remarks.

He could assure the Council that

question would

investigated with the utmost diligence, and the French represent-

ative’s suggestion regarding the necessity of obtaining

information

would be borne in mind.

M. GàRàY said t at the American

countries represented on the

Council could not view without concern a question which affected the
peace of the world.

In view of the regrettable events that had

taken place in th3

duty,

they felt that it was the Council’s

in a spirit of world co-operation, to take all necessary

steps, in conformity with the League Covenant and the other Treaties,

to secure the immediate cessation of hostilities, to prevent any

resumption of the offensive by either Fart: , and to bring, about a
restoration of peace in all those countries which at that time
deserved every sympathy on account of the deplorable calamities they
had recently suffered

He trusted that the situation would again

become normal as soon as possible

The meeting rose.
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OCT 8- 1931
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PRIORITY.
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Following from American Consul General at Nanking

' ”October 6, 7 p

m.

I am informed that a telephone

message from Shanghai states that the Japanese Government

has sent a peremptory demand to the Chinese Government

that the boycott be stopped

that otherwise the Japanese

Government will adopt forcible measures.

Rumor that

Japan will land armed forces tonight in Chapei Shanghai.
I have been informed during the last few days that the

Chinese Government would be obliged to regard such a
landing as an apt of war.

I have been informed reoe^ly

also that if any military measures are taken at JHankij-hg
by the Japanese the Chinese will retaliate

cruiser here now.

One Jajggnese

The Consulate General has in readiness
tentative

9 4 /1 ^ 9 9

719, October 7, 2 p. m.
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2 p. m»

tentative plans for the evacuation of American citizens
on to the destroyer but no warning has been issued as

conditions do not yet seem threatening.’
The Legation has received no alarming reports from
other sources except anti-Japanese agitations in Yunnan
referred to in my 715, October 7, 9 a. m.

Reuter

reports from Tokyo October 6th speak of Japanese

taking ”Chinese Government severely to task for its

negligence in failing to check anti-Japanese boycott"
and of despatching cruiser TOKIWA to Shanghai with
bluejackets for protective purposes.

Also that all

Japanese living in districts along the Yangtze have

been ordered to withdraw to Hankow and Shanghai..'
JOHNSON
RR

CSB
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DOCUMENT FILE
NOTE

----- Tsingtao--------------- ( Jersey............>

from

TO

NAME

dated

.„.Sept*10.*1931,.
1—1172

REGARDING:

Japanese » Chinese Incident*
Disturbances of note during August in Tsingtao, between
Japanese and Chinese*

7 9 3 .9 4 /2 0 0 0

__________ for_____D«sDatQh-.#-.646____

see

DECLASSIFIED*

E.O. 11652, Sec.3 (E) and 5 0>) or (E)

J&BWIgM-ChlW Incident.

qû|
(3

S

The only disturbance of note during the month was
6 clash between resident Japanese and Chinese originating
in an altercation between a Japanese fish dealer and sons

Chinese, blows being exchanged, a crowd composed of both
nationalities soon gathering and fighting ensued,

a

group Of Japanese known as Kokusai Kai, but really a pri
vate volunteer corps ready to protect Japanese interests

when deemed appropriate, took a very active part in the

proceedings, using sword-canes as weapons,

sixteen Japa

nese and ten Chinese wore sent to hospital as a result

of tho incident, the former with light wounds caused by
blows from sticks, stones and kicks.

Seven of the Chi

nese bore wounds inflicted with knives or other sharp

instruments.

Tho situation was tense for a few days but

all is outwardly quiet at present.

This incident was

more fully reported in the Consulate’s despatch No. 481

of August 51, 1951.
Anti-
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REGARDING:

Manchurian Crisis
Substance of comments of Canadian press
criticising the failure of the League
of Nations to effect a peaceful ending
to the -•
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The failure of the League of Ration’s efforts to

bring about a peaceful ending to the oriels in Manchuria
has brought about severe criticism of that body in the

Canadian press.

The Liberal Toronto GLOBE states that

never was the weakness of the League more clearly shown
than by its complete inability to come to a decision on

the Manchuria situation and to enforce that decision.

The

GLOBE’s opinion of the League is put in these words:
“The truth is that from the moment the United
States walked out of the League the Geneva
organization has been an increasingly expensive
futility. At present it is nothing more or less
than an academic forum, subsidized by the taxpayers
of the world - or, rather, by those taxpayers who
pay their bills.
“The British Empire pays one-quarter of the
total League budget.
Canada’s share is almost a
quarter of a million dollars per year. These are
hard times, when wasting money is a crime. The
British Empire is forced to economize at home. Why
not economize by refusing to spend more in the
attempt to make broken reeds look like policemen’s
batons? *
The Conservative Montreal STAR in an editorial entitled

“Would The Americans fight?expresses the opinion that the
present crisis will not lead to war, In spite of the League’s
failure, since the representations of the United States are

backed by the American Navy.

The STAR has little sympathy

ith the Japanese side of the case and believes that Japan

“is merely collecting dividends on her investments in

fighting material*.

It also believes that Japan will be

repeating her blunder of the "Twenty-one Demands" if she is
proceeding on the assumption that the United States and other
countries are too disturbed by the economic depression to

oppose, by force, if necessary, a consolidation of the

jananao* position in Manchuria.

The STAR concludes:
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"But Japan will make a major mistake if she
imagines that the United states will mt not now.
There are a lot of people between Maine and
California who would regard a sudden war with Japan
as a god-eend. It would Immediately raise the
price of wheat.
The farmers could endure that - so
could the Farm Board. It would revive certain forms
of manufacture as a timely rain revives vegetation.
We would soon begin beating our railway equipment
into shells. Money would flow freely. The gold
reserves would come out and fight. The rest of
the world would benefit.
China has precious little
to lose.
"It seems incredible that Japan could make suoh
a mistake.•
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Reo«d 11:02 a. m.

Secretary of State,Division of \
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715, October 7, 9 a. m.

Following from Consul at Yunanfu received only late
last night by Chinese Exchange Radio:

"October 3, 6 p, m.

During a huge anti-Japanese demonstration which took

place in Yunanfu this afternoon thousands of Chinese
students with the assistance of several hundred armed

Chinese soldiers and the local police completely de
stroyed fronts and interiors of all Japanese shops and

damaged Japanese residences,

Japanese subjects who

have taken refuge in local hotel and Japanese Consulate

have not yet suffered bodily harm.

Circumstances in

dicate destruction done with the knowledge and oongient^g
of the authorities".

B

w
tz*

A f$f hours earlier the following telegram from Jgm

to the American Consul General at Shanghai reached the
Legation.
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Legation.

“Local conditions very dangerous for Japanese

subjects who will be evacuated to H.annoi as quickly as
possible.

Request instructions regarding consular

property and my remaining here.

Hashimaru".

In response to Shanghai’s inquiry I authorized

the Consul General to communicate the message to the
Japanese Minister there.

JOHNSON
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Dated October 7। 1931
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718, October 7, iu a, m.

From Lieutenant Brown at Mukden to the Naval Attache:
ft*

"October 6, 6 p. m.

Japanese fifth railway battalion

detachment near Ssupingkai clashed body Chinese forces
5th instant.

Japanese casualties 1 killed, 3 wounded;

7 Chinese killed.

brutally on 2nd.

Japanese army sentry murdered
Battalion in the country districts

companies Japanese sent to northeast Fushun account of

anti-Korean outbreaks.

Detailed account follows.!

Chinese Committee of Public Safety beaded by Yuan

Chin Kai issued proclamation denying intention establish

provincial government".
JOHNSON

JHR
HPD

I

Two

I

warfare and 500 Korean farmers murdered or missing..

OCT

northeast Mukden returned to Kaiyuan reporting guerrilla

Q
O
OJ
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Dated October 7, 1931

Roc’d

Secretary of State

10 a.m

J*^DirisiOùEASIER

Washington, D
721, October 7, 4 p.m. /

<”✓? 16—

Your 362jOctober 5. o/p-mFOR THE SECRETARY

v *

<n

I cannot get away from Peiping before Monday

October 12th and am making arrangements to leave on

that date, taking with mo Miss Powell and Murray.
Should reach Nanking on Wednesday morning October
14th,

JOHNSON
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Telegram Sent

*1—138

PREPARING OFFICE
WILL INDICATE WHETHER

CONFIDENTIAL CODE/X

NONCONFIDENT1AL CODE

Collect
Charge Department
Charge t< î
$

TO BE TRANSMITTED

1—138

department of

ate

PLAIN

——»Washington, October 11, 1931

This cïùj'tIt shouki Le

j beir.g ccinmf

~

/

in confidant??? Code. ■*
■

ÀMLEGATÎÔN
y PEIPING (CHINA)

Your /7®9/October 11, 10 a.m.
1./

Department/desires/at/earliest possible moment/

complete report/regarding boml/ing bf /Chii/chow^/ including/
as far as possible/full account/6f the/1 incident/ number
f
of /casualtieswhat/property/damage/ etc/ You should make /

for prompÿl execution/'

If this/can be/ attained |by/sending J

Hanson/and) Salisbury/^at once (to that/ spo/ rush /instructions
to them[ to proceed there jand to report/it the/earliest pos

sible moment^

Otherwise /send some/one/ else./

2y/ Inform Department/o^ Hansonfs^and Salisbury!s 'present
whereabouts* and of/the arrangements 'Which yoy make forzcar-

rying/but/the abovey
3.

Regard the/abov^as^ unusually /urgent./'

Enciphered by

Sent by operator..
Index Bu.—No. 60.

. M.

19..
r. s. oovkrxment punrrma omci: me

1—138

9 ô • y *4-/2004

in your discretion^what arrangements Iyourdeem ^ost(feasible/
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Brparinwttt of ^tafe

OR

Charge to

PLAIN

Washington,

$

October 7, 1931.

AMERICAN LEGATION

PEIPING .(CHINA)
nister.
j
October 7, 4 p.m.

Department considers it important that you
arrive in Nanking not later than the date you set

7 9 3 .9 4 /2 0 0 4

0

PE:RSM:EJL

Sent by operator_____________ M.,---------------------- - 19------ ----------------------------------------Index Bu.—No. 60.

C. B. oottonmewt pRnrnwA omflB: iM*

1—188
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Telegram Sent

* 1—138

PREPARING OFFICE
WILL INDICATE WHETHER

to be transmitted
CONFIDENTIAL CODE

NONCONFIDENTIAL CODE

Collect
Charge Department
OR
Charge to

Bepartttwnt of ^fate
Washington,

$

October 12, 1931

OCT 12 31
AMERICAN LEGATION,

PEIPING (CHINA)

37°

URGENT.
Ÿour 721, October 7, 4 p.m
One. Immediately telegraph Chinese Foreign Office

Nanking.

Two.

Also specify date of Minister’s arrival.

Please telegraph Department latest information

with regard to Minister’s expected date of arrival

at Nanking and request that he, immediately upon
arrival, telegraphically inform the Department.

PE:MME:DM

PE

J

Qf’t. - i,

\^'
'

Enciphered by__________________________
Sent by operator______________ M,t------------------------ » 19------- -------------------------------------------Index Bu—No. 50.

ü 8 fK)VK1’x‘I^Trawroroomcs: mm

1—138
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at Nanking that the Minister is on his way to
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

HEP

GRAY
From

Harbin
Dated October 7, 1931

P.ec’d 2 p. mJ

Secretary of State,

uty-z—------ yJ/DiTieiou of

Washington.
October 7, 3 p.

EASTERN AFFAffitl
L1CT7- J93Î
0, Sta,.//«

V

Following message from Hanson by telephone October
7, 8 a. m.:
"The number of Chinese killed during the fighting
and Kuanchengtse totalled 118, wounded 199.

at

The town Chinese police and Chinese Eastern Railway

police at Kuanchengtse are unarmed.

They are on duty

and are under control and jurisdiction of Japanese
gendarmes.

Each of the Chinese Eastern Railway police

has on his coat sleeve badge of white cloth giving in
Chinese name of his company and in addition little red
stamp about one and one quarter inches square which

bears Chinese characters signifying Changchun Japanese
gendarmes.

About 20 Japanese gendarmes at Kuangien^se

are armed, two of whom meet each train.

ÈS
Leaving

e
c
c
rc
c
o
cn
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2- from Harbin, Octi, 7, 1931
3 p, m.!
Leaving this morning for Kirin and will return

evening of the 9th about six p, m."

Legation informed, Tokyo informed.
DUT KO
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Peiping via N.’ R.
From

Dated October 7, 1931

Rec’d 9:55 a* m*

Secretary of State,
Washington.

723, October 7, 6 p. m.
In reference to Legation’s 708, October 6, noon,

Consul General at Nanking reports further under date of
October 6, 11 a. m. and October 6, 3 p, m.:

"One.

Soong gave me the information reported in

my October 4, 10 p. m. and added that Shidehara had

ID
04
m
FO
O
o
0)

convinced the State Department, according to his
report, that the civil element in the Japanese Govern

ment still controlled the military and that troops

would be withdrawn as required.

Soong cannot but

feel that withdrawal will not be accomplished unless

a strong stand is takem by the League or by one or
more powerful nations independently of the League.
As part of his grounds for holding this view he said

that Chang Kaing, President of the Bank of China in

the days immediately following September 18th had
spoken with Count Uchida and Kimura of the South Man-

churia Railway Company.
(END PART ONE)
CSB

JOHNSON
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Peiping via N. R,
Dated October 7, 1931

‘
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Reo’d 9:45 a. n.

Secretary of State,

Washington*
722} October 7, Up. m.

(W TWO).

Editor of the SOUTH MANCHURIA DAILY NEWS with the

Japanese Consul General and with other Japanese and
that all had spoken of the two wars Japan had waged

for Manchuria and had said that since events had taken

their present course Japan would not relinquish this
area.
Two,

I inquired what steps China was taking on

her own part to ascertain whether Japanese troops were
being withdrawn and he replied that the Chinese Govern-

ment on October 4th had sent a communication to the

Japanese Government stating that instructions had been
issued to Chang Tso Hsiangand Wang Shu Chang to enter

into negotiations with the Japanese military authorities

in Manchuria in order to reestablish Chinese control
over areas progressively evacuated.

He said no reply
had been
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had. been

received from the Japanese Government.'

Three.

Soong said that if the justice of Chinese

position were not vindicated in

some way by October

14th he did not think the Government could survive

popular resentment if the Government passively accepted
the situation" .

(END PART TWO).
JOHNSON
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From

GRAY
Peiping via N. R.

!--!V

; .

Dated October 7, 1931

Reo’d 9:40 a.; m.'

Secretary of State,
Washington,
723, October 7, 6 p. m.

(PART THREE),

”Shortly after our conversation and before his

departure Soong sent by confidential messenger a second

statement with request that I telegraph it to you.

This morning he sent me a note written on the train
expressing fear that the statement might seem to you
somewhat presumptuous in tone in that it offers advice
regarding course to be taken by the United States; he

asked me to explain that the statement arose from our
discussions of possible action which the United States
might take on behalf of China.

Soong also sent me

Rengo report dated from Mukden October 18 stating that

Kwantung army headquarters will broadcast «laily from

Northern Wireless Station '‘for purpose clarifying im

partial stand of Japanese troops Manchuria and conveying
correct information on various Manchurian problems fpr
home and abroad”.
(EKD PART THBSBJ.
OBB

JOHNSON
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Dated October 7, 1931

Reo’d 10:40 a.' m.

Secretary of State,

Washington.

723, October 7, 6 p. m.

(PART FOUR).

Soong made marginal notation "while talking this
evening about how sensitive Japanese really are to

world opinion".
Second statement follows "The following facts for
His Excellency Minister N. T. Johnson:

The action of

the League of Nations weakened perceptibly on the
reported announcement that the United States proposed

to take no action concerning the Manchurian crisis.

It

is believed here that the attitude of the United States

was inspired by an appeal from Shidehara that public
pressure on the part of the power» would soon result in

a military coup d* etat and the formation of a military
dictatorship in Japan, and that on the other hand the
Japanese Government desired and was succeeding in

ordering
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2- #723, from Peiping, Oct.7,1931
6 p.m.

ordering military uprisings.
Through reliable official reports from Manchuria
and from the interviews which the Governor of the Bank
of China,

(END PART FOUR).

JOHNSON

OSB
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Secretary of State
Washington
723, October 7, 6 p.m. (PART FIVE)

Mr. Chang Kaingau, with General Honjo, Consul General
Hayashi, Count U^jLda and Mr. Kimura, the last two as

late as October second, it is clear that both the Jap-»

anese military and civilians have the firmest determi
nation not to withdraw troops, and further they are or

ganizing local shadow governments in Manchuria and Mon
golia, which will be autonomous and under their protection.

Such being the case, the Manchurian crisis is reach

ing to a climax and it is to be hoped that as stated

United States addressed both to China and Japan the hope
that the two countries will withdraw their troops, and

as Japan will not carry out her promise of so doing, the
United States will make its influence felt in Tokyo,

Japan not daring to pppose a firm attitude of the United

States of America.

This wfll encourage the League of
Nat ions
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2- #723, from Peiping, October 7
1931

Nations, particularly if the United. States of America

would assure it that the United States will view with
sympathy action calculated to bringing Japan to carry

out her undertaking to withdraw her troops, which she

morally bound herself to carry out before October 14th".
(END MESSAGE)
JOHNSON
OIB
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(PART TWO).

Editor of the SOUTH MANCHURIA DAILY NEWS with the
Japanese Consul General and with other Japanese and

that all had spoken of the two wars Japan had waged
for Manchuria and had said that since events had

taken their present course Japan would not relinquish
this area*

Two.

I inquired what steps China was ^uking on

her own part to ascertain whether Japanese troops were
being withdrawn and h. replied that the Chinese Govern

ment on October 4th had sent a conmunication to the
Japanese Government stating that instructions ^çad been
Q
g?
issued to Chang Tso Hsiang and Wang Shu OHang dso enter

into negotiations with the Japanese militwy authorities
C3
in Manchuria
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2- #733, from Peiping^ Part Two,
Oct. 7, 1931, 6 p. m.
From

in Manchuria in order to reestablish Chinese control

over areas progressively evacuated.

He said no reply

had been received from the Japanese Government.!
ThieeJ

Soong said that if the justice of Chinese

position were not vindicated in some way by October
14th he did not think the Government could survive
popular resentment if the Government passively accepted

the situation” •
(END PART TWO).

JOHNSON
CSB
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From

Dated October 8, 1931
Rec'd 6:15 a.m.

Secretary of State,

Washington, D. C.

Lf ^Division

of \

AR cASKRK AFFAIR^
JÛCT 8 - 193Î J
Department nf Sia**

726, October 8, 9 a.m.

FROM LIEUTENANT BROWN AT MUKDEN TO NAVAL ATTACHE
"October 7, 4 p.m

It is confirmed that 300 Japanese Infantry plus field
artillery

left Mukden 2 o'clock this morning for

Hsinmin area Peiping-Mukden Railroad to reinforce detachments
there.

Six airships departed daybreak.

Headquarters reports

that Chinese forces straggling towards Chinchow terrifying
district.”
JOHNSON
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Secretary of State,

Rec’d

Rflfi EKIEfiH AFMIRSÏ
I
g
J

'■’ashington, D. cX|^,t„

7;04 a.m.

of

(TV

V % ÿ.Ç

.

178, October 8, 5 p.m.
The General Staff has issued an information bulletin

to foreign military attaches stating that the banditry and
atrocities committed by the defeated Chinese troops in

Manchuria make it impossible to withdraw the Japanese Arms’-

...

to their original stations or even to the contiguous
I

' territory; that any further withdrawal would aggravate the

present situation.

A proclamation to this effect was made

by the commander of the troops in Manchuria and is declared

to be in complete accordance with the view of the General

Staff.

I believe that the Japanese Government is becoming
increasingly irritated} and apprehensive of developments in

China and may resort to further measures to protect the
lives of Japanese there.

I have just been informed orally

by the Foreign Office that a note is being sent to Nankjggg

complaining of the anti-Japanese activities in intifepurèS_
China,

o
Repeated to Peiping.

NEVILLE
KLP
HPD

|V:
( .

$
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October 9, 1931
6

\

?V

AmEmbassy,

Tokyo, Japan

URGENT
I should like to have you see Shidehara im-

mediately to ask the two following questions

1. Has the Japanese Government given its
assent to the information bulletin of the General Staff, •
/•z, o » S’
summarized in your 178, in which it is stated that, for
various reasons, Japanese troops cannot be withdrawn?

2. Jt is reported on what seems good authority
that Japanese airplanes have dropped bombs on Chinchow.

Is this information correct?

U WRC/AB

••

num» omca: im

1—138

7 9 3 .9 4 / 2 0 0 8
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Washington,

October 9, 1931.

AMERICAN CONSUL

GENEVA (Switzerland).

Inform Drummond confidentially that I was informed
Of?
yesterday from Tokyo, under date October 8, that Japanese
General Staff has issued to foreign military attachés an

information bulletin stating that the banditry and atroci

ties committed by the defeated (sic) Chinese troops in
Manchuria render it impossible to withdraw the Japanese Army
(sic) to their original stations or even to the contiguous

territory.

My informant stated that the Japanese Government

is becoming increasingly apprehensive of developments in

China and may resort to further measures to protect the

lives of Japanese there, and that the Foreign Office was
sending a note to Nanking complaining of the anti-Japanese

activities in China proper.

I received last evening from

the Japanese Embassy here a copy of the text of a memorandum

sent by the Japanese Government to the Chinese Government
under date October 9.

In this the Japanese Government

employs a decidedly threatening tone.

FE:SKH/ZMF
EhapAereJ ly------------Senf by

©01. 9. 19U,’4

operator____________ -------------------------------- - 19------- --------------------------------------------

Index Bu —No. 50.

4

% M

*

9 3 .9 4 / 2 0 0 8

Reference Manchuria situation
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Secretary of State
Washington.

728, October 8, 2 p
Following from American Consul General at Nanking:

"October 7, 5 p. m,

A responsible official of the

7 9 3 .9 4 /2 0 0 9

PRIORITY

Chinese Government October 7, 2 p. m. told, me that the
Government takescseriously a report which has reached
it that the Japanese have in contemplation landing

forces in

and bombarding Nanking.

He said that

he told me this so I could make plans to protect myself

from the trouble which would inevitably follow either
action.

He Miks that I informally convey this warning
4
• 1

to other consulates."

Repeated to Tokyo.

Has the Department any informa-

tion aa to the intentions of the Japanese Gov^âhme^f in

this reapect?
CSB

JOHNSON

ë ge*1

i( '

*J
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to

St»t». . ' lAr> 1
fwT9-1?3i

'....

728, October 8, 2 p, m.

;

'x

Following from American Oonsul General at Nanking;

"October 7, 5 p. m.

A responsible official of the

Chinese Government October 7, 2 p. m. told me that the
Government takes seriously a report which has reached

it that the Japanese have landed forces in and bombarding
Nanking.

He said that he told me this so I could make

plans to protect myself from the trouble which would

inevitably follow cither action.

He asks that I in

formally convey this warning to other consulates.!1

Repeated to Tokyo.

Has the Department any informa

tion as to the intensions of the Japanese Government
in this respect!

JOHNSON
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Washington,

$

October 8,

1951

OC
ALLEGATION
PEIPING (CHIN*).
Your\^728, 'October 8, 3 p.m^, transmitting telegram

5 p.m.

With reference to’ final paragraph/ see^ finaj.

paragraph'off Tokyd Embassy’s 4lo. ^L78,' October 8,

5 p.m»'

The Japanese Ambassador/here in 'conversation with the'
UnderXSecretary/on Oct oberG*/said that/it waszunthinkable

that tJapan Should de any such! thing as bombard Nanking.
The Department lias no further authentic information.

PE ; HSMî E JL

PE

Enciphered by

Sent by operator..
Index Bu.—No. 50.

M.

79.
ü 9. GO^EHNyryT pswtws omet: i»w

1—188
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from'American Consul General, Nanking, October 7,

s#
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Dated October 8, 1931

1

RecJd 6;45 a.m.
Secretary of State,

Following information just received from (?)
of Young Marshal’s office.

"Between one and two fifte.en this p.m. twelve
Japanese airplanes flew over Chinchow, new seat of

the Chinese provincial government in Manchuria and

dropped 36 bombs, chiefly directly at the University
buildings and House Provincial Government.

were damaged but casualties so far unknown.

Buildings
A bomb

was dropped on service car number 141 killing two

Chinese cleaners and one was dropped on the locomotive
sheds.

Telegraph lines between Chinchow and Shankaikwan

interrupted."

©
V
io

CSB

f

5
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‘"■Ink

ALLEGATION
PEIPING

' ‘ tn „

(CHINA)

'%')
’ Confidential

for the Minister. /

On the subject of/our policy in cooperation withy the' .ueaga.e/'

October 5,^ for ''informal/ oomnnini cat ion /to ZurummonÉ^ as follows^/

QUOTE ! I am gratified at the success of the Council in having
secured the consent of both the Chinese and Japanese Governments

IO A

to its resolution of September 30, and the commitment of the
Japanese Government to the withdrawal of its troops into the
railway zone, and that of the Chinese Government to the protection

of Japanese nationals thereafter.

I wish 'Drummond to know in

confidence that I am working every day on this subject; that I

am

urging on both the Chinese and Japanese that they should

assert themselves to the utmost to avoid a recrudescence of

armed encounters; and that I have urged upon the Japanese an
immediate withdrawal of their forces into the railway zone.

I

shall urge upon both the necessity of carrying out in good faith
the commitments as expressed in the resolution of the Council.
I believe that our cooperation in the future handling of

Enciphered by________________________

Seni by operator_____________ M„ _____________ f 19.
Index Bu.—No. 50.

7 9 3 .9 4 /2 0

the Department/ telegraphed /the American Consul at Geneva ^n
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of this difficult matter should proceed along the course which
has been followed ever since the first outbreak of the trouble

fortunately found the Assembly and Council of the League of

Nations in session.

The council has deliberated long and

earnestly on this matter and the Covenant of the league of

Nations provides well-tried machinery for handling such issues.
Both the Chinese and Japanese have presented and argued their
cases before the Council and the world has been informed through

published accounts with regard to the proceedings there.

The

Council has formulated conclusions and outlined a course of

action to be followed by the disputants;

and as the said dis

putants have made commitments to the Council,

it is most de

sirable that the League in no way relax its vigilance and in
no way fail to assert all the pressure and authority within its
competence towards regulating the action of China and Japan in

the premises.
On its part the American Government acting independently

through its diplomatic representatives will endeavor to re

inforce what the League does and will make clear that it has

not lost interest in the matter and is not oblivious to the
obligations which the disputants have assumed to their

fellow signatories in the Pact of Paris as well as in the Nine
Enciphered by__________________________
Sent by operator______________ M., ---------------------- , 19------- , __________________ ________
Index Bu.-No. 50.

i.’. a. oorsRNMrxT raiiHTrso trmt: i»î»

t -<38
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-^act should a time arise when it would seem advisable

Power

to bring forward those obligations.

By this course we avoid

any danger of encouraging either disputant to seek to play off

our action against that of the League or vice versa.
I have already informed Sir Eric of the presence in the
disturbed area of my own special representatives, and I shall

be glad to comply with his suggestion of forwarding to him any
pertinent information which we may be able to make available

to him.
I think that what I have already said will answer Sir Eric's

other inquiries.

We shall endeavor to be as cooperative as

possible, while trying to avoid any chance of embarrassment^to
him and the League in the task which they have undertaken.

8

iatO/

Repeat t(^ Tokycwx^A
/
4

/

I

Enciphered by________________________
Sent by operator_____________ M.,
Index Bn.-No. 50.

U. 8. GOVKXNMEXT HUNTING orrtes: l»î»
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Secretary of

Washington, D..C
Oepâtrrnhei^ of Star

724,. October 7, 7 p.m.,

^7

My telegram No.. 721, October 7, 4 p*m*
I know of

to Nanking.

no adequate reasons for not proceeding

In view of the fact that I had told my

British and French colleagues that I do not expect to go

I

South at this time I have informed them of present

change in plans and I expect that they also may go South.
We all agree that the situation is fraught with,

serious possibilities but are somewhat doubtful whether

moderating influence at Nanking would be effective
unaccompanied by similar influences at Tokyo calculated
to justify confidence hitherto placed by Chinesfe in
League and Pact for renunciation of war..

There appears to be a real danger of incidents
which may cause Japan to move in the Yangtze Valley,

*

telegrams recently received from Peck and being repeated
to the

7 9 3 .9 4 /2 0 1
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2-#724, from Peiping, October 7, 1931
7 p.m.

to the Department tell of state of greai; uneasiness

there and authorities appear even to talk of war.
There is a similar danger here in the North.

I

have communicated to the Department embarrassing
situation due to presence of Japanese guard in Peiping

and Japanese troops at Tientsin (see my 645, September
24, 1 p.m.).

This is one of the causes which made it

seem advisable for Chiefs ef Missions to remain in

Peiping,
Situation at interior points in Manchuria, now
overrun by Chinese wandering soldiery dispersed by

Japanese, is very bad*

Should Japanese repeat in Yangtze

Valleyy or at other points, measures taken in Manchuria,

there is danger of this kind of situation spreading to

the great harm of everyone.
Jt is my opinion that pressure should be brought

to bear in Tokyo to persuade Japanese Government of
the danger to all if present conditions allowed to
continue and necessity of Japanese Government taking
early steps to encourage restoration of Chinese control
and
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3-#724, from Peiping, Oct. 7, 1931,
7 p.m.
and administration in Manchuria.

I am sure that if the

powers and Japan permit matters to go along as they

have been going we are likely to have more serious
consequences in China,

JOHNSON
JHR

CSB
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CONFIDENTIAL FOR THE SECRETARY,

My telegram No. 721

October 7, 4 p. m.

I know of no adequate reasons for ray proceeding to
Nanking.

In view of the fact that I had told my British

and French colleagues that I do not expect to go South
at this time I have informed them of present change in

plans and I expect that they also may go south,!

We all agree that the situation is fraught with
serious possibilities but are somewhat doubtful whether

moderating influence at Nanking would be effective
Unaccompanied by similar influences at Tokyo calculated

to justify confidence hitherto placed by Chinese in
League and Pact for renunciation of war,

There appears to be a real danger of incidents

which may cause Japan to move in the Yangtze Valley.
telegrams recently received from Peck and being repeated

to the
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to the Department tell of state of great uneasiness
there and authorities appear even to talk of war.i

There is a similar danger here in the north.'

I

have communicated to the Department embarrassing
situation due to presence of Japanese guard in
Peiping and Japanese troops at Tientsin (see my 645,

September 24, 1 p. m.).

This is one of the causes

which made it seem advisable for Chiefs of Missions
to remain in Peiping.
Situation at interior points in Manchuria, now
overrun by Chinese (?) soldiers dispersed by Japan,

is very bad.

Should Japanese repeat in Yangtze Valley,

or at other points, measures taken in Manchuria, there

is danger of this kind of situation spreading to the
great harm of everyone,'

It is my opinion that pressure should be brought

to bear in Tokyo to persuade Japanese Government of

the danger to all if present conditions allowed to

continue and necessity of Japanese Government taking
early steps to encourage restoration of Chinese control

and
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and administration in Manchuria.

I am sure that if the

powers and Japan permit matters to go along as they
have been going we are likely to have more serious

consequences in China.
JOHNSON

JHR
CSB
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Telegram from His Majesty’s Minister at Peking to Foreign

Office, repeated to H. M. Embassy at Washington on October
6th : "l discussed Wai-Chiao-Pu message at informal meeting
with Spanish, French, American and German Ministers and

Italian Secretary of Legation on October 5th.

Spanish Minister after referring to apparent
connection between Chinese message and paragraph 9 of
Council Resolutions of September 30th as reported here

in Press said that he had already a few days before
received instructions from his Government to send his
Consul from Shanghai to Manchuria to report. (There is

normally no Spanish Consul in Manchuria).

He had now

reported Wal-Chiao~Pu message to his government and

awaited instructions.

I said I had done the same.

I added that my

first impression had been that Chinese were trying to

manoeuvre us into a course of action (on lines of a
commission) already rejected at Council of League of
Nations.

In this way Chinese message seemed to me to

complicate matter and to make it more difficult for us
to do something which we should otherwise have done.

Probably had Chinese not sent their message I should
have already despatched special representative to
Manchuria to watch and report on situation.

Now I must

await your instructions.

French Minister said he had simultaneously with
receipt of message received telegram from Paris instruct

ing him to supply all possible information - especially

withdrawal of troops to South Manchurian Railway zone,
liberation of prisoners and restitution of public

buildings;

but as Japan bad expressed disapproval of

"general/
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’’general measures” this information should be
collected as discreetly as possible.

French Minister

is now repeating Wai-Chiao-Pu message to his government
and had added that in his view it should be taken very
seriously in view of grave issues involved.

U. S. Minister said he had received a similar
telegram from Wai-Chiao-Pu but appealing to U. S.
Government as parties to Kellogg Pact and interested

in peace in Far East.

Washington.

He had repeated message to

He added for confidential information of

meeting that his government had already before receipt
of message arranged with Japanese Government to send

two American representatives to observe situation.

These

gentlemen were already in Changchun before Wai-Chiao-Pu
message

(? words omitted) representatives had no con_

nection with their message.
German Minister said he had merely repeated Wai-

Chiao-Pu message to his government and awaited their

;

instructions.
In the course of general discussion it was decided

J

(a) that it was inherently desirable that we should all

|

have our representatives on the spot to report develop-

i

ments but that in view of apparent Chinese manoeuvre to

get us to endorse their interpretation of resolution 9
we should walk warily and avoid anything savouring of a

|

formal commission and (b) that we should do nothing pending
H
receipt of instruct!ons from our respective governments,

|

U. S. Minister was recognized as being on a different
footing as his government had already sent representative
by agreement with Japanese Government.
I said that I had thought of acknowledging
receipt of Chinese message by saying that I had repeated

it/

T*
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it to you for instructions and that in the meantime I was

keeping my government fully informed of such reports as
reached me from Manchuria.

But after further discussion

we decided that as we might receive our instructions at any

moment we would none of us send any reply until we had

heard from our governments.
I request very urgent instructions.

Before receipt

of Chinese message I had intended sending military attaché

and secretary of legation to Manchuria to collect information
and report on developments in situation including progress

of Japanese withdrawal but I shall now do nothing until

I hear from you.

I beg that my instructions may include

terms of reply to Chinese Government.

I share views of

my colleagues as to gravity of situation and regard matter
as most urgent."

Telegram of instruction despatched on October 6th from

Foreign Office to H. M. Embassy at Paris, repeated for
similar action to Washington, Berlin, Rome and Madrid.

(Refers to Peking telegrams giving text of Wai-Chiao-Pu
message and reporting discussion thereon)

"H. M. Minister at Peking reports that popular agitatibn

against Japan has led to talk in responsible Chinese circles
of war being only ultimate solution.

Chinese foeling is

evidently greatly inflamed and some action which may have

effect of restraining Chinese Government partly by advising
moderation and partly by meeting as far as possible their

request in regard to despatch of neutral representatives to

Manchuria seem eminently desirable.
Inform French Government that if they will instruct
their representative(s) at Peking and Tokio to counsel
moderation on Chinese and Japanese Governments alike and will

send/
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J
send representative from Peking to watch events in Man churia

after obtaining agreement of Japanese Government in the same
way as has already been done by United States Government

I

similar action will be taken by H. M. Representatives at
Peking and Tokio.

Representatives of Powers would naturally report to

their respective governments and not to Geneva direct as

I

contemplated by Chinese Government."

Telegram despatched October 7th from H. M. Embassy at

Paris in reply to previous telegram; repeated to other

mis sions concerned :

"French Government have received from French
Minister at Peking same information as that telegraphed
by Sir M. Lampson.

Their representatives at Peking and

Tokio have already urged moderation on two governments but

opportunity offered by my communication will be taken to
instruct them to renew representations.
French Military Attaché and Air Attaché have
already visited Manchuria and reported on events; and I
gather that visit will be renewed or continued as Japanese
Government have no objection to presence in Manchuria of

normally accredited representatives of Embassies.

French Government agree

(-- ) such representatives

should continue to report to their government.

Information

based on such reports can if necessary be supplied to

delegates at Geneva
French Government seem to expect Connell will have
to meet in Geneva on October 14th.

£
âs
«a
&

a

”
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Telegram from His Majesty’s Minister at Peking to Foreign
Office, repeated to H. M. Embassy at Washington on October

6th;-

"I discussed Wai-Chlao-Pu message at informal meeting
with Spanish, French, American and German Ministers and

Italian Secretary of Legation on October 5th.

Spanish Minister after referring to apparent
connection between Chinese message and paragraph 9 of
Council Resolutions of September 30th as reported here
in Press said that he had already a few days before

received instructions from his Government to send his
Consul from Shanghai to Manchuria to report. (There Is

normally no Spanish Consul in Manchuria).

He had now

reported Wal-Chiao-Pu message to his government and
awaited instructions.

I said I had done the same.

I added that my

first impression had been that Chinese were trying to
manoeuvre us into a course of action (on lines of a

commission) already rejected at Council of League of

Nations.

In this way Chinese message seemed to me to

complicate matter and to make it more difficult for us

to do something itilch we should otherwise have done.
Probably had Chinese not sent their message I should
have already despatched special representative to

Manchuria to watch and report on situation.

Now I must

await your instructions.

French Minister said he had simultaneously with

receipt of message received telegram from Paris instruct
ing him to supply all possible information - especially

withdrawal of troops to South Manchurian Railway zone,

liberation of prisoners and restitution of public
buildings;

but is Japan Had expressed disapproval of

"general/
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"general measures" this Information should be

colleoted as discreetly as possible,

French Minister

is now repeating Wai-Chiao-pu message to his government

and had added that in his view it should be taken very
seriously in view of grave Issues Involved,

U. S. Minister said he had received a similar
telegram from Wai-Chlao-Pu but appealing to U. S.
Government as parties to Kellogg Pact and Interested

in peace in Far East.
Washington,

He had repeated message to

He added for confidential information of

meeting that his government had already before receipt

of message arranged with Japanese Government to send
two American representatives to observe situation.

These

gentlemen were already in Changchun before Wai-Chlao-Pu

message

(? words omitted) representatives had no con

nection with their message.
German Minister said he had merely repeated Wai-

Chlao-Pu message to his government and awaited their
instructions.
In the course of general discussion it was decided

(a) that it was inherently desirable that we should all

have our representatives on the spot to report develop
ments but that in view of apparent Chinese men oeuvre to

get us to endorse their interpretation of resolution 9
we should walk warily and avoid anything savouring of a

formal commission and (b) that we should do nothing pending
«
receipt of instructions from our respective governments,

U. S. Minister was recognized as being on a different
footing as his government had already sent representative

by agreement with Japanese Government.
I said that I had thought of acknowledging

receipt of Chinese message by saying that I had repeated
It/
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-3it to you for instructions and that In the meantime I was

keeping my government fully informed of such reports as

reached me from Manchuria.

But after further discussion

we decided that as we might receive our instructions at any
moment we would none of us send any reply until we had
heard from our governments.

I request very urgent Instructions.

Before receipt

of Chinese message I had intended sending military attaché
and secretary of legation to Manchuria to collect Information

and report on developments in situation including progress
of Japanese withdrawal but I shall now do nothing until
I hear from you.

I beg that my instructions may include

terms of reply to Chinese Government.

I share views of

my colleagues as to gravity of situation and regard matter
as most urgent.”

Telegram of instruction despatched on October 6th from
Foreign Office to H. M. Embassy at Paris, repeated for
similar action to Washington, Berlin, Rome and Madrid.

(Refers to Peking telegrams giving text of Wal-Chlao-Pu
message and reporting discussion thereon)
"H. M. Minister at Peking reports that popular agitation

against Japan has led to talk in responsible Chinese circles

of war being only ultimate solution.

Chinese feeling is

evidently greatly inflamed and some action which may have

effect of restraining Chinese Government partly by advising

moderation and partly by meeting as far as possible their
request in regard to despatch of neutral representatives to

Manchuria seem eminently desirable.
Inform French Government that if they will instruct

their representative(s) at Peking and Tokio to counsel

moderation on Chinese and Japanese Governments alike and will
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send representative from Peking to watch events in Manchuria
after obtaining agreement of Japanese Government in the same

way as has already been done by United States Government

similar action will be taken by H. M. Representativesat
Peking and Tokio.

Representatives of Powers would naturally report to
their respective governments and not to Geneva direct as
contemplated by Chinese Government.”

• fslogram despatched October
■

*a
•"•ply to previous
.w,. .r ■

mis Mens

7th from H. M. Embassy at

telegram: repeated to other

CQDeerned:
”French Government have received from French

Minister at Peking same information as that telegraphed
by Sir M. Lampson.

Their representatives at Peking and

Tokio have already urged moderation on two governments but
opportunity offered by my communication will be taken to
instruct them to renew representations.
French Military Attaché and Air Attaché have

already visited Manchuria and reported on events; and I

gather that visit will be renewed or continued as Japanese
Government have no objection to presence in Manchuria of
normally accredited representatives of Embassies.
French Government agree

—) such representatives

should continue to report to their government.

Information

based on such reports can if necessary be supplied to
delegates at Geneva.

French Government seem to expect Council will have

to meet in Geneva on October 14th.

”
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FROM

Dated October 8, 1931
Reo’d 2;52 p.', m,

Washington,
730. October 8

«Hsiou of \r.£ UM

WJt AFFADI r,?,.

1931

Depa lma

Reuters report from Washington seventh "
formity with Chinese Government request United States

Government appointed representatives to visit to

scene of Sino-Japanese dispute in Manchuria and report
on the situation*

JOHNSON
CSB
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7

Dated October

1931

Rec’d 12:40 p.! m.

K-^^Sêoretary of State

f'FAR EASTERN AFFAIRS']
hàüCT 9 - Î93t I

Washington,
162, October /, 5 p. m.

Department’s 64, October 5, 2 p, m<
ure
I have indicated Sir Eric’s extreme pleas/ at the

nature of your message to him.

known to him orally.

<c

I naturally made (#)

He now asks me if I could send

him the substance in writing stating that Wilson

frequently followed this procedure

C

ft)
o

The presumption

is, of course, that he refers only to paragraphs two
and three.

Although he did not directly ask it I could

see that it would greatly gratify him and that he
feels that it would serve a useful purpose could this

expression of the relationship between you be made

generally known in some instances, (See Consulate’s

l?i>l

No. 161/ October 7, 3 p. m., paragraph six).
I would appreciate instructions.
so
<»

GILBERT

JHR
CSB

(#) Apparent Omission
1
A
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4

October 9

1931

2 1 0 3 / ^ 6 ’ 262.

AMERICAN CONSUL
GENEVA (SWITZERLAND)

/> * ' *

ClI

Your 162-r2,------October 8-L
5 p.m
A*
You are authorized to hand to Sir Eric Drummond in
writing a memorandum containing the following message

from me dated as of October 5, 1931.

He may feel free

to coùTmunicaté^this^to the members of the Council.

QUOTE I believe that our cooperation in the future

handling of this difficult matter should proceed along
the course which has been followed ever since the first

outbreak of the trouble fortunately found the Assembly
and Council of the League of Nations in session.

The

Council has deliberated long and earnestly on this

matter and the Covenant of the League of Nations provides^
permanent"and already tested machinery for handling such
issues as between States members of the League.^ Both the
Chinese and Japanese have presented and argued their cases

before the Council and the world has been informed through
published accounts with regard to the proceedings there.

The
Enciphered by___________________________

Sent by operator______________ M.,_________ _____ _ 19____ ,___________________________
Index.Bu.—No. 50.

u. s. government printing omca: ins
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The Council has formulated conclusions and outlined

a

course of action to be followed by the disputants; and

as the said disputants have made commitments to the
Council, it is most desirable that the League in no way

relax its vigilance and in no way fail to assert all the
pressure and authority within its competence towards regulat

ing the action of China, and Japan in the premises.

On its part the American Government acting independently
through its diplomatic representatives will endeavor to

reinforce what the League does and will make clear that it

has^a keen^interest in the matter and is not oblivious to
the obligations which the disputants have assumed to their
fellow signatories in the Pact of Paris as well as in the

Nine Power Pa.ct should a time arise when it would seem

advisable

to bring forward those obligations. By this
course we avoid any danger oRembarrassing the League
in the course to which it is now committed. UNQUOTE.

WEîPMîMLD
Enciphered by__________________________
Sent by operator______________ M.,_______________ _ 19____ _____________________________
Index Bu.—No. 50.

U 8. GOVERNMENT PRINTING omci: IBM
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A portion of this telegram
must bo closely paraphrased
before being communicatedMRr
anyone.

1931
RJc’d 3:47 p.m,

Secretary of State

LAX>iv’sion t.
f'FAR EAS FERU Af FAIRS

Washington

I

163, October 8, 9 a.m,
(GREEN) One,

OCT

a

'epartment nt

In the various messages from Nanking

and Tokyo which the (*) and. the Japanese have addressed.
to the Secretary General there has been nothing of par

ticular significance ( in this Drummond concurs) since
those summarized in the Consulate’s 339, September 25

11 a.m., and those whose substance I have conveyed in—

oidentally in other telegrams to the Department, with
the exception of a recent telegram from Nanking stating

that Marshal Chiang Hsueh Liang had been placed by the S-j
President of the National Government in special charge
of Chinese forces in South Manshuria

Two,

Drummond states that, despite press reports

to the contrary, the Japanese are greatly pleased with

this, seeing better facilities for a settlement in their

being able to deal directly with an official of the auth
ority
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MAM

authority of the Marshal.

It is also believed here that the presence of the
Marshal in the area will speedily dissolve the various
"separate governments" which it is rumored Chinese of

ficials have set up in various parts of Manchuria.
Three.

After dinner last evening, Drummond showed

me three telegrams which he had received from London,
embodying telegrams which London had received from the
British Legation at Peiping,

These chiefly deal with

tl?e results of the informal meeting of certain members

of the Diplomatic Corps at Peiping on October 5th.

In

asmuch as our Legation in Peiping is undoubtedly inform1
ing the Department direct and as I noted that these
telegrams have been repeated from London to the British

Ambassador in Washington, it does not seem necessary to

me to refer to them here.

I mention them chiefly to

indicate the information at the disposal of Drummond.

Four.

Drummond then reviewed and expressed his

views on the entire situation at some length.

Ha ex

pressed himself as distinctly alarmed at the turn the
matter
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3- #163, from Geneva, October 8,
1931

MAM

....

> *

)

matter has taken within the last day or two, fearing
that the tide of public opinion in China against the

Japanese and rumored action being taken by the Japanese

with a view to protecting their nationals in various
parts of China, might lead to war.

He added that the

Chinese and Japanese officials here were expressing the

same fears and were extremely anxious (END GREEN)

Five.

Drummond then showed me a memorandum of

his conversation with Sze in which Sze displayed grave

concern over the possibilities envisaged in the fore

going and in which Drummond stated that, in his opinion,
’’everything depended on the Chinese exercising self

restraint for the next ten days".

Sze promised to urge

this on Nanking although the question as to whether
Nanking can control the situation is evidently problem

atical,

Drummond fe ^.s that the action of the interested

powers might well take the form of such advice to the

Chinese Government at the present time.
Six,

Drummond then showed me a telegram which he

had sent to London which is in effect his suggestions
as to British policy.

The gist of his telegram is as
follows:

!
I
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follows:

(a) The powers can legitimately base individual ac
tion in sending officials to Manchuria on the statement
of the Japanese representative to the Council on Septem

ber 30 (?) paragraph nine of the Council’s resolution
which was accepted by the Japanese (Consulate’s 150,
October 1, 9 a.m„).

Japan could hardly object if repre

sentatives reported to their own governments (which should

in turn transmit the information, urgently to Geneva).
But in view of American^?) it is advisable first to ob

tain Japanese consent.

(b) While it might be desirable to postpone Council
meeting to await the receipt of better information such

a postponement might inflame Chinese opinion.

He expects

to advise the President of the Council on this point on
October 10th.

Seven.

Incidentally, in his discussion of the ques

tion Drummond made clear that in his view the Japanese

action in Manchuria was long planned and was taken by the

Japanese military party who thought they perceived a fav
orable opportunity for this in view of the preoccupation
of
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5- #163, from Geneva, October 8
1931

preoccupation of the powers with other questions^ ^ut
that the Japanese are now alarmed, at the international

concern which has been shswn and arc doing what they

can to settle the matter.

GILBERT
CSB
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Inform Drummond that I trust that he intends to

I

4
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Enciphered by_________________________
Sent by operator_____________
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fore being communicated
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Dated October 7

1931

From,

1:22 p.m

Rep'd
O’

Secretary of State
Washington
158. Octo

r

Department !s\teles

umber 63 October (#)

The following h^^Tased on a conversation with

btxhrinond last evening.

(Sir Eric has been out of

town for a day or two returning yesterday)
One.

Sir Eric stated that his evaluation of

the situation in Manchuria is still! very difficult
as his information is as yet almost entirely based on

Chinese and Japanese sources and is in consequence most
conflicting.

All that he has which he feels to be of

ufficient interest to send you at present is the

following from Dr. Reichmann (Director of the Health

Section of the League) who is in Nanking. (This will

be sent as part of section two of this telegram)
Two,

With respect to the

CL s. S. E.

Sir Eric stated that from the inferences he has been

able
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able to draw from semi-official information they are

playing more or less a double game -- on the one hand
telling the Chinese that they are their closest friends
with perhaps insinuations of support and on the other

hand telling the Japanese that they will stand completely
aside in the dispute.

He has no first hand knowledge of

Soviet action either diplomatic or military.
Three.

On account of the general lack of information

Sir Eric is highly gratified to learn that there have been

present in Manchuria the officials from the offices of

our Military Attaches in Peiping and Tokyo and of our
more recent action envisaged in the instructions which
have been sent to our Consul General at Harbin and to

our Embassy at Tokyo respecting a tour of observation in
South Manchuria.
Four.

He feels that while, for the present at least,

the Japanese objections to a "neutral commission” might
for reasons of policy be sustained, nevertheless, all

interested powers should go as far as possible in obtaining,

and in mutually exchanging information;

To this end he

has been urging the British, French, Italians and Germans

to take steps in this direction and has suggested that the
obtaining of information might appropriately be worked
out by
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3-158, October 7, 1931, from Geneva
9 a.m.

out by informal arrangements between the diplomatic
representatives of the powers in China with the view

to their taking not (repeat not) "common” but "similar"

action.

I discussed with Sir Eric that this would

perhaps serve the useful purpose of creating Peiping

and Nanking as Central points for the transmission of
well defined and relatively reliable information to

Geneva,Washington and to the capitals of other powers;

that it would serve to obviate the dissemination of
rumors and of biased opinion; and that it would perhaps

form a basis for a common understanding which could
lead when desired to coordinated action.

We concluded,

however, in an afterthought, that to secure common

concurrence for the despatching of important news might
cause undesirable delays and that perhaps an agreement
only to exchange information would be more practical.

It would, I think, be helpful if you could state your
reactions to some such plan either in general or in detail

and also whether you are prepared to take any steps along
these lines.

Five;

As an element of the foregoing he has

gained the impression that the French are quite willing

to send Military Attaches to Manchuria but that they do
not wish
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not wish to act alone, ■ He has noted the recent pro
Japanese tone of certain sections of the French press
and has little doubt but that they are subsidized by the
Japanese.

He feels, however, that he can fully roly on the

French Foreign Office.

With respect to the British he

learns that the British officer at Mukden (see the

Consulate’s 151, October 1, 10 a.m.) is a Major Thornhill*
and that he has sent in a report to the British Foreign

Office

"with the approval of his French and Spanish

colleagues" although he does not understand the moaning
of the latter phrase.

Sir

Eric is taking stops to

obtain this report or excerpts therefrom which he has
asked should be made available to you through him.

Ho

feels this may bo a better procedure than to have London

transmit it direct to Washington although London of
course will take the final decision in this matter.

With

respect to Germany and Italy they have said they would be
"helpful" but he yet knows of no definite action on their

part;

With respect to Spain ho believes that they arc doing

“something" through one of their Consuls General in

China
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China but he is not at all clear what it isi

He felt

that for reasons of policy the Spanish might be encouraged
to participate.

What they have done so far is doubtless

at the instigation of Leroux who has shown great interest;
and in view of Leroux’s position as President of the
Council Spanish cooperation would be helpful as a matter

of prestige.

It is evident that Madariaga is responsible

for much of Leroux’s policy in this..

Section two

follows.

GILBERT

CSB

RR
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Secretary of State,
Washington.

159, October 7, 11 a. m.

(PART TWO OF MESSAGE).
Department’s 63, October 5th.

Sir Eric asks that the Secretary regard this informa
tion for his personal use inasmuch as no one outside of

the Secretariat is aware that he is in communication with
Dr. Reichmann on this subject.

One.

Reliance of the League and unity of action.

The Chinese Government are putting themselves entirely

in the hands of the League and issuing atriot orders to
avoid making any resistance, or giving rise to incidents,

and to watch over the safety of Japanese lives and property.
There are no local negotiations and the Government is
handling the whole situation.

Under the pressure of

events the Canton Government are making moves to become

reconciled to Wanking.

Marshal Chiang Hsu Liang has
refused
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refused repeated attempts at direct negotiations and

insisted upon a settlement under the covenant after with-

drawal.
The Japanese are reported as trying to terrorize the

Manchurian authorities and as insisting upon direct
negotiations.

According to continued Japanese press

statements from Tokyo and Shanghai Japan will not consent
to the interference of the League or the Kellogg signa

tories in this matter and semi-official statements
announce that withdrawal must be conditional upon a
satisfactory outcome of negotiations.

Two.

Attitude of Soviet Russia.

The Soviet Government is believed at Nanking to

be definitely anti-Japanese on this issue and is said
to have assured the Government of its friendliness.'

Three.

Developments of situation.

The policy of offering no resistance and of pro

tecting Japanese lives and property will be imposing

a great strain upon the country and Chinese navy

unless
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unless Japanese troops quickly withdraw from the railway
zone.

What is feared is that there may be incidents

leading to the landing of Japanese marines in the

Chinese dity of Shanghai and even the navy yards of

Nanking which the government believe is actually con
templated and which would be resisted leading to the
outbreak of war.

If this pass was reached the

government is in such a critical position already
that it might fall

md the Communists come into power

by means of a popular rising.

Already a Soviet alliance

is openly advocated and is being seriously considered

by leading members of the Nanking Government and of

the entourage of their northern ally several of whom

are preparing to turn Communist.
Four.

Information from the spot.

Capital importance is being attached by the Chinese

Government and public opinion to getting fieutral informa

tion from Mukden and every effort is being made by the
government to get the United States and the members

of the Council represented at Peking to organize such a
service.
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service.

I gain the impression from Sir Eric’s manner in dis
cussing this with me and from my personal knowledge of
Dr. Reiohmann’s extreme pro-Chinese leanings that his

opinion may be regàrded as altogether Chinese inspired,
I undd^stand that Lionel Curtis is associated with
Reichmann in Nanking.
(PART THREE FOLLOWS).
GILBERT

HPD
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Washington.

160, October 7, 1 p. m.
(PART THREE OR MESSAGE).

Department1/ No. 63, October 3, 5 p. m,
One.

With respect to the possible meeting of the

Council on October 14, Sir Eric stated that if things took

a favorable turn it might not be necessary but that present
indications did not allow of a definite forecast.

He said

that he hoped that the Council might, if held, be made

stronger by the presence of a larger number of foreign

ministers than was the case at the end of the regular
session when the Sino-Japanese case came up (see Consulate’s

141, September 26, 9 a. m. Paragraph four).

He believes

that in any event Briand is quite ready to come..

Two.

With respect to Council policy in this matter

he expanded on one point (see three of Council’s resolution,

Consulate’s 150, October 1, 9 a. m,),

The Council has all
along
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along insisted on the use of the term " withdrawal of

troops within the railway zone" or some similar phrase,
while the Chinese have employed and have endeavored

to have adopted the term "reestablishment of the status

quo ante" or something of the same purport.

He said

that Sze had urged on him the use of the expression of

" status quo ante" and that he had countered by suggest
ing the term "in accordance with treaty stipulations".
This caused Sze to retreat from his demand inasmuch as

China, I understand, takes the position that she does
not recognize the ’validity’ of the treaties and in

particular becausé I also (*), under those instruments
Japan is entitled to

a larger number of troops and

to the occupation of more points than Sze envisages

in the " status quo ante" .
Three.

In connection with the foregoing I wish

to add that Sze came to see me yesterday.

He first

made some statements about the position of forces in

Manchuria, ct ootera, which were chiefly repetitious

DECLASSIFIED»
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3- #160, from Geneva, Part Three,
October 7, 1931, 1 p. m.
c£ previous Chinese assertions.

He then took occasion

to s$y that Chinese policy was to demand in turn that

three successive steps be taken.
“A", the reestablishment of the status quo ante;

"B", reparations for damages;
"0", an examination of causes of difficulty in the
general Manchurian situation with a viow to their settle

ment ,

Four.

With respect to Chinese policy in general,

Sir Eric concurred in the opinion expressed in the two

final paragraphs of the -Consulate’s 150, October 1,
9 a, m., and stated that, although he was only giving

his own views, he believed that if success were
achieved by bringing about the Japanese withdrawal
to within the railway zone the League would endeavor
to follow its, customary course of having the two

parties agree to the procedure for adjusting the
other outstanding questions by direct negotiations

between themselves.

From the attitude of the Chinese

they might make this difficult but he felt it to be

desirable
I

i
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desirable because otherwise there would be a danger

that the Chinese would thereafter bring before the
League every small question or would appeal to the

League whenever a hitch oocureA.

If the Chinese

persist in their endeavor to keep this matter on
national
the interior:. plane he naturally is not clear as to
what might dv-velop.

Five.

With reference to the opinion expressed

in the Consulate’s 141, September 26, 9 a, m.,

paragraph seven, Sir Eric expressed concurrence and
agreed that should Japan prove recalcitrant in the
execution of the program so far accepted, an extremely
difficult situation would arise.

He concurred that

in v|ew of the present world situation pressure in the

form of economic sanctions would be quite out of the
question but a form of pressure which had occurred to
him as possible, if yorse came to worsA, was for the
leading powers to withdraw their chiefs of mission from

Tokio.

Consequently, in his opinion^ that would prove

to he a form of pressure which the «Japanese would find
most difficult to resist.
(PART FOUR FOLLOWS).

GILBERT

HPD
CSB

(*) Apparent Omission
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161, October 7, 3 p,: m.
(PART ?OUF: 3? MESSAGE).
Department’s 64, October 5, ?» p. m0

One.

In my talk with Sir Eric I could see that he

was greatly cheered by the evidence of your understanding
and cooperation in the difficult problem in Manchuria.
He perceives clearly the important relationship of this
question to the whole world situation in the political

and economic spheres and in particular in its relation
ship to the problem of disarmament. He fee’J :• B'crttigly

that no steps should be omitted at this juncture and
that no word should Lj left unsaid which would assist

in achieving a speedy adjustment.
Two.

He is most happy that you are in general con

currence with the policy which the Qpuncil of the league.
has followed in this matter and is p^ytioularly grateful^-;■-1’

for your message showing such conçjlete understanding of
the

i

*
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the

League’s attitude past, present and future, in

this dispute.

He is convinced that the cooperation

shown in the present case may be of the utmost
value for assuring world peace in the future.

Three.

With respect to the matter of the exchange

of information, he notes that you will transmit what

you may be able to make available to him.

He wishes me

to say that he will be glad to reciprocate.
Four.

In connection with this, however, certain

questions arise in his mind on which he would like to

reach an understanding with you.

From the nature of

his position it is incumbent upon-O')—for the
interest of all League states.

As it is the Council of

the League before which this question comes at present

he has undertaken to make known to all members of the

Council such information as he may receive from the
Chinese or the Japan' e or from any Council member
(see Council resolution, paragraphs seven and nine Con

sulate’s 150, October 1, 9 a. m.).

Such information is

commonly "circulated" by him to all members of the
Council,1

Thus far all messages from Washin^°§mbodying

infomation or embodying expressions of opinion (except
your
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your formal messages to the President of the Council,
see Consulate’s 123, September 23, 4 p. m. and 126,

September 24, 4 p. m. ) have been with the understanding
that they were for his sole information.

In private

meetings of the Council which have taken place and
in meetings of the "committee" of five he has often
been tasked what the policy or the views of the United

States were since it is generally known that he has

received communications from Washington.

In response

to such requests he has up to the present time given an
oral summary of information received from you.

He

feels however that such a procedure has many unsatis

factory elements.

In the first place such a resume

may carry implications of his own interpretation which

he is of course anxious to avoid.

Moreover, as it is

relatively impossible to keep anything of that sort

strictly confidential, there is always the danger of
its reading the press and of your feeling perhaps that

he has not entirely respected your confidence.

There

fore, although he is quite willing to continue this

system, any suggestions from you which would allow him
to make
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to make written communications to the members of the
Council would be very welcome and would perhaps help
forward the comon action which is frankly sought,!

Five,

In view of the foregoing, Sir Eric

suggests that if you see your way clear you designate
in such communications as you may make to him what he

may textually mule known to the Council or to Council
members and what you are sending him for his more
personal information.

Six.

The foregoing refers chiefly to information

respecting the situation in Manchuria as envisaged in

the latter part of your telegram referred to.

There is

also the question of expressions of policy either as to

v

the attitude of the United States toward the League in
this matter particularly respecting the coarse which the

Council has pursued as for example!(?) (T^same telegram.! [O'1'

He holds such expressions on your part as to the present

time solely for him.

He would, however, appreciate your

opinion on the use which might properly be made of them
and in
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and in this connection asks that you take into considera
tion the good effect in quieting world anxiety and also the

restraining effect on the Japanese could you or he be
make it known that similar views exist between the United
States and the League on certain of the more vital

aspects of the question,
(END OF MESSAGE).
GILBERT
OSB

i*
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I

Eivisiou of

Washington.

OCT 9 ’ >83»
u

Ûspurunent of Staf«

__
DIVISION of
- ®St««WEAI<*FfA|HS

VERY URGENT.

Consulate*s telegrams numbers 158, 159, 160, 161,
are all parts of the same message.

The sections were

given separate numbers for convenience in future
references.

gilbert
HPD
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Secretary of State,

far wem aff
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Washington,

’ z. ..-f'rüT V

October 9, 1931.

AMERICAN CONSUL,

GENEVA (SwizterlaxWLf. 3

/‘'Is'® (
Your 158 to 162 are receiving attention

-- v
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Enciphered by_________________

Sent by operator______________M.,_______________ , 19 1_____ _______________
Index Bu.—No. fiO.
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Washington,

October

1951

AMERICAN CONSUL

GENEVA (SWITZERLAND)

t

Your 158, October 7, 9 a.m.,

Ù

(SECTION ONE), with

special reference to paragraph four
You may inform Drummond that I agree with his

clearing house for the despatching of important news
might cause undesirable delays.

Events appear to be

moving much too rapidly for such procedure.

In any

case, the American Government could not conveniently
be a party to such an arrangement.

You may assure

Drummond that, as stated in my previous message (No. 64,

October 5, 2 p.m.),

I shall be glad to send him pertinent

information from our observers which we may be able to

make available to him.

We greatly appreciate the

information he is sending us and trust that he will

continue to send us what he can.

I shall hope to

communicate with him again through you very soon.

V»EE:RSM:EJL

EE
Oci1

Enciphered by

Sent by operator..
Index Bu.—No. 50.

M.

v,

1951j

19.

‘U

V 8. GOVERNMENT PHtXTTfO omci: IMO

*-- “8
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conclusion that an attempt to establish a central
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Washington,

$

October 10, 1931

j.

fl
American Consul,

Geneva, Switzerland

Your 160,^October 7, 1 p. m. M
~~

/

/!

One. Reports jngL.

China-Japan situation

warrant^grave concern/^”I have again urged "on both
Governmentszthat the" two^countries must exercise great

self-restraint and endeavor, to live up to their commit
ments as expressed in the Resolution or the Council

of September 30

Two. I assume that the Cbuncil of the

League will meet not later than October 14 and that
it will turn its attention immediately to the China-

Japan situation.'
/
Three. As I see the situation, each of
the disputants^has a good'many and^constantly increasing’
grounds for irritation at and complaint against the
other.

They unquestionably ought- toznegotiate a settle-

ment
Enciphered by
Sent by operator..
Index Bu.—No. 50.

..M„

... 19.
8. emmtuiunnmas ana.

im*

1—138
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Inforitf Drummond as follows:
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American Consul, Geneva, page 2.

are

ment, but as the situation is d<

proceeding in the direction of warlike measures
rather than

'peaceful'measures.

The question

arises whether it has not become necessary formally

to remind*the disputants of their obligations under
the Treaty for Renunciation of Wa.r.

As the League

has from the beginning been occupied with tnis situation
I have^felt that/invocation/ôf the Pact should be held

in reserve, but am inclined now to believe that the

unfortunate events of the^last few days^seem to make
the 'necessity of resort to the Pact imminent.''' I
snould'w'elcome the expression of Drummondf* s'views as

to how, in the event that such action becomes necessary,

attention may most effectively and promptly be called

to the obligations of this treaty.

If this question

should come up at the coming meeting of the Council
you are authorized, if invited,

to participate in the

discussion ^thereon.'^
For
Enciphered by
Sent by operator ...
Index Bu.—No. 50.

..M.

19.
». wrmnai norm omen mi

1—138
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For the time "being all the above should. "be

regardecTby Drummond as confidential.

U

14 LS
WRC/AB

Enciphered by__________________________

Sent by operator______________ M.t________________ _______ ’
b.

Index Bu.—No. 50.

eomNinorr narrow emo» itw
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Secretary;

At Geneva, Mr. Gilbert and Sir Eric Drummond have
been talking over the question of the use to be made of

4

observers.

As reported on page 3 hereunder, they have

discussed the possibility of having a central point as

and Gilbert states that he thinks it would be helpful
"if you could state your reactions to some such plan
. • . • and also whether you are prepared to take any

steps along these lines".

FE is of the view, in the light of its understand
ing of your views with regard to the use of our observers
and with regard to the attitude of the Japanese Govern
ment, that it would not be advisable for us to indicate

willingness on our part to participate in an exchange
and clearing house procedure.

Although the incoming telegram is not yet complete

FE is drafting with regard to the point und

skh/zmf

7 9 3 .9 4 /2 0 1 5

a sort of exchange and clearing house for information,
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Peiping via N. R.
Dated October 8, 1931
From

'L* lîivision of \
*r easier aiw

Secretary of State

Washington, D. C

»

Rec’d 10:15 a.m

■

9- 1331
ol StaX*

727, October 8, 1 p.m.

<4

Following from Hanson and Salisbury at Changchun

1^'

"October 6, 2 p.m
One,

There was fighting between Chinese and

Japanese at Nanling, three miles south of Changchun,

(D
C’

at Kdanchengtz, three kilometres north east Changchun
and at the main station of the Kirin Changchun Railway

ro
at Changchun

Two;

Local Japanese officials have informed us

that they learned of the clash between Chinese and

Japanese soldiers at Mukden at 12:15 a.m. or. September 19th
The Japanese military commander at Changchur. sent two

hundred of his troops at 3 a.m. toward the barracks at

Nanling where there w~re about 3500 Chinese soldiers.*
The Japanese attacked the barracks at about 5 a.m* .. ..
Later they were reenforced by 200 South Manchur

railway guards,
(END PART ONE)

JOHNSON
RR

CSB

CD
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727, October 8, 1 p.m. (PART TWO)
brought from Kungchulin^ a few miles south of Changchun.

Fighting ceased early in the afternoon after most of the
Chinese soldiers had fled.

to 43 killed and 52 wounded.

The Japanese casualties amounted
The Chinese casualties were

180 dead, number of wounded unknown.

The Japanese

commenced the fighting by delivering a surprise attack.

The Japanese officials justified the action on the

grounds that they were afraid that the Chinese soldiers
at Nanling, where there were 36 field pieces, upon

learning in regard to the Mukden incident, would shell
the Japanese settlement at Changchun, and the Japanese
attacked to forestall such an attempt.

We believe

possible Chinese soldiers in question had no intention
of shelling nor the audacity to shell the Japanese

settlement, so that the Japanese Government were not
justified in making the attack unless for military
reasons;
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reasons.

The Japanese troops withdrew from Nanling

on the 20th,

According to the Japanese military,

the next day, Chinese
(END PiRT TWO)
JOHNSON
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(PART THREE),

started to steal what articles were left behind in the
partially ruined barracks and a guard of 25 Japanese
soldiers was sent to protect the property.

The guard

is still located there.

Three.

It is evident that the Japanese do not

intend for the time being to occupy these much ruined
barracks.

The Japanese military do not permit Chinese

or Russians to visit the barracks but the Japanese
civilians and schoolboys are daily making excursions

to the ”battlefield".
Four.

The same time the Japanese military command

at Changchun sent the Japanese detachment toward Nanling,
3 a. m..on September 19, it ordered 300 Japanese troops
from
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from Changchun to attack the Chinese barracks at
Kuanohengtze, the southern terminal of the Chinese
Eastern Railway,

These barracks contained, about

five or six hundred. Chinese regular troops, a few

village police and some Chinese Eastern Railway.
(END PART THREE).
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Chinese police.

(PART FOUR),

The village and railway police

surrendered as soon as the attack, which was concentrated
on the building where the regular soldiers slept, was
made in the dark by the Japanese.

The Chinese soldiers

resisted until eleven a. m. when the Japanese put into

action a three inch gun which fired foa# or five shots
causing the Chinese to surrender.

The Japanese

casualties were 23 killed and 33 wounded.

Chinese

reports indicate that about 35 Chinese were killed.
Five. The Japanese authorities very vaguely
expressed
to ue the fear that the troops in these
barracks might make an attack on the Japanese forces*
We believe that the attack on these regular soldiers,
whose duty it was to guard the Chinese Eastern Railway,

the village
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the village police, whose duty it was to safeguard
Chinese and Russian residents of Kuanohengtze,
(END PART FOUR),

JOHNSON
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and the railway police whose duty it was to guard the
stations of the railway , was unjustifiable from the
standpoint of international law.

These barracks, now

empty and partially destroyed, are still under control of
Japanese soldiers,20 of whom are stationed in the

headquarters formerly occupied by the Chinese Eastern
Railway police.

Six.

The Japanese have given no evidence that

they intend to withdraw their troops at Kuar^nengtze,

whose presence is not needed to protect any Japanese
lives or property, which are non existent here and

whose presence most likely acts as an irritant to Soviet

Russia,

Chinese Railway police could afford the necessary

protection to Chinese Eastern Railway property but the
Japanese military refuse to alloy/ Chinese Railway police on
duty at Kuanchengtze station to carry (END PART FIVE)
JOHNSON
JHR
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tveapons of any sort.

In the morning of October 8th about

200 young Japanes 3 employees of the South Manchurian Rail

way in military formation, apparently volunteers accom

panied by regular Japanese army officers marched through
the village of Kuanohengtze in the direction of station

Ichienpo, 9 kilometres north from Kuanohengtze on the
Chinese Eastern Railway.

only.

They aarried spades and sticks

The reason for this march could not be learned

locally.

Seven.

At 5 a.m. on September 30th Japanese troops

burned the barracks of the Railway guards of the Kirin
Chinese Railway powerhouse, main station of this railway
at Changchun, during the operations to secure control of
this Railway’s telegraph and telephone lines to facili

tate the advance of JajHinefc©' ^rcapS't’Bward Kirin City.

Eight.

The Japanese and Chinese officials

(END PART SIX)

KLP

JOHNSON
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interviewed by us stated that the three actions

mentioned above, were started by the Japanese mili

tary.
No. 9.»

The Changchun Chief of Police informed

us that the Japanese have shown no evidence that they

intend soon to abandon the airplane landing field
constructed by them outside the South Manchuria Railway

zone since the clash.
No.» 10.

As far as Changchun is concerned, the

Japanese have not inaugurated a civil administration.
However the Japanese gendarmes are exercising control
over the Changchun city police and is flying the

Japanese flag over the headquarters police station

in the native city.

Japanese military are exercising

control over the Chinese telephone and telegraph

stations in the native city.

This military control
is causing
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-ais causing much loss to merchants of all nationalities,

but the Japanese military show no inclination to
relinquish this control.

They do not interfere otherwise

with the civil administration city nor with the

SECTION SEVEN).

JOHNSON

(END
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Chinese passport officials.

No. 11.

The thinking classes of Chinese at

Changchun feel against the Japanese while the larger
unthinking masses are indifferent in regard to the

recent events except as they affect them financially.
It has been stated that the most of the Chinese

population fears the Japanese military.

No. 12.

The withdrawal of Japanese troops from

Nanling, Kuanchengtze, the airplanes passing over and

telephone and telegraph offices in the native city and
of Japanese gendarmes from supervision ovci’ the Chinese

police would not result in injury to Japanese lives
or property or danger from banditry.

No. 13.

According to the Chinese Chief of Police

the Japanese military have not damaged the Chinese
radio
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-2radio station at Changchun but have dismantled the
principal parts of its machinery.

No. 14.

/?

The failure of the 1 rge ri 8e-f. Japanese

military to withdraw their troops from the places above
mentioned would indicate a lack of desire to return
to the status quo ante.

(END SECTION EIGHT).

JOHNSON
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Ho. 15.

Vie arc planning to leave Changchun

for Kirin 8:30 a. m. October 7th.”
Repeat to Tokyo.

Repeat to Department.

(END MESSAGE).
JOHNSON
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179, October 9, 5;>y.m.

The Vice Minister for Foreign Affairs told me today

that owing to continued boycotting of Japanese goods and
people it was becoming extremely difficult for Japanese

to remain in China.

Chinese merchants refuse under any

circumstances to do any business whatever with Japanese

individuals and banks refuse to cash checks made out
to Japanese^

In addition the Japanese have bean

subjected to personal abuse and even violence on a
scale which indicates a deliberate plan

The Japanese Government he said has therefore

addressed a note to the Nanking Government asking that
steps be taken to check this movement and prevent

aggravation of the present situation.

It info:

Nanking Government that the latter will be held

È

PM

€3 '

responsible for whatever may be the consequence of

failure
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failure to suppress the anti-Japanese movement and. to
afford, adequate protection to the lives and property of

Japanese subjects in Ohina.

The Vice Minister told

me further that two cruisers the TATSUTA and the
TENRYU, were being despatched to the Yangtze.

I told

him that according to a report which has reached me the
Chinese believed that Nanking and perhaps other places

would be attacked.

He said that there was no intention

on the part of Japan to occupy any territory; that
their forces in the Yangtze region were less than those

of the British or the Americans and that no forces
would be landed from the Japanese ships until after

consultation with the Japanese Consul General in
Shanghai.

L do not know what the Japanese intend to do about
the boycotting and other matters they complain of. They

are somewhat excited and exasperated but hope that they
can get the Nanking Government to do something about

them„

It is possible that they may make reprisals of

some sort in case the Nanking Government refuses,
Repeated to Peiping.
NEVILLE
RR
HPD

/
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This telegram must be
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated
t o anyone.

FROM
Peiping"
Dated October 9, I931
Kec’d

4:26

Secretary of State,
Washington, D. C.

734, October 9, 10 a.m.

Your 362, October 5, 3 p.m. //?■?</)
Follovzing from Consul General at Nanking, October
8* 1 p.m.

"Soong is in Shanghai but I delivered Department’s

message orally and informally to Loe.

He appeared

somewhat reassured and said he would inform the special

Diplomatic Commission whose members have authority and

responsibility in this matter and I emphasized

confidential character of the message.

Popular feeling

against Japan is growing still more intense".

JOHNSON

KLP
HPD
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f toi EASIER AFFASRh
i
0 - W3I |
'v

■* àcà-sSt^

.
M AuStart

733, October 9, 9 a.m,.,
From Consul General at Mukden.

Ten Japanese airships bombarded Chinchow this
noon, Japanese Commander-in-Chief General Hsu despatched

scout planes to Chinchow this afternoon which dropped
leaflet containing statement by him as Commander which
is virtual ultimatum to Chinchow Government4

He

states that Chinchow Government is creation of

Chang Hsueh Liang which is conducting intrigues in
Manchuria inimical to Japanese forces; that military
again
operation/was necessary; and that it was not directed

JO’DiSON

HPD

7 9 3 .9 4 /2 0 1 9

“October 8, 8 p.m.
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COPY IB

DEPARTMENT OF SWF

The Secretary of State,
Washington.

I i 4ib
Sirs

1

I have the honor to report that the Soviet
press resumed the discussion of the JapaneseChinese conflict on September 21.
*

/

Before entering into an examination of its
comment, I draw attention to the return of the
President

*See the Legation’s despatch No. 8064, of Sept
ember 18, 1931.

A
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President of the Revolutionary Military Soviet,

K.E. Voroshilov, to Moscow on September 19.
*

Voro

shilov had been in the Far East and in the Ural
territory, and was at Magnitogorsk when the con
flict burst.

He proceeded to Chelyabinsk, in com

pletion of his itinerary as planned, before return
ing to the Capital.

While on this journey Voro

shilov made speeches on military preparedness and
inspected military units, but nothing indicated

that the journey was in any wise connected with
the tension in Japanese-Chinese relations.

The renewed attention to Japanese-Chinese af

fairs was simultaneous in the news and editorial
columns of all the leading newspapers.

Inasmuch

as the tone and language were very similar, only
selective extracts are given in some eases.

1/

sides its

Be-

editorial remarks, the PRAVDA in a news

headline stated that "the United States sanctions
the occupation of Mukdenl"

The reference was to

the news telegram in regard to an alleged announce

ment from Washington that the State Department did
not regard the events in Manchuria as touching the
The IZVESTIA left the matter to a

2/

Kellogg pact.

3/

special writer, as did the LENINGRADSKAYA PRAVDA

4/

and the KRASNAYA ZVEZDA.

The second named foresaw

a prolonged

* Moscow IZVESTIA, No. 260, of September 20, 1931
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a prolonged period of conflict and tension, and

the last predicted that the Mukden authorities pro

bably would beforced to yield to all the Japanese

5/ ,

demands.

ZA INDUSTRIALIZATSIU sought the explana

tion of the conflict not only in a desire on the

part of Japan to extend its railways and to prevent

them from being paralleled by Chinese lines, financ

ed by other countries, and particularly from being
blanketed by Chinese railways in the direction of

Eastern Mongolia, but also in the economic depres

sion and political unrest in Japan.

Returning to

the subject on September 22, the PRAVDA surmised

6/

that Harbin also would be occupied by the Japanese
forces, although a careful inspection of the news
telegrams discloses nothing to support this sug
gestion.

The enclosures to this despatch indicate that
the Soviet press was allowed within definite lim

(

I

its to direct the attention of its readers to the
gravity of the events that are taking place in Man-

f

churia, but not to say anything to indicate the at

titude of the Soviet Government to these events. It
is further to be noted that the official newspaper,

among others, has not spoken in its own name.

Whe

ther the Soviet Government was surprised by the
Japanese action remains to be.disclosed.

Respectfully
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Respectfully yours,
For the Minister:

David B. Ma egowan,
First Secretary of Legation.
(In quintuflicate).

Enclosures:

1.

Japanese Imperialism Active.
(Moscow PRAVDA, No. 261, September 21, 1931).

2.

The Japanese Intervention in Manchuria.
(Moscow IZVESTIA, No. 261, September 21, 1931).

3.

Japanese Imperialism Attacks.
(LENINGRADSKA?A PRAVDA, No. 261, September
21, 1931).

4.

The Japanese Offensive in Manchuria.
(Moscow KRASNAYA ZVEZDA, No. 254, September
21, 1931).

5.

The Explosion in the Far East.
(Moscow ZA INDUSTRIALIZATSIU, No. 261, Sept
ember 21, 1931)•

6.

Manchuria is only the Beginning.
(Moscow PRAVDA, No. 262, September 22, 1931)

Copy to E.I.C., Paris.
Copy to E.I.C., Paris, for Peiping.
Copy for Amconsulate, Harbin, via Dept.

800 R
DBM/lr
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SOURCE: Moscow PRAVDA,
No. 261,
September 21, 1931.

JAPANESE IMPERIALISM ACTIVE.

(Translation of leading editorial.)

Japanese troops have seized Mukden, have occupied

the principal points along the Southern Manchurian Rail
way, and practically hold in captivity the Mukden

political authorities, with the exception of the satrap
of the three eastern provinces, Chang Hstleh-liang, him

self, who with his headquarters staff is at present in

Peiping.

The Japanese authorities have seized the

arsenal, all the more important Chinese banks in Mukden,
and have occupied with their troops all the more important

strategical points in Southern Manchuria.

All this is

going on under the pretext that the Chinese troops tried

to destroy a section of the Southern Manchurian Rail

way.

The Japanese troops were brought into action with

out notifying of this the so-called Chinese central

Government in Nanking, and without any warning to the
Mukden authorities.

Chang Hstleh-liang has ordered

his forces not to show any resistance.

The Chinese

military rulers have shown their impotence in the face
of the Japanese military forces.

The
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The activity of Japanese imperialism in Southern
Manchuria did not come unexpected.

Preparations

for it had been made for several years past.

What

Japanse imperialism is striving for in Manchuria is to
strengthen its old positions, and to extend its economic

and political sway.

Japanese imperialism wants to

obtain concessions for the construction of a whole

number of new railways.

It wants Chinese capital,

which is a menace to the monopoly of the Southern Man
churian Railway, to abandon its railway and harbor de
velopment schemes.

Japanese capitalism wants to have

the complete control over the financial and the cur
rency system of Manchuria.

The Japanese imperialists

do not make a secret of their desire to extend their
sphere of influence to Mongolia.

The fact of Mukden

recognizing the Nanking Government as the central govern

ment has evoked sharp protests on the part of the Japanese
imperialists.

They perceived in that recognition an

attempt on the part of Mukden, using Nanking as a

screen, to lessen its own dependence on Japan.
Such facts as the Mukden Government having granted
gold-mining concessions to English capitalists, a con
cession for the construction of a sea port at Hulundai

to Dutch capitalists, etc., have intensified the ag

gressive tendencies in the midst of the Japanese im
perialists.
For the military occupation of a whole number of

towns in Manchuria, the soil had been prepared by the
artifidally provoked clashes between the Corean settlers

and the Chinese authorities in Manchuria, by the inter
ference
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ference of the Japanese police in these conflicts, by

the anti-Chinese pogroms in Chosen, the murder of the
captain of the Japanese General Staff, Nakamura, in the
hills of Inner Mongolia, ahd by the kindling of the
generals’ war in northern China.

At the same time

the Minister for Foreign Affairs of the Canton Govern
ment, that agent of American imperialism, was accorded
a friendly reception in Tokyo, although of not quite

an official nature.

The appointment of the ex-minister

for war, Ugaki, to the post of Governor-General of

Chosen, the increase of the Japanese garrisons in
Chosen by one division, and the appointment of the wellknown Japanese diplomat, Uchida, to the post of chair

man of the board of the Southern Manchurian Railway,

were also constituent parts of the plan which is now
being carried into effect by Japanese imperialism.

The Japanese troops have occupied the capital

of Manchuria, Mukden.

in Geneva a session of the

League of Nations is taking place.

member of the League of Nations.

Japan is a

China too is a

member of the League of Nations, and the represent
ative of China was even admitted to the Council of
the League of Nations.

However, as might have been

expected, the League of Nations hit on nothing else
but to note "with satisfaction" the statement made

by Yosizava, the representative of Japan.

Once

more the proof was forthcoming that the League of
Nations is but a tool for imperialistic oppression

and violence.

Japan
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-4Japan is a signatory of the Kellogg Pact.
too has signed the Kellogg Pact.

China

However, the Kellogg

Pact could not prevent Japan from taking military action
against another signatory of the Kellogg pact, China.

While in Washington (at the Department of state of the
United States) it is pointed out that the events in Man

churia give no cause to speak of a violation of the
Kellogg Pact.

The authors of the famous pact them

selves make sport of their own piece of work.

The

toilers throughout the world have here an objectlesson of what the League of

Nations is worth as an

"instrument of peace,” and of what the Kellogg Pact

is worth as a guaranty against news wars.

The military occupation of the more important

strategical points in southern Manchuria, and the
capture of the capital of the three eastern provinces,

Mukden, by Japanese troops is a manifestation of
Japanese imperialistic aggressiveness.

In Manchuria

where these military operations are going on, the in
terests of the largest imperialistic Powers: the united
States, Japan, England, and France, are in conflict with

one another.

The events in Manchuria are likely to

make the question of a possible clash between the im
perialistic Powers in the Chinese question crop up

full size.
The toilers of China can learn once more what
the rule of the general and the squires1 cliques,

’and the policy of the Kuomintang, are leading to.
The toilers in the U.S.S.R. are watching vigilantlV

the events that are now taking place in Southern
Manchuria,
js/fk
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THE JAPANESE INTERVENTION IN
MANCHURIA.

(Summary.)

Events of the greatest moment are taking place in
Manchuria.

Japanese military forces have forcibly

occupied. Chinese cities and ports.
ment has ceased to function.
disarmed, its arsenal occupied.

The Mukden Govern

its armies have been

The control of the

main banks of Manchuria has passed into Japanese
hands.

The official Japanese explanation is that the

military occupation of Manchuria was occasioned by
attacks by Chinese troops and attempts to destroy

the South Manchurian railway.

But a series of

anterior utterances and measures by the Japanese

during several months clearly foreshadowed a military
offensive.

"Japanese imperialism" was displeased

with the Nanking Government, as too subject to American

I and British influence.

it is no secret that Japan

had a hand.in th® formationof the Canton Government,
whose foreign minister hastened to Japan to report.

^Japanese military circles" viewed the rapprochement
between Mukden and Nanking askance, and were bent

upon consolidating Japan*s position in Manchuria.
Activists
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Aotivists were appointed as Director of the South

Manchurian railway and Governor of Chosen.

in

Chosen Chinese and Corean lives were sacrificed to
the new policy.

Mongolia was not forgotten.

Then

came the murder of Staff Captain Nakamura.
The cardinal question in Manchuria is that of
railway construction, which Japan is determined to
control, in order to strengthen its economic and

military position and to prevent the extension of

competitive lines.

There are other matters to re

gulate .
Chinese expectations of sharp protests at

Geneva and Washington have not been satisfied.

The

suspicion that Japan made good diplomatic preparation
for military action is thrown out, but rather faintly;

on the other hand the view is propagated that self

interest will impel other Powers to prevent Japan
from going too far, and that, therefore, the inter

national situation will become still tenser.

The

Soviet Union must, therefore,give Japanese-Chinese

developments close attention.
(Signed) N. PAKHOMOV.

DBM/fk
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FKOM
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°

ÔuSu

TO DESPATCH NO.

LEGATION

AT RIGA,

OF SEP 2 5 1931

LATVIA.

SOURCE: LENINGRADSKAYA PRAVDA,
No. 261,
of September 21, 1931.

JAPANESE IMPERIALISM ATTACKS.

(Summary. )

The serious events in Manchuria were ndtunexpected.
Everything has pointed for months to Japan*s availing

itself of the freedom of action given by the depression

and crises in America and Europe to strengthen its
position in Manchuria and Mongolia.

One of its aims

was to create a second trunk line, to a port in Chosen

on the Japan Sea, and to halt Chinese railway construction
in Manchuria.

A long period of Japanese-Chinese con*

fliot and tension will follow.

Mukden will be obliged

to capitulate, and, in the end, Nanking to sanction the

arrangement.

This will help to mobilize the toiling

masses of China for struggle for national emancipation,

which can be attained only through "a Soviet revolution.”

(Signed)

DBM/fk

A. KARDOV.
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SEP 2 5

LEGATION AT RIGA, LATVIA.

SOURCE: Moscow KRASNAYA ZVEZDA,
No. 254,
of September 21, 1331.

THE JAPANESE OFFENSIVE IN MANCHURIA.

(Summary.)

The events that are taking place in Manchuria are of
exceptional importance.

The Japanese offensive had

been in preparation for several months.
Probably, Japan will obtain from the Mukden author

ities the full satisfaction of its immediate
Secretary Stimson’s noteworthy declaration indicates
that Japan had felt the way before stepping out.

Never

theless, the strengthening of Japan's position in Manchuria

cannot but sharpen the struggle between the ’’imperialists’*
for the Chinese market.

The toilers of the Soviet Union

must be alert, lest there go along with these events all sorts
of anti-Soviet provocations.

(Signed) N.

DBM/fk

Fi
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FROM THE

LEGATION AT RIGA, LATVIA.

SOURCE: Moscow ZA INDUSTRIALIZATSIU,
No. 261,
September 21, 1931.

THE EXPLOSTQ.N

IN THE FAR EAST

(Translation of leading editorial.)

In the strained atmosphere of the unprecedentedly,
grave crisis of the world capitalistic economic system,

and in the midst of the extremely sharpened conflict
of imperialistic interests, an explosion has taken place.

Japanese troops, after having thrown back the weak ad
vanced units of Chang Hsttelnliang, have captured Mukden.

The military operations continue.
The Japanese official version explains this military

action by the alleged fact that ’’the Chinese troops at
tempted to demolish a part of the Southern Manchurian rail

way line.”

Chang Hsdeh-liang, on the other hand asserted

that Japan’s military action "has for its purpose to

provoke incidents that would permit the Japanese to oc

cupy Manchuria."

The same explanation was put by

Chinese sources on the ultimatums and the feverish activities

of the Japanese diplomats and military circles in con
nection with the murder of the Japanese captain, Nakamura,

on Chinese territory.
There is no need to go into the details of the

murder of that Japanese officer, the history of which

has

I
1
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has up to the present not yet been made clear.

It is

evident that the alarming Manchurian events have been

caused by more serious and deeper factors.

The moving

forces of the Japanese aggressiveness must be looked for
first qf all in the deep economic crisis experienced by

Japan as well as by the other capitalistic countries.
Japan’s principal export article is cotton yarn, going

chiefly to China and India., and raw silk, exported to

the western countries.

The world crisis and the never

ending generals’ squabbles have utterly destroyed China’s

purchasing pov/er.

India too is ruined.

At the same

time, Japan’s principal competitor, the English textile
industry, continues its stubborn fight for retaining
its positions in the narrowed eastern markets.

Also

the demand for raw silk, which constitutes nearly one
half of the Japanese exports, has sharply declined,
since luxuries are nowadays not much in demand.

All

in all, the Japanese exports, which in the early stages

of the world crisis showed a certain stability, have
fallen 21 per cent.

exceed Ifc million.

The numbers of the unemployed

In agriculture, which before the

world crisis was in a state of profound depression,
matters have grown still worse.

Of late the crisis

has begun to shake the financial system.

The alarming

events in Germany, having caused a general panic, re
sulted also in a calling-up of the short-term in

vestments placed in Japan, as a result of which the

gold reserves of the Bank of Japan have dropped to
the lowest figure on record since 1919

As
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As an outcome of the crisis, the aggressiveness of
the Japanese imperialists has increased, that is, of the

adherents of the so-called continental policy, the policy

of expansion on the continent, more especially in Man
churia.

That most wealthy region, on the territory

of which,

two and a half times larger than the territory

of Germany, there lives a population of only 23 million,
has long ago become the center of the colonizing activities
The Southern Manchurian railway has become a

of Japan.

sponge as it were that absorbs the juices of the whole
region.

Around that railway has grown up a number of

large enterprises of heavy industry and chemical in

dustry, controlled by the Japanese Rockfeller, the

Mitsubishicconcern.

The crisis could not but extend also

to Southern Manchuria which latter is closely bound

up with the economic life of Japan and China.

The in

come of the railway and of the enterprises has experienced
a sharp fall.

The Japanese bourgeoisie tries to make

good its losses by extending its sphere of influence.
The weakness of economically ruined and disunited
China acts as an additional tonic, stimulating Japanese
aspirations.

The crisis deepened by the unprecedented

fall of the price of silver, the unexampled flood in
the Yang-tse region, which have ruined entire pro

vinces with a total population of 80 million — all

this is still more enhanced by the parasitical and
marauding policy of the bourgeois-squire-and-comprador

bloc with Chiang Kai-shek at its head.

The entire

economic, and more especially the agrarian, policy of

the Nanking Government further accentuates these

calamities
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calamities and devastations.

The "rallying of the

Chinese territories," so solemnly announced by Chang
Kai-shek, has suffered ignominious defeat.

The

generals1 leap-frog game over the backs of the Chinese

peasant and workman, is continuing.

The Canton Govern

ment is in a state of war with the "central" Government

in Nanking.

The old glib satrap, Yen Hsi-shon, re

mains in Shensi, in spite of the stern command emanating

from Nanking.

In other provinces generals, formerly

under Feng Yu-hsiang’s command, are operating.

The

Manchurian dictator, Chiang Hstteh-liang, forced to ap

ply to Nanking for aid (so far as the Nanking people
are at all able to give any aid) against the Japanese,
still pursues a line of policy of his own.
Notwithstanding all the kicks he recéives, Chiang

Kai-shek continues licking the boots of the imperialists,

in order to obtain their assistance against the Chinese red
armies, a thousand and one times "definitely destroyed"

by him.

The Japanese bourgeoisie, which has reason to desire
that expansion abroad should draw the attention of the
masses away from the economic crisis, has decided to

take advantage of the critical position of China for
materializing its own aspirations.

What the scope and

the range of the operative plans of the Japanese military
headquarters are is not known.

But be that as it

may, the situation which has been brought about in

Manchuria is fraught with great danger to the cause of

general peace.
The policy of the United States is still insufficiently
clear.

The Washington Department of state informs that

in Japan's aggressiveness it does not perceive an

infringement
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-5infrtngement of the Kellogg Pact.
pression as if the

This creates the im

imperialists were trying to come to

an understanding between them in regard to China.

But

in the way of such an understanding are the sharp in

ternal conflicts of interest between them, which con

flicts,

in connection with Japan»s action, will become

ever more aggravated, and prove a menace to the cause of
peace,

to defend which cause is the principal task of

the foreign policy of the U.S.S.R.

The masses of toilers in the U.S.S.R. should with

greatest attention watch the development of events on
the storm-clouded horizon of the Far East.

js/fk
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AT
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LATVIA.

SOURCE: MOSCOW PRAVDA,
NO. 262,
September 22, 1931
Page 6.
Editorial comment
on new reports.

MANCHURIA IS ONLY THE BEGINNING.

(Translation.)

The Japanese intervention in Manchuria extends
to the most important points of the «Three Eastern
All of Southern Manchuria is already

Provinces.”

occupied.

The Japanese troops are moving toward

the Peiping-Mukden Railway.

Newchwang, Kaipingcheng,

Hun-ho, the harbor of Huludao (which must be especially
noted, since this port was built to compete with the

Japanese port of Dairen), Tzing-chow, Chang-tu, and

other places, as well as points situated between
Kirin and Korea, have been occupied.

Japanese war

ships have made their appearance on the inland rivers
of Manchuria.

It is manifest, however, that the Japanese oc

cupation will not confine itself to these places.

It is quite likely that the Japanese occupation will
extend also to the regions and geographical points

situated outside the limits of Southern Manchuria.

Rumors about the «dangerous situation” in Harbin,
which are spread from Japanese source?, afford

grounds for the belief that this point, too, has

been
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been included within the sphere of Japanese occupation.

The most important operation, however, has been
the landing of Japanese troops at Tsing-tao (in the

Province of Shantung), which has always been a coveted

object to the Japanese militarists, and the landing of
Japanese troops at Che-foo and Taku.

The hints

which were made by the Japanese press about an «inter
vention on a large scale” are now being outlined more

clearly.

Japanese imperialism is taking as a pledge

for the execution of its demands on China the most

important strategic points in the Yellow Sea, and

opening for itself a way to Shantung, not to mention
This is undoubtedly bound to

at all Manchuria.

elicit an appropriate response by the ruling spheres
of the remaining imperialistic countries having large

interests in China.
It is true, thus far the Japanese occupants

have been able to act without hindrance from the
largest imperialist Powers.
latter is not yet clear.

The attitude of the

The French press, for

instance, confines itself to an "objective" re

cital of events, and does not give expression to its
point of view.

It is also not clear whether

Japanese imperialism has "coordinated” its action
in China with England.

One section of the London

press claims that there are no coordinated actions.

Lastly, there is not sufficient clarity in the
position of the United States — the biggest rival
of Japan and perhaps the most vitally concerned

in
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in limiting Japanse expansion in China.

There has

been, it is true, the declaration of the Secretary

of State of the United States saying that the Japanese
action does not conflict with the Kellogg Pact; but,

as we know, the interests of American imperialism are
not bound to coincide with the Kellogg Pact, and there
fore the rubber-stamp declaration of the United States

does not introduce absolute clarity.

The "great” Powers, whom the Japanese action has,
apparently, taken by surprise, are engaged upon the
preparation of appropriate measures for snatching some

benefits also for themselves.

Special mention should be made of the bankruptcy

of the Nanking clique.

Back of all the theatrical

attemps at organizing a ’’mass protest” may be seen
a complete capitulation to Japanese imperialism and

the absolute impotence of Chiang Kai-shek and Company.
Precisely the Nanking counter-revolutionary clique,

which has drenched in blood the Chinese workmen’s
quarters and villages, which is trying to choke the

mass movement of the workers and peasants,'which has
sold itself to American imperialism and is selling

out China wholesale and retail, has prepared the
ground for the success of the armed Japanese oc

cupation.

ea/fk
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

REP

GRAY

Peiping via N." R,

From

Undated
Reo’d October 8, i93l
8.‘12 p.;m/
of \

Secretary of State, <

--$1^ AFFAIRS^

Washington,

732

/fc.

71^

Referring to the Legation's telegram 685, September

30, 11 p. m.
Following has been received, from Jerome Greene at

Shanghai October 7

7 9 3 .9 4 / 2 0 2 1

■;î

3 p. m. î

"Must ask your indulgence for trespassing in matter

outside my province by asking you to consider cabling
following statement to Washington as my personal commu

nication and if necessary at my expense.
f *
’
I have been asked to do this by person coming straight
from highest quarter who thought I might use some personal

channel to get statement before Department, perhaps to
reenforce representations already made officially but I
prefer to act only through you.

Position seems tc55>e

that rapprochement with Southern Group now reSiered

doubtful by exaction made as condition precedent

o
union
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2- #732, from Peiping

union including complete retirement of present chief.
Latter is sincerely convinced that such an associate

during present crisis would mean break in continuity of
Government and probably collapse and general chaos.

On the other hand he is willing after union to have
conference to disouae any plan of reorganization

which will not imperil continuity, including his

complete elimination.

Popular conviction seems

unsupported that enemy was concentrating complete
and permanent occupation of northern provinces as

objective of recent events.

Those who think this

regard even a hopeless and disasterous war as better
than submission.

Surprisingly conservative people are

saying this now.

In order to win control of present

consummation southern group would appeal to popular
support as spokesman of such policy, however fatal,'

First step would be acceptance of alliance now

definitely offered by Russia and rapid infiltration
of well prepared communist organization.

Fact that

alliance would provide enemy with more plausible

exouse
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3— #732, from Peiping

excuse for turning occupation into conquest while

realized by present chief apparently would not deter
southern group from alliance.

Under these circumstances

it is hoped United States will not refrain from putting
maximum friendly pressure on Japan to adopt moderate

and concilatory course and thus increase prestige of
Government here vis^, vis domestic opponents opposite

course including threatened naval occupations would

precipitate discipline.

Furthermore, it is hoped a

way can be found for Japan to accept principle of

neutral commission to certify withdrawal to limit
of safety if not to treaty limits.

Meanwhile steps

are being taken by central government to ensure that

the provincial head of the three eastern provinces
either assert effective control of his region or

be

supplanted by more competent official or commission.
To this statement from source indicated at the

.

beginning I should like to add some observations of
my own.

Most competent, experienced residents here,

Japanese, British, American, all agree present

conditions- (î) intercourse campaign practically
hundred
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4- #732, from Peiping

hundred per cent tie-up beyond all precedent, paralyzing

both trade and all personal relations.

This is forcing

Japanese mercantile interests who are nornally pacific
to countenance and even advocate war measures as
legitimate ultimate Japanese weapon as against China’s

ultimate weapon by the destructive boycott.

Evidence

increases that material damage already inflicted on

Japanese trade far exceeds in importance any ordinary
military engagement or naval bombardment.

Japanese

merchants here and Osaka argue war could be no worse,

so go t>o it and have it over.

In more realistic Chinese

/f/5circles one hears validation of-Ü3"treaty as probably

inevitable result of official inquiry in return for
delimitation partisan treaty to Manchuria and admission
of Japanese residents in eastern Mongolia only by relin

quishment of extraterritorial rights in that region.
pass along all this from responsible sources as grist

for your mill and your discretionary use".

JOHNSON
CSB

I
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'

Telegram Sent

PREPARING OFFICE
WILL INDICATE WHETHER

'

O_BE TRANSMITTED
INFIDENTIAL CODE

Collect
Charge Department

NOIfJONFlDENTIAL CODE

Brpartnwttt of ^tafr

OR

PLAIN

Charge to

Washington,

$

October 10, 1931.

AMLEGATION,
PEIPING (China).

A o T- f

/ 4
/ ,
f
>
,
Please inform Greene that his telegram of October 7,
r
।
f
1
3 p.m., has been received and that the situation with
Your 732.

,

V

Æ0T13G

FE:SKH/ZMF
Enciphered by___________________________
Sent by operator______________ M.t------------------------Index Bu.—No. 50.

C 8. GOVERNMENT PRINTING 0TTWB-. IHt

1--- 138

7 9 3 .9 4 /2 0 2 1

,

If'

which it deals has the Department’s solicitous attention.
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MEMORANDUM OF THE PRESS CONFERENCE, FRIDAY, OCTOBER 2, 1931

At the press conference this afternoon Undersecretary
Castle announced that the text of Secretary Stimson's remarks

at tee opening of the Pan-American Commercial Conference next

Monday would be made available to the correspondents today.
A report from Ambassador Laughlin to the effect that the
American light and power plants in Las Palmas, which were

seized a while ago and operated by the municipality, were
returned to the owner on September 30 will also be made -public

today.

Treaty of Conciliation between the United States and Belgium

will also be issued today.
There is being made available to the press today data con

cerning the next examination for the Foreign Service.

Colonel and Mrs. Lindbergh’s airplane was slightly damaged

in an accident this morning.

7 9 3 .9 4 /2 0 2 2

A press release containing the appointments under the

The details of the accident will

be issued in the form of a press release.

SOUTH AFRICA

Q

^2

Mr. Castle ’
,
<=■
said a press release would be issued today concerning the
.
co
co
visit to South Africa of an American athletic team, which, in-*

In the absence of any snot news to announce,

t

«
M
w

!
I
।

addition to winning all of the matches, made a tremendously
good impression in that country.

On the last day of the visit,

however, the South Africans won the baseball game in the ninth
inning.
■

r

MANCHURIA

f I
j

Asked if the Department had received any reports from the

1

|
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Consul General in Harbin concerning the political situation
in that district, the Undersecretary replied in the negative.

The correspondent then said that press despatches mentioned
’I
the mobilization of Russian troops in Siberia and contained

a story to the effect that the Chinese would eventually find
themselves working with the same Russians with whom they were

at loggerheads a couple of years ago.

Mr. Castle, in reply,

said that no reports concerning the alleged mobilization had
been received.
SINO-JAPANESE TROUBLE

Asked if the Department contemplated communicating further
with the Chinese and Japanese governments, following Ambassador
Forbes’ conference with the Secretary, Mr. Castle replied in

the negative.

A correspondent asked if it would be correct to

say that no action would be taken until the League Council re
convenes on October 14.

The Undersecretary replied in the

negative and added that we are simply watching the situation

.

and that the League Council presumably would meet before the
fourteenth if an unfavorable change in the situation should

demand it.

Another correspondent then asked if the Department

of State would refrain from any action until the meeting of
the Council of the League.

In reply, Mr. Castle said, the

Department certainly would not take any action if it appeared
that the Japanese were going ahead with their troop withdrawals.

Mr.

Castle here added that he would not want to commit the

Department to anything, because we cannot tell what will hap

pen.

The correspondent then asked if it would be correct to

say that any further communications to China and Japan would

be sent in co-operation with the League,

In reply, the Under

secretary said he did not think such a statement would be

fair.

If any outside action is needed, however,

and if the
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League can do it, we shall be delighted,

Asked then if we

would leave further action to the League

Mr. Castle said he

could not say that, as an occasion might possibly arise in
which we ought to take helpful action.

We are hoping, however

that the withdrawal of troops is going along quietly and
calmly and that the Chinese will be able to make the areas

evacuated by the Japanese safe so that no further unpleasant

incidents will occur.

A correspondent then asked if this

government was likely to suggest to our representative at
Geneva that the League should not do anything helpful while
the situation remains fairly quiet.

In reply, the Under-

secretary said he thought both the League and this government

would remain quiet as long as the situation in Manchuria

remains fairly good.

A correspondent asked if the Under

secretary would explain what was meant by making safe the

areas evacuated by the Japanese.

Mr, Ca.stle then explained

that there is always irritation after an occupation and, as

the Secretary said the other day, it is easier to get into a

bad position than to get out.

The Japanese are naturally

slow in withdrawing their troops until they are quite certain
that the Chinese police are so organized that the withdrawal

of the troops will not mean attacks on Japanese citizens
Asked then if that meant an interim political regime, the

Undersecretary replied in the negative

FRANCE
Asked if any further information was available conccrn-

ing the visit of Premier Laval, Mr. Castle said that M. Laval
had apparently decided definitely to sail on October 16.

is understood, furthermore, that,

It

as the French Embassy in

Washington is not very large, Ambassador Edge has placed his

Washington house at M. Laval’s disposal
is purely tentative

The program so far
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THE WHITE HOUSE

Referring to the visits of Secretary Stimson, Secretary
Lamont and Undersecretary Mills to the White House yesterday,

a correspondent observed that there was some mysterious con

ference under way and asked if a plan was being prepared for
world economic relief.

In reply, Mr. Castle said there was

no mysterious conference at the White House.

No doubt peoplew

are discussing any and all kinds of plans for economic improve

ment.

The President has talked with many people on that sub

ject, but there is no plan for world economic relief.
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCES

Asked if there had been any further development of the

suggestion for a world monetary conference, the Undersecretary

*

replied in the negative.

A correspondent asked if this government had received an
invitation from the League Council to attend a conference on
the Litvinoff proposal for a world economic non-aggression

pact.

In reply, Mr. Castle said he had read something about

the matter in the newspapers, but that the invitation had not
been received.

M. J. McDermott.
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KfaANDUM OF PRESS CONFERENCE, WEDNESDAY,

SEPTEMBER 50, 1931

^At the press conference this noon Secretary Stimson
announced the release of information received from our

Chargé d’Affaires at Copenhagen to the effect that Denmark

had abandoned the gold standard until November 30 in ac
cordance with a law passed on September 29.
The Secretary also announced issuance of a press re

lease containing information received from our Chargé

d’Affaires at Rome to the effect that the Chief of the
Italian Government telegraphed orders to all diplomatic

and consular officers in the world "to deny once again

in the most categorical manner in all places and to every
one" that the Italian Government has any intention of al

tering the exchange rate of the lire as fixed by a law of
December 31, 1927.

The Secretary said the correspondents might have the
text of a note left at the Department by the Swedish
Minister, explaining the reasons why Sweden went off the

gold standard.

The Secretary also announced that Italy and the United
States had reached an agreement granting reciprocal recog
OCT

nition of inspection of passenger vessels.

10
1931

ARMAMENTS
A correspondent enquired whether the Department h^d

received the official text of the resolution adopted by the

Third Committee.

In reply, the Secretary said he be

lieved it had come.

The correspondent enquired whether the

Secretary had any comment to make regarding the countries

re-action.

The Secretary replied in the negative and added

that the correspondents might have the text of the resolution
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and. study it themselves.

A correspondent observed that judg

ing from the text which appeared in the press it seemed to
be very vague.

?

1

The Secretary declined to comment.

A correspondent enquired the next step to be taken in
regard to the arms truce.

The Secretary said,

in reply,

that he understood we were invited to make a declaration be
fore November 1 in common with all other countries of our
intentions.

The correspondent asked if it was likely this

Government would consent to make such a declaration.
In reply, the Secretary told the correspondent to wait until

we had had a chance to study the resolution and decide

what we should do.

At the present time we are busy with

other things.
I SINO-JAPANESE

/
/
/

r

I
I
I

3£,
7

1i

J

A correspondent asked if this Government regarded seriously the reported independence movement in Manchuria.-

The

Secretary explained that our despatches did not go quite
as far as the press despatches in that matter.

While we

have not received different news, we have not heard all
that has been reported in the press reports.

The corres-

pondent asked if the Secretary would reserve judgment.

£

In

reply, the Secretary said that we would reserve judgment until

we know more about the situation.

•

A correspondent enquired whether the Department’s reports

*
i

showed any change was rathqr for the better in the situation,
The Secretary replied in the affirmative and added that

so far as it went, the change was rather for the better.-

are getting novi, from both Chinese and Japanese sources,

I
i
j
I

estimates of the number of Japanese troops which are there.
The figures tally so exactly the indication is that they are
probably nearly right and show that the Japanese have in the

EL-

V____

* ’«s® ir '

.
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neighborhood of about 15,000 troops in Manchuria.

A cor

respondent asked if there was any reason why the press should

not have that information.

The Secretary,

in reply,

said

there was no more information than what he had just given
The estimates received by our repre

the correspondents.

sentatives from both Chinese and Japanese sources tally very
closely with that figure.

The correspondent called attention

to the fact that the press had received through the Depart

ment only very scanty information concerning the situation.

The Secretary said the figures might be secured from Mr.
McDermott.

One estimate was 15,000 and cthc.:.other 16,000,

which is very close, considering that one was from China and
the other from Japan.

A correspondent asked if the Department had received
any information regarding actual withdrawals of troops.

The Secretary replied that genera.1 information had been re
ceived, but nothing in detail.

In response to enquiries,

The Secretary said the Department h. d been receiving reports
regarding withdrawals for several days, but he cautioned

the correspondents that in any such situation progress was
bound to be very slow.

than to get out.

It is much easier to get into trouble

The Secretary warned the correspondents

that none of the information he had given the correspondents
was for quotation.

The process of withdrawal will necessarily

be a very slow one and it is evidently cautious.

A corres

pondent asked if it now seemed likely that the situation
would work out without further hostilities.

In reply, the

Secretary said that no one could prophesy that.' When bodies

of troops are scattered through a country that contains bodies
of different troops,

some of them under discipline and some

not, no one can prophesy when there will be a clash.

The

correspondent asked if the situation seemed to be pacific so

far as the Governments were concerned.

The Secretary, in
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reply, s.aid it seemed to be more pacific.

He added that he

wanted to speak in no more detail than to say that the trend

seemed to be in the right direction.

In view of the fact that the Secretary had said he wanted
to reserve judgment on the independence movement until more
information was received, a correspondent assumed that this

country would make no further diplomatic move in the situa

tion at this time.

In reply,

the Secretary said the corres

pondents might understand only what he had said about reserv
ing judgment on the independence movement;

that the trend of

our reports on the military situation is favorable;

that there

seem to be withdrawals from advanced positions taken; and that

the number of Japanese troops seems to coincide with what

they stated.

A correspondent said he would like clarification

as to what we were reserving judgment on?—the movement itself
or the attitude we will take.

In reply, the Secretary

recalled that in answer to previous questions he had said
wo had no information, except that in the press,

the movement for independence-

concerning

A correspondent asked if

there was the least indication of assumption of Japanese

control.

The Secretary replied that only general information

had been received, no details»

The correspondent observed

ÿhat that appeared to be an important phase of the situation.
The Secretary agreed that it was an important thing and
would require watching.

He recalled that the information

he received stated that all Japanese troops, except the
police officers -nd the guard at Chang'3 palace, had been
removed from the Chinese citv of Mukden.

A correspondent enquired whether ,anv further coramunidation had been sent to the League or Japan or China regard

ing the Manchurian situation.

The Secretary replied that

none had been sent so far, and it was not customary to an-?
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noun.ce such things beforehand.

A correspondent asked if it would be practicable for
the United States to use its "good offices" to bring China

end Japan together to reach anaaicable settlement.

In

reply the Secretary said he thought the phrsc "good offices"
was used very loosely by citizens in general,

narrowly by diplomats.

end very

As he recalled it, the phrase

"good offices" is used when two countries that have a con
troversy agree a, third country shall mediate between them.
The Secretary added that he did not think any such movement

had been made toward this Government or any other government.
DEBTS AND REPARATIONS

A correspondent pointed out that Mr. Albert Wjggin,

chairman of the bankers committee set up by the London
conference on debts, .''nd the British. Labor Party were in
agreement in their pronouncements that something would have

to be done about cutting down intern tional debts and tariffs.'
T^e correspondent asked the Secretary for background in the
matter and whether there was any apparent possibility of

diplomatic discussion of the matter of debts.

In reply,

the Secretary said there was no background and no foreground
that he could give the correspondents at the present time.

PORTO RICO
A correspondent enquired whether the Secretary saw

Governor Roosevelt of Porto Rico during the morning.

The

Secretary said that the Governor sat in the President’s
ante-room as the Secretary came out of the President’s room

and he stopped to shake hands with him.

A correspondent

asked if they talked of the Philippines.

The Secretary

replied in the negative and added that they only shook hands.
A correspondent enquired whether anything was being done

regarding Governor Roosevelt’s request tha.t Porto Ricans be
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The Secretary said he did

not know, but remembered that the Governor had mentioned the
matter several times, but he was informed there are some

Porto Ricans serving in the service as clerks.

WHITE HOUSE

A correspondent asked if the Secretary could give the

press any other news on his visit to the White House.'

The Secretary replied in the negative.

He explained that he

went to the White House to discuss two things only—one was
the plans for M. Laval’s visit and the other was details

about the armaments conference, neither of which he could
go into more detail about.

FRANCE

A correspondent asked if there was anything definite on
M. Laval’s visit.

The Secretary,

in reply,

said there was

nothing definite except the fact that he seemed to be coming.

A correspondent asked if the Secretary could give the
press some idea of the program for Laval’s visit.

In reply,

the Secretary said that as soon as the orngram was settled he
would give it to the press in great detail, but it has not

yet been settled.

We proposed a progr.m to M. Laval, so far as

wo were able to forecast it, but it has just been sent to him

and he has not yet replied.

no program.

Until he does reply, there is

A correspondent asked whether, as a matter of

form, M. Laval would be the guest of the White House or the
United States.

The Sccretary said he oould not tell him until

tho program was ready, and as soon as the program is agreed
upon it will be given to the press in full detail.

The

Secretary made it clear that he meant the program for M.
Laval’s entertainment and not an agenda.

A correspondent asked if M. Laval was expected to arrive

in time to attend the Yorktown celebration.

In reply,
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the Secretary said if he arrived the 20th he would not he in

time to attend the celebration at Yorktown, but he might
be in Washington at the time Marshal Petain is here if he

arrives on the 20th as reported by the press from Paris.

RUSSIA.
A correspondant asked if this country was likely to

send o. delegate to the conference to take place in Geneva
November 2 to consider Litvinoff’s economic non-aggression

proposals.

The Secretary replied that' no steps had been taker

and the matter had not been considered.

M. J. McDermott
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At the press conference this morning Secretary Stimson

announced the release of a telegram of condolence from the

Governor of British Honduras on the death of the pilot and
occupants of the airplane which was carrying assistance to

Belize.

The arrival of another Navy airplane at Belize today

with medical supplies w^,s also announced.
JAPAN

The Secretary also said that word had been received from

Japan to the effect that the Foreign Office had issued a permit

flight from Japan.

|
I
Î’

CHINA
Secretary Stimson said that the news received by the De-

partment concerning the occurrences at Mukden, Manchuria, sub
stantially confirmed the press despatches.

The contents of the

telegrams to the Department have been conveyed to the press,

g
\\

NOT FOR ATTRIBUTION TO THE DEPARTMENT OF STATE, because the
news contained therein was from Chinese sources. Asked if the

telegrams to the Department substantiated this morning’s press
T

O

reports concerning the capture of Mukden by the Japanese, the4

Secretary replied that Mukden appeared to have been taken by^
co
03

Japanese soldiers against the opposition of their Government r*
representatives.

The Secretary said, furthermore, that from

the press despatches and the telegraphic despatches received

by the Department it appears to be perfectly clear that the
incident was caused by the action of the soldiers against the
efforts of the representatives of their Government at Mukden.

The Secretary said that he was merely giving the correspondents
the reports he had received to date and which, so far, had not

7 9 3 .9 4 /2 0 2 4

for Messrs. Herndon and Pangborn to begin a trans-Pacific
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been contradicted.

A correspondent here observed that when

Polish soldiers captured a Lithuanian town they gave out the

same story.

In reply, Mr. Stimson said he did not remember

the details of the Lithuanian incident.
Asked then if the incident in Mukden came under the pro

visions of the Four-Power Pacific Treaty, the Secretary said
he thought not and that,

judging from the despatches received,

it was not a clash of Governments, but a clash of subordinates

of Governments, and that it would not, therefore, come under
either the Kellogg Pact or any of the other Treaties.

A cor

respondent then observed that clashes between governments
usually grow out of smaller things.

In reply, Mr. Stimson

said it might lead to something that would call for the in
vocation of the Kellogg Pact or other Treaties, but it cer

tainly is not yet an act of war by one Government against
another, according to the press despatches.

The Secretary

here said that his remarks were NOT FOR ATTRIBUTION TO HIMSELF
OR TO THE DEPARTMENT OF STATE and that they were FOR GUIDANCE

ONLY.

A correspondent then said he thought he had a right

to know whether the United States viewed this incident as comr-

ing under the provisions of any of the Treaties above mentioned.
He was informed, in reply, that the Secretary had given him

all he was entitled to know and that the information given
above was merely for his guidance.

The correspondent then

said that the public was not interested in his (the corres
pondent's) view and that it is interested in the views of the

Department of State.

The correspondent then asked if he could

obtain some statement which he could publish on the authority
of the Department of State.

Mr. Stimson then said that our

information was ver}r imperfect and that the correspondents

were trying to make him jump before he was ready.

The corres

pondent then said that he was not attempting to do such a
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thing or to do anything that would be unfair to the Secretary
of State.

In reply, Mr. Stimson said he did not mean to use

the word "unfair," but the fact of the matter is we are just
beginning to receive despatches from the disturbed area.

Any

one who has the facts probably would reach the same conclusion
which the Department has, which is that so far the matter does

not involve the two Governments and is not, therefore, under

the provisions of the Kellogg Pact.

The correspondent then

said that the above statement was proper news and interesting
to the reading public because of the great interest in the
Kellogg Pact.

Mr. Stimson then said that the correspondents

might use the following FOR ATTRIBUTION:

The Department is

following the matter carefully, but on the news thus far re

ceived there seems to be no ground for indicating any violation
of the Kellogg Pact.
Asked if the United States has any extensive commercial

interests in the region around Mukden, the Secretary said he
understood our trade with that district was small.

OF STATE

A correspondent referred to rumors, which originated

during the absence of the Secretary of State, to the effect
that he had changed his attitude toward the press conferences.
s The correspondent said that the fact that some of the Assistant Secretaries of State had been holding the conferences

during the past few days might indicate tha.t the Secretary
had really changed his attitude.

In reply, Mr. Stimson said

there were some very erroneous despatches or inferences brought
to his attention while he was away, some of which were to the

effect that it was his intention to give up the press confer
ences.

Mr. Stimson then said he had no idea of giving up the

conferences but that even before he went away he was taking

steps to try to make his part in the conferences more effective
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"by confining his work to those subjects on which he thought
he could be of the most assistance and by permitting the Under

secretary of the Assistant Secretaries to handle the others.
That plan is only tentative and the Secretary has been try

ing since hia return to put forth special efforts and to give
the correspondents as much information as possible along those
lines in which the Secretary is especially interested.

A cor

respondent here said he thought it would be highly beneficial

for the Assistant Secretaries to take press conferences now

and then as it would bring them into closer contact with the
press.

The Assistant Secretaries should have authority,

however, to deal in all questions.

The correspondent here

said that in the press conference yesterday he asked Assistant

Secretary White a question which Mr. White could not, or did
not, answer and that no attempt was made to obtain the de
sired information.

The Secretary here pointed out that the

Division of Current Information was always at their disposal

for the obtaining of information and that if the matter was
important enough it could be referred to the Secretary direct.
Mr. Stimson here explained that there was no attempt to give

the correspondents less news, but, on the contrary, the purpose
is to give them more.

A correspondent then said that while he greatly appre
ciated the value of any information which the Secretary pre
pared in advance it was also extremely important to be able

to ask questions, especially about the present Sino-Japanese

trouble.

Mr. Stimson replied that there would be no attempt

on his part to get away from the important questions in which

the correspondents were interested; and that he was leaving

the matter of the press conferences flexible in order that,
when an important matter becomes current, he may be able to

take the conference himself.
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A correspondent then said it would be helpful if the

Assistant Secretaries areœde to feel that they may speak on
any subject authoritatively in reply to questions.

The Sec

retary, in reply, said he did not want to encourage the spokes

men to discuss questions with which they were not familiar and
that he would rather have them refer the correspondents to him

in case such questions should arise.

MEXICO

A correspondent observed that the Mexican Ambassador in
Washington had been recalled and asked if he was being fired
or promoted.

The Secretary, in reply, said he had not seen

the press despatches.

The correspondent then asked if he was

to understand that the Department knew nothing about it.

He

was informed, in reply, that we do not know anything which we

can discuss.

WHITE HOUSE
A correspondent observed there had been considerable
speculation about the significance of the conference at the

White House last night and asked if the Secretary could say
anything about it.

Mr. Stimson, in reply, said he had been

here about two and a half years and had never discussed what

had taken place at the White House.

M. J. McDermott
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Mr. Castle:
Mr. Secretary:
This telegram, just received, strengthens

my conviction that we should give evidence at

once — and in a manner which will be of
record — of our concern over the latest evi
dences that the situation is developing in the

direction of increasing seriousness.
The despatching of the telegrams which I
sent down a few minutes ago to Tokyo and to

Nanking, concurrently with a further appeal to
the Japanese and the Chinese representatives
here, would constitute concurrent but indepen

dent action paralleling action (which I think

we may assume) will be taken by Leroux on
Drummond’s suggestion as herein reported.

SKH/ZMF
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A portion of this
telegram must be clcrsely
paraphrased before being
communicated to anyone. From

GENEV^
Date|. October

1931

Rec»| 2:20

Secretary of State

vision of

Washington,
Pep^dmenf of btaH

DOUBLE PRIORITY
166, October 9, noon.

(GREEN)

I have just returned from an interview with

Drummond.

One.

He is proposing to Leroux the immediate despatch

of identic telegrams to the Chinese and Japanese Govern
ments reminding them of their engagements not to aggravate

the situation.
Because of recent developments this is essentially

aimed at the Japanese.

It is hoped however that its

publicity will assist in quieting Chinese public opinion

which is looking to the League to "do something1’ imme
diately,

One,

(END GREEN).

Drummond informed me confidentially that in

vienj Qf developments which he regards as most alarming

that the

<
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Consulate’s number 165, October
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2- #166i from Geneva, Oct.' 9,1931,
noon,.

that the Council will probably meet on Monday evening
or Tuesday morning.

Monday evening*

He believes that it will meet on

He reiterated his most earnest hope

Washington will have something for him to present^at
that time.

He feels that *neutral’ information in

his hands to present to the Council upon its first

convening might turn the tide in the whole meet.'

GILBERT

.WiXJ-
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TELEGRAM RECEIVER

MAM

GENEVA
Dated October 9» 1231

ec’d 4 p.m,
/ud

raeTCDw

it

Secretary of StaW'
1,1 Mi
trio is
irtrne"! of Sla’o

1G7, October 9

Consulate’s 166, October 9, noon,

by Lerroux as President of the Council to Chinese a^-d

Japanese Governments:

11 Information received tends to show that incidents
are taking place in Manchuria, and elsewhere which can
not but embitter feeling and thus render settlement more

In these circumstances and pending the meet

difficult.

ing of the Council, I feel it is my duty as President
of the Council to remind the two parties of the engage

ments taken before the Council to refrain from any ac
tion which would aggravate the situation, and to express
Q
S’
the confident hope that steps are being taken on bfefch Zr
H

sides to execute fully the assurances given to the^Covyi,o
/

cil and embodied in its resolution of the 30th Septenfoer”.

GILBERT

KLP
CSB

aStfiste.v

t

,f, liïïih

9 4 /2 0 2 6

The following identic telegram has just beè
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2 portion of this teleg#^^
MyÂù
must be closely paraphrasedX5"Af^’ .
OF
before being communicated to
anyone.
Rec’d 3:30'p.m.

1931

W Di v I si on ot* x

Secretary of Stat^EA^ EASiER$ AFFAIR^

Washington

of State

165, Oc ober 9, 11 a.m,

(GREEN) One.

This morning Sze showed me telegram

from Nanking (a) concerning bombing of Chinchow by Jap-

anese aeroplanes, (b) concerning news from Chengchiatung

7 9 3 .9 4 /2 0 2 7

URGENT

that Japanese are arming Mongolians at Talingchen and
at other points from supplies of Mukden arsenal and are
inspiring a Mongolian independence movement.

Sze will

undoubtedly give the substance of this to the press

Two.

Sze regards (END GREEN) these actions as de—

liberately provocative on the part of Japanese military
party.

Drummond' co mure

Three.

Sze also showed me telegram from Tientsin

from Sherwood Eddy reading as follows "I was present at
capture of Mukden, I testify that Japan endeayprs

establish (?) independent government ManohurriB. uncfér
fr

f

i
1
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2- #165, from Geneva, October 9,
1931

MAM

her military control’^ Sze asked that this be regarded
as strictly confidential as he does not desire Eddy to

be known as a source of

Fr.ir.

his information,

In the light of the foregoing Sze has this

morning urged upon Drummond the calling of the Council

11 forthwith"

(see article 11 of the Covenant and para//W
graph eight of tne Cpuncil resolution, consulate’s 150,

October 1, 9 a.m. ), in other words in advance of Octo
ber 14.

He called attention to the circumstance that the
Japanese have not fulfilled their assurances that no
action would be taken further to aggravate the situa

tion.

Sze states that Chinese public opinion is such

that it is essential that news of early meeting of the

Council reach China as soon as possible to avoid an
outbreak against the Japanese.

He is particularly ap

prehensive of developments during Chinese holiday to]

morrow,

Sze also declared that the "diplomatic lan

guage" used by the Council and by the Powers is being

■

considered by the Japanese military party as a weak-

,

ness and urges the employment of stronger terms which
the
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MAM

the military party will "understand".

Five.

Drummond is hesitating between (a) necessity

of calming Chinese opinion by publishing immediate sum

moning of Council and (b) objections to having Council
meet with only conflicting information from Japanese

and Chinese sources to present and without "neutral in
formation" which would serve to stabilize Council action.
He desi*res must earnestly that information from Washing

ton on the actual situation in Manchuria be in his hands
as soon as possible.

GILBERT

OSD
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X

-- --------------------------------------X
Memorandum sent by the Japanese Goypyqment
to the Chinese Government
]y3i

arward

Shigemitsu has be\xQ>in

r

"'^^'/C'ATIQNS

to the Chinese Government the foTSSWHig-'memoTandum

The Japanese Government has

T]

already made it clear that the Manchurian affair is

X

dated October 9^J

(1)

nothing but the outcome of a deep-rooted anti-Japanese

feeling in China which has taken a specially provocative

7 9 3 .9 4 /2 0 2 7 - I/2

form in the recent challenge to Japanese troops com

pelling the latter to resort to measures of self-defence.
The responsibility for the present situation naturally
lies with the Chinese Government.

The Japanese Government has time and again re

quested the Chinese Government to take proper steps to
check the anti-Japanese movement so systematically car

ried out in various places in China.

Being desirous

of maintaining cordial relations between the two coun

tries, this Government has exercised the greatest pa

tience and forebearance in the hope that this deplorable

state of affairs may yet improve.

Unfortunately, however,

this anti-Japanese agitation seems now to be assuming

alarming proportions.

It is learned that the anti

Japanese societies at Shanghai and elsewhere have passed

*

resolutions not only to enforce prohibition of trading

«o

in and transportation of Japanese goods but to order
*
cancellation of existing contracts and otherwise to

prohibit all business transactions and to cancel con-

jg
co
co
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- 2 tracts of employment between Chinese and Japanese in

order thus to effect the so-called "severance of
economic relations with Japan".

For that purpose

examination and detention of goods and persons,

intimidation and violence, and various other means are
being employed to give effect to such resolutions and

severe penalties are meted out to any who may fail to
comply with these orders, some societies even going so

far as to threaten capital punishment.

Moreover,

cases of expropriation and detention of goods owned
by Japanese people and of threats and violence against
their lives and property have become so numerous and

insistent throughout China that they have been forced
to withdraw totally or partially from various locali
ties.

(2)

It is to be noted that the anti-Japanese

movement in China is conducted as an instrument of

national policy under the direction of the Nationalist
Party which in view of the peculiar political organiza
tion of China is inseparable in function from the Gov

ernment.

That movement must therefore be clearly dis

tinguished from the one which originates spontaneously
amongst the people.

It is therefore evident that the

present anti-Japanese movement in China is not only
in contravention of the letter and spirit of the
treaties existing between the two countries but consti-
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- 3 tûtes a form of hostile act without the use of arms
contrary to all standards of justice and friendship.
The Chinese Government will he assuming a very serious
responsibility if it should fail to take prompt and

effective measures to quell that agitation.

Moreover,

in meting out penal sentences to individual citizens

anti-Japanese societies which are purely private organ
izations are clearly usurping the authority of the

National Government.

(3)

It will be remembered that at a recent

meeting of the Council of the League of Nations at

Geneva the Chinese representative as well as the

Japanese geve assurance that their respective govern
ments would endeavor to prevent aggravation of the
situation.

The Chinese Government obviously against

that pledge is actually aggravating the situation by
making no honest or effective effort to restrain ac

tivities of anti-Japanese societies which are jeopardiz
ing the lives and property as well as the liberty of

trade of Japanese subjects in different parts of China.

(4)

The Japanese Government desires to call

once more the serious attention of the Chinese Govern
ment to these actions on the part of anti-Japanese
societies and to declare at the same time that the

Chinese Government will be held responsible for whatever
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- 4 may be the consequences of its failure to suppress

the anti-Japanese movement and to afford adequate

protection to the lives and property of Japanese sub
jects in China.
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TELEGRAM RECEIVjfêït
Geneva

From
of

Dated. October 9, 1931

Reo*d’3:48 p,: m.!

EASTERN AFFAIRS')
. ( $CT 1 2 1831 j

Secretary of State

-

. .

Washington,

Drp

u&padnient of Stat 6

168, October 9

6 p, m<

Council, meeting set for noon Tuesday Oc/t^

Drummond is confident that Reading

Briand Will attend and that other foreign ministers

will follow suit.

GILBERT

RR
OSB

S Z 0 Z /V 6

at Geneva.
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■

' -

i-.

‘

,

-1SÎON O’?

■ \U

Rec‘d 1:19 a.
r? X

Secretary of State,

w a. .

.

n

p fTAK EASTERN AFFAIR^

Washington, D. C.

A

U>€T 1 0 1S31

October 10, noon »

I

j

°*

The acting Minister of

Foreign Affairs this evening asked me to inform you
that it is the hope of Chinese leaders that the United
States will be represented by an observer at the meeting

of the League Council which it is believed will be held

October 14.

He urges that you recommend this proposal

favorably to the Department by telegraph",
JOHNSON

EP

7 9 3 .9 4 /2 0 2 9

Following from Peck:
’’October 9, 12 P. M.

"0
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
Peiping

October 10, 1931

From

Re c ’ cl 7 a.m

Secretary of State
Washington, D, C

's'
of
(FAR HSFES» -fr

.

I 3 (S3!
Department of State

736

October 10, noon.--------

Copy of following memorandum published as Reuter

supplied by the Japanese Legation with, statement that
it was to be communicated to the Chinese Government.

"One.

Japanese Government has already made it

clear that Manchurian affair is nothing but outcome of
reported anti-Japanese feeling in China which has taken

7 9 3 .9 4 /2 0 3 0

message in this morning’s PEKING LEADER has just been

specially provocative form in recent challenge to

Japanese troops compelling latter to resort to measures

of self defense.

Responsibility foi* present situation

naturally lies with Chinese Government.

-,

Japanese Government has time and again requested

Chinese Government to take proper steps to check antiJapanese Government so systematically carried out in
various places in China.

Being desirous of maintaining

cordial relations between two countries this Goverffiient^SJ
™

c©

has exercised greatest patience and forbearance inraopq^

that this deplorable state of affairs may yet improve.
/

Unfortunately however this anti-Japanese agitation seems

now to be assuming alarming

3
- 1
!
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alarming proportions.

It is learned that anti-Japanese societies at
Shanghai and elsewhere have passed resolutions not

only to enforce prohibition of trading in and

transportation of Japanese goods but to order

cancellation of existing contracts and otherwise to
prohibit all business transactions and to cancel contracts

of employment between Chinese and Japanese in order
thus to effect so-called ^severance of economic relations

with Japan’.

For that purpose examination and detention

of goods and persons, intimidation and violence, and
various other moans are being employed to give effect
to

such resolutions and, severe penalties

are meted

out to any who fail to comply with these orders, some
societies even going so far as to threaten capital
punishment.

Moreover cases of expropriation and

detention of goods owned by Japanese people and of
throats and violence against their lives and property
so
have become/humorous and insistent throughout China
that they have boon forced to withdraw totally or
partially from various localities.

Two.

It is to bo noted that anti-Japanosc movement

in China is conducted as instrument of national policy
under
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1931, noon

AM

under direction of Nationalist Party which, in view of
peculiar political organization of China, is inseparable

in function from Government,

That movement must therefore

be clearly distinguished from one which originates
spotaneously amongst people.

It is therefore evident that

present anti-Japanosc movement in China is not only

in contravention of letter and spirit of treaties expiring
between two countries but constitutes form of hostile
act without use of arms contrary to all standards of
justice and friendship,

Chinese Government will bo

assuming very serious responsibility if it should fail
to take prompt and effective measures to quell that
agitiation.

Moreover in meting out penal sentences to

individual citizens and anti-Japanose societies which arc

purely private organizations5

they arc clearly usurping

authority of National Government.

Throe.

It will bo remembered that at recent

meeting of Council of League of Nations at Geneva Chinese
representative as well as Japanese gave assurance that

their respective Governments would endeavor to prevent
aggravation of situation.

Chinese Government obviously

against that pledge is actually aggravating situation by
making no honest or effective effort to restrain activities
of anti-Japanese societies which are jeopardizing lives

and property
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4-#736f from Peiping* October 10, 1931
noon

AM'

and property as well as liberty of trade of Japanese sub

jects in different parts of China.
Four,

Japanese Government desires to call once

more serious attention of Chinese Government to these
actions on part of anti-Japanese societies

and to

declare at same time that Chinese Government will be
held reponsible for whatever may be consequences of its
failure to suppress anti-Japanese movement and to

afford adequate protection to lives and property of

Japanese subjects in China".

Tokyo appropriately informed.

JOHNSON

HPD
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Division of

THE WHITE HOUSE

HSTERH &FFMRS

WASHINGTON

CT 19 133’
I
OeparW’"'

CCMC iS3i

RECEIVED '

of su«

October 9. 1931

OCT Î o 1931
DIVISION OF

■

■

......

My dear Mr

Secretary:
I am passing on to you some

information in regard to China which may

7 9 3 .9 4 /2 0 3

rtT Honorable
The Secretary of State
Washington, D. C

I

«
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JA-MES E. WATSON
CHAIRMAN

'^Crriteb étalent Penale
CONFERENCE OF THE MAJORITY

October 8, 1931

Hon. Herbert Hoover,
The White House,
Washington, D.C.
Dear Mr. President:

I am handing you the within at the
request of George B. Lockwood for such

action as you may see fit to take.
Veiy respectfully,

DECLASSIFIED»
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DL
NL
NM
LCO
NLT
WLT

W20 15ODL=MUNCIE

Day Letter
Night Letter
Night Message
Deferred Cable
Night Carle Letter
Week Eno Cable Letter

IND 6 22OPM

4 20
HON

JAMES E WATSON=
-UN ITEDSTATES SENATE-

;AFTER CONFERENCE TODAY WITH ARTHUR

ENGAGED

IN CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION WORK

RUH

FOR TWENTY YEARS

IN CHINA DESIRE TO MAKE

FOLLOWING FURTHER OBSERVATIONS WHICH WISH YOU WOULD LAY BEFORE
THE PRESIDENT AMERICA HAS ROOM FOR FRIENDLY

INTERVENTION

IN

REQUEST THAT ON THE ONE HAND JAPAN NOT AS A SURRENDER OF RIGHTS,
BUT TO AVOID WORLD DISASTER WITHDRAW TROOPS FROM MANCHURIA ANd|

THAT ON THE OTHER HAND CHINA BE

ASKED TO ACCEPT

JAPANS POSITION^

IN FAVOR DIRECT NEGOTIATIONS BETWEEN NATIONS RATHER THAN BY

3 9 2 c
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LEAGUE WHICH

JAPAN REFUSES

GESTURE THAT WOULD MOVE

RELIEF ON

IT WOULD MOREOVER BE

THE WORLD

A MAGNIFICIENT

IF AMERICA UNDERTOOK FLOOD

VAST SCALE WITH AMERICAN WHEAT SURPLUS

IN LONG RUN

THIS WOULD COST US NOTHING AND ANNOUNCEMENT WOULD HAVE
TREMENDOUS PHYCHOLOGI CAL EFFECT

IN WARDING OFF BOLSHEVISM

AND PROBABLY GENERAL WAR FARMERS OBJECTIONS TO THIS ARE

AND SHORTSIGHTED SINCE
SHOULD BE DISREGARDED=

GEORGE B LOCKWOOD.

THIS WOULD

PETTY

INCREASE WHEAT PRICE AND
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PATRONS ARE REQUESTED TO FAVOR THE COMPANY BY CRITICISM AND SUGGESTION CONCERNING ITS SERVICE*5*

Class of Service

»

WE STEW
UNION’

This is a’ fulbrate
Telegram or Cable*
gram Unless its de*
ferred character is in*
dicated by a suitable
sign above or preced*
ing the address.

NgWCOMB CARLTON,^
--------~
~~

———--------- -• c‘ W|Lugve*. Fmrr

■< SIGNS
DL « Day Letter
NM = Night Message

NL = Night Letter

LCO ~ Deferred Cable
NLT = Cable Night Letter

WLT = Week-End Letter
’

Th. filing time aa shown in the dateline on full-rate telegrams and day letter., and the time of receipt at destination a. ahown on ell znaasageëjâ STANDARD Tag

Received at Senate Office Buildimr. Delaware Ave. and “C” St.• N* E* PBONE
NATI“ 8,20
BRANCH 1111

WE46 79 DL=MUNCIE

IND 6 851A

HON JAMES E WATSON-’

U S SENATES

HAVE

ASKED STEELE

WILL

BROTHER

KNOWLEDGE
INTERNAL

.DANGER
HE

SHOW YOU CABLEGRAM RECEIVED FROM MY

IN SHANGHAI

THIS MORNING HE

HAS

RESULTING FROM TWENTY YEARS CLOSE
AFFAIRS

THROUGH MOST

DESCRIBES AND WHILE CONDITION
IF

CONTACT

IMPORTANT LEADERS BELIEVE

EXISTS WORLD WIDE CONFLAGRATION

FROM AMERICAN- STANDPOINT

INTIMATE

RESULT SITUATION '

IS DELICATE

AND PERILOUS

UNITEDSTATES CAN DO

THE QUICKEST. SUREST AND SAFEST WAY TO SEND MONEY ÏS BY TELEGRAPH OR CABLE

ANYTHING !
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PATRONS ARE REQUESTED TO FAVOR THE COMPANY BY CRITICISManb cir^n^i..
__________
* CRITICISM AND SUGGESTION CONCERNING ITS SERVICE

Class

of Service

This is a full-rate
Telegram or Cable
gram unless its de
ferred character is in
dicated by a suitable
sign above or preced
ing the address.

WESTERN
UNION

NKWCOMB CARLTON, Presidknt
------------------■
■■

The filing time as shown in the date line on full-rate telegrams and

SIGNS
DLDay Letter
NM = Night Message
NL 08 Night Letter

LOO «=» Deferred Cable
NLT ° Cable Night Letter
[wLT = Week-End Letter

J- C. WILLEVBR, FIRST VlCK-FRCaim

.

~~

__________ —

Received at Senate Office Bnilding, Delaware Anl T M

BRANCH

FURTHER BELIEVE

12018

1111

IT WOULD BE GREAT SERVICE TO PEACE OF

--

THE WORLD AND OUR OWN SAFETY FULFILLING SPIRIT KELLOGG
TREATY AND WASHINGTON AGREEMENT=

GEORGE B LOCKWOOD..

THE QUICKEST, SUREST AND SAFEST WAY TO SEND MONEY IS BY TELEGRAPH OR CABLE

—all
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RESPONSIBLE FOR DEALING WITH THIS CABLE:

GEORGE LOCKWOOD

CABLEGRAM

COPIES TO:

GE01GE LOCKWOOD

FILES
CONFIRMATION
CABLE SECRETARY
CABLE BOOK

OCTOBER 5, 1931

NA13 49 SHANGHAI 750P OCT 4 1931

NAVOM (PLEASE FORWARD FOLLOWING MESSAGE

ORDINARY LANGUAGE TO)

IB

GEORGE LOCKWOOD BATIOBAL REPUBLIC WASHINGTON

CONFIDENTIAL

FORSEC NEWYORK

GRAVITY
DANGER

OVERTURN

OF

RADICAL

SUBSTITUTE
WITH

RUSSIA

MENT

CHINESE

BECAUSE

UNCERTAIN

AND

DESPITE

JAPAN

STEPS

KELLOGG

WE

IMMEDIATELY

PACT

OPEN

ALL

INSIST

SOLDIERS

AND

MAINTENANCE

EXISTING

AND

MAKE

YOUR

W

GREAT

PREFERENCE

DISAPPOINT

LEAGUE
OF

WASHINGTON

OF

AMERICAN

DELAY

JAPANESE

SOON

AS

'

CONFERENC

TAKE

AT

,

STATE

PRESIDENT

AGREEMENT
AS

IS

ALLIANCE

ACKNOWLEDGED

WITHOUT

LOCKWOOD

IN

DEPARTMENT

URGING

ANNOUNCEMENT

IN

ACTION

POLICY

INTERNATIONAL

W

VERY

WEAK

WHICH

WITHDRAWAL

PUBLIC

WAR

AMERICAN

DOOR

OF

RECOMMEND

STOP

VERY

THE

ATTITUDE

VIOLATION

INVOLVED

POLICY

ALTERNATIVE
OF

GOVERNMENT

DEMANDING

GOVERNMENT

THERE

HOURLY

INCREASING

CENTRAL

PRESENT

ONLY

A3

NATIONS

AGREEMENT

RELATIONS

JAPAN

CHINA

PRESENT
POSSIBLE
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FRANK P. LiTSCHERT

^alter s. Steele
EDITOR
GENERAL MANAGER

NATIONAL REPUBLIC
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October

’3 1931,

dear W* Preaidant i

ing a letter »ddr©a»ed te you by Senator Jaraoe B#

Wetaon on Ootober 8, 1931, with eneloanraa thereto,
referring primarily to the Slno-Japanese situation

in Hanohoria*
X have reed these emaaniontiona with interest»

and I as addressing an aoknowledgnent to Senator Wat*
son»

feithftelly yours,
.^U, sTTM-;0|,x

Th® Praeident

The mit* Hoaee.
793.94/2031

/? n

FE: CBO: EMU:

10/10/31

793.94/2031

I have yonr letter of Ootouer 9, 1931» anoles*

DECLASSIFIED»

E.O. 11652, Sec.3 (E)

5 (£) or

October

18 1931.

T&Ü13 refer to

793.94/2031

The President has referred to æ your letter of
October 8, 1931, enclosing two telegrams from

Mr. George B. Lookwood of l&mcio, Indiana, together

with a letter from Mr. Walter S. Steele of the

EATIOSAL REPUBLIC transmitting a copy of a cablegram
from Mr. W. W. Lockwood at Shanghai, relating primarily

to the Sino-Japanese situation in Manchuria.
I am glad to receive the views expressed in these

communications and I assure you that the situation re

ferred to is eon timing to reoeive solicitous and
careful attention*

Sincerely yours,
HENin L» STI MS 0$

The Honorable
, *

James B. Watson,
United States Senate.

EE:CBCfEMU

10/12/31

793.94/2031

My dear Senator Watson;
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TELEGRAM RECEIVESN
Peiping via N. R
h,‘*f.

Dated October 10

1931

FROM
Rec’d

7 a

' ISIOK OF

Secretary of State

Washington, D. C

737, October 10, 1 p.m.
Reuter report from Tokyo, ninth:

Chinchow, the Japanese Cabinet is reported to have
decided to recognize that the military authorities

were forced by the circumstances to act thus".
Two,

Reuter report from Washington, October

ninth:
“President Hoover discussed the Manchurian
affair at meeting of the Cabinet today.

No statement

was issued as to what was decided but there are
indications th t the United States Government will

seek to mobilize world opinion against further Sino
Japanese hostilities

Colonel Stimson is giving the problem the whole
attention of the State Department and it is expected
that action will be taken shortly.

While no definite

information is available it is explained that the

administration

7 9 3 .9 4 /2 0 3 2

"While deploring the necessity of bombing
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2-#737, From Peiping, October 10, 1931
1

administration is not likely to make any active move
against Japan as such procedure would involve a sharp

note to Japan".

Three.

Reuter report from Geneva, October ninth,

reads in part as follov/s:

"Senor Lerooux (Spain), the Acting President of
the Council of the League, has summoned by telegraph all

the members of the Council to meet at noon October
thirteenth ...t the request of China’s representative owing
to ’serious information received!.

JOHNSON

HPD
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Telegram Sent

PREPARING OFFICE
WILL INDICATE WHETHER

TO BE TRANSMITTED

CONFIDENTIAL CODE

NONCONFIDENTIAL CODE

Collect
Charge Department

Department nt ^tate

or

Charge to
$

1—138

PLAIN

Washington,

0
October 10, 1931

AMSRÆGAN LEGATION
PEIPING (CHINA)

0^

Confidential for the Minister.

Your No. 737 of

October 10, 1 p.m.
One.

For a statement of the policy which the

Department is pursuing see the Department’s No. 367

October 7

A full resume of your No. 727; October 8,

1 p.m., has been sent to^ Drummond at Geneva^f or his/

confidential use.
Three.' The Department is giving the situation,

in all its bearings, the closest^attention^and thoughtZ
along the lines of the third paragraph of the
communi cat ionisent to ^Drummond zon October 5,Z as^given '

in the Department’s No^ 367,'^above referred to./7 0(d/(
Repeat to ToJ^o as Dep

as

confidential for the Charge

Ï2 0 WO

FE: RSM: E JL

FE

Enciphered by

Sent by operator
Index Bu.—No. 50.

B. GOVERNMENT PRINTING 07TK1: IMS

7 9 3 .9 4 /2 0 3 2

Two

8 p.m.
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138

Telegram Sent

PREPARING OFFICE
WILL INDICATE WHETHER

1—138

TÔ ÔE TRANSMITTED

CONFIDENTIAL CODE

Collect
Charge Department

NONCONFIDENTIAL CODE

Beparintenf nf ^tate

Ort

Charge to
$

PLAIN

Washington,
■%

October 9, 1931.

4

«
American Consul,

Geneva, Switzerland.

fidential [,as to/source,I the following information/received

Manchuria./ / We should be

by /the Department

know Whether this

to

•mation /corresponds with

tion/in possession of^ the|League, fl
(1) ^Officials ^t yjhan^Ghp/

learned /of the/clash
between ^Japanese ^,no. Chinese^soldiers

Mukden
a. m. on September 19thJ\
commander

where ther'
attacked

Att 3 a. m

J apane se/mi1i tary

barracks at

jjj 1

about

a. m.I and were/later Ireenfo

The Japanese

y by %6o/éouth y

Manchurian Railway fiards/ f The'fighting^
early/afternoon,|wheymost of the/Chinese

Japanese/casualtie^/ Were^2^ killed anc^ 52

The
Chinese/^asualties .Aere|

deady number o^/wounded

The Japanese ^>egan| f ighting/by la Jsurpris^ attack^

Their

officials
Enciphered by_________________

Sent by operator______________ M.t______________ , 19
Index Bu.—No. CO.

s. eovnmtm nornira omci:

im»

I—138

7 9 3 . 9 4 /2 0 3 2 A

You may give ^Drummonc^ for his ^.iscreet/is^ con-
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Telegram Sent

PREPARING OFFICE
WILL INDICATE WHETHER

C'
ol Ipct
collect

1—138

NONCONFIDENTIAL CODE

iSepartmeitt nf

ch„B. Department

TO BE TRANSMITTED

CONFIDENTIAL CODE

___________________

American Consul, Geneva, page 2

îe&Te&lChinese/soldiers/at/ïïaiÿLingj where there/were/36y/

f ield/pieces/ would/shell/the Japanese/settlement/aiJ[

Chan^chx^n/when they/i earned/of the/lfukden (/incideny^/ As
this/is only/surmise/the Japanese/r^^not^e«à justified
in/making the/attack/unless/for military reason^ / Japanese
troops/withdrew f rom/Naryling^/on ti/ 20th/ but a/guard/of /

25/japanese/soldiers/was sent to/protect the/property/from/
looting f

There seems to be/no intention of/occupying/

the/barracks^ but the/japanese/do not permit/Chinese//
Russians/to visit/ them/1

(2) /At the time/whei/troops/were sent/to/Nai^Ling/

3po/japanese troops/were sent/to/attack/the Chinese/bar-

racks/aty/Kuai/chen^tze/' the/southerny4erminal/of th/Chinese
Eastern Railway/ /

These/barracks /containedAbout/f ive/or/

six/hundredy troops/, m addition to/police/ [

village/and/

railway/police/surrendered/as soon as/tne/attacly/was made/on

the/buildingyChere the/regular/soldier s/slep^y/

These/

soldiers/resistedy/until/1]?/a. m./when the/japanese/fired/

apjhree/inch/gun/causing the/Chinese/to surrender//,^--"'
Enciphered by___________________
Sent by operator______________ M.
Index Bu.—No. fiO.

Japanese
19.
wmnan nwrot» omea: u»

1—188
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Telegram Sent

1 138
PREPARING OFFICE
WILL INDICATE WHETHER

Collect
Charge Department

TO BE TRANSMITTED

1—138

CONFIDENTIAL CODE

NONCONFIDENTIAL CODE

Beparhtwnf of

01

Charge to

PLAIN

Washington,

$

American Consul, Geneva, page 3.

/

t

I

/

I

Japanese casualties were 23 killed and 33 wounded. Chinese
reports' indicate that'about'35'Chinese'were'killed.'
The ’

excuse'is made that it was’feared'the'troops'might make’an '
attack on'the Japanese forces?

The'attack on''these1

soldiers,'whose'duty'it was^to guard'the Chinese 'Eastern1

Railway? and the'village' and the'railway'police'seems to'
I
1
/
have been unjustifiable from the stand point of internationi
I
I
i
i
al law.
The barracks partially destroyed are still under
the control of'japanese soldiers? 20 of whom are'stationed^

in tne1headquarters formerly'occupied by the Chinese Eastern ’
Railway’police.

The Japanese'give'no evidence ’that they '

intend to'withdraw 'their' troops ’at’ Kuan’chengtze, 'where they

are*not'needed’to protect^Japanese lives and property,'there

being'no’Japanese residents. 1

It seems that'their*presence 1

might^act as'an irritant'to Soviet'Russia.

The Japanese*

military'do not allow'the Chinese ^Railway police'to carry'
weapons' of any “'sort. '

(3) ' At 5 a. m

September 30th 'Japanese troops'burned

*
i
i
/
z
*
1
the barracks of the railway guards at Kirin. All three
actions’ were' apparently started'by\he^ Japanese'military?

(4)
Enciphered ly__________________________
Sent ly operator..
Index Bu.—No. 50.

19.
b.
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(4) The Japanese show no evidence of abandoning
/ f
/
/
(
i
\there
(
the airplane landing field constructed by them/since the
S

/

i

/

/

clash outside the railway zone.
z

(

/

*

The Japanese have not inaugurated a civil ad-

(5)
/

t

/

rz

4

ministration at Changchun, but
'

/

/

!

(

Japanese gendarmes con\

j

i

trol the city police and fly the Japanese flag over the
(

(*■*'*■(

headquarters police station in the native city.
The Japan
ese military ^exercise^control over ^he Chinese^telephone 1
/

>

/

i

i

i

/

and telegraph stations in the native city, which causes much
/
/
/
/
/
z/ •
loss to merchants there of all nationalities.
/
(
7
i
(
It is believed that the intelligent Chinese at
<

I

I

(

/

Changchun oppose the Japanese although the unthinking

masses are indifferent S.n regard to recent events? 'It
/

(

(

<

i

would not appear that the withdrawal of Japanese troops
/
i
t
'
i
<
/
(
f
(
from Nanling and Kuanchengtze and giving over the adminss/

.

(

(

‘

I

tration of the telephone and telegraph offices and the

supervision of the Chinese police^would result in injury

to'Japanese lives or property/*
/
/ <
t
l
The’ radio station at Changchun has not been
/
/
7
<
/
/
. damaged, but the principal parts of its machinery have

. ,/

(6)

been

Enciphered by

Sent by operator
Index Bu.—No. fiO.
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been dismantled.

(7)

Z

/

I

*

i

The failure to withdraw troops seems to
*

l

<

<

indicate a lack of purpose to restore the status quo

/
ante.

U WRC/AB

Enciphered hy__________________________

Sent by operator______________ M., JÇ_____
Index Bu.—No. 50.
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COPY.

Telegram from H. M, Ambassador at Berlin to Foreign

Office, repeated to Washington and other interested

missions October 9th:-

"German representatives in China and
Japan will be instructed to counsel moderation

'in suitable terms’ provided other representatives
take similar action.

Instruction giving such

advice had been sent previously as a result of
meeting at Geneva but suspended when it was dis
covered that they had not yet reached French

Ambassador at Tokio.
No special representative is being

sent to watch events but staff at Mukden is being
strengthened by return of Consul and retention

of Acting Consul Kuhlborn who speaks both Chinese
and Japanese.

Consulates at Mukden and Harbin

have been instructed to report by telegraph on

situation in supersession to previous strict
instructions to send no telegrams for sake of

economy.
Germany will be represented on Octpber

14th (?"by" omitted) Herr von Mutius ’who has had

experience in Far East and at Geneva.assisted by
Baron von Schoen as expert in charge of Far Eastern

Department of Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
Delay in furnishing above information
which has just been obtained verbally is due to

cabinet reconstruction and consequent pressure on
Secretary of state."
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COPY.

Telegram from H. M. Ambassador at Berlin to Foreign
Office, repeated to Washington and other Interested
missions October 9 th:-

"German representatives In China and

Japan will be instructed td> counsel moderation

‘in suitable terms’ provided other representatives
take similar action.

Instruction giving such

advice had been sent previously as a result of

meeting at Geneva but suspended when it was dis
covered that they had not yet reached French

Ambassador at Tokio.
Wo special representative is being
sent to watch events but staff at Mukden is being

strengthened by return of Consul and retention

«
of Acting Consul Kuhlborn who speaks both Chinese

and Japanese.

Consulates at Mukden and Harbin

have been instructed to report by telegraph on

situation in supersession to previous strict
instructions to send no telegrams for sake of

economy.
Germany will be represented on October

14th (?"byB omitted) Herr von Mutius who has had
experience in Far East and at Geneva assisted by
Baron von Schoen as expert in charge of Far Eastern

Department of Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
Delay in furnishing above information

sfaioh has just been obtained verbally is due to
cabinet reconstruction and consequent pressure on

Secretary of State."

*
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TOKYO
Dated October 10, 1931

From
xtec’d

■ VISION

Secretary of Statey

9:50 a.m

IJ ’
Am
°cri n 1S31

T1

Washington, D. C

180, October 10, 6 p.m

The Minister for Foreign Affairs has just

told me that the bulletin issued by the General Staff

as not a Government pronouncement.

He then said that

two days ago the Chinese Minister had addressed a note
to him suggesting that Chang, the Governor of Kirin

7 9 5 .9 4 /2 0

One,

ch
and Wang, the Governor of Hopei, should act as

CH

commissioners to restore peace and order in South

Manchuria and take over the government of the places

outside the railway zone occupied by the Japanese
army.

This proposal he had not accepted for the reason

that these two men were also generals in the Manchuria

army and Chang at least had had an active part in
what fighting had taken place;

consequently to turn the

situation back to them would be merely to place matters

where they had been before.

He suggested to the

Chinese Minister last night that instead independent

commissioners be appointed on both sides to devise^

means for allaying the tension that existed? that they'ca

should

v-

lay down

i
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TELEGRAM2'É^EfVS1D1?ok70*

M

-!•

j

v*

Jp •111 •

lay dorm a general plan for settling outstanding troubles

From
which would then be handled individually on their merits;
the Japanese would prefer to deal with China as a whole

and not with local units.

I asked him if this note meant

that direct negotiations were started, he said that he
hoped so and wbuld make every effort to settle matters.

In reply to my question about the bombing

Two.

of Chinchow he said that the military authorities had
reported as follows:
Information had reached the Commanding General
that there was a large concentration of Chinese troops

in that vicinity and Japanese army planes had been sent
to make a reconnaissance.

They had been fired at by

the Chinese troops and had replied by dropping bombs on
the barracks.

He minimized the affair stating that it

was of no importance.

Three.

gave me.

I made no comment on the information he

I felt that inauguration of direct negotiations

was an indication of improvement in the situation.
shall keep in touch with events and report further.

Repeated to Peiping.

NEVILLE
KLP

I
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Washington, October 11, 1931

, AMEMBASSY

TOKYO
^touT 180 October 10, 6 p.m.^/^-

___

You will/thank/ the Minister for Foreign Affair^ for his/
reply tÿ my^questions.

You will say to him in respect to his

answer to the second question.

QUOTE.

The Secretary of State

cannot understand how the bombing of Chinchow can be minimized
or how it can be said to be of no importance.

The explanation

given by the Japanese: Military authorities! seems quite inade-

quate.

Ohinchow is'nwM

than a1 hundred

mlleo^erom the Japanese

Railway Zone and is situated in territory where the Chinese

have an entire right to maintain troops.

The Secretary of

State is at a loss to see!what right Jhpanese military planes

had to tfly over the town, thereby provoking attackle* to

ni»»nd by| drop^iwcj bombs.

Casualties among civilians have

been asserted by the Chinese to have taken place.

Bombing

of an unfortified and unwarned town is one of the most

extreme of military actions, deprecated even in time of war.
The Japanese military authorities are quoted in usually!

reliable press sources as asserting that this attack on
Chinchow was intended to prevent Marshal Chang from estab

lishing
Enciphered by___________________________

Sent by operator______________ M.,_______________ , 19------- -----------------------------------------Index Bu.—No. 50.
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lishing his new capital at that place and resuming his authority
in Manchuria.

Both of the foregoing reasons given in explanation of

this attack: would appear quite at variance with the commit
ments undertaken by the Japanese Government in respect to

the resolution of September 30th of the Council of the
League of Nations.

The Secretary of State is thus constrained to regard
the bombing of Chinchow as of very serious importance and
he would welcome any further information from the Minister

for Foreign Affairs which would throw light on it.

UNQUOTE.

You may leave a memorandum of this statement with the
Minister for Foreign Affairs.

Enciphered by---------------------------------------

Sent by operator..
Index Bu.—No. 50.

M..______________ , 19_________________________________
1—1»
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Washington, October 11, 1931

IOAN CONSUL
GENEVA

You may /read(the following(to Drummondj

The Secretary has just telegraphed to' the Embassy J Tokyo y
as follow^

QUOTE

Your 180 etc

will thank

(teleg.room copy remainder from text sent to Tokyo.)

7 9 3 .9 4 /2 0 5 3
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Department of state

DIVISION OF FAR EASTERN AFFAIRS

October 10, 1931

-r :

Î

Manchuria Situation

Taken with the fact that the Japanese A

y is in

control, by occupation, of South Manchuria and has an

nounced that it does not expect to withdraw its forces
within the Railway Zone, this statement makes the situation

as follows:

Japan (i.e., the Japanese state or nation as

a political entity, regardless of its constitutional struc

ture or the location therein of effective authority), with
one arm, the Army, has occupied Manchuria, declines to with

draw, has destroyed the Chinese Administration and prevents
the Chinese from setting up a new Administration; and, that
situation prevailing and continuing, expects with another

arm, the Foreign Office, to hold off the powers and induce

China to accept such terms of settlement as may be offered.

Query:

Whether or not this be "recourse to war • • • •

as an instrument of the national policy", it would seem to
tt

"

be an attempt at settlement or solution of a "dispute or
conflict" by other than "pacific means" (see Pact for the

Renunciation of War, Article II).

g
t

CQ
CQ

ë

skh/zmf
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GRAY
Peiping via N. R.

From
\ ‘J b'.M
DFHSÏON OF

Secretary of State,

Dated October 10, 1931

--------- Rec'd

5:45 a.m

Division
ffAK EASTERN AFFAIRS^)
3 î03î

I

Washington, D. 0.

Following telegram ;

been received from

Hanson and Salisbury via Harbin.

’’October 9, 8 a,m.

Arrived in Tunhua yesterday

evening, shall leave this morning at 10:30 for

Kirin,

Japanese soldiers,

withdrew from Tunhua and

Kirin — Tunhua Railway on October 5th two days after

our arrival at Changchun.

Shall leave Kirin for

Changchun early tomorrow morning".

Repeated to Tokio.

JOHNSON

KLP

7 9 3 .9 4 /2 0 3 4

735, October 10, 11 a.m.
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October 10, 1931.

nOT^-'O»'1
AMERICAN CONSUL,

GENEVA (SWITZERLAND).

1

t

Department’s 74, October 9, 7 p.m.
You may inform^Drummondfunder ^conditions 'stated

in previous telegram^that we are informed that

Japanese Soldiers ^withdrew from *Tunhua 'and the Kirin-

Tunhua' Railway 'on October £ifth,two days^fter arrival
of 'observers/ at ^Changchun.

793.94/2034

EE

Enciphered by-----------------------------------------Sent by operator______________ M.t-------------------------- 19------- - —------------------------------------Index Bu.—No. CO.
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TELEGRAM RECEIVE^^
Dated Oct. 11, 1931

From
Rec’d. 5.05 pm

SECRETARY OF STATE
WASHINGTON

Yz^vivjsiGu of \
("FAR EASTERS AFFAIR^

COPIES SENT T
O.N.I. ANDM.I.I

PRIOF.jTY
Department of Stets

October 1’,, 8 pm
night

following detention by police of soldier who intimidated
shopkeeper selling Japanese goods.

Students attacked

police station and police fired upon mob.

Tense situation

prevails in the city today and one newspaper issued extra

7 9 3 .9 4 /2 0 3 5

Serious rioting by students occurred

charging police with responsibility for numerous casualties.
Commissioner of Public Safety informed me martial law

will be proclaimed this evening as evidence has been found
of a communist plot to make trouble.

He is confident of

his ability to maintain order but extra police have been

placed around Shameen to prevent any incident involving

foreigners and the concession.
also preparing for emergencies.

British authorities are

USS HELENA is in port..

Although I anticipate no danger to Americans I am advising
i

them to refrain from going abroad at night.
Repeated

;
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rh ^2 of 0ot H from Canton
Repeated to the Department, Nanking, Legation.
BALLANTINE

KLP
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Consulate. ‘ £ 171, October 11, 2 pm

follovring message ^rom the German Government dated October

10, which has been circulated to members of the Council:

11 In conformity with paragraph nine of the resolution
of the Council I have the honor to communicate to you the

following information which comes from the German Legation
at Peiping, with the request that you transmit it to the

Council of the League of Nations^
The consulate at Mukden telegraphs on October 9 that
the number of the Japanese troops has not changed; their

distribution changes every day; since quite recently the
troops are frequently concentrated in the camps agd r^Laced
by the Japanese gendarmerie and by Chinese policeR'.geqtp.

I

*

n-

In order «5»

7 9 3 .9 4 /2 0 3 6

Drummond has handed me for communication to you the

DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec.3 (E) and 5 (D) or (E)
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rh #2 of No. 177 from Geneva

In order to combat fugitive soldiers and bandits, expeditions
take place almost every day on Chinese territory; every day
airplanes reconnoiter towards the west and even drop bombs
when, as affirmed on the part of the Japanese, they are

>

attacked.

For the moment ho definite information can be

i obtained here concerning events at Chinchow because all
!
....
communications are disturbed.”

GILBERT

KLP
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PEIPING- VIA NR

FROM

Dated Oct. 10

1931

Rec*d. 4.25 am nth

EASTEBB A^.I, A1<i)

SECRETARY OF STATE
WASHINGTON

740, October 10

8 am

\ DepartnwHH

Stats

v“~"

~—

cn 13v

PRIORITY

Following received en clair from Acting Minist

(0
01

Foreign Affairs, Nanking, dated October ninth:

uHisr excellency^. Nelson Trusler Johnson, American
Minister, Peiping

IO
o
(X

While the Chinese Government is making every exertion
to fulfill its undertakings given in its reply to the recent

note of the American Government and to the communication fqgjm
the President of the Council of the League of Nations tc pro>-

tect the Japanese residents and do nothing to aggravate the

present situation pending its solution before the Council of

4

the League of Nations, the Japanese militarists committed
yesterday another act of war by tha bombardment by twelve
military airplanes of Chinchow, outside the socalled South
Manchuria Railway zone, where the provincial government had

been transferred

»

J 9 b S
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rh #2 of No. 740 from Peiping

*

J
been transferred after the occupation of Shenyang.

The attack

resulted in many casualties including one foreign professeras

/

well as considerable damage to property and particularly to
the University Building lodging the temporary provincial
headquarters.

As. Chinchow is strongly held by the Chinese garrison
the situation has become exceedingly grave.

The Chinese

Government has telegraphed to Geneva asking the Council of the
League of Nations to take urgent measures, foir- the conservation

of peace and inviting an immediate visit to Chinchow from the
League’s missions for investigation and report on them for
the Council’s meeting on October 14 or earlier should the

Council bo decide.

The Chinese Government will be grateful

if the American Government should delegate a person or persona

to participate in the work of the League’s mission and if
this request could be treated as one extreme urgency in viaw-

of the seriousness of the situation, which the Chinese Govern-;
ment does not wish to diguise.

The Chinese Government reposes

entire confidence in the support of the American Government,
(signed) Chinglun Frank Lee, Acting Minister for Foreign .
Affairs”,

j

JOHNSON

KLP
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Washington,

October 13, 1931.

AMERICAN CONSUL
NANKING (China).

In view of your 748, October 12, 8 p.m.

you are

authorized, in reply to inform the Acting Minister of
Foreign Affairs that the American Government is

expecting momentarily to receive from American official
sources a full report with regard, to the incident at
Chinchow.

793.94/2037

FE^Ê^/VDM

FE

Oct' 15,

Enciphered by________________________

Sent by operator_____________ M., ______________9 19.
Index Bu.—No. 50.
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Legation’s 740, October 10, 8 a.m.

TELEGRAM RECEIVED

rh

GREEN

GENEVA

From

Dated. Oct

11, 1931

Reo-UZZLH..30 pn
DEPANNENT OF SÏA

nr’X

SECRETARY OF STATE

Obi

T1

WASHINGTON
171, October 11, 2 pra

01 VISION OF
। ^TERh-.-.iOFtAH AFFAIRS

following message from the British Government, dated
October 10, which has been circulated to members of the

<z

Council:

"Report dated October 6 from Mukden states that points

7 9 3 .9 4 /2 0 3 8

Drummond has handed, ne for communication to you the

outside railway zone still occupied by Japanese forces art?
(one) Mukden, no material ci..~nge since September 19

except that two gates, only of walled city, are now
occupied; (two) Kirin, one or two battalions;

Tunhoy, no definite information; (four)

(three)

Chulinho, twenty-

nine miles west of Mukden and Simmin, between 350 and 400
men;

(fl#e) Tienchuangtai, twelve miles north of Newchwaçg,

one company, Taona, 36 men.

In addition Japanese armored

trains operating along southern (#) 41 miles from Mukden

§

J
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#2 of Ho. 171 ffeMi Geneva.
Hailun and along line west from Supinauai to Tunghiao.,

This

is not definitely confirmed.**
There is apparently an omission after word ” southern^
but text is being transmitted as given to me.

GILBERT
kip
(#) apparent omission

DECLASSIFIED»
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SECRETARY OF STATE
WASHINGTON
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\j
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174, October 11, 7 pm

°üi

~

Drummond has handed me for communication to you. the
following message from the Chinese Government, dated October
10, which has been circulated to the members of the CouncilJ
"Chinese Minister in Tokyo notified Japanese Government

on October 6, that Chang Tsohsiang and Wang Shu Chang
appointed representatives to take over places to be evacuated

by Japanese military forces and asked for telegraphic

instructions to be sent to Japanese military commanders to
No reply received up to date.

Chinese Minister is instructed to deliver second note

as follows:
"Fulfillment of Council resolution Septemte r 3^th
requires immeidate transfer to Chinese authorial es «ëf localirties occupied by Japanese troops since September 18Ü1. , The

Chinese Government having pledged .itself to assume

respohsibility

7 9 3 .9 4 /2 0 3 9

Consulate’s 172, October Ï1, & pm/* paragraph 3

begin handing over.

T
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responsibility for safety of lives and property Japanese

nationals during process of withdrawal of Japanese troops

and refestablishment local Chinese authorities and police

forces notified Japanese Government October 6 of appoihtment
of its representatives and asked it to make immediate
arrangements to enable Chinese troops effectively to take
possession of evacuated localities and thus to protect lives

and property of residents in conformity with its undertaking
given at Council.

As no reply received and the matter

extremely urgent, I am instructed to request, one, that the
Japanese Government indicate immediate localities to be taken
over this week, two, that in the course of the day instrue*

t ions be telegraphed to military commanders so that
re—occupation cun begin tomorrow.”
GILBERT

KLP
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From

Rec’d. 4.20 pm

SECRETARY OF STATE

f'FAR EAS» AFFAIR^ j4r\
WASHINGTON

mJ’1"

175, October 11, 8 pm

1 War TMINT OF STATE

Oi»padff &r«t ?4 -lUt*

•n

.M

Drummond has handed me the following message
informant in Tientsin on whose judgment he sa|ri^§^^la^&^ AFFAIRS

In giving it to me he stated that

he n feared it was true”.
(GREEN)

The position here appears to be as follows:

” The Japanese are prolonging their occupation and
exerting themselves to provoke incidents so as to give a

pretext for taking much stronger action.

It looks as

though they would succeed but even if they fail there is no

hope of avoiding anarchy, war and probably both unless the
Council adopts a much more definite attitude in support of
China” . (END GREEN)
GISBERT

KLP
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the greatest reliance.
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From
Reo’d. 4.25 am
ivision of x.
FAR EASTERN AFFAIR?

SECRETAR OF STATE

CT 12 1931

WASHINGTW

ÜaMrtmeflt of W#

739, October 11

10 am

Following from Hanson and Salisbury at Harbin;
^October 10, 2 pm.

Returned from Kirin City this

morning."
Repeated to Tokio.
JOHNSON
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geneva

From

Dated Oct. 11 j 1931
Rac'd. 3.10 pm

SECRETARY OF STATE
WASHINGTON

/
VERY URGENT

OF

\li ?

‘ ^tAu affairs

172, October 11, 6 pm
One. • I have made available to Drummond the information
o *3 £
conveyed in your telegram No. 74, October 9, 7 pm.

Two.

With respect to your inquiry whether the informa—

tion you have furnished corresponds with other information
in the possession of the League, he wishes me to say that he

is sending you all that comes to hi^i.

You will note from

vdiat you are receiving that what you have furnished is much
more complete and far reaching than anything which he has
yet at his disposal and thus that a Checking in any detail
has not yet become a practical question.

He has already sent

you information from the British Government,

(Consulate’s

171, October 11, 2 pm). He expects much more from that
>—_
to
source and also has hopes of getting something fromjgthe
Governments,particularly the French and German.

'■

He will send

<0
04
(0

q
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He will send you everything he has as rapidly as it comes

in,
Three.

Drummond wishes me to say that he highly

appreciates the information which you have sent him, which
is of great assistance to him personally but he feels that

its value would be enormously enhanced if he were at liberty

to communicate the facts either confidentially or otherwise
to the members of the Council, particularly as so many for

eign ministers are likely to be present at the forthcoming
special meeting.

He feels that coordination and comparison

of reports from all sources will be of the utmost help in

the deliberations and discussions of the meeting.
Four.

He then discussed his position as Secretary

General of thé League in relation to a matter of this char
acter.

He pointed out that his position was in no way

analagous to that of a Foreign Minister.

In a relationship

between governments and the League, he is in effect no more

,than an agency for transmission.

Thus an exchange of infor

mation with him alone is in no way tantamount to exchanging
it with the Council or with Council members.

With Reference

to this valuable information from you, he is thus handicapped
in employing

î
|
*
i
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in employing it in any practical way while restrained by

the injunction that he jjust not reveal its source..

In

communicating it to anyone the source of such information
would be the first question asked him»

From the nature of

his reply it would either not be given dUe weight or its
source would be surmised*

In the latter case he might be

put in the position of seeming to breach Consulate’s

confidence.

He said that there were three ways in which

factual information from neutral sources as to the situation
in Manchuria might be made use of.'

These in the order of

their effectiveness are ê

(a)

Circulation to members of the Council and made

public.■

(b)

(c)

Members of the Council confidentially informed*

Made known to the members of the so called committee

of five for their confidential use.'
Five.■ He said that he trusted that you would understand

the spirit in which he is making his position in this matter
known to you, and that he solicited your assistance in any

way in which you fobl it possible give itf. ’
Six. '
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Six.

I wish to make clear to you that in the

foregoing I am transmitting Drummond’s views as he expressed

them to me.

GILBERT

KLP
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AMERICAN CONSUL

GENEVA (Switzerland)

4
Your 172, October 11, 6 p.m
Please explain to Drummond that my observers are officers

of the Foreign Service who have been specially trained for

service in China and in Japan respectively, and who are
assigned to posts in those countries respectively.

I have

sent them into Manchuria on a delicate mission to observe an<H
to report facts as they see them to the American Government.W

Their reports necessarily are coming in piecemeal as they

gather the facts, and they themselves are moving about continuing their observations and sending in data as they
gather it.

Disclosure of what they report from day to day

would add to the difficulty of their work, might place them
in danger, would place an unnecessary obstacle in the way
of their obtaining the maximum amount of accurate informa

tion, and might impair their ultimate usefulness in the
countries where they serve.

I feel that it is perfectly

possible to compare data material from various sources

without labeling or disclosing the sources.

Reports from

different observers will doubtless agree in some particulars
Enciphered by___________________________
Sent by operator______________ M.,
Index Bu.—No. 50.

19________________________________ C R. OOVXXMMXNT FRINTTMO omci: in»

1—138

O
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and disagree in others.

Disclosure of sources to numerous

groups, such as the Council, would tend to induce controversy.

I therefore feel that, as my observers are working primarily
for the information of the American Government, and in the
light of the above considerations, I am, in making it avail
able to Sir Eric for confidential use without disclosure of

source, going as far with it as for the present I feel

warranted in doing.

FE:SKB/ZMF

FE

Enciphered by___

Sent by operator..
Index Bu.—No. 50.

... 19____ _____________________________
ü B. GCVEKN M tST PRINTING OmCl: IBM
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GENEVA
Dated Oct. H» 1031

From

Reo’d. 10.20 am

SECRETARY OF STATE

WASHINGTON
URGENT

JF

division

\ <

™ USJfflg
I 2 1331

176, October 11, 3 pm
I beg to inquire whether the Secretary will talk with
me on the telephone some time tomorrow’Monday.

If so,

what hour and will the call be initiated at Washington or

Geneva?
Gilbert
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Washington, October 11 > 1931

/

AMERICAN CONSUL

PLAIN

I
I his car-,., va ? sent in confidential Cads. !
, Î It should be careen y paraphrased beîure I

GENEVA

I

Î being ccmirujriicaTea tu anyone.

/October 11, 3 p.m./V

0

Secretary or Undersecretary (will/ talk with/you* on/
telephone/on Monda/* !(/ a.m^ Washingtonxtime y Will put/in
calV from here.

.
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c*d. 8.40 pm

From

52L0E2IÀHX 0E„ STATE

WASHINGTON

170, October 10, 9 pm

1

Department’s telegram 73, October 9, 6 pm

‘

I handed a memorandum embodying a paraphrase of your

message to Drummond this afternoon.
This is being transmitted confidentially to the Council,

Drummond wishes to point out, however, that there now exists

the danger of such information becoming known either in its
textual or distorted form (see Consulate’s 161, October 7,
3 pm, paragraph four)^

This is mentioned to the Department

as the Department may wish to take it into consideration.
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PLAIN

Washington,

October 11, 1931

' AMERICAN CONSUL
GENEVA

Your 170

October 10, 9 p.m.

that on /hctobey

the Secretary of State\ sent to ’the Ameri

can Consulate| at Geneva/for communication jto the Secretary,
General, of the, League,, of Nations a message, as follow^;,
and there follows ,the text of the message as, authorized ,

J

'

inDepartment’[s '73, October 9, 6 p.m.

'

'

CM

fO

Enciphered by
Sent by operator..
Index Bu.—No. 50.

M.

19.
V- S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING 0ÎTK1: im

1—1»8
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From
Dated October 10, 1931

Rec’d 12:05 p.m.
Secretary of. State

T1

Washington

738, October 10

OCT 12
6 p.m

5 p.m., repeated to Mukden, which has replied as follows;

"October 10, 11 a.m.

This Consulate General has in-

formed orally the Japanese Consulate General, in response
to its oral and written requests, made on behalf of the

7 9 3 .9 4 /2 0 4 5

Paragraph No. 2 of the Department’s 364, October 7

Japanese military authorities, that it does not consider
the present situation justifies the Japanese request for

a copy of agreement between a Chinese Government admin-

istration and an American corporation.

The Japanese

Consulate General has been informed further that the
Radio Corporation’s interest in the physical plant is
based upon the effect which damage to the plant would

have upon the operation of its traffic agreement. '±fhe

Japanese Çonsulate General yesterday unofficially
formed Vincent that a telegram received from the Legation
F'
Foreigr

1
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Foreign Office for transmission to .Japanese military auth

orities would, hasten tho reestablishment of service” .

T’- Two.

Legation has replied as follows:

"October 10, 5 p.m.

repeated tho Department.

Your October 10, 11 a.ta.

Being

Your telegram fails to state

but Legation assumes that your reported conversations

with the Japanese took place prior to receipt of Depart
ment’s instruorions transmitted in the Legation's Octo
ber 9, 11 a.m., which provides fcr referenco*of any in

quiries regarding radio station to the Department prior

to any reply by your office."
Three,

Above transmitted in the Legation’s October

10, 5 p.m., to Tokyo "for its information pending receipt

of Department’s further instruction".
Four.

Department’s instructions are requested.
JOHNSON
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Collect
Charge Department
OR
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Charge to

PLAIN

Washington,

$

'*C7 2 ?

October ttr, 1931

AMERICAN LEGATION
PEIPING (CHINA).

Your 738 October 10, 6 p.m

Instruct Mukden promptly to inform the Department
of any new developments bearing upon the statement of
the Japanese Consulate General reported in last
sentence of Mukden’s telegram of October 10, 11 a.m.

to the Legation^or upon any other phase of the

question^and to take no new steps in relation to this
matter without firstSgfl^Qgting? t4 the department and

requesting instructions; also to transmit a$report by
mail despatch.

y

FE:R3M:LM

Enciphered by___________________________
Sent by operator______________ M„------------------------ » 19------- Index Bu.—No. 50.

V B. OOVKRXMÎNT PXWrWG omet: IBM
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From

GENEVA
Dated October 11> 1931

Rec’d 7 p. m.'

fMR EASFEHW AFFAfBSl ?
*'

Washington.
•

DEPAI

One.

The following is the

sjbstanc^y^^^essag:

received by Drummond from the sami

Consulate’s 159, October 7, 11 a. m.

Source thus should

be kept confidential*

(GREEN).

A.

Airplane bombardments of Chenchowfue

absolutely indefensible as it is outside of railway zone

and is held by reliable troops of Marshal Chang.

Japanese

cannot plead in justification that their planes were
attacked by.

(?) troops inasmuch as Japan agreed that

Chinese troops should occupy points necessary to restore

order and that thus such troops were legitimately in
—
to
Q
Cb
occupation.
H
*7H
B. A demand will be made that a neutral comfess^en
co
co
be sent immediately to Chenchowfue. If this be not complied
with

7 9 3 .9 4 /2 0 4 6

Department of

173, October 11, 6 p. m.

t

F/< ^

Secretary of State
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with Chinese will lose faith in intentions of Western
Powers.

C.

In view of provocative acts by Japan, Chinese Govern

ment could, not maintain itself if it attempted to reprove
or to prevent popular demonstrations but it is exerting

itself to the utmost to exercise control.

In this situation

in which the Chinese Government is faced by appalling

obstacles liable at any moment to cause its overthrow, it

is only receiving "counsels of perfection"
Powers.

from the Western

Although those Powers are identified with the

maintenance of the present political status in the Far
East they are giving the Chinese Government but little

support and small evidence of understanding.

Control by

the Chinese Government of popular temper depends on the
attitude and the action of the Powers.

It is considered

particularly significant that no Minister of any great
power has left Peiping for Nanking.

D.

While there is every desire on the part of the

Chinese Government to reach an understanding with the

reasonable
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reasonable elements of Japan,, the Japanese Government is
not affording any assistance to the Chinese Government to

maintain itself nor are the Powers putting any pressure
on Japan to that end.
E.

There is no evidence whatsoever of any processes

toward complete withdrawal by the Japanese,

F»

The Japanese have left unanswered the Chinese

note asking that arrangements be made for the taking over
by the Chinese of responsibility for the safety of

Japanese lives and property in the places outside of the

railway zone as they are evacuated,
Two,

(ÈND GREEN),:

Drummond regards the foregoing-

as indicative

of the course China will take before the Council in the
statement of their case and in their line of argument.

Three,.

With reference to one D. above, Drummond

feels that if it be true that the Japanese have not
answered such a note or are long in answering it the
Chinese have a strong point.

Four,

I have just learned that a Chinese note to

the League in the sense of one B. above is being sent by
the Chinese to
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the Chinese to Washington*
Five.

Drummond feels that the note of the Japanese

of October 9 is a statement of their entire position

I

learn that it is available to you from your 72, October 9,
4 p. m,, so I will not refer to it here.

GILBERT

HPD
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AM

From

GREEN
Geneva
Dated October 11

Re-e’d
Th

Secretary of State
Washington, D

10:40 p..m

/wins',
j 2 103! \

eastern

A .

■: <per*t of

178^ October 11, 9 p.m.
Drummond has handed me for communi cat ion-^Q^you
the following communication from the British Government

CD

respecting the situation in Manchuria based upon a

ft)
O

telegram from Peiping dated October 9th

"Consul General, Tientsin, has been informed
by Mr. Thompson of Peiping-Mukden Railway that

University buildings at Chinchow, which is present
seat of Provincial Government, were bombed by

twelve Japanese airplanes at 1:30 p.m. yesterday.
Between thirty and forty bombs are reported to have

been dropped.

Foreign engineer states that locomotive

shed at Chinchow was hit and five men killed and fifteen
wounded"•

GILBERT

HpD
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/) October 10, 1931

MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION BETWEEN SECRETART STIMSON
AND THE JAPANESE AMBASSADOR. MR» KATSUJI DEBUOHI.

Manchuria
The Japanese Ambassador came in and I told him that

had developed in Manchuria.

I told him that in considering

the original coup of September 18th in Manchuria, I had

been reassured, not only by the Ambassador's explanation
that this did not represent his government, but by the

Resolution of September 30th of the League of Nations,
which both China and Japan had consented to, under which
the Japanese were to withdraw as soon as possible into
the railway zone and the Chinese were to protect Japanese
nationals

I read him the provisions.

I said that now

events have occurred which indicated that these commitments
were likely to be repudiated.

I referred to the bombing

of Chinchow and I referred to the statement of the

General Staff that they would not withdraw to the railway

zone.

I then read to the Ambassador the questions wh^jjh

I had telegraphed to Baron Shidehara through Neville, iond
he asked me if I had received an answer.

I told Sim tg£,t

I

7 9 3 .9 4 /2 0 4 8

I was very profoundly disturbed at the situation which
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- 2 I had but that answer did not reassure me, and I then read

the contents to him, emphasizing particularly the

statement of Baron Shidehara that the affair of the bombing
was a matter of no importance.

attempt to defend that.

The Ambassador did not

He said at once that it was a

matter of great importance.

I said it was a matter of

great importance in this country.

I pointed out that

Baron Shidehara’s objection to Chang, the Governor of

Kirin, and Wang, the Governor of Hopei, had given me

the unfortunate impression that Baron Shidehara did not
differ from the accounts that were appearing in the

press to the effect the army made up his mind not to
permit the resumption by the young Marshal Chang of the

government which he had formerly exercised in Manchuria
and I pointed out that this seemed to me to be a complete

departure from the policy of the Resolution of September

30th.

The Ambassador said he could make no answer to

this, but he was quite sure that Baron Shidehara did not

minimize the bombing incident or regard it as of no
importance.

I then read to him the article by Hugh Byas

in the TIMES, reporting that the Cabinet had met yesterday

and substantially indicated that they regarded it as of

not sufficient importance to resign.

I asked him to convey

to
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to Baron Shidehara my position as above stated and I
resummarized it to the effect that I had been reassured
by the commitments of the Resolution of September 30th,
and I was now greatly disturbed by these events, including

Baron Shidehara's answer to my questions, as well as the

other news from Manchuria which indicated that those

commitments were going to be violated.

He said he would

report that to Baron Shidehara and begged me not to do

anything in the meanwhile.

I said I could make no such

commitment - that I must retain full liberty of action,
as matters were changing too rapidly.

I told him that

the League was going to meet next week and that we should
undoubtedly follow the policy which we had already

initiated of cooperating with the League on this matter.

HLS.

8 HLS:HHR
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Discuss in

idence with Drummond the

following:

The greatest obstacle in the way of inducing China and
Japan to enter into negotiations between themselves seems

fess willingness to negotiate, the Chinese, the weaker

party, feeling at a disadvantage because of disparity of
strength and loss in position already incurred in the course
of developments in the current encounter, are so apprehensive

7 9 3 .9 4 /2 0 4 9

to be that, although the Japanese, the stronger party, pro

regarding the concessions which they would be forced to make

that they feel quite unable to enter into a negotiation with
the Japanese alone
I have a suggestion to offer, in strictest confidence

I should like to have Sir Erie consider it and, if he finds
any virtue in it, make it his own idea and do what he may

be able to do with it.

When China and Japan were contending

over the Shantung question as it stood after the Peace Con-

ference, the Chinese were afraid and declined to negotiate
Enciphered by

Sent by operator „
Index Bu.—No. 50.

. M.,

19.
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Washington,

with the Japanese until finally it was arranged that they

should negotiate in the presence of friendly observers.

Then, during the period of the Washington Conference, with
the help of Mr. Balfour and Mr. Hughes and in the presence

of and with the aid of representatives of those delegates
jj&f.

Great

«Britain

and ■

the-United.

Qtatoo

cospoetivol^ they

succeeded in negotiating and concluding an agreement.
It occurs to me that in the present situation it would

be warrantable to suggest that Chinese and Japanese repre

sentatives meet in the presence of friendly observers and,
in such presence^ at least make the attempt to adjust their
differences and come to an agreement.

Such a suggestion,

if and when put forward as a proposal, should, I feel,
originate within and be made by the Council, for the

reasons, first, that this whole problem is being dealt

with in fact, and rightly, primarily by the League and,
second, that, coming from that source it would be received

with less initial resentment by one at least of the dis

putants than would be the case if it were put forward by
the American Government or were known to have been con

ceived in this country.
I should like to have Sir Eric’s views on this and
Enciphered by
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with it and may be assured that if and when the Council

chooses to suggest such a procedure I will give its sugges
tion my support.

I enjoin upon him absolute secrecy with regard to the
fact of my having submitted this idea for his consideration.

Ç>Z /1/VvA^ XlA

FE

FEîSKH/ZMF
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Department of State

Division of Far Eastern Affairs
October 12, 1931.

This is the telegram which was drafted

as part two of what we were considering on
Saturday.

Gilbert’s incoming/telegram of this
morning. 180, attached, brings nearer the

moment when we should decide.

Gilbert thinks the Council will continue
to recommend negotiation between the two
parties.

I think the Chinese have made it

clear that they are so fearful regarding the
outcome of such negotiations that they will
not be able to agree thereto — unless they
are offered some kind of supervisory protection.

SKH/ZMF
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A portion of this tolegraa,
must be closely paraphras6a*OM
beforê being communicated to
anyone•

Secretary of State,

Washington, D* C.

VERY Uh GE NT
180, October 11r 11 p»m.
The meeting of the Council summoned for October

13 noon will deal solely with the Sino-Japanese^ question

(Council resolution paragraph eight Consulate*s 150
October 1, 9 a.m.) (END GREEN)
From my observations I am of the opinion that the

following will be the policy of it.

Council will endeavor

to pursue:
Discussion as to the causes is quite beside the
question now.

To enter into a discussion as to causes

might raise issues by which the Chinese or Japanese could
seek an avenue of escape from their present commitments.
Everything m^st be focused on the Japanese undertaking
to
to withdraw/iyithin the railway zone and on the Chinese

undertaking (jo safeguard Japanese lives and pr

the Japanese evacuate points outside of the raifeway^pne»
The foregoing also holds good respecting quo s ft on
of reparations
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2-180, From «iaâiftiiT*, October- XI,■ 1931

aM

11 p.m.

of reparations or of any settlement of the Manchurian

question as a whole.

If developments in the Council shape themselves
as it is hoped, it is anticipated that the Council

may be able to say that as soon as evacuation has taken

place and undertakings fulfilled by both parties, the
Council will recommend that the procedure for a

settlement of other outstanding questions affecting the

two parties to the dispute shall bo negotiated between

themselves.
Noto.

It is felt that this attitude of the

Council may serve as a face saving device for the

Japanese who thus may be able to feel that ’’once
they are out" they will bo able to begin direct

negotiations with the Chinese Government.

GILBERT
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Department of State
Division of Far

eastern~Affa1RS^

October 13, 1931.

Tokyo Embassy’s despatch No. 335
of September 26, 1931, hereunder,
supplements recent telegrams reporting
movements of Japanese forces in Manchuria.

The Charge thinks that, as stated
in his telegram No. 157 of September 22,
the military acted on the night of
September 18 without the knowledge of
the Foreign Office, which being faced
with a fait accompli did its best to
check further aggressive movement by the
military.
H
The Charge was informed orally that
; Ithe Foreign Office had just about reached
jla settlement of this question when the
’jpresent situation developed. His
*informant stated further that in his
opinion the troubles in Manchuria were
largely due to economic depression.

Another possible reason for the acts
of the military, held by a number of
! thinking Japanese, is the approaching
|disarmament conference, the campaign of
propaganda on the part of the military

being
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being apparently for the purpose of
instilling in the minds of the people
the need of maintaining Japanese land
forces at their present strength.
)i
There has appeared in the Japanese
|| press no comment adverse to the action
’’ of the Japanese military in Manchuria.
The press was unanimous in the view that
the army acted within treaty rights and
that, had prompt measures not been taken,
further outrages might have been com
mitted by the Chinese. The press did
not welcome the suggestion of the League
of Nations regarding a joint investiga
tion commission.
The attitude of the United States
l| has been dealt with editorially in an
H appreciative vein.
It is felt that the
Government of the United States under
stands the situation but it is regretted
that Washington was influenced by the
League to the extent of addressing
identical notes to the Governments of
Japan and China.

hsm:

a jl
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Department of Stat»

The Honorable

The Secretary of State,
Washington.
Sir:

I have the honor to supplement briefly my recent
telegrams reporting the movements of Japanese forces
in certain places in manchuria*.

Since the receipt at Tokyo on the morning of
September 19th of reports of tne military action, I

have of course kept in constant touch with officials
of the Foreign Office and, through the iiilitaifel ÀtÇlche,

with the War Department.

S’*

During my initial ccgver|ations
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as I

statel in my telegram Ko. 157 of September La, 5 p.m.,

that t.ie Foreign Office ana probably other branches

of the Japanese Government were genuinely surprise! by
the action of the ^rmy at this time.

I felt, also,that

the Foreign Office was not inconsiderably dismayed by
the Army’s contravention of Baron Shidehara’s conciliatory

policy.toward China.

That there existed a divergence of

views between the ««ar Department ana tne Foreign Office
seems further borne out by the fact that on honuay,

the

fist, a Cabinet meeting was held which lasted for seven
hours and following which there occurred no new forward

movements of importance by the Japanese forces in

lianchuria.

I am not in a position to obtain definite

information on this point, but it seems entirely possible
that the Foreign Office, being presented by the military

with a fait accompli, did its utmost - and apparently
with success - to check any further agressive movement by

the military.

That the military acted on the night of

September 18th, without the knowledge of the Foreign

Office seems also to be inuicated by various other

circumstances which I shall discuss later in this

despatch.
It is scarcely credible that the destruction by

Chinese of tracks of the South lianchuria Railway was
more than the immediate cause of the action of the

Japanese forces.

The real motives of the Japanese

military are, I believe, considerably more profound
than this relatively minor Incident which has had a
counterpart more than once in the past without so

serious an effect.

Previous to the incident there

were indications for some time of increasing
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irritation on the part of certain sections of the
Japanese, including the military, at the apparent

intransigence of Chinese officials, soldiery, and

citizens.

The Japanese Government, for example,

has been unable, in spite of serious efforts, to

reach a solution with the Chinese of important problems
deeply affecting Japanese interests in Manchuria, such as

the construction of railways by the Chinese allegedly in
contravention of existing agreements, the problen of

land rights, taxation, Koreans in Manchuria ano. the

boycott of Japanese goods.

Regrettable occurrences,

furthermore, that create ill-feeling between Chinese
and Japanese in Manchuria, have happened in recent

months with increasing frequency.

The most serious

recent incident of this sort in the eyes of the

Japanese military was undoubtedly the killing by
Chinese soldiers of a Japanese staff officer, Captain

Nakamura, and his two companions on June z7th (Embassy’s
despatch No.

of September It, 19*51).

This incident,

I feel confident, further incensed the Japanese.

A

part of their indignation was directed toward the
conciliatory policy of Baron Shidehara.

Subsequently

it was shown that the Foreign Office did not view this

incident eye to eye with the War Department and I was

informed orally that the Foreign Office had

Just about

reached a settlement of this question when the present
situation developed.

It appears to me reasonable to

suppose that the Japanese military seized upon the
recent destruction of the tracks as an opportunity to

create a situation which

would force a general

liquidation of outstanding issues,

Manchuria.

at least in

With strategic points under its control, the
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gaining power would be considerably enhanced.

Dissatisfaction with Baron Shidehara’s
conciliatory policy has been noticeable for some time,
particularly among those Japanese most closely in

touch with Manchuria.

This is not surprising since

it is usual for residents of any frontier area to be
dissatisfied with the policies of the central govern
ment.

It is not unnatural therefore, to suppose that

the Japanese military in Manchuria have been susceptible

to the same influences and opinions.

An example of

this sort was recently brought to my attention by an

official of the Foreign Office which, although it does
not relate directly to the military, is, I believe,
pertinent.

In July delegates of Japanese Chambers of

Commerce in China met in Tokyo at the invitation of the
Tokyo Chamber of Commerce, delegates from Manchuria

coming in force.

The Ministers for Foreign Affairs and

of Finance attended, by invitation, one of the meetings
and listened to many bitter complaints regarding the

Government's policy.

The burden of these complaints was

apparently that the Chinese are very troublesome and

that the Japanese are making no money.

The Foreign

Minister, in reply, stated that scarcely any organiza

tion in the world is making money and gave as an example

the cut of dividends by railway companies throughout
the world, pointing out that the South Manchuria Railway

Company could not hope to escape, especially with the

bean .market so depressed.

The official who related this

to me broutât out an interesting point in this connection;
these delegates apparently did not realize that when in
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el sev/he re in
Manchuria and/China they are in a foreign country and
cannot expect to compete permanently with the Chinese
on their own ground, that the Chinese may some day

redeem the South Manchuria Railway, and that their
position is purely an economic one.

He stated further

that in his opinion the troubles in Manchuria,

( ano. to

some extent elsewhere in China), the mutual irritability,
the bandits, and O'Cher evidences of unstable conditions

are due largely to economic depression.

It seems

probable that the viewpoint of the Japanese military
in Manchuria is not much different from that of these

delegates.
a further.possible reason for the action of the

military, a reason which I hesitate to suggest, although

I am aware that a number of thinking Japanese hold this

view, is the approaching Disarmament Conference.

as the

Embassy has reported from time to time, the Japanese

Government in its compaign for economy has been unable
to do much with regard to the expenditures of the War
Department ( Despatch Ko.

of May 9, 19fil).

The

War Department may be wholly sincere in its contention

that its expenditures cannot be reduced without en
dangering the national safety.

It is possible that the

Army regards both Russia and China with genuine anxiety,
especially as the Russians have recently strengthened

their Far Eastern army, while local conditions in

Manchuria are so unsettled. that they might give
>
legitimate cause for apprehension.
Before the occur
rence of the recent action in Manchuria, I understand,

the War Department had decided to transfer permanently
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the division in the Kwantung Leased Territory a

permanent xirmy Post without increasing the total

military strength.

During the past few months, also,

there have been evidences of a campaign of propaganda

on the part' of the military apparently for the purpose
of instilling in the minds of the people the need of

maintaining Japan’s land forces at their present strength.
Taking these matters into consideration, it is not im
possible - however reprehensible - that the military may

have been influenced by the belief that an action such

as they have recently carried out in Manchuria would

j

help to convince others that conditions on the Asiatic
continent make a reduction of the army unsafe.

This

point of view I shall duscuss more in detail in a

subsequent despatch.
i;

There has appeared in the Japanese press no comment

adverse to the action of the Japanese military in

Manchuria.

For the first few days following the ’incident,

editorials were devoted to vindication of the Army, to a
review of the indignities and insults which Japan has
continually suffered at the hands of China, and to assur
ances that Japan’s forces would be withdrawn as soon as

China would guarantee the safety of Japanese lives
and property.

The press was unanimous in the view that

the .Army acted within treaty rights ana that,had prompt

measures not been taken, further outrages might have
been committed by the Chinese.

The better newspapers

were free from an agressive attitude with the exception
of the Toiyo ASAHI which on Deptember 20th stated
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editorially;

”The time has at last come for Japan to

show what serious sacrifice ana what desperate efforts
she is always ready to make when her legitimate rights

and interests in Manchuria and Mongolia are actually

jeopardized and trampled under foot.”
The press did not welcome the suggestion of the

League of Nations regarding a joint investigation

commission.

On the whole, the newspapers seemed to

regard the League as acting within the sphere of its

duties but believed that any outside interference would

delay a settlement.
The attitude of the Government of the United States
has been dealt with editorially curing the past two or

three days in an appreciative vein.

The Tolyo Hochi this

morning.stated that it appreciates the objection of
Washington to the League’s proposal of an investigation
♦

commission, but regrets that Washington has been in
fluenced by the League to the extent of addressing

identical notes to the Governments of Japan and China.
Any step taken by a third party at this time, the Hochi

feels, might aggravate the situation and delay settlement,
since China would rely upon this outside Power for so

lution.

The Tol<yo JI JI, which perhaps views the whole

matter the most dispassionately, stated in its editorial

of yesterday that Mr. Stimson’s conversation with Mr.

Debuchi and the document handed by the former to the
latter indicate that the Government of the United States
realizes that Japan has no ambitions that should cause
the KelloggPeace Pact or the Nine Power Agreement to be

brought forward.

The United States Government, it believes
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fully understands Japan’s position and sympathizes with

W

the Japanese Qoverxxment.

I am enclosing translations of the pertinent por
tions of editorials which have appeared in the more

influential papers as of possible interest.
Respectfully yours

Edwin L. Seville,
Charge d’Affaires ad interim

33

Enclosures :

Asahi Editorial.
a-fld/Zr)
Editorial
Hochi Z-l'—1_1.
Jiji Editorial. (./9- /4-j
Other Editorials. £44

Copy to Peking.

Embassy File No.

LES/ecf

£

800 - ischuria
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From Aa‘-ri<an Eicoaasy
Tcxj'O •

Translation,

THE PROTECTION OF JAPAN'S RIGHTS AND INTERESTS IN MANCHURIA

(Editorial in the Tokyo ASAHI, September 20, 1931.)

The armed conflict between Japanese and Chinese
troops in Mukden and neighboring districts have given a
serious shock to the Japanese Government and people as a

most grave and alarming development of the situation.

The cause of hostilities was the blasting of a portion of
the South Manchuria Railway by Chinese troops and then

fire was exchanged between Chinese troops and Japanese
V railway garrison.

With a lightening speed, Japanese

forces attacked the Mukden troops which are directly re
sponsible for the blasting of the railway and then took
possession of the walled city of Mukden which is the
stronghold of the Chinese forces in that vicinity.

The

Japanese military authorities in Manchuria are thus taking

necessary measures to cope with the situation.
The present incident is simple and clear.

As above

stated, Japanese forces simply exercised the right of
self-protection against the outrage committed by Chinese

forces.

For the sake of self-protection Japanese forces

have been compelled to occupy teiaporarily Mukden and

other positions for security, thereby guarding the South
Manchuria Railway.

This was apparently unavoidable

under the circumstances.

The fact that the whole responsi

bility rests with the Chinese side is q,uite clear.

It

is entirely incomprehensible that, just at a time when

the

1

1
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the Chinese authorities in Mikden recognized the massacre
of Captain Nakamura at the hands of regular Chinese

troops and thus the Nakamura case was on the eve of an
amicable settlement, such an outrage as the blasting of

the railway should have been committed by regular troops

in Mukden.
The Sino-Japanese relations in Manchuria and Mongolia
have of late been nothing but an accumulation of unpleas
ant incidents.

The wholesale destruction of Japan’s

rights and interests in Manchuria and Mongolia is the
sole objective of the Chinese authorities and people,

who have trampled under foot the Sino-Japanese treaties
now in force for the attainment of their object.

The

Chinese authorities have in many cases taken the initiative

and started anti—Tapanese agitations in various forms.
Those who have watched closely the proceedings of such

agitations feared that the Sino-Japanese relations wfculd
ultimately be strained to a serious degree.

For the

sake of friendship the Japanese Government and people

have as far as possible endured such a hostile and con
temptuous attitude on China’s part.
limit to Japan’s endurance.

However, there is a

The time has at last come

for Japan to show what serious sacrifice and what desper

ate efforts she is always ready to make when her legitimate
rights and interests in Manchuria and Mongolia are actually

jeopardized and trampled under foot.
The resolute stand taken by Japan at this moment is
not in the least for the mere chastisement of China nor

for
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for any ambitions but solely for the protection of Japan’s

treaty rights.

In other words, the temporary occupation

of kukden and other positions by Japanese forces as secur
ity is nothing but the protection of her rights.

Japan

is most eager to make the world understand that the measures
taken against China in kanchuria are based on uprightness

and fairness.

For the issue of the present grave situ

ation in kanchuria responsibility rests with the Chinese

side only.

We hope that the Japanese military authorities

will do their best to prevent aggravation of the situation

and that the Japanese Government will promptly try to settle
the situation by diplomatic means.

In so doing it is

most urgent for Japan to make the world know that her

self-protecting measures taken in kanchuria are based

on principles of justice and uprightness.
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From American Embassy
Tokyo

Translation,

STATEMENT OF THE JAPANESE GOVERNMENT
REGARDING THE MANCHJRIAN INCIDENT.

(Editorial in the Tokyo ASAHI, September 2b, 1931.}

Referring to an official statement issued by the
Department of Foreign Affairs on the night of September
24th, explaining Japan’s military operations in Manchuria,

we wonder why the Japanese Government was so slow in issuing
the statement.

such procrastination on Japan’s part has

caused irresponsible news agencies and others abroad to

circulate baseless information and to entertain doubts
and suspicions as to Japan’s motives in dealing with the

situation.

Though temporary, the circulation of such

information has placed Japan in a most disadvantageous

position internationally.

The consequence was that

Mr. Yoshizawa, Japanese Ambassador to France, has ex
perienced difficulties in explaining Japan’s position

fully before the Council of the League of Nations and
that the atmosphere at the League of Nation’s Office be

came unfavorable to Japan,

For the issue of such a dis

couraging state of affairs the Japanese Government is re
sponsible through its procrastination.
The publication of the official statement in Tokyo

is sufficient to show that no dissension exists among
members of the Japanese Government and that the Cabinet
Ministers are now acting as one body.

The Japanese War

Office
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Office entertains the view that the Japanese troops now

occupying various important positions in Manchuria would,

be withdrawn gradually when the menace to Japan’s special
rights and interests in Manchuria is either removed or

lessened.

Speaking practically, the present military

operations on Japan’s part were prompted by a desire to

protect her rights and interests against outrages com
mitted by China.

How to settle the present incident

and to root out all causes thereof for the future is a

great question, the solution of which requires a great
deal of patience and indefatigable efforts.
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Translation,

STATEMENT Off THE JAPANESE GOVERNMENT AND THE
ATTITUDE OP THE UNITED STATES Off AMERICA.

(Editorial in the Tokyo HOCHI, September 26, 1951.)

We highly appreciate the attitude of the Washington

Government in raising objection to the proposal of the
League of Nations to dispatch an international investi

gation commission to Manchuria for the purpose of making
inquiries into the actual conditions of the present in
cident in that region.

The above proposal, coupled

with the League of Nation’s warning given to Japan and

China a few days ago, is sufficient to show that the

Council of the League of Nations has jumped, to a hasty
conclusion.

While we appreciate the attitude of the

United states, we regret that the Washington Government

has been influenced by the League of Nations and has
addressed to Japan and China identical notes expressing

a desire to prevent aggravation of the situation.
It is an open secret that the National Government
at Nanking has approached the Japanese Government with

a proposal to appoint a joint Sino-Japanese diplomatic
investigation commission for the purpose of solving

the present incident,

ohang Hsueh-liang, the war lord of

Mukden, is also reported to have expressed a desire to

settle the present incident as a local question.
In view of all this, any step to be taken by a

third party at this moment may delay settlement of the
incident.
a

we fear it would aggravate the situation,

Such
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such a step, if taken, will prevent Japan and China
from finding an early opportunity for opening direct
negotiations with a view to solving the present in
cident as quickly as possible.

We fear that any

further advice or warning from a third party, such as

the League of Nations, will cause China to rely upon
a foreign country or countries for the solution of the

situation and the result will be that an opportunity
to open direct negotiations between Japan and China
for a speedy solution will be lost.

*s regards the statement issued by the Japanese
Government on the night of September 24th, it is quite

sufficient for us to point out that Japan will be loyal

to pledges given therein.
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A STAT&.ÆNT ISSUED BY THE JAPANESE GOVERIÆENT

AND THE ATTITUDE OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
(Editorial in the Tokyo Jill, September 25, 1931.)

A statement explaining Japan’s military operations
in Manchuria was officially given out by the Department
of Foreign Affairs on the night of September 24th.

Regarding the issue of the present incident in

Manchuria, the Council of the League of Nations has
addressed a warning to the Governments of Japan and
China.

We may say that in so doing the Council has

discharged its duties properly and that the principle

under which the Council acted is admissible.

At an

interview between Mr. Stimson, Secretary of State, and
Mr. Debuchi, Japanese Ambassador at Washington, on

September 23rd, Mr. Stimson handed to Mr. Debuchi a document
addressed to the Japanese Government, in which the United

States Government expresses a hope that is based on a
thorough understanding of the present situation in
Manchuria.

From this document we see that the United

-

States Government is well aware of Japan’s attitude in
devoting her energy to a peaceful solution of the present

incident by restricting the sphere of her military opera
tions as far as possible and that it is not difficult for

us to understand what idea the United States Government
entertains.
The conversation between Mr. Stimson and Mr. Debuchi
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on September 23rd. and. the document above mentioned in
dicate that the United States Government is under the

impression that Japan has no such ambition as to cause

the United States to bring forward the Anti-War Pact and
the Hine-Power Agreement, although South kanchuria is now

placed under Japan’s control as a result of the present

military operations, the scope of which the Japanese
Government is most anxious to curtail as far as possible.
Accordingly, the United States Government does not take

any urgent and resolute step in dealing with the present

However, the United States

incident at this juncture.

Government thinks that the issue of the present incident
in Llanchuria is an unfortunate event and that the Japanese

Government is greatly annoyed thereby.

The present in

cident is, in fact, a collision between the Japanese and

Chinese troops in kanchuria.

From a statement of the

Japanese Government endeavoring to prevent aggravation
of the situation, the United States Government fully under

stands how Japan is devoting her energy to a prompt and

peaceful solution of the present incident.

If the

United States Government should formally take any measures

at the present moment it would undoubtedly stir up the ■
public opinion of Japan and result in some unusual occurr
ence.

The United States Government, therefore, remains

silent over the situation.

Such is the attitude of the

United States Government.

I
i

From the above we see that the United States Govern
ment fully understands Japan’s position and sympathizes with

the Japanese Government.

It appears that the Governments
of
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Japan and China have already issued orders to their re

spective troops in llanchuria to suspend hostilities.
Under the circulas tances the United States Government

seems to entertain a hope that the above orders will be
faithfully observed by the Japanese and Chinese troops

in ivxanchuria and that the present military operations
will not be used for the attainment of any sinister

motives.

Prom this it is quite easy for us to see

what idea the United States Government entertains.
Now that the attitude of the United States Government
is made quite clear as above indicated, we hope that

the League of Nations will refrain from intervention
in the present incident.

If the League of Nations

should do so, the situation might be further aggravated.
Therefore, we hope that the various Powers will watch

calmly the development of the situation for some time
and entrust to both Japan and China the task of the

solution of the present incident by opening direct
negotiations.

Any excited measure on the part of the

various Powers will, if taken, precipitate the situation
to a serious extent and thus render its solution all the

more difficult.
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‘THIS LBL.GUE OF ILiTIONS ANN TKE SITUATION IN MANCHURIA.

(Editorial in the Tokyo JIJI, September 26, 1931.)

un September 24th, the Japanese Government forwarded,
through Mr. Yosjizawa now at Geneva, a reply to the

League of Nations in response to the League’s communica
tion received in Tokyo on September 23rd and relating
to measures tombe taken for the settlement of the situ

ation in Manchuria.

The contents of this reply are near

ly the same as those of the statement issued by the

Japanese Government on the night of September 24th.
We would call the attention of the various Powers
and the League of Nations to the fact that any sort of

mediation or warning from a third party at this moment

is not the way to solve the situation quickly.

A

proposal made by the League of Nations to dispatch an

international joint investigation commission to Llanchuria

is totally useless.

The dispatch of such a commission

to the scene of the present military operations might,
if carried out, excite the feelings of both the Japanese

and Chinese and delay settlement.
The issue of the present incident in Manchuria is
due to various causes which are very complicated.

The

relations between Japan and China in Manchuria in recent

years have not been so simple as is supposed by outsiders.
The direct cause of the present incident was the blasting

of a section of the South Manchuria Railway by Chinese

troops.
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troops,

Even if the present incident be settled, there

will remain many other causes for future troubles between
the two peoples.

Japan is, therefore, most eager to solve

all pending questions along with the present incident

at one and the same time.
We hope, therefore, that if the League of Nations
is desirous of establishing and maintaining peace in the

Far East it will remain passive for a time and calmly

watch the development of the situation, replying upon
Japan’s above-mentioned reply.
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THE LEAGUE OP NATIONS AB THE JAPANESE STATEMENT.

(Editorial in the Tokyo NIGHI NICHI, September 25, 1931.)

Now that an official statement has been made public
by the Japanese Government on the night of September 24th,

explaining Japan’s military operations in Manchuria, we
are confident that the various Powers, particularly the
United states of America, will understand Japan and her

motives in dealing with the present incident in Manchuria,

To speak more plainly, the Powers will be convinced of
the fact that Japan’s stand taken in Manchuria at this

time is just and reasonable.

In this connection we want to draw the attention of
the League of Nations and the various Powers to the fact

that in recent years the Chinese authorities and people

have from time to time insulted Japan and the Japanese
in various ways.

Even Chiang Kai-shek, the head of the

Nanking Government, has often uttered irresponsible

statements at public meetings against Japan, pointing
out that he would fight Japan.

We fear that so long as

Chiang Kai-shek remains at the head of the Nanking

Government oino-Japanese relations will be aggravated#
as

regards a warning addressed to Japan and China

from the League of Nations, we do not entertain any
unpleasant feeling nor do we regard it as intervention

from a third party.

In so doing, the League of Nations

has apparently discharged its proper duties.

In view

of the fact that Japan is a member of the League of

Nations,
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Nations, she is in duty bound to reply to the above
warning with due courtesy.

This reply was made in the

form, of an official statement issued by the Japanese
Government on the night of September 24th, as above

stated.

with the issue of the official statement by the
Japanese Government, we are confident that the League of
Nations will not take any further measures beyond the

warning already addressed to Japan and China.

we hope

that the various Powers will reply to Japan’s official

statement just issued.

We may add that Japan is perfect

ly free from any aggressive ambitions
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THE SITUATION IN WCHÜBIA

(Editorial in the Tokyo CHUGAI SHOGYO, September 24, 1931.)

The present incident in

anchuria was apparently

due to the fact that Chinese troops belonging to the

Mukden Headquarters blew up a section of the South

Manchuria Railway and then challenged Japanese railway

guards to fight.

The military operations started by

Japan in Manchuria are entirely self-defensive.

Whether

the sphere of the operations will be widened or not de
pends entirely upon the attitude of China and her people.

For the purpose of maintaining peace and order in Manchuria

it is most urgent to take prompt and appropriate measures
at this moment.

We are, therefore, of the opinion that

the dispatch of troops from the Japanese Army Divisions
in Chosen beyond the frontier is inevitable.
Now that Japan has started military operations in

Manchuria it is urgent for this country to make public a
statement explaining the reasons therefor and rectifying
misconceptions on the part of the various Powers as to

Japan’s motives.

We are confident that the doubts and

misunderstandings now entertained by the various Powers
will disappear in the not distant future when everything

is made clear.
How to settle the present incident in Manchuria is

a great question.

However, if we should try to solve it

from
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from the standpoint of fairness and uprightness, it would
not be difficult to do so.

~n view of the fact that the

Chinese military authorities in Mukden have taken the
initiative and thus brought about the present incident

in Manchuria, it is well for Japan to watch what attitude
the Chinese authorities will take in dealing with the

situation.

Speaking practically, the future action of

Japan depends entirely upon the attitude of the Chinese

authorities.

It is hardly necessary to point out that

at this moment there is no necessity for Japan to con

sider any intervention from a third party.
The Chinese authorities in Mukden should study fully

the causes of the present incident and then endeavor to
remove such causes fundamentally.

If this is done it

would be possible to find a way for the solution of the

present Incident.

Any temporizing policy on either side

for the settlement of the situation must be disregarded.
We urge the Japanese government to adopt the policy of
settling all outstanding problems between the two countries
at one and the same time.

ny attempt on Japan’s part

to settle the present incident as a local question will
in no way eradicate the real causes of disagreement.
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THE ATTITUDE OF THE JAPANESE GOVERNMENT
(Editorial in the Tokyo NI0ÏÏI NICHI, September 23, 1951.)

As a result of a Ministerial Conference on September

22nd, at which the Government gave consent to the War
Office’s proposal to settle all outstanding Sino-Japanese

questions at one and the same time in connection with the
issue of the present Incident in Manchuria, Baron Shidehara,

Minister for Foreign Affairs, yesterday decided to abandon

his so-called "peaceful policy" in dealing with China.
Now that it has become quite clear that the present in

cident has been brought about by unlawful direct actions
of Chinese troops, the self-defensive measures taken .by

Japanese troops in Manchuria in no way contravene inter

national law and usage.

There is, therefore, no necessity

for Japan to defer either to mediation or intervention

from outside.

The Japanese Government had decided to

settle the present incident with China only.

The view

of Baron Shidehara regarding Japan’s military operations
now exercised in Manchuria is as follows:

The issue of the present incident in Manchuria

was due to the blasting of a section of the South
Manchuria Railway by regular Chinese troops belonging

to the Mukden headquarters.

Needless to say, the

South Manchuria Railway constitutes one of Japan’s

important rights and interests in Manchuria.

Japan
has
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has merely taken urgent military measures for selfdefence.

4.S regards Japan’s military operations

and the consequent temporary occupation of the walled

city of Liukden, and of other positions which are out
side the South Manchuria Hallway zone, there are some

who contend that the operations are beyond the sphere
of rights of self-defence of a State.

Such a contention

is apparently attributable to a lack of sufficient

knowledge as to real conditions in Manchuria.

In all

law-abiding countries at the present time self-defensive

operations must be restricted properly.

However, in a

country like China where administrative organs are still

imperfect, it is only just and proper that self-defensive

rights shall be exercised beyond the scope of treaty
stipulations.

Furthermore, the strength of Japanese

troops to be stationed in Manchuria at the present
time is fixed at about 15,000 officers and men under

treaty stipulations.

The total number of Japanese

troops now stationed in that region does not exceed
10,400.

Even if the detachment of 4,000 men who were

dispatched beyond the frontier of Chosen at this time

should be added to the above total, there still re
mains a margin.

Under the circumstances, Japan has

legitimately exercised her self-defence rights which
are recognized by treaties now in force.
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Translation,

THE CAUSES QI1 THE PRESENT INCIDENT IN MANCHURIA

(Editorial in the Tokyo NICHI NICHI, September 23, 1931.)

Regarding the issue of the present incident in

Manchuria, the Japanese Government is said to have de-

।

cided to adopt a policy that will prevent any aggravation

*

of the situation.

The phrase Mto prevent any aggravation

of the situation” seems to be very simple and clear, but

*
t
’
»*

under existing conditions the definition of the phrase is

by no means simple and easy.

i

It is therefore deemed

urgent to study the causes of the present incident.
The military operations directed against Chinese

®

troops by Japanese forces was no more than the execution of
1

=

•

proper duties on the part of their commander.

Japan has

treaty rights of stationing a certain number of guards
along the South Manchuria Railway.

The acquisition by

Japan of this right was due to the fact that China lacked,

and is still lacking, sufficient capacity to maintain

peace and order in the South Manchuria Railway zone.

The

principal reason why the safety of the railway service

must necessarily^be guaranteed and maintained by means of

arms is that in the South Manchuria Railway zone and
neighborhing districts there are always dangerous and
unlawful elements which the Chinese authorities in Mukden
are unable to control.

In case these elements attempt

or precipitate outrages upon the South Manchuria Railway,
it is

!

__
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it is only Just and proper under treaty stipulations to

start military operations on the part of the Japanese

railway guards.

A treaty for this purpose has been

signed between Japan and China.
The unlawful elements which destroyed a section of
the South Manchuria Railway at Lintiaokou on the night of

September 18th were no other than regular Chinese troops
belonging to the Mukden headquarters;

fire upon Japanese railway guards.

they also opened
The consequence

was the development of the present situation in Manchuria.
For the purpose of securing the safety of Japanese rail
way guards the commander of our forces in the Kwantung
Leased Territory is in duty bound to take prompt and ap

propriate measures.

This is because Japanese railway

guards are less in numbers in companion with the Chinese

troops in Mukden and its neighborhood.

If the commander

should fail to take appropriate measures it is not im
possible that Japanese railway guards would be annihilated

by the powerful Chinese troops.

The measures taken by

the commander in the Kwantung Leased Territory are, there

fore, Just and proper.

Even in times of peace Chinese

troops destroyed a section of the South Manchuria Railway

and thus it is quite plain to see that under the existing
situation in Manchuria they would commit further outrages
against Japanese residents in that region and against the
South Manchuria Railway.
Under the circumstances it is only proper that Japan

quickly distribute her troops in various parts of
Manchuria for the protection of her legitimate rights and

residents.

How to settle the present incident is a great

question.

In Manchuria where Japan has special rights
and
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and interests the Chinese authorities and people have of
late committed various sorts of outrages such as the

violation of treaty stipulations by the Mukden authorities,

the pressure brought to bear upon Japanese by Chinese
officials and individuals in economic and other circles,and

threats against the lives and property of our residents
there.

In settling the present incident Japan claims

a guarantee on China’s part not to repeat such outrages
in the future.

The distribution of Japanese troops in

various points in Manchuria is obviously based on a de
sire to secure the said guarantee.

If China should

give Japan the desired guarantee and also ensure the
complete safety of Japanese residents in Manchuria, Japan
would then withdraw her troops from Mukden and other points

which are temporarily occupied.

The Nanking Government demands the unconditional with
drawal of Japanese troops but such a demand is entirely untintertainable.

Unless the causes whereby Japan started

military operations are either removed or guaranteed to be
removed, Japan will not withdraw her troops unconditionally
We are, therefore, under the impression that the phrase

”to prevent aggravation of the situation" may be taken as

signifying that Japan will not distribute her troops be
yond the sphere of necessity.

The above demand of the

Nanking Government without any effort toward giving Japan

the desired guarantee is nonsensical.
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WARLIKE OPERATIONS IN MANCHURIA
(Editorial in the Tokyo NICHI NICHI, September 20, 1931»)

On the night of September 18th, Chinese troops

suddenly destroyed a part of the South Manchuria Railway

and then attacked the Japanese garrison whose duty it is

to guard the railway.

This outrage was committed by

Chinese regular troops who threatened the safety of the

Japanese garrison.

grave.

The situation is, therefore, very

Japan’s rights and interests in lianchuria are

now facing a crisis, the nature of which is such that not

a moment should be lost in saving the situation.
The Japanese garrison quickly responded to the at

tack by Chinese troops.

The prompt action taken by the

Japanese garrison is only natural.
If the garrison
*
had remained passive and failed to discharge its duty
in a proper manner, not only the Japanese rights and inter

ests in Manchuria but also her dignity abroad would have
been lost forever.

Viewed in this light we highly ap

preciate the prompt action of the Japanese garrison.

The fighting between the Japanese garrison and
Chinese troops, the latter of whom destroyed a portion
of the South Manchuria Railway, has since developed into

hostilities between the two opposing forces in various

parts of Manchuria.

information received up to the

present is not sufficient to.Illustrate all details of
the situation in Manchuria, but it appears that the

Japanese
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Japanese military authorities in that region are compelled

to expand the sphere of their self-protecting operations
against Chinese troops who have assumes a hostile attitude

everywhere.
Japan has special rights

and interests in Manchuria

and this fact is well recognized by all the nations
through historical background and provisions of treaties
now in force.

China is unfortunately suffering from

civil commotions all the year round and consequently

Japan is obliged to station her troops in Manchuria for

the protection of her special rights and interests as well
as for the preservation of peace and order there.

The

prompt measures taken by Japan in Manchuria at this time

may be regarded as an eloquent testimony showing that our

country was obliged to do so.

We greatly regret the

issue of the present incident, but, in view of the fact
that China herself lacks ability to maintain peace and

order within the limits of her territory, it was inevit

able that the present incident should arise.
We are at a loss to understand why Chinese troops
took the initiative and committed such an outrage as the
destruction of a part of the South Manchuria Bailway.

The Chinese people have of late come to hold Japan and
the Japanese people in contempt.

A. boycott of Japanese

articles in China is one of the humiliations directed

toward Japan but the Japanese people have endured such
humiliation up to the present in spite of the fact that

we are entitled to take a retaliatory measure against the
Chinese boycott.

Even the leaders of the Nanking Govern

ment, including Chiang Kai-shek, have dared to commit
themselves
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themselves in open insult to Japan and the Japanese in

their public speeches.

Under these circumstances the

lives and property of Japanese residents in China have
been often thi'eatened and at times subjected to destruction
at the hands of the Chinese in official and private circles.

It is, therefore, not to be wondered at that Chinese troops
in Manchuria committed this latest outrage.
We are, however, most anxious to maintain friendly
relations with the Chinese people on the basis of the

principles of mutual existence and prosperity.

Now that

Chinese troops have gone so far as to destroy the South
Manchuria Railway under a misconception,it is well for

Japan and the Japanese to give China a lesson in the form
of emergency measures which the Japanese military authorities

are now taking in Manchuria and which are based on a desire
for the maintenance of the principles of mutual existence

and prosperity.
whatever may be the opinions of the Chinese authorities

in Mukden and of the Nanking Government over the issue of
the armed conflict between the Japanese and Chinese troops

in Manchuria, Japan has fundamental principles, namely,
the protection of her rights and interests in Manchuria, and

the maintenance of her dignity and national honor.

The'

prompt measures taken by the Japanese troops in Manchuria
are based on the above principles.

China has in latter

years violated Japan’s treaty rights in various ways.

Public opinion in Japan demands the solution of all out
standing questions between the two countries.

If the

present incident in Manchuria should be settled speedily
and thus pave the way for the solution of other pending

questions,
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questions, it would mean that the present incident would

ultimately bring about peace and prosperity between the

two peoples for the future.

We hope that the Chinese

authorities in Mikden will understand the above psychology

and deal properly with the present incident.
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A STATEMENT OF THE JAPANESE GOVEBNàïENT

ON THE SITUATION.

(Editorial in the Tokyo ûHUGAl SÏÏ0GY0, September 25, 1931.}

nothing can be more regrettable than the fact that
the Japanese Government was so slow in its issuance of
an official statement explaining Japan’s military
operations in Manchuria.

It was on the night of

September 18th that Chinese troops blew up a section of

the south Manchuria Bailway, thereby causing an armed

conflict between Japanese and Chinese troops in Manchuria.
If an official statement had been issued by the Japanese
Government at the time of the occupation of Mukden by

Japanese troops, the attitude of the League of Nations
and the public opinion of various Powers, including the

United States of America might not have been so unfavor
able to Japan as at present.

with the exception of the New York Herals Tribune,
which in its issue of September 23rd expressed a fair and

impartial view of the situation in Manchuria, several
newspapers of the United States have ventilated their
views against Japan.

We see that the United States and

her people are not totally blind as to the causes of the
present incident and the measures taken by Japan in deal
ing with it.

If the official statement issued by the

Japanese Government should dispel doubts and misunder

standing s of the various Powers to a certain extent,

though not wholly, the world would gradually understand
Japan »s
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Japan’s motives on kanchuria.

we want to draw the attention of the world to the

fact that the Chinese troops were the first to commit
such an outrage as the blowing up of an iron bridge
on the South kanchuria Kailway.

in view of this, it

is not impossible that the Chinese authorities and the
Chinese may dare to commit further outrages against

Japan and the Japanese.

The military operations of

Japan in kanchuria are apparently directly against
such an emergency, besides maintaining peace and order
in that region.

The Japanese Government regards the

present incident as a local question and is thus en

deavoring to settle it by direct negotiations with the

Chinese authorities without relying upon a third party
for any sort of mediation or Intervention.

it is,

therefore, still premature to try to settle the present

incident through the medium of the Nine-hower Treaty

or other international agreements.
The various Powers do not appear to understand

fully the relations between Japan and China in recent
years.

It may be rather difficult for Japan to make

the Powers understand what the Sino-Japanese relations
are.

however, we hope that the Japanese Government

will do its best to clear away doubts and misunderstand

ings on the part of the various Powers.

It appears

that the Governments of the various Powers and their

nationals are influenced greatly by the propaganda of
China whose people are very clever in this particular
campaign.

The Japanese Government should exercise

the utmost caution with respect to Chinese propaganda
and take appropriate measures in dealing with it without
a moment’s
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a moment’s hesitation,
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1931, I have the honor to state that, in reply to questions,

।

the following statement was made on September 23rd in the

I

H°use of Commoils by “the Under Secretary for Foreign Affairs

’

in regard to the situation in Manchuria:

*
!

I

"On the 18th and 19th of September Japanese
troops guarding the South Manchurian Railway occupied
Mukden and other towns in or near this railway line.
The circumstances in which this action was taken have
not yet been definitely established. I understand
that the Chinese Government have brought the matter
before the Council of the League of Nations and that
it is being discussed there today.rt

A further question having been put the following da£,
Sg
the Under Secretary said:
Q
<—
J

3

"Since/H

eg

04

I

Supplementing my despatch No. 2277 of September 25,
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"Since the 19th of September Mukden and other
towns on or near the South Manchurian Railway have
been occupied by Japanese troops. An appeal has
been made to the League of Nations by the Chinese
Government, and at a special meeting of the Council
held on the 22nd of September, it was decided to
appeal to both the Chinese and Japanese Governments
to abstain from any action which might aggravate the
situation or prejudice a pacific settlement, and to
ask them to seek, in consultation with their repre
sentatives at Geneva, means to allow the two
countries to proceed immediately to the withdrawal
of their respective troops without compromising the
safety of the lives or property of the nationals of
the two countries. Telegrams were addressed to the
Chinese and Japanese Governments to that effect."
I have the honor to enclose a further editorial from

the London TIMES of the 26th instant, which is perhaps

the most interesting and objective discussion of the
Manchurian incident which has yet come to my notice.

It

notes with gratification that the Council of the League
has elicited the declaration by the Japanese Government

of its willingness to discuss with China a peaceful
settlement of the dispute and to withdraw its troops from

regions where their presence is not authorized by treaty,
and after reciting several disquieting reports arising out

of the situation, it reminds China that the action of the
Council is not to be construed as a promise of sympathy

with any delay by China in composing its differences with
Japan.

The British public has been so completely absorbed in

the financial situation at home that there has been no real
call for the Government to act definitively towards the
settlement of a dispute in so remote a quarter as Manchuria.

It was generally thought that this was a matter which might

well be left to the United States, which seems to be regarded
tacidly/

.
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tacidly as the particular guardian of the Kellogg Pact,

and to the League of Nations.

Some days ago, British press

correspondents at Geneva seemed to think that the Council
had injured the League’s prestige, first, by addressing
itself too hastily to the disputants, and next, by appearing

to lend undue sympathy to Japan to the prejudice of China’s
case.

More recent despatches indicate, however, that those

who were not satisfied with the Council’s course of action
now incline towards the view that the League can be more
faithful to its functions by trying to maintain peace than

by searching for the causes of a dispute.
It is not unlikely that events in the Far East of the
past few days may bring about a change in the attitude of

detachment with which the British public has thus far

viewed the incident.

As is well known, British interests

in Manchuria are,with one notable exception, virtually

negligible.

The disorder into which the operation of the

Peking-Mukden Bailway has fallen, the reported attacks by
Japanese airplanes upon trains on this line carrying
refugees, and the general breakdown of Chinese administra

tion following the Japanese occupation of Mukden, which

made possible the derailment of a train and the attacks
upon its passengers by Chinese bandits, have been recounted

with no little warmth by British correspondents, who are

reminding the public at home of their substantial investment
in that railway.

Yesterday’s papers give considerable space

to reports of disturbances at Hongkong, when Chinese rioters

attacking Japanese were suppressed by British troops, and of

the alleged/
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the alleged seizure at Mukden hy the Japanese forces of

airplanes delivered by British manufacturers to General
Chang Hsueh-liang but not yet paid for.

These incidents

may not in themselves be sufficiently important to cause

perturbation, but the prominence given these reports by
the press indicates the possibility that if the situation

does not soon take a more hopeful turn the British Govern

ment may be called upon to show some active interest
quite apart from action through the League

Respectfully yours

For the Ambafesador:

Ray Atherton
Counselor of Embassy.

Enclosure:

"Manchuria and the League’’, The THIES, Sept. 26, 1931
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MANCHURIA AND THE LEAGUE
Our own national preoccupations and their condemning the Japanese troops for doing
on a much smaller scale what the Red
repercussions throughout the world must not be Army did two years ago.
The Chinese
allowed to divert public attention from the good Government was fully justified in laying its
work of the Council of the League of Nations case before the League; but there was no real
in the dispute between China and Japan. The justification for its sudden withdrawal (not to
situation which confronted the League at the say repudiation) of the proposal made, however
beginning of the week was undoubtedly serious. informally, by its Minister of Finance for the
' examination of all the eauses^Qf the present disThe Japanese garrison in Southern Manchuria i pute by a joint Commission.^As Lord Cecil
had attacked and disarmed the Chinese forces. pointed outzht the end of last|night’s meeting
Its action had taken the Japanese Government of the Council, the passing o£- judgment on a
by surprise ; important elements among its particular set of incidents^ not the present
Liberal supporters, large sections of the Con duty of^he League; qjadthe Chinese Govern
servative Opposition, and powerful military ment woiîtd~H^^îlï-advis®d if it mistook
sympathy for partisanship and took no serious
interests were disposed to applaud rather
steps to arrive at a general settlement of its
than to deplore the readiness of the soldiers to difference with Japan. Aggrîèycd national
“ give the Chinese a lesson ” ; there seemed to minorities have been known to pub. themselves
be a risk that the Wakatsuki Ministry would as much in the wrong as the hàrd-handed
be made an unwilling accomplice after the fact Governments of which they complaiii both by
in a breach of the Kellogg Pact and the rancorously exploiting their grievances and
Covenant of the League of Nations. On the by demanding impossible satisfactions. In
other side Chinese popular indignation was the present dispute the Council’s championship
of peace does not in the least mean that it
growing so rapidly as to threaten at any time has any sympathy with the “ pin-pricking ”
to aggravate the situation by presenting policy in which Chinese Governments have
the Japanese Army with good reasons for ex indulged only too often in recent years. Its
tending the scope of its military operations. object, and that of the Governments of the
Fortunately for the peace of the Far East and several nations which compose it, is to further
of the world—for no one could safely predict an understanding between its two Far Eastern
that such a struggle would involve no other members by all appropriate means, and the
nation—the League has shown itself equal to attitude of America justifies the hop© of her
the occasion. On Monday the Chinese Govern continued collaboration in this good cause.
ment appealed to the League under Article II.
of the Covenant, which provides for the sum
moning of a meeting of the Council in the event
of any outbreak or threat of war. The Council
met next morning under the presidency of
Senor Lerroux. On the same evening it
addressed an urgent appeal to the two Govern
ments to abstain from every act which might
prejudice a pacific settlement. It asked them
also to seek means to allow the two countries
to withdraw their respective troops from the
theatre of hostilities without compromising the
safety of the lives and property of their
nationals. At the same time, it wisely decided
to communicate the minutes of its discussion
and decision to the Government of the United
States of America. The Chinese Government has
naturally welcomed the action of the League,
while any uncertainty as to the attitude of the
Japanese Government should be dispelled by
the reply which was communicated yesterday.
Japan emphasizes her desire to prevent any
aggravation of the situation and to ensure the
peaceful settlement of pending questions by
direct negotiations with China ; she announces
at the same time that she has already withdrawn
the greater part of her forces into the zone
where she is entitled by treaty to maintain them,
and that the small bodies remaining outside
this area for the protection of Japanese
nationals and of the South Manchurian Railway
will in their turn be withdrawn as the situation
improves.
The Council’s appeal has thus borne fruit
already in the improvement of the local
I
situation and in the encouragement which it has
given to the moderate elements in Japan. And
the prompt and efficacious assistance of the
United States has contribute^ in rio small
measure to this initial supéess. Çt is no
exaggeration to say that th^ Americajft Govern
ment, though not a member of the League, has
been in closer collaboration with it during
the last few days Mian at ahy previous
time.
In one rœpect indéed it has
handled a difficult? and obscure situation
more skilfully man the / Council was w
at first disposed to do. Thq^ manner of Mr. W
Stimson’s intervention was As tactful as was
the text of his communication to the Japanese n»
and Chinese Governments^ His refusal to sup- 4* .
+ho rïT>r»r»nsftl mnntedrat the meeting of the *5
,
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handled a difficul and o ure situation
more skilfully
i the Council was
at first disposed
do. Thef manner of Mr.
Stimson's inter? t-ion was s tactful as was . ,
L -iai:: the text of his c
unicatjBn to the Japanese
and Chinese Governments His refusal to sup? port the proposal mooteçjTat the meeting of the
League Councÿ for t
dispatch of a Military
Commission of Inqi
to Manchuria showed
iation of the dangers
a sagacious | ap]
inseparable f
such a step. Any action
r
which gave the* proud and sensitive islanders
the impression, however unfounded, that their f
Government was regarded with distrust by
•j other Powers must have increased the L.
■ embarrassments of Tokyo and might well have £
defeated the good intentions of Geneva. As
a Great Power possessing a multitude of interests SZ
in the Far East, as a party to the Nine-Power
Treaty guaranteeing the respect of “ the.
“ sovereignty, the independence, and the terriv
. ■ “ torial and administrative integrity of China,”» _
J as the originator of the Kellogg Pact renounc. ing war as an instrument of national aims,
America could not in any case have watched
the outbreak of hostilities with detachment. „
But the promptitude* whh which her Govern-?®81
ment advanced to the ail of the League and
of its two disputant members encourages thefe
hope that tj|fe cooperation of Geneva and^
Washington yill be moyj than an agreeable but >
isolated historical incident.
g
Meanwhile Mhe^^problem of Sino-Japanese
relations in Memchuria remains to be solved.
The League has done much to remove the
immediate danger of developments which at the
very least would have made the next Disarma
ment Conference a mockery. Its task would
now seem to be one of conciliation rather than
of inquiry. The immediate cause or causes of
the Japanese attack on the Chinese troops at
, Mukden are of small account by comparison
{ with the necessity for a comprehensive under1 standing between the two countries. There is
clearly a danger that the League’s action may.
' encourage important factors in China to chali lenge the internationally recognized rights of
■ the Japanese in Southern Manchuria. Already
? there is talk—it may be no more than talk—;
, of an entente between the rival Governments ?
i of Canton and Nanking on an anti-Japanese
! basis; and it is interesting to note that thej
I inspired Press of Soviet Russia is already ï
I expressing its sympathy with the Chinese, and?
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The Honorable

The Secretary of State,

Washington.
Sir:

I have the honor to enclose, as of possible inter
est to the Department, the translation of a leading edi

torial in the NIEUWE ROTTERDAMSCHE COURANT of the twenty

fifth instant, entitled "The League, America and the

Chino-Japanese Dispute".

The article exults in the fact

that the United States has taken action in this connec

tion and regards it as a "joint political action with the
League in the Far East".
There is no doubt that America’s coopération

splutlrân

the
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solution of any European or Far Eastern question is

welcomed by public opinion in Holland.
Respectfully yours,

Enclosure :
Translation.

File No. 710
In quintuplicate

mm

.

HJîEKD
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LCCUIS

to

deslatoh

i:o.

lation

from
NIITJ./J LOTTEHDAISCHE. CODitAET
September 25, 1931.

Till LEAGUE, AMERICA AND TrS CHIHO-JAPANESE DISPUTE.

As was to be anticipated upon the grounds of many

experiences,

the Japanese Govermient has not made haste

with the furnishing of instructions to its delegates in
Geneva regarding the adoption of the manner in which the

Council of the League proposes to regulate the Hulcden in
cident.

Even though at the time of writing this article

the Japanese reply is not known, there nevertheless ex
ists in Geneva the impression that a slackening of ten

sion is approaching.

The natter is therefore all the

more interesting as a test of how great is the influence

of the moral pressure that nay be exercised fr<xi Geneva.
The test is of vital interest for the prestige of

the League of Nations which has much to gain or to lose

by a favorable or unfavorable result.

It is also a nat

ter of great weight for the prospective Disarmament Con

ference.

Hany nations will, to a considerable degree,

base their views concerning the more or less practical
value of the institutions of Geneva, as securities against

war, upon these events.
The Council acted wisely by making its requirements

of Japan as modest as possible,

been attained;

a

success has already

the appeal to big brother fyneriça has not
been
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■been in vain.

It may have been ventures orne and have re

sulted Iron the feeling of not being sufficiently sure
of being able to bring about a settlement itself;

in any

case it has had as result that the big brother is exhibit
ing great interest.

As a matter of fact America’s in

terest for the League Assembly has on this occasion been

considerable.

w-ip.imca is being iri’esistably carried into

the affairs of the outside world,

Tr. Hoover’s proposal

was only the beginning.
America now sees itself compelled to a joint poli

tical action with the League in the 1'ar .Last;

it will

soon see itself bound to extend its :*onroe doctrine to
the whole world.

That doctrine will definitely disappear

as a result of its generality - swallowed up by the Cove
nant of the League.

In the meantime there is some displeasure in Geneva

concerning the way in which the great powers are again
making the Chino-Japanese affaii- practically an inter nos

in the Council.

It would seem, on this occasion, as if

those gentlemen would not escape a protest against oli

garchic manners,

ouch action would be useful.

It is to be hoped that, both for peace in the Par

East and for the soundness of international institutions,

the League will succeed in liquidating the conflict furth

by pacific means.
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The Honorable

The Secretary of State,

Washington.
'7ZJ

a

~

/

' f

Sir:

? ! f 70
With 'reference to tne Legation*s telegram No.
578, of September 12, 5 p.m., concerning the Nakamura
incident, I have the honor to transmit herewith an

interesting editorial on this subject, which appeared

in the PEKING & TIENTSIN TIMES, in three sections, on

September 9, 10, and 11, 1931.
The first section of the editorial asserts that

Captain Shintaro Nakamura, of the Japanese General

Staff, und said to be a spy, was executed by Chinese
soldiers of the Khingan Reclamation -jmy, in the
bandit-infested Solun region of Manchuria, where
(according to the second section) he was traveling*-.

prflnme^Ly
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presumably to investigate tne interesting reclamation,

colonization and agricultural enterprise which is being
carried out in this ^rea, but very possibly to collect
political and economic information that would be of
interest to the Japanese General Staff.
The Nakamura incident has greatly incensed the

Japanese and has led tne military clique to demand
strong action, if not the occupation of portions of

Manchuria itself.

Following as it does upon the antt-

Chinese riots in Korea, it has tended to counteract the
anti-Japanese propaganda in the Chinese press and may

possibly result in a toning down of the Chinese demands
upon the Japanese Government for satisfaction and an
indemnity for the victims of the riots.
It is well known that the Japanese grievances
x

Against China are many and, as pointed out in the enclosed editorial, the Nakamura incident is but an ex

pression of the growing animosity between the Chinese

and Japanese in Manchuria.

So long as the settled

policy of the Chinese authorities in Manchuria is one

of obstruction and hostility to the Japanese, such in
cidents are bound to occur and any one of them might
precipitate a serious crisis.
Further details of this case are to be found in
the press clippings being transmitted to the Department

by the same pouch as this despatch.

■a second

i
i
<

£
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«. second and more thorough investigation is now
being conducted by the Chinese authorities, and the
Legation will not fail to keep the Department fully
informed of subsequent developments.
Respectfully yours

NELSON TRUSLER MOHNS UN.
Enclosures;
1/ Copies of editorial from the
PEKING & TIENTSIN TILES of
September 9, 10, and 11, 1931,
"The Nakamura Affair”.

Copy to:

RLBtepg
800.

«merican Embassy, Tokyo.
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PEKING & TIENTSIN TIMES, WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 9, 1931.
— ——

The actual commander of the
regiment was away at Mukden*
at the time, but his second-inI
command, named Kuan YuTHE Chinese Authorities went heng, who ordered the execu
too far with the Soviet tion, is alleged to be a man of
and brought about an invasion brutal disposition and a terror
by the Red Army. The latest to all who have any relations
despatches from Tokio make it with him. Of the sum of
perfectly clear that the Japan $3,000 found on the party, a
ese Military and the Opposition small amount was distributed to
parties are determined to force the troops and the rest pocket-1
a show-down on the Nakamura’ ed, it is alleged, by Colonel'
affair. The precise nature of Kuan. This man has now been ’
the demonstration already plan ordered to report in person at i
ned has not been disclosed, but Mukden, but it is doubtful whe
if it comes about it is likely to ther he will do so, for the Jap-j
be a much more serious affair anese may not await protracted
than the mock battle in the cen- legal processes and may take
tre of the Mukden settlement summary vengeance, as in the
which so rudely awakened the case of a Korean correspondent
residents some weeks ago. after the Wanpaoshan affair. I
Feeling is running higher among ( It was a Japanese woman!
the Japanese over the murder I who was mainly responsible for’
of this staff officer than obtain the disclosure of the main de- i
ed in Shanghai over the Thor- tails of the story. Ex-Sergeant-;
bum case, with which it pre Major Isugi (companion of [
sents certain resemblances, par Captain Nakamura on the jour-!
ticularly in the methods of ter ney) was the proprietor of a
giversation with which the i Japanese inn at Tsitsihar, and he
higher authorities have endeav acted as go-between when the
oured to evade responsibility. Japanese woman married a
There cannot be the slightest Chinese there. This couple kept
doubt but that the Japanese will a shop in a rather remote place
take drastic action unless the in this part of Inner Mongolia.
Mukden authorities give way.
The woman, for some reason or
Assiduous enquiries were other, expected to hear from
conducted by the Japanese be Isugi during his travels, and be
fore the details of the affair came uneasy at his silence.
were disclosed, and as a result, Then, as chance would have it,
they are now in full possession four or five Chinese soldiers of"
of the facts. It appears that the Khingan Reclamation Army!
Captain Nakamura, of the called at the shop. They began !
Japanese General Staff, accom to talk to the woman’s husband, |
panied by an ex-warrant officer; and the woman overheard them
named Isugi, a Russian namedr tell the story of how a party ।
Shroekoff, and a Mongol, left i (evidently that under CaptainPokutu, on the western section! Nakamura) was captured and’
of the Chinese Eastern Railway, shot. The woman herself then!
on a journey
the questioned the soldiers, and beJ____ „ through
~
Khingan territory to Taonanfu. !came convinced that the party
They were furnished with a. iiconcernec
concerned| was that
mai which
wnicn in
Chinese passport. Two or three cluded Isugi. Accordingly she
weeks later they reached a 'wrote to a “friend of hers” at
place called Minanchen, and Tsitsihar, who in turn evidently
were taking a meal in an eating- ' communicated with the Japan
house when a party of Chinese ese Authorities.
soldiers belonging to the Khin-;
__ Japanese
________
_________
The
assert
that the
gan Reclamation Army attack- officials sent to enquire into the
I ed them, locked them up on a i| affair, following the official pro
charge of espionage, then ex-* tests in Mukden, merely did all
ecuted them and mutilated thdft they could to complete the de
remains. It is alleged, as in the; struction of all evidence in the
case of Thorburn, that the case. The Fengtien Provincial
bodies were afterwards burnt Governor told the Japanese he
and other efforts made to keep knew nothing about the case.
Nevertheless a littlelater Dr.
the matter secret.
।

THE NAKAMURA AFFAIR. /
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at a mass meeting in Dairen, C. T. Wang informed the Jap
who urged at the end of his anese diplomats in Nanking that
address that the Japanese Gov he had received a report from
ernment should exact the pri-l the Governor, who asserted that
vilege of free, safe travel in the people responsible for the
Manchuria and Mongolia, and execution of the party were not j
freedom to engage in agricul regular soldiers, but rebel)
ture and trade; and that in bandits. The district in which;
honour of the dead a memorial I *be affair happened is known to i
___ cl___ r .1
, I»,
। L
_ 1__________
i i-i
worthy of them should be erect- be in a large area menaced, like
ed at the scene of the outrage. many parts of Manchuria at
An eye-witness of the execu- present, by bandits. It is ad
’ tion is quoted by the Japanese mitted that Isugi himself, who
authorities as stating that the only returned to his home the'
■party on being arrested were day before Captain Nakamura [
at once accused of acting asi arrived, after travelling in the!
•__ i_____ i •1 L
spies. The Captain retorted by ;pnteri°
r, had just had a remark-il
asking what use could be made I able escape from bandits. How-1
of any information concerning! ever» contend the Japanese, the|
the barren waste where they Chinese Authorities have large i
had been arrested, adding that I military
forces ...
in the
— ‘J
V..VX
*region
while Sino-Japanese relations and must accept responsibility
were “so friendly” there could in any event.
It is a curious fact that the I
be no occasion for spying upon
, the Khingan Reclamation Army, passport taken out by Captain
which, in his opinion, was not Nakamura in Mukden specified!
remarkable for its formidable the scene of the outrage as I
ness! The arguments, we are being within a zone dangerous*
told, failed to make the Chinese for travel. On the other hand]
the further passport issued to
military change their minds.
The Japanese allege that in him in Harbin included no such
Incidentally this
this
newly-opened
district, references.
where a railway has been built was taken out in the name of!
60 miles in length, the Mon Shintaro Nakamura, and the ।
gols, “groaning under the Chinese allege that his profes-‘
Chinese rule,” have been prone sion was given as “education
to display more or less resist-1 alist,” a statement roundly deance, and the Chinese authori-1
by the Japanese Authori
ties have been unable to get ; ^Ies*
।
over the suspicion that the Mon- , Be that as it may, the party]
gols might “possibly enlist knew
enough the great!
Japanese sympathy to create rjsks they were taking in travel-{
1 trouble with the Chinese. , ling through .tr
-.1 and>1large
this wild
Consequently rigorous restric- ly uninhabited territory. st is
tions on access of Japanese to not to be supposed for a
the district have been officially ! moment that the Captain had
ordered. In fact the Taonan- been sent bv the War Office,
Solun line is virtually a forbid- direct from Tokio, on a mere
den area to Japanese, and this holiday jaunt, or for his health,
was more politely but not less ; It is a cause of bitter complaint
plainly indicated on Captain!by the Japanese that while other
Nakamura’s passport as issued foreigners are permitted to visit
in Mukden.
the celebrated Reclamation
The senior staff officer of the Camp, everything possible is
Kwantung Garrison, Colonel done to keep them away. It is
Itagaki, stated that the General not without significance that
Staff in Tokio had made it a Isugi, though an inn-keeper,,
practice for many years to send spends a great deal of his time a Japanese traveller were a
out officers *to travel in the in travelling in the interior, is ex ' military spy, all that the Chinese!
terior of Manchuria and Mon ceptionally familiar with the could properly do was to hand;
golia, and had done so with the country, is “an adept at dealing! him over to the custody of the'
understanding of the Chinese with bandits,” wras the con Japanese Consular Authorities,
Authorities. They were pro vid- ductor and _guide of the aparty, and certainly they had no right I
ed with Chinese passports, and and returned only one day be- to shoot such travellers down !
under the Sino-Japanese agree- - fore the arrival of the staff
like dogs and then hack their
ments, ought not to be menaced. | officer. These facts were disbodies to pieces.
He added that even supposing; closed by a brother staff officer !
(To be Concluded)
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PEKING & TIENTSIN TIMES, THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 10, 193b
in such a short time, in the his-1
tory of Chinese colonisation.”!
Here the flag and the force went
II
first, and the settlers came after
THE scene of the murders is wards.
।
the centre of one of the
.
It is hardly to be supposed:
most ambitious and enterpris- that all the Mongols welcomed
mg colonisation schemes ever; this determined and resource
organised by the Chinese in ful intrusion. There are ancient
Manchuria. The leader of the Chinese associations with the
enterprise has been touring neighbourhood, though mostly
intrioc r/-»v t-Rr»
.1
1i
e
i
i
Western rm
countries
for the past ofC the
trading‘class, for both;
year, endeavouring to enlist the the Liao and Chin dynasties '
support and interest of foreign once had their “northern cap________ t
_____ r
t
i i
capital in the venture, par- itals” near
Taonanfu.
Indeed
ticularly m the construction of Chinese civilisation had long
the railway hne already roughly since left its impress on the terlaid down for part of the re- ritory, and accounts for the
quired distance by the Chinese. fact that the Mongols in that
fhe colonisation scheme is very region> as in Jehol, live a settled
familiar to foreigners in China, ljfe, un]ike their nomadic brethowing to the official publicity ren. But though not forced
given to it It was inaugurated | away to pasture land deeper in
by General I sao Iso-hua, com- ' the interior, as the nomads have
mander of the Fengtien Artil been when confronting the
lery Corps, after the Nationalist irresistible advance of Chinese
occupation of Peiping, the re colonisation, the local Mongols
treat of the Mukden army back have no doubt regarded the
to Manchuria, and the assassina Khingan enterprise with anxiety
tion of Chang Tso-lin.
if not hostility.
It represents the first serious
We happened to be visiting,
effort to turn a Chinese army
into colonists and cultivators. It Mukden early in 1929, when
is. moreover, the first attempt General Tsao Tso-hua had just*
t6 mechanize agriculture in returned from the district with:
Chinese territory, for cater the first cinema pictures of the
pillars and motor-cars were occupation and colonisation of
speedily introduced to assist in the territory. The sight of the
opening up the land. No doubt columns of heavily-armed men
the Japanese are interested in on the march made one think
the project, for it may haveÈ of an expeditionary army rather
far-reaching results on the j than a force of colonisers, and
future of this part of the world. this impression was not removed
And it is to be supposed that by the later films showing the
this curiosity was merely whet General and the principal Lama
ted by the very evident inten priests standing in an almost
tion to keep them away and the affectionate, certainly very ami
ostentatious methods of Gen able group. Undoubtedly the
eral Tsao Tso-hua in seeking the venture conforms to that type
help of foreign capital from so often stigmatised by the
anybody willing to take part, Chinese themelves as “Imperial
istic and aggressive.” But it is
except from the Japanese.
It may be recalled that Mr. nevertheless of the most con
Owen Lattimore visited the structive character, and an ex
Solun region last year and con-] periment of great value in the
tributed two most interesting] future, when, the problem of
articles to this paper on the sub- J colonisation and disbandment
’
inj
ject. He pointed’ out that
in 0* superfluous soldiery will
to the adthe
space Ui
of aa single jyear, as a J probably £be1 solved
UlC dpcivc
1
result of the use of motor-cars vantage of both,
.and
Whether th’e soldiers were
and the laying
laying of a temporary ;
* railway line over part of the: ever meant to be colonists is
distance, the frontier of settle-;] doubtful. If they were, their
ment in this largely unknown*]rôle was soon greatly modified,
territory had been pushed for-;; but not wholly limited to the
ward over 150 miles—“a dist-] protection of the settlers who
ance certainly never equalled, ) soon began to swarm in. Some

THE NAKAMURA AFFAIR.
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of them were given charge of
the caterpillar tractors and
other machinery, with results
that were rather hard on the
engines, owing to lack of tech
nical skill. The enterprise was*
not limited tc the cultivation of j
a particular section of this re
gion. The aims were more am
bitious and faj-reaching. We
will quote Mr. Lattimore: —
I
“The headquarters of the 11
I Khingan project is at Tao An, fl
I
some 20 miles from Taonan. fl
j
The new railway, which is the ill
artery of the whole project, is!|j
|
to follow the course of the Tao fl
|
river up into the mountains.lj
|
The gradient is easy enough]'j
|
to penetrate right into theff
I
mountains, and probably to |
’j
cross the Khingan watershed |
5 without tunnelling— a great; ' the outrage which occurred
’!•un dthis
- vregion is an expression orf
$ I| advantage over ,, the CKR
.
I
route to the north. Most im- k .
f r
.
.
h portant of all, the crossing of|the fundamental collision beh the watershed will bring Chin-1 tween Chinese and Japanese m
11 ese colonists within immediatelManchuria and Mongolia. We
Ij reach of the fertile eastern» have no doubt whatever that
I ±inS-.
°U^r Mongolia;|the party under Captain Naka1 Thus it turns the comer ofl
J
. j
L
I the Gobi, which always hadlmura were executed, not by
I been the main impediment tojbandits, but by regular soldiers,
| Chinese advance into Outer| acting under orders from higher
I Mongolia.”
f authorities.
'
Equally we •have no !
L
Though the Chinese vanguard doubt that the party were in
' entered in the full panoply of search of information—not
’ military
accoutrement,
the necessarily military secrets, for
) policy toward the Mongols was there are none to be gleaned
{enlightened
and
successful. there, but political and econ
’The Mongol farmers were de omic information normally avail-»
tached from their own princes able to anybody. Whether there
I by lighter taxation, so
so that were contacts with disgruntled ।
“turning
farmer’’
1
became
Mongols cannot be told, though
fiifiaqa ’
w* that
»% following
11 /\» a nr» /v
equivalent to “turning Chinese.
it «isa msignificant
a tendency then encouraged in the arrest of the party certain
every way.
No doubt the . reprisals were immediately carPrinces looked upon it in a dif- rjec] out by the Chinese military,
ferent light.
Whether this
Like 7 Thorburn,
Captain
J policy has been consistently Nakamura and his companions
pursued since and is still sue- took serious risks, but the fate
cessful in spite of the generalr of both, similar as in all proeconomic depression in Man bability it was, was no less
churia, is a point on which more outrageous for all that. If the
I up to date information would truth were known, it would
j be interesting both to the doubtless be found that in
i public at large and, doubtless, ;5 neither case was there anything
to the General Staff in Tokio. in the nature of a real trial, let
The Chinese hitherto have not alone a fair trial, but that the
had a particularly good record Chinese Military executed them
insofar as the Mongols are con- ,|out of hand on mere receipt of
cemed, and any reversion to the the order to do so from authoriold poGcy is likely to provoke ties some distance away and1
serious trouble. Mongol hostil- incapable of forming any ade-»
ity is not a thing to be laugh- |qUate judgment of the exact!
: ed at, especially in this par- circumstances.
;ticular quarter.
II _ । 1—

7
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PEKING & TIENTSIN TIMES, FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 11, 1931
veloped full force a few years
ago as a result of the disorders
inside the Wall.
Up till this time the Japanese
III.
WE referred at some length were the principal arbiters in
to the Khingan Reclama Manchuria. But the immense
tion and Colonisation Scheme growth of the Chinese popula
not merely because it was the tion and of Chinese interests i
scene of the execution of the raised them virtually to part-?
Nakamura party, but because it nership. And in this second
is the most solid and notable phase there was a form of
expression of the new “Nation mutual co-operation, not very
alist” economic policy in the sound in texture or cordial in
enormous territories outside the spirit, but of undoubted adWall. The Chinese are deter vantage to both, for all that in
mined to develop these lands as the main it was imposed on the
far as they can by their owni Chinese. New railways were
resources. They are willing to built, to provide new openings
enlist foreign capital when for the Chinese farmer. From
heeded, and to play off such the time of the Sino-Russian
interests against the Japanese, Treaty in 1924 onward the
but at all costs they seek to ex policy of co-operation has beenj
and the
clude their neighbours. There I at the mercy
- of events
_________
was no necessity whatever for I caPræe of the moment. On the
Tsao Tso-hua to hawk his wares ! whole Chang 1 so-lin managed
round the Western capitals. jto retain fairly amicable relaHe could have obtained all that I tions with the Japanese, but the
is necessary m the way of cap-|“
---- were
oscillations of sentiment
ital and technical help in Japan. violent.
It was the Japanese who built !
From 1928 onwards the
the railway to Taonanfu for the movement has been steadily
Chinese.
They would have away from co-operation, and
been ready and eager to build during the past year the Chinese
the new line through the Khing Authorities have assumed a de
an foothills to the illimitable finitely hostile attitude towards
lands beyond. But the Chinese Japan’s interests in this region.
outside the Wall, so drastically It has been expressed in a var
has sentiment changed, would iety
I
of ways and in a multitude
rather see this great colonisa- j of incidents, coming in rapid
tion and Imperialistic enter- I succession one un
iup oi
on top
of me
the
prise collapse than enlist Japan-1’other. They were of such volume
and
frequency
as to prove a
ese co-operation.
r
This is, of coujse^jiot a per- general policy entirely removed
manent phase. It is not aprac- ’ from the peccadilloes of in
ticable^policy,’for China has not, dividuals or the accidents of
the power to carry it dut™She! chance. In a situation such as
continues to put thg^wulJae- j that obtaining in Manchuria for
fore the horse, and while dis-; years, occasional friction is in
L “SLT9WJ3.,,j escapable. But sentiment and
vitality in incessant internal* policy alike have gradually be
wars and disputes, rushes im-i come openly hostile.
petuously to attack the for- . I^fybody knows how sensiJaP^n?se.J3reaEout
ejgj^ There were, broadly j t've
speaking, three phases in the
deManchurian problem before s9rXÊ91X,,are^f Jheirnmense
this present phase developed.! constructive work tKey have
Firstly, there was the brief and? done, and Kow'^vital is their
melodramatic Russian episode,.’
there. No challenge;
and an annexation that ended
in the Russo-Japanese Wan A]\ .AV&U.
more
period of slow growth follow- 8r?.Y&JbAa^An^P.rgaiused policy
interests "In
ed, during which the Japanese M^^HK».l^.tVeTootsahd^epatiently and industriously laid <
The C-ElRTiTan
the foundations of an enormous b sgoy
prosperity, and prepared the IromcaFluxury for anti-imper
way for the immigration move- i ialist Moscow, yet the latter
ment which began in earnest, took armed action to restore its*
Sooner or later the \
after the Revolution and de- j portion.
;

THE NAKAMURA CASE.

.
?

I
.
I
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anti-Japanese policy of Chinai
would inevitably have forced a
similar solution.
The Nakamura case is but
one of many incidents, and had
it stood alone it might have
provoked no greater repercus
sions in Japan than the Thorburn case in London—a warning to go slow, but hardly en- not work in this instance, andf
ough to bring about interven- i the sooner this is realised and
tion. The Japanese Army were the real facts of the matter
hardly likely to take this out- j avo^wed or admitted the better.
rage lying down in view of what j But a mere settlement of this
had gone before. They were particular trouble is not enough, i
deeply incensed by the irres So long as the settled policy of
ponsible slanders publicly utter the Chinese Authorities is one
ed by Chang Chi, one of the of hostility to the Japanese in
veteran members of the Kuo Manchuria, so long will these
mintang hierarchy, who alleged incidents persist, and lead to
that the Japanese troops at another crisis. The strength of
Chinwangtao actively assisted the Chinese position has been
drug smugglers and engaged in, immeasureabiy deepened and
other nefarious activities, and widened by the policy of co
when directly interviewed by a operation, enabling adequate
Japanese officer produced no transportation for the stream of
proof for this grave calumny immigration and for the fruits
other than that he “was told so of their toil. Annuation by
by others.”
Japan is no longer possible,'with
Amob could hardly run
Chinese foreign policy more in- thMSIlitftiy- ,.BnL.g£®eraL in- j
compe^te^^Ttn^i^ïFlîas bêéh dustrial and economic co-opera-1
conSucied of late?
ft Is tion is not "only possible ^ut|
destitute or foresight, states- essential. The time may come |
manship, patience and all the wKenT^with China out of the
ol^Tq
wilderness of anarchy in vghich
peculiarly to inform the policy she has been wandering so long,
of”§oBWW?3^5ïïMrânan^sïïnîfed the balance will steadily turn in
her favour. But the provoca
tive policy sheK^TeerTT^Îfôw-,
other Stalest The^ Smjrews
! Expedition, which has a large
following in the United States,
is a case in point. No country
can afford to snap and snarl
^WWoFeWB^relse
posmmr^f^efpless isolation m

crisis that is approximately the
situation in which this country
zs found. The latest comment
of The Times, linking the
Nakamura outrage with the
Thorburn case, illustrates the
point. In view of the Com■ munist menace in this country,
] and the consequences of a
^ provocative foreign policy on
the one hand and of reprisals
on the other, there ought to be
ample scope for a reasoned
policy of co-operation instead
of a policy of all-round anta
gonism.
The methods hitherto ad
opted in the Thorburn case will

threatens to rum everything.
|
J ’Tfier?’irinonu^^^a:Wer to’
! be gained by shielding brutish I
military officers who deal with!
the lives of foreigners as sum
marily and callously as if they
were mere flies, mutilate them |
as if they were cattle, burn all
traces of the crime, and then
lie unblushingly about it when
inconvenient
enquiries
are
made. There is neither “face” '
nor prestige in this sort of in
ternational crime to be protect
ed. It is beastly and disgrace-(
ful, and ought to be publicly ’
and unconditionally repudiated
rather than condoned by the.
Authorities. We have waited f
more than three months for a
clearing up of the Thorburn
case, and are, still waiting. The
world is watching the methodsused by the British and Japan
ese Governments in the respect
tive cases, and will not fail to
note their results.
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PLAIN

AM

From

Peiping via N. R.

Dated October 12, 1931
xiec’d 10:28 a.m

AR

AFFAfR^I
I 1 2 19’31

Washington, D.
K

■

COPIES SPN”
OxN ?. ;/ 'a

’ <

F /D E W

of

Secretary of State

of Stata

744, October 12
Reuter report from Washington tenth:

regarding Manchurian situation as soon as it is
definitely convinced that Chinese and Japanese pledges

to League of Nations are not being fulfilled."
For the Minister.

eNGeRT

7 9 3 * 9 4 /2 0 5 4

"United States Government expects to take action
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
PLAIN

MH

Peiping via N. H.

From
Dated October 12, 1931

Rec’d 10:36 a.m

Secretary of State

V/ashington, D
Department of State

745, October 12. ''. —

“

'

Reuter report from Canton eleventh:
“A dozen people were killed and twenty seriously

wounded last night in first serious outbreak since

inception of anti-Japanese boycott movement.

Students broke into ’New World’ store and carried
out all articles alleged to be of Japanese origin and

made bon fire of them in street.

Police arrested ring leader and took him to the
police station.

Mob then.attempted to release him and

stoned police station,

police opened fire with result

o

aforementioned.
All shops in Winghon Road are closed today and
police have been heavily reinforced and are patrolling

co

street

As sequel to shooting the Chief of Police is resigning
tonight and public bodies and students demanding punishment

of police."

For the Minister
ENGERT
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October 12;, 1931.
10:00 a.m.

MEMORANDUM OF TRANSATLANTIC TELEPHONE CONVERSATION
BETWEEN SECRETARY STIMSON AND GILBERT AT GENEVA.

I wanted to know whether the information I

GILBERT:

sent in today is clear to you.
SECRETARY:

What particular information do you mean?

(Û
GILBERT: Drummond’s views, for example regarding the

OJ
»

(0
application of the Kellogg Pact.

h)
I do not remember that coming up.

SECRETARY:

O

01
01

I received a telegram from you asking me to

GILBERT:

ascertain Drummond’s views.

CASTLE:

We have not had an answer to that.

SECRETARY:

What are his views?

GILBERT: His views are that to apply the Kellogg
Pact at this time would bring in the question of non- applica
tion.

Japan would plead that.It brings the question up

all over again of Corfu.

jg

When the Italians took the case

|

to the Council of Ambassadors, the settlement was delayed

a very long time.
SECRETARY:

if

p

j|

Do you mean that the Kellogg Pact does

not apply and the incident at Corfu is a precedent against
GILBERT:

He does not know whether it can be interpreted

that a state of war exists,and bringing forward the Kellogg
Pact will bring new issues into the discussion. The
Japanese will be able to evade their commitments. He is
very much afraid of that. That happened in 1923 in the Corfu
/
’
incident. He advised that the atmosphere might be cleared

q
Rf
tb
Qu
Q. ;
H «
&

by notifying the Japanese and the Chinese that while you were
giving careful consideration to this on account of the

nJ;

& 1
1
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seriousness of the situation .

decision in reserve.

Holding

A great deal of the question seems

to be going off onto another turn, that is the applying of
the Kellogg Pact with a different background. The whole

League policy at present is based on both (break in connection)
The League policy is that those commitments were very difficult

to obtain from Japan.

I telegraphed giving the policy which we

SECRETARY:

are trying to follow out of cooperation with the League.
That made it very clear that we are following along behind
the September 30th resolution, and we have no intention

of doing anything to run any risk of crossing wires with
that.

For that reason we have taken no independent action

on the Kellogg Pact.

We have been very carefuly not to

invoke the Kellogg Pact by ourselves because we did not want
to run the risk of crossing wires with the League.

GILBERTS

I felt that.

On your part, while you were

considering the Kellogg Pact you would not bring it forward
at this time.

SECRETARY:

You are authorized if invited to join

in the meeting with the Council to discuss the whole matter

of the application of the Kellogg Pact.

We do not intend to

act alone on the Kellogg Pact, certainly at present; if any
actidn is taken on the Kellogg Pact it should be taken by all

or the great majority of the signatories in the way in which
it was invoked two years ago.

In that case we had a préliminay

meeting of the five or six great powers who all agreed to

join and ask the other.- We want that discussed in the same
way at the Council where those powers will be present.

At that meeting these matters which you are now telling me
of, but which have not yet been received here, can be

discussed and the views of the great powers obtained.

It
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is not our Intention to butt into the matter with our own
view unless circumstances should arise which show

that we differ entirely from the views of the others.
This,we do not at present.

In other words it is eminently

a matter in which it is appropriate that there should be
a discussion by the powers in the way in which they canM
discuss it at the Council.

I agree fully with you and

with Drummond that the resolution of September 30th is the
strongest thing in the foreground from which to start
at present but the difficulty is that that does not bring in

the great mass of world opinion.

Our reason» for thinking

of the invocation of the Kellogg Pact was that all the

powers of the world practically are signatories and if they
all joined in an expression of opinion on that subject it

would be very strong.

But that is a matter for conference

and discussion.

GILBERT:
others?

Hot only with Sir Eric Drummond but the

I cannot however go before the Council unless

that question is raised?
SECRETARY:

We do not want you to discuss questions

which are peculiar to the League, such as the question
of sanctions.
GILBERT: I will try to explain to you something else.
GILBERT: You have furnished Sir Eric Drummond, through

me the most complete information that exists upon Manchuria.

At the last meeting of the Council they had nothing but
conflicting statements from Japan and China.

Other informa

tion is coming in but they have nothing as good as ours on

which to base their action.

The military information which

you sent me which came to the Department is only given to
me to give Sir Eric Drummond confidentially and therefore
it has no value in Geneva whatsoever, because it is not

made known to the Council. This information Sir Eric would
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like to use.

There is very tense and strong feeling here

because throughout the United States has been more or

less a”silent partner".

The influence of the United

States has however been felt in the meetings.

In the

Council meetings the Japanese have intimated
on account of American relations with the Japanese Ambassador
in Washington and the Japanese representative at the last

meeting would not go forward at all because of the position
of the United States.

The Council would like to predicate

it action on information from a neutral spot.
tion is the best now.

Our informa

Purely from this aspect, Drummond

would like to have me present this information to the
Council - not to discuss policy.
SECRETARY:

Would it not be sufficient for Drummond

to be authorized to give the information and simply say

that he had it from a neutral source.

GILBERT:

It would be impossible.

immediately asked what the source was.

He would be
They would say it

sounds like Chinese information, if he did not give the
source.
SECRETARY:

That would not be a neutral source.

Our

feeling here is pretty strong so far that it would destroy

the future value of our observers there if that were done
and I am expecting some more important information from them.

GILBERT:

Our information is very strong.

If the

Council meets tomorrow, they will be in the same situation

they were in a week or two ago.

Quite frankly the other

nations have not come forward and the Council very much

needs the support of some definite information to go on.

I will not authorize that now - any further
as
than what I told you, that is, the information SC coming
SECRETARY:

from a neutral source.

GILBERT:

What they are anxious for is world opinion.

They
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/
They feel the lack of definite information.

SECRETARY:

That information which

On further thing.

we sent you related to September 19th.

The important

thing now is what has been done since September 30th.

I think the information of the 19th is secondary now
because of the subsequent resolution and the commitments
of the Japanese and the Chinese.

The important thing

now is to know what has happened since.

I think the most

important thing in the situation now is the bombing of

Chinchow because that with other movements indicate that
the parties are not keeping their obligations under the
Resolution of September 30th.

It will be done this way.

GILBERT:

Can I be empowered

to discuss the information with the Council committee

which is not a committee of the council at all but a group
brought together to consult with the President of the
Council.

SECRETARY:

I think that would leak out.

it over but will not agree to it now.

We will discuss it

here and perhaps answer you later today.
further done than what I have said.

I will think

I wish nothing

I think to discuss it

with the Committee of the Council would be just as bad as

to do it with the Council.

GILBERT.

.In that eventuality I could keep you completely

advised as to the feeling of the other powers and they would

feel that we were interested with them in this matter.

They

feel that this whole thing may go to pieces at the next

meeting of the Council, which would of course have a very

bad effect on the disarmament question.

The feeling is

very tense on the American relationship.
SECRETARY:

You are trying to unite the powers not on

the treaties but on us.

I am very much disappointed.

feel that Drummond is afraid of the Kellogg Pact.

I

I do not
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GILBERT: I am giving you Drummond* a views.

SECRETARY: I think he is wrong.

I think it is time

for the Kellogg Pact to come in but it must be brought in
at the meeting of the League and not by us coming in from
outside.

GILBERT:

If the big show is not put on now, they

feel the situation will get out of hand and the Japanese will
think they have America coming in with them.

I think the big show should be the Kellogg

SECRETARY:

Pact.

I think Drummond's timidity on that is likely to

wreck the whole thing.

Frankly I do not know anything

about Corfu but I know about the Pact and I know about

what we did in 1929 in the Chinese-Russian affair, which

the Japanese opposed strongly, and of course they will

oppose the Pact.

But that does not mean that their view

is right or that they are not afraid of it and it is the

only way to stage the big show.

GILBERT:

I am only expressing to you what is

represented to me here.
SECRETARY:

Express my views with equal clearness to

them.

GILBERT:

I am not advocating any cause - only putting

it to you as they put it to me.

SECRETARY:

I do not care at all about Corfu.

will not serve as a precedent.

That

Corfu cannot sidetrack

Manchuria.

GILBERT:
SECRETARY:

I will give your views to Drummond.
What did Japan and China mean when they

signed that treaty and what did the rest of us mean?

There

has been one demonstration of what we meant when a great
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majority of the powers of the world sent their protest

to Russia and China in 1929 in a very similar case to this.

GILBERT:

I will express that to Drummond.

SECRETARY:

Express this, with equal clearness, that

the success of what I am saying depends on perfectly

whole-hearted action at Geneva, because it makes it all the
more important that the initiative and the beginning
of this thing should not come from outside,in America.

This would indicate a cleavage.»
this.

They must take hold of

They are members of the Kellogg Pact; their

responsibility is just as great as ours and the initiative
must come from Geneva because if it does not, and if it
comes from here, it looks as though Geneva did not agree

with it.

GILBERT:

Will you take into consideration just for

your information this.

You supplied me with certain military

information from Manchuria which I told orally to Drummond
in line with your request.

Would it be possible for me

to submit that to the Committee of five.
SECRETARY:

That would show where it came from.

I am

afraid not.

SECRETARY:

I want to know just as soon as you are

asked to join in these discussions, because I cannot give
it out here until I know whether you are invited.

I want

to give it out just as quickly as you are invited.

I will let you know that at once - and then

GILBERT:

you will send me full instructions how to act.

SECRETARY:

You have had your instructions already.

You are to participate in the discussion so far as it

relates to the Kellogg Pact and not the rest.

GILBERT:

I am authorized to act for the United States

as you have expressed it to me on the telephone.
SECRETARY
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- 8 SECRETARY: You are authorized by this authority now, and
then you are to report to me the result of those discussions,
of course without oommiting us until we have had an opportunity

to hear the report*
GILBERT:

Would it be possible for you and Mr. Castle

to confirm the outline of your position by telegraph.

CASTLE:

GILBERT:
CASTLE:

GILBERT:
CASTLE:

When does the Council meet?

Tomorrow noon.
They are not having the meeting tonight?

No.

We just wanted to be sure.

We will send you a

full telegram right away.

GILBERT:

information.

I wish you would consider that question of the

They feel very strongly about it.
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Peiping

Dated October 12, 1931

Rec’d 9:47 a.m.

Secretary of State,

Washington, D. C,

;sion of
748, October 12, 8 p.m.

JV ! X

Your 388, October 11, 6 p.m.
As Hanson and Salisbury arc probably en route

to Taonan the Legation is sending Colonel Hargetts
to Chinchow tonight and Lieutenant Brown from Mukden
will join him there.

For the Minister
ENGEHT

JHR

CSB
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Division
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Far Eastern Affairs
October 12, 1931.

Mr./beetle :

A-

7Î3 ? »//c2-O¥<?
.
Since the memorandum hereunder was
written, there has come in Tokyo’s 182,/^ 03'^7

October 12, 10 a.m. (copy attached at bottom

rof file).

Neville talks about "direct con

versation between the Chinese and Japanese as
the only way out".

But he reports Shidehara

to have referred to the Shantung negotiations
and the delay, the Chinese refusing to nego
tiate, after the Paris Conference and until the

Washington Conference, "when all points were

settled with relatively little difficulty by
direct conversations between the Chinese and
the Japanese representatives".

This gives

warrant for the hope which I entertain that the
suggestion that there be Chinese-Japanese

negotiations in the presence of neutral ob
servers, if injected at the psychological
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- 2 moment, might be accepted by both the Japanese

and the Chinese.

SKH/ZMF
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Tokio
FROM

Dated October 12, 1931
Rec*d

tt

I saw the Minister for Foreign Affairs and read

the message it contained.
I gave him.

He asked me fov a copy which

He told me that he had received a telegram

from the President of the Council of the League which he
read to me.

It was similar to the message I was

instructed to deliver.

He stated that he was replying
fS
f.<7
to it Monday or Tuesday at the latest and woulcfqgiv^
ti
me a copy; the reply will also be given to the
*~

Ambassador in Washington I understand.

o

The Minister then said that the British and French
Ambassadors had called on him and delivered messages

similar to mine and to that of the President of the

Council of the League.

He spoke very frankly t© me

and said that in his judgment the affair would drag

on as long as the Chinese could avoid direct conversation;
that as far as he could see it was the record of the

Shantung negotiations over again; after the ratification
of the

7 9 3 .9 4 /2 0 5 7

Department's iy±, uctooer ±u, a p.m.

3:57 a.m.
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of the Versailles Treaty the Japanese had notified
the Chinese that they were prepared to open negotiations
for the rendition of Tsingtau and the railway to China;

the Chinese refused to negotiate and the affair dragged

on until the Washington Conference, when all points
were settled with relatively little difficulty by direct

conversations between the Japanese and Chinese
representatives.

He said that the present matter could

be speedily settled between them if direct negotiations
could be inaugurated; thc.t so long as the Chinese have

any encouragement to believe that some pressure can be
brought to compel the Japanese to yield in the present
situation they will evade any negotiations.

He said

the Japanese obligation to withdraw within the railway
zone was contingent upon the Chinese ability and willing**
ness to safeguard the lives and property of Japanese

subjects lawfully in the country; that the Chinese have
made no effort to respect the lives and property of

the Japanese; that in some cases it might be difficult
for the Nanking Government to fulfill their obligations,

but that the lower Yangtze Valley was in their power
and the Japanese residents fared worse than in many
other places.

In such circumstances he said that the
Japanese
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Japanese could not withdraw their forces, and until an
indication is given that the Chinese intends to safe-

guard Japanese lives and property in fact as well as in
name, he did not see what could be done;

all these

r

matters would settle themselves if the Chinese were
made to realize that they have no chance of settlement
except by direct negotiations; once that is made clear
to them, the irresponsible agitation by students and

|

professional politicians will die down because the
domestic
Kuomintang will have no chance to make/polltical capital
out of baiting the Japanese.

.

He said that in the

■

meantime Japan would exercise extreme forbearance and

| not provoke any trouble.

I said that the Chinchow

I incident had aroused much comment.

He had nothing of

'importance on this point he said than he had told me
j;! before.

&
I am pretty well satisfied that the statement I

made in my 162 is still correct: direct conversation

between the Chinese and Japanese is the only way out,
because the Japanese for the present will not welcome

interference by any third party.

.
Î
j

Repeated to Peiping.
3

1
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This telegram must be
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated
to anyone.

Geneva

From

Dated October 11. 1931

Rec’d

Secretary of State

rFAO

9:33 p.m

f

Washington, D. C

179, October 11

'M

I conveyed to Drummond to-day yoür AêSjpâgëuAJaîfh
Zxo/<~
C
embodied in your telegram 78/ October 10, 10 p.m. '"ty

is deeply grateful at the confidence in him which you

display in so frankly giving him your views on this
most serious situation,

With respect to your solicitation

of an expression of his views as to the possibility of

invoking the Kellogg Pact he has handed me the following
informal memorandum with the request that I transmit
it to you

"Secretary of State has been good enough to ask;
my views as to how attention may most effectively be
drawn to the obligations assumed under the Pact of Paris,■2’
Any formal invocation at present juncture of Pact would

to my mind have certain grave practical disadvantages,'
One

would create double jurisdiction and

competence which, the League has reason to fear from

past experience

t.
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past experience.

In Carfu incident in 1923 such parallel competence
occurred as between League and Conference of Ambassadors

and the withdrawal Italian troops and ships from the
Island and arrangement of settlement of dispute was

delayed and rendered more difficulet.

Two.

It would allow either party to present

dispute to choose one competence and deny the other
thereby rendering negotiations far more difficult.

Here

again Corfu incident showed dangers of creation of such
a situation.
Three.

It would allow either party to remove

present discussions to art entirely different plane, viz,

whether the Pact of Paris had in fact been violated or

not thus allowing engagements given to the Council to
assume a secondary position.

Either party

which desired to secure delay would

assuredly utilize situation explained under two and three.

Further assuming that the only breach of the Pact of
Paris is a resort to war a point on which I hardly venture

to express an opinion my legal advisers not being available,
then such resort is clearly at the present state of the
Sino-Japanese
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3— #179, from Geneva, Oct.11,193?.
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Sino-Japanese dispute a violation of the Covenant (notably
of Article 12) with all that such violation entails under
Article 16, and the policy of the United States would be
all important in such a most serious issue.

<

On the other hand, I venture to suggest that if the

Secretary of State saw fit he might possibly address a
written cr verbal communication to the two parties or

to either stating that he had grave doubts whether the

Pact of Paris was not in imminent danger of violation
but that he did not intend at the moment formally to
(?)
invoke that Pact because the Leauge had been/of the

question at issue and had obtained assurances from the

two parties which if loyally executed as he feels assured

they should be, would prevent danger of violation of the
Pact.

While he supported fully the action of the League,

nevertheless, he felt bound solemnly to remind the two
Governments of their obligations under the pact, a viola

tion of which by resort to war might be helé by members
of the League to imply a violation of the Covenant of the
League of Nations.
If the
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If the Secretary of State addressed, such a note as

I have suggested to the two Governments and informed the

Council, I feel that the position would be singularly

clarified” o
Drummond requests that as these are his personal

views you regard them as confidential.

GILBERT

CSB

j
1
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GREEN
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Dated. October 12, 2931.

Secretary of State,
Washington.

181r October 12

9 4 /2 0 5 9

Consulate’s 173, October 11, 6 p, m., paragraph three.

Drummond, has handed, me for communication to you the
following message received today from the Japanese

delegation in Paris.

It refers to the Japanese Government’s

reply of October 9 to the Chinese note of October 5th.g>
"First part of Chinese Government’s note states that

"Japanese representative on League of Nations has formally

declared for withdrawal of all Japanese troops in different
districts and reestablishment of situation existing before

September 18th and adds that Council’s resolution ordered

total withdrawal of Japanese troops before meeting of
‘^'October '94th11 «

As appears from Japanese representative's

repeated statement to Council the withdrawal

of Japanese

troops in railway zone is conditional on security of our
nationals in Manchuria.

Moreover Council’s resolution Qf

September

°
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September 30th contains no provision ordering withdrawal

of our troops before Council meeting of October 14th.
Regarding points raised in second part of Chinese not®,
Japanese Government is prepared to define its attitude as

follows:
One.

/
Military operations undertaken by Japanese

army along South Manchurian Railway line since incident

of night of September- 18 between Chinese and Japanese

troops near Mukden, were designed solely to avert by

preventive action the potential menace constituted by
presence in these districts of Chinese armies in cwush-

ingly superior numbers.

Japanese troops fcave in fact

suffered considerable losses of men in spite of proclama

tion of non-resistance of Chinese troops.

Two.

Chinese Government proposes appoint generals

Chang Tso Hsing and Wan Shu Chang to arrange with Japanese
military authorities for suitable means for maintaining

order in certain localities in railway zone after with

drawal of Japanese troops.

The présent concentration

Sn these localities of armed Chinese soldiers to cope with
any evéntualitÿ, although maintenaoe of order is sole

object
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object in view, would very probably under present circum

stances, as at the time of incident, have regrettable

effect upon troops’

feeling of serious impending menace.

In view of extreme tension of national feeling on both

sides danger of conflict between troops of both parties
1

le prcwariy greater than at any moment hitherto.

Three.

Japanese Government considers most urgent

task of moment is collaboration of our two Governments

with a view to calming over excited national feelings
by rapidly establishing through direct negotiations

fundamental points capable of constituting a basis
allowing for resumption of normal relations.

Once

national feelings are allayed by direct negotiations

Japanese troops might without ove-r-much apprehension

return entirely to railway zone thus facilitating asser
tion of authority and maintenance, of order in localities
in question.

Four.

Japanese Government is ready to i.eg.>r.iata imme

diately with responsible representatives of Chinese Govern

ment in order to establish fundamental points referred to."
GILBERT

CSB
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Dated October x '
Roc’d 11:06 „
* 19

vision ot

k

*1

Secretary of State

c.i^CTT2O

J

Washington, D

* \ Dèparim^t &
PRIORITY
747, October 12, 4 p.m
FROM CONSUL GENERAL AT NANKING
"October 10, 6 p.m.

Ccnw

H. Kung, Minister

asked for an interview with me and I

called upon him October 10, 5 p.m.
returned from Shanghai.

He has just

He asked me what information

the actions of Japan in Manchuria. . He says that he

had been informed by a League official who happens

to be in China that after Japan had assured the League

W " 9Ï10Û

I had regarding the position of my Government toward

that Japan had no territorial ambitions in Manchuria,
et cetera, the United States discouraged the idea of

further intervention by other nations.

I replied in

the sense of the Department’s authorized reply to
Soong,

•

Kung then objected that Japan had been continuing

its military activities in Manchuria oven after giving
its assurances to the League and he inquired what trie
attitude of the American Government would be if Japan
evinced
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2-#747, From Peiping, October 12, 1931
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evinced no intention of carrying out its commitments.

I replied that this question must rest for tho time

being until October 14, that tho period allotted by
the League had expired".

For the Minister.

ENGERT

CSB
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Telegram Sent

PREPARING office
WILL INDICATE WHETHER

Collect
Charge Department

CONFIDENTIAL CODE

NONCONFIDENTIAL CODE

Bepartnwnt erf ^tafe

OR

Charge to

PLAIN

Washington,

$

October 13, 1931
AMERICAN CONSUL

NANKING (CHINA)

Nor the Minister
Legation’s 747, October 12, 4 p.m., and Consul
General’s October 10, 6 p.m., to Legation, transmitted
therein.

to the press(for publication|on October 11, 1931);
14UOTE

On October 9, 1931, the Secretary of State

sent to the American Consulate at Geneva, for communica
tion to the Secretary-General of the League of Nations,
/74Ï a
/
a message as follows: f ’
'1 r<5/0

I believe that our co-operation in the future
handling of this difficult matter should proceed
along the course which has been followed ever since

the first outbreak, of the trouble fortunately found
the Assembly and Council of the League of Nations
in session.

The Council has deliberated long and

earnestly on this matter and the Covenant of the
League of Nations provides permanent and already
tested machinery for handling such issues as
Enciphered by_________ _______ _________

between
Sent by operator______________ M.,, 19-------- ,----------------------------------------Index Bu.—No. 50.

n «.

govkpnxznt fbdctwg

orne*:

itn

1—138
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1—13S

TO BE TRANSMi i i tD

CONFIDENTIAL CODE
NONCONFIDENTIAL CODE

Brpartnwttt of ^tafe

PLAIN

Washington,

- 2 -

between States members of the League.

Both the

Chinese and Japanese have presented and argued
their cases before the Council, and the world has

been informed through published accounts with
regard to the proceedings there.

The Council has

formulated conclusions and outlined a course of
action to be followed by the disputants; and as the
said disputants have made commitments to the Council,

it is most desirable that the League in no way relax
its vigilance and in no way fail to assert all the
pressure and authority within its competence towards
regulating the action of China and Japan in the

premises.

On its part the American Government acting
independently through its diplomatic representatives

will endeavor to re-inforce what the League does and
will make clear that it has a teen interest in the
matter and is not oblivious to the obligations which
the disputants have assumed to their fellow signatories

in the Pact of Paris as well as in the Nine Power Pact

should a time arise when it would seem advisable to

bring
Enciphered by___________________________

Sent by operator______________ M.,------------------------ - 19—-— ----------------------------------------Index Bn.—No. 50.

U a. GOVERNMENT PBrNTINO omCl:

1—138
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CONFIDENTIAL CODE
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Collect
Charge Department

fàtp&ttnœnt of ^fafe

PLA,N

OR
Charge to

Washington,

$

- 3 bring forward, those obligations.

By this course we

avoid, any danger of embarrassing the League in the

course to which it is now committed.
y

Repeat to Tokyo.

FE:RSM:EJL

UNQUOTE

^E
Qot ,IS 4.931s
/|?'v

Enciphered by---------------------------------------Sent by operator______________M.,_____________ —’
Index Bu.—No. 50.
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’
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.

T „

Peiping via N» R»

---Dated Octobei’ 12. 1951
V'---------- \
"
(■ -■% EASlFfiJi4cc^^>ect(i 10:52 a.m.
kWT ? 2 IO31 1
Secretary of State,

V
X^wfowtrfsta/..

J

Washington, D. C.

7 9 3 .9 4 /2 0 6 1

742, October 12, 5 p.m.
Legation’s 715, October 7, 8 a.m.

Following from Consul at Yunanfu;

October 9, 9 a.m».

"Although Provincial Chairman gave me verbal
assurances he would protect Japanese subjects my
opinion is that should further incidents occur

elsewhere to aggravate Sino-Japanese relations Lung

will be able but net disposed to protect Japanese

o
a
—4

subjects.

With the exception of Japanese Consul and-*

a dentist all local Japanese evacuated to Tonkin by

tag»
3

£
G»>

special train night of October 5th.

Chinese police

are now guarding Japanese Consulate.”

Japanese Minister has authorized his Consul through

our Consul to evacuate to Indo-China leaving Consulate

/

in care of Chinese authorities or of a foreign consulate.

For the Ministehi

ENGERT
J HR
HPD
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Mr. Sec4/tary:

>’

3 1331

y

In relation to the occurrences
at Chinchow,
V

c

■

The attached telegram has just
come.
t

It states, on authority of
"two reliable foreigners returning
from Chinohow":

30 bombs dropped;
—

16 killed — all civilians;

—
No soldiers in the area
bombarded.

SKH/ZMF
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Dated October 12, 1931

40 a, m,
Secretary of State

■n

Washington,

From Lieutenant Brown at Mukden to the Naval Attache
October 10, 11 p. m. "Two reliable foreigners returned

from Ohinchow state that thirty bombs dropped, sixteen
killed including one foreigner either Russian or Gearman

citizen»
civilians.

No military activities, bombarded casualties all

Japanese authorities officially announced

bombing tout claims Chinese forces fired upon planes
which all foreigners state improbable as there were no
soldiers in the area bombarded'*

For the Minister,
ENGERT

OSB
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Of

/

Charge to

PLAIN

Washington.

$

October 12, 1931

3

AMERICAN CONSUL
GENEVA (Switzerland)

H'

r

I

\

I
We have from Manchuria^ throughxpfficial channels
'
j
-J
but noVfromofficia/L sources, /the following:) ")
QUOTE Two reliable foreigners returned from Chinchow
state that thirty bombs dropped, sixteen killed including '

one foreigner either Russian or German citizen.

No mill-

tary activities, bombarded casualties all civilians.

Japa-

nese authorities officially announced bombing but claims

CM
•
(D

-b-

Chinese forces fired upon planes which all foreigners

ft)

state improbable as there were no soldiers in the area

O
0)
W

bombarded UNQUOTE.

FE:SKH/ZMF
Enciphered by___________________________
Sent by operator______________ M.,------------------------ Index Bu.—No. 50.
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In this the Japanese Foreign
Office, for practical purposes,
commits the Japanese Government
to defense and approval of the
acts of the Army: (p.4).

SKH/ZMF
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Secretary of State,

E*STtB!*
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1

(J'y

following message from the Japanese Government which has
been circulated to the members of the Council.

” Firstly, since the beginning of present incident
Japanese Government has spared no efforts to circumscribe

events and settle matter by direct negotiations,

It has

further drawn up plan for withdrawing Japanese troops

outside of railway zone to within zone progressively as

protection of railway and security of life and property

of Japanese nationals are assured.

In this spirit Japanese

Government responded to appeal of President of Councll^nd

joined in Council résolut!#» Of September 30th lasg.

Secondly, the Japanese Government is firmly resolved t^

I

follow up line of conduct above indicated.

With this

object
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Drummond has handed, me for communication to you the

182, October 12, 11 a. m.
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object the Japanese Government has not complied with urgent

requests of Japanese nationals residing in Northern Manchuria

and Tientao district for despatch of troops for their protec
tion but on the contrary has not hesitated where necessary

to take extreme measures in shape of orders not only to
Japanese nationals but also to consular staff to evacuate
Manchuria and China properly speaking.

Japanese Government

cannot understand Chinese Government’s unperturbed aggravation of situation by failure to take any effective measures
to arrest anti-Japanese movement which increased daily

throughout the country especially in districts under Nanking
Government’s control.

Japanese Government continues to put

forward idea of calming by direct negotiations atmosphere of
extreme tension between the two peoples and not only settling

present incident but also eradicating deeper causes of present
incident with a view to preventing regrettable eventualities

in future,

Chinese Government is informed directly and

indirectly of Japanese Government’s intention in this
respect.

In pursuance of program above indicated Japanese

Government is withdrawing to within railway zone troops sent*

outside
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outside zone so far as situation permits.

Withdrawal has

made real progress since Japanese declaration of September
24th last.

Thirdly, Chinese Government has withdrawn its unofficial
proposal for direct negotiations which Japanese Government
accepted on the ground that Council of League was dealing
with the matter.

Japanese Government continues to believe

in direct negotiations as effective means of relieving

situation and is glad to think that Council of League
took same view when it called upon both parties by resolu
tion of September 30 last to leave no stone unturned in
order to hasten reestablishment of normal relations between

the two parties.

Since above unofficial proposal the

X.

Chinese Government has taken no steps calculated to show

its sincere desire to ease situation as you desire and

has rendered practically impossible all efforts to clear
up disagreeable atmosphere prevailing between the two

countries and especially to relieve the tensiç^ between
the two armies in Manchuria, thus depriving

all practical
value
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value the assurance given by Chinese representatives to

Council that China assumed responsibility for security of
Japanese nationals with progressive withdrawal of Japanese

troops within the railway zone.

Under these circumstances

military authorities are compelled to forego decision
to withdraw troops except from localities in Manchuria
where organizations exist capable of maintaining order.

Growing insecurity of Japanese nationals in localities

without Japanese troops as shown by communications made
to Council renders particularly difficult the efforts to

restore normal situation.
Fourthly, the Chinese Government might explain its

inactivity in connection with protection of Japanese
nationals by flight of its local officials and dispersion
of its troops as a result of Japanese troops operations.

These operations are only a consequence of provocation

of Japanese railway guards by Chinese soldiers which is

natural outlet of animosity displayed by China towards
Japan for years past.

This anti-Japanese attitude has

led Japanese troops to take measures of protection in a
somewhat
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somewhat wide area to safeguard their own existence- as/well
as the railway and Japanese nationals.

For these reasons

the Japanese Government is firmly convinced that only con

structive way of solving the difficulties is to arrest anti
Japanese movement throughout China and to negotiate directly
as soon as possible with a view to calming and limiting
dangerous situation now prevailing bettveen the two countries

Fifthly, the Chinese Government through its Minister

at Tokyo has presented to the Japanese Government a note
dated October 5 regarding the possibility of withdrawal of
troops and maintenance of order in Manchuria.

The Japanese

Government replied to this note October 9 repeating ppce

more its intentions and urging necessity of immedia^ nego
tiations with representatives of the Chinese Government on

points raised by Chinese note as well as fundamental points
indispensable for reestablishment of normal relations.

Improvement of present situation thereforeddepends solely
on sincerity displayed by Chinese Government in considering

Japanese Government’s reply1’.

GILBERT
CSB
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H

Secretary of State,
Washington,

Ht» y'

183, October 12, 11 a. m.
' 'Sil.r.'®'
V
Drummond has handed me for communication to^ti^ne

following message from the Japanese Government which is

being circulated to the members of Council.
"Following on anti—Japanese movement several Japanese

Consulates in China particularly those situated along
river Yangtze been obliged evacuate towns in which
established to seek refuge in safer localities.

Present

position as regards evacuations as follows;
Japanese Consulate at Chengchow, five members
4
£2
including their families, ten Japanese residents, Aàti^

One.

Japanese movements becoming very serious.

All members

of Consulate their families and Japanese residents left
town September 28th in order to avoid their way to refuge

being cut off.

They arrived at Hangkow September 30th,

Two

7 9 3 .9 4 /2 0 6 4
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Two.

Japanese Consulate at Yunnan, three members

including their families, 25 Japanese residents.

Since

beginning of incident Chinese authorities at Yunnan have
seized all telegrams addressed to Japanese Consul thus
causing much anxiety.

In view of increasingly serious

situation the Consul caused the 25 Japanese residents to

evacuate the town about October 5th..
Hanoi October 7th.

They arrived at

Minister of Foreign Affairs ordered

Consul on October 7th to leave his post if necessary

in order to assist the residents in refuge Hanoi after
having taken necessary steps to safeguard consulate and

property left by the Japanese residents.

Three.

Japanese Consulate at Chungking fifteen

members including their families, 80 residents.

One gun

boat and a steamer are placed at disposal of Japanese
refugees.

Anti-Japanese movement so strong in this town

that Japanese concession is in danger of being attacked
by over-excited individuals.

In these circumstances

Minister of Foreign Affairs has ordered Consul to send

residents out of town down Yangtze.

Consul also been

authorized withdraw if necessary to Hankow with members
of consulate
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of consulate after collecting members of consulate and

Japanese residents at Chengtu.
Four.

Consulate General at Chengtu five members

including their families, five residents.

The situation

at Chengtu does not at present seem sufficiently serious

to warrant immediate evacuation.

If these residents

remained in Chengtu the consulate and Japanese residents

at Chungking

would be in such a position that they

could not withdraw in case of necessity.

In these cir

cumstances Minister of Foreign Affairs issued on October
7th instructions to Consul General that whole Japanese
dolony of Chengtu should be brought to Chungking as soon
as possible so that thence the Japanese residents might
take refuge down the Yangtze" .

GILBERT
CSB
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Shanghai via N.

Dated October* 12

Secretary of State,
Washington, D.

October 12, 3
The following

Conditions in the International

settlement, particularly in the northern district, have
become more threatening each day during the last week.
The Municipal authorities have endeavored to lessen the

tension by conciliatory methods.

These efforts were

7 9 3 .9 4 /2 0 6 5

Confidential,

successful until the 10th and during the past 48 hours

outbreaks have been threo.toned continouslÿv

Yesterday

afternoon the Japanese held a mass-meeting in the
Japanese Primary School on North Szochuen Road attended
by some two thousand of their nationals.

This was

§

A serious clasli.
at
between Chinese and Japanese was only prevented by thoS
followed by a Japanese civilian parade.

timely intervention of the Informational Settlement
police.

The tension between the Chinese and Japanese

is due on the one hand to what is believed to bo an
unnecessary display within the Settlement and on
Settlement roads of military forces by the Japanese.
Chinese

-a
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Chinese are past masters in their ability to display

on posters libellous caricatures and this ability may
have been carried to a very great extreme not only in

Chinese territory but in Chinese business houses in the
settlement and these but naturally incite the Japanese
to make efforts to suppress such posters.
Another contributory cause is the extension of the

Japanese boycott, which prior to September 19th was not

M

deeply seated, to enforcing a policy of non-intercourse

K

with the Japanese, which has resulted in an unprecedented

paralyzing both of trade and personal relations.

To

illustrate the extent to which such a course is being
pressed, one of the local Japanese banks paid a
commission of some six hundred dollars to secure 75,000

local silver dollars on the 8th, through a private
agency, rather than apply to one of the larger foreign

institutions to supply the amount for fear admission
of such extreme necessity would too seriously affect

’j

the standing of Japanese institutions with foreign banks.

j

I have never known the advocacy of so complete non-

«

intercourse during any of the preceding boycotts as

i

there has been no justification.. War conditions would
not cause a more complete non-intercourse policv

than is

/
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than is being enforced during the last few days in
Shanghai.
The International Settlement authorities previously

have attempted to exclude caricature posters that

were

either anti-foreign or affected only one nation.

The

Municipal authorities now, due to modified administration,

are impotent in their efforts to prevent posters being
displayed in the Chinese shops in the International
Settlement though they did suppress them in 1925.

These posters are of such a character as to justly
incite the Japanese and threaten law and order in the

Settlement,

The Municipal authorities of the International

Settlement have orally expressed the hope that I would

suggest to the Japanese the undesirability of an
extraordinary display of military forces.

Though I

feel that the Japanese Marines stationed here are

unnecessarily conspicuous and have numerically increased
by .some 200, it is difficult to find a satisfactory
reason for bringing it to the attention of the Japanese

Consul General or to express the hope that until the

municipal police authorities have become incapable of
handling the situation that this display should not be

increased beyond what has been customary during the

last three years.

HPD

CUNNINGHAM
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Secretary of Stat.e|
Washington

186,

October 12,

-,

'^Tt

j

ipvtiT.eot of Stat#y

8 p.m

Drummond has handed mo for communication

you

<D
CM

two following messages from the Chinese Government dat

Nanking October 11th which have been circulated to the
members of the Council

Ki
O
0)
0)

First message "Peking-Llukden Railway report two armor
and one passenger cars conveying Cheng Chia Tun arrived
Tungliao and three cases of ammunition moved toward city.
North-South station damaged in 26 places.

South station destroyed.

Goods depot

One Japanese plane dropped hand

bills; since ninth passenger trains go only as far as Tung-

liao South station".

o
o

Second message "Japanese air craft cruised October

।

10th over the industrial city Tongshan and other Chinese'^
|
—■
»
J
territories inside the great wall thus aggravating situaÊâon

f

continuously and extending area of military operations".

GILBERT

FW
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From
PEIPING

Dated October 13, 1931

12:30 a.m.
Secretary of State, ■

trtôiEttH ArF.MRSj

Washington, D
Department of

Priority.
752, October 13, 8 a.m

Your ’&&©•, October 12, 2 p.m.

Minister s^Jts

Nanking forenoon October 14th. Foreign Office informed

For the Minister

ENGERT
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°!

Secretary of State^FAR EASTERN AFF

Washington

COPIES SENT XQi
L. AND ÀL F.

Following from American Consulate General at Liukdem

"October 11,

3 p.m.

Bank of Three Eastern Provinces

and the Frontier Bank which were se’ized by th^ Japanese

military authorities on September 19th, arc to be reopened
on October 15th according to a statement issued by Japanese

authorities today.

Regulations governing reopening were

drawn up by Sino-Japanese committee under Colonel Doihara

Liayor of Llukden.

Outstanding provisions of the régula

tions arc as. follows:
Stringent limitation on withdrawal of deposits'#/?—
■£rfrgd ih silver; prohibition against withdrawal of govo-rnmunt and public funds; provision for distinct account

ing for any new Government deposits; recalling of all pub
lic loans and restriction of now loans to urgent casus;
and ”in cas^ a new Government is established insKandTSUria,

I ।

r*

these regulations will bo enforced aft^r handing over*the
banks to th- new Manchurian Government”.

al Japanese are to b

invited to serve on the
ban.
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banks committee in a supervisory capacity."

For the Minister.

ENGJRT
KLP
WC
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Following from American Consul General at Nanking
dated October 11, 12 noon, and October 11, 7 p.m
"Questioned in regard to recent developments Soong

said that no reply had been received from the Japanese
Government to the notification of the appointment of

Chinese representatives to take over charge of evacuated
areas,

after the bombardment of Chingchow.

The Chinese

Government, through the Chinese Minister in Tokyo, pressed
for a reply but unsuccessfully.

Finally a note was re

ceived from Japanese Government stating that to satisfy
public opinion representatives should be announced by the

two governments to discuss matters in Manchuria.

October

tenth the Chinese Government inquired of the Japanese Gov
ernment,

(a), what sort of representatives should be ap

pointed;

(b), what the scope of the discussionsQshoi^d

be and,

(c), was it the intention of the Japanese Govern

ment that the discussions should be deferred until |Jtcr
military
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military withdrawal had become completed.

No reply has

boon received.
The Japanese note protesting against the boycott

was presented by the Japanese Minister October 11, 10 a.m.

Soong said that popular criticism of the Chinese Govern
ment for its alleged weakness was growing stronger.

(30 PART OIG)
■^or the Minister.
ENG3RT
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Secretary of State,

Washington, ’ D. C.

PRIORITY
750 (PART TWO)

He reiterated th t military measures by the
Japanese in the Yangtze valley would be resisted and
he confirmed current reports that concentration of
Chinese forces in the region north of the Yangtze is

taking place to overcome the initial advantage the

Japanese would have in regions near the coast and
large rivers"
"Soong said he understood the policy of the American

Government which was cooperation with the League in
regard to the present crisis but he said that he thought

that independent action by the American Government
would be very desirable either on the basis of the
Kellogg Pact or the Nine Power Treaty.

He inquired

whether the American Government could not call

another nine power conference.

I said I could only

transmit his question to you.
Frank Lee has informed me that the Japanese Minister

handed
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handed the memorandum of protest to him accompanied by
an English translation and observed that no explanatory

comments seemed necessary,

only

a

few minutes.

Lee said the interview lasted

The Japanese Minister today

sent me English translation of the memorandum almost
exactly as published in the SHANGHAI TIMES October 10th11,

(END MESoaGE)

For the Minister

ENGERT

CSB
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Secretary of State,
Washington.
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Following is Nanking’s 81, October 11, 6 p. m. to
you.

"Your 87, October 10, 3 p, m. Your instructions
were carried out October 11, 5 p. m.

Acting Minister of Foreign Affairs made no comment

but asked whether I knew what failure by China to carry
out commitments was referred to.
know.

I replied I did not

As of probable interest to me he then showed me

confidentially copy of a telegram just received from

co
g

Drummond giving text of an undated communication from
the Department.

I noted but did not inform Lee that

this was substantially the first part of the communica
tion whose text was recently telegraphed to Berne by the

1
Department.

I respectfully request that fact of disclosure

by Lee be kept confidential."

For the Minister
ENGERT

CSB

i
1
*
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Charge Department
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plain

Charge to

Washington,

October 13, 1931.

AMERICAN CONSUL,

NANKING (China)
Your 81, October 11, 6 p.m., apparently to Legation,

,

penultimate sentence.

Department urgently requests more

eo^late~identifica

tion of the communication referred, to.
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Enciphered by___________________________

fe

y

Sent by operator______________ M.t_ 19------- »-----------------------------------------Index Bn.—No. 60.

IT R. OOVERKMEXT PRINTING OFnCB:
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Secretary of State,

Washington.

Department’s 194

I was unable to get an appointment with the Foreign
Minister yesterday and as there is a Cabinet meeting today

I saw the Vice Minister late yesterday afternoon and left
the memorandum with him.

He told me that he would see that

Baron Shidehara got it before leaving if possible.

I believe the Government realizes that the incident is
one that cannot be minimized or explained away but they are
handicapped by the fact that the General Staff is not subg*

ordinate to the Minister of War, who has control of adminTstration and supplies but not of strategy and tactics.

£

expect to hear from the Minister soon.

In previous times I have referred to the desire of the

Foreign Minister to negotiate direct with the Chinese.
Frankly

7 9 3 . 9 4 /2 0 7 1
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Frankly I believe, that this is the best solution.

The situa

tion presents so many anomalies that attempts to settle it by

outside powers are likely to do more harm than good.

Both

China and Japan are fixed in this part of the world and they

will have to get along as neighbors as best they can.

If

we can help them to get together peacefully we will be doing

them a service.

We cannot sit in judgment on them or force

a settlement that will be lasting.

I venture to urge there

fore that every effort be made to find a formula that will
enable them to negotiate directly with each other to their
own benefit and as an example to the world.

I realize that

this may be difficult but they must face each other in the

I

emergency, if for no other reason than that geography|compels

■

them to.

We can help best it seems to me by insisting that

they settle their differences.

It may well be that an oppor

tunity to air their grievances may do them both good by

relieving their minds; but the final settlement will have
to be made by China and Japan.

I can see no alternative in

the long run.
NEVILLE

JHR
HPD
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Division of Far Eastern Affairs
October 14, 1931.
Mr. Safe tie:

Would there be any objection to
leaving off the last sentence?

#e took great pains in telegraphing
Drummond to impress upon him that we
wanted him to seize the idea if he cared
for it but not under any circumstances
Ito have it known that the initial
suggestion came from the United States.
The Far Eastern Division cannot
too strongly emphasize its view that in
all probability our communications into
and out of Japan are decided by the
Japanese.
In our drafting, we proceed
on that assumption.
The sentence in question cannot
add >anything to what Neville needs to
know, and if deciphered will give the
Japanese just what we do not wish to
have them know.
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Your 183, October 13, 11 a.m. 7°^

Department.

We are not attempting either to"sit in

judgment” or to "force a settlement".

You are quite

right in saying that the two disputants must themselves
reach a settlement.

All the League is attempting to do,

and with this aim the United States heartily concurs, is

to bring about a cessation of hostilities so that Japan
and China may be enabled to reach their own settlement

without recourse to war.

That the settlement shall be

accomplished in a peaceful manner is of direct concern
to all the powers.

If Japan does not recognize this

she will find arrayed against her the opinion of practi
cally all the nations of the world.

I think it important

that you should make the above clear to Baron Shldehara

so that he may -mistaaiir understand that we have no desire
to sit in judgment or to suggest terms of settlement but
that our sole aim is to prevent hostilities and encourage
Enciphered by__________________________

Settlement

Sent by operator______________ M.,---------------------- , 19------- ------------------------------- ----------Index Bu.—No. 50.

a. wvMunœn norm antes: mm
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settlement through direct negotiations.

Confidential for Neville.

Shidehara suggested

to you the Shantung settlement in support of direct

negotiations.

Debuohi brought up the same matter this

morning with the Under Secretary and discussed it at
some length, pointing out the success of the negotiations.

Castle reminded him that he had omitted one vital point
which was that neutral observers had been present at
the negotiations.

Debuohi said he did not know what

his Government’s attitude would be on this and Castle
told him that since the Chinese demanded a neutral

commission it seemed that Japan might be ready at least
to admit observers on condition that its main point of

direct negotiations was accepted, that obviously both
sides must make some concessions.

I do not wish you to

take this matter up with Baron Shidehara but if he should
bring it up with you you may express the opinion given

U WRO/LM
Enciphered by_______________________

Sent by operator____________ M.,------------------- • 19—
Index Bu.—No. 50.
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755 October 13»,
Reuter report from Washington 12th..

"State Department has expressed grave concern

at China’s threat officially telegraphed this morning

to declare war if League of Nations fails to settle
Manchurian dispute.

Statement is considered most alarming and most
significant since trouble began..
Colonel Stimson, Secretary of State, immediately

took matter up to exclusion of everything else."

For the Minister

HPD

î'7 ‘1931

ENGERT
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HERR FRIEDRICH W, VON PRITTWITZ UND GAFFRON.____________

Manchurian situation.
The German Ambassador called and told me he had

received a message from his government, saying that the
Chinese Charge had called and said that the Japanese
were threatening to land from warships at Nanking and

commit acts of war against China and that China was
asking the other nations to intervene under the Kellogg
Pact.

The Ambassador said he was embarrassed because

he really did not have any government at home just at

the moment owing to the change of Cabinet and he wante^

to know whether I had any news of such a situation.
I told him no, but that I had read in my morning

x

report of the rumors that had come yesterday to the
effect that the Japanese were refusing to withdraw

in Manchuria unless the Chinese Government called off
the boycott and that the Japanese Government was

threatening to land troops at Shanghai, and I gave to
the Ambassador a resumé of Mr. Castle's report on that
subject after he had seen Debuchi.

I told him that so

far as I knew there had been no request upon us to invoke
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the Kellogg Pact.

I said that I had Just had an inter

view with the Chinese Charge’, who had been called here
at my own instance in regard to the Manchuria trouble,

and that he had not alluded to such a subject at all, so

that neither here nor through our Minister to China had
we any news of such an invocation of the Kellogg Pact.
The Ambassador then said he thought that the Chinese Charge’

in Berlin must have misunderstood his instructions.

HLS.

S;HLS:HHR
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MEMORANDUM X>F CONVERSATION BETWEEN SECRETi.
IMSON
AND THE JAPANESE AMBASSADOR, MR. KATSUJI jDEïftffS
MONDAY, ^OCTOBER 12, 1931, AT 11:45 O«CLOr~

anchuria.

//
Qf

/

Baron Shidehara* s reply to my message to him of
October 10th.

7 9 3 .9 4 /2 0 7 4

The Japanese Ambassaq/or said he came

(See aide mémoire that date.) It was as

follows:
First: Baron Shidehara was strongly of the opinion

that the General Officer, commanding in Manchuria, was not
in a position to take charge of diplomatic negotiations; and

that such a question as the recognition of Marshal Chang’s

authority in Manchuria was a question for the Imperial
Japanese Government.

Second: It was very far from Baron Shidehara’s real

thought to minimize the bombing at Chinchow; that all he

wished to express was that the bombing was an isolated
military action which did not reflect the real attitude
of the Japanese Government.

ro

,j
i

>

Third: Baron Shidehara wished Ambassador Debuchi to

assure me that the fixed policy of Japan towards China
will not be influenced by a few incidents caused by

Japanese military officers in Manchuria, which incidents

might
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might be merely the result of temporary states of mind
on their part.

Fourth:

Baron Shidehara has entirely approved

Ambassador Debuohi’s explanation of the Japanese memorandum

to China (a copy of which was left by Debuchi at Mr.
Castle’s home the other evening), which was to the effect
that this memorandum was merely a precautionary measure

and could not be construed as an ultimatum or as evidence

of aggressive action on Japan* s part.
After conveying these messages, the Ambassador made

some personal observations.

One was to the effect that

the position of the Japanese Cabinet is very difficult;

that Shidehara is responsible to the Cabinet and to
Parliament and for that reason it was very difficult for
Shidehara to say whether he approved or disapproved the

action of the Japanese military in Manchuria or of the
act of Japanese airplanes in bombing Chinchow.

I replied that I understood Mr. Shidehara* s position.
I said that my attitude towards him personally was not

modified by the fact that he did not seem to be able to
control his general officers, but that on his part he must

remember that I faced the fact that these actions by the
general officers may affect the safety of the world and

must
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X.

must govern my action accordingly.

As the Ambassador

left I told him that the one important thing I wished

him to convey to Baron Shidehara was that the situation
in Manchuria was regarded here as most serious, both by

our government and the American people, and there should

be no mistake about that.

I then told Debuchi that I

was going to authorize Gilbert to sit with the Council
of the League of Nations, if invited, in their discussion

on any matters that related to treaties to which we were

a party.

I told him my reason was that both for the

sake of the effect on the world at large and the relations
of this country with Japan I wanted it to be clear that

we stood not alone vis-a-vis Japan but with the other
nations of the world.

HLS.

S HLS:HER
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Rec’d

Secretary of State
Washington, D. C,’

URGENT

187, October 13, 11 a.m

to
W

Department of

(D

FOR THE SECRETARY
Since my conversation with you on

telephone

yesterday for which I am extremely grateful, and since

the receipt of your 83, October 12,' 11 a.m», I have

M
O
01

presented anew to Drummond your position respecting

his employment of military information from Manchuria
which you are furnishing him and have now also been

able to disclose to him the reasons for your position.
The whole situation in this respect is now entirely
clarified.

He was much interested in and fully

j

appreciates the weight of your contention between the

great difference in value from information comment^g

■

on Manchuria before the Japanese and Chinese rammi^ients

nd
to the Council on September 30th and information q^tained

C3
from th..t date.

He agrees with you that information

subsequent to that date has a peculiar value in its
relationship

!

1
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relationship to those commitments.
He informed me that he has reason to expect

that the British will shortly come forvzard with

information of great value, much of it probably
confirmatory of yours.

I must make it clear that in

this he is not expressing a promise but an expectation.
He will, of course, send everything he receives to
you and will appreciate your continuing to make

availetble to him what you can.

It is necessary for

me to say that he again assured me that he will

make use of the information from you which he has

in hand only in strict conformity with your stipulations
as to its employment.

GILBERT
KLP

HPD
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October 13, 1931.
1:10 p.m.

dÔMTOENTÏAL G
MEMORANDUM OF TRANSATLANTIC TELEPHONE CONVERSATION BETWEEN
SECRETARY STIMSON AND MR. GILBERT AT GENEVA.
Everything is going your way here.

GILBERT:

SECRETARY: Have you been invited yet?
No sir, but the situation here has entirely

GILBERT:

KXXXXXXMS

changed since I had my conversation with you

‘and the clarifying telegram which you sent me.
SECRETARY:

In what way?

<0

GILBERT: As regards the two items we discussed the
other day, I will dispose of the simpler one first.

I

explained your position regarding military information
to Drummond.

He understands it now and fully agrees

with the wisdom of your withholding the source.

N

In the

other respect about Drummond's views regarding a possible

conflict in the Kellogg Pact and Council action there was
a meeting this morning of the Committee of five.
that meeting

After

Drummond told me that he was very glad to say

he had been entirely wrong; that each of the five unanimously

felt there was no conflict whatsoever; that there was
no reason why the two actions could not go on simultaneously.

It was a very satisfactory conversation.

Yesterday, I

expressed Drummond's personal opinion to you - I felt it

)
y

was my duty to send his opinion to you.
is developing very fast.

The situation

w

Briand is to bring forward the

Kellogg Pact in the Council.

It will probably be supported

Then the United States will be mentioned not as a signatory

O
ft.
!d>
fl*

but particularly in the sense of a proponent of the Pact, as

££

by the other Council members but that is not arranged yet.

an initiator.

That fits in with this particular situation

and makes a peculiar reason for our having a particular
interest in it.

When that is done, there will be a suggestion®

by
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by Briand or possibly Lord Reading that the United States
in view of its peculiar interest will be asked to join
in the discussion.

SECRETARY:

GILBERT:
SECRETARY:

That means you will be invited to come in.

I cannot say positively.

In case you are invited to come in I want

you to understand this.

I want you to be very careful

so as to avoid the danger which Drummond feared.

In invoking

the Pact of Paris, in case it is invoked, I have always
had in mind that it should be done as a warning only, or

as a caution against a future act of war which has been
anticipated or feared and not at all as implying a decision

that such an act has already taken place.

I agree with

Mr. Drummond that it would be dangerous to invoke the
Pact of Paris in such a way as to indicate that warhas

already taken place.

I want you to state that emphatically

to the Council if it comes up.
GILBERT:
SECRETARY:

Do you understand?

I am quite certain that I do understand.
You see if those people say that an act

of war has already taken place it would open the whole
question of sanctions, with which we have nothing to do.
GILBERT:

They are avoiding, of course, making any

sanctions.
SECRETARY: They may have this perfectly clear in mind

but I want GILBERT:

As a warning to the two disputants not to

in the future commit an act of war and not as a protest

or a decision that they have already done so.
GILBERT:

Of course, when I am called, what I will do

presumably
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presumably, after answering Mr. Briand»s greeting, is

make an opening statement.

In view of the delicacy of the

situation and possible misinterpretation of words I would
appreciate it if such a statement could be telegraphed to
me.
SECRETARY:

If possible, but it is pretty difficult.

GILBERT: Very difficult.

I could write it if you

prefer.

SECRETARY:

Your telegram which came today, giving

your conception of your position there, is entirely correct
and I am just confirming it.

You are to sit there merely

as an observer, if you are invited, on matters which do

not relate to the Pact of Paris.

GILBERT:
on that phase.

They have had great difficulty in working

They first thought they could have a

There

separate Council meeting just for that situation.
are only two items on the agenda.

When the Pact of

Paris is not under discussion, Briand would protect me
entirely.

What they think will happen is this.

They are

looking more than anything else I understand to the psychologi
cal effect and they believe that if I make an opening

statement that will probably be all that will be necessary.

Then the other Ministers will make statements, leaving out
the question of our invoking the Pact of Paris at Geneva,
which is in line with your policy as I understand it.

Oould

I have an opening statement?
SECRETARY:

GILBERT:
SECRETARY:

When will the Council meet?

Tomorrow?

I believe it will not meet until Thursday.
I was a little afraid that a statement

sent you would be narrowing and cramp your attitude.

I do

not know exactly the situation there.

GILBERT:
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GILBERT:

I would naturally phrase the words so as

to follow what Briand would say.

going to say now.

I know about what he is

This has been drawn up by one of his

advisers.

SECRETARY:

Read it.

GILBERT: "The representative of the Chinese Government
indicated - "

I must say in advance that the Chinese

Government mentioned today the Kellogg Pact.

Briand bases his reference on.

That is what

"The representative of the

Chinese Government indicated the question before the

Council was of the greatest concern not only to members
of the League but also to all powers signatory to the

Pact of Paris.

This statement is indeed true.

2 of that Pact reads - (Article 2 is quoted)

Article

All of the

signatories of the Pact are greatly interested in securing

a settlement of the present difficulty.------------ I have
high hopes therefore that if the United States as a party
to the Pact and as the Secretary of State has expressed
his whole hearted sympathy in the settlement of the
(omission)
dispute/we should therefore invite the United States to
sit at the Council table so that it could be

- — —

I am sure that action under the Pact whenever taken cannot
but strengthen the conditions to that Pact and peaceful

settlement of the problem under discussion. ’•
SECRETARY:

GILBERT:

Cable that on - as quickly as you can.
Mr. Briand is going to work with me tomorrow.

This will ease the situation.

He understands your feeling

and is going to develop the whole situation along the lines

of your policy.

SECRETARY:

GILBERT:

His adviser is fully in accord.
What does Briand know about my policy?

We had to intimate that if we were asked that
we
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It would seem

more desirable that no separate action of any kind be

taken by the United States so as to assure the minds of

the people that we are acting in the general line on
this situation.

Your statement to the League that you

approved of its action so far made this clear.

Briand

said, "I see the position of the Secretary of State
clearly.«

GILBERT:

I am perfectly willing to form my statement

in any way agreeable to you.

I cannot say what Briand

will do tomorrow.

The next thing is this.

SECRETARY:

The telegrams

that have come in today apparently make a little change
in the situation; there has been somewhat of a change
in this respect in that the Japanese seem to be more

conciliatory today and more inclined to the solution
which the League is apparently anticipating according
to your cables: namely, by direct negotiation between

China and Japan.

I do not want to convey anything that

I have said in suggesting action in regard to the Pact

of Paris to mean that I think we ought in all events and

regardless of consequences to push ahead with an
invocation of that pact.

That is a matter for the judgment

of the gentlemen who are meeting in Geneva and who are
assuming the responsibility of invoking the Pact.
GILBERT:

Am I permitted to express your views

to Lord Reading also.
SECRETARY:

GILBERT:

It is very important that you should.

I have not seen Lord Reading yet but I

believe he is coming to work with Briand.
SECRETARY:

One thing which would be dangerous would

be
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be for me here in Washington, three thousand miles away,

to try to insist upon my views or any views about the
invocation of the Pact.

The situation is changing from

About the only instruction I can give to

day to day.

you is that it has seemed that it might become advisable

to do it, but that ought to be a matter of discussion,
and it ought to depend upon what the facts are at the time

it finally comes up.

All I wanted to have understood was

that we stood ready to consider it,in such a discussion,
as a matter which, in case it should be decided to invoke
it, we would feel that we could join, and join in the

way in which I have suggested - as a warning to the future

and not as a decision as to the past.

GILBERT:

The Council could not invoke the Pact.

SECRETARY: But its members could.

GILBERT:

My opinion is that the matter would be

left with a statement that if conditions are not improved
shortly it would be necessary to invoke the Pact.

In

other words, these gentlemen at the Council table are
also speaking for their governments and some have a

dual capacity in the eyes of the world.

They would take

the initiative if it became necessary to invoke the Pact
and whatever they decided upon at the Council table would

be passed on by their governments.

GILBERT:

When I talked to you yesterday, I was very

much handicapped by the fact that I had only talked to

Drummond and Drummond I feel was wrong and he admitted to

me today that he had had an opinion which he now believes
was erroneous.

He said, "I am glad to admit it.”

I was

apparently condemning your views - but this was not really
the case.

I felt it was my duty to tell you Drummond’s

views and often I repeated myself because I thought you

had
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That is all right now.

SECRETARY:

The situation

seems to have ameliorated a little so far as the Japanese
are concerned

GILBERT:

When you called me I was at the Council

and heard there that the situation was improving with
respect to the Japanese.

The Japanese delegate is so hard

to hear that one must talk to someone near him to know

what really did happen.
The reason I spoke of it is that it may

SECRETARY:

have a bearing as to whether the Pact of Paris may be
invoked and it might make that unnecessary eventually.

GILBERT:

Any statement made by anyone would be

that they hoped the situation would not make it necessary.

I was not speaking from a prejudgment that

SECRETARY:

it should be done.

I have no desire to force any such

decision at all.
GILBERT:

I have been very careful to explain that.

Considering the complications of it, if I could have a

statement by tomorrow night here in your own words and
look it over it would give me a much greater feeling of
confidence, as the phraseology is quite important.

SECRETARY:
GILBERT:

I will try to do that.

Do you wish me to cable the invitation for

you to formulate the reply?
SECRETARY:

No.

You are authorized, as I told you

yesterday, to accept the invitation and prepare the reply.

Is there any likelihood, that you have heard, of the
other treaty, the Nine Power Pact, coming up for discussion?

GILBERT:

I have not heard the Nine Power Pact mentioned

in Geneva except for the newspaper speculation which followed

your statement to the League in which you mentioned it.
SECRETARY:

If that should come up and it was desirable
for
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for you to talk about it I might extend your authority to
If it has not been discussed, bringing it up might

that.

complicate matters.

GILBERT:

The general feeling is that it should not

be discussed in view of the fact that the Pact of Paris
fits into the picture much better, because all members

of the Council are signatories.

In the case of the Nine

Power Pact that is not so.
SECRETARY:

In my announcement and my telegram to

you I will confine your authority to the Pact of Paris.

GILBERT:

That will be much better.

Can I expect a

statement to make to the Council?
SECRETARY:

I will try to get the opening statement

to you by tomorrow.

GILBERT:

I appreciate the confidence you are showing

in me in this, Sir.

SECRETARY:

It is a very delicate situation, but you

are acting with great circumspection.

S HER

Goodbye.
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PEIPING

Rec’d 9t30 a. m.
Secretary of State

F/DEW

Dated. October 13,. 1931

FûÇ EASÎEBH AFFAIRS')

Washington,
Ospa/iment of

Chester Rowell, now in Mukden, request, subject to

your approval, the following personal message from him be
delivered to the President.

Message was encoded by Consulate

General, Mukden, October 12, Ip. m.

(END GRAY),

11 Fate of Disarmament Conference depends on American
Government and League of Nations taking prompt action.

Situation passed matter of withdrawal of troopè to zone.

Destruction former civil Government of Manchuria effectively
accomplished and establishment of a Government recognizing
authority of Marshal Ohang or Nanking prohibited.

Personally

saw results of Chinohow air raid which was not directed
S
05
against the military forces but against railway andtçivili

Provisional Government,

Censor altered my quoted press cB

article to read to the contrary.

Independent governments
in Manchuria

7 9 3 .9 4 / 2 0 7 6

URGENT.
761, October 13, 4 p, m. (GRAY)
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2- #761, from Peiping, Oct.13,1931,
4 p.' m,

in Manchuria and inner Mongolia under? Japanese influence

unconcealed objective of the army authorities despite

professions of helplessness on the part of Japanese Minister
(February T)
for Foreign Affairs, Disarmament futile next December,
League of Nations suicide and future is to mightiest

unless all nations make united moral sentiment effective
now.

(Signed) Rowell”
For the Minister

ENGERT
OSB

/
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14 1951.

4°^

My dear Mr. President!
l

enclose herewith a paraphrase of a personal

«stage to you in regard to the situation in Manchuria

is la China as a aeaber of the American Delegation to

the Oonferenoe of the Institute of Paolfio Relatione.
Mr. Rowell*e noswage was cabled to ne by the Anerioan

Consul General at Mukden through the Anarlean Legation

at Peiping.
Faithfully yours»
H1BNRY L. STIMSON

Enclosurej
Paraphrase of
acreage fro*
Chester Rowell.

,

ool.14.X»»L^
AV**

The President»
The White House.

FEîMMH/VDM
10/14/31

FS

7 9 3 .9 4 /2 0 7 6

from Mr. Chester Rowell, who was then at Mukden and who
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paraphrase

or

message to the

The Chinohow air raid, the results of which I
witnessed personally, was directed against the railway

and the civil Provisional Government and not against

military forces.

My press article which was Quoted

was altered by the censer to read to the contrary.
In spite of professions of helplessness on the part

of the Japanese Foreign Minieter, the unconcealed
objective of the Japanese army authorities is the

establishment, under Japanese influence, of indepen

dent governments in inner Mongolia and in Manchuria.
The former civil government of Manchuria has been

effectively destroyed and the establishment of a

government which recognises the authority of the

Panting Government or of Marshal Chang Hsueh-llang
has been prohibited.

The situation haw passed the

Question of the withdrawal of troops to the railway
sone.

The fortune of the Disarmament Conference

depends on prompt action being taten by the American

Government and the League of Estions.

Unless all

nations mate effective now a united «oral sentiment,
the Disarmament Conference next February will be

rendered futile, the suicide of the League of Estions
will result aad the future will be to the mightiest.
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
This telegram must be
dlosely paraphrased be
fore being communicated
to anyone.

From

DIVISION OF
lOBtaFallAFF
Dated October 13, 1931
Rec’d

11 a. ia<

Secretary of State,

Washington.

DOUBLE PRIORITY .
188, October 13, noon.

Referring to my telephone conversation with you of
yesterday I talked with Drummond .last night and again this

morning after the receipt of your 85, October 12, 6 p. m.,

concerning your views respecting an appeal to the Pact of
Paris.

He now understands your position clearly and while it
is yet too early to state just what will eventuate, my
personal views are that developments in Geneva will shape
themselves along the lines of your policy.

I shall report

all developments to you as rapidly as they occur.

There

is one point which I wish to make clear to you at this

time.

Should I be invited to sit at the Council table,
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2- #188, from Geneva, Oct.1^,1931,
n^on.

in the event that the question of the Pact of Par^s is

raised, it will (in line with an established Leqgue

precedent) not (repeat not) be as a membef of the Oouncil
but solely in a capacity to follow the proceedings

and take an impartial friend part in the discussions.'
I feel that you will regard this as very (#),

Should I act in the foregoing capacity I will
follow strictly the instructions you have given me in

this respect which I am confident are now entirely clear
to me.

Furthermore, I shall take due care that my acceptance
of such an invitation will not be delivered until I have

been able to notify you of my intention and that you will
be able to give publicity in Washington.

GILBERT

i
I
J
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WILL INDICATE WHETHER

Collect
Charge Department
OR
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TO BE TRANSMITTED
CONFIDENTIAL CODE

NONCONFIDENTIAL CODE

Beparfnwnt nf

PLAIN

Washington,

October 13, 1931.

AMERICAN CONSUL

GENEVA, (SWITZERLAND)

In the event that the United States is invited by the
Council of the League of Nations to participate in their

discussion of the present situation in Manchuria
you are authorized to accept this invitation and to sit
as an observer and auditor im any discussion of this

subject and to participate in the discussions of the
Council when they relate to the possible application

of the Kellogg-Briand Pact, to which treaty the United

States is a party.

Index Bu.—No. 50.

*• oovnmoirT norm ana: tnt

1—188

7 9 3 .9 4 /2 0 7 7

Your views as expressed in your 188 are approved.
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Apartment of state

X/J

1

Washington.

OCT i !

’ap^tment of State

189, October 13, Ip, m.

Drrnond has handed me for 'communi<

'

?
DIVISION OF
Wi^^&P^yFFAiRS

10 which has beentcirculated to the members of Council.
" Consul General at Tientsin has been informed that
Japanese armored train arrived Tungliao, 10 a. m. yesterday,
part of track between north

and south stations was removed and goods yard mined.
Leaflets were dropped from Japanese airplanes informing

population that Japanese troops had come to protect them
against brigands.
Consul General at Mukden stated that Japanese informed
his United States colleague on October 8 that Japanese

troops at Mukden outside railway zone numbered two thousand.
It is believed that no further withdrawal’s from z one-r. aveg

taken place at Mukden or elsewhere during last 48 hdSfirs® .

GILBERT

HPD

7 9 3 .9 4 /2 0 7 8

following message from the British Government dated October

and remained for few hours,

F /D E W

Secretary of State
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Secretary of State

Washington,

('FAS EASfFM AFHÈ_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
i
CT I 3 lûv, I de^mTment of mn

F /D E W

Reo’d 11; 10 a. m.

Department

oct r

190, October 13, 2 p, m.

OMWSf
IBSItmaWiWAFFNRS

Drummond, has handed me for oomr

following message from the German Government dated

(0
04

Geneva, October 13, which has been circulated to the

(0
members of Council

11 Strength of Japanese military occupation, outside

the railway zone, on October 9:

Mukden, Chinese and

European quarters, two thousand seven hundred men,

Chiliuho two hundred and twenty, Kirin one thousand two

hundred and sixty, Kirin-Changohuen Railway six hundred
and seventy, Wirtzkou, one hundred and eighty".

GILBERT
GW

10
O

(0
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CONFIDENTIAL CODE

Collect
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Department of .^tafe

OR

q

Charge to

1—138

P“IN

,

Washington,

October 10, 1931.

American Consul,
Geneva, Switzerland.
VERY URGENT. 7 C
Please inform Drummond that I have

Japan:''
QUOTE.

Until recently we have been reassured

by the commitments made by the governments both ôf

China and Japan to the League of Nations which were
embodied in the Resolution of the 30th of September.
Under that Resolution, Japan agreed to continue as

rapidly as possible the withdrawal of its troops into
the railway zone, while China with Japan’s consent

agreed to assume responsibility for the safety of

lives and property of Japanese nationals outside of

that zone.

I am, however, much disturbed by later

reports, especially of the last forty-eight hours,
which indicate that these commitments are not being

carried out by either government.
I wish
Enciphered by__________________________
Sent by operator______________ M.,______________ , 19
Index Bu.—No. 50.

*. «omnnn nomw* «moü imm

1—138
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just sent the following telegram to China and
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1—138

TO BE TRANSMITTED

CONFIDENTIAL CODE
NONCONFIDENTIAL CODE

Collect
Charge Department
OR

Wparinwtrt of

Charge to

ate

PLAIN

Washington,

$

American Consul, Geneva, page 2.

I wish that you would, call upon the Foreign
Minister at once and., after reading him the above,

impress upon him the dangers to all interests in
China which we feel will inevitably result unless

the pacific policy thus agreed upon is observed and
unless both the Japanese and Chinese nations exercise

at this time the utmost self restraint.

I am urging

this also upon the Japanese Ambassador and the Chinese

Charge here.

UNQUOTE.

~

U WRC/AB

Enciphered by---------------------------- -------------

Sent by operator----------------------- M.t------------------------- 19------- ,-----------------------------------------Index Bn.—No. 50.

•. oaraXlOEMT FBIMTHTO «Mi

1—138
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Washington,

October 10, 1931.

AmEmbassy,

Tokyo, Japan

Until recently we have been reassured by the

7 9 3 .9

commitments made by the governments^both of China^and

Japan^to the League^of Nations which were embodied in
the "'Resolutioi/'of the 30th 'of September.

Under that

Resolution^Japari'agreed to'continue as'rapidly as

to

possible the withdrawal of its troops into the'rail-

way zone, while'china with Japan"* s "consent agreed to'
CD

assume responsibility for the safety of Hves and

property of Japanese nationals outside of that zone.

I am, however, much disturbed by later reports, especially of the last forty-eight hours, which indicate that

■these^commitmentsfare not'<being'Zcarried out^tj
<^<n^lAA*^**TlwiTh that/you would''call upon Baron Shidehara

at once and, after reading him the above, impress upon
him 'the ^dangers ^to all'interests'in China which we feel
will inevitably result unless the pacific policy thus
agreed upon is observed and unless both the Japanese and

Chinese
Enciphered by__________________________

Sent by operator______________ M.,______________ , 19____ ,_________________________ ,
Index Bu.—No. 50.

••

norm» on*»: im

1—138
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AmEmbassy, Tokyo, page 2.
/

//

'

/

'

Chinese nations' exercise at this time the utmost self
restraint.

I am urging^this^lso upon the Japanese

Ambassador'and the Chinese Charge here.

U WRC/AB

Enciphered by__________________________

Sent by operator
Index Bu.—No. 50.

M.,______________ _ 19____ >
a. wnmm norm onwi: m»

1—138
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S
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t

j
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J

Depa.',fi?ît

Legation’s 713, October 6, 8 p. m,
Following from Consul General at Hankow
"October 13, 2 p. m.

A Kinhan Railway official has informed a member of my
staff that the railway has been instructed by the National

Government to prepare a hundred trains for transportation
of troops from Hankow north.

Informant stated that the

troops to be sent north would be withdrawn from Kiangsi
and

>
Repeated to Nanking.'

ENGERT
RR

HPD

(*) Apparent omission

7 9 3 .9 4 / 2 0 8 0

757, October 13, 1 p. m<
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In view of great expense of cabling lengthy

Hanson-Salisbury reports to Tokio I hope Legation
be authorized to instruct Harbin to send code

texts to the Embassy by registered mail.For the Minister
-XJ

ENGERT

to

-1
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Collect
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OR
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b pE
CONFIDENTIAL CODE

NONCONFIDENTIAL CODE

ttWtlf Ilf

..

..’?LA,N

Washington,

Charge to

October

3r6\

1931.

1 7 31

AMLEGATION,
PEIPING (China).

Your 762, October 13, 5 p.m.

You need neither cable nor mail this to Tokyo.
Department will expect Salisbury to take original material.

7 9 3 .9 4 /2 0 8 1

793.94/2081

FE : SKH/ZMF

v^'FE

Enciphered by_____
(: Sent by operator___
Index Bu.—No. 50.

ü. 8. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OITKI: m,
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From

GRAY

Shanghai via N. R.

Secretary of State,
Washington.

CONFIDENTIAL.
Subsequent to my telegram of October 12, 3 p. m.

I

S*l>... ■■—un iimlW,

received, a call from representative of Mayor of Shanghai who
described, local conditions as being extremely serious.

7 9 3 .9 4 /2 0 8 2

October 13, 9 a. m.

He

said that the Mayor was concerned only in the local situation;

that he was doing his utmost to preserve peaoefand order
•
<5
and to curb the activities of the anti-Japanese and the
SCO

He added0
§
however, that if any attempt were made to occupy «Chinese

latter and have them Keep within legal bounds.

territory suoh as for example the arsenal^ the Chinese would
use force to prevent this which would create a most unhappy

situation in Shanghai.
Repeated to the Legation.

WC

CUNNINGHAM

ij
°
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From

Peiping Via

rw

Dated October 13, 1931

Secretary of State,

Washington,

PRIORITY.

754, October 13,
Following from Hanson and Salisbury, October 10, 8 p. i’'*’
via Harbin, October 11, 10 a. m.
■ ■
. •
”0ne. On September 19th Japanese women and children
commenced to withdraw from Kirin, two hundred Japanese

j

troops started from Changchun for Kirin City via the

*

Kirin—Changchun Railway.

General Hsi.

Upon learning of their approach,

Chia, Chief of Staff of Chang Tso Hsiang’s

Kirin troops, ordérèd the seven thousand Chinese troops
at Kirin City to withdraw from the town, which they did,
thus avoiding a clash with the Japanese troops, who in

the evening of the same day entered the City and imme

diately took over the wireless, telephone and ieleggaph
stations and principal government org^nizatiinw an^sealed
^thefcÿaôlts

I
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2- #754, from Peiping, Oct, 13,1931
6 a, m,

the vaults of the principal banks,

The troops were preceded

by Japanese airplane which dropped leaflets announcing the

speedy arrival of the troops and urging the Chinese populace

not to be alarmed.
Two,

According to a statement made at Kirin to Hanson

by Jung Bus, former Tao Yin at Newohwang, Commissioner for
Foreign Affairs at Changchun and until October 2nd Provincial
Treasurer of Kirin, who has been known to Hanson for 17

years, delegates from the Commissioner of Foreign Affairst
office and of various organizations met the Japanese troops,

told the Commander that the Kirin people were not concerned
with Mukden problems; that the south Manchurian Railway zone,
inportant to the Japanese, was far away, indeed situation in
Kirin City was quiet; that no Japanese residents had been
or were in danger; that the Chinese troops had been with

drawn to avoid a possible clash; and that the Japanese troops
were not wanted at Kirin,.

They asked the Japanese Commander

why the Japanese troops were being sent and were informed by

him that all he knew was that he had been ordered to Kirin
and that he must obey orders.

Subsequently General Hsi Chia
met General
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6 a. m.
'

met General Tamon, the Japanese.High Commander unofficially
at the Japanese Nagoya Hotel and was asked by the latter to

order the withdrawnChinese troops to surrender arms by
noon of the 23rd.

Protesting that this was very difficult,

as the soldiers were not in barracks, General Hsi Chia

managed'.. to gather several hundred rifles by the time
indicated.

General Tamon became enraged and accused

General Hsi of trying to trick him.

At the conference

called to .discuss this matter there were Generals Hsi and
Tamon,

(END PARTS. ONE,TWO,THREE).
ENGERT
' HPD
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Peiping via. N, Rf
Dated October 13, 1931

Rec’d 9:11 a, m,'
Secretary of State,

Washington.
PRIORITY.

754, October 13, 6 a, m.

(PART FOUR).

the Chinese Commissioner for Foreign Affairs Shih Lu Pen,
the Japanese Consul General Ishii, and a Chinese interpreter
named Liu Chun Fen.

General Tamon, stating he wished to

discuse a purely military matter, requested the Japanese
Consul General to withdraw from the room.

Thereupon the

Commissioner for Foreign Affairs also withdrew, leaving

Generals Hsi and Tamon and Liu together.

General Tamon

then stated that Hsi deserved punishment and that he would
leave him alone to think over this situation.

departed.

He and Liu

Immediately after, two Japanese soldiers came

into the room and holding pistols pointed at HsiIs head

remained with him in this position for one hour.

General

Tamon
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Tamon then returned and suggested to Hsi that he submit

to the will of the Japanese military command,
(END PART FOUR).
For the Minister.

ENGERT

HPD
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Secretary of State,

Washington.
PRIORITY.
754, October 13, 6 a. »,

(PART FIVE),

which wouldaupport him Wj^th money and ammunition in case he
did and in case he fojxQfd a new government for Kirin Province
and would punish him if he did not.
some time to think this Over.

Again Tamon gave Hsi ;

During this interval the

Japanese military adviser of General Ohang Tso Hsiang and

Ohinese high provincial officials entered the roomand urged
Hsi to accept.

Thereupon Hsi accepted in order temporarily

to give Kirin a breathing space with the hope of saving
province for the Chinese later.

Under pressure of Japafteee

military Hsi abolished present form of government, as
ordained by Nanking, established, a new government with

himself
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feftaiself as "Chang Kuan" "high official" and. with military

and. civil authorities already there under him and discharged

those provincial officials who,

(END PART FIVE).

For the Minister

ENGERT
KLP
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(PART..SIX),

according to a list drawn up by the Japanese military, had
shown themselves pro Chang Tso Hsiang, pro Chang Hsueh
Liang or anti-Japanese.

Among those were Chung Yu, cour*

missioner for Foreign Affairs at Hajbin, and Jung Hou,

The Kirin office of Commissioner for Foreign Affairs was
abolished speedily.

The result is that the Kirin Provincial

Government is now independent of.Nanking and the former
Mukden Government clique and is controlled and

by the

Japanese military.
Three.

Jung Hou*s version of what occurred at Kirin

on September 21st to 24th has been confirmed to us as correct
in its main points by:

A Dane who is enployed by the agents of the Oatford

Tractor Company and who has resided in Kirin for gome

months
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months past; two Chinese employees of the Chinese postal
service at Changchun;
(END PART SIX).

For the Minister

ENGERT
HPD

(*)

Apparent omission
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(PART SEVEN),

a Chinese employee of the postal service, an American,
three American returned students, a police inspector, and

a Chinese employee of the British-American Tobacco Company,
transmitted
all residing at Kirin;/to magistrate at Tunhwa and by the
Commissioner for Foreign Affairs and a Chinese official

connected ■with the Telephone Administration at Harbin.
Four.

One October 9th we informed Mr. Ischi that we

had learned of this report and he states there are regula

tions that no Japanese governmental establishment should
interfere with foreign governments.

On October 10th

Salisbury spoke to the Mitsui official at Changchun in
regard to these reports and was told first that .the

Japanese military forces ^ided Hsi to form

ment and, later, that it

new Go verier

Hsife W±>ition which caused

him to form a new Government.
(END PART SEVEN).

wwo

For th« Minister
ENGERT
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From

Peiping via N. R.
Dated October 13, 1931

Secretary cf State,

Rec'd 9;43

a,m,

Washington, D. C.

PRIORITY
754, October 13, 6 a.m.

(PART EIGHT)

When Salisbury asked the Japanese Consul at Changchun

about this the Consul hesitated for a moment and said:

’’Did you discuss this with Mr. Ishi?h
deny or affirm the report.

The Consul did not

In none of these instances

could the inquiry be pressed because of the apparent

disinclination of the Japanese to discuss this matter.
Six,

It might be presented here that none of the

Japanese military nor consular officers with whom we

spoke at Changchun and Kirin volunteered to cooperate
with us by official information,

except Major Hosoki who

limited his voluntary explanations to personal knowledge

of Japanese attacks on Chinese troops at Nanling and
Kuanchengtze.

The Japanese officials however were po^te

and hospitable in a social way, but indirectly showed

much interest in the people we talked with and in our
movements.

(END P.iRT EIGHT)
For the Minister

ENGIRT
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Secretary of State,

Washington.

PRIORITY.
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(PART NINE).

On October 8th we called at the residence of General

Hsi Ohia and were shown into a reception room.

One of the

Japanese soldiers on guard went into the residence and
shortly we were informed that Hsi would receive us at
office a little later.

We then called at his Yamen where

n
Japanese soldiers, who were also on guard at the entries,

were very much in evidence. After considerable delay,
during which two Japanese in civilian clothes, without

f

being ushered in, abruptly entered the reception room,

looked at us and inquired of the attendants who we were,
we were received by Hsi in a room in. which three secretaries
made simultaneous notes of all that was said^

Hsi, a man

of about
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of about forty, looked, as if he were suffering from a

strain.

(END PART NINE),

For the Minister

ENGERT
JHR
HPD
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GRAY
Peiping via N, R.

Dated October 13, 1931
Rec*d

9:59 a.m.

Secretary of State,
Washington, D. C.

PRIORITY
754, October 13, 6 a.m. (PART TEN)
We made certain usual conventional r emarks^call^d for

while

on a first visit and received assurance of
travelling to Tunhua.

Attending Hsi as interpreter

was Liu Chun Fen, who was interpreter during the
Tamon Hsi interviews and who was recently made

manager of the Yung Heng Provincial Bank.

Hsi

desired me say nothing in regard to making a return

therefrom
eall or excusing hiiiyi

From all appearances, he is

being closely watched by the Japanese, who do not
give him an opportunity to act independently. .
Seven.

On October 7th we called on Major General

Amano who stated that he was constructing an airdrome

just North of Kirin because the Japanese army needed one

there, that he had about 1500 soldiers in Kirin,
(END PAIT TEN )
For the Minister

CSB
HPD
(*) apparent omission

ENGERT
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Secretary of State,
Washington, D,. C_.

PRIORITY
754> October 13, 6 a.m. (PART ELEVEN)
that some of these would soon be leaving for Changchun

and that he would not leave Kirin until ordered to do

so by his superior officers.

He added that the Chinese

had removed parts from the (?) and he had no experts

to repair and operate same, although he probably would

send for some.
Eight,.

The larger stations of the Kirin-Chanchun

Railway are guarded by Japanese railway guards and over
some are flying the Japanese flag..

Small bodies of

Japanese troops are to be seen moving back and forth
on the trains^.
Nine.

Kirin city is guarded effectually day and

night by Japanese soldiers and gendarmes, under whom are
some armed Chinese police,.

Business is bad^

Banks are

permitted to remain open a few hours a day, but the

Japanese military., according to advices to reliable Chinese
authority,

(END PART 11)
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do not allow Provincial Government funds to be sent to
pay the wages of the Chinese soldiers outside the city.

Chinese are leaving the city for Changchun and points ■
south.

The Japanese command has issued many proclamations

which indicate

that the Japanese army is the ruling

organization and that the Chinese and Japanese residents

will benefit through its rule.
Ten.

The Japanese Consul General gave us

understand that the reason for the Japanese military

occupation of the Kirin Changchun Railway and Kirin City
(and also the Kirin Tunhiva Kailway and Tunhwa) was the
protection of Japanese lives and property.

The Chinese

and one American we interviewed stated that there was no
unrest nor anti-Japanese movement in Kirin City before

the Japanese troops came.

We believe that th$ one

thousand Japanese residents were fearful of Chinese attacks
(END PART TWELVE)
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but it appears that it would have been more reasonable and
economical to have withdrawn these residents three hours
by rail to the South Manchuria Railway zone than to have

sent troops to occupy in a military sense this city of
100,000 Chinese and a railway, which although financed

by the Japanese, was run and policed by

Wf-,

Up to the -

present time the Japanese have given no indication of
Withdrawing from Kirin.

They stated to us that they did

not think Hsi’s Government strong enough as yet to protect

the city from the Chinese troops'which leff the city and
which are now without funds.

Tbe circle is vicious.

coming of the Japanese militajty caused these troops to

leave and are now, according to reliable information,
(END PART THIRTEEN).
For the Minister
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refusing to allow the Chinese authorities to use government

funds to support them.

I am convinced they will soon

become brigands against whom it will be necessary to main

tain a Japanese garrison at Kirin.

Unless some provision

is made for the upkeep of these Chinese troops or of a strong
Chinese garrison in the city, it would be dangerous to Kirin

if the Japanese troops withdrew.

The thinking Chinese at Kirin feel bitter against the
Japanese military on account of their actions, although the
Japanese soldiers have conducted themselves correctly and are
attempting to ingratiate themselves into the good graces of

the Chinese common people,'

The latter are extremely afraid
of the
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of the Japanese soldiers,

12.

According to information received by us nhile

at Tunhwa from the evening of October 8th to the morning

of October 14th as guests of magistrate Liu Hsing Pei,
(END PART FOURTEEN)
For the Minister
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the Chinese garrison at Tunhwa numbering about 500

left that city of about 10,000 people on September ,22nd

in order to avoid a conflict with the Japanese troops,
200 of whom arrived on September 23rd*

The latter,

after, occupying the Kirin-Tunhwa Railway, disarmed the

Tunhwa Chinese police, occupied the barracks and
governmental establishments, and released from the
Chinese jail 49 Korean prisoners, who have extraterritorial ,

rights, charged with being Communists (a large number
were also on duty at Kirin).

They left for Kirin on

October 5th taking with them the 18 Japanese residents

■

of Tunhwa, some rifles and some Chinese military coats»'

The Chinese at Tunhwa believed that the news of our

coming had caused the Japanese to evacuate the town and .

railway,

(END PART 15)
For the Minister
engert
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and they hoped that something might be done to prevent the
return of the Japanese tyrants.

The Chinese were much

disturbed by the arrival of the Japanese soldiers.
Thirteen.

In our presence magistrate Liu telephoned

to the Chinese garrison commander at Yenohi and was informed
by the latter the two divisions of Japanese troops fully

equipped and supplied to build the Tunhwa-Kainei Railway,
were stationed on the Korean side of
ready to cross at any moment.

the Tumben river,

There was no evidence that

the Japanese were planning to build this railway from

Tunhwa eastward.

The telegraph line to Harbin station

Yenchi and Tungning was in operation.

Fourteen,
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Fourteen.

There was no justification for this

military seizure of the Kirin-Tunhwa Railway and. of Tunhwa

in order to protect the lives of 18 Japanese and Koreans,

who had few interests in Tunhwa and who might have been
evacuated easily to Changchun,

(END PART SIXTEEN)
For the Minister
ENGERT
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in case they were in danger.
Fifteen.

On October 9th there appeared to be no

reason to believe that the Chinese inhabitants of
Tunhwa were in danger of suffering from brigand attacks,

as it had a local guard and a police force amounting to
several hundred persons and as the magistrate ’.vas
attempting to persuade the 500 Chinese soldiers who

left to return to their barracks at Tunhwa,
Sixteen.

After much deliberation we accepted the

offer from the Japanese at Kirin to provide us with a
guard to and from Tunhwa.

We felt that the chances of

brigand attack would be fewer if we had a Japanese guard
with us.

It is natural to presume that the Japanese

military would have made much capital for themselves
from a brigand attack upon us.

The magistrate understood

our motives and the Chinese at Tunhwa were not offended
by our action in tlR.s respect."

Repeated Tokyo.

(END MESSAGE)
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,
You may give Drummond, for his discreet use, ,

confidential as to source, the following information
Areceived (today by the Department from Manchuria. 1^4^^

On September /19/Japanesepwomen and children/

One.

commenced Ito withdraw ^rom IKirin.' Two hundred Japanese I
troops started from Changchun ’f or Kirin 'city Aria ’ the

Kir in/-Chang chur/Railway.

The 7,000 'Chinese ^troops1 at *

Kirin Cityfwere ordered^to withdraw/from the 1 town,
which they/did/ thus'avoiding a’clashyArith the Japanese
troops'who 'entered ^he city/on the'evening 4)f the same'

day/and'immédiately/t00k. everyth/ wireless/ telephone'

/
I
1
1
'
and telegraph* stations and principal government
organizations/and 'sealed /the/ vault^ of the' principal
The troops/were’preceded* by a Japanese/airplane '

banks.'

which' dr opped ’leaflets 'announcing 'the speedy’arrival of

the/troops/and* urging 4he Chinese’populace'not to be*
alarmed.

,

According'to a- statement-rnadq at Kirin yy

Two.

eeal

l

<

/

n

Chi o

do- offieiay,

■& -

delegates’from the'commissioner
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- 2 of Foreign Affairs’ office and of various organizations

met the Japanese troops, told the Commander that the
Kirin people were not concerned with Mukden problems;
that no Japanese residents had been or were in danger;
that the Chinese troops had been withdrawn to avoid a

possible clashyfcnd that the Japanese troops were not
wanted at Kirin.

The Japanese Commander replied that

he had been ordered to Kirin and that he must obey orders.
The Commander of the Japanese troops subsequently

requested General Hsi-chia to order the withdrawn Chinese

troops to surrender arms by noon of the 23rd.

General

Hsi protested that this was very difficult, as the

soldiers were not in barracks, but managed to gather

several hundred rifles by the time indicated.

Later

General Hsi was threatened by the Japanese officers and
urged to form a new government for Kirin Province which

they would support with money and ammunition.

Under

pressure of Japanese military^General Hsi abolished the
present form of government, as ordained by Nanking,
established a new government with himself as ^UOTE high

official UNQUOTE and with military and civil authorities

already
Enciphered by___________________________
Sent by operator______________ M„_______________ _ 19------- ;----------------------------------------Index Bu.—No. 50.
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- s already there under him.

Provincial officials

unacceptable to the Japanese military were discharged.
The Kirin office of Commissioner of Foreign Affairs

was abolished.

The result is that the Kirin Provincial

Government is now independent of Nanking and the former

Mukden Government clique and is controlled by the
Japanese military.

-

The above Qhinese

Three.

vorolon

of what occurred

at Kirin on September 21 to 24 has been confirmed to our

observers as correct in its main points by a number of
witness^, including both foreigners and Chinese.

Four.

Japanese officials who were interviewed by

our observers in regard to the above report were non

committal on the subject,and the inquiry could not be
pressed because of the apparent disinclination of the
Japanese to discuss the matter.

They were polite but

did not volunteer to cooperate with our observers by

j

official information.
Five.

The residence and yamen of General Hsi-chia

were guarded by Japanese soldiers^and Japanese in
civilian clothes were in attendance in his reception

room and office.

From all appearances he is being

Enciphered by___________________________
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cbsely watched by the Japanese, who do not give him an
opportunity tu~act independently.

Six.

On October 7 Major General Amano informed our

observers that he was constructing an airdrome just north
of Kirin because the Japanese Army needed one there; that

he had about 1,500 soldiers in Kirin; that some of these
would soon be leaving for Changchun and that he would not

leave Kirin until ordered to do so by his superior
officers.

Seven.

The larger stations of the Kirin-Changchun

Railway are guarded by Japanese railway guards and over

some stations are flying the Japanese flag.

Small bodies

of Japanese troops are to be seen moving back, and forth

on the trains.
Sight.

Kirin City is guarded effectually day and

night by Japanese soldiers and gendarmes under whom are
some armed Chinese police.

Business is bad.

Banking

hours and operations are controlled by the Japanese

military.

Chinese are leaving the city for Changchun

and points south.

The Japanese command has issued many

proclamations which indicate that the Japanese Army is
the ruling organization and that the Chinese and Japanese
Enciphered by___________________________
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residents will benefit through its rule.

Nine.

The Japanese Consul General intimated that

the reason for the Japanese military occupation of the

Kirin-Changchun Hailway and Kirin City (and also the

Kirin-Tunhua Railway and Tunhua) was the protection of

Japanese lives and property.

Information from Chinese

and foreign sources was to the effect that there was

no unrest or anti-Japanese movement in Kirin City before

the Japanese troops came.

It is believed that the

1,000 Japanese residents were fearful of Chinese attacks
K-trL—crt-T- L/Ct>4

_

but it Appears that it would have been a comparatively

simple matter to have withdrawn these residents three

hours by rail to the South Manchuria Railway zone.
Up to the present time, the Japanese have given no

indication of withdrawing from Kirin.

They stated that

they did not think Hsi’s government was strong enough
as yet to protect the city from the Chinese troops which
left the city and which are now without funds.

It is

stated that the Japanese military are refusing to allow

the Chinese authorities to use government funds to
support thq^^I^is likely that they will soon become
brigands against whom it will be necessary to maintain
Enciphered by__________________________
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a Japanese garrison at Kirin.

Unless some provision is

made for the upkeep of these Chinese troops or of a
strong Chinese garrison in the city, it would be

dangerous to Kirin if the Japanese troops withdrew.
The thinking Chinese at Kirin feel bitter against

the Japanese military on account of their actions,
although the Japanese soldiers have conducted themselves

correctly.
Ten.

According to information received at Tunhua

from Chinese sources, the Chinese garrison at Tunhua,

numbering about 500, left that city, of about 10,000

people,

on September 22, in order to avoid a conflict

with the Japanese troops, 200 of whom arrived on

September 23.

The latter, after occupying the Kirin-

Tunhua Railway, disarmed the Tunhua Chinese police,

occupied the barracks and governmental establishments,
and released from the Chinese jail 49 Korean prisoners,

who have extraterritorial rights and who had been

charged with being communists.

The Japanese troops

left for Kirin on October 5, taking with them the 18
Japanese residents of Tunhua.

The Chinese at Tunhua

believed that the news of the coming of our observers

had

Enciphered by--------- ------------------------------Sent by operator______________ M.,_______________ _ 19------------------------- ------------------------Index Bu.—No. 50.
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had caused the Japanese to evacuate the town and railway.

The Chinese magistrate at Turihua was

Eleven.

informed by the Chinese garrison commander at Yenchi that
two divisions of Japanese troops, fully equipped and

supplied to build the Tunhua-Kainai Railway, were stationed
on the Korean side of the Tumen River ready to cross at

any moment.

There was no evidence that the Japanese were

planning to build this railway from Tunhua eastward.

The

telegraph line to Harbin station, Yenehi and Tungning was
in operation.
Twelve.

There appeared to be no justification for

the military seizure of the Klrin-Tunhua Railway and of

Tunhua in order to protect the lives of 18 Japanese ^aid

ie e a

l

g

n ij/

who might easily have been evacuated to Changchun

in case of danger.

On October 9 there appeared to be no

reason to believe that the Chinese inhabitants of Tunhua

were in danger of suffering from brigand attacks, as it
had a local guard and a police force amounting to several

hundred persons and as the magistrate was attempting to

persuade the 500 Chinese soldiers, who had left, to
\

to their barracks.

>

FE^aSlI:EJL

»

EE
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You may give drummond, linder theTsame conditions as to
conf idential\use\\ t
Department \froih lîanchuriaj^
reports received to
One.
There/now\e^sts| a/civil ^municipal government/

the \various) major departments/and '^ureaus, /includirigX

_ ?

v

/ .

.

. i'

municipal government.'

'

'

Â

. \ '

... A

JapaneseXmilitarypolice

authorities\andz^gendarmes\might jstill be/ considered 1

effective police ^force o^the/municipal‘j&rea.^ Return
to rthe ^status quo ante\n 'the ^fiukden |nunicipality^ is*

considered/not an\immediate possibility.^
Two.^

Completè\withdrawaly)f^'japanese s^ldiersj td

railway Izone ûnder\ pre sent | unsettled ^conditions/iirould/
it is be'lieved.j jeopardize^not only\lives and property^

of Japanes^but\also ^hose’^of ^preigners^and Chinese.^
An effective^bhinese^municipal^administration Vnd/police/
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i
force should first be established.
Armed robbery and
i
/
f
brijdgandage are common zboth in Mukden and in outlying

areas.
z
/
/
(
Three.
Information received on the 'afternoon of
/
t
'
/
I
/
(
October 13 from Japanese military source was to the
z
/
<
/
/
/
effect that there had been no material change in the
f
i
'
ti
disposition of the Japanese forces since October 8;
/

/

z

z

(

that no withdrawals were being made but further
(
extensions were feared necessary.
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Secretary of State,
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Kuo Vilen publishers today alleged proclamation said

to have been dropped by Japanese planes during raid on
Chinchow.

Text apparently taken from Japanese newspaper

follows :
"at a time when he has lost his base as well as the

heart of the masses in the northeast and when four

northeastern provinces have already manifested their
desire for revolt, the ambitious and greedy greenhorn

Chang Hsueh Liang still shows no signs of awakening

to his mistakes.

He has established the lianong

provisional government at Chinchow for purpose of

carrying on his intpigues in territory under the
protection of the «Japanese Imperial army. '

(END

PjUT

ONE)

»—
M
H

4

f

For the Miniswr
Ç3

ENGEKT

CSB

'
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758, October 13.
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758, October 13th (PART TWO)

.

The Imperial army which strives to uphold rights

of masses on basis of righteousness will under no

circumstances recognize Chang Suie Liang and the
authority of his Provisional Government at Chinchow.

The

army is now compelled resort to positive action to

destroy his base.
Two.

Citizens should accept favor of Japanese

Imperial army and oppose Chang Suie Liang and prevent

him from establishing his government otherwise you will

be presumed as having opposed Japanese Imperial army which
will then be determined to destroy Chinchow.

It is up

to you to consider and advise an altern tive to this.6

For the Minister

ENGERT
HPD
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Hon. Henry L. Stimson,
The State Department,
Washington, D.C.
Dear Mr. Secretary:

/

As the silent member of the delegation
presented to you by William T. Stone on Tuesday to
inquire about Manchuria, I want to record my
appreciation of your generosity of time and energy in
giving us such a frank and interesting account of
the situation.

\

"M
(0
W
(0

It was a cause of profound satisfaction
to learn directly from you of the steps being taken
to insure a satisfactory solution; and to find it
possible for our Government to cooperate so fully
with the League of Nations.

Even more gratifying was the systematic concern
for developing the instruments of pacific settlement
which, as you showed, has actuated our Government ever
since the present trouble developed.
Your remarks were
both enlightening and encouraging; and I am grateful to
you for giving us the interview.
Sincerely,

RRW:EDT

Secretary

-

•

B
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No. L-93

ÛG11Z31

September 12, 193^>

c^nui^

Hoi

Reported Intention of Japan to take Forcible
Action in Manchuria

[blœ Nelson Truslex Johnson

s

F /D E tf

Subject:

[t&jen Minister,

.Telplng'

1 have tixi uonor to refer* to my telegram to the Legation
of July 11, 1231, to the Leg: tion’s instruction of July 281

1931, and to other coircopondenoe regarding the suspicion
entertained by the Chinese Government that the Japanese
Government is deliberately preparing th® ground for military
intervention in Manchuria.

On September 10, 1931, I received a call from Dr. M.T.Z.
Tyau, a Counselor of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and

Chief of the Department

of Intelligence and Publicity, in

relation to the same subject.

Dr. Tyr?u handed me an Aide-

Memoire, dated September 10, 1931, setting forth various
indications of Japanese "provocations in Manchuria in order

to provide excuses for the use of force, as well as an

intensive propaganda campaign designed to blind the eyes of
the world to the facts of the situation".

Ho told me that

similar statements had been supplied to the British Legation

in China and to the League of Nations, through th® Chinese^

representatives.

The Aide-Memoire handed -to ne for

American Legation was typed on plain paper, bore no seal ei*
Other

7 9 3 .9 4 /2 0 8 6
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other sign of its origin and ru

anclosed in a *Waiehlaopu*’

envelope which bore no address.

I have tad a oopy of this doowaent made for the files

of tills office and aa enclosing the original and four copies
together with the envelope, herewith*

The matter has «ut

been reported to the Departraent.
Reapootfu lly youra,

Willys h. Peak,
Amrlcan Consul General.

/nclosurei
Original and four carbon caplet of
Aida Mémoire of September lô, 19S1.
In quintupllcate to the Legation*
No copy to the Department*

Ô0-.
KRP/D
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AIDE-MEMOIRE
The military clique in Japan has of late been

clamoring for a drastic policy towards China, parti
cularly in regard to Manchuria and Mongolia.

Military Commanders * Conference

At the

the Minister of War

publicly drew attention to the possibility of what
he termed grave developments in Manchuria and Mongo

lia, and urged the necessity of preparedness.

Such

preparedness, us interpreted in the light of recent

events, seems

to consist of repeated provocations in

Manchuria in order to provide excuses for the use of
force, as well as an intensive propaganda campaign

designed to blind the eyes of

of the situation.

the world to the facts

The following facts are illustra

tive of the present developments in Japan’s policy

towards China.

1) At the Military Commanders’ Conference on
June 27, 1931, it was decided to increase the Japan
ese forces in North Korea by two divisions and to place
the Japanese garrison in Manchuria on a permanent basis
2) Balked at

the failure of Japanese colonisation

in Manchuria, Japan has during recent years attempted
to make use of Koreans in colonizing the territory.

The number of Korean immigrants in Manchuria has almost

reached a million, and under Japanese influence as well
as protection the Korean settlers have presented a

grave problem to the Chinese authorities in Manchuria.
The Wanpaoshan Affair affords a glaring example.
In March this year a large number of Korean

farmers
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farmers, acting under Japanese encouragement as well as
an iUegel contract, forcibly seized about 5,000 mow of

, north of Changchun, and

Chinene land in

oonutructed an irrigation canal, resulting in serious

damage to the Chinese farmers.

To mke the matter worse, the Japanese Consul at
Changchun despatched a number of Japanese gendarmes to

Wanpaoshen to protect such Illegal activities.
protests frow th-

Repeated

local Chinese authorities were

flagrantly ignored»

At the sans tise the Japanese

correspondents, playing on the mind of the ignorant Corenna

indulged in a press campaign against China, alleging the
grossest maltreatment of Korean settlers in Lianohurla.

As a result ox such vicious fâiSrepresontntlonc, the Koreans
were incited to-an unparalleled attack upon Chinese lives
and property in Korea.

5) During July 3 to 12, 1931, approximately 150

Chinese residents were murdered in Korea, 340 were injured

and another 70 were found missing.

The losses directly

and indirectly inflicted upon Chinese property is estimated
at no less than 3,000,000 yen.

Although amply warnec

against the possibility of such riots, the Japanese

authorities did not act in sufficient time to prevent them,
nor were effective measures taken to suppress the riots

after they had occurred.
4) During the weeks following Agguat 4, 1931, the

Japanese troops staged ucnoeuvnes in Hueining, Koreat On
August 11, a party of 34 Japanese soldiers crossed over to

&&*££
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Chides© territory

nd started surveying for th®

construction of bridges.

On august 15 the Japanese

troops «lined tn® ôénter of the Tœaen River, while two

stea» leunches mnned by Japanese soldiers wore seen
patrolling the umlaed portions of ths river.

On ths

sa.» day, a party of about dO Japanese reservists again

trespass®., on Chinese territory and there practised

with their nu.ohin© guns.

M&nidng, aeptesiber 10, ivsi.
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•I have the honor to enclose copies in quadruplicate
of my despatch Ho. L-96, dated September 15, 1931
Legation on the subject, "Reported Intention of

Japan to take Forcible Action in Manchuria".

Enclosure:

As stated

In quadruplicate to the
HRP:ECK
800

to

9 4 /2 0 8 7

the
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Arwier.n Consulat® amoral,
leaking, China,

Ceptiirabar IS, 1231

i oportod Intention of Japan to t Ke
Forcible Action in t'kinahurla.

subjects

honor&ble liaison Irusler Johnson

mtioao Minister,
Feiping.

Sir:
I have th© honor to refer to ray despatch JHo... 93_of
September IE, 1931 with which 1 transmitted a copy of a

^.«nuraïtàm àftted Loptmber 10, 1931 propared in fee .
Chinee© Ministry of F-reign affairs and Jiandod through
me to the .%m®.-13»sa legation, in which the view was ex

pressed that Jppna is endeavoring to prepare the ground

for forcible action by that country in Msnelmrle,

In this oonoction 1 huvo the honor to report to the
Legation the gist of as inte.v-eoting oonvorsetloa held by

consul P,

à,

iteyer ©f thia Consulate General on the evening

of Gepteabav 11, 1931, with a very int&lllgsut end reliable
Chinese newspaper «^respondent,

The Inforag&tki» la close

toueh with Chinese officials la Kanking and this office has
hitherto found his stateaente of fact dependable.

The informant told Mr. Mayor confidentially that on
the night of ooptmber 10, 1931, ureal do at Chiang Kai-ahek
received aa urgent telegram fro® Marshal Chang llsueh-lieng

stating that it had always bsjen his policy to support the
National Government| that he remixed ttet shoiud the Nanking

Government
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Omrttmat fall tiw© would be no central uwrormoxit in
Chine for sori© time to oovwj but that, much to Ma regret,

he was obliged to report th-t

state of affairs then ex

isted in the Ikirth which «auld w*k® it l^posMbl® for Mm
again to render asMstane® to the national (krnnmr.ant, ova»
tho,.gh his asMstanoe Mgjit be nosdad, and tk t the Hntluiiul

Goto ment should no longer rely upon hto for suoh assist
ons®.

The infoxwmt said that the expression ttstote of

affairs" referred indubitably to the situation croutcxi by
the Japanese.

The informant stated, ulso, th- t th

ration. why General

Chang Tso-hslrng had presented Ms x*esig&Ktioa froa the aost

of chairman of tlie r-rovinai'il cw<nmra«xt of Kirin we not
the death of his father, as at&t- <1, but Msause General Chong

felt himself unable to oops with Japanese pressure in
Manchuria.
In a oonversation held by se Mth Mr. T. V, ^>ooag, the

Minister of rino.noe, on Septmbur 13, lübl, I aslctMi Mra

whether General Chung Tso-haiang had resigned for the reason
given above.

l*r. coong denied it, and said he had resigned

merely beoauee of the death of his father, and tl*s Gcveranant

had already persuaded him to withdraw his roslgm>tioa and
romain et Ms po«t«

It is possible twit Cksnoral Cluing Tso-

hslang aut.od from nixed actives.
It os asserted by the infamant thvt the Japan so wore

assisting the Cantonese group with money and mini tiens - the
result, in part, of hugene Chen’s visit to Japan during th®
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In this son ectlon I haw the honor to r f-r

to ay desp&toh Ito. h-6o, of august 1, 1931, i herein I re»
ported a statement mnd© to me by sa officier of the wrcau

of .vietlon of the Watlonel Co varment, to the effect that
the uhinaoe authoritlea luiû

rod so evidence timt G«n©ra!

>hih Yu-san received «.500,OCX) Jhinmi
Japanese to induce him

currency frm the

to revolt end that ?.. similar cum

was received from the «aw source by General ïfen Vu»chu.
ihôrtj is enclowd with this despatch a copy of a as.il

press d. «patch published in Shanghai Jeptetsbcr 14, 1931, in

which the United ?ress Gt&ff correspondent reporta that the
report is prov-. lert in Chinese papers in helping that the

Japanese milit??ry purty le ^aslcting the faction et Ganton.
In vise of the wide-spread ballot th-t THF F v

VI h,

: .. hh

wbllshod in Shanghai, receives sœa© support ’-.nd in-

splreticn from Japans®® sources, it is latere ting to note

that in the <ugust

of that journal there appé&r three

articles written by er. George Bronson

Mt ...-laerloîxn

«1 tissa, entitled ’’TU© Oœæainist .Menace in Manchuria ,
’’Reallties , and "Behind ï.anpaoaûaa»’", which have teurlng on

th® Question of istaethsr Japan is contmpl ting forcible
ection in Manchuria.

Th® general idea behind th®-® articles

is that China is pulitioclly L abrupt, that ths cour.try

cannot be administratively united, and that the Powers

ah©u d abandon, the ettaapt to maintain ths politics! taid
administrative integrity of China and should deal with
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la this con ©ctlon I have the hoiwr to r f r

to ay deep&toh îfc. L-Ô6, of

ugust 1, 1J31,

herein I re

ported » statement made to me by an officer of the bureau

of

vis tion of th® Nations! Government, to the offset that

tho Chinese authorities had

root&® evidence that Qonax-fil

3hlh Yu-san recel vad <5Q0,0QC Chinos

Japanese to induce him

currency frm the

to revolt and that a similar ©ura

was received from the same source by General. i'Mn nwchu.
with this despatch s copy of a «all

Ther-o is «ri©

press d.«patch published in ühnnghai .-Joptomber 14, 1SS1, m

«hich the United Trass

correspondent reports that the

report is yrovtlart in Chinone papers in .'.-el ping that the
Japanese military party ie daelnting the faction rt Ganton.
In vier of the wlde-spraud belief that TKU r. 1;

..■/ .Mh

published in Shanghai, receives «ne support and i.n^
spiir.tlon fjw Japanese aourcoa, it is intora ting to note

that in the -ugust number of that journal there appear three

articles written by ;;r. Georg® .a*oneon iK-u, an jaorlo/xn

dtiwa, entitled '’The Jœminiet r^naee in IMnohurin ,
'’Realities' , a*M "dehind fcanpeoahanJ, which have bearing on

the question of whether Japan is eontemploting forcible
ration in TUmchurin.

Th® general idea behind the. ® articles

is that China is politically ti nkrupt, that the courtry

cannot be administratively united, and that the Powcre
should abandon, th® attempt to maintain the political aM

administrative integrity of China and should deal with
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differ «it portions of the country &a separate entities.

The paragraph tfhloh begins at the bottom of page 466 of thia
number of TTK M ..-^r m,*

la especially emphatie la

its foreenst of the prob- blllty that fepan. will take
forcible action to protect Japanese interests in Manchuria

if the luttar uro at ony tlxae uoriously thr®.toned.

Respeotfully yours,

Willys JU Peek,
^erloan Consul wot;re. 1.

f&olosur&t

Cop? °* Prsss de®p<--t©h.

In dupHeato to 'fâte
S
to the

Single Copy to Canton.

.
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Canton-Tokyo Pact Charged by Chinese Press
In Peiping

Agreement Declared. To Have Been vonoluded shcreuflâcr
Japan Sill Provide funds, Firearms For Antilanking Drive

By D. C. BESS
(United Press Staff Correspondent)

FElPiBG, Sept. 11. — (By mail)-- An Agreement between
Japan and tae revolutionary Chinese Government in Canton

has bean acaaiuded, according to tue Chinese press here.
The agreement is purported to provide that Japan will

contribute money and. aaufiunition to the Canton Government
to fiaauxoe a campaign against Banking.
Chinese officiais sent by Manchuria to persuade

Cnutouaae leaders to compromise their differences with
Eankiag have now returned and they declare that they
learned definitely that the Japanese military party has

agreed to assist the Cantonese campaign.

Because of this

agreement, they declare, the chances of a peaceful settle

ment are slim.
Advisers Sent To Canton
The Chinese press reports that a large number of

Japanese military and technical advisers already have
arrived in Canton and are taking the same part in the

anti-Chiang Kai-shek movement as Soviet advisers did in
the anti-north caap&ign started from Canton in 1926.

One
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a
One Chinese official who has Just returned from

Canton explains that the Japanese have decided that they
cannot settle satisfactorily outstanding differences

with the government at Nanking and therefore will sup

Ke says the Japanese feel that Nanking

port the Cantonese.

is allied with the United States and Great Britain and. Is
working to end Japanese influence and trade with China.
Boycott Act Of gar
The underground boycott against Japanese goods which
has been pursued in. territory controlled by Nanking Is

regarded as virtually as act of war by the Japanese, this

official declares.

Ho nays that no such boycott has been

started, in territory controlled by the Canton group,
which he citesae conclusive evidence of an agreement.
’’The Cantonese leaders have sold out their country

to the Japanese military party,” said, this official.

*It is therefore Impossible for any loyal faction to
compromise .with them.

Another civil war appears

inevitable, and la this war the Japanese military party will

be definitely allied with the Cantonese.’’
Antagonism Seen
The agitation in Japan regarding the murder of a

Japanese army officer in Mongolia and the demand of
Japanese resident® in Manchuria for settlement of more
than 2uü disputes regarding alleged violation of treaty

right» by Chinese, is regarded by Chinese here ae another

evidence of Japan's antagonism to the Banking government.
Several liaxichuriaa army officers recently have de
clared openly that they expect trouble with Japan in
Manchuria very soon, and that they are ready to fight

ism
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Japan, if neoessary, hoping to weaken the Japanese posi
tion in Manchuria.

Fox-ee May Be Necessary

foreign military observers who have toured Manchuria
recently declare that the situation Is tense, and that
fore® Kay be necessary to settle it.

While Japan ie

preasirg the local authorities in Manchuria tor a settle

ment of outstanding cLipputea, the Manchurians insist that

foreign affairs is entirely in the hands of the government
at hanking, and they can do nothing.
The situation in South Manchuria is similar to that
in North M&uchuria la 19E9, these observer© declare.

At

that tije, Soviet HuEsia accused Chinees of violating
treaties, and pressed- lor a settlement.

When the Chinese

did nothin©, the soviet finally seat arsaiee into North
Manchuria.
«.ay follow Soviet

It ©eueraxxy is believed here that unies» the
Chinese uct luicKly, the Japanese will take similar action
The Chinees, however, show no signs of agreeing to

Japanese demands for settlement.
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V

——------- Peeping via N., R,.

Dated. October 13,. 1931
FROM

Rec’d 3135 p«j?m.'

EASifKK A

Secretary of State

Washington.,

760, October 13, 3 p. m,
Following from Consul General at Tientsin:

Ropei Provincial Government sent a representative to me

today t».state that he is viewing the local situation
with increasing anxiety and that he is continuing his
efforts to prevent any anti-Japanese outbreak and suppress

There is now apparently more local

any local disturbances.

h
concern both among Chinese and Japanese, as well as among
provinces, over possible eventualities than there has been

at any time since the Mukden occupation,. A decided change

in this respect has taken place past few days.

Barbed

wire entanglements and sand bags have beén (#) near junction
points of the Chinese city and Japanese concession but con

cession has not been closed. . I ’believe the Chinese a^e
making a sincere and determined effort to prevent anjLlocal

disturbance which might aggravate situât ion.
(k.
For the Ministe^

OSB

ENGERT

7 9 3 .9 4 /2 0 8 8

“October 13, 4 p. m.. The Chamber of Deputies of the
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From
GREEN

MAM

GENEVA

Dated October 1Ç, 1931

/ Division of s'■'sReo’-d-S.î.40 n.m*...............

1R^
Tap. eastern affair
.

DEPARTMENT OF STATt

Secretary of State
Department of Stat*

OCT J 1

?

division of

LWSSTERNEüROPEAHAFFAiSSJ

191, October 13, 3 p.m,

Drummond has handed me for communication to you the
following message from the French Government dated October
i

13th which has been circulated to the members of the Council:
” In accordance with paragraph 9 of the resolution of Sep

tember 30 I have the honor to communicate to you and to ask

you transmit to the members of the Connoil the most recent
information at the French Government’s disposal regarding

the Manchurian situation.

South of a line passing through Taonan, Ohengohiautun,
Changchun, Kirin Tanhua on the one hand, and north of Kao-

pangtse on the (*), Manchuria may be considered as cgjitrolled
by Japanese troops exclusively.

Their distribution ^Jthe

effectives being limited) frequently varies by re as oc© of
the use of armored trains on the railway lines.

Moreover,

Japanese airships fly over this region.
The

7 9 3 .9 4 /2 0 8 9

Washington
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2- #191, from Geneva, October 13,
1931

MAM

The effectives consist of detachments from the second

division, and a mixed brigade taken from the forces normallystationed in Korea, as well as railway guard battalions.

A certain number of aeroplanes have been furnished by the

Korean troops.

The civil governor of Mukden has been arrested but in
the other places occupied there have been no arrests or de
tention of Chinese officials.
The situation in the interior of the province is made

grave by the presence of numerous brigands and deserters,
The Catholic mission at the gates of Mukden has been atv

tacked" ,
GILBERT

OSB
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

From

HSM

GREEN

Geneva

Dated October 13, 1931
Rec'd 6:11 p. m,

/ jDi VI

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Of

/FAR EASTEftH AFFAIR^

o

Secretary of State, |‘Anc'

(ICT 1 4 1331 )

Washington

A,

• ücr u
'
DIVISION OF
WESTERN EUROPEAN AFFAIRS

193, October 13, 5 p. m,
The Council met this noon under the presidency-

of Madarariago.

Madarariago handed the chairmanship

over to Briand who made certain general declarations
as to the necessity for the extraordinary session.
The discussion was confined to the Chinese state-

ment of the case.

Sze explained that the Japanese

actions subsequent to the last session particularly
the bombing of Chinchow prompted his request for an

immediate convocation of the Council.

He quoted from

recent speeches by President Shek as a proof £aat Chinese
policy still remained one of 11 dignified calm!' and)—

implicit trust in the League for settlement.

(

A failure

in this case., he said, would involve the " tragic calm!'
of the

7 9 3 .9 4 /2 0 9 0
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#193, October 13, 5 p. m. from Geneva
-2of the Covenant and the Briand-Kellogg Pact and also

a series of "diplomatic consequences throughout the

Far East."

He declared that if the League and the

United States failed

to cooperate successfully to avert

of (the?) threat to peace the first result would be the

extinction of the disarmament movement and all ideals
of international security.

Sze made no (#) over your

mention of a resort to war in the event of such

failure but his remarks might be interpreted are (as?)
conveying that implication.

The Japanese representative will be heard at the

second meeting at 3:30 this afternoon.

GILBERT

FW
(#) Omission
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
From

HEP

CORRECTED
__
.

C 0 P Ï
GREEN
Geneva

Dated October 13, 1931

kAsfe. ftofX.

Rec’d 6:11 p. m.

4
Secretary of State

«CT 14193»
p^rf»»**18****/^

Washington

| ^ÀRmNToTsTA^

OCT ] 5
193,

October 13/ 5 p, m<

The Council met this noon under the
O
Madariaga,

Madariaga handed the chairmanship over to

Briand who made certain general declarations as to the
necessity for the extraordinary session
The discussion was confined to the Chinese state-

«3

£

ment of the case, Sza explained that the Japanese actions

subsequent to the last session

particularly the bombing

of Chinchow, prompted his request for an immediate con-

vocation of the Council,

He quoted from recent speeches

by President Shek as a proof that Chinese policy still

remained one of "dignified oalnf* and implicit trust in
the League for settlement.

A failure in this case, he

said, would involve the " tragic calnf of the Covenant and
the Briand
o a oornmuNT panmMe omcj; mr

J48266
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2- #193, from Geneva, Oot.13 JL931
/p.m.
Briand-Kellogg Pact and. also a series of "diplomatic con
sequences throughout the Far East."

He declared that if

the League and the United States failed to cooperate
successfully to avert this threat to peace the first
result would be the extinction of the disarmament move
ment and all ideals of international security.

Sze made

no outright mention of a resort to war in the event of
such failure but his remarks might be interpreted as con
veying that implication.

The Japanese representative will be heard at the
second meeting at 3:30 this afternoon.

GILBERT
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From
Canton via NR

Although no disturbances have been reported sub
sequent to Saturday, tension continues

Commissioner of

Public Safety has been forced to resign, students and
labor unions are threatening to call general strike unless

the police involved in Saturday’s affair are executed,
while police threaten strike if any of them are executed.
Authorities who have taken weak attitude, are in dilemma

but have agreed to constitute special court for the trial.
Troops are arriving in the city apparently to overcome

possibility of radical elements getting out of hand.
Repeated to Department, Nanking Legation,

HALLaNtine.
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Honorable Henry L. Stimson,
Department of State,
Washington, D. C*

My deax" lur> Secretarys
In case you have not seen it I am enclosing
an editorial from the London limes of September 26th with regard
to your action in the Manchurian situation which will no doubt
be of interest to you»
I am sorry this question has flared up again
and I hope it does not cause you too much trouble and anxiety
particularly now when there are so many difficult problems with
which you have to deal.
It is at least gratifying that your re
cent statement as to your policy in cooperating with the League
in the solution of this problem should have met with such apparent
approval.
So much depends upon the outcome of Premier
Laval’s forthcoming visit and it is too bad the French seem to
be so nervous now for fear that the President will hand to him a
plan which he will be called upon to accept or reject.
I have
been wondering if it would not be advisable for a statement to
be given out to the effect that the President has no intention
of attempting to impose his views on France or any other nation
but that since it is of the utmost importance that France and the
United States and other powers should collaborate in taking such
steps as may be possible to work out of this depression, which
has become world-wide, the President wishes to exchange views with
Monsieur Laval in the hope that they may agree upon a program of
collaboration with other powers. No doubt something to this ef
fect has already been conveyed to the French Government but I am
inclined to believe that a public statement would help to improve
the atmosphere.

With best regards, I am,

NHDsFH
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Dear Mr. Davie:
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Thank you very much for your

letter of October thirteenth.

You will see

in the Press tomorrow that I have followed,

out one of your suggestions.

With best regards,

I am

Very sincerely yours,
HÏÏNBY L. STIMSON

Sorman H. Davis, Esquire,
48 Wall Street,

Eew York City

A tm
the signed
inaj

crj
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DEPARTMENTS

u'-i -;v?Mr. Sec

ary:

Mr. S. 0. Levinson telephoned from Chicago this

and his comment thereon be brought to your attention.
They will be found on pages 14 and 15 of his pamphlet
"The Sanctions of Peace" attached hereto.

Mr. Levinson

stated that this is a much stronger statement than

any

thus far produced in the present dispute between China
and Japan.

Mr. Levinson sent you this pamphlet before you left
for the London Naval Conference.

I believe you have already

read it but Mr. Levinson would like to have you see it again.

7 9 3 .9 4 /2 0 9 r- 2 /3

morning and asked that the late Senator Knox’s proposal
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PLAIN
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Washington,

$

October 10, 1931

American Consul

Nanking, (China)

Until recently we have been reassured, by the

Japan to the League of Nations which were embodied in
the Resolution of the 30th of September.

Under that

Resolution, Japan agreed to continue as rapidly as

possible the withdrawal of its troops into the railway zone, while China with Japan's consent agreed to

assume responsibility for the safety of lives and
property of Japanese nationals outside of that Zone

I am

however, much disturbed by later reports, especial

ly of the last forty-eight hours, which indicate that

these commitments are not being carried out by either

government,
I wish that you would call upofi the^Acting MiniatejL.

of Foreign Affairs at once and, after reading him the
above, impress upon him the dangers to all interests in

China which we feel will inevitably result unless the
pacific

Enciphered by

Sent by operator
Index Bu.—No. 50.

M.

19.
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commitments made by the governments both of China and
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PLAIN

Washington,

Page 2 to Nanking

pacific policy thus agreed upon is observed and unless

both the Japanese and Chinese nations exercise at this

time the utmost self restraint.

I am urging this also

upon the Japanese Ambassador and the Chinese Charge" here.

U WRO/LM

'

Enciphered by__________________________

i

!

Sent by operator______________ M.t----------------------- , 19------- ,--------------------------- - -----------Index Bu.—No. 50.

1—138
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October 18, 1931

DIVISION

"'

For the President aboard the S.S. Arkansas, Hampton Roads

nU/MJ.-vJ'**

X<■

Gilbe t infonns me from Geneva that at ten o’clock last
night, Saturday, the Foreign Ministers of France, Great

Britain, Italy, Germany and Spain

sowfr

to the Japanese

channels, identic telegrams calling the attention of those
Governments to Article II of the Pact of Paris. He also
informa^me that the French Government is to telegraph
notifications of this action to all signatories of the

namely, of Franco, Great Britain, Italy, Germany, and

Spain.* In other words, tho Governments now assembled at
Geneva are following precisely the method followed in

respect to the Russian-Chinese controversy in 1929,
except that the initiative is bein

taken by France in

the name of the said five GovernmesM* instead of by the
,Vl„

United States.

.

When we receive this notification the

opportunity will be open to our Government to send a
similai’ note celling attention to Article II to China

and Japan.

I regard the situation as entirely satisfactory.

Stimson.

I

fact of Paris in the none of the said five Governments,

7 9 3 .9 4 /2 0 9

and Chinese Governments, respectively, through diplomatic
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NONCONFIDENTIAL CODE

Beparinrent of ^fafo

PLAIN

Washington,

%

October 9, 1931.

nr-7

AMERICAN LEGATION
PEIPING (CHINA).

One.

Repeat to Peet Department’s 367, October 7,

8 p.HL
Inform Peck that the Secretary of State had

a long conversation with the Chinese Charge on
October 8.

The Secretary explained our attitude and

policy and. urged necessity for self-control on part of
both the Japanese and the Chinese nations.

He has

IB

repeatedly urged same ■fee. Japanese Ambassador

Repeat Tokyo
A.

FEIRSM-.EJL

'3R

PE

I tT

Enciphered by

Sent by operator..
Index Bu.—-No. 50.

. M.,

19..
ü S. GOVTRMMEXT PRnmXG OTT5C1: in»
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Two.

1—138
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WILL INDICATE WHETHER

CONFIDENTIAL CODE

Collect

Bepartment nf ^tate

Charge Department

Charge to

NONCONFIDENTIAL CODE

PLAIN

Washington,

$

October 12, 1931

AMERICAN CONSUL
GENEVA, (SWITZERLAND).
-£>

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL
Please take up with Sir Eric Drummond the following

reason that I have held back and simply cooperated so

7 9 3 .9 4 /2 0 9

far as I could in the line which the League was pursuing.

I

suggestions as to appeal to the Pact of Paris:
I have been alive to the danger of creating
embarrassment to the work of the League of Nations by

independent initiative in Washington.

It was for that

0

In the question of the Pact of Paris, however, I confess

I had seen no danger of embarrassment to the League

provided the invocation of the Pact was left, as I

expressly suggested, in the hands of the Council of the
League.

The Pact of Paris involves no investigation, no

argument, and no discussion.

It involves simply the

expression of a caution or protest representing the views
of the signatories.

Its chief efficacy is the wide

measure of public opinion that it evokes, inasmuch as

a very large number of the signatories would probably
Enciphered by

______

__________________

Sent by operator_______________ M.,

Indr.r Bu-Xn. .'>0.

_______

/p
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$

2

join in a caution to the two disputants.

In 1929, although

we had no machinery and little time and although the two

disputants hurriedly got into communication to forestall
our protest, nevertheless a large majority of the

signatories responded.

Referring to Drummond’s suggestion

that America alone should address a note to Japan and

China calling attention to the Pact of Paris, this seems
to me to mistake the whole purpose of the invocation of

the Pact: namely, to bring into action as large a
percentage of the signatories as possible and thus to
mobilize what is virtually the public opinion of the

world against a breach of the peace in Manchuria.

Therefore,

while I am thoroughly alive to the danger of double
jurisdiction in ordinary cases and have been seeking to

avoid the slightest possibility of it in this case, I
do not see how the invocation of the Pact, made under the
auspices of the Council of the League of Nations could

possibly involve this danger.

On the other hand, this

danger might possibly occur if America alone and independently

sent such a note under the Pact of Paris.

........ ........
Sent by operator_____________ M., _____________
Index Bu.—No. 50.

STIMSON.
19
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195, October 13, 9
FOR THE SECRETARY
I have just learned that the Japanese (behind the

scenes of course) are strenuously objecting to the United
States uniting in the deliberations of the Council under

any condition.

I understand that an invitation to the

United States would be brought up under article five para

graph two of the Covenant and I am informed that the jurid
ical position is that Japan cannot technically prevent such

an invitation being extended as such action is customarily

decided by a majority vote.

Thu question has not developed

far enough for me to venture any prediction as to the out
come.
FW

GILBERT
A

1

L:
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URGENT
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the following message from the Japanese Government dated

October 12 which has been circulated to the members of
the Council:
''In view of the very strained situation created

by the development of the anti-Japanese agitation in

tho towns along the Yangtze the Japanese Government
GO

decided to send to Shanghai the cruiser TSUSHIMA with"^1
to

four torpedo boats and subsequently on October 8 the

S
cruisers TENERYU and TOKHVa together with two one
hundred marine fusiliers.

However, the government

gave formal instructions to the Commander of these

naval forces to consult the Japanese diplomatic and

Consular officers before landing any fusiliers should
events appear to call for such action.

The sole

object of these purely precautionary measures, which

are not in any way exceptional and are merely in

accordance
a. & govonmcnt rannwe wnci; uir

J48256
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Drummond has handed me for communication to you
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accordance with the custom followed by nations in such
cases, is protect Japanese residents if necessary.

Needless to say the Japanese Government wishes to avoid

as far as possible any act likely to upset or irritate
Chinese public opinion and consequently it will not be

necessary to land the marine fusiliers in question if
the Chinese authorities take effective steps to

combat the anti-Japanese movement."

GILBERT

HPD
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AR EAST
Secretary of State
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Washington.

764, October 13, midnight

Reuter report from Nanking twelve states that at a
political meeting this morning General Ohiang Kai Shek

animadverted strongly on the Sino-Japanese situation*;
He said he hoped League of Nations would take steps

for just settlement of imbroglio and prevent almost
inevitable “war.

Trusted League would take proper measures

to bring home to Japan her errors in refusing to abide bj^
League’s decisions and in occupying Chinese territory

co

without justifiable grounds

General Ohiang declared that National Government of

China had appealed to League because being member of it
China was under obligations to comply with provisions of
covenant.

He declared Japanese allegation that China went to
a a. «ovnxiuHT r.ixTtxo «nus: aaar

to

J4S256 ~~

League
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Midnight.
League for protection was false*

National Government's patience had been tested to last
degree.
hands.

If League failed Ohina would take matter into her own

"Ohina respects Covenant of League and Kellogg Pact

but if signatories to League and Kellogg Pact fail to uphold

their sacred duties Ohina will not hesitate to make the
supreme sacrifice of bankrupting country for half century
to go to war to uphold dignity and saored rights of inter

national agreements and safeguard world peace".

For the Minister
ENGERT

JS
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Dated October 14z 1931
Rec’d 1:32 a. m»

Washington.

AR EASTERN AffAl
T14193I
State

Deportment

PRIORITY
767, October 14, 9

m,

Legation’s 748, October 12, 8 p. m*

Military Attache returns frota Ohinhhow late tonight or
early tomorrow morning.

His report will immediately be

telegraphed to the Department.

For the Minister
ENGERT

JS

0 a eovnNMEiT pstxnxe ornci: in

J48256
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Secretary of State,
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I O'**
October .^3^ 1931.

ALLEGATION,

£our/ 766, /October

14, 8 a. m. /

Seven dollars per diem /author! zed’ for/ Minister' and 7

members of his' staff/

Charge/toitem?fotf travel in regular

‘v’*^contingent,/sxpense’ allotment^
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PEIPING, (CHINA).
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w
o
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194, October 13, 8 p. m*
FOR THE SECRETARY.

In compliance with your request made in our telephone
conversation just concluded there follows the draft text

prepared by one of Briand.* s assistants of a

statement for
C3
Briand to make before the Council in introducing a dis^
k*
cusBion of the relationship between Council action and^he 3
Kellogg Pact.
(BEGIN GREElt),

11 The representative of the Chinese

Government indicated that in his. opinion the question which

was before the Council was of the greatest concern not

only to the members of the League but also to all the
powers signatory to the Pact of Paris.

This statement is

indeed (*) since Article two of that Pact is couched,
o. a. eovBKNMCNT PHiNTixa ornci: 1W

J48266

as

follows
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follows

(read Article two).

All the signatories to the Pact are therefore interested
in securing a settlement of the present dispute by pacific

means but above all the United States of America, with the
then Secretary of State of which country I was proud to be
associated as a joint author of the Pact of Paris.;

I propose therefore, in view of the fact that the
United States was a proponent party to the Pact and further

that the Secretary of State has expressed his whole-hearted
sympathy with the attitude of the League in the SinoJapancse dispute with which we are dealing, that we should

invite the United States Government to send a representative

to be associated to our deliberations so as to be in a posi

tion to consider with us the relationship between the present
situation and the provisions of the Pact".

(END GREEN).-

I, wish to make perfectly clear that I have no direct

word from Briand that statement will follow that wording. ■"

I believe however that it can be assumed that it nil! be
of the same general tenor.
I venture
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I venture to suggest this will be of assistance to

you in preparing a statement for me to make before the
Council as I assume that the program will be that our
statement will follow very closely upon that of Briand.

GILBERT

HPD
(*) Apparent omission.
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A portion of this
telegram must be closely
paraphrased before being
communicated to anyone.

1
Reo’d 7:50 p.:. m.

<0
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Secretary of State
Washington.

URGENT.

(D
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,

194, October 13, 8 p.

m,

FOR THE SECRETARY

In compliance with your request made in our telephone

conversation just concluded there follows the draft text

prepared by one of Briand’s assistants of a statement for
Briand to make before the Council in introducing a dis

cussion of the relationship between Council action and the

Kellogg Pact.
{BEGIN GREEN),

"The representative o® th^Chinese

Government indicated that in his opinion i^e gestion which
was before the Council was of the greatest concern not only

to the members of the League but also to all the powers

signatory
c & qovwuunt frintws emci: nat

J48256
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signatory to the Pact of Paris.

This statement if indeed

true since Article two of that Pact is couched as follows

(read Article two).
All the signatories tc the Pact are therefore inter
ested in securing a settlement of the present dispute by

pacific means but above all the United States of America,
with the then Secretary of State of which country I was
proud to be associated as a joint author of the Pact of

Paris.
I propose therefore, in view of the fact that the

United States

was a proponent party to the Pact and

further that the Secretary of State has expressed his

whole-hearted sympathy with the attitude of the League
in the Sino—Japanese dispute with which we are dealing,

that we should invite the United States Government to
send a representative to be associated to our delibera

tions so as to be in a position to ©$ris;Lder with us the

relationship between the present situation and the pro
visions of the pact’*»

(END GREEN).

I wish to make perfectly clear that I have no direct '

word
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word from Briand that statement will follow that wording.

I believe however that it can be assumed that it will be

of the same general tenor,

I venture to suggest this will be of assistance to
you in preparing a statement for me to make before the
Council as I assume that the program will be that our

statement will follow very closely upon that of Briand.
GILBERT
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GRAY

From

Peiping via N«. R.
Dated October 14, 1931
Reo’d 7:15 a.' m.

Secretary of State
Washington*.
4

768, October 14
WN, MUKDEN TO NAVAL ATTACHE

"October 13, 4 p. m.

Conferred with member of general

staff 3 p. m. today who officially informed me there is no

change in the disposition of the Japanese forces since my
memorandum of October 8th with the exception of one in-

fantry company plus one squadron cavalry despatched from
Mukden today to alear Mukden Railway of bandits between here

and Chuliuho.

No withdrawals being made but further exten

sion feared necessary.

Train which left the city yesterday morning attacked»
by bandits near Tahurgan, 30 members of guard disarmed,

Planes left here daybreak.; this morning dropped
Koupangtse.

Japanese lieutenant

bombs

shot last night Huangku

Tsingpoo station here by plain clothes men" .
For the Minister.
ENGERT

RR
HPD
(J. S. QOTIBNMKNT PRINTIN8 wna IB»

J48256

to
o
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FROM LIEUTENANT
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Secretary of State

TVashington, D. C
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769, October 14, 2 p.m
Hanson and Salisbury left Mukden today for
Chinchow and Newchv/ang.

Tokyo informed

For the Mini st er
ENGERT
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I
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Secretary of State,

Sir Miles Lampson left this morning for Nanking by
plane. •

For the Minister

ENGERT
HPD

s
«
•ms

ZU
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FROM

PEIPING VIA NR
Dated October 13, 1931

Following from Hanson - Salisbury "October 12, noon
Following is a gist of the information contained, in

a letter date October 8th, 1931, addressed to Hanson at
Kuangchengtse by Consul General Myers of Mukden:
One.

With respect to civil administration in the

Chinese areas of Mukden, there now exists a civil municipal
government with a Japanese mayor (Doihara) and Japan
chiefs of the various major departments and bureaus, in-

During past week approximately
<3
fifteen hundred Chinese police have been put into serviee

eluding police department.

by this municipal government.

Japanese military policy

r

authorities and gendarmes however still might be considered

effective police weapon of the municipal area

The extent

to which Japanese coniirol makes itself felt is shown by the

fact that the special delegate of the Ministry for Foreign
Affairs
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Affairs (Chinese) must obtain Japanese approval prior to
issuing visas for foreign passports.

(END PART ONE)
t ■

For the Minister

ENGERT
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(PART TWO)

A return to the status quo ante in the Mukden munici
pality is certainly not an immediate possibility.

Two.

Complete withdrawal of the Japanese soldiers to

the railway zone at this time with conditions as unsettled

as they are would not only jeopardize lives and property
of Japanese but also that of foreigners and Chinese*'

An

effective Chinese municipal administration and police force

muét first be established.

Armed robbery is common both

within Mukden and in outlying areas.

Chinese robbers and

brigands are taking full advantage of the situation, some

Chinese homes in the city have been completely cleaned out
and the Mukden municipal Bank of Chosen was robbed of eighty
thousand yen according to an official report of Japanese
military headquarters.

Resentment against Japanese would

without doubt make withdrawal of Japanese forces difficult.
However,
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However^, ^indiscriminate robbery and general insecurity
probably/follow upon their withdrawal unless an effective
Chinese administration can be immediately established which

is most

(END PART TWO)
For the Minister
ENGERT
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unlikely seem to be major problem.
Three.

Mukden radio station has not been destroyed

and Japanese Consul General has declared that whatever damage

plant may have suffered is only minor and that service might
be resumed without difficulty.

Consul Vincent visited

transmitting station and central control office.
Four.

He found a former Chinese watchman who stated

that, although there had been considerable petty thievery,
equipment had not been damaged.

It was observed however

that one large cable had been out; at latter place he
found detachment of Japanese soldiers billeted and was
informed that it was impossible to transmit messages.

Replies of the Japanese Consul General to representations
of the Mukden Consulate General concerning resumption of

service
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service has so far elicited Nanking a statement to the
effect that matter is under consideration by the military

authorities
(END MESSAGE)

For the Minister

.iw iiir n ir

g|

M B lti

ENGER.T
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-

3 p. m.

FROM CONSUL GENERAL at Mukden:
"October 14, 10 a. m.

Four trains of Japanese troops

estimated at five thousand with about twenty Liberty
motors and armored cars left Mukden this morning at four

on Peiping Mukden Railway*

Detailed for duty at Koupangtzau.

«à
Train service stopped, telegraph telephone communication®^
so
s
or

cut this end P. M. R.

co
Yesterday a report from Japanese reliable source
stated that there were 8,000 Chinese forces e^ojag the>

Railway between Liao Yuan and Tungliao”.

For the Mlp^ter
ENGERT

OSB

J 8. GOVERNMENT PB INTIN8 OfflCl: U0

J 48256

Q
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Hanson — Salisbury now report that on account

of Japanese troop movements they were unable to
proceed to Chinchow and are leaving today for Newchang.

Tokyo informed.

For the Minister
ENGERT

WC
CSB

a. a eovnaMCNT fbintins omci;

imt

J48266
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141,

5 p.m,
99
My 769, Octoroer 12, 6 p.m.
772, October
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ashington, D. C

tf Stitt >
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FOR THE SECRETARYSze called on

me this morning and said that

statements were emanating from various quarters

that China was negotiating directly with Japan or was

willing to undertake such negotiations.

He asked

me if I would transmit to you his categorical denial

of such statements or such intentions on the part
of China.

GILBERT

0 S. flOVKBMMENT FBINTWO OfflCl; U»

J48266

j
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Communication was quoted in the Department’s 367,

to

October 7, 8 p. m. to the American Legation. United States
■ /
Navy radio press bulletin October ozie carries message from

o
Ü1

Washington stating that the Department of State published

this note to the League which is identified by the follow
ing quotation "it is most desirable that the League" down

to "Japan in the premises".

Same bulletin carries message

à
C3
from Tokyo stating that the American Charge d’ AffaircST*tran&

co
mitted to the Japanese Minister for Foreign Affairs suB^-

co

Ü

stance of American note to the League pledging moral support.
Presumably reference is to the same communication. ^The

American Legation transmitted this communication to me in
confidential code, hence my cautious reference?^

PECK
CSB

W 8.

oovirnmknt printing

ojnci; U0

J48256
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Secretary of State

DEPAfi>WIN! Di STATE

Diviaton of
Ml aSTfM Ifflu

Oc'i 1 •'

1931

Washington®

i

Stab

\ WESTEHH

198, October 14, 2 p. m,

A

I imparted to Drummond your^OOy October 13, 11 a. m.

at noon today.

He informed me that Briand had brought

forward a suggestion along the same lines in the committee

of five this morning which is being given consideration

CD

Me wished me to say that your views in the premises are
thus of great assistance at this juncture.

GILBERT

OSB

ô
C3
CO
o

co
w

a a. govsknmknt PRtNTtNa «moi; 1M0

J48256

ft)
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199, October 14, 3 p, m<

Department of State

FOR THE SECRETARY

Drummond informed me in confidence this morning
that Briand was privately disQuesingiwith a few Council

members an "ingenious plan".

Japan’s resistance to

"neutral observers" being sent to Manchuria is well

known.

Briand’s idea is that neutral individuals could

be sent with the Chinese forces as, in line with Chinese

commitments, they took over points evacuated by the

Japanese.
China.

A request to this effect could be made to

There appears to be little question but that H

China would accede.

Their duties would be to observe^

and to report the observations and the manner in which
China was carrying out its commitments in the premises.
Japan

a a.

52

oovzbnmcnt

PBiNTiNfi ornci: u»

J48256

®
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V

Japan could hardly object to such a procedure^

I believe

that the implications of such a plan are obvious.
Drummond solicits your comments if you have any which
you eare to give.

GILBERT
RR

HPD
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To BE TRANSMITTED
CONFIDENTIAL CODE

NONCONFIDENTIAL CODE

Stepartttwnt nf ^tatr

PLAIN

--------Washington.
This cable was sert ie confid^titiaTCpd^ ,^! it shored be carefuilv
16, 1931 •
! bi*>n^r comrrwnr/T^c r-r t vndp.

0^

AMERICAN CONSUL

GENEVA (SWITZERLAND)
CONFIDENTIAL

7 9 3 .9 4 /2 1 0 7

Your 199, October 14, 3 p.m

You may say to Drummond confidentially:

The

Department approves this idea in principle but feels
that caution should be used^in applying it without

the consent of th^Japanese Government.
For your information, the Chinese Charge left

with the Department on October 10 a copy of a telegram
from the Chinese Ministry of Foreign Affairs, dated

October 9, giving the text of.a QUOTE second note UNQUOTE

which the Chinese Minister in Tokyo had been instructed to
deliver to the Japanede^ Foreign Office, in which the Chi-

nese Government requested that the Japanese Government

indicate localities to be evacuated ^UOTB over this week
UNQUOTE and it was stated that copies of the note were being
communicated to the league Council and the Department of
State.

The Charge was instructed to ask the Department of State

to instruct its Legation in Peiping authorizing QUOTE military
Enciphered by

Sent by operator..
Index Bu.—No. 50.

. M.,

19.
Ü 8. GOVERNMENT PRINTING omoi: 18M

1—138
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or civilian representatives to accompany each unit

proceeding to occupy the evacuated territories UÎTQUOTE.

By way of reply, the Department gave the Charge an

informal memorandum stating that ^UOTE note has been
made of and consideration is being given to the Chinese

Government’s request thus conveyed UNQUOTE.

The

Department has as yet taken no further action in regard

to this matter.

793.94/2107

FE:SKH/ZMF:EJL

FE

Enciphered by___________________________

'ù--s

«eV

y
>

® If

Sent by operator______________ M.,_______________ _ 19
Index Bu.—No. 50.

Ü. 8. OOVEANMENT POINTING OmCI: IMS

1—138
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Charge Department
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Beparimeitf of

PLAIN

Charge to

Washington,

October 13, 1931
AMERICAN CONSUL
N

QJ.

GENEVA, SWITZERLAND

%

Responding to your request over th J telephone, if

r
!
i
'
'
/
of your positions
[X f ■
\
QUOTE.!' I thank you\for youryinvitationy at this
moment\of\deep international \oncern\ io silX in your\

deliberations ^arid participateyin your pi
as j;he Paot\)XParis,^\o which^my countr

s far
yh isX

concerned!./ My country\ does not Ueek\o

P’t
»
V1
I
f\
'
'
express janj^ opinion\in respectyto such!measures! as you\
have \under «consideration*as Representatives ^f the^League
of Nation^.

Acting\independently knd through! diplomatic

channels ^my Government ^as already^sought to s\gnify\its \
approval^ and ’moral supportf of your effort in this tapaoi^y

to bring ^.bout aXpeaoeful/solution of\the unfortunate \
controversyfin Manchuria.\ In your^deliberations as to

the Implication of the Machinery tof thé (covenant (bi the\
League of -Nations we can,! of courseX take no part,
Enciphered by________________________

Sent by operator
Index Bu.—No. 50.

M.. _____________ , 19____ f......................................

t*"'

7 9 3 .9 4 /2 I 0 7 A

you are \invited to^participate in the\ discussions^ of theX
Council} you may make khe following/openingJstatement
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I

'

'

1

i

But the Pact of Paris, bearing^as it does the'

signature/of the President 'of this meeting together with1
t
.
All/
that of our'former'Secretary of State as joint proponents*
represents'to us In America'an "'effective effort 'to'marshal'
the1 public opinion'of the world'behind the 'use solely ^>f '

pacific'means'in the'solution of ^controversies between'
the nations/of this earth.1

We feel'that this/public
7^’^

opinion/is almost /potent ^force^not only) in the^domestic/
affairs/of every’nation,/but that’it is of'constantly f
*

I

*>

'

/

»

growing import and influence in the'mutual relations W

'5

eaoh ^ithar of

the /members of the*

family/ of nations.

The'timely'exercise of the/gasM* power of-4uch '

opinion’may be’effective do prevent’a/breach of/international'
peacel of’worldwide significance.

We assumeIthat this’may

be/the reason'why theinvocation/of this1treaty'has been'

i
, i
I
I
l
suggested by this conference, and I have been*directed by
my government/to accept'your’invitation’in order that'we

majl most’easily/and'effectively' take* common counsel ^ith

you tan the subject.

It is our'earnest hope/that’by its’

action’ this/ conference/may /assist' in the 'fruition /of

the^efforts^/which wadMffi are'being madelby the disputants

Enciphered by________________________
Sent by operator_____________ M., ______________t 19____ ,_________________ _______
Index Bu.—No. 50.

r. s. OTrnsursT p»n<T«o oma.-

1 -13»
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themselves to adjust by peaceful methods their own
differences.

UNQUOTE.

CONFIDENTIAL FOR GILBERT/ In the course of the7

disoussions/we wishfyou ^6 make^it/perfectly'clear to/
your (conferees^ that we iiave not/prejudged 'the action/

which should b4 taken in/respect/to the Pact ^of Paris./
The situation ir/ Manchuria /L^ changing^ from day to day/
and we/do not wishjto be.zthought{to be/insistent/as to/

what/may be ^ultimately/found to b0 the/wisest^ course of/

procedur^.

It is our feeling that/such a^Anobilization/

of/world/opinion/agains-/a( breach of the peace/as may

be ’founds7possibly under the( Pact of Paris/may be very /
useful ip7effecting/a peaceful /solution

Manchuria, y

But if/such a peaceful/solution/during th/course of fyour/
I

deliberations/seems to be(approachingWithout/the7invocation2
of th/ Paot^ we/certainly/do no^ wish/Unduly/to pressait.

ST-IMSOÏÏ.

S HLSjHHR
Enciphered by

Sent by operator_____________ M., _____________
Index Bn.—No. 50.

19____ ___________
U. 8. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE:

1--Ï3R
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Secretary of State,

arr« JffWZ °c> ,
F1 41931 tëtrfe K

Washington,

196, October 14,/9 a, m.

7^3.^^
Consulate’s 19/,

October

y
13, 5 p.

m.

W

y

o

At the Council meeting last night the discussion was
immediately opened with a long statement by Japanese

fO
O
CO

representative.

This statement can be divided into two

parts, one of which consisted of a detailed historical
account of the Manchurian problem, the Japanese rights

involved and the increasing provocations to which the

ô
c3
to

Japanese Government has been subjected in that region.

The second part was largely in response to the Chinese
statements in the morning session of the Council and

declared that in many parte of China, Japanese nationals

were in a position of increasing danger on account of the
rising tide of anti-Japanese agitation.

No further

explanations
0 8. GOVERNMENT rRRTHNe OVTICB: MS*

J48256
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2- #196, from Geneva, Oct.14,1931,
9 a. m.
explanations of the Chinohow incident than those already
given out by the Japanese Government were made.

With

regard to policy the position taken by the Japanese xvas

essentially the same as that heretofore reported.'

The

troops would be withdrawn as the protection of the
Japanese lives and property was assured.

Meanwhile, the

Japanese Government is ready to enter into direct nego

tiations in the spirit of the Council resolution of
September 30th.
Sze replied that the anti-Japanese agitation was the

result of the occupation of Chinese territory and the bomb

ing of defenseless Chinese cities, "suppress the cause
and the agitation will cease”,

He then read two telegrams

which he had just received regarding the bombing that very

day of two towns Tahusan 150 kilometers and Koupangtze 172
kilometers from Mukden.

He also read a telegram from

Sherwood Eddy iiythe same sense as that referred to in

Consulate’s 166, October 9, 11 a. m.

Regarding direct

negotiations he declared it absolutely useless to dis
cuss such negotiations as long as Japanese troops occupied

Chinese
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9 a*. m.

Chinese territory and as
been arranged.

long as reparations had not

He then read some additional information

concerning the Chinohow incident.
In reply the Japanese representative declared that

Japanese 'airplanes had been fired upon at Chinchow and had
replied with bombs,

Sze replied that there were no anti~

air craft guns in or near Chinchow.

Lord Reading then asked the Japanese delegate to

obtain information on the newly reported bombardments.
The Japanese representative stated that he would ask his
government for such informâtion.
Briand then made a conciliatory statement recalling

the promises of the two countries and declaring that the
situation although grave was not irremediable.

He asked

to have the assurance that nothing would be done to
aggravate the situation further or to complicate the

already difficult task of the Council,
gilbert

CSB
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Sent by* air mail October 1, ...
Copy "by regular mail.

1 EASTERN AFFAIRS
OCT 14 1931
Department ef State
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DIS’j’K

N

<{
J.. . I

I

S'

r

The Honorable
The Secretary of State

I

Washington.

Sir:

I
i
£
g

I have the honor to report that I have received

this day from the Minister of Japan to Argentina a
third person note stating

"At a time when the world's

attention is turned to the events in Manchuria, the
Minister of Japan in Argentina has the honor to send

herewith, for the information of His Excellency the
Ambassador of the United States of America, the speech
' /
Yosuke Ma'tsuoka, ex-Vice President
pronounced by

of the
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of the South Manchurian Company, on the occasion of
the Third. International Conference of the Institute
of Pacific Relations in Japan in 1929.”

Although I have not had. occasion to inquire of

my colleagues, I assume that a similar communication
has been sent by the Japanese Minister to other foreign
chiefs of mission in Buenos Aires.

I have merely made

acknowledgment of the Minister’s note without comment

on the text of Mr. Matsuoka's speech.
The pamphlet accompanying the Minister’s note is

entitled, "An Address on Manchuria

Its Past and Present

and Reply to Prof. Shuhsi-Hsu’s Criticisms and Observa
tions”, and was published at Kyoto, Japan, in 1929.

The

Department undoubtedly has cognizance of this speech and
the copy received from the Japanese Minister is there

fore not transmitted.
Respectfully yours,
^^^^^Wood^^UsT^^^

Qn.
711
RY/B-AH
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Department of State
Di vision of Far Eastern Affairs
/

October 6, 1931.

Mr. Castle:

.

you may be interested in
noting the under-scored part of
Sherwood Eddy's telegram, the

text of which is incorporated

in the attached incoming letter
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TAM'S (WlCi£

Hon. Henry L. Stimson,
Secretary of State,
Washington, D. C.

'

OCT I 4 1931
DIVISION OF

division of

JICT151S3J
Department -/ Stafc

dear Sir:
g

I hand you herewith a copy of a cablegram just {
received from SherwoodvEddy and sent from Tientsin, China, wl
reads as follows:

"I WAS PRESENT CAPTURE MOUKDEN. EVIDENCE OF MANY
WITNESSES INTERVIEWED AT TIME AND ON SPOT POINTS TO
PREMEDITATED CAREFULLY PREPARED OFFENSIVE PLAN OF
JAPANESE ARMY WITHOUT PROVOCATION OF ANY CHINESE
ATTACK PRODUCING BITTER RESENTMENT WHEN CHINA
SUFFERING WITH FLOOD DISASTER AND WORLD PREOCCUPIED.
JAPANESE TROOPS NOT WITHDRAWN BUT ALL STRATEGIC
POINTS SOUTHERN MANCHURIA STILL HELD BY JAPANESE
AND CHINCHOW BOMBED. ^TESTIFY TO EVIDENCE OF EFFORTS
TO ESTABLISH PUPPET INDEPENDENCE GOVERNMENTS MANCHURIA
UNDER JAPANESE MILITARY CONTROL. I__3ASE FORWARDED SWORN
STATEMENT ÛF INTERVIEWS WITH CHINESE LEADERS MANCHURIA
WHO TESTIFY TO REPEATED-PRESSURE OF JAPANESE TO INDUCE
THEM. TO-HBAD INDEPENDENCE. GOVERNMENTS. UNIVERSAL
INDIGNATION IN CHINA TAKING'FORM ECONOMIC BOYCOTT WHICH
GOVERNMENT CANNOT CONTROL. EFFORTS OF NANKING GOVERNMENT
STILL PEACEFUL NONRESISTANCE VOUCH IMPERILS GOVERNMENT
IF PACIFIC SETTLEMENT FAILS. SITUATION CRITICAL. GRAVE
DEVELOPMENTS IMMINENT. ALL ORIENT LOOKING TO KELLOGG
PACT SIGNATORIES AND LEAGUE OF NATIONS FOR ACTION.
ASIA BELIEVES PACT AND LEAGUE ARE ON TRIAL AS WELL AS
JAPAN AND CHINA. A NOTABLE TURNING TOWARD SOVIET RUSSIA
AS. AN ALLY AND COMMUNISM IS DEVELOPING POINTING TOWARD
FALL OF NANKING GOVERNMENT AND WIDESPREAD COMMUNIST
ANARCHY IF PACT AND LEAGUE FAIL IN THIS SUPREME CRISIS
AND MENACE OF WAR. (Signed) SHERWOOD EDDY."

x’b
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October

17 1981,

Tn reply refer to
PE 793.94/2110

Miss Jessica M. Moreland,
347 Madison Avenue,

new York, Sew York.
Madam:

The receipt is acknowledged of your letter of

October 13, 1931, addressed to the Secretary of State,
quoting the text of a cablegram sent from Tientsin by
Mr. Sherwood Eddy in regard to the present situation

in Manchuria.
The Department appreciates your courtesy in
sending It a copy of Mr. Eddy’s message and desires

to assure you that the situation in Manchuria Is
continuing to receive the Department’s careful and
solicitons attention.

Very truly yours,
for the Secretary of State:

Assistant Chief,
Division of far Eastern Affairs.

PEîMMH: VW/essu
10/16/31

MB

y>
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September 23, 1931.
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Referring to Geneva telegrams, 127, September 22,
//K7
——
9 p.m. from Gilbert and 156, September 22, 11 p.m. from
Wilson, —

Gilbert’s telegram, 127, purports to give "text of
identic telegrams despatched today by the President of

the Council to the Governments of China and Japan*.

The

text as quoted states that the Council has authorized
the President:
1.

To address an appeal to the Governments of China

and of Japan;
2.

To promulgate adequate means to commit both

countries to immediate withdrawal of their aimed forces;
3.

(Note:

Gilbert’s telegram at this point takes up

an adjective matter, and carries on therewith to the end.)

Comment :

It is evident that either (a) what purports

to be the "text of Identic telegrams" is not such or (b)
these identic telegrams themselves were drafted in such

haste that the numbers therein, *0ne", "Two" and "Three",
do not flow from the introductory paragraph.

eg

A possible clarification of the text of theZ-f identic
telegrams” is attached hereto.
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Sub j ec t :

MANCHURIAN SITUATION
Destruction of Chinese Government’s
Radio Station (Built by the Radio
Corporation of America) at Mukden.

Colonel Manton Davis, counsel of the Radio Corporation
called me from New York on the ’phone this morning.

word that, on Friday evening, September 19, the Japanese
had "shot up" and put completely out of commission the

radio station at Mukden which the Radio Corporation had

built for the Chinese Government.

He said that, although

the Chinese Government owns and had operated that station,

the Radio Corporation has a parental interest with regard
to it; it had gone to a lot of trouble in connection with
its building and developing its business — which had gotten

up to some seventy messages per day.

The Mukden station

constituted one end of one of the various circuits over

which the Radio Corporation’s business flows.

He said the

Radio Corporation was very much concerned and that it was
its considered opinion that the Japanese had deliberately
p
made it a point to put the station "out of busiSss’^and

to that extent interrupt communications.

fc,

*7
cs

Colonel Davis said that, in addition, in connecfîon

with communications with the Far East, one of the Pacific

cables

7 9 3 .9 4 /2 1 1 2

He said that the Radio Corporation had just received
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cables was now crippled or broken, this having happened

on the night of September 22 supposedly as the result
of an ocean bed earthquake.

Colonel Davis said that the Radio Corporation would

like to know whether the American Government can do any
thing toward assisting in the reestablishing of the Mukden

circuit, and whether we can tell them how long it is
likely to be before that circuit is reestablished.

skh/zmf
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Department of State
Division of Far Eastern Affairs
9/28/31

This is highly suggestive
as material for opinion
against sending our officers
to "investigate"•
SKH
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September 25

Memorandum of conversation with the
September 25, 1931.

The Japanese Ambassador told me that he had just
received a communication from his Government as to

He said that

the Japanese were trying to draw in their lines, in
order to liquidate the present unfortunate situation;

that it was also obvious that the Premier and Baron

least to a very large extent.

He said that it was

the feeling of the Japanese Government that the Chinese
were consciously making a great deal out of the situation

and were enormously exaggerating.

This they believe

to be due largely to political conditions, Chiang Kai

Shek being himself in a very dangerous position and
wishing to consolidate Chinese opinion back of them by

taking a very belligerent attitude.

The Ambassador

said that it is very curious that violent anti-Japanese

feeling seems to be centered in Nanking, that it l^much
less violent in Canton and least violent of aM inâihe

territcHM.ee f—

13

Shidehara had now got control of the situation, at

7 9 3 .9 4 /2 1

the latest developments in Manchuria.
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2- #783, from Peiping, October 13
1931

MAM

Affairs (Chinese) must obtain Japanese approval prior to
issuing visas for foreign passports.

(END PART ONE)
For the Minister

ENGERT

CSB
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situation is improving and the very best method of

settling the whole matter would be through direct
conversations with the Chinese.

The Ambassador says

that his Government is very grateful to this Govern
ment for its sympathetic attitude in the whole matter

and hopes that we shall be content to let matters rest
for the time being until Japan can prove by actions
।

their good intentions.

I told the Ambassador that

this was very important, that, sj far as we could see,
there had been a violation of treaties, possibly without

intention, and that neither this Government nor the rest
of the world could sit quietly by in a situation as tense

as the present, although I personally was only too glad

to give the Japanese an opportunity to prove the good
faith which I know they have.

I pointed out to the

Ambassador that the world had for years suspected Japanese
intentions in Manchuria and that this made the world at

titude more critical than it perhaps would be.

For

this reason I told him it was clear that the Japanese
Government should act as quickly and as openly as pos

sible in the restoration of legal treaty conditions.
Ambassador

The
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Ambassador said that he was sure that his Government
fully appreciated this and would so act.

He spoke

of the despatch of British troops to Shanghai some

years ago and our own so-called bombardment of Nanking,
but admitted that this was a different situation than
the present in that at that time the question was inter
national and that there could be no claim that we were
seeking selfish advantages.
The Ambassador said that now that Baron Shidehara

and Baron Wakatsuki were in control of the situation,

he felt that things would improve perhaps more rapidly
| than we believe possible, but that it remained very imI portant not to complicate matters by the imposition of

।

some outside body for investigation or anything else.
I pointed out to him that possibly another reason for

prompt action might be that it was necessary within the
range of possibilities - if not probabilities - that the
Russians might take the attitude that they were friends
of China and would help put out the Japanese; that, if

anything of the sort happened, it would infinitely com

plicate the situation.

The Ambassador said that his

Government was fully aware of this possibility, but that
he
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he thought the evident determination of the Japanese
to withdraw its forces from advanced positions had

already shown the Russians that there was no intention
of annexation of South Manchuria or of interference
with Chinese control.

I told him that I hoped most

sincerely that his belief as to the facts would prove

true and that we might see a steady amelioration in the
present dangerous situation.

W. R. Castle, Jr
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Memorandum of conversation with Mr. Henry, Counselor
of the French Embassy, September 38.

A

y

a \
Mr. Henry came in to tell me that he had reported
to his Government the attitude of this Department with

regard to Manchuria, as I explained it to him about the

24th.

He had a telegram which he read me, stating

that the French Government was grateful for the communi
cation, that it was entirely in sympathy with the atti
tude of this Government and felt that what had been done
so far was thoroughly wise.

/

U WRO/AB
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
Geneva

HSM

From

Dated October 14

This t..I-gram must be
closely paraphrased
b^for^ b.ing communicated
to anyone.

1931

Rec’d 8:40 p

Secretary of State

Washington

200, October 14

Consulate’s 195Z October 13
There was no Council meeting today.

Th

in private conversations between Council members on

situation.

Drummond has just informed me as follows:
Briand informally broached to his Council colleagues

who represent the great powers the question of inviting
the United States to take a seat at the Council table
should the Pact of Paris come under discussion.

They

&

t©
0

were unanimous in their approval.

Then for reasons of

policy he regarded it as incumbent upon him to take the
question up with the parties to the dispute.

Yoshizawa

stated that as this was a new point he would have to
consult his government.

There seems to be little
doubt

U a. O0VUKMKNT PBINTIN6 ornci; JW

J48266
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#200, October 14, 1931, 7 p.. m. from Geneva

-2-

doubt but that Japan strongly objects to such an
invitation being extended and his statement that he
must obtain instructions from Tokyo is construed as his

desiring at least to delay as long as possible this
action being taken.
The principal Council members are anxious to

hold a Council meeting tomorrow and to take up then the

question of an invitation to the United States.

Japan

wishes to have such a meeting postponed until Friday
but it is now tentatively decided to hold it tomorrow

at 5 p. m.

Drummond wants me to make clear to you that there
was no desire to delay matters here but that it was

felt desirable to give the Japanese representative an
opportunity to communicate with Tokyo.

I will report developments.
GILBERT
FW
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
JS

Gray

From
PEIPING

Dated October 15,

Q !

,ec’d 1:00 a.m.

of

Secretary of State

Washington, D.C.
773, October 15,

7?J! 7/
Legation’s 770,

tober 14, 3 p.m,

Following from

Mukden:
"October 14, 2 p.m.

Japanese authorities

announce that movement this morning was against

five thousand bandit soldiers north of Hsinlungtien
that the force comprised 2650 troops with artillery
and aircraft and that the troops will return as soon
as bandits have been dispersed. Force is aaid to have

taken six-inch gun with it."
For the Minister
ENGERT
JS

co

u 8.

oovbrnmknt

raiNTiNa orna;

imt

J48256
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
From gra-

HSM

v

0 an^; ShJ Vvâ-u' Tj7~~R.
Dated October 14, 1931

Rec’d

Secretary of State

Washington.
October 14, 7 p. m.

AH

Referring to my telegram of October 13, 5 p.

Mayor informs me that authorities now have complete
control of the situation and that there is no danger
of further disturbance.

He added that telegram has been received from

Chiang Kai Shek stating that he would go with Hu Han Min
to Shanghai in a few days and requested despatch of

Cantonese delegates to unification conference.

Mayor

believes peace now assured, although there is still

no decision on the personnel of the delegation or the
date of departure.

Department, Legation, Nanking informed.

BALLANTINE

0. s. QOYKjuiMSNT PBiNTiNa ornci; was

J48266
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Telegram Sent

L 138
PREPARING OFFICE
WILL INDICATE WHETHER

TO BE TRANSMITTED

CONFIDENTIAL CODE

Collect
Charge Department
OR

NONCONFIDENTIAL CODE

department nt ^tate

Charge to
$

’

I PLAIN

Washington,

October 14, 1931.

3^
AMERICAN CONSUL
GENEVA(SWITZERLAND)

75
Telegraph without fail when and if you are

p

invited to attend the Council meeting, also the
hour of the meeting, so that we can give to the

press a copy of the statement you have been authorized

to make.

U

WRC/LM
‘S'

Enciphered by--------- -------------------------------

Sen/ by operator______________ M.,_______________ _ 19
Index Bu.—No. 50.

b. wmmn nnmxi anwa: ibm

1—188
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The Honorable

The Secretary ox*
Washington.

18

Sirs

7?$.

'I'"

With reference to ray telegram No. 188 of September

29,

3 p.rn., 1 have the honor to enclose translations of

the communique issued to the Italian press and of the
statement furnished to the I'inistr^

of Foreign Affairs

by the Japanese Embassy in Rome, concerning the situa
tion in Manchuria.
Italian public opinion as evidenced by the press

is naturally a little apathetic as to the Sino-Japanese difficulty.

East,

Since national interests in the Far

especially in Manchuria» are comparatively ïfijg-

ligible and little understood, the newspapers hav^dev^?ed
jg.3

large

__
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large space to a statement of the historical background

and of the resources and conditions of that part of the
world,

furthermore, as Italian attention has recently

been concentrated on events in Geneva, where the Si.no-

Tapanese controversy also was involved, the latter sit
uation was naturally relegated by the press to a second

ary place in favor of the disarmament question.

the newspapers, notably the

However

KESSAGGERO, do call attent

ion to what they t erm real acts of war, undertaken by
Japan whatever "the elegant formula proffered by Nippon

ese mentality may care to call them."

The TRIBU1TA and

the TEVERE are inclined to sneer at what they frankly
allege to be the bankruptcy of the Kellogg Peace Pact

as far as its efficacy in solving matters of this grave

nature are concerned.

The TEVERE notes mockingly that

the bombardment and occupation of L'ukden took place
only several hours after the Third Commission of the.
League Assembly had met to adopt the formula that "if

under circumstances which in the opinion of the council

do not give rise to a state of war between the nations
concerned, forces of one of these powers have penetrated

into the territory or the territorial waters of the
other or fly over said territory or waters, the Council

may prescribe the necessary measures for the withdrawal
of these forces."

"They may prescribe, but will they?"

inquires the TEVERE.

"They may, but perhaps they don’t

want to; or they may want to, but can’t.

Geneva will

wash its hands of the affair in the same way that the
Kellog Pact seems to have done."

The
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The CORRIERE DELLA SERA,

in an article dealing

with the general international situation, feels that
Russian intervention nay be forced if Japan persists

in her militaristic policy.

The article continues

with the following confused statement upon the atti

tude of the United States toward Russia:
"ITor could Russian intervention
come to pass without the partici
pation of the United States, which
today is in excellent relations
with Russia and which strikes an
attitude as protector of China
against Japanese imperialism.
England for opposite reasons should
support Japan, but the financial
and political condition of the Brit
ish Empire has taken away from her
the means for this initiative.”
Again, while referring to the traditional secrecy

surrounding Japanese foreign policy and to the at
tempts of Japan during the Great ’Jar to carve for
herself an empire on the Asiatic mainland, the CORRIERE

"So far it cannot be ascertained
whether Japan desires only to re
affirm her prestige within defin
ite limits on the Asiatic contin
ent or whether she seeks, during
the almost general apathy of the
other powers, the chance of solving
by one blow the problem of her eco
nomic and demographic expansion."

Respectfully yours,
OfiuiCUL^ 1*^4)

Alexander Kirk,
Charge d’Affaires ad interim.

/

/

Enclosures:

Clipping?.

Copies to E.I.C. Paris.

SC/eh
710.
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Enclosure Ho. 1 to Despatch ITo. 1069 of October 2, 1931,
from the Embassy at Rome.

Translation of statement to the press by
the Japanese Embassy in Rome, as
appearing in the GIORR'AIE
D»ITALIA of September 29.

The Japanese government has consistently and
sincerely endeavored to adhere to the established

policy of encouraging friendly relations between Japan

and China and of promoting the common prosperity and
common welfare of the two countries.

Unfortunately the conduct of the Chinese function
aries and private persons during the past few years has
been such as frequently to irritate our national senti
ments.

In particular, there has been a frequent series

of unpleasant incidents in the regions of Manchuria and

Mongolia, in which Japan is especially interested,

this manner,

in

the Japanese have become convinced that the

equitable and friendly attitude of Japan was not recip
rocated in the same spirit by China.

in the atmosphere of unrest and anxiety thus cre

ated, a detachment of Chinese troops, toward midnight on

September 18, destroyed a portion of the South Manchurian

railroad near Mukden and attacked our railway guards, thus

provoking a conflict between the Japanese and Chinese
troops.
The situation was critical, since the Japanese guards,
who were scattered along the entire railway line, had to

face 220,000 Chinese soldiers, whereas their number did
not exceed 10,400.

Moreover, hundreds of thousands of

Japanese
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Japanese residents were in serious danger.

To avoid

imminent disaster, the Japanese army was forced to act
rapidly:

the Chinese soldiers in nearly garrisons were

disarmed and the duty of maintaining peace and order was
entrusted to the local Chinese organizations under the

surveillance of the Japanese troops.

Having thus taken the essential measures of pre
caution, our troops were for the most part withdrawn
into the red. 1 way zone.

There are still a few detachments

at Mukden and Kirin and a small number of men in a few
other localities? but nowhere is there any military
occupation,

information to the effect that the Japanese

authorities have taken over the customshouses or the

Kingkou salt gabelle or that they have assumed control
of the Chinese railways between Tsupingkai and Chengchiatun or between Mukden and Sinmintun, is absolutely false;
also the report that our troops have been sent north

of Changchun or into Chientao is entirely without founda
tion.

In the special Cabinet meeting of September 19, the

Japanese government determined to make every possible
effort to prevent an aggravation of the situation and
instructions were given to this end to the Commander of
the Manchurian garrison.

It is true that a detachment was sent from Chang
chun to Kirin on September 21.

But it did not have

orders to proceed to a military occupation, but cimply
to remove any menace along the South Manchurian railway.

As soon as this aim had been acnieved, the greater part

of
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of the detachment was to he rzithdrawn (as in fact has

already occurred}.

It is well to add that although a

mixed brigade of 4010 .men was sent from Korea to the

Manchurian garrison, the total number of troops now in
the garrison is still under the limit established by

the treaties and that this fact cannot, therefore,

in

any way be considered as having contributed to the
seriousness of the international situation.
It would appear superfluous to repeat tliat tire

Japanese government cherishes no territorial ambitions
with regard to Manchuria*

What we desire is that Jap

anese subjects may be able to carry on their various
occupations and thus have the opportunity to contribute

to the development of those regions with their capital
and their labor.

It is the duty of any government to protect the
rights and interests legitimately enjoyed by the nation
and by private persons.

The efforts put forth by the

Japanese government to safeguard the South Manchurian

railway against untimely attacks should not be considered
in any other light.

The Japanese government, loyal to the established

policy, is ready to collaborate with the Chinese govern
ment in preventing the incident from developing into a
disastrous situation between the two countries and in

preparing constructive means whereby the causes of future
dissension may once and for all be eliminated.
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Enclosure No. 2 to Despatch No. 1069 of October 2, 1931,

from the Embassy at Rome.

Translation of memorandum in Drench submitted
to the Foreign Office by the Japanese
Embassy in Rome.

On the night of September 18 (lû»30 p.m.), three

ox* four hundred Chinese soldiers belonging to the Pei-

taying barracks

(outside of the west gate of Mukden),

under orders from their officers blew up a section of
the main line of the South Manchurian railways and

advanced in the direction of Liutiaokou (between llukden
and Peitaying).

The Japanese railway garrison at

Hushihtai (second station north of Mukden), which had
been warned of the situation, was fired upon by these

Chinese troops.

This was the beginning of a skirmidi

between a company of Japanese troops and the Chinese
troops.

After this skirmish and in view of the situation

thereby created there was reason to fear that our
troops at Mukden and its vicinities would be surrounded

by the Chinese.

Therefore thelocal military authority

was forced to take prompt measures to eliminate the
menace represented by the latter by proceeding to disarm

them.

To this end, early on the 19th the Japanese gar

rison of Mukden occupied the strategic points of L'ukden
itself and of Peitaying, for the purpose of maintaining
safety therein.

At the satne time, the Japanese troops scattered

at Tiehling, Kaiye, Ssupingkai, and Liaoyang concentrated

at
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at Mukden,leaving only very small guard corps in their
garrisons.

And the Commander of the Swantung Army left

Port Arthur for Mukden, where he arrived at noon.
Subsequently, the situation growing serious through

out the entire Japanese railway zone since, against the
220,000 men which the Chinese had in the region, the

railway guards were represented by a total detachment of
only 10,400 men, it became also necessary to proceed to

the disarmament of the Chinese posts located in the

vicinity of the Japanese lines.

Therefore in order to

guard the railway and protect residents, measures had to

be taken the same day, and the following day at Yingkow,
Antung, Penghuangcheng, and Fenhsihu.

However, the

Japanese troops have not at any time interfered in the
administration of the port customshouses of Antung and

Yingkow.

Furthermore, outside of the South Manchurian

railway zone, the Japanese consular authorities have

confined themselves to requesting effective protection
of residents by the Chinese autorities.

Upon receiving information that there was serious
danger from the Chinese at Kirin, on the 21st some

Japanese troops were sent there from Changchun,- returning
to their garrison a few days later, leaving only a very
small, detachment in that city in view of the fact that

the situation there had by that time become fairly quiet.
Therefore, it is only within the Japanese railway

zone and nearby places that there are now Japanese troops,

whose total number at the present moment amounts to 14,400
men, including the 4,000 soldiers sent as reinforcement

from
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from Korea (it io to be recalled that the treaties set
15,000 as the lirait of troops which Japan may maintain

in this zone).

As to the movements of the Japanese troops, rumors
are current to the effect that Japan has occupied or
intends to occupy the principal-cities of Manchuria.
These rumors are entirely unfounded.

The truth is that,

while the Japanese government is holdirig strictly to its

policy of not permitting the incident to

spread, the

Japanese troops for their part are not advancing to the
north of Kirin.

It is ridiculous to spread the report that the
Japanese have occupied the offices of the Salt Gabelle

or that the Japanese military authorities have sent troop
toward Chientao (situated on the Korean frontier) and

Harbin, or that other Japanese troops have occupied

Tsingtao and Chefoo, or that a detachment of Japanese
marines has been landed in Chinese territory.
In the cities of Mukden, Yingkow, Antung, and

Changchun (which certain reports state are occupied by

Japanese troops), as well as in the cities located along
the South Manchurian railway and in Kirin, administration
is in the hands of the Chinese authorities} and the

Japanese garrisons are doing their best to help maintain
order.

Beyond this limited intervention, there is no

explanation for the rumors spread with regard to a mili

tary administration or occupation.

Moreover, with the

restored tranquility which is already foreseen, if no

further
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vention is even now destined to cease, the Japanese

military authorities having already received instruct

ions to this effect
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Uoccupazione di Mukden
La Manciuria è in conflitto col
Giappone come due anni fa con la
Russia sovietica.
Le operazioni militari possono
ammettere deflnizionl occasionali,
deitate da un qualche opportuni
sme diplomatico e giuridico, ma so
no operazioni militari. Le quali possonp anche assumere un singolare
carqttere, poichè nel conflitto i ter
mini opposti sono scarsamente analogici. Da una parte ci sono unitd organiche, fortemente dotate di
mezzi, esperte dell’arte della guerra, come le giapponesi; e dall’altrq, da parte cinese, questo non c’e.
Fu lo stesso due anni fa nel con
flitto con la Russia, quando il governo sovietico si compiacque massimamente di poter fare, in con
fronte delle truppe mancesi, una
affermazione tipicamente militari-,
stat mettendo insieme unitd bene
armate.

Mentre a Ginevra
Shile disuussions
at Geneva

Comunque sia, oggi, come due
anni fa, le operazioni militari avvengono, presente e formalmente
attiva la Società delle Nazioni, non
ancora revocato il Patte Kellog che
bandisce la guerra.
Ed è presumïbïle che oggi, come
due anni fa, le operazioni militari
anranno il risultato normale e au
tomatico che hanno simili opera
zioni, quando si svolgono tra forze
diverse, come sopra abbiamo accennato.

r. t. d.

discute
are going on
SI

9^

IL* WA^PONE; — “Torno subito t».
Japan:

I’ll be right tack!

’

(Cina, Russia e Stati Uniti in allarme per Voccupazione giapponese della
capitale della Manciuria).
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Guerra in tempo
di pace
I conflitti in Manciuria non sono
nuo’â, nè possono sorprendere. La
Manciuria è, anzitutto, una regione
incredibilmente ricca, dove si trova
U ferro v il carbone, Toro e il legname; ed è poi un grande mercato
al quale i giapponesi, che vi hanno
speso molto denaro, non sapranno
mai rinunciare. Durante il conflitto
mondiale, quando il Giappone sperava di poter conservare le posizio
ni prese ai tedeschi in Cina e lo
Shantung, il conte Okuma, primo
ministro, in un momento di euforia, dichiarô che la guerra era «Fora, ''
Foccasione attesa da mille anni! »,
Poi le cose presero una piega dlversa: ma il Giappoue ha sempre
un occhio sulla Manciuria.
L’origine del conflitto attuale è
dunque da ricercarsi un poco più in
là dell’uccisione del capitano giap
ponese Nakamura. In queste regioni del nord della Cina i pomi della
discordia sono le ferrovie, necessa*
rie al traffico delle merci e allô j
sfruttamento delle risorse del territorio. Due anni fa il conflitto nissocinese tu dovuto alla ferrovia de!
nord; il conitto odierno è nato in'
torno al « South - Mandchourian Railway » che, da Mukden, è il prolungamento della ferrovia coreana
dei giapponesi. Le ferrovie, in paesi
di penetrazione commerciale, sono
corne un sistema nervoso; guai a
teccarlo senza riguardi.
i
Cosi, siamo arrivât! ad atti di |
guerra. Perché, contrariamente a
quanto si fa dire, da alcune agen*
eie, ai circoli govemativl american! |
— che, cioè, il conflitto cino giapponese non pud aneora esser consi
derate come una violazione dc4
Patte Kellogg — l’occupazione di
Mukden, glt scontri sanguinosi che
T hanno accompagnata, la mobilitazione generale in Corea, non pos
sono esser chiamati che atti di
guerra. Anche il conflitto russocinese, di due anni fa, non costitul
violazione del Patte Kellogg; que
sto patto, una volta violate, non
sarebbe più che un inutile straccio,
ed è chiaro, dunque, che non gli
convenga dichiararsi violate. Nondimeno, il cannone, le mitragliatriçi, i fucili si son fatti sentire in
Manciuria; e un po’ di sangue è
stato versato.

Il più divertente è che, poche oie
prima del bombardamento e della
occupazione di Mukden, si riuniva
à Ginevra la Terza Commissione
delFAssemblea della S. d. N. per di*
scutere il « progetto di convenzione
generale per lo sviluppo dei mezzi
di prevenzione della guerra». La
Commissione adottava un nuovo
testo de! primo alinea delFarticolo
seconde, cosi concepito: « Se, in cir*
costanze che non creano, seconde il
parère del Consiglio, lo stato di
guerra fra le potenze in causa, le
forze di una di queste potenze sono [

penetrate nel territorio o nelle ac-.
que territorial! delFaltra, o le sor*
volano, il Consiglio puô prescrivere
le misure per assicurare Fevacuazione delle dette forze...».
Il Consiglio puù prescrivere... Pre
scriverà? Potea, non voile; or che[
vorria, non puote. H Patte Kellogg!

glà pare se ne sia lavate le mani;
è cosa che non lo riguarda, non si
sente violate. Finirà col lavarsene
le mani anche Ginevra. Tanto. pre
sto o tard!, tutto s’accomoda.
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Le ultime notizie dalla Cina, di
fonte inglese, se non sono completamente rassicuranti quanto a una
soluzlone pacifica del conflitto, sono

almeno intéressant! per quel che
riguarda 1’evoluzione del nazionali
smo cinese. Sono poehi quelli che
credono alia fatale opera di consolidamento che le guerriglie, le rivoluzioni, le lotte di marescialli e di

govern! operano lentamente nella
fermentante Cina. Pure si è visto
eorgere un governo di Nanchino, e
questo governo reggersi malgrado
le lotte interne e le... informazioni
delle agenzie. Poehi sanno bene di
scernera d! quai colore sia questo
governo, e quanto della famosa
dottrina di Sun Yat Sen sia vivo
nella politica odierna. Ma tutto que*
s to ha ben poca importanza di
fronte a un fatto certo: che è quello dell'esistenza d’un nazionalismo
opérante in Cina, d’un nazionalismo
intransigente e, spesso, feroce.
Dicevamo che le ultime

notizie

Sono intéressant! rispetto alFevolvers! del nazionalismo. Difatti, a

parte le operazioni militari in Man*
ciuria, le ripercussioni a Ginevra,
gli umori soviettici e americani, c’è
in primo piano la reazione del naEionalismo cinese contro l’invasione

giapponese. Si parla d’una folia di ;

centomila persone che a Nanchino
dimostra e chiede la mobilitazione
generale. Oratori eloquenti hanno
rivendicato alla Cina ogni pollice
quadrate délia Manciuria. Bandiere
a mezs’asta, nella città di HongKong — che è poi da considérera
come una città inglese — manifestano il lutto della Cina per l’occugg^one di Mukden. E’ stato osser-

ygtb un minuto di sllenzio. X luoghi
dl divertimento sono in parte chin
ai. Si parla di boicottaggio dei pro

dotti giapponesi. Infine — e quest*
è la manifestazione più importante
— il capo del governo di Canton,
CianCiai-Tong, avrebbe deciso di
rappattumarsi col governo di Nan-i

chino.
A questo punto si pud ripetere
quel che spesso fu scritto in queste

colonne; cloè che l’unità, la fino a

îeri inconcepibile unità politica del
mondo cinese, la faranno, la fanno

gli stranieri: in questo caso, i giap
ponesi.
I process! di unificazione si com-

piono in difesa di qualche cosa 6
contro qualcuno. Il mlracolo d’una
unificazione politica dei clans cinesî, d’un accordo fra gl’innumere-

voli marescialli, giovani e vecchi,
che comandano in Cina, puô esscr
provocato da imprese corne questa
giapponese. Ci vuol poco a far ri-

fiammeggiare in Estremo Oriente la
xenofobia, che è di casa in quelle

plaghe. A una tal fiamma, si pud
sqldare anche la più sconnessa in
telaiatura, cioè la intelaiatura po
litica dell’attuale Cina.
Un proverbio cinese — che nella
lingua originale suona corne una

ocarica di mortaretti — dice presso
a poco che il galantuomo non si fa
Boldato; e questo puô spiegare le
ayventure dei marescialli e gene-i
raU cinesi e delle loro bande. Ma'
ora pare che sotto la guida del go
vemo di Nanchino i galantuomini

diventino patriotti.

Intanto è da

notare questo sintomatico mutaxnento. La Cina era l’unico paesc
del mondo in euf il monarca non
portasse armi indosso. Ora invece
il capo dello stato è armato, anzi
ê un soldato di professlone.
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rate prima di costringere tutto il la prossima andata del Présidente
mondo a entrare nella contesa. Ma del Consiglio francese a Berlino, preè impossible azzardare previsioni fi- ceduta d ail’intéressante scambio di
no a che non si veda chiaro nei pia- messaggi fra il nuovo ambasciatore
Di solito gli avvenimenti esteri ve^ ni del Governo giapponese, cinti del della Repubblica e il Maresciallo
rameute interessanti si fanno atten più complete mistero. Quanto pre- Hindenburg: esso deve quindi essere
dee a Jungo; trascorrono mesi nei mano su quello le correnti militari guardato con simpatia da tutti i sinquali non accade o semlbra che non ste, sempre forti nel Giappone e to- ceri amici della normalizzazione in
accada nulla: poi è una specie di fi- nificate dall’influenza di un’aristocra- ternazionale : peccato che il signifinimondo. Se un accorto demiurgo zia eminentemente guerriera, è dif cato del prossimo incontro sia stato
della politica internazionale potesse ficile dire, perche uno dei caratteri svalutato in gran parte dall’atteggraduare e distributee con un po’ di della politica nipponica è il segreto giamento del Governo francese in
metodo quegli eventi, si procurereb- di cui sa circondarsi, nonostante l’ap materia di disarmo. La cortese inibe la gratitudine più sincera dei parente pubb'licité dei dihattiti di ziativa del signor Laval non apparinella stam- ré più destinata a ristabilire buoni
giornali e del pubblico. Dopo una nanzi al Parlamento
pausa non breve, vediamo oggi accu- pa. Non si sa finora se ITGiappone rapporti con la Nazione tedesca, somularsi un certo numéro di fatti voglia solo riaffermare il suo presti- pra un piede di decorosa eguagliannuovi, ciascuno dei quali meritereb- gio sul continente asiatico entro li za, ma saré ridotta a semplice prambe uno studio accurato, ed è suscet- rait! definiti, o se cerchi nella fiac- matica, oppure verré interpretata co
tibile di accaparrarsi 1’ attenzione chezza quasi generale delle altre Po- rne uno sforzo di sollevare le sorti
comm ossa dei popoli. La lira sterli- tenze una buona occasione per risol- del pericolante Gabinetto Brüningna che non si puô più convertie al vere d’un colpo il problema della Curtius, ultimo campione, forse, del
la pari in oro, il Giappone che oc sua espansione economica e demo- la democrazia tedesca al Governo.
cupa Mukden, l’Assemblea della So grafica. V’ha di buono che il dubbio Dell’altro viaggio di Laval a Wa
ciété délie Nazioni che parla sul dovré essere chiarito presto, perché shington avremo tempo di riparlare.
serio di disarmo, Laval che sta per nessun Paese oggi puô restare nello Sono i due çresi che sentono il bisoandare a Berlino e a Washington; stato di tensione che implica una si gno di consultarsi, forse perché tetutti questi — e ne abbiamo lasciati tuazione come quella in cui il Giap-, lïfono di correre, a lungo andare, la
da parte dei buoni — sono fenomeni pone s’è pbsto con la sua avanzata nôh üeta avyentîira del loro antico
pr^decessoré asiatico. Metaforicamenimportant! che dimostrano al tempo brusquée in Manciuria.
stesso il disagio della situazione ge Un avvenimento del tutto idillico è te, s’intende.
nerale degli Stati e il desiderio di
porvi in qualche modo un riparo: de
siderio che, per quanto ostacolato da
particolari egoismi e percià in taluni
casi rimasto allô stato puramente
verbale, tende tuttavia ad affermarsi
sempre più, accennando al momento
fatale in cui diventerà forza travolgente e déterminante l’azione collettiva di domani.
Quello che accade a Ginevra è sin-î
tomatico. Non ci eravamo dunque in-'
gannati quando osservammo (e crediamo d’essere stati i primi) che la
Conferenza per la riduzione degli ar
mament! era virtualmente incominciata dinanzi alla Société delle Na
zioni. La proposta italiana per .una
tregua provvisoria ma iinmediata
non poteva fare a meno di indurre i
rappresentanti delle Potenze, grandi
e piccole, a prendere posizione. Sutto
questo aspetto il successo italiano è
stato pieno e assoluto, non solo nel
campo tattico, nel quale 1’Italia non
cerca piccole soddisfazioni passeggere, ma nel campo morale al quale
teniamo infmitamente di più. L’ade-|
sione d’un grandissimo numéro di
Paesi alla tesi onesta e veramente
civile e societaria della Delegazione
italiana è stata superiore ad ogni aspettativa; coloro stessi che per ragioni varie, se non tutte belle, hanno creduto di fare restrizioni, obiezioni, o cercare diversivi e scappatoie, hanno perd questa volta dovuto riconoscere, esplicitamente o implicitamente, la bonté sostanziale
della proposta dell’on. Grandi, sviluppata e difesa sul terreno tecnico
con la consueta autorité dal generale
De Marinis.
Più di questo non si poteva ottenere. Sarebbe stato ingenuo aspettarsi che la Francia accettasse cordialmente una tesi che mette in mora le
sue costaiiti velléité egemoniche e disturba insieme con gli interessi politi- *
ci dei suoi ceti dominant! quelli mate- ?
riali dai suoi maîtres des forges. I
Paesi che gravi tano con regolarité
newtoniana neU’orbita francese han
no naturalmente dato ai loro rappre
sentanti l’ordine di appoggiare le riserve del signor Massigli. Ci pare
perô che questa volta gli accent! di qualcuno di costoro siano stati meno
convint!, meno calorosi. Essi s’accorgevano di parlare non solo con
tre il sentimento della maggioranza,
ma contro lo spirito stesso dell’ambiente, contro le ragioni su cui si
basa l’ordinamento ideale della So
ciété delle Nazioni. Ci sono stati deij
toni falsi nella voce di taluni di queil
coristi, ed anche di ciô si debbono es-|
sere accorti a Parigi, dove si esage-|
ra nel voler ridurre il consesso gi-l
nevtino a semplice esponente decora-l
tivo dello statu quo militare impostol
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guaicuno ai costoro siano stati meno I
convinti, meno calorosi. Essi s’ac- f
corgevano di parlare non solo con-;
tro il sentimento della maggioranza,
ma contro lo spirito stesso dell’ambiente, contro le ragioni su cui siL
basa 1’ordinamento ideale della Società delle Nazioni. Ci sono stati deii
toni falsi nella voce di taluni di queif
coristi, ed anche di ciô si debbono es~£
sere accorti a Parigi, dove si esagera nel voler ridurre il consesgo ginevfino a semplice esponente decorativo dello statu quo militare imposto
dalla Francia. Giova credere quindi |
che anche nei riguardi di questa Potenza le ultime discussioni non siano
state inutili e che essa si possa trovare rneno lontana e meno irragio-l
nevolmente ostile quando lo stessof
problema sarà riportato sul tappeto.J
Ciô sarebbe tanto più desiderabi-f
le, in quanto ragioni obiettive dir
complicazioni non mancano.
!
La situazione in Estremo Oriente
non è tranquillante. In altri tempi!
sarebbe bastato molto meno per ge-i
nerare negli ambienti diplomatic! la|
più viva eqcitazione. Oggi i nervi so-î
no più ottusi, e d’altronde le delibe-|
razioni estreme diventano semprej
meno probabili per Fimiponenza dei
rischi che ne derivano: percio nessuno' vuol creare 1’irreparabile, pu
re sfiorandolo qualche volta. Il Giappone lo sfiora certamente in questi
giorni: la sua mossa è veramente
pericolosa, non solo perché suscita
per la prima volta nella Cina unaj
reazione nazionalista veemente e|
sincera, ma perché provoca il Go-?
verno dei Sovieti a intervenire in una:
eventuale sistemazione della immen-*
sa regione manciuriana e mongolica. Né 1’ intervento russo potrebbe’
andare senza una partecipazione de4
gli. Stati Uniti, oggi in eccellenti relazioni con Mosca e atteggiantisi a
protettori della Cina contro 1’imperialismo nipponico. L’Inghilterra per
ragioni opposte dovrebbe sostenere
il Giappone; ma le condizioni finanziarie e politiche deU’Impero britannico gli tolgono inolta facoltà di iniziativa. Fra tuttoquesto viluppo di
elementi è da sperare che un accor
de diretto awenga fra Tokio e Nanchino: sarebbe loro interesse risol-j

1

tere le loro vertenze ormai invete-|

tons'

W
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traccie del petrolio nella parte monta
gnosa del nord-mancese e, secondo ogn
probabilité, la grande esplorazione scien
tiftca del sottosuolo vagheggiata già da
maresciallo Ciang-Tso-Lin ed effettuatt
parzialmente dal suo figlio attuale go
vernatore, Ciang-Siu-Liang, potrà rive
lare altre grandi ricchezze minerark
della terra del guerrier! manciù.
La popolazione locale offre un eccel
lente campo di mano d’opera a buon
mercato e con scarse esigenze alimentari: 1 meridional! si dedicano ai com
mend ed in parte allé local! industrie,
montre i settentrionali infinitamente su
perior! ai primi dal punto di vista fisico,
privi dello spirito di avventura, conser
vator! per eccellenza, tranquilli e lavoratori costituiscono 1’elemento eminentemente agricolo e forniscolo i migliori
soldât! della Manciuria.
Tutto questo complesso aggiunto al distacco geografico della zona dalla Cina
propriamente detta ha determinate una
particolare situazione, grazie alia qua
le — fino ad oggi — i maggiori compe
titor! internazionalj, il Giappone e la
Russia, hanno contribuito alia valorizzazione della Manciuria. I russi hanno
costruito la ferrovia Carbin-Pogranicnaja (1212 km.) in prosecuzione succes
sive fine a Vladivostok e Carbin-Dalnji
(attualmente Dairen) 941 km. con le diramazioni Tasci-kiau Ging-tseku (22 km)
e Nan-cuan-ling Porto Arthuro (48 km.)
contribuendo al riallacciamento di Mu
kden con la capitale a Pechino. I giapponesi hanno costruito la linea MukdenAntung estesa più tard! a traverso tutta
la Corea.
L’esploatazione del suolo e del sotto
suolo intrapresa dagli stranieri ha contribuito allo sviluppo dei maggiori centri come Mukden (già antichissima capi
tale della dinastia mancese), Kirin e
Hei-lung-kiang presso il confine siberiano, dan do un poderoso impulse allé
industrie sussidiarie dell’agricoltura ed
estrattive.
Fino a poco tempo fa il Giappone e la
Russia Sovietica, svolgendo ambedue
un’intensa politica di penetrazione eco
nomica e politica nelle rjspettive zone
adiacenti ai rispettivi territori, oustodivano gelosamente 1’equilibrio ottenuto
mediante 1’elaborazione di trattati a spese della Cina. Questo equilibrio oggi
non esiste più, 1’atto delle autorità mi
litari ha spostato la bilancia a favore
del Giappone, pur non intaccando direttamente gli interessi di Mosca nel cam
po economico e Jedendo soltanto le possibilità politiche. Il litfguaggio di Mosca
si è fatto già sentire: esso ammonisce
i governanti di Tokio dj non far pendere di più la bilancia dalla parte del
Giappone, altrimenti la formula elegan
te escogitata dalla mentalità nipponica
che occupa i territori militarmente ma
non si considéra in istato di guerra potrebbe trasformarsi in una formula più
aderente alla realtà.

•Git avvenimenti r.eU’Estremo Oriente
hanno richiamato di nuovo 1’attenzione
dei lettori sulla Mancipria scarsamente
conosciuta in Europa, i>iù di nome che
di fatto e solo per und serie di eventl
a carattere guerresco che vi si svolgono
da oltre venticinque anni. Dalia lotta
contro i famosi boxers, nella quale hanmo riaffermato le virtu della razza i battaglioni italiani comandati dal colonnello Garioni, a traverso la guerra russo-giapponese del 1904 e le vicende intermina$li delle zuffe tra i nordisti e i
sudisti cinesi siamo giunti aU’odiema
risentendo sexnpre il nome
deBae.Minciuria, classico tferreno di operazioni jniii tari.
Poc’hi*'di noi si rendono conto dell’importanza elfettiva di questo angolo nordorientale d ell’ex-I rape ro Celeste dalla
«superficie di poco inferiore a quella delSL’Austria-Ungheria d’anteguerra (941.728
kmq.) popolato da 22,083.434 abitanti con
una media di 23 individui per kmq. La
Manciuria, già stato indipendente flno
jl 1600 si fuse quarant’anni dopo con la
Cina formando un unico territorio delI’immenso impero governato dai dinasti di origine mancese stabilitisi, in seguito alia guerra vittoriosa contro la dinastia cinese dei Ming, a Pechino sulla
sotglia tra la Cina e la Manciuria.
Tre secoli di vita comune trasformarono i mancesi in una casta di governo
•cinesizzata in seiguito al tradizionale e
lento assorbimento della cultura cinese
esercitato più volte durante i numéros!
secoli della storia cinese. Intorno al 1858.
iniziatasi la marcia dell’Impero russo
Verso le zone estremo-orientali, la Man•ciuria vide intaccata la sua integrità
senza che le condizioni interne potesseto permettere una séria reazione per argioare la penetrazione moscovita accresciutasi specialmente dopo il 1896 ossia
nell’epoca della prima costruzione ferroviaria incominciata dai russi sul suolo
mancese.
I) disgregamento territoriale deH’integrità mancese prosegui rapidamente a
traverso la moltiplicazione dei mezzi di
comunicazione celeri specialmente nel
periodo dal 1900 in poi. La colonizzazione militaro lunigo il corso dell’Ussuri e
dell’Amur effettuata dai russi in previsione dei futuri conflitti con il Giappone e con la Cina e la costruzione della
transiberiana che attraversa il suolo
mancese su una lunghezza di 1200 km.
accelerarono il processo della trasformazione radicale economica del paese dei
manci ù.
La guerra russo-glapponese nel 1904
svoltasi Quasi intieramente sul suolo
manege ha diminuito sostanzialmente
il préstlgio della razza biânça ritenuta
invincibile dai popoli di. cofore nell’Estremo Est asiatico ed ha riaffermato il
Iprestigio del Giappone assurto al ruolo
di una grande potenza, consegiic^do
quasi intieramente nelle mani nippon*
che- le realizzazioni russe raggiunte sul
suolo mancese.
La Manciuria, naturalmente divisa in
due parti nettamente distinte, doyette
subire le conseguenze del complicate
giuoco internazionale nella zona: la par
te nordica inclinata verso la conca dol1’Amur altrimenti chiamato Kara-muren
(4000 km. di lunghezza) è irrigata dal
flume Sun agri e dai suoi affluent!, mentre la parte méridionale, percorsa dalle
acque di Liao-ho alimentato dall’affluente Sciara-muren, è orientata verso il golfo di Liao-tung. La prima, quasi intie
ramente composta dalla provincia di
Hei-lung-kiang, coperta da vaste foreste
ben descritte in alcuni lavori del celebre
scrittore polacco Ferdinando Antonio
Ossendowski, è scarsamente popolata
(circa 3 Individui per kmq.) e quasi tut
ta la popolazione si raccoglie nella bella e ricca pianura del medio Sungari.
Essa pende naturalmente verso le zone
siberiane e quindi costituisce una logica
zona di influenza russa.
La parte méridionale fertilissima e ben
popolata fiancheggia la Corea che cc
stituisce attualmente la provincia giapponese col nome di Ciosen e quindi à
esposta all’influcnza nipponica consolidata a traverso tutta una serie di vaste
iniziative colonizzatrici che hanno ap^
portato al miscuglio di sangue tartaromongolo-russo la particella nipponica.
La maggior parte della popolazione,
come abbiamo detto si compone di meticci sino-manciù, accanto ai manOesi
puri ed ai cinesi propriamente detti provenienti dallo Scian-tung e dal Chihli K
specie tra i braceianti agricoli.
K
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Lra pane meriaionaxe ienius»ima c
popolata fiancheggia la Corea che cc
stituisce attualmente la provincia giap- y.
ponese col nome di Ciosen e quindi è |
esposta all’influenza nipponica consoli- :y
data a traverso tutta una serie di vaste >
iniziative colonizzatrici che hanno ap' f
portato al miscuglio di sangue tartaro- ?
mongolo-russo la particella nipponica.
La maggior parte della popolazione, p:
corne abbiamo detto si compone di me- v
ticci sino-manciù, accanto ai mancesi '
puri ed ai cinesi propriamente detti provenienti dallo Scian-tung e dal Chihli
specie tra i braccianti agricoli.
La maggior ricchezza del suolo è rappresentata dal legname e dai prodotti
agricoli, sopratutto dalle tre principal!
qualità di soya. I fagioli di soya coltivati nella Manciuria danno una resa di
15-20 quintal! per ettaro (circa 20 kg. di
semi per ettaro). Nonostante 1’ingente
consumo locale 1’abbondanza del prodotto permette una vasta esportazione verso
la Corea, il Giappone e la Cina méridio
nale che assicura Fintroito medio di
circa 300.000.000 di lire oro italiane al1’anno per i sol! fagioli gialli intieri oppure ridotti in forma di farina comme
stibile.
L’esportazione del panelli pressât!,
rende in media 200.000.000 di lire oro
all’anno, mentre 1’olio estratto da qucsta qualità di soya (23 %) ed usato come
; commestibile, illuminante e lubriflcante
dà all’incirca 100.000.000 di lire oro. Inol, tre vi crescono in abbondanza, specie
nella zona méridionale, il riso, il grano, (
il sorgo, il granturco, il tabacco, il lino J
la canapa, Findaco, il cotone, la pa
tata ecc.
Si puô dire che la Manciuria rappre-^
i senta dal panto di vista di bisogni alimentari una delle più ricche zone di
. rifornimento, ma la eua vera importan: za consiste anche nelle grandi ricchezze
del sottosuolo scarsameute esplorato e*
più scarsamente sfruttato.
i
Tutta la zona lungo il corso del flume’
Amur è ricchissima di giacimenti auri-3
fed, mentre nella provincia di Kirin, per?
esempio, ci sono parecchie minière dF
. carbon fossile e di ferro. L’estrazione del
carbone in certi punt! della Manciuria
centro-orientale è facilissima dati i gia<
cimenti molto superficial! (per esempio.
nei dintorni del villaggio Ho-lin) oppurel

« Fusciun. Sono state trovate anche le
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This telegram must be
closely paraphrased, be
fore being communicated,
to anyone.

Dated October 15, 1931
Rec’d 2;24 a. m..

Secretary of State,

7 9 3 .9 4 /2 1 1 9

Washington.

PRIORITY.
October 15, 10 a, m.

Arrived 14th, called upon Vice Minister for Foreign

Affairs and President Chiang.

All waiting word as to

present during latter call.
action of League.
One.

T. V. Soong and H. H. Kung

All ask;

What will be the attitude of United States toward

proposal to invoke Nine Power Treaty should League fail

g

w

to accomplish anything;

Two.

Will United States take the initiative in invok

ing Nine Power Treaty?

Can Department give me any re

action to these questions to use in conversations here?

I told President Chiang and later W. W. Yen that
initiative had been taken when China appealed to the League.

I said that United States had not by any means lost interest
in the matter
0 8. GQTUNMXNT PRINTING OmCl: US7

J482C6
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from Nanking, Oct.15,1931* 10 a.m

in the matter but was cooperating in every way possible

with the League in the hope that action there might be

successful.

JOHNSON

HPD
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of

State

THE UNDERSECRETARY
October 16, 1931.

»

\ I

Mr. âç^retary:

(|) I think the last sentence of the
first paragraph (page 2 line 7) adds nothing

and suggests that we have a definite plan

of settlement.
(2)

In the last line do you want to

say "direct negotiation"?

Until the two

parties are willing to talk with each
other, with or without observers, the

matter will never be settled.

Japan will

never agree to a settlement by a foreign
commission and no such settlement would

be carried out except with the help of

foreign policing, which is unthinkable.
I see no harm in letting the Chinese
know that this is our opinion.

W.R.C.Jr.
(W. R. Castle Jr.)
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Department of State

Division

of

Far Eastern Affairs

October 15, 1931.
Mr. Secretary:

This telegram is intended to incorporate
in a single message (a) the suggestion which

you made to me through Mr. Slots this morning

that we instruct Johnson to urge the Chinese

to exercise self-restraint and (b) a sufficient
reply to Johnson*s request for guidance as

made in the incoming telegram.
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PLAIN

Washington,

Oc tober Jjf, 1931.

HP

AMERICAN CONSUL

NANKING (China)

/Vo—14^

October 15, 10 a.m

It is believed that the attitude of the American
Government toward this problem as a whole has been

adequately indicated.

It is difficult, if not impossible

tion which may or may not eventuate and with reference to

a situation which is unfolding and constantly changing.
The objective of the American Government is, first of all,

to prevent the development of a situation in which it

would be impossible to Invoke any of the instruments which
have been devised for settlement of international disputes

by peaceful means.

The Department has not taken sides in

this controversy as between the disputants.

The Depart

ment, in determining attitude and action, does not intend to

be forced by either party into the role of policeman or
prosecutor.

Exercising its best judgment, it will take

such steps as it feels are

best calculated in view of the

situation at any moment to meet the needs of the moment in
relation to the objective referred to above.

Its thought

with regard to the Pact of Paris and the Nine-Powers Treaty
Enciphered by___________ ____ _________
Sent by operator--------------------- M.,----------------------- - 19-------------------------------------------------

,

—

_A

Index Bu.—No. 50.

ü B. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OfTICB: 1»»

1—138
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to answer a question based on a hypothetical future condi'
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PLAIN

Washington,

Is indicated in the second paragraph of its communication to
the Council of the League of Nations, text of which was com

municated to the Consulate General at Nanking/in Department’s
Z2- o <5 O
88, October 13, 11 a.m., for the Minister./ Its thought with

regard to the course which should be pursued by it, as to

action, at the present stage, is indicated in the same com
mun i c a t ion.

rffelr-fnr
°

Mxe--Sepe»t»6iT*<j>eika_Xherb*4$-'Wtrtttd'TIbir"be~etdV^»flli

i

r

iHuoluuu n nil rr

i

thc-poo.rtblT

wh'1 r>h

You may.say to your interlocutors that your Government
As

feels that for the present the Chinese and the Japanese

Governments should (a) first of all, continue to take every
possible precaution against activities or the occurrence of

incidents which are likely to aggravate the situation and
(b) endeavor, with the aid of the Council of the League and
in conformity with advice offered by the American Government,

to arrive at an understanding which will make possible

w

settlement byjiegotiation of their differences.

FE:SKH/ZMF
Enciphered by
Sent by operator______________ M.t------------Index Bu.—No. 50.

CH /
Qôl> 16,
19____________ ___________________
ü 6. &OVERHMENT PRINTWO OFFICB: 1»H

1—138

( e)
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This telegram must be
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated
to anyone.

GENEVA.
Dated. October 15, 1931

Rec’d 8;30 a. m.

Secretary of State,

DEPARTMENT OF STATg

j

VERY URGENT

201, October 15, 10 a. m.

-vfiSPtAH AFFAIRS

*

CONFIDENTIAL FOR THE SECRETARY,

Should I take a scat on the Council in the Sino—

Japanese dispute it might easily eventuate that the Presi
dent of the Council would ask me to join the so-called

Committee of Five.

You will recall that this is not a

formal committee of the Council but up to now has been

made up of the representatives of Great Britain, France,
Germany, Italy and Spain whom the President of the Council
has requested to assist him in his consideration of the

question.

Should I sit with this group it would of course

be under precisely the same terms as my sitting at the

Council table.

The request might

easily come to me in the

form that the relationship between the present situation
and the
u a. GovntNxraT rRiNTiNfi ornci: 1M7

J48256

7 9 5 .9 4 /2 1 2 0

«ai

Washington.
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and tho Pact of Paris was to be the subject for considera
tion.

I would appreciate your instructions as to what reply
I should make to such an invitation should it be informally
extended to me.

GILBERT
HPD
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Washington,

October 15, 1931.
,

---------------- —
American Consul
Geneva (Switzerland)
VERY URGENT

,j

^3

Your 201, October 15, 10 a.m..

Ô

y 7^

authorized to make at the meeting of the Council
clearly defines the purpose of this Government as to

If, therefore, you are

asked to sit with the Committee of Five I have no

objection on the understanding that your participation
concerns solely discussion of treaties to which the

United States is a party.

Our purpose is to cooperate

with the efforts of the gentlemen now meeting in

Geneva to secure peace in Manchuria by whatever method
of conference is most appropriate.

Qr >
U WRC/LM
Enciphered by_____________
Sent by operator______________ M.,______________ _ 19
Index Bu.—No. 50.
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your cooperation with the League.

7 9 3 .9 4 /2 20

I think the opening statement which you have been

